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"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness,

and all these things shall be added unto you.'"

—Matthew vi. 33.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH.

PREFACE.

The suhjed ircatcd of at the close of the last chapter was the last

judgnunt, and it was shevm what is signified therehy, namely, not

the destruction of the world, hut the last time of the Church ; when
this time is at hand, the Lord saith, " that He will come in the

clouds of the heavens with power and glory " (IMatt. xxiv. 30

;

Mark xiii. 26 ; Luke xxi. 27). Heretofore no one has known
what is meant hj the clouds of the heavens ; hut it has been dis-

covered to me that nothing else is 7neant thereby than the literal

sense of the Word, and that hy the power and the glory is meant
the internal sense of the Word, for in the interned sense of the

Word there is glory, inastnuch as whatever is therein has relation

to the Lord and to His Icingdom, see the first part of this work,

nos. 1769-1772. The same is meant hy the cloud which encom-

passed Peter, James, and John, when the Lord appeared to them

in glory, concerning which it is thus written in Luke : " A voice

came forth out of the cloud, saying, This is My beloved Son,

hear ye Him ; and when the voice was past, Jesus was found
alone " (ix. 35, 36). By Hoses and Elias, loho then conversed

vnth the Jjord, was represented the Word of the Old Testament,

which is also called Moses and the Prophets ; hy Moses arc meant
the hooks of Moses and also the historical hooks, and hy Elias the

prophet are m cant all the Prophets. But hy Peter, James, and John
were represented {as in other places, wheresoever they are named
in the hooks of the Evangelists) faith, charity, and the good of
charity : and hy their heing alone present \when the Lord ivas

transfigured], was signified that none else can see the glory of the

Lord, tvhich is in ILis Word, hut they who are in faith, in the

charity of faith, and in the good of charity ; others iiidced are

capable of seeing, hut still they do not see, because they do not believe.

This is the internal sense as to both the above passages. In the
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2 PREFACE. [Chap, xviii.

Prophets, also, a cloud everywhere signifies the Word in the letter

and glory the Word in its life. The nature and quality of the

internal sense of the Word has already been frequently shewn, and
pointed out in the explanation of each particular expression in

the foregoing chapters. In our Lord's time, those skilled in the

[Mosaic^ law were the last to Relieve that anything in the Word
liad relation to the Lord : at the present day, those skilled in the

law do indeed know, hut possibly tvill he the last to helieve, that

there is any other glory in the Word than what a2)pears in tJie

letter, which nevertheless is the cloud wherein that ylury is.



GENESIS.

CHAPTER THE EIGHTEENTH.

2135. The quality of the internal sense of the Word, and how
it is perceived by the angels whilst it is being read by man, may
more especially appear from this chapter. From the historical

sense of the letter nothing else is understood, than that Jehovali

appeared to Abraham under the form of three men ; and that

Sarah, Abraham, and his lad prepared food for them, namely,

cakes of meal of fine flour, the son of an ox, and also butter and

milk; which things, although they are historical truths, and really

liappened, yet are not perceived so by the angels, who have a

perception of the things represented and signified, altogether

abstractedly from the letter, according to the explanation given

in the contents, nos. 2136-2141. Thus, instead of the historical

relation, they perceive the state of the Lord's perception in the

Human, and communication at that time with the Divine,

before the perfect union of His Divine Essence with the

Human, and of the Human with the Divine ; which state is

also that concerning which the Lord thus speaks :
" No one hath

seen God at any time : the only-hegotten Son, who is in the bosom

of the Father, He hath revealed Ilim" (John i. 18). And by
tlie different kinds of food here spoken of, the angels perceive

nothing but the different kinds of celestial and spiritual good,

concerning which see the explanation. And further, in regard

to what is said of the son whom Sarah should bare at the

stated time of the next year, they perceive only this, that the

Lord's human rational should become Divine. Lastly, by those

things which Abraham spoke with Jehovah concerning tlie

overthrow of Sodom and Amorah, they have a perception of

nothing else than the Lord's intercession for mankind. And
l»y the numbers fifty, forty-five, forty, thirty, twenty, and ten,

they have a perception of [the Lord's] intercession for those

with wliom truths should be adjoined to goods, and who should

obtain goods by temptations and combats, or by other states.

And so it is in respect to all other passages in the Word, as may
l)etter appear from the explanation of each particular expression,

where it is shewn, that a like signification is involved in like
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expressions both in the historical and prophetical parts of the

Word. That there is such an internal sense in the Word
tiiroughout, treating solely of the Lord, of His kingdom in the

heavens, of His church in the earths, and with every individual

person in particular, consequently treating of the goods of love,

and of the truths of faith, may appear to every one from the

passages of the Old Testament cited by the Evangelists, as in

Matthew :
" The Lord said unto My Lord, Sit on My right hanxl,

until L make Thine enemies a footstool for Thy feet " (xxii. 44
;

Psalm ex. 1). That these words treat of the Lord, does not

appear from the literal sense of the passage as it stands in the

Book of Psalms, and yet that the Lord alone is here meant, He
Himself teaches. Again :

" Tliou Bethlehem in the land of
J'lidah, art not the least amonyst the leaders of Judah, for out of
thee shall come forth a leader, Who shall feed my people Lsrael

"

(Matt. ii. C ; Micah v. 2). They who, like the Jews, abide

merely in the literal sense of this passage, learn indeed from

that sense, that the Lord should be born in Bethlehem, but in-

asmuch as they expect a leader and a king who shall bring

them back again into tlie land of Canaan, therefore they explain

all the expressions according to the letter, that is, the land of

Judah they interpret as signifying the land of Canaan ; Israel,

as signifying Israel, although they know not where Israel is

;

and tlie leader, as signifying their Messiah ; when nevertheless

by Judah and Israel other things are meant, namely, by
Judah the celestial, by Israel the spiritual, both in heaven

and on earth, and by the leader the Lord. In the same Evan-
gelist :

" A voiee was heard in Hamah, lamentation, a cry, and
much weeping, Rachel loeeping for her children, and wotdd not lie

comforted, because they are not" (ii. 18; Jer. xxxi. 15). They
who abide in the literal sense of these words, cannot by any
means conceive thence what is their internal sense, when never-

theless it appears from the Evangelist, that they have such an
internal sense. In the same Evangelist :

" Out of Egypt have

I called My Son" (ii. 15 ; Hosea xi. 1), In tlie Propliet whence
this passage is quoted, are these words :

" When Israel was a

boy, and I loved him, and out of Egypt have I called My son

:

tliey called them, so they went from their faces, and I made
Ephraim to go " (xi. l-o). They who know not that there is an
iutei'nal sense, must needs conceive that Jacob is here meant,

when he went down into P^gypt, and liis descendants when
they came forth from thence, and tliat by P^phraim is meant
the tribe of Ephraim, and thus that this passage contains the

same things as are recorded in the historical parts of the Word;
nevertheless it is plain from the Word of the Evangelist, that

these things signily the Lord : but what is signified by each

])articular expression, cannot be known except it be disclosed

by the internal sense.
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CHAPTER XVTII.

1. And Jehovah appeared unto him in the oak-groves of

Mamre, and he was sitting at the door of the tent as the day
grew hot.

2. And he lifted up his eyes, and saw, and lo, three men
standing above him, and he saw, and ran to meet them, from

the door of the tent, and bowed himself towards the earth.

3. And he said, My Lord, if, I pray, I have found grace in

Thine eyes, pass not, 1 pray, from above Thy servant.

4. Let a little water, I pray, be taken, and wash your feet,

and lie down under the tree.

5. And I will take a piece of bread, and support ye your

heart ; afterwards ye shall pass on ; for wherefore have ye passed

to your servant ? xind they said. So do as thou hast spoken.

6. And Abraham hastened towards the tent to Sarah, and

said, Hasten three measures of meal of fine flour, knead and
make cakes.

7. And Abraham ran to the herd, and took a son of an ox,

tender and good, and gave to a boy, and he hastened to

make it.

8. And he took butter and milk, and the son of the ox which
he made, and gave before them, and he was standing before

them under the tree ; and they did eat.

9. And they said unto him. Where is Sarah thy ^\ ife ? and
he said, Behold, in the tent.

10. And he said, lieturning I will return to thee, accord-

ing to this time of life, and lo, Sarah thy wife shall have a son
;

and Sarah heard at the door of the tent, and it was behind him.

11. And Abraham and Sarah were old, entering into days
;

it ceased to be with Sarah the way as of women.
12. And Sarah laughed within herself, saying. After that 1

am grown old, shall I have pleasure, and my Lord [is] old ?

13. And Jehovah said to Abraham, Why did Sarah laugh

at this, saying. Shall 1 truly bring forth, and I am grown old ?

14. Shall anything be wonderful for Jehovah ? at the stated

time I will return unto thee, according to this time of life, and
Sarah shall have a son.

15. And Sarali denied, saying, T did not laugh, because she

was afraid : and He said. Nay, but thou didst laugh.

16. And the men rose up thence, and looked to the faces of

Sodom, and Abraham was going with them to send them away.

17. And Jehovah said, Shall I conceal from Abraham what
I am doing ?

18. And Abraham shall surely be [made] into a great and
numerous nation, and all the nations of the earth shall be

blessed in him.
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19. Por I have known him, because that he will command
his sons, and his house after him, and they shall keep the

way of Jehovah, to do justice and judgment, that Jehovah
may briug upon Abraham that which lie hath spoken upon

him.

20. And Jehovah said. Because the cry of Sodom and

Amorah is become great, and because their sin is become very

grievous

;

21. I will go down, and see, whether they have made a

consummation according to the cry thereof which hath come to

Me ; and if not, I will know.

22. And the men looked thence, and went towards Sodom,

and Abraliam, he was still standing before Jehovah.

23. And Abraham drew near, and said. Wilt Thou also

destroy the just with the wicked ?

24. Peradventure there be fifty just ones in the midst of the

city, wilt Thou also destroy, and not spare the place, for the

sake of the fifty just ones, who are in the midst thereof ?

25. Far be it from Thee to do according to this thing, to

cause the just to die with the wicked, and that thus the just

should be as the wicked ; far be it from Thee ; shall not the

Judge of the whole earth do judgment ?

26. And Jehovah said, If I find in Sodom fifty just ones in

the midst of the city, and I will spare the whole place for their

sake.

27. And Abraham answered, and said, P.ehold, I pray, I

have taken upon me to speak unto my Lord, and I am dust

and ashes.

28. Peradventure there shall lack five of the fifty just ones,

wilt Thou destroy the whole city for the five ? and He said, I

will not destroy if I find there forty and five.

29. And he added yet to speak unto Him, and said, Perad-

venture forty be found there ; and He said, I will not do it for

the sake of the forty.

30. And he said, Let not my Lord, I pray, be angry, and I

will speak, Peradventure thirty he found there ; and He said, I

will not do it if I find thirty there.

31. And he said, Behold, I pray, I have taken upon me to

speak unto my Lord, peradventure twenty be found there ; and

He said, I will not destroy for the sake of the twenty.

32. And he said. Let not my Lord, I pray, be angry, and I

will speak only this time, peradventure ten be found there

;

and He said, I will not destroy ibr the sake of the ten.

33. And Jehovah went when Pie had finished speaking to

Abraham ; and Abraliam returned to his place.
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THE CONTENTS.

2136. The first thing here treated of is the state of tlie

Lord's perception in the Human, and of [His] communication
at that time with the Divine, before the perfect union of His
Human Essence with the Divine Essence ; which state also

is that concerning which the Lord speaks in these words,
" No one hath seen God at any time ; the only-begotten Son,

Who is in the bosom of the Father," etc. (John i. 18).

2137. The state of the Lord's perception in the Human, at

that time, is signified by the oak-groves of Mamre, verse 1 ; in

which state that He apperceivcd the Divine, which manifested

itself before His Human, verse 2; at which He rejoiced,

verse 3 ; and that He was desirous that the Divine should

approach nearer to His Human, by putting on something
natural, verse 4 ; and that His Human should approach nearer

to the Divine by putting on the celestial, verse 5. The celestial

and the spiritual, which He put on, are signified by the three

measures of meal of fine flour whereof cakes were made,
verse 6 ; and that He also put on a conformable natural, is

signified by the son of an ox, verse 7. Hence the conformation

and communication of the Divine with the Human, and of the

Human with the Divine, verse 8.

2138. The second thing treated of, is the Lord's perception in

that state concerning the Rational with Him, that it would put

off the Human, and be made Divine.

2139. That the rational would be made Divine, is signified

by the Son whom Sarah should bear, verses 9, 10 ; that liumau
rational truth with the Lord did not perceive, and consequently

did not believe it, is signified by Sarah's laughing at the tent

door, which was behind him, verses 10-13, 15. A confirmation

that the Lord would also put off human rational truth, and
instead thereof would put on Divine Truth, verse 14.

2140. The third thing treated of, is the Lord's grief and
anxiety over the human race, because they were so much
imbued with the love of self, and the consequent lust of bearing

rule over others from evil and falsity, for whom in that state

He interceded, and obtained that those should be saved, with

whom there were goods and truths ; but who those are, is

related in order.

2141. The Lord's perception respecting the human race, as

being immersed in evil and falsity ; Sodom is the love of self

and the consequent lust of bearing rule from evil ; Aniorah [is

the lust of bearing rule] from falsity, verses IG, 20 ; that it

could not be concealed from the Lord in that state, because all

salvation is by Him and from Him, verses 17-19 ; namely, that

they were to be visited, when their wickedness came to its
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height, verses 20, 21. When He was in that perception,

verse 22, that He interceded for them ; first for those with whom
there were truths, and whose truths were full of goods, who are

signified by the fifty, verses 23-26 ; also for those in whom
there was less good, but whose good was nevertheless conjoined

with truths, who are signified by the forty-five, verses 27, 28
;

afterwards for those who have lieen in temptations, who are

signified by the forty, verse 29 ; as likewise for those who have

been engaged in some combats against evils, who are signified by
the thirty, verse 30 ; afterwards for those with whom tliere were

states of the affection of good from other sources, who are

signified by the twenty, verse 31 ; lastly for those with whom
there were states of the affection of truth, who are signified by
the ten, verse 32 ; in all these several cases answer was made,

that they should be saved, verses 26, 28-32. Hereupon the

Lord returned to His former state of perception, verse 33.

These are the arcana contained in this chapter in the internal

sense, which do not at all appear from the letter.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

2142. Verse 1. And Jehovah appeared to him in the oak-

groves of Mature, and, he was sitting at the door of the tent, as tfoe

day grew hot. Jehovah appeared to him, signifies the Lord's

perception : in the oak-groves of Mamre, signifies the quality of

perception : and. he was sitting at the door of the tent, signifies

the Holy which then belonged to Him : as the day grew hot,

signifies from love.

2143. Jehovah appeared to him: that this signifies the Lord's

perception, may appear from this consideration, that the his-

torical things of the Word are merely representative, and the

expressions are significative of those things which are contained

in the internal sense. The subject here treated of in the

internal sense is the Lord, and His perception, which was
represented by Jehovah's a})pearing to Abraham ; such is the

nature of every appearing, of every discourse, and of every fact

recorded in the historical parts of the Word ; they are all

representative, but what they rej^resent does not appear, unless

the historical expressions are no otherwise attended to than as

objects, like the objects of sight, which give the means and
opportunity of thinking about things more sublime ; as for

example, when gardens are seen, they give the means and
opportunity of thinking about fruits and their uses, and also

about the delights of life thence derived, and what is still more
sublime, about paradisiacal or heavenly happiness; when such
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thoughts are suggested, the particular objects contained in a

garden are seen indeed, but so slightly as not to be attended

to. The case is the same in respect to the historical relations

of the Word, the expressions whereof are not attended to

when the celestial and spiritual things are thought of, which
are contained in the internal sense.

2144. In the oak-groves of Mamre: that this signifies the

quality of perception, appears from the representation and
signification of oak-groves, and also from the representation

and signification of Mamre. Wliat oak - groves in general

represented and signified, was shewn nos. 1442, 1443 ; and
what the oak-groves of Mamre in particular represented and
signified, was shewn no. 1616, namely, that they represented

and signified perceptions, but such as are human from scientifics,

and from the first rational things thence deduced. What per- 2

ception is, is at this day a thing most unknown, because at

this day no one is in perception, such as was enjoyed by the

Ancients, and particularly by the Most Ancient, the latter of

whom, by virtue of perception, knew whether a thing was
good, and consequently whether it was true ; it was an influx

into their rational from the Lord through heaven, whereby,
instantly, whilst they were thinking of anything holy, they
perceived whether it was so, or was not so. Such perception

was afterwards lost among men, when they began to be no
longer in heavenly ideas, but only in worldly and corporeal

;

and instead thereof conscience succeeded, which also is a kind
of perception, for to act against conscience and according to

conscience, is nothing else than to apperceive thence whether a

thing is so or is not so, whether it is to be done, or not to be
done. The perception of conscience, however, is not from the 3

good which flows in, but from the truth which, according to the

holy [principle] of man's worship, is implanted in the rational

from nifancy, and is afterwards confirmed ; this alone, in such

a case, he supposes to be good. Hence conscience is a species of

perception, but a perception arising from truth of such a

nature, that when charity and innocence are insinuated by the

Lord, ^here exists the good of that conscience. From these few
observations it may appear what perception is, but there is

much difference between perception and conscience. See what
was said about perception, nos. 104, 125, 371, 483, 495, 503,

521, 536, 597, 607, 784, 865, 895, 1121, 1616; and about the

perception of spirits and angels, nos. 202, 203, 1008, 1383,

1384, 1390-1392, 1394, 1397, 1504; and that the learned

do not know what perception is, no. 1387. As regards the 4

Lord during His life in the world, all His thouglit was from
Divine perception, because He alone was a Divine and celestial

man, for in Him alone was Jehovah Himself, from whom He
derived His perception, concerning which see nos. 1616, 1791.
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His perceptions were more and more interior as He approached

nearer to union with Jehovah. The quality of His perception

at this time may appear from what was said concerning the

oak-groves of Mamre, no. 1616; and what that quality was

when He perceived tlie things which are contained in this

chapter, is described in what presently follows.

2145. Sitting at the door of the tent: that this signifies the

Holy which then belonged to Him, that is, the Holy of love,

which is signified by the day growing hot, as immediately

follows, appears from the signification of a tent, as denoting what

is holy, concerning wliicli see nos. 414, 1102, 15G6, where may
be seen the reason why holy things are signified by tents.

Inasmuch as the Lord at that time was in a state of perception,

which is signified by the oak-groves of Mamre, which is an

inferior rational perception, but, nevertheless, more interior than

what is signified by the oak-grove of Moreh, concerning which

see nos. 1442, 1443, therefore it is here represented and thus

signified by his sitting at the door of the tent, that is, at the

entrance to the holy [state]. How the case is with perceptions,

as being less and more interior, may be illustrated by the per-

ceptions of the Most Ancient people, from whom I have heard,

that the more they were in scientifics from the objects of hear-

ing and sight, in the same degree their perceptions were

inferior ; but the more they were elevated from those things to

the heavenly things of charity and love, in the same degree

their perceptions were more interior, because they were then

nearer to the Lord.

2146. As the day grew hot : that this signifies from love,

appears from the signification of heat, as denoting love in the

internal sense ; and whereas heat is either of the day or of the

year, love is represented either by the heat of the day, or by

the heat of the year, according to what is contained in the

historical relation. That heat signifies love, may appear from

this consideration, that love is called spiritual heat, and that

heat is spoken of all affection, even in common discourse; and,

moreover, the same may appear from this consideration, that

love and its affections manifest themselves by a kind of heat in

man's interiors, and also in his exteriors, and in his bodily

parts
;

yea, heat has no other source or origin with man,

when it flows forth from his interiors. Such, however, as the

love is, such also is the heat. Celestial love and spiritual love

are what give birth to genuine heat; all other heat, that is,

that heat which is derived from the loves of self of the world,

and also from other defiled loves, is unclean, and in the other life

degenerates into what is excretnentitious, see no. 1773. More-

over, it must be known, that holiness is never predicated except

of love and charity, and not even of faith, but so far as the

truths thereof partake of love and charity ; the truths of faith
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are not holy except from this ground, see what was said above,

no. 2049.

2147. Verse 2. A7id he lifted up his eyes, and saw, and
behold, three men standing over him, and he saw, and ran to

meet them from the door of the tent, and bowed himself to-

wards the earth. He lifted up his eyes, signifies that he saw
within himself: and behold, three men standing over him, sig-

nifies the Divine Itself, the Divine Human, and the Holy
Proceeding : and he saw, signifies when He perceived this :

and he ran to meet them, signifies that in thought He
approached nearer to those things which were perceived

:

from, the door of the tent, signifies from the Holy which
then appertained to the Lord : and bowed himself towards

the earth, signifies the effect of humiliation from joy derived

thence.

2148. And he lifted up Ids eyes : that this signifies that He
saw within Himself, appears from the signification of lifting up
the eyes. By eyes in the Word is signified the interior sight,

or the understanding, as may appear from the passages cited,

no. 212. Hence lifting up the eyes is seeing and perceiving

those things which are above oneself. Interior things are

expressed in the Word by higher things, as where mention is

made of looking upwards, of lifting up the eyes to heaven, of

high thinking, and the reason is, because man supposes heaven
to be on high, or above himself, when nevertheless it is not on
high, but in internals, as when a man is in the celestial things

of love, his heaven then is within him, see no. 450. Hence it

is plain, that by lifting up the eyes is signified seeing within

oneself.

2149. Behold, three men standing over him: that this signifies

the Divine Itself, the Divine Human, and the Holy Proceeding,

may appear without explanation, for it is known to every one,

that there is a Trine, and this Trine is one; that it is one,

appears manifest in this chapter, namely, in verse 3, where it

is said, " He said, my Lord, if, I pray, I have found grace in

Thine eyes, pass not Thou, I pray," which words Avere spoken
to the three men ; moreover, in verse 10, it is written, " And
He said, Eeturning I will return to thee;" and in verse 1'),

" And Jehovah said to Abraham ;
" and in verse 15, "He said,

Nay, but thou didst laugh ;

" and in verse 17, "And Jehovah

said. Shall I coiiceal from Al)raham what I am doing;" and in

verse 19, " Because I have knoivn him ;
" and in verse 20, " And

Jehovah said.
;
" and in verse 21, " / will go down and see whether

they have made a consummation according to the cry thereof

which is come to Me, and if not, / will know

;

" and verse 2;5,

" Abraham said. Wilt Thou also destroy the righteous with the

wicked?" and verse 25, "Far be it from Thee to do accord-

ing to this thing, far be it from Thee;'' and verse 26, "And
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Jehovah said, If I find fifty riglitcous, / loill spare the whole
place for their sake ; " and verse 27, " I have taken upon me to

speak to my Lord ; " and verse 28, " Wilt Thou destroy for the

five the whole city ? And He said, I will not destroy, if I find
there forty-five

;

" and verse 29, " He added yet to speak to

Kim : He said, I luill not do it lor the sake of the forty ; " and
verse 30, " Let not my Lord be angry ; He said, I tuill not do it,

if /find thirty there ; " and verse 31, " I have taken upon me to

speak to my Jjord ; He said, I will not destroy for the sake of the

twenty ; " and verse 32, " Let not, I pray, my Lord be angry ; and
He said, T will not destroy for the sake of the ten;" and verse 33,
" And Jehovah went when He had finished speaking to Abraham."
Hence it may appear, that by the three men who appeared to

Abraham, was signified the Divine Itself, the Divine Human,
and the Holy Proceeding, and that this Trine in itself is one.

The subject here treated of in the internal sense is Jehovah, in

that He appeared to the Lord, and that the Lord perceived this,

but not by such an appearance as was manifested to Abraham
;

for that three men appeared to Abraham, is an historical truth,

but it represents the Divine perception, or the perception from
the Divine which the Lord had when in the Human, which
perception is treated of in what follows.

2150. And he saw : that this .signifies when He apperceived

this, appears from the signification of seeing, in the internal

sense, as denoting understanding and apperceiving, and also

being enlightened, concerning which see no. 1584. That this is

the signification of seeing, is manifest in the Word througliout.

By seeing in the present case is signified, that the Lord
apperceived a perception from the Divinity to be present,

as was just now said.

2151. And he ran to meet them: that this signifies that in

thought He approached nearer to those things which were
perceived, appears from the series of the things treated of

in the internal sense ; for the subject treated of in the

preceding verse is the Lord's perception in which He was

:

in this verse it is shewn, that He observed or noticed the

perception to be from the Divine ; His approaching nearer

to it, in the present case, is represented, and thus signified,

b}'' his running to meet them.

2152. From, the door of the tent: that this signilies from the

Holy whicli then appertained to the Lord, appears from the

signification of a tent, as denoting what is holy, and from
the signification of a door, as denoting the entrance to what
is holy, concerning which see no. 2145.

2153. And he bowed himself toivards the earth: that this

signifies the effect of humiliation from joy arising thence,

appears from the signification of bowing oneself, as denot-

ing humbling. As all the interior affections have gestures
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corresponding to them ia the external or bodily parts, which
gestures are the effects of affections, as of their efficient causes,

so the affection of humiUation has its corresponding gesture,

which is humiliation and also prostration ; that this was from
joy is evident, because He apperceived, as was said, a perception

from the Divine. The state of the Lord's humiliation, when
He was in the Human, has been abundantly treated of above,

and will be further treated of, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, in the following parts of this chapter.

2154. Verse 3. A7id he said, My Lord, if, I pray, I have

found grace in Thine eyes, pass not, I pray, from above Thy
servant. And he said, signifies that He so thought : My Lord,

signifies the Trine in one : if, I pray, I have found grace in

Thine eyes, signifies the responsiveness of the Lord's state,

when He observed that perception : pass not, I pray, from
above Thy servant, signifies that He earnestly desired that

what He had begun to perceive might not pass away ; a ser-

vant denotes the Human with the Lord, before it was made
Divine.

2155. And he said : i\v^t this signifies that He so thought,

appears from the signification of saying in the historical

sense, as denoting perceiving; see above, nos. 1898, 1919,2080.
2156. My Lord: that this signifies the Trine in one,

that is, the Divine Itself, the Divine Human, and the Holy
Proceeding, which Trine is in one, appears from its here being

said Lord in the singular number ; in like manner it is said,

verses 27, 31, "Behold, I pray, I have taken upon Me to speak
with My T,ord

;
" and verses 30, 32, " Let not, I pray. My Lord

be angry." Those three men are also called Jehovah, verse 13,
" Jehovah said to Abraham ;

" and verse 14, " Shall anything be
wonderful for Jehovah ? " and verse 22, " Abraham was still

standing before Jehovah ;
" and verse 33, " And Jehovah went

when He finished speaking to Abraham." Hence it appears,

that the three men, that is, the Divine Itself, the Divine Human,
and the Holy Proceeding, are the same as the Lord, and the

Lord the same as Jehovah. The same thing is acknowledged
in the creed which is generally received amongst Christians,

where it is expressly said, " There are not three Uncreate, nor
three Infinite, nor three Eternal, nor three Almighty, nor three

Lords, but one." There are none who separate this Trine,

which is in one, but they who say that they acknowledge One
Supreme Being, the Creator of the Universe, whicli tiling is

excusable in those who are outside the church ; but it is not

so with those who are within the church ; for they who are

within the church, and talk of acknowledging one Supreme
God, the Creator of the Universe, do not in fact acknowledge
any God, whatsoever they may profess, or suppose ; still less

do they acknowledge the Lord.
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2157. If, Ipray, I have found grace in Thine eyes: that this

signifies the responsiveness of the Lord's state when He
observed that perce])tion, may appear from the affection of

humiliation contained in these very words, and also in these

which immediately follow, Pass not, I pray, from above Thy
servant, in which also there is humiliation; in each particular

in the Word there is both affection and subject; the celestial

angels perceive the Word, such as it is in the internal sense, as

to affection ; whereas the spiritual angels perceive it, such as it

is in the internal sense, as to subject; they who perceive the

word in the internal sense as to affection, attend not at all to

the expressions which relate to the subject, but form to them-
selves ideas from the affection, and its series, and this with

indefinite variety ; as in the present case in these words. If, I
pray, I have found grace in Thine eyes, pass not, I pray, from
above Thy servant, they perceive a state of the Lord's humilia-

tion in the LIuman, but only an affection of humiliation, whence
in an inexpressible manner, variety, and abundance, they form
to themselves celestial ideas, which can hardly be called ideas,

but so many lights of affections and of perceptions, which follow

in a continual series, according to the series of the affection of

• the things contained in the Word which is read. Hence it

may appear evident, that the perception, thought, and speech

of the celestial angels is more inexpressible, and richer, than the

perception, thought, and speech of the spiritual angels, the latter

being only determined to a subject according to the series of

expressions ; concerning the speech of the celestial angels, as

being of the nature here described, see above, no. 1647. Hence
it is that these words. If, I pray, I have found grace in Thine
eyes, in the celestial sense, signify the responsiveness of the

Lord's state when He observed that perception. Moreover,
finding grace in thine eyes was a customary form of speech

in every responsive [state], as may appear from Laban's

response to Jacob, " Laban said unto hini, If I pray, I have

found grace in thine eyes " (Gen. xxx. 27) ; and from Jacob's

to Esau, " Jacob said. Nay, I pray, if, I pray, I have found
grace in thine eyes" (Gen. xxxiii. 10); and in like manner in

other parts of the Word.
2158. Pass not, I pray, from above Thy servant : that this

signifies an earnest desire that what He had begun to perceive

might not pass away, appears from what was just now said,

the case being similar, that is, a further expression of the

responsiveness of the Lord's state and at the same time

an affection of desire that what He had begun to perceive

might not pass away.

2159. That the servant denotes the Human with the Lord
before it was made Divine, may appear from several passages

in the Prophets. The reason is, as hath been often observed
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above, that the Human with the Lord, before He put it ofT, and
made it Divine, was nothing else than a servant. The Human
which He had was from the mother, consequently it was infirm,

liaving with it somewhat hereditary from the mother, which
He overcame by temptation combats, and entirely expelled,

insomuch that nothing remained of what was infirm and
hereditary derived from the mother; yea, at last nothing
which was from the mother remained, so that He totally put
off everything maternal, to such a degree as to be no longer

her son, according to what He Himself saitli in Mark :
" They

said unto Jesus, Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren without
seek Thee ! and He answered them, saying, Who is My mother
or My brethren ? and looking round upon them who sat about
him, He said. Behold My mother and My brethren, for whoso-
ever shall do the will of God, he is My brother, and My sister,

and My mother " (iii. 32-35 ; Matt. xii. 46-49 ; Luke viii. 20,

21). And when He had put off this Human, He put on the 2

Divine Human, from which He called Himself the Son of man,
as He frequently does in the Word of the New Testament, and
also the Son of God ; and by the Son of man He signified the

truth itself, and by the Son of God the good itself which
belonged to His Human Essence when it was made Divine.

The former state was that of the Lord's humiliation, but the

latter, of His glorification, concerning which see above, no.

1999. In the former state, namely, that of humiliation, when 3

He had yet an infirm Human belonging to Him, He adored
Jehovah as one distinct from Himself, and indeed as a servant,

for the Human is nothing else in respect to the Divine ; where-
fore also in the W^ord, servant is predicated of that Human,
as in Isaiah :

" I will defend this city to preserve it, for the sake
of Myself, and for the sake oi My servant David" (xxxvii. 35),

Speaking of the Assyrians, in whose camp a hundred and
eighty and five thousand were smitten by an angel : David
denotes the Lord, who being about to come is called servant as

to His Human. That David in the Word denotes the Lord,

see no. 1888. Again :
" Behold My scrva7it, on whom I lean, 4

mine elect, in whom My soul is well pleased : I have given My
spirit upon Him ; He shall bring forth judgment for the nations"

(xlii. 1). Speaking manifestly of the Lord, of whom servant is

predicated, and also elect, when He was in the Human. Again:
" Who is blind but My servant, and deaf as the angel I will

send ? Who is blind as the perfect one, and blind as the

servant of Jehovah f" (xlii. 19). Speaking also of the Lord, of

whom in like manner servant is predicated, and also angel,

when He was in the Human. Again :
" Ye are my witnesses, 5

saith Jehovah, and My serva7it whom I have chosen ; to the

end that ye may know, and believe Me, and understand that

I am He" (xliii. 10). Again: "Thus sailh Jehovah, who
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formed Me from the, womb to he His servant, to bring back Jacob

to Himself, and that Israel may be gathered together unto Him

;

and He said, It is a li^ht thing that Thou maycst he a servant

to Me, to set up the tribes of Jacob, I have given Thee for a

light of the nations, to be My salvation even to the end of

the earth" (xlix. 5, G). Speaking also manifestly of the Lord,

and of His Human before He was made a light of the Gentiles

and salvation to the end of the earth. Again :
" Who amongst

you feareth Jeliovah, and heareth the voice of His servant, who
walketh in darkness, and hath no brightness, let him trust in

the name of Jeliovah, and lean upon his God "
(1. 10). Here,

a servant also denotes the Human of the Lord ; the Lord's

being in this Human, and teaching therein the way of truth,

6 is denoted by the voice of the servant of Jehovah. Again

:

" Jehovah goeth before you, and the God of Israel gathereth

you; behold, My servant will act prudently, He shall be

lifted up, and exalted, and greatly raised up" (lii. 12, 13).

That a servant is here predicated of the Lord, when He was
in the Human, is evident, for it is said thereof that He shall

be lifted up and exalted, and raised up greatly. Again :
" He

hath neither form, nor honour; we have seen Him, but He
hath no looks ; He is despised, a man of sorrows, acquainted

with disease; Jehovah was willing to bruise Him, He hath

made Him infirm: if He shall set His soul to guilt, He
shall see seed, He shall prolong days, and the will of Jehovah
shall prosper by His hand ; He shall see of the labour of His
soul. He shall be satisfied, by His Knowledge shall My righteous

servant justify many ; and Himself hath borne their iniquities"

(liii. 2, 3, 10, 11). In these words, as in the whole chapter,

the state of the Lord's humiliation is treated of ; it is also said,

that He was then in the infirm Human, described by being a

man of sorrows, acquainted with disease, infirm, by being in

the labour of His soul, with many other circumstances, in

which state He is called a servant.

2160. Verse 4. Let a little water, I-pray, he taken, and wash
your feet, and lie dovjn under the tree. Let a little water, I
•pray, he taken, signifies that they should come near, and let

themselves down from things Divine nearer to His intellectual

things : and vjash your feet, signifies that they should put on
somewhat natural, that so in that state, wherein He then was,

He might the better perceive: and lie do2vn under the tree,

signifies to the perception of His state in which He was ; a tree

denotes perception.

2161. Ijct a little water, Ipray, he taken: that this signifies

that they should come near and let themselves down from
things Divine nearer to His intellectual things, cannot so

well appear from the words alone. Let a little water he taken,

but from the series of things treated of in this verse, and their
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connexion with what goes before and what follows after.

From the expressions in this verse, Let a little ivater, Ipxiy, he

taken, and vxLsh yourfeet, and lie down under the tree, no one could

know that there was signified, that the Divine should let itself

down nearer to the state of perception in which the Lord was
at that time, and should put on somewhat natural, that so He
might be enabled better to perceive ; for there is no trace of

this arcanum discoverable in the expressions historically under-

stood ; but that nevertheless such is their signification in the

internal sense, and that the angels have such a perception of

them, I know of a certainty. Hence it may appear how great 2

and how deep arcana lie concealed in the Word. Moreover,
that this is the signification of those exj)ressions, may in some
sort appear from their signification in the internal sense, as

from the signification of wcder, denoting things intellectual

;

and from the signification of feet, denoting things natural;

and from the signification of a tree, denoting perception ; by
which significations, when understood, it may appear what is

the internal sense of the present passage, from the series of the

things treated of, and their connexion with what goes before

and what follows after. That waters signify scientifics and
rational things, consequently intellectual things, was shewn,
nos. 28, 680 ; and may appear from very many other passages in

the Word, which it would be too tedious here to cite.

2162. And loasli your feet : that this signifies that the

Divine should put on somewhat natural, that so in the state,

wherein the Lord then was. He might the better perceive,

may appear from the signification of feet, as denoting things

natural, and also in like manner from the series of the things

treated of. That some arcana are herein concealed, may in a

measure appear from this consideration, that Abraham prayed
the three men to take a little water, and wash their feet, and
lie down under the tree, when yet he knew that it was the

Lord, or Jehovah ; it may also appear from this consideration,

that unless some deep meaning had been signified thereby,

such circumstances would not have been mentioned. That 2

feet signify things natural, may appear from representatives in

the other life, and from the representatives thence derived

amongst the Most Ancient people, and thus adopted in the

Word. Things celestial and spiritual are represented by the
head, and l)y what belongs to the head. Things rational,

and whatever is connected therewith, are represented by the
breast, and by what belongs to the breast. Things natural,

and whatever is connected therewith, are represented by the
feet, and by what belongs to the feet : hence it is that the sole

of the foot and the heel signify the lowest natural things,

concerning which see no. 259 ; and that a shoe signifies the

lowest things of all, which become filthy, see no. 1748.

VOL. III. B
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. Similar things are signified by what was represented in

dreams and visions with the Prophets ; as by the statue

which Nebuchadnezzar saw, whose head was pure gold, the

breast and arms silver, the belly and thighs brass, the legs

iron, the feet 2MrtIi/ iron and imrtlij day (Dan. ii. 32, 33),

where the head signifies things celestial, which are inmost and
are gold, as was shewn, nos. 113, 1551, 1552; the breast and
arms signify things spiritual or rational, which are silver, as

was shewn, no. 1551 ; but the feet signify lower things which

are natural, the truths whereof are signified by iron, and the

goods by clay. That iron is truth, see nos. 425, 426 ; and that

clay is good, see no. 1300 ; each in the present case natural.

This also is the order of their succession in the Lord's kingdom
in the heavens, and in the church which is the Lord's kingdom
in the earths, and also in every individual person who is the

\ Lord's kingdom. The case is similar in regard to the vision

which Daniel saw, concerning which it is thus written :
" I

lifted up mine eyes, and saw, behold one man clothed in linen,

and his loins girded with gold of Uphaz, and his body as

Tarshish, and his face as the appearance of lightning, and his

eyes like lamps of fire, and his arms and feet like the hrifjlitness

(fpolished brass" (x. 5, 6). By these things are signified in

particular the interiors of the "Word as to goods and truths ; the

arms and feet are its exterior things, which are the sense of

the letter, because therein are natural things, for they are

taken from things of the natural world. Moreover, what each

particular signifies, as the loins, the body, the face, the eyes,

and many other parts belonging to man, may appear from

representatives in the other life, concerning which, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord, more will be said when we come to

treat of the Grand jNIan, which is the Lord's heaven, and of

representatives thence in the world of spirits. It is written of

Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abiliu, and the seventy elders: "That
they saw the God of Israel, heneatk Whose feet was as ii were

the work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the substance of

heaven as to purity " (Exod. xxiv. 9, 10), whereby is signified

that they saw only the external things of the church, repre-

sented in natural things : and also the literal sense of the

Word, in which likewise external things are represented by
natural, as was said, which are the feet, beneath which is as

the work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the substance of

heaven. That it was the Lord who appeared to them, but only

in those lower or natural things, is evident, for He is called the

God of Israel, whom all things of the church represented, and

all things of the Word, in an internal sense, signified ; for the

Lord is manifested to the sight according to those things which

are signified on the occasion, as in the case of John, to whom
He appeared as a man on a white horse, signifying the Word, as
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it is expressly declared (Apoc. xix. 11, 13). The animals seen by 6

Ezekiel, which were cherubs, are described as to things celestial

and spiritual by their faces and wings and also several other

particulars, but as to natural things thus :
" Their fed, a straight

foot, and the sole of their feet, as it were, tlie sole of a calf's foot,

and sparkling as the brightness of burnished brass " (Ezek. i. 7).

The reason why the feet, that is, natural things, are said to

sparkle like burnished brass is, that brass signifies natural good,

concerning which, see nos. 425, 1551. In like manner He
appeared to John " as the Son of Man, whose eyes were as a

flame of fire, and Hisfeet like fine hrass " (Apoc. i. 14, 15 ; ii. 18).

That feet signify natural things, is furtlier evident from the 7

following passages :—in John :
" I saw a strong angel descending

from heaven, encompassed with a cloud, and a rainbow about

his head, and his countenance like the sun, and his feet as

pillars of fre,\\d.Ying in his hand an open book, and setting

his right foot 071 the secc, and his left on the earth" (Apoc. x.

1, 2). By this angel in like manner is signified the Word,
described, as to its quality in the internal sense, by a rainbow
about the head, and by a countenance as the sun, but as to the

external or literal sense, by the feet : the sea denotes natural

truths, the earth natural goods, whence it is evident what is

signified by setting the right foot on the sea, and the left on the

earth. Frequent mention is made in the Word of a footstool, 8

but heretofore it has remained unknown what is signified there-

by in the internal sense ; thus in Isaiah :
" Jehovah said, The

heavens are My throne, and the earth the footstool of My feet

;

where is that house which ye will build for Me, and where is

that place of ]\Ty rest ? " (Ixvi. 1). The heavens are things

celestial and spiritual, consequently inmost things, both of the

Lord's kingdom in the heavens, and of the Lord's kingdom in

the earths, or in the church, and also with every individual

man who is a kingdom of the Lord, or a church ; consequently

the heavens denote also celestial and spiritual things viewed in

themselves, wliich are the things of love and charity, and faith

thence derived ; as also all things of internal worship, and in

like manner all things of the internal sense of the Word : all

these things are of heaven, and are called the throne of the

Lord. But the earth denotes all lower things corresponding to

these internal or higher things, as lower rational and natural

tilings, whereof also things celestial and spiritual are predicated

by reason of correspondence : these lower things are such as

are in the lower heavens, and also in the church, and in

external worship, and likewise such as are in the literal sense

of the Word ; in short, all things which proceed from things

internal and are fixed and exhibited in things external, as being
things natural, are called the earth and the Lord's footstool.

What is meant by heaven and earth in the internal sense, sec
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nos. 82, 1733 ; what by the new heaven and the new earth, nos.

2117, 2118; and that man is a little heaven, nos. 911, 978,

9 1900. In like manner in Jeremiah :
" The Lord covereth the

daughter of Zion with a eloud in His an^er, and hath cast down
from the heavens to the earth the beanty {decus) of Israel, and
hath not remembered the footdool of His feet in the day of His
anger" (Lam. ii. 1). Also in David : "Exalt Jehovah our God,

and bow yourselves to the footstool of His feet, He is holy,"

(Psalm xcix. 5). And again :
" We will enter into His dwell-

ings, we will bow ourselves to the footstool of His feet

"

(Psalm cxxxii. 7). In the representative church, consequently

amongst the Jews, it was suj^posed that the house of God and
the temple was His footstool, for it was not known that by the

house of God and the temple was signified representative

external worship ; they were altogether ignorant of the nature

of the internal things of the church, which w^ere signified by
lo heaven or the throne of God. Again :

" Jehovah said unto my
Lord, Sit on My right hand, until I shall set thine enemies a

footstool for Thij feet " (Psalm ex. 1 ; Matt. xxii. 44 ; Mark xii.

36 ; Luke xx. 42, 43). By a footstool of the feet in like manner
are here signified natural things both sensual and scientific, and
hence the rational things of man, which are called enemies

when they pervert worship, and this from the literal sense of

the Word, so that there remains only worship in externals, and
internal worship either totally perishes or is defiled, concerning

which see nos. 1094, 1175, 1182. When things natural and
rational are thus perverted and defiled, they are called enemies,

but inasmuch as in themselves they have relation to

internal worship, when this worship is restored they then

become a footstool, as was said above, whether they be such

things as belong to external worship, or to the literal sense of

" the Word. In Isaiah: "The glory of Lebanon shall come to

Thee, the fir-tree, the pine-tree, and the box together, to beautify

the place of My sanctuary, cmd I will 7nake the place of My feet

hononrcdjle " (Ix. 13), treating of the Lord's kingdom and
church, whose celestial spiritual things are the glory of

Lebanon, or cedars, but whose celestial natural things are the

• fir-tree, the pine-tree, and the box, as they are also called in

other passages of the Word, consequently such things as relate

to external worship, whereof it is said, I will make the place of

My feet honourable, which cannot be made honourable by the

fir-tree, the pine-tree, or the box, but by those things which are

12 signified thereby. That feet have such a signification, appears

also from the representatives in the Jewish church, as by this

ordinance :
" That Aaron and his sons shoidd vxish their hands

and feet before they entered into the tabernacle " (Exod. xxx.

19, 20 ; xl. 31, 32), which, it must be plain to every one, was
representative of some arcanum ; for what is the washing of
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the hands and feet bnt an external act, Avliich is of no avail

unless the internal be clean and pure ? Nor is it possible foi-

the internal to be cleansed and purified by such washing. But
whereas all the rites of that church signified internal things,

which are things celestial and spiritual, so also did this rite,

that is, the cleanness of external worship, which is then clean,

when internal [worship] is in external [worship]. Hence their

lavers were of brass, as was also their great laver whicli was
called a brazen sea, with the ten lesser lavers of brass about the

temple of Solomon (1 Kings vii. 23, 38) ; because brass repre-

sented the good of external worship, which is the same thing

as natural good; concerning which signification of brass, see

nos. 425, 1551. In like manner it was representative, that "A '3

man, in whom was a fracture of a foot, or a fracture of a

hand, of the seed of Aaron, should not come near to offer offer-

ings of fire to Jehovah" (Lev. xxi. 19, 21). By those who had
a fracture in the feet and hands, were represented such as are

in perverted external worship. That feet signify natural H
things, appears also from other passages in the Prophets

throughout, as from these prophetical words in ]\Ioses:

" Blessed above sons is Asher, let him be accepted of his

brethren, and let him dip his foot into oil, thy shoes shall be

iron and brass " (Dent, xxxiii. 24, 25). It is impossible for

any one to understand these words, unless it be known what is

signified in the internal sense by oil, a foot, iron, brass, and a

shoe. That a foot denotes the natural, a shoe a still lower

natural, such as is the sensual corporeal, see no. 1748 : and that

oil denotes what is celestial, no. 886 ; that iron denotes natural

truth, nos. 425, 426 ; and that brass denotes natural good, nos.

425, 1551 : hence it is plain what is involved in the above pas-

sage. In Nahum :
" The way of Jehovah is in the storm and ^5

tempest, and the clouds are the dust of His feet " (i. 3), where
the dust of the feet signifies things natural and corporeal be-

longing to man, whence come clouds : the same thing also is

signified in David by these words :
" Jehovah bowed the heavens

and came down, and thick darkness was under His feet " (Psalm

xviii. 10 [9]). When the goods and truths of faith are perverted '6

by natural lumen, as it is called, it is described in the Word by the

feet and hoofs of a beast, whereby the waters are disturbed, and
the various kinds of food are trodden under foot, as in Ezekiel

;

" Thou hast gone forth into the streams, and hast disturhcd the

water's ivith thy feet, and trodden down the streams thereof ; I

will destroy every beast thereof from off many waters, and the

foot of man shall not disturb them any more, neither the hoof of
beast " (xxxii. 2, 13), speaking of Egypt, by which the sciences

are signified, as was shewn, nos. 1164, 1165, 1462 : thus by the

feet and tlie hoofs, wlioreby the streams and waters are troubled,

are signified scientifics from things sensual and natural, from
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Avliicli men reason concerning mysteries of faith, and do not

believe nntil they comprehend them, the consequence whereof
is that they never believe at all ; for the more such persons

reason, the less they believe : see on this subject what was said,

nos. 128-130, 215, 232, 233, 1072, 1385. From all these

l)assages then it is evident, that by feet in the Word are signi-

fied things natural; but what further is signified appears from
the series of things treated of.

2163. Lie doivn binder the tree: that this signifies to the per-

ception of His state in which He was, appears from the

signification of a tree, as denoting perception, concerning which
see no. 103 ; hence that this is the real sense of the words,

appears from the series of the things treated of. The true

origin of this signification of trees, as denoting perceptions, was
that the celestial man was compared and likened to Paradise,

or the garden in Eden, hence the perceptions of celestial things

belonging to him were compared and likened to the trees

therein.

21 G4. Verse 5. And I will take a jnece ofhrcad, and support

ye your heart ; aftervmrds yc shall pass on ; for wherefore have

ye passed to your servant ? And they said, i^o do as thou hast

spoken. I will take a piece of bread, signifies somewhat celestial

adjoined : suppo7't ye your heart, signifies so far as is suitable

:

afterwards ye siicdl pass on, signifies that when He had left off

perceiving. He would be content therewith : for luherefore have
ye passed to your servant, signifies that therefore they were
come : and they said, So do as thou hast spoken, signifies that so

it should be done.

2165. I will take a piece of bread: that this signifies some-
what celestial adjoined, appears from the signification of bread,

as denoting what is celestial, concerning which see above, nos.

276, 680, 681, 1798. The reason why bread signifies what is

celestial, is, that bread signifies in general every kind of food,

consequently in the internal sense every kind of heavenly food.

What heavenly food is, see nos. 56-58, 680, 681, 1480, 1695.

That bread signifies in general every kind of food, may appear
from the following passages of the Word :—it is written of

Joseph :
" That he said to him who was over his house, that

he should bring down the men, that is, his brethren, to the

house, and should slay what was to be slayed, and should make
ready ;" and afterwards, when " the things were made ready, and
they did eat together, he said. Set on bread" (Gen. xliii. 16, 31),

signifying that they should make ready the table ; thus bread
denotes all kinds of food. So it is written of Jethro: "That
Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel, to eat bread -with the
fatlier-in-law of Moses, before God" (Exod. xviii. 12), where
also bread denotes every kind of food. So concerning Manoach,
in the book of Judges :

" Manoach said to the angel of Jehovah,
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Let us detain thee, I pray, and let us make ready before thee a kid

of the .she-goats ; and the angel of Jeliovah said unto Manoach,
If thou detainest me, I will not cat thy Ircad " (xiii, 15, 16),

where bread denotes a kid of the she-goats. Again :
" When

Jonathan ate of the honeycomb, they said to him, that Saul sware
to the people, saying, Cursed is the man who shall eat bread to-

day" (1 Sam. xiv. 27, 28), where bread denotes every kind of

food. Again, it is written of Saul :
" When Saul sat down to

eat hrcad, he said unto Jonathan, Wherefore conietli not the son

of Jesse to hread, neither yesterday nor to-day " (1 Sam. xx. 24,

27), denoting to the table, where were all kinds of food. Thus
David said to Mephibosheth the son of Jonathan :

" Thou shall

eat hread on my table continually" (2 Sam. ix. 7, 10). In like

manner it is written concerning Evil-Merodach, " That Jehoia-

chin king of Judah did cat hrcad continually before him, all the

days of his life " (2 Kings xxv. 29). And of Solomon it is said :

" Solomons hrcad was for every day thirty measures (cors) of fine

flour, and sixty measures (cors) of meal, ten fattened oxen, and
twenty oxen of the pasture,and one hundred small cattle, beside the

stag, and the she-goat, and the deer, and fatted fowls " (1 Kings v.

2, 3 [iv. 22, 23]), where bread manifestly denotes all these kinds of

food. Since then bread signifies in general all kinds of food, it -

hence signifies in the internal sense all those things which are

called heavenly foods. This may appear better from the burnt-

offerings and sacrifices, which were made of lambs, sheep, she-

goats, kids, he-goats, calves, and oxen, which under a single name
were called the hrcad ofwhat uxis offered hyfire to Jehovah, as is evi-

dent from the passages in Moses treating of the various sacrifices,

of wliich he says :
" That the priest should burn them upon the

altar, the hrcad of v:hat is offered by fire to Jehovah, for an
odour of rest " (Levit. iii. 11, 16). All those sacrifices and burnt-

offerings were called by this name. Again :
" The sons of Aaron

shall be holy to their God, neither shall they profane the name
of their God, because they offer the offcrinys made hy fire to Jeho-

vah, the hrcad of their God. Thou shalt sanctify him because he
offereth the hread of thy God. A man of the seed of Aaron, in

whom shall be a spot, shall not come near to offer the hread of
his God" (Levit. xxi. 6, 8, 17, 21), where also sacrifices and
burnt-offerings are bread, as also Levit. xxii. 25. Again :

" Com-
mand the sons of Israel, and say unto them. Ye sliall observe

]\Iy offering. My hread, for tlie offerings made by fire of an odour
of rest, that ye may offer to Me in their stated time " (Numb,
xxviii. 2), where also bread denotes all the sacrifices which are

there enumerated. In Malachi :
" Ofl'ering upon ]\Iy altar

])()lluted hrcad" (i. 7), speaking also of sacritices. Tlie sanctified

things of the sacrifices, which they did eat, were also called

bread, as appears from these words in Moses :
" lie that hath

touched what is unclean, shall not eat of the sanctified things

;
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moreover, lie sluill wash his liesli in water, and when the sun
shall go down, he shall be clean, and afterwards he shall eat of

the sanctified things, because this is his hread" (Levit. xxii. G, 7).

3 The burnt-offerings and sacrifices in the Jewish church repre-

sented nothing else than the celestial things belonging to the

Lord's kingdom in the heavens, and to the Lord's kingdom in the

earths or in the church, also belonging to the Lord's kingdom
or the church with every individual person, and in general all

those things which are of love and charity, for these are things

celestial ; every particular kind of sacrifice also had a particular

representation : all these things at that time were called bread.

"When, therefore, sacrifices were abolished, and other things

succeeded instead thereof for external worship, it was com-
manded that bread and wine should be used for this purpose.

4 Hence then it appears what bread signifies, that is, all those

things which sacrifices represented, consequently in the internal

sense the Lord Himself, and therefore His love towards the

whole human race, and whatever belongs to that love ; as also

man's reciprocal feeling to the Lord and towards his neighbour
;

thus it signifies all things celestial, and consequently wine sig-

nifies all things spiritual, which the Lord teaches expressly

in John in these words :
" They said, Our fathers did eat

manna in the wilderness, as it is written. He gave them tread

frovi heaven to eat : Jesus said unto them, A^erily, verily, I say

unto you, Moses gave you not hread fro^n heaven, but ]\Iy Father
(jivcth you the true bread from heetven, for the bread of God is He
Who came down from heaven and giveth life to the world

:

They said unto Him, Lord, give us evermore this bread : Jesus
said unto them, / am the bread of life, he that cometh to Me
shall never hunger, and he that believeth on Me shall never
thirst " (vi. 31-35). And in the same Evangelist :

" Verily, I

say unto you. He that believeth on Me hath eternal life ; / am
the bread of life ; your fathers did eat manna in the wilderness,

and are dead ; tJds is the bread which came down from heaven,

that whosoever eateth thereof may not die : / am the living

hread which came down from heaven ; if any one ecd of this

5 hread, he shall live for ever" (vi. 47-51). Inasmuch then as

bread denotes the Lord, it denotes also the celestial things which
are of love, and arc of the Lord, for the Lord is the celestial itself,

because He is love itself, that is, mercy itself ; and in conse-

quence thereof, bi#M also denotes all that is celestial, that is, all

love and charity in man, these being from the Lord ; wherefore
they who are not in love and charity, have not the Lord with
them, consequently they are not gifted with things good and
happy, which are signified by bread in the internal sense.

This external symbolical [ordinance] was enjoined, because the

greatest part of mankind are in external worship, and therefore

without somewhat external, there would remain scarce anything
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of holiness with them ; wherefore, when they live in love to the

Lord, and in charity towards their neighbour, they have an
internal with them, although they do not know that this is the

very internal of worship ; thus in their external worship they
are confirnied in those goods which are signified by bread. In
the Prophets, also, by bread are signified the celestial things of

love, as in Isaiah iii. 1, 7; xxx. 23; xxxiii. 16; Iv. 2; Iviii. 7;
Lam. V. 9 ; Ezek. iv. 16, 17 ; v. 16 ; xiv. 13 ; Amos iv. 6 ; viii.

11 ; Psalm cv. 16 ; in like manner by the breads of faces on the

tabernacle, concerning which see Levit. xxiv. 6-9 ; Exod. xxv.

30 ; xl. 23 ; Numb. iv. 7 ; 1 Kings vii. 48.

2166. Aoid suiyport ye your heart: that this signifies so far as

is suitable, cannot so well appear from the proximate signifi-

cation of the words in the internal sense, but still it appears
from the series of the things treated of ; for the subject treated

of is the Divine perception, that it might come nearer to the

perception of the human which the Lord then had, and that it

should let itself down to His intellectual things, by putting on
somewhat natural, and also somewhat celestial adjoined thereto,

so far as was suitable, which is supporting the heart. In the

proximate sense, supporting the heart by bread denotes being

refreshed, consequently enjoying just so much of what is celes-

tial as is suitable.

2167. Afterwards ye shall j)ttss on: that this signifies that

when He had left off perceiving, He would be content therewitli,

appears in like manner from the series of the things treated of.

2168. For wherefore have ye ixissed to your servant : that this

signifies that for that purpose they were come, appears also

witliout explanation.

2169. And they said, So do as thou hast sjjohen: that this

signifies that it should be so done, has in like manner no need
of explanation.

2170. Verse 6. And Ahreiham hastened toivards the tent to

Sarah, and said, Hasten three measures of meal of fine flour,

knead and make cakes. Ahrahani hastened towcLrds the tent to

Sarah, signifies the Lord's rational good conjoined to His truth
;

Abraham here is the Lord in that state as to good ; Sarah as to

truth ; tent as to the Holy of love : and said, signifies the state

of perception at that time respectively : Hasten three measures

(f meed of fine flour, knead, and make cakes, signifies the

celestial of His love in that state ; three denote things holy

;

the meal of fine flour denotes the spiritual and celestial of

the Lord's rational at that time ; cakes in like manner denote

both conjoined.

2171. Ahrcdiam hastened toweirds the tent to Sarah: that

hereby is signified the Lord's rational good conjoined to His
truth, appears from the representation of Abraham and also of

Sarah, and from the signification of a tent, of which m'C shall
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speak presently. As all thiii<;s in general and particular in the

AVord have respect to the tilings treated of in the internal sense,

so have the words in the present verse, that is, to the Divine
perception, into which the Lord came when He was in the per-

ception of the human. But they who are ignorant what per-

ception is, cannot possibly know how the case is with resjDect

to perception, still less can they know that there is perception

more and more interior, that is, natural perception, rational

perception, and lastly internal perception, which is Divine,

and which belonged solely to the Lord. They who are in

perception, as the angels are, know perfectly well what is the

degree of perception in which they are, whether it be natural,

or rational, or still more interior, which to them is Divine per-

ception. What then must have been the case with the Lord in

this respect, who had perception from the very Supreme and
Infinite Divine, concerning which, see nos. 1616, 1791, which
no angels at any time ever had, for perception flows into them
from the Lord's Supreme or Infinite Divine through His Human
Essence. The reason why the Lord's percojition is described is,

that when He was in the Human, it was thus made known to

Him, how the Divine itself, the Human Divine, and the Holy
Proceeding, should be united in Him, afterwards how His
rational should be made Divine, and lastly, what was the

quality of the human race who were to ])e saved by Him, that

is, by the union of the Human Essence with the Divine Essence
in Him, which are the subjects treated of in this chapter. For
these reasons the Lord's perception is first described, aud also

on account of the union itself which was to be effected.

2172. That Abraham here denotes the Lord in that state as

to good, appears from the representation of Abraham. Abra-
ham here represents the Lord in the Human, when He speaks
with Jehovah, as above, no. 1989, where he represents the Lord
in that state and in that age, because then also he spoke with
Jehovah ; otherwise Abraham represents the Divine Good of

the Lord, and Sarah the Divine Truth, hence he now represents

the Lord's rational good.

2173. That Sarah here denotes the Lord as to truth, appears
from the representation of Sarah, as denoting intellectual truth

adjoined to good, and consequently in this place denoting
rational truth, for the same reason that Abraham denotes

rational good, as was just now observed. That Sarah repre-

sents truth, see above, nos. 1468, 1901, 2063, 2065. Good and
truth in the historical parts of the Word cannot be represented
otherwise than l)y a marriage ; for this is the real case with
them, there being a J3ivine marriage between things celestial

and things spiritual, or, what is the same, between the things of

love and those of faith : or, what is still the same, between the

things of the will and those of the understanding ; the former
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things have relation to good, the hitter to truth. Such a mar-
riage has place in the Lord's kingdom in the heavens, such also

in the Lord's kingdom in the earths, or in the church, such in

every individual man, in all the particulars of which he is con-

stituted, yea, in the most minute component parts of eacli

particular. The things which are not in such a marriage do
not live. Yea, such a marriage thence exists throughout nature,

and in each tiling therein, hut under another form and appear-

ance, otherwise nothing in nature would ever subsist. Since

there is such a marriage in everything, it is customary in the

l^rophets, especially in Isaiah, to express everything in a twofold

manner, one expression having relation to what is celestial or

good, the other to what is spiritual or truth, concerning which
circumstance see nos. 683, 793, 801. That in all particular

things tliere is a resemblance of a marriage, see nos. 718, 747,

917, 1432. Hence it is, that by Abraham is represented the

good of the Lord, and by Sarah the truth.

2174. That a tent denotes the Lord as to the Holy of

love, appears from the signification of a tent as denoting what
is holy, concerning which see above, nos. 414, 1102, loGG,

2145.

2175. And he said : that this signifies the state of perception

at that time respectively, appears from the signification of

saying in the historical sense, as denoting perceiving, concerning

wiiich see above, nos. 1898, 1919, 2080.

2176. Hasten tliree measures of meal of fine flour, Jcnead and
tnalie eahes : that this signifies the celestial of His love in that

state, appears from the signification of meal of fine flour, and of

a cake, concerning which we shall speak presently. That such
things are herein involved will appear incredible to every one,

wliose attention is confined to the literal sense, or the sense of

the expressions, and still more incredible if the attention be

confined to the historical things described by those expressions
;

for in such case the thoughts are busied, not only about the

preparation here made, but also about the men who came to

Abraham, without paying any regard to the consideration that

deeper meanings are concealed under these circumstances ; and
this is the reason why it appears less credible, that the historical

parts of the Word should contain such mysteries, than that the

])roplietical parts should ; for the historical parts are more apt

to engage the mind's attention to them, and to obscure the

interior things contained therein. Nevertheless, that deep
meanings are concealed even in tlic historical parts of the Woi-d,

may appear from this single consideration, that it is the Word
of the Lord, written not only for man, but also for heaven, and
indeed in such a manner that, whilst man is reading it, tlic

angels have thence at the same time heavenly ideas, so that by
the Word heaven is conjoined with mankind. It shall now be
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shewn what is meant in the internal sense by meal, fine flour,

and cakes.

2177. That meal of fine flour denotes what is spiritual and
celestial, which at that time was with the Lord, and that cakes in

like manner denote l:)oth conjoined, appears evident from the

sacrifices of the rei)rescntative church, and from the meat-
offering at that time in use, which consisted of fine flour mixed
with oil, and made into cakes. The chief part of representative

worship consisted in burnt - offerings and sacrifices. What
things were represented thereby, was stated above, in speaking

of bread, no. 2165, that is, the celestial things of the Lord's

kingdom in tlie heavens, and of the Lord's kingdom in the

earths, or in the church, and also of the Lord's kingdom or the

church with every individual, and in general all those things

which are of love and charity, because these are things celestial,

which at that time were all called bread. To these sacrifices

were adjoined also the meat-offering, which, as was said, consisted

of fine flour mixed with oil, to which also frankincense was
2 added, and likewise a libation of wine. It may also appear

what these things represented, that is, similar things to the

sacrifices, but in a lesser degree, consequently things belonging

to the spiritual church, and likewise to the external church.

It may further appear to every one, that such things would
never have been commanded, unless they had represented

things Divine, and that every particular thing had a particular

representation. For, unless they had represented things Divine,

they would not have differed in any respect from similar things

in use amongst the Gentiles, who had also their sacrifices, meat-
ofl'erings, libations, frankincense, perpetual fires, and several

other things, which they derived from the Ancient church,

especially from the Hebrew; but whereas the internal things, that

is, the Divine things, which were represented, had been separ-

ated from these Gentile rites, therefore they had become merely
idolatrous ; and so indeed they became separated also amongst
the Jews, who for that reason fell into all kinds of idolatry.

Hence it may appear evident to every one, that heavenly
arcana were contained in every rite, especially in the sacrifices

3 and the particulars thereof. As regards the meat-offering, its

nature and quality are described, and how it was to be prej)ared

into cakes, in Leviticus ii. throughout, and also in Numbers
XV. and in other places. The law of the meat - offering is

described in these words in Leviticus :
" The fire shall be con-

tinually burning upon the altar, it shall not be put out : And
this is the law of the meat-offering, that the sons of Aaron bring

it before Jehovah to the faces of the altar, and he shall take of

it his liandful of the jinc flour of the meat-offering, and of the

oil thereof, and all the frankincense which is upon the meat-
oilering, and shall burn it upon the altar ; an odour of rest for a
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memorial to Jeliovali ; and the residue thereof Aaron and his

sons shall eat ; the unleavened shall be eaten in a holy place ; in

the court of the tent of the assembly they shall eat it ; it shall

not be baked leavened ; I have given it their portion of jNIv

offerings made by fire; it is the holy of holies" (vi. 6-10 [13-

17]). The fire, which was to be continually burning upon the 4

altar, represented the love, that is, the mercy of the Lord, per-

petual and eternal. That fire in the Word signifies love, see

no. 934. Hence offerings made by fire for an odour of rest,

signify the Lord's good pleasure in those things which are of

love and charity. That an odour denotes what is well pleasing,

that is, agreeable, see nos. 925, 1519. By taking a handful
was represented that they should love with all the strength, or

with all the soul, for the hand, or the palm of the hand, signifies

power, as was shewn, no. 878 ; hence also a handful has the

same signification, Eine flour with oil and frankincense repre-

sented all things of charity, fine flour what is spiritual thereof,

but oil what is celestial, and frankincense what was thus
rendered agreeable. That fine flour represents what is spiritual,

is plain from wdiat has been said, and from what follows : that

oil represents what is celestial, or the good of charity, see no.

886 ; and that frankincense, by reason of its odour, represents

wdiat is agreeable and acceptable, see no. 925. By its being 5

unleavened, or not fermented, is signified that it should be

sincere, consequently from a sincere heart, and free from things

unclean. By Aaron and his sons eating the residue, was
represented man's reciprocal [feeling], and appropriation, and
consequent conjunction by love and charity, wdierefore it was
commanded that they should eat it in a holy place ; hence it is

called the holy of holies. These are the things which were
represented by the meat-offering, and the representatives them-
selves were so perceived in heaven; and when any man of the

church thus conceived of them, he was in an idea similar to

the perception of the angels, consequently he was in the very
kingdom of the Lord in the heavens, notwithstanding his being-

still on earth. The meat-ofl'ering is further treated of in respect 6

to its nature and quality, what it ought to be when a]:)plied to

every particular kind of sacrifice, also how it was to be baked
into cakes, and likewise what sort should be offered by those

who were cleansed, and on other occasions, which it would be
too tedious to adduce and explain : see what is said on the

subject, Exod. xxix. 39-41 ; Levit. v. 11-13 ; vi. 7-14 [14-21] ;

X. i2, 13; xxiii. 10-13, 16, 17; Numb. v. 15 and following

verses; vi. 15-17, 19, 20; vii. throughout; xxviii. 5, 7, 9, 12,

13, 20, 21, 28, 29 ; xxix. 3, 4, 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30,

33, 37. Fine flour made into cakes in general represented the 7

same thing as bread, that is, the celestial of love, and meal its

spiritual, as may appear from the passages above cited. The
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loaves which were called bread of the faces, or shew-hread,

were made of fine flour, which was prepared into cakes, and they

were set on a table for a continual representation of the love,

that is, of the mercy of the Lord towards the whole human race

and man's reciprocal [feeling], concerning which loaves it is

thus written in ]\Ioses :
" Thou shalt take fine flour, and shalt

hake, it twelve cakes; one cccJce shall be of two-tenths; and thou

shalt place them in two rows, six in a row, upon a clean table,

before Jehovah ; and thou shalt give pure frankincense upon
the row ; and it shall be to the bread for a memorial, an ofier-

ing made by fire to Jehovah : on every Sabbath-day he shall

set it in order before Jehovah continually, from with the sons of

Israel by the covenant of eternity, and it shall be for Aaron and
his sons, and they shall eat it in the holy place, because it is

the holiness of holinesses to Him, of the offerings made by fire

to Jehovah, by a statute of eternity " (Levit. xxiv. 5-9). The
particulars and minutest particulars herein represented the

Holy of love and of charity, and the fine flour the same thing

as meal of fine flour, that is, the celestial and the spiritual

^ thereof, and the cake both conjoined. Hence it appears what
is the nature of the holiness of the Word to those who are in

celestial ideas
;
yea, what holiness was in this representative

rite ; hence it is that it is called the holiness of holinesses ; and
on the other hand how void of holiness it is to those who think

that it contains nothing celestial, and wdio abide merely in

things external, perceiving meal as mere meal, fine flour as fine

flour, and a cake as a cake, and supposing that such things might

have been mentioned, without any reference to the Divine

things involved in them. The case is the same with those who
imagine the bread and wine of the Holy Supper to be mere
things of form and ceremony, containing nothing holy, when
yet there is in them such a holiness, that human minds may be

conjoined by that Supper with celestial minds, whilst from

internal affection they think that the bread and wine signify

the Lord's love, and the reciprocal [love] on man's part, and

9 thus from an interior [ground] are in a state of holiness. The
same was implied by what was enjoined upon the sons of

Israel, that " When they came into the land, they should give

a eake of the first of their dough, a heave-offering to Jehovah
"

(Numb. XV. 20). That such things are signified, may also

appear from the Prophets, from whom many passages might be

cited by way of proof, but suffice it at present to adduce only

the following from Ezekiel :
" Thou wast adorned with gold and

silver, and thy garment was fine linen, and silk, and needle-

work ; thou hast eaten fine flour, honey, and oil, and thou hadst

become exceeding exceedingly beautiful, and thou didst prosper

to a kingdom" (xvi. l.'>), speaking of Jerusalem, whereby is sig-

nified the church, which had such ornaments in its first time.
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namely, the Ancient church, which is described by the garments
and other ornaments ; and also its affections of truth and good,

described by the fine flour, tlie honey, and the oil. Every one may
see that all those things have a different signification in the in-

ternal sense from what apj>ears in the sense of the letter. So it

is with respect to the passage under consideration, tliat Abraham
said unto Sarali, hasten three measures of meal of fine fiour,

knead, and make cakes. That three signify what is holy, was
shewn in nos. 720, 901.

2178. Verse 7. And AbraJtam ran to the herd, and took a,

son of an ox, tender and good, and gave to a hoy, and he hastened

to make it. Ahraham ran to the herd, signifies natural good :

and took a son of an ox, tender and. good, signifies tlie celestial

natural which was conformable, which the rational took to itself

that it might conjoin itself with the perception from the Divine :

a7id gave to a hoy, and he hastened to make it, signifies the con-

junction of this good with rational good ; a boy here denotes

the natural man.
2179. Ahraham ran to the herd: that this signifies natural

good, appears from the signification of oxen and bullocks, which
belong to the herd, of which we shall speak presently. That
beasts, whether of the herd, or of the flock, signify such things

as are with man, may appear from what was shewn in nos. 45,

46, 142, 143, 246, 714, 715, 719, 776 ; see also what was said con-

cerning beasts usal in sacrifices, no. 1823. It may possibly

appear wonderful to every one, that the animals mentioned in

the Word, and also those offered in sacrifices, should signify

goods and truths, or, what is the same, things celestial and
spiritual, therefore it may be expedient briefly to explain the

origin of such signification. In the world of spirits various

representatives are presented and exhibited to view, and fre-

quently among otlier things there appear before the eyes of

spirits animals, as horses with a variety of trappings, oxen, sheep,

lambs, and divers other kinds, sometimes such as were never
seen on the Earth, but they are only representatives. The
I'rophets also had visions of such things, as they are recorded
in the Word, which likewise were all from the spiritual world.

The animals which appear there, are representatives of the

affections of good and truth, and also of evil and falsity.

Good spirits know perfectly well what they signify, and also

gather thence what is the subject of discourse amongst tlie

angels, for the discourse of the angels, when it flows down
into the world of spirits, is sometimes thus fixed and exhibited

in representatives. As, for example, when horses appear, the
good spirits know that the discourse of the angels is about
things intellectual : when oxen and bullocks appear, that it is

about natural goods : when slieep appear, that it is about
rational goods and about probity : when lambs appear, that
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it is about goods still more interior, and about innocence ; and
'< so in other cases. The men of the Most Ancient church, by
reason of their communication with spirits and angels, and
having visions and dreams continually like those of the Pro-

phets, knew instantly thereby what w-as signified by any

beast, as soon as ever the idea was presented to them. From
them first arose representatives and significatives, which con-

tinued long after their times, and at length were held in such

veneration by reason of their antiquity, that books were written

bymere representatives, and the books which were not so written,

were held in no estimation, yea, and accounted of no sanctity if

written within the church. For these and other mysterious

reasons, concerning which, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we
shall speak elsewhere, the books of the Word alsowere so written.

2180. And he took a son of an ox, tender and good : that this

signifies the celestial natural which the rational took to itself,

that it might conjoin itself with the perception from the Divine,

appears from the signification of a bullock, or the son of an ox,

in the Word, as denoting natural good, and inasmuch as the

subject treated of is the Lord's Eational, it is called tender by
virtue of the celestial spiritual or the truth of good, and good by
virtue of the celestial itself or good itself. In the genuine

rational there is an affection of truth, and there is an affection

of good, but the affection of truth is the primary thereof, as w^as

shewn above, no. 2072, hence it is first called tender ; but still

each property is expressed, as is usual in the Word, by reason

of the marriage of truth and good, concerning which see above,

no. 2173. That a bullock, or the son of an ox, signifies the

celestial natural, or, what is the same, natural good, may
appear especially from sacrifices, which were the chief repre-

sentatives of worship in the Hebrew church, and afterwards

in the Jewish. Their sacrifices were made either from the

herd, or from the flock, consequently they consisted of animals

of various kinds, which were clean, as of oxen, bullocks,

he-goats, sheep, rams, she-goats, kids, and lambs, and, moreover,

of turtle-doves and young doves: all these signified the in-

ternals of worship, that is, things celestial and spiritual, nos.

21G5, 2177, the animals taken from the herd denoting celestial

natural things, and those from the flock denoting celestial

rational things ; and as both things natural and things rational

are of various kinds, being more or less interior, therefore so

many genera and species of those animals were made use of in

the sacrifices ; which may appear also from this consideration,

that it was prescribed in the burnt-offerings, and also in the

sacrifices of divers kinds, as in the daily sacrifices, in those of

the Sabbaths and feasts, in the voluntary, eucharistic, and votive

sacrifices, in those that were expiatory of guilt and of sin, and

also in those that were purificatory and cleansing, and likewise
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in the sacrifices of inauguration, what animals should be offered
;

the animals also were expressly named, and also their number,
in every kind of sacrifice, which would never have been done

unless each had had some peculiar signification, as manifestly

appears from those jjassages where sacrifices are treated of, as

Exod. xxix. ; Levit. i. ; iii. ; iv, ; ix. ; xvi. ; xxiii. ; Xumb. vii.

;

viii. ; XV. ; xxix ; but what was particularly signified by each,

this is not the proper place to explain. Each animal also has

a peculiar signification, whensoever it is named in the Prophets
;

and from them it may appear that bullocks signified celestial

natural things. That no other than celestial things were sig- 3

nified, may appear also from the cherubs seen by Ezekiel, and
from the animals before the throne seen by John. Concerning

the cherubs it is thus written in the prophet :
" The likeness of

their faces, the face of a man, and the face of a lion, for the

four on the riglit, and the face of mi ox for the four on the left,

and the face of an eagle for the four" (Ezek. i. 10). And con-

cerning the four animals about the throne it is thus written in

John :
" About the throne were four animals, the first animal

was like a lion, the second animal like a bullock, the third

animal had a face as a man, the fourth animal was like a

Hying eagle; saying, Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty,

Who was, and Who is, and Who is to come" (Apoc. iv. 7, 8).

Every one may see, that by the cherubs and by the animals

were represented holy things, consequently the same things

M'ere represented by the oxen and bullocks in these passages.

In like manner, in the prophecy of ]\Ioses concerning Joseph :

" Let it come upon tlie head of Joseph, and upon the top of the

head of the Nazarite of his brethren : Tire first-ljorn of Ids ox

hath honour, and the horns of an unicorn are his horns ; with

these he shall push the people togetlier, to the ends of the

earth " (Deut. xxxiii. IG, 17). No one can understand what is

here said unless he knows what is signified in the internal sense

by an ox, by an unicorn, by horns, and many other things

besides. As to what concerns sacrifices in general, they were 4

indeed commanded by Moses to the Israelitish people ; ])ut the

Most Ancient church, which was before the flood, knew nothing

at all about sacrifices, nor did it ever enter into their minds to

worship the Lord by the slaying of animals. The Ancient
church, which was after the flood, was likewise unaci^uainted

with sacrifices; it was indeed in representatives, but not in

sacrifices, which were first instituted in the succeeding church,

which was called the Hebrew church, and tlience this mode of

worshij) was propagated among the gentiles, and descended to

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and thus to the posterity of Jacob.

That the gentiles were in sacrifice-worship, was shewn in no.

1343 ; and also the posterity of Jacob before they departed out of

Egy])t, consequently before sacrifices were connnanded by Moses
VOL. III. c
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on ]\Iount Sinai, as may appear from Exodus v. 3 ; x. 25, 26

;

5 xviii. 12 ; xxiv. 4, 5 ; and especially from their idolatrous [wor-

ship] before the golden calf, concerning which it is thus written

in Moses : "Aaron built an altar before the calf, and Aaron pro-

claimed, and said, to-morrow is a feast to Jehovah ; and they

rose up in the morning on the morrow, and offered hurnt-cff'er-

ingSy and brought ijeacc-offerings ; and the people sat down to

eat and to drink, and rose up to play" (Exod. xxxii. 5, 6).

This was done whilst Moses was on Mount Sinai, and con-

sequently before the command w^as brought to them concern-

ing the altar and sacrifices ; which command was given for

this reason, that sacrifice-worsliip was become idolatrous among
them, as among the Gentiles, from which worship they could

not be removed, inasmuch as they esteemed it to be of especial

holiness, and what is once implanted from infancy with an

idea of holiness, particularly if it be implanted into children

by their fathers, and thereby inrooted in them, this the Lord
never breaks unless it be contrary to order itself, but bends.

This was the reason why it was prescribed that sacrifices should
6 1)6 so instituted, as it is written in the Book of Moses. That
sacrifices were by no means acceptable to Jehovah, consequently

that they were only permitted and tolerated for the reason just

now mentioned, appears plainly from the Prophets, as in Jere-

miah :
" Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, the God of Israel, Add

your burnt-offerings to your sacrifices, and eat flesh ; / did not

speak with your fathers, nor command them, in the clay that I
brought them out of the land of Egypt, on the words of burnt-

offering and sacrifice; but this word I connnanded them, saying,

Obey My voice, and I will be to you for a God " (vii. 21-23).

And in David :
" Jehovah, sacrifice and offering Thou hast

not desired, burnt-offci'lmg and sacrifices of sin Thou hast not

required; I have desired to do Thy will, O my God" (Psalm
xl. 7, 9 [6, 8]). And again :

" Thou delightest not in sacrifice

that I should gire it, thou acceptest not burnt-offering ; the sac-

rifices of God are a contrite spirit" (Psalm li. 18, 19 [16, 17]).

Again :
" / will not tahe from thy house a bulloch, or he-goats

from thy folds, sacrifice to God confession " (Psalm 1. 9, 14

;

cvii. 21, 22; cxvi. 17; Deut. xxiii. 19). In Hosea: "I desire

mercy ctnd not sacrifice, and the Knowledges of God more than

buroit-offerings" (vi. 6). And Samuel saith to Saul: "Hath
Jehovah pleasure in burnt-offerings and sacrifices ? Behold, to

obey [is better'] than the sacrifice of oxen, and obedience than the

fat of rams " (1 Sam. xv. 22). And in Micah :
" Wherewith

shall I come before Jehovah, or bow myself before the High
God ? Shcdl I come before Him with burnt-offerings, with calves

the sons of a year ? AVill Jehovah be pleased 2vith thousands of
rams, or ten thousands of rivers of oil ? He hath shewed thee,

man, what is good ; and what doth Jehovah require of thee,
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but to do judgment, and to love mercy, and to humble thyself

by walking with thy God ? " (vi. 6-8). Hence then it is !

evident that sacrifices were not commanded, but permitted;
also that in sacrifices nothing but the internal was regarded

;

and that it was the internal, and not the external rite, which
was acceptable : wherefore also the Lord abrogated them, as it

was likewise foretold by Daniel in these words :
" In the midst

of the week He shall cause to cease the sacrifice and oUation

"

(ix. 27), speaking of the Lord's coming ; see also what was said

on this subject, nos. 922, 92:3, 1128, 1823. As to what concerns
the son of the ox, which Abraham made or prepared for the
three men, it had the same signification as when used in the

sacrifices, which may appear from what Abraham said to Sarah,

that she should take three measures of fine flour. Concerning the
fine flour to one bullock, it is thus written in Moses :

" When
ye shall have come into the land ; -lohen thou makest the son of
an ox a burnt-offering or sacrifice, in performing a vow or

peace-offerings to Jehovah, thou shalt ofler upon the son of the

ox a meat-otfering of fine fiour three tenths mixed with oil

"

(Numb. XV. 2, 8, 9), where mention is made in like manner of

three, in one place three tenths, in the other three measures
;

whereas to a ram were added only two tenths, and to a lamb
one tenth, see verses 4-G, of the same chapter.

2181. And gave to a Ijoy, and he hastened to make it: that

this signifies the conjunction of this good with rational good,

and that a boy is the natural man, appears from the signification

of a boy, as denoting one wiio ministers and administers ; and
making is what is ministered or done, that is, a son of an ox,

by which is signified naltural good, as was shewn above. In
order that it may be better perceived how this is, let it be
Icnown, that there is with every man an internal, a rational or

middle, and a natural, and that these are distinct from each
other, concerning which see nos. 1889, 1940; and that they
nuist be made conformable in order that they may make a one,

and that thus rational good may make a one with natural good,

and that without such conformation and consequent conjunc-
tion, there can be no Divine perception. Inasmuch as the

subject here treated of is the Lord's Divine perception, therefore,

in the internal sense, by these words is signified the conforma-
tion and conjunction of both [rational and natural good].

2182. Verse 8. And he took butter and milk, and the son of
Ike ox which he made, ami gave before them, and he was stand-

ing before them under the tree; and they did eat. He took butter

and milk, and the son of the ox which lie made, signifies all those

things thus joined together; butter is the celestial of the

rational ; milk is the spiritual thence derived ; tlie son of the

ox is the corresponding natural: and gave before them, sig-

nifies that thus He pre})ared Himself to receive: and he was
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standimj Icfore tlicm under the tree, signifies perception thence;

the tree, as above, is perception : and. tlieij did eat, signifies

communication thereby.

2183. And he took hutier and milI: and the son of the ox

ichieh he made : that this signifies all those things thus joined

together, may appear from the signification of Ijutter and nnlk

and the son of an ox, of which we shall speak presently. The
subject treated of in the preceding verses was the Lord's

rational, that it was instructed by the celestial and thence by
the spiritual, which were signified by the meal of fine fiour

made into cakes, nos. 2176, 2177 ; and also concerning the

celestial natural, which was signified by the son of an ox, no.

2180 ; the same things are now expressed by other words, that

is, by butter, milk, and the son of an ox, whereby are signified

2 all those things conjoined. But it is no easy matter to describe

these things, so as to render themi intelligible to the common
understanding, because it is unknown to most people that

every man has an internal,. a rational, and a natural, and that

these are most distinct from each other, yea, so distinct, that

one may disagree with another, that is, the rational, which is-

called the rational man, may disagree with the natural, which
is the natural man

;
yea, that the rational man may see and

perceive the evil which is in the natural, and if it be a genuine

rational, may correct th.\t evil, see no. 1904. Before these two
are joined together, man cannot be a complete man, nor in the

tranquillity of peace, inasmuch as one fights with the other
;

for the angels who are with man, rule his rational, but the evil

spirits, who are with him, rule his natural, and hence comes

3 combat. If in such case the rationed, conquers, the natural is

subdued, and thus man is gifted with conscience ; but if the

natured conquers, then he can receive nothing of conscience.

If the rationed, conquers, then his natural becomes as if it also

were rational ; but if the nedural conquers, then the rational

becomes as if it was natural. Further, if the rediomd concjuers,

then the angels approach nearer to man, and insinuate into him
charity, which is the celestial derived through the angels from
the Lord, and in this case the evil spirits remove themselves to

a distance ; but if the ncdurcd conquers, then the angels remove
themselves furtlier off, that is, more towards his interiors,

whilst the evil spirits approach nearer towards the rational,

and continually assault it, and fill up the lower parts thereof

with all kinds of hatred, revenge, deceit, and the like. If the

rational conquers, then man comes into tranquillity of peace,

and in the other life into the peace of heaven ; but if the

natural conquers, then, during his life in the world, he appears

as if ho was in trancpiillity, ])ut in the other life he comes into

4 the restlessness and torment of hell. Hence may be known
what is the quality of man's state as to his rational, and what
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as to his natural. Wherefore there is nothing else which can
make man blessed and happy, but a conformity of the natural

to the rational, and a conjunction of both, which is only effected

by charity, and charity is from the Lord alone.

2184. That butter is the celestial of the rational, that milk
is the spiritual thence derived, and that a son of an ox is

the corresponding natural, appears from the signification of

butter, and from the signification of milk, and also from the

signification of a son of an ox. As to what concerns butter, it

signifies in the Word the celestial, and this by reason of fatness :

that fat is the celestial, was sliewn, no. 353 ; and that oil, as

being fat, is the celestial itself, was shewn, no. 886. That
butter has the same signification, may appear from Isaiah

:

" Behold, a virgin shall bear a Son, and shall call His name
Immanuel; Imttcr and honey shall He eat, that He may know
to refuse the evil and choose the good" (vii. 14, 15), speaking
of the Lord, Who is Inmianuel ; that by butter is not signified

butter, nor by honey honey, may be plain to every one, but by
butter is signified the celestial of the Lord, and by honey what
is derived from the celestial. Again :

" And it shall come to 2

pass for the multitude of making milk, he shall eat butter, for

butter and honcT/ shall every one eat that is left in the midst of

the land " (vii. 22), speaking of the Lord's kingdom, and of

those in the earths who are in the Lord's kingdom : milk
denotes spiritual good, butter celestial good, and honey the

happiness thence derived. So in Moses :
" Jehovah alone 3

leadeth him, and there is no strange God with him ; He causeth

him to ride on the heights of the eartli, and feedeth him with
the produce of the fields, and maketh him suck honey out of

the rock, and oil out of the flint of the rock ; butter of the herd

and milk of the floek, with the fat of lambs, and of rams the sons

of Bashan, and of he-goats, with the fat of the kidneys of wheat,

and thou shalt drink the blood of the grape, pure wine {merum)
"

(Dent, xxxii. 12-14). What these things mean, it is impossible

to understand, unless the internal sense of each expression be

known. The passage appears as a heap of words only, such as

are used by the eloquent among the wise men of the world

:

nevertheless every expression signifies something celestial, and
something spiritual belonging thereto, and also the blessedness

and happiness thence derived, and this in an orderly and
regular series. Butter of the herd is the celestial natural, milk

of the ilock is the celestial spiritual of the rational. But with 4

respect to milk, as was observed, it signifies the spiritual from

the celestial, or the celestial spiritual. What the celestial

spiritual is, see nos. 1577, 1824, and in other places. The
reason why milk denotes the spiritual which is from the

celestial is, that water signifies the spiritual, nos. 680, 739 ; but

milk, as containing fat, signifies the celestial spiritual, or what
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is the same thing, tlie truth of good, or what is the same thing,

the faith of love or charity, or what is also the same, the

intellectual of the good of the will, or what is still the same,
the affection of truth within wliich is the affection of good, and
what is still the same, the alfection of Knowledges and sciences

from the affection of charity towards the neighbour, such as

abides with those W'ho love their neighbour, and confirm them-
selves in that love by the Knowledges of faith and also by
scientifics, and hence love such Knowledges and scientitics ; all

these things are the same as the celestial spiritual, and are

5 predicated according to the subject treated of. That this is the
signification of milk, appears also from the Word, as in Isaiah

:

" Every one that thirsteth go to the waters, and he that hath no
silver, go, buy, and eat ; and go, buy without silver and without
price wine and milh ; why do ye weigh silver for what is not
bread ? " (Iv. 1, 2), where wine denotes the spiritual which is of

faith, and milk the spiritual wdiich is of love. In Moses :
" Pie

washed his garment in wine, and his covering in the blood of

grapes : his eyes are redder than wine, and his teeth whiter than
milk" (Gen. xlix. 11, 12). These words are the prophecy of

Jacob, at that time Israel, concerning Judah, and by Judah is

there described the Lord ; and by his teeth being whiter than
milk is signified the celestial spiritual belonging to His natural.

^ In Joel :
" It shall be in that day, the mountains shall dro])

new wine (mvstum), and the hills sliall floiv with milk, and all

the streams of Judah shall flow with waters " (iv. [iii.] 18),

speaking of the Lord's kingdom, where milk denotes the celestial

spiritual. In the Word also the land of Canaan, l)y which is

represented and signified the Lord's kingdom, is called a land
flowing with milk and honey, as in Numbers xiii. 27 ; xiv. 8

;

Deut. xxvi, 9, 15; xxvii. 3; Jer. xi. 5; xxxii. 22; Ezek. xx.

(), 15 ; and in these places by milk is meant nothing else than
an abundance of celestial spiritual things, and by honey an
abundance of happinesses thence derived ; the land denotes the
celestial itself of the kingdom from which those things flow.

7 As to what concerns a son of an ox, it was shewn above,
no. 2180, that by it is signified the celestial natural. The celestial

natural is the same ithing as natural good, or good in the
natural. The natural of man, as well as his rational, has its

good and its truth, for in all things there is a marriage of good
and truth, as was shewn above, no. 2173. The good of the
natural is the delight which is perceived from charity, or from
friendship which is of charity, from which delight there exists

a pleasurable sensation, or ])leasure, which is properly of the
body. The truth of the natural mind is scientific [truth], which
favours that delight. Hence it may appear what is meant by
the celestial natural.

2185. And gave he/ore them : tliat this signifies that thus he
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prepared himself to receive, may appear from the signification of

giving before them, in the internal sense,when the subject treated

of is the preparation of the rational to receive perception from
the Divine ; thus it may appear without furtlier explanation.

2186. And he was standing hcfore tlicm under the tree: that

this signifies perception thence, follows from the signification

of the tree, as denoting perception, concerning which see nos.

103, 2163. It was said above, verse 4, that the three men
who came to Abraham, lay down under the tree, whereby was
signified that the Divine approached to the perception of that

state in which the Lord then was ; but here it is said, that

Abraham stood under the tree, whereby is signified that the
Lord approached to Divine perception after that He had pre-

pared Himself; this is reciprocal [feeling]. Every one may
see that it is not without reason that mention is made of the

three men and of Abraham standing under the tree, con-

sequently it is for the sake of those arcana which lie concealed

in that circumstance.

2187. And they did cat: that this signifies communication
thereby, may appear from the signification of eating, as denot-
ing being communicated and conjoined, which is plain also

from the Word. Aaron's eating of the sanctified things of the

sacrifices, in the holy place, together with his sons, the Levites,

and the people also, signified nothing else than communication,
conjunction, and appropriation, as was shewn above, no. 2177,
in the explanation of the passage in Levit. vi. 9, 10 ; for it was
celestial and spiritual food which was signified by the sanctified

things that they did eat, consequently the appropriation thereof.

The sanctified things were of the sacrifices, wdiich were not
burnt on the altar, and were eaten either by the priests or by
tlie people who offered, as may appear from many passages where
sacrifices are treated of. That they were to be eaten by the

priests, appears from Exod. xxix. 32, 33; Levit. vi. 9, 19 [16, 26]

;

vii. 6, 15, 16, 18 ; viii. 31 ; x. 12, 13; Numb, xviii. 9-11 ; and
that they were to be eaten by the people, appears from Levit.

xix. 5, 6 ; Deut. xii. 27 ; xxvii. 7, and in other places ; and
that the unclean were not to eat thereof, appears from Levit.

vii. 19-21; xxii. 4-7. Those feasts were held in the holy place,

near the altar, or at the door, or in the court of the tent ; nor
did they signify anything else than the communication, con-

junction, and appropriation of celestial goods ; for by them was
represented celestial food, concerning which food see nos. 56-58,

680, 681, 1480, 1695 ; and all those things were called bread,
the signification whereof may be seen above, no. 2165 ; the like

was represented by Aaron and his sons eating the shew-bread,

or bread of faces, in the holy place (Levit. xxiv. 9). The law
enacted for the Nazarite, that he should not eat of any part of

the grape whence wine was made, from the stones even to the
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skin, iu the days of his Nazariteship (Numb. vi. 4), was enacted

because the Nazarite represented the celestial man, and the

celestial man is such, that he is unwillino- even to make mention
of things spiritual, see nos. 202, o37, 880, 1G47 ; and whereas
wine, and the grape, and whatever belongs to the grape,

signified what is spiritual, hence it was forbidden the Nazarite

to eat thereof, that is, to have communication therewith, to

conjoin himself thereto, and to appropriate those things to

3 himself. The like is meant by eating in Isaiah :
" Every one

that thirsteth, go ye to the waters, and he that hath no silver,

go ye, buy, and ad ; and go ye, buy, without silver, and without
price, wine and milk : wherefore do ye weigh silver for what is

not bread, and laljour for that which satisfidh not ? hear ye in

hearing to Me, and cat good, and your soul shall be delighted

in fatness " (Iv. 1, 2) ; and also by these words in John :
" To him

that overcometh I will give to eat of the tree of life, which is in

the midst of the Paradise of God " (Apoc. ii. 7). The tree of

life is the celestial itself, and in the supreme sense the Lord
Himself, because from Him is everything celestial, that is, all

love and charity, thus eating of the tree of life is the same
thing as feeding on the Lord ; and feeding on the Lord is being

gifted with love and charity, consequently with those things

which belong to celestial life, according to what the Lord Him-
self saith in John :

" I am the living hread, which cometh down
from heaven, if any one cat of this bread, he shall live for ever

;

he that cafcth Mc, shall live by Me" (vi. 51, 57). "But they

said. This is a hard saying; but Jesus said, The words which I

speak unto you are spirit, and are life " (verses 60, 63 of the

same chapter). Hence is evident what is meant by eating in

the Holy Supper (Matt. xxvi. 26-28 ; Mark xiv. 22, 23 ; Luke
xxii. 19, 20), namely, having communication, being conjoined

4 together, and appropriating to oneself. Hence also it is clear

what is meant by these words of the Lord :
" Many shall come

from the east and from the west, and shall recline with Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob" (Matt. viii. 11). Not that they should eat

with them in the kingdom of God [according to the literal sense

of the words], l)ut that they should enjoy the celestial goods,

which are signified by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacol) ; namely, the

celestial things of love, both the inmost, which are Abraham; and
the lower, or middle, which are those of the rational, which are

Isaac ; and also the still lower, which are celestial natural, such

as are in the first heaven, which are meant by JacoU This is

the internal sense of those words. Tliat Al)raham, Isaac, and
Jacob, have this signification, see no. 1893, and in every other

place where they are treated of; for whetlier one speaks of

enjoying those celestial things, or of enjoying the Lord, Who
is repjresented by them, it is the same thing, inasmuch as all those

things are from the Lord, and the Lord is the all in all thereof.
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2188. Verse 9. And ilicy said unto Mm, Where is Sarah tliy

v'ife ? and he said, Behold, in the tent. They said unto him,

Where is Sarah thy wife ? signifies rational truth, wliich then
did not appear, because it was in rational good: a/td he said,

Behold, in the tent, signifies in what is holy.

2189. They said unto him, Where is Sarah thy wife : that this

signifies rational trutli, which then did not appear, because it

was in rational good, is evident from the representation of

Sarah in this place, as denoting rational truth, concerning
which see above, no. 2173. How the case is in respect to this

and the following passages, where the state of tlie rational in

the Lord, Who is represented by Sarah, is treated of, cannot so

well be explained to the apprehension, unless it be known
what is the quality of the state of the rational in general, as

to good, and as to truth ; also, in the Lord's case, as to the

Divine, and as to the human in which He then was. The 2

primary of the rational in man is truth, as was said above, no.

2072, consequently the affection of truth. To the intent that

man may be reformed, and thus regenerated, which is effected by
Knowledges and scientifics, which are of truth, and which are

continually implanted in good, that is, in charity, in order that

thus man may receive the life of charity, therefore it is that

the affection of truth with man predominates in his rational.

For with regard to the life of charity, which is the celestial

life itself, tlie case is this, that with those who are being-

reformed and regenerated, it is continually being born and is

continually growing and receiving increase, and this by means
of truths ; therefore, in proportion as more truth is insinuated,

so is the life of charity more perfected ; wherefore, aeeordiiiy

to the qucdity and quantity of truth, so is eharity with man.
Hence it may in some measure appear, how the case is witli 3

the rational of man. Nevertheless, life is not in truth, but in

good. Truth is only a recipient of life, that is, of good ; it is,

as it were, the clothing or garment of good; therefore also

truths in the Word are called clothes, and also garments ; l)ut

when good constitutes the rational, then truth diso^jpears, and
becomes as if it was good, in which case good shines through
truth, as is the case with the angels who, when they appear
clothed, appear so by reason of the splendour which assunies

the appearance of a garment : such also did they appear before

the ])ro])hets. Tiiis then is what is meant by rational truth at 4

that time not a])pearing, because it was in rational good, which
was signilied by their saying to Abraham, Where is Sarali thy

wife ? But whereas the Lord's rational good was at that time

Divine, such as cannot be with any angel, therefore it cannot

be described otherwise than by a comparison, and thus by
illustration, derived from sometliing similar which is not the

same.
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2190. And he said, L'choUf, i)i the tent : that this signifies in

what is holy, appears from the siguification of a tent, as denot-

ing what is holy, concerning which see nos. 414, 1102, 1566,

2145; it is said in what is holy, because in good. All good

is called holy, because it is of love and charity, which are from
the Lord alone : but as it is with goods, so it is with things

holy. Goods are formed, that is, have birth and growth through

the truths of faith, and are therefore according to the quality

and quantity of the truth of faith implanted in charity, as was
said above, no. 2189. Hence it may appear, that goods, or holy

things, differ with every one ; and although they may seem
alike in their external form, yet in their internal forms they

are unlike, and this both in the case of those who are without

tlie church and of those who are within the church. In the

good of charity with man, there are contained more things

than man can ever believe ; for therein are all things of his

faith : consequently, they are in the holy [element or state] of

his worship. This holy [state] of his worship appears to the

angels as in a clear day, according to its quality, although man
knows nothing but that he is in a certain holy [state] ; notwith-

standing, in this his holy [state] there are myriads upon myriads

of his thoughts respecting the goods and truths of faith and of

the affections thence derived. But concerning the holy [state]

of worship, what its quality in general is, more will be said, by
the Divine mercy of the Lord, in another place.

2191. Verse 10. And he said, Returning I irill return to

thee, according to this time of life, and lo, Sarah thy ivife shall

have a son ; and Sarah heard at the door of the tent, and it was
behind him. And he said, signifies perception : Bcturning I
v)ill return to thee, according to this time of life, signifies con-

junction of the Divine with the Lord's Human: and lo, Sarah

thy wife shall hare a son, signifies the Divine rational which was
about to be: and Sarah heard at the door of the tent, signifies

rational truth at that time near what was holy : aoid it was
behind him, signifies near the good in which the rational then

was, consequently separate from it, in proportion as anything

of the human was therein.

2192. And he said: that this signifies perception, appears

from the signification of saying, in the historical sense, as

denoting perceiving, concerning which see nos. 1898, 1919,

2080.

2193. Returning I 'tcill return to thee, according to this

time of life : that this signifies the conjunction of the

Divine with the Human, appears from this consideration, that

Jehovah's coming to Abraham represented Divine perception,

for the reception of which the Lord prepared Himself, con-

sequently it represented conjunction, as was shewn above;

thus by what is here said, " lieturning I will return to thee,"
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tlie like is signified, that is, the conjunction of the Divine with
the Human. " According to this time of life " denotes at the

same time in the following year.

2194. And to, Sarah thy vjifc shall have a son: that this

signifies the Divine rational which was about to be, appears

from the signification of a son, and also of Sarah, and likewise

of Isaac who was to l)e born to him. Both a son, and Sarali,

and likewise Isaac, signify that which belongs to the Lord's

rational. That a son" is truth, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147.

That Sarah is rational truth, see no. 2173. And that Isaac

is the Divine rational, see nos. 1893, 20G6, 2083. The human
with every man commences in the inmost of his rational, as

was said, no. 2106 ; so also it was with the Lord's Human

;

what was above that [Human] was Jehovah Himself, and
herein the Lord differed from every other man. Since the

human commences in the inmost of the rational, and tlie Lord
made all the human in Himself Divine, He consequently first

made the rational itself Divine from its inmost; which, when
made Divine, is represented and signified by Isaac, as was said

before.

2195. A7id Sarah heard at the door of the tent : that this

signifies truth rational at that time near to what was holy,

appears from the representation of Sarah, as denoting truth

rational, see nos. 2173, 2194; and also from the signification

of a tent, as denoting what is holy, see nos. 414, 1102, 15GG,

2145 ; and thus from the signification of the door of the tent,

as denoting the entrance to what is holy, consequently near
to what is holy, concerning which see above, no. 2145. The
explanation of how these things are, now follows.

2196. And it icas hchi/id him : that this signifies near the

good in which the rational then was, and separate from it, in

])roportion as anything of the human was therein, appears from
this consideration, that it is said of the door, where Sarah was,

that it was behind him ; being behind him, signifies not being-

conjoined, but at his back. What is separated from any one,

this is represented by a kind of rejection as it were to the

back, as may appear plainly from rejiresentatives in the other

life, concerning which, see what is said from experience, nos.

1393, 1875. This then is expressed by this circumstance, that

the door, where Sarah was, was behind him. With respect to 2

merely human rational truth, which then belonged to the Lord,

being separated from Him, when He conjoined Himself with
the Divine, the case is thus:—Human rational truth does not

a])prehend things Divine, because such things are above the

sphere of its understanding, for this truth hath communication
with the scientifics which are in the natural man, and in pro-

portion as from these scientifics it looks at those things which
are above itself, in the same proportion it does not acknowledge
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tlicin; for this truth is in appearances, which it cannot put off;

and appearances are those things which have birth from
sensuals, which induce a belief that Divine things also are of a

like nature, when yet these are exempt from all appearances,

and are sucli, that, when mentioned, this rational truth cannot
3 believe them, because it cannot apprehend them. As, for

example, when it is said that man has no life but what is from
the Lord, tlie rational in this case supposes, from appearances,

that man cannot live as from himself, when nevertheless he then
first begins truly to live when he perceives that his life is from

4 the Lord. Again, the rational, judging from appearances, sup-

poses that the good which man does is from himself, when yet

there is nothing of good from man's self, but from the Lord.

5 Again, the rational concludes from appearances, that a man
merits salvation when he does good, when yet man of himself

6 can merit nothing, Ijut all the merit is the Lord's. Again, man
concludes from appearances, that when he is withheld from
evil, and kept in good by the Lord, there is nothing belonging

to him but what is good and just, yea, and holy, when never-

theless in man there is nothing but what is evil, unjust, and
7 profane. Again, man from appearances concludes, that wlieu

he does good from charity, he does it from a voluntary in liim-

self, when nevertheless it is not from his own voluntary that he
does it, but from his intellectual, in which charity is implanted.

^ Again, man from appearances concludes that no glory can
possibly exist without the glory of the world, when nevertheless

in the glory of heaven there is not the least of the glory of the

9 world. Again, man from appearances concludes that no one
can love his neighbour more than himself, but that all love begins

from self, when nevertheless in celestial love there is nothing of
10 the love of self. Again, man from appearances concludes that

no light can exist, unless what is from the light of this world,

when nevertheless in the heavens there is not the least of this

world's light, and still there is so great a light therein, that it a
1

1

thousand times exceeds the mid-day light of this world. Again,

man from appearances concludes that the Lord cannot possibly

shine as a sun before the universal heaven, when nevertheless
12 ull the light of heaven is from Him. Again, man by reason of

appearances cannot conceive that there are progressive motions

amongst the inhabitants in the other life, when nevertheless

they appear to themselves to exercise progressive motion, just

as men on earth do in their habitations, their courts, and their

paradises ; still less can he conceive tliat these progressive

13 motions are changes of state, which so appear. Again, man by
reason of appearances cannot conceive that spirits and angels,

as being unseen by the bodily eyes, are capable of being seen

and spoken with by man, wlien nevertheless they appear to

the internal sight, or that of the spirit, more clearly than man
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(Iocs to man on earth ; and in like manner their speech is heard
more distinctly. Not to mention tliousands upon thousands of

similar things, which man's rational can by no means believe,

because it derives its light {lumen) from sensuals, which light is

thereby darkened. Yea, even in natural things the rational mind
is blind, as in the case of the antipodes, whom it cannot conceive
standing on their feet, and walking, and in many other cases

too tedious to mention ; and if it be thus blind in natural

tilings, what must it not be in spiritual and celestial things,

which are far aljove natural things ? Since the human rational i4

is such, it is here said of it, that it was separated, when the

Lord was united to the Divine in Divine perception, which is

signified by this circumstance, that Sarah, by whom is signified

such rational truth, stood at the door of the tent, and it was
behind him.

2197. Verse 11. And Ahraham and Sarah were old, entering

into days, it ceased to he with Sarah the way as of women.
And Ahraham and Sarah ivere old, signifies the human in the

Lord, that it should be put off: entering into days, signifies that

the time was come : it ceased to he with Sarah the ivay as of
iromen, signifies the state of rational truth, that it could no
longer so remain.

2198. Ahraham and Sarah were old : that this signifies the

human in the Lord, that it should be put off, appears from the

representation of Abraham and Sarah, and also from the signi-

fication of old, or of old age. Abraham here represents the Lord
as to rational good, and Sarah represents the Lord as to rational

truth, according to what was said above in this chapter through-
out; thus each represents here the human in the Lord, by
reason, as was said above, that now Jehovah was present, and
spake with AlDraham, and Jehovah was the Divine Itself of the

Lord, and not separate from Him, although in the representa-

tive historical relation it is exhibited as separate, since it could

not Ije otherwise represented by what is historical. With
respect to its being said, that Abraham and Sarah were old, as

signifying that that human should be put off, the case is thus :

—

Old age implies nothing else than the last time. Frequent
mention is made in the Word of old age and of death, but, in

tlie internal sense, no old age, or death, such as belong to the

body, are perceived, but something else, which appears from the

series of the things treated of ; for in the other life it is not

known what old age is, or what death is. What is signified

here by being old, appears, as was said, from the series of the

things treated of, namely, that the Lord should put off the

human.
2199. Entering into days : that this signifies that the time

was at hand, follows as a consequence from what has been said.

A day in the Word, as also a year, yea, and time in general,
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signifies state, as was shown in nos. 23, 487, 488, 403, 893 ; thus,

in the present case, entering into days signifies, in the internal

sense, into a state to put otl' the human, consecpiently that the

time was at hand.

2200. It ceased to he witli Sarah the vxiy as of women: that

this signifies that it could no longer so remain, appears from

what has been already said, consequently without explanation.

2201. Verse 12. And Sarali laufjhed within herself, sai/ing,

After that I am groicn old, shall I have pleasure, caul m>/ lord

[is] old ? Sarah lauf/hed within herself, signifies the affection of

that rational truth that it should be so : saying. After that Iam
grown old, shall I have 2}leasnre ? signifies that it was not the

atfection of that truth that it should change its state : and my
lord [i.s] old, signifies that the afl'ection of truth wondered that

rational good, to which truth was adjoined, should also put off

the human.
2202. Sarah laughed, within herself: that this signifies the

affection of that rational truth, that it should be so, appears

from the signification of laughing, or of laughter, as denoting

the affection of truth, concerning which see above, no. 2072.

What is implied herein, follows now immediately.

2203. Saying, After that I am grown old, shall I have 2'>lc('--

sure? That this signifies that it was not the affection of that

truth that it should change its state, appears from the signifi-

cation of growing old, as denoting putting off the human,
consequently changing its state, concerning which see above,

no. 2198; and from the signification of these words, " Shall I

have pleasure ?
" as denoting not desiring, consequently that it

was not her affection. How this is may appear from what
was said above, no. 2196, concerning Sarah, that she stood

at the door of the tent, and it was behind him, denoting

that the human rational as to truth is such, that it cannot

understand what the Divine is, by reason that that truth

is in appearances ; wherefore, what it cannot understand, it

does not believe ; and what it does not believe, neither is it

affected with. The appearances, in which the rational is, are

such as affect it, for in the appearances themselves there is

delight ; wherefore, if it be deprived of appearances, it sup-

poses that there is notliing of delight left remaining, when,
nevertheless, celestial affection is not in appearances, but in

good and truth itself. liational truth being such, is also excused

and pardoned, and permitted to be in appearances, and to have
delight therein. Such truth, which was in appearances, is

represented by Sarah, when the Lord conjoined Himself with

the Divine ; wherefore it is said that she stood at the door, and
that she laughed and said, After that I am grown old, shall I

have pleasure ? whereby is signified that it was not the affec-

tion of that truth to change its state.
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2204. And my lord [/s] old : that this signifies tliat the

affection of truth wondered that rational good, to which truth

was adjoined, should also put off the human, appears from the

representation of Abraham, who is here my Lord, as denoting

rational good ; and from the representation of Sarah, as denoting

rational truth, concerning which see above, no. 2198, and in

other places ; also from tlie signification of growing old, as

denoting putting off the human, concerning which see also no.

2198. Eational hmnan good is such, that it has in it mnch of

worklly delights, being formed not only of the truths, but also

of the delights of the sensuals, and of many delights which are

in the w'orld ; into which delights, when man is being reformed
and regenerated, spiritual good is insinuated by the Lord, and in

this case the worldly delight is tempered by that good, and thus

has afterwards its happiness therein. But the Lord totally

expelled everything worldly from the rational, and thereby

n)ade it Divine, and this it was at which the rational truth,

represented by Sarah, wondered.

2205. Verse 13. A7id Jehovah said to Abraham, Why did

Sarah laugh at this, saying, Shall I also truly bring forth, and I
am groivn old?—Jehovah said to Abraham, signifies the Lord's

perception from the Divine : JVhy did. Saralc laugh at this .?

signifies the thought of rational truth from the affection tliereof

:

Shall I also truly bring forth t signifies a wondering that the

rational should become Divine : and I am groivn old, signifies

after the rational should no longer be such.

2206. Jeliorah said to Abraham : that this signifies the

Lord's perception from the Divine, appears from the significa-

tion of saying, as denoting perceiving, concerning wliich see

above, nos. 1898,1919, 2080 ; and from this consideration, that

Jehovah said, denoting perception from the Divine ; for, as it

has been often shewn above, the very internal of the Lord was
Jehovah.

2207. Why did Sarah laugh at this? that this signifies the

thought of rational truth from the affection thereof, appears

from the signification of laughing, or of laughter, as denoting

an affection which is of truth, concerning which see above, no.

2072 ; and from the representation of Sarah, as denoting rational

truth, concerning which see above in this chapter. This inter-

rogation implies that the Lord perceived that tliere was still

something human in His rational.

2208. Shall I also truly bring forth ? that this signifies sur-

prise, or wondering that the rational mind should become
Divine, appears from the signification of bringing forth here in

the internal sense; for since the Lord's Divine rational is

represented by Isaac, as was said above, and as will ap])ear

from what follows, therefoie bringing forth liere signifies

Isaac, that is, the rational, which should be made Divine : and
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this could not be compreliended l)y rational truth represented

hy Sarah.

2209. And I am r/rowii old: that this signifies, after it

[rational truth] no longer was such, that is, not Divine, but
human, and that the latter should be put off, appears from the

signification of growing old, as denoting putting off the human,
concerning which see above, nos. 2198, 2203. As regards the

rational in general, it is to be observed, that when it thinks of

Divine things, especially if it thinks of them from the truth

which it p(jssesses, it can by no means believe that such things

are, both because it does not comprehend them and liecause the

appearances, wdiich have birth from the lallacies of the senses,

adhere to it, by which, and from which, it thinks, as may
appear from the examples adduced above, no. 2196 ; to which
also, for the sake of illustration, we may add the following.

2 If the rational be consulted, can it possibly believe that the

Word has an internal sense, and that this internal sense is so

remote from the sense of the letter, as has been shewn through-

out this w^ork ; and thus, that it is the Word which conjoins

heaven with earth, that is, the Lord's kingdom in the heavens
with the Lord's kingdom in the earths ? Again, can the

rational believe, that souls after death speak with each other

in a most distinct manner, and yet without verbal expressions,

and still so fully, that they can express more in a minute than
man by his speech can in an hour ; and that the angels in like

manner speak together, but that their speech is still more per-

fect, and imperceptible to spirits ; and further, that all souls,

cm their coming into the other life, know how to speak thus,

although they are not instructed ? Again, can the rational

believe that in one single affection of man, yea, in one single

sigh, there are indefinite things which can never be described,

and which yet are perceived by the angels ; and that every par-

ticular affection of man, yea, every particular idea of his thought,

is an image of him, and such as to contain in it, in a surpris-

ing manner, all things of his life, not to mention thousands on
3 thousands of similar cases ? The rational, since it is wise from
sensuals, and is imbued with the fallacies of the sensuals, when
it thinks of the above subjects, does not believe that they can

be so, because it cannot form to itself any idea thereof, except

from such things as it perceives by some external and internal

sense. What then must be the case when it thinks of things

Divine celestial and sjnritual, which are still higher ? for there

will always be some a])pearanccs derived from the sensuals, on
which the thought will lean and support itself, and when these

appearances are removed, the idea perishes. This was evinced

to me from the case of novitiate spirits in the other life, who are

greatly delighted with the appearances which they have brought

along with them from the world, saying, that if those appear-
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ances should be removed from them, they did not know whetlier

they should be able to think at all. Such is the rational con-
sidered in itself.

2210. Yerse 14. f^hall anytldng he vxmdcrfid fur Jehovah I

lit the stated time I ivill return unto thee, according to this time of
life, and Sarah shall have a son. Shall anything he wonderful
for Jehovah ? signifies that everything is possible to Jehovah :

at the stated time I will return unto thee, signifies a future state

:

according to this time of life, and Sarah shall have a son, signi-

fies that then the Lord would put off the human rational, and
put on the Divine rational.

2211. Shall anything he wonderful for Jehomli'i : that this

signifies that everything is possible to Jehovah, appears without
explanation.

2212. At the stated time Iivill return unto thee : that this sig-

nifies a future state, appears from the signification of time, as

denoting state, according to what was said above, no. 2199. It

is here said that Jehovah would return at the stated time, and
directly afterwards it is said, at this time of life, or, what is the

same thing, at the present time of the following year. Each
expression implies something peculiar, namely, stated time
implies the general [character] of that state, which state is

signified by this time of life ; the general [character] is that it

was future, or about to be, but how it was about to be, is sig-

nified by this time of life. In the Word, especially in the

Prophets, it is usual to describe states by two expressions as it

were alike, when yet one involves a general, the other some-
thing determinate in that general.

2213. According to this time of life, and Sarah shall have a
son: that this .signifies that then the Lord would put off the

human rational, and put on the Divine rational, appears from
the signification of returning at this time of life, or at this pre-

sent time of the following year, as denoting the conjunction of

the Lord's Divine with His Human, concerning which see above,

no. 2193; and from the signification of Sarah's son, as denot-

ing the Divine rational which was about to be, concerning
which see also above, no. 2194. This time of life or the pre-

sent time of the following year, denotes the time when Abraham
entered into the hundredth year, by which year is signified the

unition of the Lord's lunnan with the Divine, and of the Divine
with the human, as was shewn above, no. 1988 ; a year then

intervened, because by a year in the Word is not meant a year,

but an entire time, consequently a whole period, whether it be
of a thousand years, or of a hundred, or of ten, or of hours,

as was also shewn above, nos. 482, 487, 488, 493, 893 ; so

also in the case of a week, concerning which see no. 2044.

2214. Verse 15. And Sarah denied, saying, I did not laugh,

hecause she was afraid ; and lie said, Nay, hut thou didst laugh.

VOL. III. D
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Aiid Sarah denied, saying, I did not langh, hecause she was

afraid, signifies that liuman rational truth was willing to

excuse itself, because it perceived that it w;\s uol such as it

ouglit to be : ((nd He said, Kay, hut thou didst lauyJi, signifies

tliat still it was such.

2215. And Saralt denied, sayin;/, I did not lavyh, hcranse she

iras afraid : that this signifies that human rational truth was
Avilling to excuse itself, because it perceived it was not such as

it ought to be, may appear without explanation.

22 IG. And He said, Nay, hut thou didst lavyh: tliat this sig-

nifies that still it was such, appears also without explanation.

How this is, may appear from what was said above, no. 2072,

concerning the signification of laughing or laughter, namely,

that it is an affection of the rational, and indeed an affection of

truth or falsity in the rational, hence comes all laughter. So

long as such aflection is in the rational, which expresses itself

in laughter, so long there is something corporeal or worldly,

consequently merely human therein. Celestial good does not

laugh, neither does spiritual good, but expresses its delight and
cheerfulness in the countenance, in the speech, and in the

gesture, after another manner. For in laughter there are

many things contained, as for the most part something of con-

tempt, which although it does not appear, still lies concealed

under that outward expression, and is easily distinguished from

cheerfulness of mind, which also produces somewhat similar

to laughter. The state of the human rational with the Lord,

is described by Sarah's laughing, and thereby is signified

with what kind of affection the truth of the rational, at that

time separate from good, regarded what was said concerning

the human being put off, and the Divine put on ; not that the

Lord laughed, but that He perceived from the Divine, what
was still the quality of the rational, and how nuich of tlie

human was still in it, which was to be expelled. This is

signified by Sarah's laughing in the internal sense.

2217. Verse 16. And the men rose up thence, and looked to

the faces of Sodom; and Abraham was yoiny vith them to send

them away. The men rose up thence, signifies that that percep-

tion was finished: and looked to the faces of Sodom, signifies the

state of the human race ; Sodom is all evil derived from the

love of self: and Abraham was going with them, signifies that

the Lord also as yet remained with them in perception, but

concerning the human race : to send them- away, signifies that

He was desirous to depart from that perception.

2218. The men rose up thence: that this signifies that that

perception was finished, appears from the signification of rising

up, as denoting going away ; and from the signification of men,

concerning which see above. By the coming of three men, or

of Jehovah, to Abraham, was represented the Lord's Divine
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perception, as was shewn above. The Lord's perception from
tlie Divine at that time was first concerning a Divine trine,

wliicli is the Divine Itself, the Divine Human, and the

Proceeding ; afterwards it was concerning His Human, that it

should j)ut on the Divine ; now follows a perception from the
Divine concerning the liuman race, as to its nature and quality.

These are the three things treated of in this chapter ; and tliey

follow in order, namely, that the Divine should assume the

liuman, and make it Divine, to save the human race. Concern-
ing the first two of these subjects it is said, that the perception

was finished, which is meant, in the internal sense, by the men
rising up

; but the perception concerning the human race, as to

its nature and quality, is signified in the internal sense by
their looking to the faces of Sodom, and Abraham going with
them ; and that the Lord was not desirous to remain in that

percepti(jn, is signified by Abraham's going with them to send
them away. How these things are, may be better seen from
the general contents premised, nos. 2136-2141, and also from
the explanation of what follows.

2219. And looked to the faces of Sodom : that this signifies

the state of the human race, appears from the signification of

looking to the faces, and in the present case to the faces of

Sodom. J'y faces are signified all the interior things of man,
both evil and good, by reason that they shine forth from the

face, as was shewn in no. 358. Faces, therefore, in the present

case, as being spoken of Sodom, signify interior evils, which
are the evils of the love of self, and which in general are

meant by Sodom, as will appear from what presently follows.

The reason why the worst of all evils originate in the love of

self is, that the love of self is destructive to human society,

as was shewn above, in no. 2045, and destructive of heavenly
society, as was shewn in no. 2057 ; and inasmuch as the per-

versity of mankind is thence known, the state of the human
race is here signified by the faces of Sodom. It was moreover 2

shewn, in the first part of this work, what is the quality of the

love of self, namely, that it is altogether contrary to tlie order

into which man was created. Man is distinguished from the

l)easts by his rational, wdiich was given him for this end, that

every one might will well and do well to others, as in general

so in particular likewise. This is the order into wdiich man
was created; conse(piently, it is love to (lod, and love towards
the neighlionr, which ought to be the life of man, whereby he
shoidd be distinguished from brute animals ; this also is the

order of heaven, in which man ought to be during his life in

the world, and thus in the Lord's kingdom, into which kingdom
he would pass, when he put ol'f the body which served him on
earth, and there he would rise into a state contiinially advanc-

ing in heavenly perfection. But the love of self is the primary, 3
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yea, the only thing, which destroys this state of order, and nob

so much thi! love of the world, for the love of the world is

opposite indeed to the spiritual things of faith, but the love of

self is dianielriciilly opposite to the celestial things of love ; for

he who loves himself, does not love all others, but endeavours

to destroy all who do not worship him, nor does he will well

and do well to any one, except to such as are in his interest, or

can be drawn into it, as something as it were ingrafted into

his lusts and phantasies. Hence it is evident, that from the

love of self spring all kinds of hatred, revenge, and cruelty,

and likewise all kinds of infamous dissimulation and deceit,

(Consequently all the crimes contrary to the order both of

4 human and of heavenly society. jNIoreover, so terribly lawless

is the love of self, that when it is left unrestrained, that is,

when opportunity is given it of taking free range, even with

those of the lowest class, it is so impetuous as to grasp at

dominion not only over its neighbours and acquaintances, but

even over the universe, yea, over the Supreme Divine Himself.

This indeed man is ignorant of, because he is held in bonds

of restraint of which he is scarcely conscious, but in proportion

as these bonds are loosened, in the same proportion, as was
observed, the love of self breaks forth. This it has been given

me to know by much experience in the other life. Such, then,

being the evils which lie concealed in the love of self, they who
are in that love, and are not gifted witli restraints of conscience,

aliove all others hold the Lord in hatred, consequently they

hate all the truths of faith, for these are the very laws of

order in the Lord's kingdom, which they spurn so much as to

abominate them, and this also is made manifest in the other

life. The love of self likewise is the serpent's head, which the

seed of the woman, that is, the Lord, treads down, concerning

5 which see no. 257. But the love of self is not always that

which in the external form appears like haughtiness and pride,

for such persons sometimes may have charity towards the

neighbour, inasmuch as such an external is born with some
persons, and with others is contracted at an early age, but
afterwards is brought into subjection, the external still remain-
ing the same. But they are in tlie love of self, who despise

others in comparison with themselves, and set them at nought,

having no concern about the general good, unless so far as it

favours themselves, and they themselves as it were constitute

it. P2specially are those in the love of self, who hate and
persecute those who do not favour and serve them, depriving

them of their possessions, honour, reputation, yea, and life

itself, as far as lies in their power. They wdio cherish such
feelings in their minds, may know that they are in the

love of self more than others.

2220. That Sodom denotes all evil from the love of self, is
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evident from the signification of Sodom in the Word. Although
in the subsequent chapter it appears as if by Sodom were
signified the evil of the worst adultery, nevertheless, in the

internal sense, notliing else is signified thereby than the evil

from the love of self. In the Word also, the abominations
flowing from the love of self are re})resented by adulteries of

div^ers kinds. That Sodom signifies in general all evil from the

love of self, and that Amorah signifies all falsity thence derived,

was shewn in nos. 1212, 16(33, 1682, 1689, and may further

appear from the following passages in tlie Word : In Jeremiah :

" A sword upon the Chaldaeans, and upon the inhabitants of

Babel, according to CJorl's overthrowing of Sodom, and Amora/i,

and the neighbours thereof, saith Jehovah ; there siiall not a

man dwell there, and a son of man shall not sojourn therein
"

(i. 35, 40), treating of those who are signified by Chalda^ans,

who are those in whose worship there prevails a profane

falsity, as was sliewn above, no. 1368 ; and also of those who
are signified by Babel, who are tliose in whose worship there

])revails a profane evil, see nos. 1182, 1326 ; their damna-
tion is described by the overthrow of Sodom, that is, of evil in

general, and by the overthrow of Amorah, that is, of falsity in

general, because even in their worship there is the evil of the

love of self, and the falsity thence derived. In Amos :
" 1 2

have overthrown you according to God's overthrowing of Sodom,

and AmoraJt, and ye became as a fire-brand plucked out of the

burning" (iv. 11), s])eaking of Samaria, whereby is signified the

perverted spiritual Church, which, as to evils in general, con-

trary to the goods of charity, is called Sodom, and as to falsities

in general, contrary to the truths of faith, is called Amorah,
and as to each is called here, as before, the overthrowing of

(rod. In Zephaniali :
" Moal> shall be as Sodom, and the .sons

of Annnon as Amorah, a forsaken place of nettles, and a pit of

salt, and a desolation to eternity ; this shall they have for their

pride, because they have reproached and enlarged over tlic

people of Jehovah of Zebaoth " (ii. 9, 10), where Sodom denotes

evil originating in the love of self, and Amorah denotes the

I'alsity thence derived, of which is here predicated desolation,

as overthrow was predicated before: pride denotes tlie love of

self : reproaching the people of Jehovah of Zebaoth denotes

inflicting evil on truths, and enlarging over the i)eople denotes

[inflicting] falsity [on truths]. In Ezekiel :
" Thy elder sister J

Samaria, herself and her daughters, dwelling at thy lelt hand

;

and thy younger sister, dwelling at thy right hand, Sodom and

her daughters ; thy sister Sodom, herself and her daughtei's,

hath not done as thou hast done, and thy daughters ; Jn-ludd,

this was (he iniquity of tJi]/ sister Sodom, pride, a glut of breads

and security of ease ivas to her and her dcmr/hters, and she did

not strcngtlten the hand of the miserahlc <tnd needy; and they
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hccamc linvijldy, and eummitlcd ahomination hf/orr Me" (xvi. 4G,

48, 50), treating of the abouiinations of Jerusaleui, which is

described by Samaria and Sodom ; by Samaria, instead of

Amorah, as to falsities, and by Sodom as to evils ; aud it is

declared what is signified in particular by Sodom, for it is said,

7Vi.is was the iniquity of Sodom, that is, the love of self, which

is here signified by pride ; an aversion to the goods of charity,

signified by a glut of hread ; an acc|uiescence therein, signified

by securitij of case ; a want of mercy, describeil by not

strengthening the hand of the miscrahle and needy ; and a conse-

quent taint of self-love infecting all lusts, signified by the

4 daughters becoming haughty ; lusts are daughters. Hence it is

very evident what is meant by Sodom, consequently that it is

not to be understood according to the historical sense in the

following chapter, but that by Sodom in that chapter are signi-

fied, in the internal sense, such things as are here described by
the Prophet, that is, the things which are of the love of self.

But Sodom in the following chapter is described more mildly

than in the Prophet, because the subject treated of in the Pro-

phet, is concerning the abominations of Jerusalem, shewing
that they were greater than those of Sodom; as is also evident

I'rom the Lord's words in Matthew :
" Verily I say unto you, It

shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Amorah in

the day of judgment than for that city " (x. 15 ; Mark vi. 11

;

Luke X. 12), and in John :
" Their bodies on the street of the

great city, which is sjnritually called Sodom and J^gypt " (Apoc.

xi. 8), where it is plain, that by Sodom is not meant Sodom,
nor by Egypt Egypt, for it is said, that it is spiritually called

Sodom and Egypt : Sodom denotes all evil from the love of self,

and Egypt instead of Amorah denotes all falsity thence derived.

2221. And Abraham ivas going with them : that this signifies

that the Lord still remained with them in perception, but

concerning the human race, may appear from the series of

the things treated of in the internal sense, for going with

the three men, that is, with Jehovah, denotes being still in

perception.

2222. To send them avmy : that this signifies, that He was
desirous to depart from that perception, may appear without

explanation. The reason also of His desiring to depart from
it is evident, namely, that perception from the Divine and
thought therein originating concerning the human race, as

])cing such, struck Him with horror. For the Lord's love

towards the whole human race was so great, that he was
desirous to save all to eternity by the unition of the Human
Essence with the Divine, and the Divine with the Human

;

wherefore, when He perceived that the human race was such,

He was desirous to depart from that perception and thought,

which is signified by His desiring to send them away.
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2223. Verse 17. And Jehovah said, ^ihall I conceal from
Abraham v:tiat I am doing? And Jehovah said, sigiiiHes

perception : Shall I conceal from Abraham ivhat I ain

doing ? signifies that nothing ought to be concealed before the

Lord.

2224. Jehovah said : that this signifies perception, appears
from the signification of saying, as denoting perceiving, con-

cerning M'hicli see above, nos. 1898, 1919, 2080 ; and since in

this passage it was Jehovah who said, it denotes that the Lord
liad perception from the Divine.

2225. Shall I conceal from Abraham what I am doing ? that

this signifies that nothing ought to be concealed before the

Lord, appears from the representation of Abraham, as denoting
the Lord in that state, concerning which much has been said

above in this chapter ; that the other expressions signify that

nothing ought to be concealed, is evident. Tlie sense of the

letter and the internal sense are here alike, as is sometimes the

case, especially when the subject treated of is concerning the

essentials of faith, which, as being necessary to salvation, are

expressed in the letter such as they are in the internal sense,

of which there is an instance in this passage in Moses :
" Je-

hovah our God is one Jehovah, and thou shalt love Jehovah
thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soid, and with all

thy strength; and these words shall be on thy heart" (Dent.

vi. 4-6) ; not to mention several other similar passages.

2226. Verse 18. And Abraham shall surely be \^made'\ into

a great and numerous nation, and all the nations of the earth

shall be blessed, in him. Abraham shall surely be \_m(ide'\ into

a great and numerous nation, signifies that from the Lord shall

be all good, and all truth thence : and all the nations of tlie

earth shall be blessed in him, signifies that from Him all who
are in charity shall be saved.

2227. And Abrctham shall surely be [inade^ into a, great and
ntcmerous nation : that this signifies that from the Lord shall be

all good and all truth thence, appears from the representation of

Abraham, as denoting the Lord, concerning which much has

been said above ; and also from the signification of a nation, as

denoting good, concerning which see nos. 1159, 1258-1260, 1416,

1849, and of a great and numerous nation, whereby is signified

good, and truth thence derived. That great is predicated of good,

and numerous of truth, may appear from other passages in tlie

Word, but it is needless here to adduce them. Truth thence,

or truth from good, in tlie genuine sense, is spiritual good.

There are two kinds of good distinct from each other, that is,

celestial good and spiritual good. Celestial good is the good of

love to the Lord, and spiritual good is the good of love towanls
the neighbour ; from the lormer, or celestial good, is derived

the latter, or spiritual good, for no one can love the Lord, unless
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lie also loves the neighbour ; in love to the Lord there is love

towards the neighbour; for love to the Lord is from the Lord,

consequently from very love towards the whole human race.

To be in love to the Lord is the same thing as to be in the

T.,ord, and whosoever is in the Lord must needs be in His love,

which is love towards the human race, consequently towards

the neighbour: thus he is in both kinds of good, that is, in

celestial and spiritual good. The former is the veriest good

:

but the latter is the truth thereof, or truth thence derived,

which truth is spiritual good, as was said above ; the former

is what is signified by great, but the latter by numerous.
2228. And all the nations of the earth shall he hlcssed in him :

that this signifies that from Him all who are in charity shall

be saved, appears from the signification of being blessed, as

denoting being gifted with all goods which are from a heavenly
origin, concerning which signification, see nos. 981, 1096, 1420,

1422. Those who are gifted with goods from a heavenly
origin, that is, with celestial goods and spiritual goods, concern-

ing which see above, no. 2227, are also gifted with eternal salva-

tion, that is, they are saved. By all the nations of the earth,

in the internal sense, are meant those who are in the goods of

love and charity, as appears from the signification of a nation,

as denoting good, see nos. 1159, 1258-1260, 1416, 1849. That
by all the nations of the earth are not signified all that inhabit

this earthly globe, may appear to every one, inasmuch as there

are very many amongst them who are not saved, but only those

who are in charity, that is, who have attained to the life of

2 charity. That none may remain in ignorance in regard to the

salvation of men after their departure out of this life, we will

say a few words on the subject. There are many who say, that

man is saved by faith, or, as they express it, if he only have
laith, but amongst these the greatest part do not know what
faith is : some suppose it is mere thought ; some that it is an
acknowledgment of something to be believed; others that it

is the whole doctrine of faith which is to ])e believed

;

others again think difterently on the subject; thus they err in

the bare Knowledge of what faitli is, consequently in the Know-
ledge of what that is by which man is saved. But still [faith]

is not mere thought, neither is it an acknowledgment of some-
thing to be believed, nor a Knowledge of all things which are of

the doctrine of faith. By these things no one can be saved, in-

asmuch as they can take root no deeper than into the thought,

and the thought does not save any one, but the life which man
has procured for himself in the w^orld by the Knowledges of

faith
; this life remains, whereas all thought, which does not

accord with man's life, perishes altogether. Heavenly con-

sociations are formed according to the lives, and by no means
according to the thoughts which are not of the life ; such thoughts
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are hypocritical, and are altogether rejected. In general lii'e is

of two kinds, one infernal, the other celestial. Infernal life is

contracted from all those ends, thoughts, and works, which ll(jw

from the love of self, consequently from hatred against the

neighbour. Celestial life is contracted from all those ends,

thoughts, and works, which are of love towards the neighbour
;

this latter is the life, to which all those things called faith have
respect, and it is procured by all things of faith. Hence it may
appear what faith is, namely, that it ils charity, for all tilings

which are called the doctrines of faith lead to chaiity; they
are all contained in charity, and they are all derived from
charity. The soul after the life of the body, is such as its

love is.

2229. Verse 19. For I hiow him, because that he toill com-
mand Ms S071S, and his liousc after him, avd they shall Iceep

the way of Jehovah, to do justice and judgment, that Jehovah
may hring upon Abraham that which he hath spoJcen upon him.

For I know him, signifies that it is true : because that he will

command his sons, and his hottse after him, and they shall keep

the v:ay of Jehovah, to do justice and judgment, signifies that

from Him is all the doctrine of charity and i'aith ; sons art;

those who are in truths ; a house those who are in goods ; a Avay

is doctrine; justice is predicated of good; judgment of truth:

tltat Jehovah may bring upon Abraham that which He hath spoken

upon him, signifies that therefore the Human Essence shall be
adjoined to the Divine.

2230. For I knoiv him: that this signifies that it is true,

may appear from the signification of knowing. Knowing any
person is properly knowing that he is such ; in like manner
when applied to a thing, or to any particular whatsoever, know-
ing it is knowing that it is such : wherefore in the present case

knowing has relation to that which is mentioned, and signifies

that which is meant according to the series of the things treated

of, that it is so, or that it is true.

2231. Because that he will command his sons, and his house

after him, and they shcdl keep the way of Jehovah, to do justice

and judgment : that this signifies that from Him is all the

doctrine of charity and faith, may appear from the signification

of a son, of a house, of a way, of justice, and of judgment, which,

reduced to a summary or into one sense, signify all the doctrine

of charity and faith ; for by sons are signified all who are in

truths, by a house all who are in goods, by a way the doctrine

in which they are instructed, which doctrine concerning good is

signified by justice, and concerning truth, by judgment. Doc-
trine concerning good is the doctrine of chnrity, and doctrine

concerning truth is the doctrine of faith. In general there is 2

only one doctrine, namel3^ the doct.rine of charity, for all things

of faith regard charity, as was said in no. 2228 ; there is no
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other difference between charity and faith, than that between
willing good and tliinking good ; whosoever wills good, he also

thinks good; conse([uently there is no other diti'erence between
charity and faith than that between the will and the under-
standing. Those wlio retiect know that the will is one thing

and the understanding another ; this is also known to the

learned, and it appears manifestly in the case of those who will

what is evil, and yet from the thought speak what is good.

Hence it is evident to every one that the will is one thing and
tiie understanding another, and thus that the human mind is

divided into two parts, which do not make a one. Man, never-

theless, was so created, that these two parts should constitute

one mind, and that there should be no other distinction between
them, than such as exists, comparatively speaking, between
flame and the liglit thence issuing. Love to the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour would, in such ease, be as the flame,

and every perception and thought would be as the light thence

issuing, consequently love and charity would be the all of per-

ception and thought, that is, would be in all things in general

and particular belonging thereto
;
perception or thought con-

cerning the quality of love and charity is what is called faith.

3 But whereas the human race began to will evil, to bear hatred

against the neighbour, and to exercise revenge and cruelty,

insomuch that that part of the mind which is called the will

was altogether destroyed, they began to distinguish between
charity and faith, and to refer to faith all the doctrinals which
were of their religion, and to call them by the single terra faith

;

and at length they went so far as to assert, that they might be

saved by faith alone, where! )y they meant their doctrinals, if

they only believed them, no matter how they lived. Thus
charity was separated from faith, and when this is the case,

I'aith is nothing else, comparatively speaking, than a kind of

light without flame, like the light of the sun in winter, which
is cold and frosty, insomuch that the trees and plants of the

earth wither and die ; when, nevertheless, faith from charity is

as the sun's light in the time of spring and summer, whereby
all tlie vegetable creation is made to put forth leaves and flowers.

4 This may be known also from this consideration, that love and
charity is celestial flame, and that faith is spiritual light thence
issuing ; accordingly they are presented perceivably and visibly

in the other life, for there the celestial of the Lord manifests

itself before the angels by a flaming beam as of the sun, and
the spiritual of the Lord by light tlience issuing, with which
also angels and spirits are afl'ected as to their interiors, accord-

ing to the life of love and charity with them; hence come all joys

and happinesses with their difierences in the other life. From
wliat has been said it may appear, how the case is in regard to

the assertion that faith alone saves.
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2232. That sons denote those who are in trutlis, appears from
the signification of a son in the Word, as denoting truth, con-

cerning which see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147; by sons in the

abstract sense are signified truths, but, when applied to man,
sons are all those who are in truths.

2233. That a house denotes those who are in goods, appears
from the signification of a house, as denoting good, concerning

which see no.s. 710, 1708, 2048. By a house, or the children of the

house, in lilvc manner in the abstract sense, are signified goods,

but when applied to man, they denote all those who are in goods.

2234. That a way denotes doctrine, appears from the signi-

fication of a way. A way in the Word is predicated of truths,

because truths lead to good, and proceed from good, as may
appear from the passages adduced, no. 027 ; and inasmucli as

a way is predicated of truths, therefore a way denotes doctrine,

because doctrine in one complex comprehends all those things

which lead to good, that is, to charity.

2235. That justice has relation to good, and judgment to

truth, may appear from the signification of justice, and from the

signification of judgment. Justice and judgment are frequently

nicntioned together in tlie Word, but what they signify in tlie

internal sense, is not yet known ; in a proximate sense justice

is predicated of what is just, and judgment of what is right. A'
thing is just when it is judged from good, and this according to

conscience, but it is riglit when anything is judged from the law,

and thus from the just [principle] of the law, consequently also

according to conscience, because the law is in this case the rule

for the conscience. But in the internal sense justice is what is

from good, and judgment what is from truth. Good is all tliat

which is of love and charity ; truth is all that which is of faitli

thence. Truth derives its essence from good, and is called truth

from good, as faith does from love, consequently also judgment
from justice. That justice and judgment have this signification,

appears from the following passages in the Word. In Jere-

miah :
" Thus saith Jehovah, Do judgment and justice, and

rescue the spoiled out of the hand of the oppressor. Woe unto
him that buildeth his house in what is not justice, and his

chambers in what is not judgment ! Did not thy father eat,

and drink, and do judgment and justice?- Then he had good"
(xxii. 3, 13, 15), where judgment denotes those things which
are of trutli, and justice those things which are of good. In
Ezekiel :

" If the wicked man shall return from his sin, and
shall do judgment and justice, all his sins which he hath sinned

shall not be mentioned to him, he did judgment and justice, in

living lie shall live; when the wicked one sliall turn liimself

again from liis wickedness, and shall do judgment and justice,

because of these things lie shall live" (xxxiii. 14, 16, 19), where
in like manner judgment denotes the truth which is of faith, and
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3 justice the good which is of charity. In Amos :
" luet judgment

flow as waters, and justice as a strong river " (v. 24), where their

signification is the same. In Isaiah: "Thus saith Jehovah,

keep judgment and do judice, because My salvation is near to

come, and My justice to reveal itself" (Ivi. 1). In the same
Prophet :

" Peace shall have no end, on the throne of David,

and on his kingdom, to establish it, and to support it in judg-

7nent and justice, from now and even to eternity" (ix. 6 [7]),

signifying in the truths of faith, and in tlie goods of charity. In

the same Prophet : "Jehovah is exalted, because He dwelleth

on high, He liath filled Zion with judgment and justice" (xxxiii.

5), where judgment denotes faith, justice love, and Zion the

church : judgment has the precedence, because love is by faith,

but when justice precedes, it denotes that faith is from love;

as in Hosea: " I will betroth thee unto Me to eternity, and 1

will l)etroth thee unto JNIe in justice and judgment, and in mercy
and in compassion ; and I will betroth thee unto Me in faith,

and thou shalt know Jehovah" (ii. 19, 20), where justice has

precedence, as also mercy, which are of love, and judgment
follows, and also compassion, which are of faith from love ; both

4 are called faith, or faithfulness. In David :
" Jehovah, Thy

mercy is in the heavens. Thy truth even to the skies : Thy yws^tcc

is as the mountains of God, Tliy judgments are a great deep"
(Psalm xxxvi. 6, 7), where both mercy and justice, in like

manner, are of love ; and truth and judgment are of faith.

Again :
" Let truth bud forth from the earth, and let justice

look from heaven ; Jehovah also shall give good, and our

earth shall give her produce" (Psalm Ixxxv. 12, 13 [11, 12]),

where truth, wliich is of faith, denotes judgment, and justice

denotes love or mercy. In Zechariah :
" I will bring them,

and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem, and they

shall be to Me for a people, and I will be to them for a God
in truth and in justice" (viii. 8). Hence also it is evident

that judgment is truth, and justice good, because truth is

mentioned here instead of judgment. In like manner in

David : " He that walketh uprightly, and doth justice, and

5 speaketh the truth" (Psalm xv. 2). Since faith is from charity,

or truth from good, hence the truths of good are everywhere
called judgments of justice, and thus judgments signify nearly

the same thing as precepts, as in Isaiah :
" Let them seek Me

day by day, and desire the knowledge of My ways, as a nation

wh'niix docth justice, and doth not forsake the judgment of her

God; let them ask of Me judgments of justice, let them desire

the near approach of God" (Iviii. 2). That judgments signify

precepts is plain from David :
" Seven times in a day have I

praised Thee upon the judgments of Thy justice, all Thy pre-

cepts are justice " (Psalm cxix. 164, 172). Concerning the

Lord particularly it is said, that He doeth judgment and jus-
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tice, when He creates man anew, as in Jereniiali : "Let liini

who glorieth glory in this, to understand and know Me, that I,

Jehovah, do vaQXQy
,
judgment and justice in the earth, because

in those things I am well pleased " (ix. 24), where mercy,
wliich is of love, is described by judgment and justice. In the

same Prophet :
" I will raise up to David a just branch, and he

shall reign a king, and shall act intelligently, and shall do
judgment a.nd J2ist ice in the earth" (xxiii. 5 ; xxxiii. 15). Hence 6

the Lord saith in John :
" If I go away, I will send the Com-

forter unto you, and when He is come. He shall reprove the

world of sin, of justice, and of judgment ; of sin, because they
believe not on Me ; of justice, because I go to My Father, and
ye shall see Me no more ; of judgment, because the prince of

this world is judged " (xvi. 7-11). Sin here denotes all unfaith-

fulness. Reproving concerning justice, denotes concerning all

that which is contrary to good, when nevertheless the Lord
united the Human with the Divine, in order that He might save

the world, which is signified by these words :

'' I go to the

Father, and ye shall see Me no more ; " reproving concerning

judgment, is concerning all that which is contrary to truth,

when nevertheless all evils were cast down into their respective

hells, that they might no longer be able to do harm, signified by
the prince of this world being judged. In general by reproving

of sin, of justice, and of judgment, signifies of all unfaithfulness

to good and truth, denoting thus that there was no charity and
faith, for by justice and judgment, in ancient times, was meant,
with respect to the Lord, all mercy and grace, and with respect

to man, all charity and faith.

2236. That Jehovah may bring upon Abraham that ivhich He
hath spoken upon him. : that this signifies that therefore the

Human Essence should be adjoined to the Divine, does not so

plainly appear from the signification of the expressions, but

from this consideration, that all those things, which are said in

the Word, imply the coming of the Lord, to unite the Human
Essence to the Divine, and by that unition to save the human
race. This is what is signified in the internal sense, by bring-

ing upon Abraham that which He had spoken upon him.

22o7. Verse 20. And Jehovah said, Because the erg of Sodom
and Amorah is become great, and because their sin is become very

grievous. Jehovah saicl, signifies perception : Becatise the coy of
Sodom and Amorah is become great, and because their sin is

become very grievous, signifies that the falsity and evil of the

love of self had grown even to consummation ; a cry denotes

falsity, sin denotes evil.

2238. Jehovah said: that this signilies perception, appears
from the signification of saying in the historical sense, as denot-

ing perceiving, concerning wliich much has been said above.

When this expression, Jehovah said, occurs in the historical
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parts of the AVord, it signifies a perception, M'bich is not alto-

gether continuous with the foregoing, but in some respect

subsequent, and sometimes new ; see also no. 2001.

12239. Bccav.se tlie cry of Sodom and Amorah is heroine great,

(did because their sin is hecome very grievous: that this signifies

that the falsity and evil of the love of self had grown even to

consummation, appears from the signification of Sodom, as

denoting the evil from the love of self, and of Amorah, as

denoting the falsity thence, which \vas shewn above, no. 2220;
also from the signification of a cry, as denoting falsity, and of

sin, as denoting evil, of which we shall speak presently.

Whence it is evident, that by the cry becoming great, and the

sin becoming very grievous, is signified, that falsity and evil

had come to their highest pitch, or to their consummation.

This is rendered more manifest by what follows, where it is said,

" If there be found ten therein, the city should be spared
"

(verse 32), whereby is signified, if there were still any remains,

that is, anything of good and truth ; for when there is no
longer anything of good and truth within man, then there is

wasteness and desolation, consequently consummation ; con-

cerning which see the next verse.

2240. That a cry denotes falsity, and that sin denotes evil,

may appear from the signification of a cry in the Word. That

a cry signifies falsity, cannot appear, unless the internal sense

of the Word be known ; the expression sometimes occurs in the

Proj)liets, and when vastation and desolation are treated of,

mention is made of howling and crying, which signify that

goods and truths are vastated, and in such case, howling and
crying are expressed by a term which in the internal sense

describes falsity, as in Jerendah :
" A voice of the cry oi ahe'^-

herds, and an holding of the powerful ones of the flock, because

Jehovah wasteth their pasture " (xxv. 36), where a cry of shep-

herds denotes that they are in falsity, whence comes vastation.

2 In the same Prophet :
" Behold, waters ascending from the

north, and they shall be for an overflowing stream, and they

shall overflow the earth and the fulness thereof, the city and
them that dwell therein, and man sliedl cry, and every inhabit-

ant of the land shall howl, on the day that cometii to vjaste"

(xlvii. 2, 4), speaking of the desolation of faith, which is effected

by falsities ; an overflowing stream is falsity, as was shewn,

3 nos. 705, 790. In Zcphaniah :
" The voice of a cry from the

fish-gate, and hovjling from the second, and a great breaking

from the hills, and their wealth shall be for plunder, and their

house for desolation" (i. 10, l;'>), where also a cry is predicated

4 of falsities which lay waste. In Isaiah :
" In the way of

Choronaim they shall raise up a cry of breaking, because the

waters of Nimrim shall be desolations, since the grass is

withered, the herb is consumed, the green thing is not" (xv. 5, 6;
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Jer. xlviii. 3), where the desolation of faith, and consummation,
are described by a cry. In Jeremiah: " Judah mourneth, and 5

tiie <^ates thereof are become weak, they are blackened to the

earth, and the cry of Jeriimkm is gone up; and the illustrious

ones have sent their younger ones to the waters, they came to

the pits, they fourid no waters, they returned with their vessels

empty " (xiv. 2, 3), where the cry of Jerusalem denotes falsities,

for by their not finding waters is signified, that there were no
Knowledges of truth. That Knowledges of truth are waters,

was shewn, nos. 28, 680, 739. In Isaiah :
" I will exult in 6

Jerusalem, and will be glad in ]\Iy people, and there shall not be

heard therein any more the voice of weeping, and the voice of a
cry " (Ixv. 19), where by the voice of weeping not being heard,

is signified that there should be no evil, and by the voice of a

cry, that there should be no falsity. These and many other

things cannot be understood from the sense of the letter, as in

this instance it cannot be understood what is meant by a cry, but

only from the internal sense. In the same Prophet :
" Jehovah 7

hath expected judgment, but behold a scab
;
justice, but behold

a cry" (v. 7), speaking also of the vastation of good and truth. In
this passage there occurs a kind of reciprocation, as is common
in the Prophets, which is such that evil is found in the place of

truth, signified by a scab instead of judgment, and falsity in the

place of good, signified by a cry instead of justice, for that

judgment is truth, and justice good, was shewn above, no.

2235. There occurs a similar reciprocation in Moses, where, 8

speaking of Sodom and Amorah, it is said :
" Their vine is of the

vine of Sodom, and their grapes of the fields o^ Amorah ; grapes

(jf gall, clusters of bitternesses to them" (Deut. xxxii. 32), where
a similar way of speaking occurs : for a vine is predicated of

truths and of falsities, and fields and grapes of goods and evils, so

that the vine of Sodom denotes falsity from evil, and the fields

and grapes of Amorah denote evils from falsities, for there are

two kinds of falsity, concerning which see no. 1212 ; in like

manner also there are two kinds of evil. Eacii kind of falsity

and of evil is signified in this verse by the cry of Sodom and
Amorah being become great, and their sin very grievous, which
appears from this consideration, that the cry is mentioned in

the first place, and sin in the second, and yet mention is first

made of Sodom, which is the evil from the love of self, and
secondly of Amorah, which is the falsity thence derived.

2241. Verse 21. / will (jo down, and see, 'whether they hare

'made a consurivmat'lo'ii aceordlnff to the cry thereof loJiieh hath,

cotiie to Me, and if not, I 'mil knoiv. I 'will go down and see,

signifies visitation : whether they have made a consummation,
according to the cry thereof lohich is come to Me, and if not, I
'will know, signifies whether evil has arrived at its highest

pitch.
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2242. / will go down and see : that this signifies visitation,

may appear from the signification of going down to see, as

denoting judgment, concerning which see no. 1311, consequently

denoting visitation. The last time of the church in general,

and of each individual in particular, is in the Word called

visitation, and precedes judgment, and tiius visitation is nothing

else than an exploration as to quality, namely, the quality

of the church in general, or of a man in particular, which
exploration is expressed in the sense of the letter by Jehovah
going down and seeing. Hence it may appear what is the

nature of the sense of the letter, for Jehovah does not go down,

inasmuch as going down cannot be predicated of the Lord, who
is always in the highest [principles of] things ; nor does

Jehovah see wdiether a thing be so or not, for neither can such

seeing be predicated of the Lord, inasmuch as He knows all

things in general and particular from eternity ; but still it is so

expressed, because with man it appears as if it were so. For
man is in lower things, and when anything exists there, he

does not think, or even know, how the case is with higher

things, consequently how they How in [into lower things], for

his thought reaches no further than to those things which are

nearest to him, and hence he cannot perceive otherwise, than

that the expressions going down and seeing are to be taken

literally; and still less can he perceive otherwise when he

iiaagines that no one knows what he thinks; besides that he

has no other idea of heaven than that it is on high, and of God,

than that He dwells in the highest, when yet He is not in the

highest, but the inmost. Hence it may appear what is the

nature of the sense of the letter, namely that it is written accord-

ing to appearances, and tliat if it were not so written, no one

would understand and acknowledge the Word, consequently no
one would receive it. But the angels are not thus in appearances

as man is, wherefore the Word, whilst as to the letter it is for

man, as to the internal sense is for the angels, and also for those

men, to whom, by the Divine Mercy of the Lord, it is given to

be as angels during their life in the world. Visitation is

mentioned in many jdaces in the Word, and thereby is signified

cither the vastation which is of the church and of individuals,

or their deliverance, consequently exploration as to quality.

It denotes vastation in the following passages:—In Isaiah:
" What will ye do in the day of visitation, it shall come from
afar ; to whom will ye flee for help, and where will ye leave

your glory ? " (x. 3). In the same Prophet :
" The stars of the

] leavens and the constellations thereof shall not shine with

tlieir light, the sun shall be darkened in his going forth, and
the moon shall not cause her light to shine, and I will visit evil

upon the world, and on the wicked their iniquity" (xiii. 10, 11).

That by stars and constellations which shall not shine, and by
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the sun which shall be darkened, and by the moon which shall

not cause her light to shine, is signified that there is no love

and no charity, see no. 2120 ; and inasmuch as that is vastation,

it is the day of visitation. In Jerendah :
" They shall fall 5

among them that fall, and in the time of their visitation they
shall stumble" (viii. 12), denoting the time when they were
vastated, or when there was no charity and faith. In Ezekiel

:

" The visitations of tlic citij are come near, and a man having the

instrument of its destruction in his hand " (ix. 1), speaking also

of vastation, hence a man having an instrument of destruction.

In Hosea :
" The dai/s of visitation are come, the days of

retribution are come " (ix. 7), where the signification is the

same. In Micah :
" The days of thy watchers, thy visitation is

come, now shall be their perplexity " (vii. 4), denoting also the

vastation of charity. In Moses :
" In the day that / visit, and

/ icill visit upon them their sin " (Exod. xxxii. 34), speaking of

the people in the wilderness, after that they had made to

themselves a golden calf That by visitation is signified

deliverance, appears from the following places :—Exod. iii. 16
;

iv. 31 ; Jerem. xxvii. 22 ; xxix. 10 ; Luke i. 68, 78 ; xix.

41, 42, 44.

2243. Whether they have made a consummation according to

the cry thereof which hcdh come to Me ; and if not, I icill knoio :

that this signifies whether evil has come to its highest pitch,

appears from the signification of a cry, as denoting falsity, con-

cerning which see above, no. 2240. There are two kinds of

falsity, as w\as there observed, that is, falsity which is from
evil, and the falsity which produces evil. Falsity which is

from evil, is all that man thinks whilst he is in evil, namely,

all that favours evil ; as for example, when he is in adultery,

whatsoever he then thinks concerning adultery, as being law-

ful, as being honourable, as being the delight of life, as tending

to promote population, with other things of a like nature, all

such things are falsities from evil. But falsity which produces 2

evil, is when man conceives any principle grounded in his own
particular religiosity, and thence believes it to be good or holy,

when yet in itself it is evil ; as for example, whosoever is led

by his own particular religiosity to believe, that it is in the

power of any man to save, and on that account worships

and adores that man, does evil from that falsity. The same
is true of every other principle, grounded in any one's religiosity,

which in itself is false. Since then there is a falsity from

evil, and a falsity which produces evil, therefore it is here

called a cry, signifying, as a kind of general expression,

that which it implies, namely, evil, as appears also from this

consideration, that it is said, " Whether they have made a

consummation according to the cry tlwreof which is come to

Me," where the cry thereof is expressed in the singular number,

VOL. 111. E
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3 and thrji hare made a consummation, in the ])lural. AVliat

eonsunnnation is, was shewn, no. 1857; moreover, what con-

sunimation is, may be comprehended from the cases of the

several churches which have existed on the earth. The Most

Ancient church, which was called Man, was the most celestial

of all ; this in process of time so degenerated from the good of

love, that at lengtli nothing celestial was left remaining, and

tlien was its consummation, wliich is described by the state of

4 those before the Hood. The Ancient church, whicli was after

the Hood, and was called Noach, and was less celestial, this also

in process of time so departed from the good of charity, that

nothing of charity was left remaining, for it was partly changed

into magic, partly into idolatry, and partly into some dogmatic

creed {dogmatieum) separate from charity, and then was its

5 consummation. Another church succeeded, which was called

the Hebrew church, and which was still less celestial and

spiritual, since it placed a sort of holy worship in external

rites ; this church, in process of time, became deformed in a

variety of ways, and its external worship was changed into

6 idolatrous worship; and then was its consummation. A fourth

church was then established, among the posterity of Jacob.

This church had nothing celestial and spiritual, but only what

was representative thereof, wherefore that churcli was a church

representative of celestial and spiritual things, for tlie members
thereof did not know what their rites represented and signified :

but it was instituted, in order that there might be some con-

nection between man and heaven, such as there is between the

representatives of good and trutli, and good and truth itself;

this church at length so fell away into falsities and evils, that

every rite became idolatrous, and then was its consummation.

7 Wherefore after this successive decay of these several churches,

when in the last of them the connection between the human
I'ace and heaven was altogether broken asunder, insomuch that

the liuman race must have perished by reason of there being

no cliurch, which is tlie sole medium of sucli connection (see

nos. 4G8, 637, 931, 2054), the Lord came into the world, and by
the unition of the Divine Essence with the Human Essence in

Himself, conjoined heaven with earth, and at the same time estab-

lished a new church, which was called the Christian church. This

church was at first in the good of faith, and its members lived

with one another in charity, like brethren. But this church, in

process of time, and through the operation of divers causes, fell

away, and at this day is reduced to such a state, that it is not

even known that tlie fundamental of faith is love to the Lord,

and charity towards the neighbour ; and although from doctrine

it is said that the Lord is the Saviour of the human race, that

there is a resurrection after death, that there is a heaven and a

hell, still few believe such doctrine. Such, then, being the
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quality of tins church, its consuinination is not far off. Hence ^

it may appear wliat consummation is, namely, that it is a state

when evil is to come to its highest pitch. The case is similar

in respect to the cinircli in particular, that is, in each in-

dividual man. But concerning the nature and manner of

consummation in particular with each individual, more will be
said, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, in a future part of

this work. Tlie subject of consummation is treated of in the

AVord throughout, and the state which precedes is described

by vastation and desolation, whicli is succeeded by visitation.

2244. Verse 22. And the men looked thence, aoul went towards

Sodom, and Abraham, he was still standing before Jeliovah. The
men looked thence, signifies the Lord's thought from the Divine

:

and went tovxirds Sodom, signifies concerning the human race,

as being in so much evil : and Abraham, he was still standlmj

before Jehovah, signifies the Lord's thought from the Human
Avhich was adjoined [to the Divine], in the manner described

above.

2245. The men looked the/ice : that this signifies the Lord's

thought from the Divine, appears from the signification of look-

ing, as denoting thinking ; for seeing, in tlie internal sense, as

in common discourse, denotes understanding, the understanding
being internal sight ; thus looking denotes thinking, which is of

the internal sight or of the understanding ; it appears also from
the signification of the men, as denoting here tlie Divine. In
this chapter throughout mention is made sometimes of the men,
sometimes of Jehovah. When mention is made of the men,
thereby is signified a Trine, that is, the Divine Itself, tht;

Divine Human, and the [Divine] Proceeding ; the Lord's

thought from this latter Divine is here signified by the men
looking thence. The thought was from the Human conjoined

with the Divine, which conjunction was treated of in the

beginning of this chapter ; but the perception from which the

thought came, was from the Divine, wherefore mention is made
presently, in this same verso, of Abraham, that he was standing

before Jehovah ; and when the Human was conjoined with the

L)ivine, the proceeding also was together [with them].

224G. And went towards Sodom : that this signifies thought

concerning the human race as being in so much evil, appears

from the signification of Sodom, <as denoting the evil from the

love of self, concerning which see al)ove, no. 2220 ; and from
the signification of looking to the faces of Sodom, as denoting

to the state of the human race, see no. 2210. The reason why
Sodom signifies the state of the human race as being in so

much evil is, that by Sodom is not meant Sodom, but all

those throughout the world who are in the love of self, and by
the descrijjtion of Sodom is re})resented the state of all who are

in that evil, as may appear from what follows. That the love
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of self is Ihe fountain of all evils, consequently that it is evil

itself, appears from what was said and shewn abo^'e concerning

it, nos. 2045, 2057, 2219 ; wherefore it is here said in so much
evil.

2247. And Abraham, he v:as still standing before Jehovah:

that this signifies the Lord's thought from the Human, which

was adjoined in the manner mentioned above, appears from the

representation of Abraham, in this chapter, as denoting the

Lord as to the Human. Hence it follows without explanation,

that by his standing before Jehovah is signified the Lord's

thought from the Human, which was adjoined in the manner
.spoken of in the beginning of this chapter, and also above,

no. 2245.

2248. Verse 23. And Abraham dreio nceir, and said, Wilt

Thou also destroy the just with the wicked. Abraham drew near

and said, signifies the Lord's thought from the Human which

adjoined itself more closely to the Divine : Wilt Thou also

destroy the just with the wicked 1- signifies the Lord's grief from

love tow\ards the human race, and His intercession, that still

good may be adjoined notwithstanding [the presence of] evil.

2249. Abraham drew near and said: that this signifies the

Lord's thought from the Human wdiich adjoined itself more

closely to the Divine, follows from what has been said above

concerning the Lord's thought respecting the human race,

consequently without explanation. That so much should be said

in this chapter, in the internal sense, in description of the state

of, the Lord's thought and perception, and in the beginning so

much concerning the state of conjunction of the Lord's Human
with the Divine, may possibly appear to man as matters of no

2 great consequence. Nevertheless they are of the greatest im-

portance. Eor before the angels, to whom the internal sense is

the Word, these things are exhibited to the life with their repre-

sentatives in a most beautiful form, besides innumerable things

which are consequences, and bear a likeness to tlie conjunction of

the Lord with heaven, and the reception of His Divine in their

human. For angelic ideas are such, that the angels are wise

in such things more than in anything else, and perceive them
as most pleasant; hence also they are enlightened and con-

firmed more and more respecting the unition of the Lord's

Human essence with the Divine Essence. For all the angels

were once men, and when they were men they could not but

think of the Lord as man, and of the Lord as God, and also

of a Divine Trine, and form to themselves various ideas,

although they knew not of what quality those ideas were.

3 For heavenly arcana are of such a nature, that notwith-

standing they exceed all comprehension, yet every one forms

to himself some idea thereof, inasmuch as nothing can possibly

be retained in the memory, much less can it enter into
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anytliing of thought, except through some idea formed in some
way or other. And wliereas ideas could not l)e formed except from
those things which are in the worhj, or from things analogous

thereto, and as, in this case, by reason of those things not being
understood, fallacies have insinuated themselves, which in the

other life alienate the then interior ideas of thought from the truth

and good of faith, therefore in order that such fallacies might be 4

dispelled, so much is said in this cliapter, in its internal sense,

concerning the conjunction of the Lord's Human with His
Divine, and concerning His perception and thought ; and thus,

whilst the Word is being read, those subjects are exhibited to

the perception of the angels in such a manner that the former

ideas, which had been formed from heterogeneous things, and
from scruples that would easily arise therefrom, are by degrees

dispersed, and new ideas, more conformable to the light of

truth, in which the angels are, are insinuated. This is more
l^articularly the case with the spiritual angels than with the

celestial ; for, according to the purification of ideas, they are

perfected for the reception of celestial things. That heaven is

not pure before the Lord, is a known truth ; it is true also that

the angels are continually being perfected.

2250. IVilf Thou also destroy the just unth the irichcd ? that

this signifies the Lord's grief from love towards the human
race, and intercession that still good may be adjoined notwith-

standing [the presence of] evil, may appear from the zeal of love

which is apparent in these words, and still more in verse 25,

where it is said, " Ear be it from Thee to do according to this

thing ; to cause the just to die with the wicked, and that thus the

just should be as the wicked ; far be it from Thee ; shall not the

Judge of the whole earth do judgment ? " It appears, moreover,

from the signification of just, as denoting good, concerning which
see nos. 612, 2235 ; and from the signification of wicked, as

denoting what is opposite to just, that is, opposite to good,

consequently denoting evil. It is plain also from these words,

and likewise from tlie verses which follow, that intercession is

signified. The Lord's intercession for the human race was
during His abode in the world, and indeed during His state

of humiliation, for in that state, as was said above. He spoke

with Jehovah as with another; but in the state of glorification,

when the Human Essence became nnited to the Divine Essence,

and was also made Jehovah, He does not intercede, Ijut shows
mercy, and from His Divine succours and saves ; it is mercy
itself which is intercession, for such is its essence.

2251. Verse 24. Peradventure there he fifty just ones in the

midst of the city, ivilt Thou also destroy, and not spare the j^lace,

for the sake of the fifty just ones who are in the midst thereof?

Peradventure there lie Jifty just ones in the midst of the city,

signifies that truths may be full of goods : loilt Thou, cdso destroy,
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and not spare ihc 2>^acc for the sake of the Ji/ti/ JKsf ones vho are

in the midst thereof, signifies intercession from love, that in

snch case they might not perish.

2252. Peradrenture there he fiffjj just ones in the midst of

the citjj : that this signifies that trutlis may be fnll of goods,

appears from the signification of fifty, as denoting what is full

;

and from the signification of the just, as denoting what is good,

concerning which see nos. G12, 2235 ; and from the significa-

tion of the midst, as denoting within, see no. 1074 ; and from

the signification of a city, as denoting truth, see no. 402 ; con-

sequently, fifty just ones in the midst of the city, in the

internal sense, signify that truths may within be full of goods.

That this is the sense which is contained in these words, no
one can see from the letter, for the historical things of the

literal sense lead the mind altogether another way, or to think

otherwise. Nevertheless, that these words are thus perceived

by those who are in the internal sense, I know for certain.

The very numbers themselves also, as in the present case,

fifty, and in the following verses, forty -five, forty, thirty,

twenty, and ten, are never perceived as numbers by those who
are in the internal sense, but as things or states, see nos. 482,

2 487, 575, 647, G48, 755, 813, 1963, 1988, 2075. Eor the

Ancients designated even the states of their church by
numbers, and the nature of their computation may appear

from the signification of numbers in the places cited. They
had the signification of numbers from the representatives

which exist in the world of spirits, in which world, when
anything appears as numbered, it does not signify anything

determined by numbers, but a thing or state, as may appear

from what was adduced, nos. 2129, 2130, and also no. 2089,

concerning twelve, as denoting all things of faith ; the case is

similar in respect to the numbers which here follow. Hence it

appears what is the quality of the Word in the internal sense.

3 The reason why fifty signifies what is fidl, is, that it is the

number which immediately follows after seven multiplied into

seven, or forty-nine, so that it is the fulfilment thereof: where-

fore, in the representative church, the festival of seven sabbaths

was on the fiftieth day, and the jubilee in the fiftieth year,

(yoncerning the festival of seven sabbaths it is thus written in

Moses :
" Ye shall numlier to yon from the morrow of the

sabbath, from the day that ye bring the slieaf of the wave-
offering shall be seven whole sabbaths, even unto the morrow of

tlie seventh sabbath ye shall numhev fifty days, and ye shall

offer a new offering to Jehovah " (Levit. xxiii. 15, 16), and con-

cerning the jubilee thus: "Thoushalt number to thee seven

sabbaths of years, seven times seven years, and tlie days of the

seven sabbaths of years shall be to thee nine and forty years,

and ye shall sanctify the fiftieth year, and ye shall proclaim
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liberty in the land to all tliat dwell therein, it shall be a jubilee

to you" (Levit. xxv. 8, 10). Hence it is plain that the tiftieth

is the fulness of sabbaths. Moreover, wheresoever fifty is 4

mentioned in the AYord, it signifies what is full ; as where the

Levites were numbered from a son of thirty years and upwards,
even to a son of fifty years (Numb. iv. 23, 35, 39, 43, 47 ; viii.

24, 25), denoting a full or ultimate state of performing the

service ; and where a man lying with a damsel, a virgin, was to

give to the father of the damsel fifiUj of silver, and she was to

l)e to him for a wife, nor could he divorce her (Deut. xxii. 28,

29), denoting a full tine, and full restitution ; and where David
gave Araunah for the threshing-floor, where he built an altar

to Jehovah, fifty shekels of silver (2 Sam. xxiv. 24), denoting

a full price and full purchase ; and where Absalom made to

himself a chariot and horses, and had fifty men running
before him (2 Sam. xv. 1); in like manner Adonijah had
cliariots and horses, and fifty men running before him (1

Kings i. 5), denoting full excellence and dignity. For from
the Ancients they had certain representative and significative

numbers, which they observed, and which also were com-
manded in their rites, although the generality were ignorant

of their signification. And thus, inasmuch ^^ fifty signifies what S

is full, and this number also was representative, as was said, it

has the same signification in the Lord's parable concerning the

steward, who said to him who owed oil: "How much owest

thou to my Lord? he said, A hundred baths of oil; then he

said to him, Take thy bill, and sitting down quickly, write

Ufty " (Luke xvi. 5, G), where fifty denotes a full payment

:

but whereas it is a number, it appears indeed as if it involved

nothing but a number, when yet, in the internal sense, by that

number is everywhere meant what is full, as also in Haggai

:

" He came to the wine-press to draw ontfifty from the wine-press,

there was twenty" (ii. 16), denoting that instead of being full

there was not nmch ; fifty would not have been here mentioned
by the prophet, unless it had sucli a signification.

2253. JFilt Thou also destroy and not spare the jjlacejfor the

sahe of the fifty just ones who are in the midst thereof? that this

signifies intercession from love, that they might not perish,

appears from the signification of fifty, and also of just, and
likewise of in the midst thereof, or of the city, concerning

which see above, no. 2252, all of which imply intercession from

love, and that they might not perish ; as regards intercession, see

above, no. 2250 ; that it was from love is also evident. With the

Lord, while He was in the world, there was no other life than

the life of love towards the universal human race, which He
ardently desired to save to eternity. This life is the veriest

celestial life, by which He united Himself to tlie Divine, and
the Divine to Himself; for Esse itself, or Jehovah, is nothing
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else tlian mercy, Avliicli is of love towards the universal Ininian

race ; and tliat life was of pure love, which cannot exist with
any man. This cannot be apprehended by those who are

ifrnorant of what life is. and that such as the love is, such is

tlie life. Hence it is plain, that in proportion as any one loves

his neighbour, in the same proportion he partakes of the Lord's

life.

2254. Verse 25. Far he it from Tlicc to do according to this

thing, to cait.se the just to die with the wicked, and that thiis the

just shoidd he as the wicked ; far he it from Thee ; shall not

the Judge of the whole earth do judgment ? Far he it from Thee

to do according to this thing, signifies the Lord's horror: to cause

the just to die with the wicked, and that thus the just shoidd be as

the wicked, signifies that good may not die, because evil can
be separated thence : far he it from Thee, signifies a greater

degree of horror : shall not the Judge of the whole earth do
judgment t signifies that Divine good cannot do this according

to truth separate from good.

2255. Far he it from Thee to do according to this thing: that

this signifies the Lord's horror, appears Avithout explanation.

2256. To cause the just to die with the vnckcd, and thcd thus the

just shoidd he as the wicked : that this signifies that good may
not die, because evil can be separated thence, appears from the

signification of just, as denoting good, and of wicked as denot-

ing evil, concerning which see above, no. 2250 ; hence to cause
the just to die with the wicked, is to cause good to die with
evil. These things, because they should not be done, and also

because thinking of them excites horror, are removed in the
internal sense, and then the signification presented is, that

' good may not die, because evil can be separated thence. How
this is, few, if any, know. Let it be known then that all good
whatsoever that man has thought and done from infancy to

the last period of his life, remains; in like manner all the evil

remains, so that not the least of it entirely perishes ; they are

inscribed in man's book of life, that is, on both his memories,
and on his nature, that is, on his disposition and genius ; from
them he has formed to himself a life, and, so to speak, a soul,

which is such after death. But goods are never so mixed
together with evils, and evils with goods, that they cannot be
separated : for in case they should be mixed together, man
would perish for ever. This is of the Lord's providence.

When man comes into the other life, if he has lived in the
goods of love and charity, then the Lord separates evils, and by
the goods in him, elevates him into heaven ; but in case he has
lived in evils, that is, in things contrary to love and charity,

then the Lord separates goods from him, and the evils carry

him into hell. Such is the lot of every one after death. But this

separation of good from evil is a separation only, and by no
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means a plenary removal. Moreover, inastuucli as the will of

man, which is one of the parts of his life, is altogether

destroyed, the Lord separates this destroyed part from the
other, or intellectual part, and in this latter implants the

good of charity, and thereby a new will, with those who are

regenerated ; these are they who have conscience. Thus also

the Lord in general separates evil from good. These are the

arcana, which in the internal sense are understood by this

circumstance, that good may not die, because evil can be
separated thence.

2257. Far he it from, Tlirc : that tliis signifies a greater degree
of horror, by reason of its being again repeated, may appear
also without explication.

2258. Shall not the Judge of the whole earth do judgment ?

that this signifies that Divine good cannot do this according to

truth separated from good, appears from the signification of the

Judge of the whole earth, and also from the signification of

judgment. The Judge of the whole earth, in the internal

sense, signifies good itself wlience truth is derived, which was
also represented by the priests, who at the same time were judges
in the representative church ; as priests they represented Divine
good, and as judges Divine Truth ; but the Judge of the whole
earth denotes both, and this by reason of the signification of

the earth, so often spoken of in the former part of this work ; to

confirm these things, however, from the representatives of that

church, would now be too tedious. But judgment signifies

truth, as was shewn above, no. 2235. From the signification of

those terms, and at tlie same time from the series of the things

treated of in the internal sense, it may appear that by this

expression, " Shall not the Judge of the whole earth do judg-

ment ? " is signified that Divine good cannot do this according

to truth separate from good. For the better understanding of ~

these things, it should be known, that there are two things

which constitute the order of the universal lieaven, and conse-

(juently of all things in the universe, namely, good and truth.

( Jood is the essential of order, and all things of it are mercies

;

truth is the secondary thing of order, and all things of it are

truths. Divine good judges all to heaven ; but Divine trutli

damns all to hell ; wherefore, unless the mercy of the Lord,

which is of good, was eternal, all men whatsoever would be

damned. This is what is signified by what is liere said, that

Divine good cannot do this according to truth separate from
good ; see also what was said above on this subject, no. 1728.

That the evil nevertheless are damned to hell, is not from the 3

fact that Divine good is separated from Divine truth, but

because the man se])arates himself from Divine good
; for the

Lord never casts down any to hell, V)ut man casts himself down,
as hath been repeatedly shewn above. In this very circum-
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.stance also I)i\iiie good is conjoined with Divine truth, that

unless the evil were separated from the good, the evil would do

harm to the good, and would be continually attempting to de-

stroy order ; thus their separation is of mercy, lest the good

should suffer harm. The case in this respect is like that which
prevails in the kingdoms of the earth, where unless evils were

ininished, the whole kingdom would be infected therewith,

and would thereby perish, wherefore with kings and judges

there is more of mercy in punishing evils, and in expelling

the evil from society, than in showing them unseasonable

clemency.

2259. Verse 26. And Jehovah said, If Ifind in Sodom fift//

just ones in the midst of the city, and I vjill sjmre the whole i^lacc

for their sake. Jehovah said, signifies perception : If Ifind in-

Sodom fifty just ones in the midst of the city, signifies here, as

before. If truths be full of goods : / ivill sipare the ivhole place for
their sake, signifies that they shall be saved.

2260. Jehovah said : that this signifies perception, appears

from the signification of Jeliovah saying, in the historical sense,

as being representative of the Lord's perception from the Divine
;

and as denoting somewhat subsequent of thought thence derived,

and a kind of answer ; concerning this expression see what is

said above, no. 2238.

2261. If I find in Sodom fifty just ones in the midst of the

city : that this signifies, if truths be full of goods, appears from
the signification of fifty, as denoting wdiat is full ; and from the

signification of the midst of the city, as denoting within in truth,

or in truth, concerning which see above, no. 2252, where the same
words occur. It might be conjectured, that man must needs

be saved, if truths be full of goods ; but it should be known,
that with man there are very few truths, and if there are any,

tiiat they have no life unless goods are in them, and if goods are

in them, that he is saved, but of mercy; for, as was said, there

are very few truths with man, and the goods which are therein

have their quality according to the truths and life of man.
2 Truths considered in themselves do not give life, but goods do :

truths are only the recipients of life, that is, of good. Where-
fore, no one can ever say that he may be saved by truths, or,

as it is commonly expressed, by faith alone, unless there be

good in the truths wliich are of faith ; the good therein must
i)e the good of charity ; hence real faith, in the internal sense,

is nothing else than charity, as was shewn above, no. 2231. If

it be said that an acknowledgment of truth is the faith which
saves, it should be known, that with those who live in things

contrary to charity, no such acknowledgment can exist, but

only a land of persuasion, to which is adjoined the life of the

love of self or of the world, consequently in this acknowledg-
ment there is not the life of faith, which is of charity. The
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very worst of men from the love of self or of the world, or with

ii view to be distinguished above others for understanding and
wisdom, as it is called, and thereby to obtain honours, reputa-

tion, and gain, may seize upon the truths of faith, and confirm

them by many arguments, but still with such persons truths arc

(lead. The life of truth, consequently of faitli, is solely from

the Lord, who is life itself ; the life of the Lord is mercy, which
is of love towards the whole human race ; it is not possible for

those to partake of the Lord's life, who, notwithstanding their

profession of the truths of faith, despise others in comparison

with themselves, and when the life of their love of self and of

the world is affected, bear hatred against the neighbour, and
perceive a delight when he is deprived of his wealth, honour,

reputation, and life. But thus it is with the truths of faith, that

by means of them man is regenerated, for they are the veriest

recipient vessels of good ; according therefore to the quality of

truths, and of goods in truths, and according to the quality of

their conjunction and consequent faculty of being iDerfected in

the other life, such is man's state of blessedness and happiness

after death.

2262. 1 will spare the wliolc jjlacc for their sake : that this

signifies that they shall be saved, follows as a conclusion from
the series of the things treated of, consequently has no need of

explanation. Place signifies state, as was shewn, nos. 1273,

1378 ; thus instead of the city it is here called the place, to

signify that they who are in such a state should be saved.

2263. Verse 27. And AhraJiam ansivcrcd, and said, Behold, I
'pray, I have taken upon me to speak unto my Lord, and I am
dust and ashes. Abraham answered and said, signifies the

Lord's thought from the Human ; Behold, I pray, I have taken

iipun mc to sjicak unto my Lord, and L am dust and. ashes, signi-

fies the humiliation of the Human as to its quality in respect

[to the Divine].

2264. Abraham ansujercd and said : that this signifies the

Lord's thought from the Human, appears from the representa-

tion of Abraham in this chapter, as denoting the Lord as to the

Human, concerning which see above.

2265. Behold, L pray, L have taken upon mc to speak to my
Jjord, and L am dust and ashes : that this signifies the humilia-

tion of the Human, as to its (jiiality in respect [to the Divine,

appears without explanation]. Tlie state of the Lord in the

Human, or the state of His humiliation, and the state of the

Lord in the Divine, or the state of His glorification, are fre-

(luently treated of above ; and it was shewn, that in the state

of humiliation He spoke with Jeh(jvah as with another, but

in the state of glorification as with Himself, see no. IIJIJ*.).

In the present case, inasmuch as Abraham represents the Lord
in the Human, as was said, it is declared in that state, that the
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Human, relatively to tlie Divine, is as dust and ashes, where-

fore also tliat state is called a state of Imniiliation ; humiliation

is from self-ackuowledgment that it is such respectively. By
the Human here is not meant the Divine Human, but the

Human which He derived from the motlier, and which He
completely expelled, and in its place put on the Divine Human

;

the former Human, namely, that wdiich was of the mother, is

that whereof dust and ashes are here predicated ; see what was
said above on this subject, no. 2159.

2266. Verse 28. Fcradventure thei-e shall lad: fire of the fifty

just ones, wilt Thou destroy the whole city for the five ? and He
said, I tvill not destroy ifIfind thereforty and five. Peradvcnture

there lack five of the fifty just ones, signifies if there should be

somewhat less : ivilt Thou destroy the whole city for the five, sig-

nifies, shall the man perish for the' little whicli is lacking : and
He said, I tvill not destroy if Ifiiid their, forty-five, signifies that

man should not perish, if [goods and truths] could be conjoined.

2267. Peradvcnture there shcdl lack five of the fifty just ones :

that this signifies if there should be somewhat less, appears

from the signification of five, as denoting little, or less, concern-

ing which signification see no. 649. What is signified by fifty

just ones was shewn above, no. 2252,

2268. Wilt Thou destroy the whole eity for the five: that this

signifies, shall man perish for the little which is lacking, appears

from the signification of five, as denoting a little, concerning

which see just al)0ve ; and from the signification of a city, as

denoting truth, concerning whicli see also above. The human
mind as to truths is in the Word compared to a city, and is also

called a city ; and as to goods, wliich are in truths, it is com-
pared to the inhabitants thereof, and goods are also called

inhabitants. The parallel is exact, for if truths, which are in

man's memories, and in the thoughts of his mind, be without

goods, they are as a city without inhabitants, thus empty and
void. Moreover, it may also be said of the angels, that they

dwell as it were in man's truths, and insinuate the affections of

good from the Lord, when man lives in love to the Lord and
in cliarity towards the neighbour ; for thus they are delighted

to dwell, that is, to live with such men. The case is otherwise

with those who are in some truths but not in any goods of charity.

2269. And He said, I irill not destroy if Ifind there forty and.

fire : that this signifies that man shoukl not perish if [goods

and truths] could be conjoined, appears from the signification

of the number forty-five, as denoting conjunction. It was
shewn above, that the simple numbers retain their signification

even when they are multiplied, and thus the greater numbers
have the same signification as the lesser. This is the case with

the number forty-five, which is composed by the multiplica-

tion of five into nine, and by reason of this its composition,
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it signifies the same as fi\'e and nine. That five signifies a little

^vas shewn, no. G49 ; and that nine signifies conjunction, or

what is joined together, see no. 2075 ; consequently by the

number under consideration is signified, if goods be in a little

degree joined with truths. That numbers in the Word signify

things, or states, appears from what was said above, no. 2252,

concerning fifty, and also from what was shewn concerning

numbers, "nos. 482, 487, 575, 647, G48, 755, 813, 19G3, 1988.

Inasmuch as five signify a little, and forty-five conjunction, the -

very exposition of those numbers in this verse is such ; for it is

said, Pcradvcnture there lack five of the fifty just ones, whereby
is signified, if there should be somewhat less ; and afterwards

it is said. Wilt Tlwn (hstroij the v:hole city for the fire?- whereby
is signified, Shall they perish for tlie little which is lacking ? for

since five signify a little, this number is not afterwards adopted
by itself, but it is said, / %vill not destroy if Ifind thereforty and.

five, whereby is signified that they should not perish if [goods

and truths] could be conjoined. A further reason why it is here

expressed by forty-five, and not by there lacking five of fifty,

is, that five not only signify a little, as was shewn, no. 649, but
also disjunction, as was also shewn in the First Part, in no.

1686 ; wherefore to prevent the signification of disjunction, and
to express conjunction, this number, that is, forty-five, is

named; for forty-five denotes some conjunction, as was said

above ; so beautifully do the particulars ioUow in their series

in the internal sense. With respect to the conjunction of good ,

with truth, it is a mystery, which it is impossible so to describe

as to make it comprehensible by the common understanding

:

a few words, however, shall be said on the subject. The more
genuine and pure truth is, so much the better can good from
the Lord be fitted thereinto, as into a recipient vessel ; but the

less genuine and pure truth is, so much the less can good from
the Lord be fitted thereinto ; inasmuch as they must have a

mutual correspondence with each other, since conjunction is

effected according to correspondence
;
goods can in nowise be

insinuated into falsities, nor can evils be insinuated into truths,

as into their recipient vessels, for they are of an opposite kind
and nature, and the one rejects the other as its adversary

;
yea,

if they should attempt to join together, one would spew out

the other; good would spew out evil as poison, and evil, good
as something sickening. Such enmity between evil and good
was provided by the Lord to prevent their being at any time
mixed together; for in case they should be mixed together,

man would perish. With the deceitful and hypocritical the

conjunction is near being effected, but still the Lord ])revents it

from being actually effected ; this is tlie reason why the deceit-

I'ul and hypocritical, in tlie otlier lil'e, undergo more direful

sufferings than others.
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2270. Verse 20. A /id he added yet to speak unto Him, and
mid, Pcradveniure fort// he found there ; and He said, I unll not

do itfor the sake of thefort 1/. He added yet to speak inito Him, sig-

nifies thought : and said, Peradvent areforty hefound, there, signi-

fies those who liave been in temptations : and He said, I will not

do it for the sake of the forty, signifies that they shall be saved.

2271. He added yet to speak mito Him.: that tliis signifies

tlioiight, appears from tlie signification of speaking in the

internal sense; to speak, or speaking, is nothing else than what
fiows from thought ; and whereas things internal are signified

by things external, as understanding by seeing, the intellect by
the eye, obedience l)y the ear, and so forth, so thinking is

signified by speaking.

2272. And said, Feradcent are forty he found there : that this

signifies those who have been in temptations, appears from the

signification of the number forty, as denoting temptations,

concerning which see no. 7oO. How these things follow in a

series, may appear from the nnture of temptations. Tempta-
tions exist for this end, not only that man may be confirmed

in truths, but also that truths may be more closely conjoined

with goods. For in temptation man fights for truths against

falsities; and whereas he is at such time in interior pain, and
in torture, there is a cessation of the delights of the life of lusts,

and of the pleasures thence derived, in wliich case goods from
the Lord flow in, and at the same time evils are regarded as

abominable ; hence come new thoughts, and such as are con-

trary to the former, to wliich afterwards he may be bent, and
tlnis turned from evils to goods, wluch latter may be conjoined

with truths ; and whereas the conjunction of good with truth

is effected through temptations, and it was said in the foregoing

verse that they should be saved, with whom goods can be con-

joined with truths, therefore the above is the consequence of

this, and indeed in this wise, that this conjunction is effected

through temptations. This connexiun of tilings is for those

who are in the internal sense.

2273. And He said, I will not do it for the sake of theforty :

thattliis signifies that they shall be saved, appears without ex-

planation. Concerning those who are signified by forty-five in the

preceding verse, it was said, " Iivill not destroy, if I find forty and
five," wliereby is signified that they should not perish if goods

could be conjoined with trutlis. It now follows concerning the

forty, and it is said, / will not do it for the sake of the forty,

whereby it is not signified that they should be saved because of

temjDtations, for some even undergo temptations who fall therein,

consequently goods are not conjoined [to truths] with them. Nay,
neither is man saved by reason of temptations, if he places any
merit therein. For placing merit in temptations comes from the

love of self, which boasts itself on account of such things, and
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Relieves that it merits heaven more than others, and at the

same time thinks of its own pre-eminence above others, despis-

ing others in comparison with itself, all which things are con-

trary to mntual love, and the heavenly blessedness thence

derived. The temptations, in which man conquers, are attended ^

with this effect, that he believes all others to be more worthy
than himself, and that he himself is infernal rather than

heavenly ; for such thoughts of himself are presented in tempta-

tions. When, therefore, after temptations he relapses into

(contrary thoughts, it is a proof that he has not conquered ; for

the thoughts which he had in temptations, are those to which
the thoughts which he has after temj)tations may be bent ; and
in case the latter thoughts cannot be bent to the former, he has

either succumbed in the temptation, or comes afterwards to

experience similar temptations, and sometimes more grievous,

until he is brought to such soundness of mind as to believe

that he has merited nothing. Hence it appears, that by the

forty are here signified those with whom goods have been con-

joined with truths by means of temptations.

2274. Verse 30. And he said, Let not my Lord, L lyray, he

angry, and L vnll speak ; iiereidventnre thirty he found there ; and
He said, I will not do it, if L shcdl find thirty there. And he

said, Let not my Lorel, L 'pray, he angry, and L will spealc,

signifies anxiety concerning the human race : pcrctdventure

thirty he fonnd there, signifies somewhat of combat; and He
said, I will not do it if I find thirty there, signifies that they

shall be saved.

2275. And he said, Let 'not my Ljord, Lpray, he angry, and L
vnll speak: that this signifies anxiety concerning the human
race, does not so plainly appear from the words themselves, as

from the affection with which they are spoken. There are two
things in the internal sense of the Word, namely, a spiritual

and a celestial. The spiritual consists in comprehending things

abstractedly from the letter, to whicli things the literal sense

serves for an object, as the things which the eye sees serve as

objects of thinking about things more sublime ; the celestial

consists in perceiving solely the affection of the things contained

in the internal sense. In the former are the spiritual angels,

but in the latter the celestial angels. They who are in the

latter, or in affection, perceive instantly what tlic letter involves,

when it is read by man, solely from tlu', affection, and thence

form to themselves celestial ideas, and this with innumerable

variety, and in an inexpressible manner, according to the agree-

ment of the celestial things of love which are in the affection.

Hence it may a])pcaT what are the secret contents of the Word
of the Lord. When, therefore, these words are read. Let not 7ny

Lord, L pray, he angry, and L will speak, the celestial angels

instantly perceive a certain anxiety, and indeed an anxiety of
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lijve towards the liunuui race; and then, at the same time,

imunnerahle and inexpressible things are insinuated to them
concerning the anxiety of love, whicli the Lord endured whilst

He thought of the state of the human race.

2276. Peradvcnture thirUj he found there : that this signifies

somewhat of combat, appears from the signification of the

number thirty. The reason why thirty signifies somewhat of

combat, consecpiently a little of combat is, that that number is

composed of the multiplication of Jicc, whereby is signified

somewhat little, and of six, whereby is signified labour or

2 combat, as was shewn, nos. 649, 720, 737, 900, 1709. Hence
also that number, wheresoever it occurs in the Word, signifies

somewhat little respectively, as in Zechariah :
" I said to them,

If it be good in your eyes, give hire ; and if not, forbear; and
they weighed out my hire, tldrtij silver [pieces] : and Jehovah
said to me, Cast that to the potter, the magnificence of the

price whereat 1 was valued by them ; and I took the tliirty silver

[pieces], and cast it into the house of Jehovah to the potter
"

(xi. 12, 13), denoting their small estimation of the Lord's merit,

and of redemption and salvation by Him ; the potter denotes

3 reformation and regeneration. Hence it is said of the same
thirty silver [pieces] in Matthew :

" They took the thirty silver

[pieces, the price of him that was valued], whom they bought

of the sons of Israel, and gave them for the potter's field, as the

Lord commanded me" (xxvii. 10), whence it evidently appears,

that thirty here denotes the price of what is little valued.

The valuation of a servant, who was accounted vile, was thirty

shekels, as appears from Moses :
" If an ox gore a man-servant,

or a maid-servant, he shall give unto their lord silver of

thirty shekels, and the ox shall be stoned" (Exod. xxi. 32).

How vile a servant was accounted, appears from verses 20 and
21 of the same chapter ; a servant in the iaternal sense denotes

4 labour. The reason why the Levites were chosen to perform

the service of the ministry, which is described by coming to

exercise warfare, and to do work in the tent, from a son of

tJiirty years to fifty (Numb. iv. 3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43) was, that

by thirty were signified those who were to be initiated, conse-

quently, who were as yet little able to exercise warfare, as
'

5 understood in the spiritual sense. Besides other passages where

thirty is mentioned in the Word ; as where it is commanded
that upon the son of an ox they should offer a meat-offering

three-tenths (Numb. xv. 9), the reason whereof was, that the

sacrifice of an ox represented natural good, as was shewn above,

no. 2180, and natural good is little in respect to spiritual good,

which was represented by the sacrifice of a ram, and still less

in respect to celestial good, which was represented by the sacri-

fice of a land), in relation to which sacrifices another proportion

of tenths of a meat-offering was commanded, as appears iu the
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same chapter, verses 4-6; also Numb, xxviii. 12, 1'.), 20, 21,

28, 29 ; xxix. 3, 4, 9, 10, 14, 15, whicli proportions of teutlis

would never have been commanded, unless they had involved

heavenly arcana. Thirty is also used in Mark, to denote a '

little: "The seed which fell into the good ground, yielded fruit

springing up, and growing, and brought forth one thirti/, and
another sidi/, and another a hundred" (iv. 8), where thirty

denotes little produce, and that he laboured little. Those
numbers would not have been used, unless they had each
involved the things which they signify.

2277. And He said, Ivnll not do it ifIfind tliirtij there : that

this signifies that they shall be saved, appears from the series of

things in the internal sense, consequently without explanation.

2278. A'^erse 31. And he said, Behold, Iprcct/, I have taken vjMn
me to speak unto my Lord ; ijeradventurc twenty he found there ;

and He said, I will not destroy for the sake of the twenty. He said,

Behold,!pray ,Ihave taken upon meto speak unto myZord,si^n\i\es

here as above, the humiliation of the Human before the Divine :

peradventure twenty he found there, signifies if tliere be not any-
thing of combat but still there be good: and. He said, I will not

destroyfor the sake of the twenty, signifies that they shall be saved.

2279. He said. Behold, I praij, I have taken upon me to speak

vmto my Lord : that this signifies the humiliation of the Human
l)efore the Divine, appears from what was said above, no. 22G5,

where the same words occur.

2280. Pcradrenturc twenty he found tliere: that this signifies,

if tliere be not anything of combat, but still there be good,

appears from the signification of twenty. As all numbers
which occur in the Word signify things and states, according

to what has been said and shewn above, see no. 2252, so also it

is with twenty, the signification whereof may appear from its

derivation, namely, from twice ten. Ten in the Word, as also

tenths, signify remains, whereby is signified all good and truth,

which the Lord insinuates with man from infancy even to the

last period of life, concerning which remains more will be said

in the following verse; twice ten, or twice tenths, that is,

twenty, signify tlie same thing, but in a higher degree, namely,
good. Goods of a threefold kind are signified by remains, that

is, the goods of infancy, the goods of ignorance, and the goods

of intelligence. The goods of infancy are what are insinuated

into man from his first nativity, even to the age in which he
begins to be instructed and to know something; the goods of

ignorance are what are insinuated when he is being instructed,

and begins to know something; the goods of intelligence

are what are insinuated when he is capable of reflecting

on what is good and true. The good of infancy is insemin-

ated from man's infancy to the tenth year of his age; the

good of ignorance from the tenth to the twentieth year:

VOL. 111. F
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fVom this year man begins to become rational, and to have the

facnlty of reilecting on good and trnth, and to })rociire to him-
3 self the good of intelligence. The good of ignorance is what is

signified by twenty, becanse they who are in the good of ignorance

do not come into an}^ temptation ; for no one is tempted before

he is capable of reflecting, and of perceiving in his own way
what is good and true. They who have received goods by

temptations, were treated of in the two verses immediately

preceding : the present verse treats of those who are not in

4 temptations, and still have good. It was owing to this signifi-

cation of twenty, as denoting those who have this good, which

is called the good of ignorance, that all they who went forth

out of Egypt, were reckoned from a so7i of fivntf)/ years and up-

wards ; and, as it is said, every one that went forth into the

army, Ijy whom were meant those who were no longer in the

good of ignorance, concerning whom see Numl). i. '20, 24, 26,

28, 30, 32, 34, 38, 40, 42, 45 ; xxvi. 4 ; and that all they who
were ahoix twenty years died in the wilderness (chap, xxxii. 10,

11), because evil might be imputed to them, and they repre-

sented those who succumb in temptations. It is from the same
ground that a valuation was made of a male, i'rom a son of five

years to a son of tventy years, ttccnty shekels (Levit. xxvii. 5)

;

and another valuation from a son of tu-enty years to sixty, fifty

5 shekels, verse 3 of the same chapter. With respect to the

goods of infancy, of ignorance, and of intelligence, the case is

thus :—The good of intelligence is the best, for this good is of

wisdom ; the good M'hich precedes, namely, the good of ignor-

ance, is indeed good ; but as there is little of intelligence in it,

it cannot be called the good of wisdom ; the good of infancy also

is indeed good in itself, yet still it is less good than the foregoing

;

for as yet there is not adjoined to it any truth of intelligence,

(consequently it has not become any good of wisdom, but it is

only a plane capable of becoming such a good; the Knowledges
of good and truth make a man vv-ise as a man. Infancy itself,

by which is signified innocence, does not belong to infancy, but

belongs to wisdom, as may better appear from what will be said

at the close of this chapter, concerning infants in the other life.

6 By twenty, in this verse, is signified no other good, as was said,

than the good of ignorance ; which good is not only spoken of

as being with those who are within the twentieth year, as was
said, but also as being with all who are in the good of charity, and
at the same time are in ignorance of truth, as is the case with
all within the church who are in the good of charity, and do
not know what the truth of faith is, whatsoever may be the

cause of their ignorance ; many of these have holy thoughts

about God, and think well of their neighbour. The case is the

same with all who are outside the church, and who are called

gentiles, who in like manner live in the good of charity ; both
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the latter and the former, altliouifli tlicy are not in the truths of

faith, yet, being in good, are in the capability of receiving the

truths of faith in the other life, just as infants are; for tlieir intel-

lectual is not as yet infected with principles of falsity, nor
is their voluntary so confirmed in evil of life, because they
know not wlmt falsity and evil are ; and this is the nature and
effect of the life of charity, that the falsity and evil of ignorance
may easily be bent to truth and good ; not so with those who
liave conhrmed themselves in things contrary to truth, and at

tlie same time have lived a life in things contrary to good. In 7

other cases two tenths in the Word signify good, both celestial

and spiritual ; celestial good, and spiritual thence derived, is

signified by the two tenths whereof every loaf of the shew-bread
or bread of faces was composed (Levit. xxiv. 5) ; and spiritual

good by the two tenths of a meat-offering on the sacrifice of a

ram (Numb. xv. 6 ; xxviii. 12, 20, 28 ; xxix. 3, 9, 14) ; concern-

ing wliich, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall speak
elsewhere.

2281. And he said, I will not destroyfor thcseike of the twenty :

that this signifies tliat they shall be saved, appears from the

series of things in the internal sense, thus without explanation.

2282. Averse 32. Ami he said, Let not my Lord, L jrray, he

cnyry, and L will speak only this time ; 'peradxentnre ten he found
there ; and he said, I will not elestroy for the seike of the ten. lie

said, Let not my Lord, Lpreiy, he anejry, and L will speak only this

time, signifies anxiety still concerning the state of the human
race : peradventure ten he found there, signifies if there shouhl
still be remains : and he said, L will not destroy for the sake of
the ten, signifies that they sluall be saved.

2283. He said. Let not my Ljord, Lpray, he anrjry, and L will

speak only this time: that this signifies anxiety still concerning

the state of the human race, appears from the affection of these

words, concerning which see above, no. 2275, where the same
words occur.

2284. Pcradrenture ten he found there : that this signifies if

tliere should still be remains, appears from the signification of

the number ten, as denoting remains, concerning which signifi-

cation, see nos. 576, 1738. But what remains are, was said and
sliewn above in various places, as nos. 468, 530, 500, 5G1, 6G0,

661, 1050, 1738, 1906, namely, that they are every good and
every trutli with man, which lie concealed in his memories, and
in his life. It is a known thing tliat there is nothing good and ^

nothing true but from the Lord ; also that good and truth

continually flow in from the Lord with man, but that it is

received variously, and indeed according to the life of evil, and
according to the principles of falsity in whicli the man has con-

firmed liimself; these are the things wliich either extinguish,

or sudbcate, or pervert, the goods and truths which continually
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tlow ill from tlio Lord. To prevent therefore the mixture of goods

\vith evils, .uul of truths with falsities, for in case of such mixture

man would perish eternally, the Lord separates them, and con-

ceals the goods and truths which man receives, in his interior

man, whence the Lord never allows them to come forth so long

as man is in evil and falsity, but only when he is in some kind

of holy state or in some kind of anxiety of mind, or in sickness,

and the like. These things, which the Lord thus stores up with

man, are what are called remains, whereof nuich mention is

made in the Word, hut heretofore it has remained unknown to

3 any one what they signified. jNIan, according to the quality and
([uantity of remains, that is, of good and truth with him, enjoys

blessedness and happiness in the other life, for, as was said,

they are stored up in his interior man, and are then manifested

when man leaves corporeal and worldly things. The Lord

alone knows the quality and quantity of remains with man,

and man can in nowise know this ; for man at this day is such,

that he can put on a semblance of good, when yet inwardly

there is nothing but evil ; and also man may appear as evil,

when yet inwardly he possesses good : wherefore it is on no

account allow^able for one man to judge of another as to the

(piality of his spiritual life, for, as was said, the Lord alone

Icnows this ; nevertheless it is allowable for every one to judge

of another, in respect to his quality as to moral and civil life,

4 for this is of concern to society. It is a very common thing

with those who have conceived an opinion respecting any truth

of faith, to judge of others, that they cannot be saved, but by
believing as they do, which nevertheless the Lord forbids (IMatt.

vii. 1, 2). Accordingly, it has been made known to me by much
experience, that persons of every religion may l)e saved, if only

by a life of charity they have received remains of good and of

apparent truth. These are the things meant by what is here

said, that if ten be found they should not be destroyed for the

sake of the ten ; whereby is signihed, if there were remains, that

5 they should be saved. The life of charit}^ consists in thinking

well of others, and willing well to others, and perceiving joy in

oneself at this fact, that otliers may be saved ; whereas, they have
not the life of charity who are not willing that any should be

saved, but such as believe as they themselves do, and especially

if they are indignant that it should be otherwise. This may
appear from this single circumstance, that more are saved

from among the gentiles than from among the Christians ; for

• such of the gentiles as have tliought well of their neighbour,

and wished well towards him, receive the truths of faith in the

other life better than they who are called Christians, and
acknowledge the Lord more gladly than Christians do ; for

nothing is more delightful and happy to the angels, than to

instruct those who come from the Eartii into the other life.
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2285. / icill not destroy for the mhe of the ten : that this signi-

fies that they shall be saved, appears from the series of things

treated of in the internal sense, consequently without explication.

2286. Verse 33. uind Jehovah went vhen He heul finisltcd

speaking to Abraham ; and Abraham returned to his place.

Jehovah voit vdicn He had fiiiished speaking to Abraham,
signifies that this state of perception in which the Lord was,

tlien ceased to be such : and Abraham returned to his place,

signifies that the Lord returned to the state in which He was
before He perceived these things.

2287. Jehovah went when He had finished speaking to

Abraham: that this signifies, that this state of perception, in

wliich the Lord was, then ceased to be such, appears from
the signification of speaking, and from the representation of

Abraham. Speaking, in the internal sense, signifies think-

ing, as was shewn above, no. 2271, but in the present case

perceiving, because it is said of Jehovah, that He finished

speaking to Abraham ; for the thought was from perception, as

was said above, and the perception was from the Lord's internal,

which was Jehovah ; but Abraham represents, in this chapter,

the Lord in the human state, as hath been often said above.

Hence it may appear, that by Jehovah going, when He had
finished speaking to Abraham, nothing else is signified, in the

internal sense, than that that state of perception in which the

Lord was, ceased then to be such. For the reason why in

this chapter so much is said in the internal sense concerning

the Lord's perception and thought, see above, no. 2249.

2288. And Abraham returned to his place : that hereby is

signified that the Lord returned to the state in which He was
before He perceived these things, appears from the representa-

tion of Abraham in tliis cliapter, as denoting the Lord in the

human state ; and from the signification of place, as denoting

state, concerning which see nos. 1273, 1378 ; thus here return-

ing to his place, in the internal sense, denotes returning to the

state in wliich He was before. That the Lord was in two states

wliilst He lived in the world, namely, a state of liumiliation

and a state of glorification, was said and shewn above. His
state of Inimiliation was wdien He was in the Human, which He
derived hereditarily from the mother : His state of glorification

when in the Divine, which He had from Jehovah His Father.

The former state, that is, the Human from the mother, tlie

Lord completely put off, and put on the Divine Human, wlien

He passed out of the world, and returned to tlie Divine Itself,

in which He was from eternity (John xvii. 5), together with

the Human made Divine, from both whicli is the Holy wliich

fills the universal heaven. Thus from the Divine Itself and
the Divine Human, through the Holy Proceeding, He rules the

universe.
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THE STATE OF INFANTS IN THE OTHEK LIFE.

2289. It /ins hrcn rjiirn vie to knov: of a ccrtoinfij, tliat all

infants vho die, throughout the whole vorld, are raised iqo hy the

Lord, and conveyed into heaven, and arc there educated and
instructed hy the angels, who have the care of them, and also grow
up to maturity as they advance in intelligence and wisdom.

Hence it may appear, how) immense the heaven of the Lord is, as

formed only of infants ; for they are all instructed in the truths

(ffaith, and in the goods of mutual love, and become angels.

2200. They who know nothing of the state of life after death,

)n ay possibly imagine that infants are in angelic intelligence and
wisdom instantly on their coming into the other life ; but I have

been instructed by much experience, tliat the ease is othericise.

Those ivho die soon after their birth, are of an infantile mind,

almost as on earth, and know nothing more than infants on
earth; for they have with them only the faculty of knowing, and
thereby of becoming intelligent, and by becoming intelligent of
becoming wise, ivhich faculty is the more perfect by reason of their

not being in the body, but being spirits. That they are such ivhen

they first come into heaven, ivas 7iot only told me, hit was also

made manifest to me ; for at several different times, by the Divine

mercy of the Lord, there were sent to me infants in choirs, and it

/'as also granted to read to them the Lord's Prayer, and at the

same time it teas given to perceive on such occasions how the

angels, in ivhose company they were, insinuated into their tender

and novitiate ideas the sense of the things contained in that

prayer, and filled their ideas according to their capacity of
reception: and aftervxcrds horo the ability was given to the

infants to think the same things as of themselves.

2291. The quality of their tender understanding was also

sheujn to me ivhilst I was praying the Lord's Prayer, and they, at

the same time, flowed into the ideas of my tlwught from their

intellectual, which ivas so tender that they received hardly anything
but the sense of the words; nevertheless, it was manifest that their

ideas, in that state of tenderness, were open even to the Lord, tliat

is, even from the Loi^d. For the Lord flows in into the ideas of
infants, in a more especial manner,from the inmosts, inasmuch
as notliing has yet closed their ideas, as is the case with adidts ;

there are no 2J'>'ineiples of falsity to hinder the understanding of
truth, nor a life of evil to hinder the reception of good, and thus

prevent their attaining wisdom.
2292. Hence it may api)ea,r, that infants do not come into an

angelic state instantly after death, bid that they are sticcessively

introduced thereinto by the Ivnoidedges of good and of truth, and
this according to all heavenly order ; for their inborn dispositions

are there most excpuisitely perceived as to all the most minute
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particulars, and according to all the hcnts of tlicir inclination in

(jcncral and luirtlcalar they are impelled to receive the truths ofgood,

and the goods of truth, and this under the Lord's continual auspices.

2293. Theg are, rnorc especially and constantly initiated into

this state, to knotv no other father, and afterwards to achaowledge

no other than the Lord alone, and that they have life from Him ;

for they are lives, that is, truly human and angelic lives, by

virtue of the intelligeyicc of truth and the 'wisdom of good, v'hich

each one receives solely from^ the Lord ; licnce it is that t/tey hiov;

no othervytse than that they were horn in heaven.

2294. Frequently 'when infants have heen ivith me in choirs,

ivhen as yet they were altogether infantile, they have heen heard as

a gentle unregidated \^sound\ so that they did not as yet act as a,

one, as they do afterwards, ichen they hecomc more adult ; and
'what has surprised me, the spirits ahout me could not forhear

attempting to lead them, namely, to think and speah. Stich

desire is innate in sjiirits, hut it 'was asfrequently observed that the

infa.nts resisted, not being willing so to think nor to speak. I have

often observed that this refused and resistance tvas attended with a
certain kind of indigncdion, and when they had any opportunity

given them of speaking, they said only that it is not so. /
have been insPructcd that such is the temptcUion of infants in the

other life, in order that they may be accustomed and initiated

not only into resisting falsity and evil, but also into not thinking,

speaking, and acting from others, so that they may not sujlfer

themselves to he led by any other than the Lord alone.

2295. When infants are not m that state, but in an hiterior

sphere, that is, an angelic sphere, they cannot at cdl he infested by

spirits even though in the midst of them. Sometimes also, infants

who are in the other life, are sent by the Lord to infants on earth,

although the infant on earth is altogether ignorant thereof ; they

are most liighly delighted by this.

2296. Lt was also shewn me, hoiv cdl things are insinuated into

them by delights and pleasa7itnesses suited to their genius ; for it

was given to see infants the most beautifully clothed, having

their bosoms hung ahoid loith garlands of flowers, resplendent

with most pleasing and heavenly colours, and having their tender

arms likewise adorned in the same manner. On a time, also, it

was given me to see infants, with their virgin governesses, in a

paradisiaccd garden, consisting not so much of trees as of espaliers

as it were of laurels, and arcades formed thereby, with avenues

that led toioards the interior [I'ecesses of the garden'] : and when
the infants entered, clad in like manner as above, the beds of

flowers at the entrance shone forth most gladly. Hence may
appear vjhat is the quality of their delights, and also that through

pleasantnesses and delights they are introduced into the goods of

innocence and charity, which are continually being insinuated by

the Lord into those delights aiid pleasantnesses.
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2297. Moreover infants, in 2'>^'oportwn an theif arc perfected,

are also encompassed with cdmospheres according to tlce state of

their ^jcrfeetion. That atmospheres exist hi the other life, in

innumerable variety, and, of inexpressible heanty, see vliat is

related from experience in no. 1621. There are, exhibited to

them more especially atmospheres, consisting as it were of infants

sporting in the smallest invisible parts thereof, hut of forms
pe7reptihle only by a onost internal idea, from which forms they

conceive this heavenly idea, that all things in general and
2)artieular about them, are alive, and that they are in the Lord's

life, which affects ivith hapirincss their inmost parts.

2298. It ivas shewn me, by a method ofcommunication familiar
in the other life, what is the quality of the ideas of infants

;

vjhen they see any objects, it is as if all things in ge7ieral and
2)articnlar ivhich they see were alive, so that t/tey have life in each

particular idea of their thought; and it vxis perceived, that

infants on Earth have ideas nearly similar 1/whilst they are engaged

in their plays and 2^<^stimes, for as yet they have no capacity of
reflecting on what is inanimate, such as adults have.

2299. Infants are more especially instructed by representatives

suited to their geniuses, and it is impossible for any one to helievc

how beautiful those rep)r€sentativcs are, and. at the same time how
full of wisdom from the interior ; thus by degrees intelligence,

which derives its soulfrom good, is insinuated to them. It is per-

mitted to relate a single representative, which it vjas given me to

see, ivhence conclusions may be made concerning the rest. A repre-

sentation was made of the Lord rising up out of the sepulchre, and
at the same time of the unition of His Human tvith the Divine,

ivhich was effected in a manner so wise, as to exceed all human
wisdom, and at the same time in a manner innocently infantile.

There tvas exhibited also the idea of a sepidchre, but not the idea

of the Lord together lOith it, except so remotely, that the Lord tvas

scarcely perceived, but as from afar off, because in the idea of a

sepulchre there is something funereal, which ivas thus removed;
afterwards there was admitted into the sep)idc.hre, with the tttmost

discretion, a kind of cdmosjjherc apjicaring as a thin vxdery
vapour, to signify, by a decent removal also \of every improper
idea], spiritual life in baptism. Afterwards I saiv represented

the Lord's descent to those that were bound, and His ascent with
them into heaven, and this with incomparable discretion and.

piety ; and in order to accomimodate the representation to infant
minds, v^hen the Lord vxis represented with the bound in the lower

earth, there were let doion small cords, almost invisible, of the

softest and finest texture, to aid him in His ascent ; guarding at

the same time, with a holy fear, lest anything in the representa-

tive shoidd border upon anything in which there was nothing
spiritual-celestial ; not to mention other representatives in which,

infants are, and by ivhich they are led into the Knowledges of truth
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and the affections of good, as ly siiorts adapted to their infant

viinds.

2300. Moreover infants are of different geniuses eind different

inhorn natures, and this hy reason of the hereditary ivhick tliey

derive from their parents, and hy succession from their grand-

fathers and ancestors ; for the actual character of jJct'^'^nts con-

ffrmed ly hahit, becomes a natnre, and is implanted hereditarily

in infants, whence come their different inclinations.

2301. In general, infants arc of a genius either celesticd or

spiritual. Those who are of a celesticd genius are readily dis-

tinguished from, those of a spiritual genius; in the former there

is more softness in their thoughts, words, and actions, so thcd

scarcely anytiling appears hut what floivs from the love of good to

the Lord and towards other infants ; wlicreas the latter do not

shew the same softness, Imt a certain something as it were of a
hold, winged nature manifests itself in cdl their behaviour ; the

like also appears from their indignation, and from other circum-

stances; thus every infant is of a different inborn nature from
every other, and every one is educated according to his inborn

nature.

2302. There are certain societies of angels, and those many in

number, which have the care of infants ; they consist chiefly of those

of the female sex who in the life of the body have loved infants

most tenderly. Those infants who arc more excellent (probiores)

tlian others, they offer to the Lord hy a certain customary rite.

2303. The angelic spirits who are above in front, sjjoke

with me in angelic sjjeech, not distingtiished into expressions,

saying that their state was a state of the tranquillity of peace,

and that there were also infants amo7igst them, and that they

perceived blessedness arising from their society ; those spirits were

also of the female sex. They spohc, moreover, about infants on

Earth, declaring that immediately after their birth, there are

angels attendant on them from the heaven of innocence; and in

the succeeding age, angels from the heaven of tranquillity ofpeace

;

afterivards angels from the societies of charitij; and afterwards,

other angels, in proportion as innocence and charity decrease with

the infant children ; and lastly, when they become more adult, and
enter into a life alienated, from charity, angels indeed are 2)vesent,

hut more remotely, and this according to the ends of life, u'hicli,

the angels direct, hy insinuating continually good ends, and turn-

ing aside evil ones ; and in propo7'tion as they are able or unahle

to effect this, their influx is 7\earer or more remote.

2304. Many may possibly conjecture, that infants continue

infants in the other life, and that they are as infants amongst the

angels; they who do not know what an angel is, may p)ossihly be

confirmed in this ojnnion, hy the carved images often to be seen in.

churches, and in other places, ivherc angels arc rej)resented. as

infants. But the case is altogether othcricise. It is intelligence
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timl iristJoin irltich male an amjcl, and so long as Infants have

not intelligence and ivisdom, thci/ are indeed amongst angels, hut

they arc not angels. Bid ichen they become intelligent and luise,

they tJun first hecome angels ; yea, ivliat much surprised me, they

then do not cvpiKar as infants, hut as adults, for then they are no

longer of an infa7itile genius, hut of a more adidt angelic genius.

Intelligence and loisdom are ever attended with this effect, for it

must he obvious to all, that understanding andjudgment, and alife

thence, cause cveri/ one to ajypear as an culult both to himself and
others, lliat this is the case, I have not only learnt by informa-

tion from the angels, hut also from speaking ivith one who died

'ivhen an infant, and afterivards appeared as an adtdt ; this

same adult spoke also with his brother, who died in cuhdt age,

and this from such an abundance of mutual brotherly love, thcd

the brother could 7iot refrain from weep)ing, scrying that he 2Jer-

ceived no otheru-ise than that it was love itself which was speaking

to him ; not to mention other examples of a similar kind.

2305. There are some vjho imagine innocence to be the same

thing as infancy, because the Lord said of infants, that of such is

heaven, and that they ivho do not become as infants, cannot enter

into the kingdom of the heavens ; but they who so imagine, do not

know the internal sense of the Word, and consequently trhat is

meant by infancy. By infancy is meant the innocence of intelli-

gence and wisdom, ivhich is such, that they acknoivledge themselves

to have life from the Lord alone, and thcd the Lord is their only

Father, for man is man by virtue of the intelligence of triUh,

and the ivisdoni of good, which he has solely from the Lord.

Innocence itself, which in the Word is ccdled infancy, has no

existence or abode except in ivisdom, insomuch thcd the wiser any
one is, the more innocent he is ; wherefore the Tjord is innocence

itself, because He is wisdoin itself.

2306. With respect to the innocence of infants, inasmuch as it

is as yet without intelligence and wisdom, it is only a sort of 2^lane

to receive genuine innocence, which they receive by degrees in pro-

portion as they become wise. The quality of the innocence of
infants was represented to me by a luooden something almost void

of life, which is vivified in proportion as they are perfected by tlic

Knoivledges of triUh and the affections of good. Afterwards the

qucdity of genuine innocence ivas represented to me by a most

beautiful infant perfectly alive, and naked ; for reed innocents,

who are in the inmost heaven, and thereby nearest to the Lord,

appear in the eyes of other angels no otherwise than as infants, and
indeed naked, for innocence is reprcserited by nakedness of ivhich

they are not ashamed, as it is ivritten of the first man {homo) and
his wife in paradise. In short, the %viser the angels are, so much
the more innocent they are, and the more innocent they are, so

much the more they appear to themselves as infants. Hence it is

that innocence in t/ie Word is signified by infancy. But, by the
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Divine mercy of the Lord, more will he set id in the falloicinr/ j^cfffcs

concerning the state of innocence.

2307. / have discoursed with the aiigels concerning infants,

lohether they arepurefrom evils, innsmuch as they have committed

no actued evil, like adults ; hut it tvas told me, tluit they are

eqnally edihe in evil, yea, that they cdso arc nothing hut evil,

nevertheless that they, like all the angels, are withheld from evil

and preserved in good hy the Lord to such an extent, that it appears

to them as if they ivere in good of and from themselves. Where-

fore also infants, after that they hecome adult in heaven, in order

to prevent their entertaining this fcdse notion concerning them-

selves, that the good which they have is from themselves, and not

from the Lord, are sent hack at times into their oivn evils whieh

they have received hereditarily, and are left therein, until they

knoiv, acknov:lcdge, and helieve, thcd the case is so. A certain one

who died an infant, hid 'who hecame adult in heaven, was in this

opinion, namely, that the good he had was from himself, and not

from the Lord, wherefore he vxis sent hack into the life of evils

which VMS innate to him, and then it was given me to perceive

from his sphere thcd he had a desire to rule over others, and thcd

he made light of lasciviousncss, ichich evils he derived hereditarily

from hisparents ; hut as soon as he acknowledged thcd he wees such,

he ivas again received among the angels among whom he was hefore.

2308. No one ever suffers ptunishinent in the other life on account

(f hereditary evil, hecause it is not his, consequently he is not

hlameahle for it ; hut he suffers j^unishment on account of actued

evil, wliich is his, eonseque7dly in p)rop)ortion as hy actued life lie

has appropriated to himself hereditary evil, as ivas said above,

no. 966. The 7'eason why infants, when grown adidt, arc sent

hack into the state of their hereditary evil, is not that they may
suffer piinishment, hid thcd they may knouj thed of themselves they

are nothing hut evil, and thed hy the Lord's merey they are raised

out of hell, which appertains to them, into heaven, and thed they

are not in heaven hy virtue of their own merit, hut of the Lord ;

and thus that they may not hoasf themselves hefore others of the

good which they possess ; for this is contrary to the good ofmvtucd
love, as it is contrary to the truth offait]i.

2309. From the cd)ove circumstances it may appear, what is

the epuedity of the education of infants in heaven, namely, thed hy

the intelligence of truth, and the wisdom of good, they are intro-

duced into the angelic life, which is love to the Lord, and mutual
love in which is innocence. Bid how contrary to tins the educa-

tion of infants on earth in most cases is, may appear from the

following example. L was in the street of a great city, and saw
little hoys fghting together: a croivd of peojile gathered round
them, and heheld the sight with much pleasure, and I was informed

thed parents themselves sometimes excite their little children to

such fights. IVie good spirits and avgels, who saiv these things
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tlirowjli mij eyes, lieUl ihcm in such aversion, tltat I iKrccived

their horror, rspecially at the circic instance, that 2Mrc7its should

incite their children to such i^racticcs ; they declared, that hy so

doing, farcnts extinyuish in their children's earliest age all the

mutual love, and all the innocence, which they receive from the

Lord, and initiate them into hatreds and revenges, conscqueidly

that they do their utmost to exclude their children from heaven,

ivhere nothing hut mutual love prevails. Let all parents therefore,

who wish well to their children, hcware of such practices.

At the end of the j^'i'^^ccding chapter {Genesis xvii.) the Last

Jiulrrment was treated of, and at the end of this clmpter {Genesis

xviii.) the state of infants in the other life ;
hoth from the experi-

ence of those things u-hich have hccn seen and heard in the world

of spirits and the hcatxn of angels.

GENESIS.
CHAPTER THE NINETEENTH.

2310. The Internal Sense of the Word has been frequently

treated of in tliis work ; but I am well aware that few can

believe that there is such a sense contained in all the par-

ticulars of tlie "Word, not only the prophetical, but also the

historical ])arts. That there is such a sense in the prophetical

parts, may be more easily believed, because in them there is not

such a regular series, and at the same time, there occur therein

strange unusual forms of expression ; hence every one can
imagine that they involve some deep meaning. But that this

is the case also in the historical parts, is not so obvious, both

because it has never, heretofore, entered into the mind of any
one to suppose so, and because historical relations are of such

a nature, that they confine the attention {animus) more to

themselves, and thereby divert the mind {mens) from thinking

that anything deeper is contained in them: a further reason is,

because the liistorical facts are truly such as they are related.

• But still every one can conclude, that even in the historical

parts of the Word, there is inwardly something celestial and
Divine wliich does not outwardly appear, and he may come to

this conclusion from the following considerations : Firstly, that

the Word was sent down from the Lord through heaven to

man, and consequently that it is different in its origin from
what it is in its external form

; the nature of the origin of

the Word, and that it differs from the literal sense to such an
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(xt(;nt that it is not even seen, and consequently not acknow-
ledged by those who are merely worldly, will be abundantly
shown in the following pages. Secondly, that the Word, as

being Divine, is not only written for man, but also for the

angels attendant on man, so as to serve not only for use to the

human race, but also for use to heaven ; and that thus the

Word is a medium effecting the union of heaven and earth
;

this union is through the church, and indeed through the Word
in the church. The Word, therefore, is of such a nature,

and is distinguished from all other writings. As regards the :

histoi'ical parts of the Word in particular, unless they, like the

other parts, contained things Divine and celestial abstractedly

from the letter, it would not be possible that they should be
acknowledged, by any one who thinks deeply, as being the

inspired Word, much less as being inspired as to every jot ; for

what would such a person say concerning wdiat is related in

the Divine AVord, of the abominable deed of Lot's daughters,

at the end of this chapter ? or concerning Jacob, in that he
peeled the rods to the white, and placed them in the water
troughs, in order that the flock might bring forth of divers

colours, speckled and spotted ? not to mention other circum-

stances recorded in the other Books of Moses, and in the Books
of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and the Kings, which it would be
of no importance to know or not to know, unless they involved

Divine arcana concealed deep under the letter; if this were
not the case, they would differ nothing from other historical

relations, which sometimes are so written, as to seem endued
with a greater power of affecting [the mind]. Inasmuch as

the learned world is ignorant that Divine and heavenly things

lie inwardly concealed even in the historical parts of the

Word, if it were not for the holy veneration for the books of

the Word which had been impressed upon them from infancy,

they might easily say in their mind (aninuis), that the Word is

not holy, except from the holy impressions received concerning

it in early life, when yet this is not its true source, but the

Word is holy because it has an internal sense, which is celestial

and Divine, and which is effective of the union of heaven with
earth, that is, of angelic minds with human minds, and thus of

the latter with the Lord.

2311. That the Word is such, and that it is thereby dis-

tinguished from all other writings, may appear even from this

consideration, that not only do all names signify things, as

was shown above, nos. 1224, 12G4, LSTO, 1888, luit also every

single expression has a spiritual sense, and consequently has a

different signification in heaven from what it has on earth, and
this without exce])tion, both in the prophetical and historical

parts of the Word. AYhen these names and these expressions

are unfolded in their celestial sense, according to their constant
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.signification in tlio Wonl tlirongliout, there is then produced

the internal sense which is the Angelic Word. This twofold

sense of the AVord is like the l)ody and the soul, the literal sense

heinglike the l)ody, and the internal sense like the soul; and as

tlie body lives through the soul, so the literal sense lives tlirough

the internal; the life of the Lord Hows through the latter into

the former, according to the affection of the person who reads

it. Hence it is manifest how holy the Word is, although to

worldly minds it does not so appear.

CHAPTEr. XIX.

1. And there came two angels to Sodom in the evening,

and Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom, and Lot saw, and

rose up to meet them, and bowed himself with his face to the

eartli.

2. And he said, Behold, I pray, my Lords, turn aside, I pray,

to the house of your servant, and tarry all night, and wash
your feet ; and ye shall arise early, and go on your way : and
they said, Kay, because we will tarry all night in the street.

3. And he pressed them exceedingly, and they turned aside

to him, and came to his house, and he made a feast for them,

and baked unleavened [cakes], and they did eat.

4. They had hardly lain down, and the men (viri) of the city,

1 he men of Sodom, encompassed the house, from a boy even to

an old man, all the people from the furthest part.

5. And they cried unto Lot, and said unto liim. Where are

the men {vv'i) who came to thee by niglit ? bring them out to

us, that we may know them.

G. And Lot went out to them to the door, and shut the

inner door * after him.

7. And ]ie said, I pray you, my brethren, do not evilly.

8. Behold, T pray, I have two daughters, who have not

known man (vir) ; let me, I pray you, bring them out to you,

and ye may do to them as is good in your eyes ; only to these

men (vii'i) do not anything, because therefore they came into

the shadow of my beam.

9. And they said, Come on furtlier ; and tliey said. Is the

one come to sojourn, and shall he judging judge ? now will

we do evilly to thee more than to them : and they i)ressed on

* In our language we have no words to express the (lillerence between the

Latin janua and ostium. Janua denotes tlie outer door, and oMium the inner

door. It is necessary to attend to this distinction, in order to understand

what is said in this chapter concerning these two doors.— [Tii.J
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tlio man (fir), on Lot exceedingly, and they drew near to break-

down the inner door.

10. And the men (riri) pnt fm'tli their liand, and brought
Lot unto them into the house, and shut the inner door.

11. And the men (riri) who were at the door of the house,

they smote with blindnesses, from small even to great, and
they laboured to find the door.

12. And the men (viri) said unto Lot, Hast thou still anv
here? a son-in-law, and thy sons, and thy daughters, and all

whom thou hast in the city, bring forth out of the place.

13. For we destroy this place, because the cry of them is

become great before Jehovah, and Jehovah hath sent us to

destroy it.

14. And Lot went forth, and spoke unto his sons-in-law who
were taking his daughters, and said, Arise, go forth out of this

]ilace, because Jehovah is destroying the city; and he was as

(Uie that mocketh in the eyes of his sons-in-law.

15. And as the dawn ascended, and the ancjels ur^ed Lot to

make haste, saying. Arise, take thy wife, and thy two daughteis
which are found, lest peradventure thou be consumed in the
iniquity of the city.

16. And he lingered, and the men (rii-i) laid liold of his

hand, and of the hand of his wife, and of the hand of his two
daughters, in the clemency of Jehovah upon him, and brought
him forth, and set him without the city.

17. And it came to pass, when they brought them forth

abroad, and he said, Escape for thy soul, look not back behind
thee, and stand not still in all the plain ; escape to the moun-
tain, lest peradventure thou be consumed.

18. And Lot said unto them, I pray, not so, my Lords.

19. Behold, I pray, thy servant hath found grace in thine

eyes, and thou hast made great thy mercy, which thou hast
done with me, to make my soul to live ; and I shall not be
:d)le to escape to tlie mountain, lest peradventure evil cleave

to me, and 1 die.

20. Behold, I pray, this city is near to fiee thither, and it is

small, let me escape, I pray, thither ; is it not small ? and my
soul shall live.

21. And he said unto him, ]>ehold, I have accepted thy face

also as to this word, that I will not overthrow the city of which
thou hast spoken.

22. Make haste, escape thither, because I cannot do anything
till thou come thither; therefore he called the name of the
city Zoar.

23. The sun went forth upon the earth, and Lot cam(; to

Z(jar.

24. And Jeeiovah caused to rain upon Sodom and ui)ou

Amorah brimstone and lire from with Jehovah out ot heaven.
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2."). And He overllirew those cities, and all the plain, and all

the inhabitants of the cities, and the hudding of the ground.

2G. And Ids wife looked back behind him, and became a

statue of salt.

27. And Abraham rose up in the morning, to tlie place

where he had stood there before Jehovah.
28. And he looked against the faces of Sodom and Amorah,

and against all the faces of the land of the plain ; and he saw,

and beliold, the smoke of the land went up as the smoke of a

i'urnace.

2!). And it came to pass in God's destroying the cities of

the plain, and God remembered Abraham, and sent forth Lot

from the midst of the overthrow, in overthrowing the cities in

which Lot dwelt.

oO. And Lot came up out of Zoar, and dwelt in the mountain,

and his two daughters with him, because he feared to dwell in

Zoar, and he dwelt in a cave, he and his two daugliters.

-jI. And the first-born said to the younger, Our father is

old, and there is no man (vir) in the earth, to come in to us,

according to the way of all the earth.

o2. Come, let us make our father drink wine, and let us lie

witli him, and make alive seed of our father.

'>o. And they made their father drink wine in that night,

and the first-born came, and lay with her father, and he knew
not in her lying down, and in her rising up.

o-t. And it came to pass on the morrow, and the first-born

said to the younger. Behold, I lay yesterday with my father

:

let us make him drink wine this night also, and come, lie thou
with him, and let us make alive seed of our father.

OO. And they made their father drink wine in tliat night

also, and the younger arose, and lay witli him, and he knew
not in her lying down, and in her rising up.

36. And the two daughters of Lot conceived of their father.

;57. And the first-born brought forth a son, and called his

name Moab ; he is the father of Moab even to this day.

o8. And the younger, slie also brought forth a son, and
called his name Len-Annni ; he is the father of the sous of

Amnion even to this day.

THE CONTENTS.

23 12. In this chapter, in tlie internal sense, by Lot is

described the state of the spiritual church which is in the

good of charity, but in external worship, how in process of

time it decreases.
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2313. The first state of that church, wlien its members are

in the good of charity, and acknowledge the Lord, and are con-

firmed in good by Him, is descril)ed, verses 1-3
; and that they

are saved, verse 12. The second state, when evils with them
begin to act against goods, but they are powerfully withheld
from evils, and kept in goods, by the Lord, is described, verses

14-16. Their weakness is described, verse 17 ; that they are

saved, verse 19. The third state, when they no longer think

and act from the affection of good, but from the affection of

truth, is described, verses 18-20 ; and that they are saved,

verse 23. The fourth state, when the affection of truth perishes,

which is Lot's wife becoming a statue of salt, is described,

verse 26. The fifth state, when impure good, or the good of

falsity, succeeds, which is Lot in the cave of the mountain, is

described, verse 30. The sixth state, when this good is still

more adulterated and falsified, is described, verses 31-33. In
like manner truth, verses 34, 35. Whence is conceived and
born something resembling a church, whose good, so called, is

Moab, and whose truth, also so called, is a son of Amnion
(Ben-Ammi), verses 36-38.

2314. Moreover, in the internal sense, by the inhabitants of

Sodom is described the state of those within the same church
who are in opposition to the good of charity ; and how evil

and falsity grow with them in the course of time, until there

is nothing in them but evil and falsity.

2315. Their first state, when they are contrary to the good
of charity, and contrary to the Lord, is described, verses 4, 5.

Their second state, when they obstinately harden themselves,

and reject good, notwithstanding their being informed about
the good of charity and the delights of its affections, which
they might enjoy, is described, verses 6-8. They also attempt

to destroy the very good of charity, but the Lord protects it,

verses 9, 10. Their third state, when at length they become
such that they cannot even see truth and good, still less that

truth leads to good, is described, verse 11. Thus being pos-

sessed by evil and falsity, they must needs perish, verse 13.

The fourth state, which is their destruction, is described, verse

24 ; and that all goods and truths are separated from them,

verse 25.

2316. That the good are separated from the evil, and that

the good are saved, by the Lord's Human made Divine, is

described, verses 27-29.

VOL. III.
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THE INTERNAL SENSE.

2317. Verse 1. uiyo there came tico amjch to Sodom in the

evening, and Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom, and Lot saiv,

and rose np to meet them, and hotrcd himself tcitli his face to

the earth. There came two angels to Sodom, in the evening,

signifies visitatiou, ^vllicll precedes judgment ; the two angels

signify the Divine Human and the Holy Proceeding of the

Lord, to which judgment belongs; Sodom denotes the evil,

especially those who are within the church ; evening is the

time of Visitation : and Lot was sitting in the gate of Sodom,

signifies iliose who are in the good of charity, but in external

worship, who here are Lot ; these are among the evil, but

separated from them, which is meant by sitting in the gate of

Sodom : and. Lot saw, signifies their conscience : and rose ujj to

meet them, signifies acknowledgment and the affection (ajfectus)

of cliarity: and lowed himself with his face to the ^'cry/A, signifies

Immiliation.

2.318. There came two angels to Sodom in the evening : that

tliis signifies visitation, which precedes judgment, may appear

from what was said hy the three men, or Jehovah, in the

preceding chapter; and also from what follows in this chapter;

and further, from the signification of the evening. In the pre-

ceding chapter Jehovah said :
" 1 will go down and see whether

the inliabitants of Sodom and Amorah have made a consumma-
tion, according to the cry which is come to me, and if not, I

will know" (verses 20, 21), by which words, it is there shewn,

is signified visitation, which precedes judgment. In this

chapter is described the very act of visitation, and afterwards

judgment, as appears from what follows. That the evening

signifies the time of visitation, will be seen below. What
visitation is, and that it precedes judgment, see no. 2242.

The subject treated of in the foregoing chapter was the

perverse state of the liuman race, and the Lord's grief and in-

tercession for those who are in evil, but still in some good and
truth : wherefore the subject which now follows is the salvation

of tliose who are in some good and truth, who are represented

in tliis cha])ter by Lot; and at the same time the destruction

of those who are altogether in evil and falsity, who are here

signified by Sodom and Amorali.

2319. That the two angels signify the Lord's Divine Human
and Holy Proceeding, to which judgment belongs, appears both

from the signifi'cation of angels in the Word, and from this

consideration, that mention is here made of two angels. That

angels in the Word signify some particular Divine essential

belonging to the Lord, which can be known only from the

series, was shewn above, no. 1925. That they here signify
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tlie Lord's Divine Iluinan and Holy Proceedinfr, is evident

from this circumstance, that by the three men, who were with
Abraham, was meant the Lord's Divine Itself, the Divine
Human, and the Holy Proceeding, see nos. 2149, 2156, 2218.

Hence, and from this consideration that they are called

Jehovah, verse 24, and also from the signification of angels,

no. 1925, it is very clear, that by the two angels is here meant
the Lord's Divine Human and Holy Proceeding.

2320. Why tliere M-ere here only two angels, while with
Abraham tliere were tliree men, is an arcanum which cannot
be unfolded in a few words. It may, however, in some degree

appear irom tliis consideration, that the subject treated of in

this chapter is judgment, namely, the salvation of the faithful,

and the damnation of the unfaithful ; and it is evident from
the Word, tliat judgment belongs to the Lord's Divine Human
and Holy Proceeding. That judgment belongs to the Divine
Human, is evident from John :

" Tlie Father judgeth no one,

but hath given all judgment to tlie Son " (v. 22). By the Son
is meant the Divine Human, see no. 2159. That judgment
belongs also to the Holy Proceeding from the Lord's Divine
Human, is evident likewise from Jolm :

" If I go away, I will

send the (J'omforter to you ; and when He is come, He will

reprove the world of sin, and of justice, and of judgment"
(xvi. 7, 8). And that the Holy proceeds from the Lord, is evident

from these words in the same Evangelist :
" He sliall not speak

of Himself, but He shall take of Mine, and shall declare it

"

(xvi. 13, 15), and this when the Human was made Divine;

that is, when the Lord was glorified, according to what is

written again :
" The Holy Spirit was not yet, because Jesus

was not yet glorified " (John vii. 39).

2321. In regard to what is here said of judgment, as belong-

ing to the Lord's Divine Human and Holy Proceeding, the

case is thus :-^The human race could no longer have been saved,

unless the Lord had come into the world, and united the

Divine Essence to the Human Essence; for without the Lord's

Human made Divine, salvation could no longer have reached

to man, see nos. 1990, 201G, 2034, 2035. The Holy Itself

proceeding from the Lord's Divine Human, is what separates

the evil from the good, for the evil do so fear and dread

the Holy of the Lord, that they cannot come near to it, but

flee far away from it, each one according to the profanity with

him, into his respective hell.

2322. That Sodom signifies the evil, especially those

within the church, appears from the signification of Sodom,
as denoting the evil of the love of self, concerning which, see

nos. 2220, 2246 ; consequently as denoting those who are in

that evil. They who understand the Word merely accord-

ing to the sense of the letter, may possibly suppose, that by
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Sodom is meant a filtliincss which is contrary to the order of

nature, but in the internal sense, hy Sodom is signified the

evil of the love of self, from which all evils of every kind How
;

and the evils which How thence are called adulteries in the

AYord, and are described l)y adulteries, as will appear from

those passages of the Word which will be adduced at the end

of this chapter.

2323. That the evening denotes the time of visitation, appears

from the signification of the evening. States of the church are

compared in the Word both to times of the year, and to times

of the day ; to times of the year, as summer, autunni, winter,

and spring; and to times of the day, as inid-day, evening,

night, and morning ; for they are circumstanced alike. The
state of the church, which is called the evening, is when there is

no longer any charity, consequently when there begins to be no

faith, and thus \vhen the church ceases to be; this is the evening

which is succeeded by the night, see no. 22. There is also a state

of the church, which is called evening, when charity, and conse-

quently faith, begins to sldne forth, thus when a new church

arises ; this evening is the twilight or daybreak before the

morning, see no. 883 ; thus the evening signifies both states.

Eor it is provided of the Lord, that when a cinirch ceases to be,

a new church arises, and this at the same time, for without a

cluirch in some part of the world, the human race could not

subsist, inasmuch as it would have no conjunction with heaven,

2 as was shewn, nos. 468, 637, 931, 2054. This chapter treats of

both states of the church, that is, of the rise of a new church,

which is represented by Lot, and of the destruction of the old

church, which is signified by Sodom and Amorah, as may appear

from the contents ; hence it is, that it is here said, that two

angels came to Sodom in the evening ; and that mention is

made of what was done in the evening, from verse 1-3, and of

Avhat was done in the night, from verse 4-14, and of what was
done in the morning, or when the dawn arose, from verse 15-22,

and of what was done after the sun went forth, from verse

3 23-26. It is because the evening signifies these states of the

church, that it also signifies visitation which precedes judgment,

for when judgment is at hand, that is, the salvation of the

faithful, and the damnation of the unfaithful, then visitation

precedes, or an examination of the quality of each, that is,

whether they have any charity and faith. This visitation is

effected in the evening, wherefore also the visitation itself is

called the evening, as in Ze])lianiah :
" Woe unto tlie inhabitants

of tlie sea coast, the nation of the Kerethites, the word of Jehovah
is against you, Canaan, the land of the Philistines, and I will

even destroy thee, that there shall be no inhabitant ; the re-

mains of the house of Judah shall feed in the houses of Askelon,

they shall lie down in the evc7iimj, because Jehovah their God
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unll viait them, and will bring back their captivity " (ii.

5,7).

2324. And Lot vjas sitting in the gate of Sodom : that this

signifies those who are in the good of charity, but in external

worship, who here are Lot, and who are amongst the evil, but

separate from them, wdiich is meant by sitting in the gate of

Sodom, may apj^ear from the representation of Lot, and from
the signification of a gate, and also of Sodom. First, from the

representation of Lot. Lot, when he was with Abraham, repre-

sented the Lord's sensual, consequently His external, as was
shewn above, nos. 1428, 1434, 1547 ; now, when he was sepa-

rated from Abraham, he no longer retains the representation of

the Lord, but the representation of those who arc with the Lord,

that is, the external man of the church, who are those who are

in the good of charity, but in external worship. Yea, Lot in 2

this chapter not only represents the external man of the church,

or what is the same thing, the external church, such as it is in

the beginning, but also such as it is in its progress, and also in

its end ; the end of that church is what is signified by Moab
and the son of Anniion, as will appear, by the Divine mercy
of the Lord, from the series of what follows. It is common in

the Word, for one person to represent several states which
succeed, and which are described by successive acts of his life.

Secondly, from the signification of a gate. A gate is that by 3

which there is entrance into a city, and departure out of a city
;

consequently, sitting in the gate here signifies being indeed

amongst the evil, but still being separate from them ; as is

the case with the men of the church who are in the good

of charity ; such, although they are with the evil, are never-

theless separate from them, not as to civil society, but as to

spiritual life. That Sodom signifies evil in general, or what is

the same thing, those who are evil, especially within the church,

was said above, no 2322.

2325. And Lot saw : that this signifies conscience, that is, the

conscience of those who are in the good of charity, but in ex-

ternal worship, may appear from the signification of seeing.

Seeing in the word signifies understanding, see nos. 897, 1584,

LSOG, 1807, 2150, but in the internal sense it signifies to have

laith, concerning which its signification, by the Divine mercy

of the Lord, more will be said when we come to explain verse

32 of Genesis chapter xxix. The reason why it here signifies

conscience, is, that they who have faith, have conscience also,

the former being inseparaljle from the latter, and indeed so

inseparable that it is the same thing whether you say faith or

conscience. V>y laith is meant the faith by which conies

charity, and which is from charity, consequently which is itself

charity, for faith without charity is no faith ; and as faith

cannot exist without charity, so neither can conscience.
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2326. A/uI he )vsc vp to meet them: that this signifies

aeknowkulginent, and also the affection (afj'eetus) of charity, may
appear from this consideration, that Lot, when they came,

instantly acknowledged that they were angels ; but not so the

men of Sodom, of wliom it is thus written :
" They cried unto

Lot, and said. Where are the men who came to thee by night ?

bring them out to us, that we niay know tliem " (verse 5). In

the internal sense these v/ords signify that those within the

chui'ch who are in the good of charity, acknowledge tlie Divine

Human and Holy proceeding of the Lord, meant by the two
angels, but not so those who are not in the good of charity.

That the same wordfe involve also the affection (affectus) of

charity, is evident from this circumstance, that Lot, by whom
are represented those who are in the good of charity, yea, by
whom is signified the good of charity itself, invited them into

his house.

2327. A7icl bowed himself iclth his face to the earth : tliat

hereby is signified humiliation, may appear without explanation.

The reason why in olden time, especially in the representative

churches, tliey bowed themselves so low, as to lay their faces

on the earth, was, that the face signified tlie interiors of man,
see nos. 358, 1999 ; which they laid on the earth, because the

dust of the earth signified what is profane and damned, see no.

278 ; consequently they thereby represented, that of themselves

they were profane and damned ; therefore they prostrated them-
selves with the face pressed to the earth, even rolling themselves
in dust and ashes, and also scattering dust or ashes on their

beads, as may appear from Lament, ii. 10 ; Ezek. xxvii. 30

;

Micah i. 10 ; Josh. vii. 6 ; Apoc. xviii. 19 ; and from other places.

2 Hereby they represented a state of true humiliation, which
cannot have place except with those who acknowledge that of

themselves they are profane and damned, and thus that they

cannot of themselves look to the Lord, in Whom there is no-

thing but what is Divine and Holy. Wlierefore, so far as man
is in tlie acknowledgment of what he is of himself, so far he is

capable of being in true humiliation, and so far in true adora-

tion when he is in worship, for in all worship there must be
humiliation, otherwise there is nothing of adoration, conse-

3 queutly nothing of worship. The reason why a state of

humiliation is essential to worship is, that in proportion as the

heart is humbled, in the same proportion the love of self and
every evil thence derived ceases, and in proportion as this ceases,

in the same proportion good and truth, that is, charity and
faith, flows in from the Lord ; for what opposes the reception of

these is cliiefly the love of self, for this love contains in it

contempt of others in comparison with oneself, together with
liatred and revenge if it be not worshipped, and also unmerci-
fulness and cruelty, consequently the very worst of all evils.
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with which good and truth can have no place, inasmuch as they

are opposites.

2328. Verse 2. And he said, Behold, I prai/, my Lords, turn

aside, I pray, to the house of your servant, and tarry all night,

and wash your feet ; and ye shall arise early, and go on your
way : and they said, Nay, hecanse we will tarry all night in tlie

street. And he said, Behold, I pray, my Lords, signifies an
interior acknowledgment and confession of the Lord's Divme
Human and Holy Proceeding: turn aside, I pray, to the house

of your servant, and tarry all night, signifies an invitation to

have abode with him ; to the house of your servant, is in the

good of charity: and wash your feet, signifies application to his

natural : and ye shall arise early and go on your way, signifies

confirmation thereby in good and truth: and they said, No.y,

signifies doubt, which usually attends temptation : because ive

will tarry cdl night in the street, signifies that he wished to

judge, as it were from truth.

2329. And he said. Behold, L pray, my Lords : that this sig-

nifies an interior acknowledgment and confession of the Lord s

Divine Human and Holy proceeding, appears from the acknow-
ledgment and humiliation spoken of just above: here immedi-
ately follows confession, for it is confession which says, " Behold,

I pray, my Lords," Interior confession is that of the heart,

which exists in humiliation, and at the same time in the affec-

tion of good ; but exterior confession is that of the mouth,
which it is possible may exist in a feigned liumiliation and in

a feigned affection of good, which in reality is no humiliation

and affection at all, as in the case of those who make confes-

sion of the Lord for the sake of their own honour, or rather of

their own worship, and of their own gain ; these deny in heart

what they confess with the mouth. It is here said in the plural 2

number, " my Lords," for the same reason as in the foregoing

chapter, where mention is made of three men, because as three

there signify the Divine Itself, the Human Divine and the

Holy proceeding, so two here signify the Lord's Divine Human
and Holy Proceeding, as was said above. That these are one,

is known to every one within the church, and inasmuch as

they are one, they are also in the following verses mentioned in

the singular number, as in verse 17, " It came to pass, when they

brought them forth abroad, and he said, Escape for thy soul;"

and in verse 19, " Pehold, I pray. Thy sei-vant liath found grace

in Thine eyes, and Thou hast made great 'Thy mercy, which Thou,

hast clone with me," and in verse 21, " And He said unto him.

Behold, / have accepted thy face also as to this word, that /
ivill not overthrow the city;" and in verse 22, "Because /
cannot do anything till thou come thither." That the Divine 3

Itself, the Divine Human, and the Holy Proceeding, are

Jehovah, appears from the foregoing chapter, where the three
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men ;iro tliroughout called Jehovah, as in verse 13, " Jehovali,

said to Al)raham
:

" and in verse 14, " Shall anything be
wonderful for Jehovah :

" and in verse 22, " A])ra]iam was still

standing before Jehovah
:

" and in verse 33, " Jehovah went
Avhen he had finished speaking to Abraham :

" consequently

the Divine Human and the Holy Proceeding is Jehovah, as

it is also called in this chapter, verse 24, " And Jehovah caused

it to rain upon Sodom and upon Amorah, brimstone and fire from
with Jehovah out of heaven ;

" concerning the internal sense of

which more will be seen presently. That the Lord is Jehovah
Himself, who is so often named in the historical and prophetical

4 parts of the Old Testament, see no. 1736. They who are truly

men of the church, that is, who are in love to the Lord and in

charity towards the neighbour, know and acknowledge a Trine,

but still they humble themselves before the Lord, and adore Him
alone, because they know, tliat there is no access to the Divine
Itself, whicli is called the Father, but through the Son, and that

all the Holy, which is of the Holy Spirit, proceeds from Him

;

and when they are in this idea, they adore no other than Hiui,

by whom and from whom are all things ; consequently they
5 adore One. Nor do they diffuse their ideas to three, as is the

case with many witliin the church, and as may appear from
the case of many in the other life, especially from the

learned, who have imagined themselves pre-eminently pos-

sessed of the mysteries of faith in the life of the body. When
these learned men are examined in the other life as to the idea

they have had of one God, whether there be three uncreate,

three infinite, three eternal, three omnipotent, and three Lords,

it was manifestly perceived that they had an idea of three, for

in the other life there is given a communication of ideas ; when
yet it is expressly said in the Creed, tliat there are not three

uncreate, nor three infinite, nor three eternal, nor three omni-
potent, nor three Lords, but One, as is really the case ; thus

they confessed, that with the mouth they indeed asserted God
to be One, but still they thought, and some of tliem believed in,

three, whom they could in idea separate, but not join together.

6 The reason of this is, tliat all mysteries, even the deepest, are

attended with some idea, for without an idea nothing can be
thought, or indeed be retained in the memory. Hence in the

other life it is manifest, as in open day, what kind of thought,

and what kind of faith derived from thought, ever}^ one has

formed to himself concerning the One God. Yea, even the Jews
in the other life, when they hear that the Lord is Jehovah, and
that there is but one God, have nothing to say ; but when they
perceive that the ideas of Christians are divided among three,

they say that the}'- worship one God, but that Christians

worship three ; and especially when none can join together

three separate in idea, but those who are in the faith
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of charity, for the Lord applies the minds of such unto

Himself.

2330. Turn aside, I irray, to the liousc of your servant, and
tarry all night : that this signifies an invitation to make abode
with him, appears without explanation.

2331. That the house of your servant denotes in the good
of charity, appears from the signification of a house, as denoting

celestial good, which is of love and charity alone, concerning

which, see nos. 2048, 2233.

2332. And. wash yourfeet : that this signifies application to his

natural, appears from what was said in the preceding chapter,

no. 2162, where the same words occur. In ancient times, when
they saw an angel of Jeliovah, they believed they should die,

see Exod. xix. 12, 21, 24; xx. 16; Judges vi. 22, 23; xiii. 22,

23 ; the reason was, that the Holy Divine flowing into the

profane [state], which is in man, is of such efficacy, that it is

like a devouring and consuming fire; wherefore the Lord, in

making Himself visible before man, and even before angels,

miraculously moderates and tempers the Holy proceeding from

Himself, in order that they may endure it, or, what is the same
thing. He applies [it] to their natural. This then is what is

signified in the internal sense, by what Lot here said to the

angels, " Wash your feet." Hence it appears w^hat is the

quality of the internal sense, for that this is the signification

of this passage, cannot be seen from the sense of the letter.

2333. And ye shall arise early, and go on your way : that

this signifies confirmation thereby in good and truth, may
appear from the signification of arising early {mane), and
also from the signification of going on the w^ay. The morning
{mane) in the Word signifies tlio kingdom of the Lord, and
whatever is of the kingdom of the Lord, thus principally tlie

good of love and charity, as will be proved from tlie Word at

verse 15 ; but a way signifies truth, see no. 627. Hence it

follows, that after they had been in his house, and had tarried

all night there, by which is signified that they should have an
abode with him in the good of charity, they should arise early

and go on their way, by which is signified that thus he would
be confirmed in good and truth. From tliis, as from other :

passages of the Word, it is evident, how remote the internal

sense is from the sense of the letter,and consequentlyhowunseen,
especially in the historical parts of the Word, and that it is

not made manifest, unless eacli particular expression be ex-

plained according to its constant signification in the Word.
Wherefore, wlien the ideas are kept confined in the sense of

the letter, the internal sense appears no otherwise than as

somewhat obscure and dark ; but on the other hand, when
the ideas are kept in the internal sense, the sense of the

letter appears in like manner obscure, yea, to tlie angels as
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luitliing. For the angels are no longer in worldly and cor-

poreal ideas, such as belong to man, but in spiritual and
celestial ideas, into which the expressions of the sense of the

letter are wonderfully changed, whilst that sense ascends from a

man who is reading the Word, to the sphere in which the angels

are, that is, to heaven, and this by virtue of the correspondence
of spiritual things with worldly things, and of celestial things

with corporeal things, which correspondence is most constant,

but never as yet unfolded as to its true nature, only now in

tlie explanation of expressions, names, and numbers, as to their

3 internal sense in the Word. In order that the nature of that

correspondence may be known, or, what is the same thing, how
worldly and corporeal ideas pass into corresponding spiritual

and celestial ideas, when they are elevated into heaven, the

exi)ressions the morninfj {timnc) and way may serve as ex-

am|)les. AVhen morning is read, as in the verse before us,

rising early or in the morning, tlie angels do not conceive an
idea of any morning of a natural day, but an idea of morning in

the spiritual sense, thus similar to what was written in Samuel

:

" The rock of Israel, He is as the light of the morning, when
the sun arises, a morning without a cloud" (2 Sam. xxiii. 4).

And in Daniel :
" The Holy One said unto me, Even until

evening, when the morning cometh, two thousand three

hundred " (viii. 14, 26). Thus, instead of morning they per-

ceive the Lord, or His kingdom, or the celestial things of love

and charity, and this with a variety according to the series of

4 the things treated of in the Word which is being read. In like

manner when the term vxti/ occurs, as here, " Ye shall arise and
go on your way," the angels cannot form any idea of a way, but
only a spiritual or celestial one, such as is expressed by the

Lord's words when He said :
" I am the toay and the truth

"

(John xiv. G). And by these words in David, " Jehovah,
make known to me Thy ways, lead my way in truth " (Psalm
XXV. 4, 5 [3, 4]). And in Isaiah :

" Thou hast caused him to

know the way of intelligences " (xl. 14). Thus, instead of a way
they perceive truth, and this, both in the historical and pro-

phetical parts of the Word. For the angels have no longer any
concern about the mere historical relations, inasmuch as such
relations are altogether inadequate to their ideas, wherefore,

instead thereof they perceive such things as are of the Lord and
His kingdom, which also follow in a beautiful order, and con-

nected series, in the internal sense. Wherefore, in order that

the Word might also be for the angels, all the historical rela-

tions therein are representative, and each word significative of

such things [as respect the Lord and His kingdom], which cir-

cumstance is peculiar to the Word above all other writings.

2334. And they said, A^ay : that this signifies doubt, which
usually attends temptation, may appear from the refusal, and
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from tlieir nevertheless going to liis house. In all temptation

there is a doubt fnbiess concerning the Lord's presence and
mercy, and concerning salvation and the like. For temptation

is attended with interior anxiety, even to despair, in which the

person tempted is kept, more especially in order that he may
finally be confirmed in these truths, that all things are of the

Lord's mercy, that salvation is effected by Him alone, and that

with the man's self there is nothing but evil, in which truths he

is confirnred by combats wherein he conquers. There remain
after temptation several states of truth and good derived thence,

to which tlie thoughts may afterwards be bent by the Lord,

which otherwise would run wild, and draw the mind against

truth and good. Inasmuch as the subject here treated of, and
signified by Lot, is the first state of the church, which is in

the good of charity, but in external worship, and whereas
before man comes into this state, he must be reformed, which
reformation is effected also by a certain kind of temptation, but

which temptation is very slight with those who are in external

worship, therefore these circumstances are mentioned, which
involve somewhat of temptation, namely, that the angels first

said that they would tarry all night in the street, and that Lot

pressed them, and thus that they turned in to him, and came
into his house.

2335. Because ur will tarry all ni(jht in the street : that this

signifies that he wished to judge, as it were from truth, may
appear from the signification of a street, and from the significa-

tion of tarrying all night. Mention is often made of a street

in the Word, and in the internal sense it signifies the same as

a way, that is, truth, for a street is a way in a city. That a

street has this signification, will appear from the passages of

the Word which will be adduced presently. That tarrying all

night signifies here judging, may appear from the signification

of the night. It was shewn above, no. 2323. that the evening-

signifies a state of the church j^receding the last state, when there

Ijegins to be no faith, it also signifies visitation which precedes

judgment ; hence it is evident, that the night, which succeeds, is

the last state, when there is no faith, and also that it is judg-

ment. Hence it is clear, tliat tarrying all night in the street,

in the internal sense, is judging from truth. With respect to :

judgment, it is twofold, that is, from good and from truth.

The faithful are judged from good, but the unfaithful from

truth. That the faithful are judged from good, appears evident

from Matthew, chapter xxv., from verses 34-40 ; and that the

unfaithful are judged from truth, appears from verses 41-46 of

the same chapter. Being judged from good, is being saved

because they have received good ; but being judged fn)ni truth,

is being damned, l)ecause they have rejected good. (Jood is of

the Lord, and they who acknowledge this in life and faith, arc
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the Lord's, wherefore tliey are saved
;
^ut they who do not

acknowledge this in life, and consequently not in i'aith, cannot
be tlie Lord's, and thus cannot be saved; therefore they are

judged according to the deeds of their life, and according to

tlieir thoughts and ends, and when they are thus judged, they
cannot but be damned, inasmuch as the truth is, that man of

himself does, thinks, and intends nothing but evil, and of him-
self plunges headlong into hell, so far as he is not withheld from it

3 by the Lord. But in respect to judgment from truth the case is

thus :—The Lord never judges any one but from good, for He is

desirous to raise up into heaven all persons whatever, yea, even
to Himself, if it were possible, for the Lord is mercy itself and
good itself. Mercy itself and good itself cannot damn any one,

but it is man who damns himself, because he rejects good. As
a man in the life of tlie body had shunned good, so he shuns it

in the other life, consequently he shuns heaven and the Lord
;

for the Lord cannot have His abode except in good, He abides

indeed in truth, but not in truth separate from good. That the

Lord does not damn any one, or judge him to hell, He Himself
declares in John :

" God sent not His Son into the world to

judge the world, but that the world through Him might be saved

:

this is the jiuhjmciit, that light is come into the world, but men
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil

"

(iii. 17, 19). And again :
" If any one heareth My words, and

doth not believe, / judge him not, for I am not come to judge
the world, but to save the world " (John xii. 47). See also

what was said above on this subject, nos. 223, 245, 592, 696,

4 109.3, 1683, 1874, 2258. In treating of judgment, nos. 2320,

2321, it was shewn that to the Lord's Divine Human and Holy
Proceeding belongs all judgment, according to the Lord's words
in John :

" The Father doth not judge any one, but hath given

all judgment to the Son " (v. 22) ; and yet it is now said that

the Lord doth not judge by damning any one. Hence it is

evident what is the quality of the Word as to tlie sense of the

letter, and that unless it be understood from another sense, that

is, from the internal, it cannot be comprehended. From the

internal sense alone it appears how the case is with respect to

judgment.
2336. That a street signifies truth, may appear from several

passages in the Word, as in John, where, speaking of the New
Jerusalem, it is said :

" The twelve gates were twelve pearls,

every several gate was one pearl, and the drcet of the city was
2 pure gold, like transparent glass " (Apoc. xxi. 21). The New
.ferusalem is the Lord's kingdom, which, being described as to

good and truth, is described by walls, gates, and streets. By the

latter, that is, by streets, are meant all things of truth which
lead to good, or all things of faith whicli lead to love and
charity, and whereas truths in such case become [truths] of
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good, and thus transparent from good, the street is said to be
pure gold like transparent glass. Again :

" Froni the midst of
the street thereof and of the river, on either side was the tree

of life making twelve fruits " (Apoc. xxii. 2), speaking also of

the New Jerusalem or the Lord's kingdom. Tlie midst of tlie

street is the truth of faith, by which good is produced, and
which is afterwards derived from good : twelve fruits are what
are called the fruits of faith, for twelve signify all the things of

faith, as was shewn above, nos. 577, 2089, 2129, 2130. In 3

Daniel :
" Know thou and perceive from the going forth of the

Word to restore and to build Jerusalem, even to Messiah the

leader, are seven weeks, and sixty and two weeks, and the street

and the ditch shall be restored and built " (ix. 25), speaking of

the Lord's Advent. By the street and the ditch being restored,

is meant that truth and good at that time would be restored

:

that Jerusalem was not then restored and built, is well known,
and that it was not to be restored and built again, may be
known also to every one if he does not occupy his ideas with a
worldly kingdom, but raises them to the heavenly kingdom
meant by Jerusalem in the internal sense. In Luke :

" The 4

master of the house said to his servant, Go out quickly into the

streets and lanes of the city, and bring in hither the poor, the

maimed, the lame, and the blind " (xiv. 21). Those who abide in

the sense of the letter, conceive nothing else to be meant by these

words, than that the servant should go throughout the city, and
that this is signified by going into the streets and lanes ; and
that he should bring along with him whomsoever he met, and
that this is signified by the poor, the maimed, the lame, and
the blind ; whereas all the words, as being the Lord's words,

involve some deep meaning. By the servant's going into the

streets and lanes is signified that he should seek everywhere
some genuine truth, or truth which shines from good, or through
which good shines: by bringing in the poor, the maimed, the

lame, and the blind, is signified that he should bring in such
as were so called in the Ancient church, and were of this

description as to faith, but in the life of good, who might thus
be informed concerning the Lord's kingdom ; these were the

uninstructed gentiles. From this signification of streets, as 5

denoting truths, was derived a representative rite amongst the

Jews to teach in streets, as appears from Matt. vi. 2, 5 ; and
from Luke xiii. 2G, 27. In the Prophets, wheresoever streets

are named, in the internal sense they either signify truths, or

things contrary to truths, as in Isaiah: "Juilgment is turned
away backward, and justice standeth afar off, for tridh hath
stumbled in the street, and rectitude cannot approach " (lix. 1-4).

Again, " Thy sons have fainted, and have lain at the head of

all tlie streets " (li. 20). In Jeremiah :
" Death is come up into

the windows, it has come into our palaces, to cut oil the youu'--
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cliild from the street, the youufj men from the lanes " (ix. 21).

• In Ezekiel :
" Nebuchadnezzar by the hoofs of liis horses shall

tread down all thy streets" (xxvi. 11), speaking of Tyre, whereby
are signified the knowledges of truth, no. 1201. The hoofs of the

liorses are seientitics which pervert truth. In Nahum :
" The

chariots rage in the streets, they run to and fro in the lanes

(ii. 4), where cliariots denote the doctrine of truth, which is

said to rage in the streets, when falsity is in the place of truth.

In Zechariah :
" There sliall yet old men (mares) and old women

dwell in the streets of Jerusalem, and the streets of the city shall

be full of boys and girls playing in the streets thereof" (viii. 4, 5),

denoting the affections of tvutli, and the gladnesses and joys

thence derived : not to mention several other passages, as

Isaiah xxiv. 11 ; Jer. v. 1 ; vii, 34; xlix. 26; Lam. ii. 11, 19;
iv. 8, 14; Zeph. iii. G.

2337. Verse 3. And he pi-essed them exceedingly, and they

turned aside to him, and came to his house, and he made a feast

for them, and baked vnJeavened \cal:es\ and they did eat. He
pressed them exceedingly, signifies the state of temptation when
[man] conquers : and they turned aside to him, signifies abode

:

and eanie to his /ioz<5c, signifies confirmation in good : and he

made a feast for them, signifies dwelling together : and baked

unleavened [cakes], signifies purification : a^id they did eat, sig-

nifies appropriation.

2338. He 2^i'cssed tlic/m exceedingly: that this signifies the

state of temptation when [man] conquers, cannot appear but to

those who have been in temptations. Temptations, as was
observed above, are ever attended Avitli doubt concerning the

Lord's presence and mercy, and also concerning salvation.

Evil spirits, who are then with man, and bring on temptation,

strongly inspire what is negative, but good spirits and angels

from the Lord by every metliod dispel this doubtfulness, and
continually hold him in hope, and at length confirm what is

affirmative. Hence a man who is in temptation wavers between
what is negative and what is affirmative. He who yields,

remains in doubtfulness,, and falls into what is negative ; but
he who conquers, is indeed in dbubtfulness, but still he who
suffers himself to be raised up by hope, remains stedfast in

what is affirmative. Inasmucli as in this combat man seems
to press the Lord, especially by prayers, to be present, to

have mercy, to bring help, and to deliver from damnation,
this is described in this passage, which treats of the tempta-
tions of those who become men of the church, by the angels

at first saying nay, and that they would tarry all night in

the street, but that Lot pressed them exceedingly, and
thus that they turned aside to him, and came into his

house.

2339. And they turned aside to him : that this signifies abode.
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appears from the signification of the same words above, no.

2330, thus \s'ithout further explanation.

2340. Aiid they came to his house: that this signifies con-

firmation in good, appears from the signification of a house, as

denoting celestial good, concerning which see above, nos. 2233,

2331 ; hence, and also from the series of the things treated of

in the internal sense, it denotes confirmation in good.

2341. And he made them a feast: that this signifies dwelling

together, appears from the signification of a feast. Frequent
mention is made of feasts throughout the Word, and in the.

internal sense they signify dwelling together, as in Jeremiah

:

" The word of Jehovah came to him : thou shalt not enter the

house offeastimj, to sit with them, to eat and to drink " (xvi. 8),

where several things are said to the Prophet, by which was to

be represented, that good should have no communication with
evil, or trutli with falsity; and among other things it is said,

that he should not enter into the house of feasting, by which
was sinnified, that 2;ood and truth should not dwell torrether

with evil and falsity. In Isaiaih :
" Jehovah of Hosts will make 2

for all people in this mountain a feast of fat things, a feast of

sweet wines, of fat things full of marrow, of wines well refined
"

(xxv. (J), where a mountain denotes love to the Lord, see nos.

795, 1430 ; and they who are in this love, dwell together with the

Lord in good and truth, which is signified by a feast : fat things

and fat things full of marrow are goods, see no. 353 : sweet wines
and wines well refined are truths thence derived, see no. 1071.

The feasts of hallowed things, when sacrifices were offered 3

up, in the Jewish church, represented nothing else than tlie

dwelling together of the Lord with man, in the holy things

of love signified by sacrifices, see no. 2187; in like manner
it was afterwards represented by the Holy Supper, which in

the Primitive church was called a feast. In the following 4

chapter ((Jen. xxi.) it is mentioned, that Abraham made a
great feast on the- day on which Isaac was weaned, verse 8

;

whereby was represented, and thence signified, the dwelling
together and first conjunction of the Lord's Divine with His
Human Eational. The same thing is also signified in other

places by feasts in the internal semse, as may also be con-

cluded from this consideration, that feasts have place amongst
several persons who are all in love and charity, and who entei-

into a conjunction of minds with each other, and a mutual
consociation of joys, which are states of being affected {affeetus)

with love and charity.

2342. And he baked unleavened [m/.r.s] : that this signifies

purification, appears from the signification of unleavened or

unfermentcd. Bread in the Word signifies in general all

celestial and spiritual food, thus in general all things celestial

and spiritual, see nos. 270, 680, 17U8, 2105,2177; and that
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these things should be without impurities, was represented

hy unleavened bread. Eor ferment signifies evil and falsity,

whereby things celestial and spiritual are rendered impure
and profane. It was on account of this representation, that

those who were of the representative churcli were commanded
not to offer any bread or meat-ofl'ering in the sacrifices but
wliat was unferniented or unleavened, as appears from the

following passages in Moses: "No meat-offering, which ye
shall bring to Jehovah, shall be made fermented " (Levit. ii.

11). Again: "Thou shalt not sacrifice the blood of My
sacrifice upon what h fermented" (Exod. xxiii. 18; xxxiv. 25).

Therefore also it was also commanded, that on seven days of

the Passover they should not eat any l)ut unferniented or

unleavened bread, according to what is thus written in Moses

:

" Seven days ye shall eat unleavened things, also on the first

day ye shall o^xl^q ferment to cease from your houses, because
whosoever eateth %vlmt is fermented, that soul shall be cut off

from Israel, from the first day even , to the seventh. In the

first, on the fourteenth day of the month in the evening, ye

sludl eat unleavened things, even until the one and twentieth

day of the month in the evening : Seven days ferment shall

not be found in your houses, for whosoever eateth that ichich

is fermented, and that soul shall be cut off from the congregation

of Israel, whether he be a sojourner or a native of the land
"

(Exod. xii. 15, 18-20 ; besides other places, as Exod. xiii.

(J, 7 ; xxiii. 15 ; xxxiv. 18 ; Deut. xvi. 3,4). Hence the Passover
is called the feast of unleavened things (Levit. xxiii. 6 ; Numb.
xxviii. 16, 17; Matt. xxvi. 17; Luke xxii. 1, 7). That the
I'assover represented the Lord's glorification, and thereby the
conjunction of the Divine with the human race, will be shewn
t'lsowhere, by the- Divine mercy of the Lord; and whereas
tlic conjunction of the Lord with the human race is effected

through love and charity, and thence faith, those celestial and
spiiitual things were represented by the unleavened bread,

which was to be eaten on the days of the Passover, and it was
to prevent the defilement of those things by anything profane,

that what was fermented was forbidden under the severe penalty
tliat those who ate of it should be cut off from Israel ; for

they who profane things celestial and spiritual, must needs
])erish. Any one can see that tljis ceremonial would never
liave been enjoined under such a severe penalty, unless this

arcanum had been involved therein. All things which were
commanded in that church, represented some arcanum, even
tlu! net oii haJcing ; such as all the particulars required of the

children of Israel when they came forth out of Egypt, namely:
" Tliat they should eat, in that night, fiesh roasted with fire,

and unleavened [cakes] with hitler hcrhs, that they should not
eat it raw, nor hoiled in ivaters ; the head upon the legs

;
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that they should not leave of it until tlie morning, hut should
burn what remained in the fire" (Exod. xii. 8-10). Each
of these particulars was representative, that is, the eating in
the night, the flesh roasted with fire, the uideavened bread
upon the bitter herbs, tlie head upon the legs, the not eating of

it raw, nor boiled with waters, the not leaving of it till tlie

morning, and the burning of what remained in the fire. But
these arcana cannot appear, except they be unfolded by the
internal sense : it is by this sense alone it can appear that
all things contained therein are Divine. The case is similar 5

in res2)ect to the ritual concerning the Nazarite :
" That the

priest should take a haJccd shoulder of a ram, and one un-
leavened cake out of the basket, and one unleavened wafer, and
should give them on the palms [of the hands] of the Nazarite,

after that he had shaved his nazariteship " (Numb. vi. 19).

He who does not know that a Nazarite represented the celes-

tial man, knows not also that all these things in general and
jiarticular involve celestial things, consequently arcana, which
do not appear in the letter, as a baked shoulder of a ram, an
unleavened cake, an unleavened wafer, and the shaving of the
hair. Hence it may appear what an opinion they are capable
of forming of the Word, who do not believe that it contains
an internal sense, inasmuch as without an internal sense the
]3articulars related therein are of no consequence ; but when
the ceremonial or ritual is removed, then all becomes Divine
and Holy. It is so likewise in other instances, as here witli

what is unleavened, denoting the holy of love, or the holy of

holies, as it is also called in Moses :
" The unleavened things

that are left shall be eaten by Aaron and his sons in the place
of holiness, .... because it is the holy of holies" (Levit. vi.

9, 10 [16, 17]). Unleavened bread therefore is pure love, and
the baking of unleavened bread is purification.

2343. And they did eat : that this signifies appropriation,

appears from the signification of eating, as denoting being
communicated and conjoined, thus being appropriated, con-
cerning which see above, no. 2187. From what has been
already said and explained, it may appear how the things

contained in the preceding verse, and in this, cohere together
in the internal sense, since by the angels, it has been shewn,
is signified the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding:
l)y turning aside to him, is signified having abode : by
coming to his house, being confirmed in good: by making a

feast, dwelling together : by baking unleavened tilings, being
purified: and by eating, being appropriated. Hence it is

evident, what is the series of the things in the internal

sense ; although nothing whatever thereof appears in the

historical sense. Such is the order and scries which prevail 2

in all things in general and particular of the Word, but the

VOL. III. II
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series itself, according to its true quality, cannot be made
apparent in an explanation of each particular expression, for

thereby the contents seem unconnected, and tlie continuity of

the sense is broken. Ihit it is otherwise when all things

are viewed together in one idea, or are perceived by one

glance of thought, as is the case with those who are in the

internal sense, and at the same time in heavenly light from

the Lord. To the view of such is presented, in the above

words, the whole process of the reformation and regeneration

of those who liecome men of the church, here represented by
Lot, namely, that at first they perceive something of tempta-

tion ; but wlicn they persist and conquer, tliat the Lord

makes His abode with them, confirms them in good, intro-

duces them to Himself into His kingdom, and dwells together

with them, and there purities and perfects them, and at the

same time appropriates to them good and happy things,

and this through His Divine Human and Holy proceeding.

3 That all regeneration, or new life, and consequently salvation,

is from the Lord alone, is known indeed in the church, but

is believed by few ; the reason why it is not believed is,

that they are not in the good of charity, and if they are not in

that good, it is as impossible for them to believe this, as it

is for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, for the

good of charity is the very ground of the seeds of faith.

Truth and good agree together, but truth and evil do not

agree, being of a contrary nature, and the one rejects the

other ; wherefore, so far as man is in good, so far he is capable

of being in truth ; or so far as he is in charity, so far he is

capable of being in faith, especially in this chief article of

4 faith, that all salvation is from the Lord. That this is the chief

article of faith, appears from many passages in the Word, as in

John :
" God so loved the world, that He gave His only-hegotten

Son, that whosoever hclicvcth on Him, should not perish, but

have everlasting life" (iii. 16). Again: " He who helieveth on

the Son, liath everlasting life, but he who believeth not in the

Son, shall not see life, but the wrath of God abideth on him "

(iii. 36). Again :
" This is the work of God, that yc hdieve on

Him whom the Father hath sent " (vi. 29). Again :
" This is

the will of Him who sent Me, that every one who secth the Son

and believeth on Him, should have eternal life, and I will raise

him up in the last day " (vi. 40). Again :
" Except ye believe

that I am, ye shall die in your sins " (viii. 24). Again :
" I am

the resurrection and the life, he that believeth on Me, though he

die, he shall live ; and every one who liveth, and believeth on Me,

5 shall not die to eternity " (xi. 25, 26). That no one can believe

on the Lord, except he be in good, that is, that no one can have
faith, except he be in charity, appears also from John :

" As
many as received, to them He gave power to be sons of God,
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hdicrinff on His name, who were born not of bloods, nor of

the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of Clod

"

(i. 12, 13). Again: "I am the vine, ye are the branches; he
that abideth in Me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth

much fruit, for witliout Me ye can do nothing ; if any one
abide not in Me, he is cast out abroad as a branch and withered

;

as the Father hath loved Me, so have I loved you, abide ye in

Mjl love ; this is My commandment, that ye love one another, as

I have loved you" (xv. 5, 6, 9, 12). Hence it may appear, that 6

love to the Lord, and charity towards the neighljour, is the life

of faith. But that they who are in evil, that is, in the life of
evil, cannot believe that all salvation is from the Lord, was
made manifest to me from those who came into the other life

from the Christian world, some of whom., during the life of the
body, had confessed with the mouth, yea, had taught, according
to the doctrinal of faith, that without the Lord there is no
salvation, and yet had led a life of evil. These, at the bare
mention of the Lord, instantly filled the sphere with mere
scandals : for whatsoever any one thinks in the other life, is

apperceived, and diffuses from itself a sphere, in which is

manifested the quality of his faith, see no. 1394. In like 7

manner, at the bare mention of love or charity, there was
perceived to arise from the same spirits sometliing darkish and
at the same time grumous, from some filthy love, and which was
of such a nature, that it extinguished, suffocated, and perverted

every perception (perecptivum) of love to the Lord, and of charity

towards the neighbour. Such is the faith which prevails at this

day, and which is said to be saving without the goods of

charity. The same [spirits] were questioned as to the faith 8

whicli they then had, since it was different from wliat they
professed in the life of the body ; they said, (for in the other

life it is not possible for any one to conceal what he thinks,)

that they believed in God the Creator of the universe ; but
]:)eing examined whether it was so, it was discovered that they
did not believe in any God, but thought all things to be of

nature, and that the things related concerning eternal life were
idle tales. Such is the faith of all those within the church,

who do not believe in the Lord, but say they believe in God
tlie Creator of the universe; for truth cannot flow in into the

mind from any other source than the Lord, nor can truth be

inseminated exco])t in the good which is from the Lonl. Tliat 9

it is the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding through

which and from whicli come life; and salvation, is manifestly

known from the words of the Holy Supper: "This is My
])ody," "This is My blood," wliich is the Lord's ])ivine Human,
and that thence comes all the Holy, is evident. AVhetlier

you say the Divine Human, or the body, or tlie flesli, or the

bread, or the Divine Love, it is the same ; for tlie Lord's Divine
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Human is pure love ; and the Holy is of love alone ; and the

Holy of faith is thence derived.

2o44. Verse 4. They liad lianUij lain dotun, and the men of

the city, the men of Sodom, encompassed the house, from a hoy even

to an old man, all the people from the furthest part. They

had hardly lain down, siyiiilies the first time of visitation :

the men of the city, signifies those who are in falsities : the men

of Sodom, signifies those who are in evils: encomjmssed the

house, signifies that they were contrary to the good of charity

:

/ro??t a hoy even to an old man, signifies falsities and evils, both

recent and confirmed : (dl the people from the furthest part,

signifies all and each of the things belonging thereto.

2345. They had hardly Icmi down : that this signifies the

first time of visitation, appears from what was said above,

nos. 2323, 2325, concerning evening and night, as signifying in

the Word visitation and judgment. Here indeed no mention

is made either of evening or night, but it is said, " They had

hardly lain down," and thus is signified the time of evening

advancing towards night, or the time of the night's com-
mencing, consequently the first time of visitation upon the

evil, as also is evident from what follows ; for the investigation

respecting the evil within the church, who are understood by
Sodom, here commences.

2346. The men of the city : that this signifies those who are

in falsities, and that the men of Sodom signify those who are

in evils, appears from the signification of a city and of Sodom.

That a city signifies truths, and also falsities, or things contrary

to truths, was shewn above, no. 402 ; and that Sodom signifies

evils of every kind, was shewn, nos. 2220, 2246. Inasmuch as

inquisition, or visitation, was made both concerning falsities

and evils, it is therefore said. The men of the city, the men of

Sodom ; unless both had been meant, it would only have been

said. The men of Sodom.
2347. Encompassed the house : that this signifies that they

were contrary to the good of charity, appears from the significa-

tion of a house, as denoting celestial good, which is no other

than the good of love and charity, concerning which see above,

nos. 2048, 22;)3
; also from the signification of encompassing,

as denoting being contrary thereto, or attacking and assaulting

it with a hostile animus.

2348. F7'07n a hoy even to an old man : that this signifies

falsities and evils, both recent and confirmed, may appear from

the signification of a boy and an old man, when predicated of

falsities and evils, namely, that boys are those which are not

}'et grown up, consequently recent ones, and old men are those

which have come to an advanced age, consequently are confirmed.

The words boy and old man occur also in other parts of the Word
in a similar sense, as in Zechariah :

" There shall yet old men
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{marcs) and old women dwell in the streets of Jerusalem, and tlie

streets of the city shall he filled with hoys and girls playing in

the streets " (viii. 4, 5), where Jerusalem denotes the Lord's

kingdom and the church, see nos. 402, 2117. Streets denote

trutlis therein, see no. 233G ; thus old men denote confirmed

truths, and old women confirmed goods : boys playing in the

streets denote recent truths, and girls denote recent goods and
their affections, and the gladnesses thence derived. Hence it

appears how things celestial and spiritual are changed into

things historical, in their descent into the worldly things which
are of the sense of the letter of the Word, in which sense there

is scarcely any appearance of anything being meant by old men,
boys, women, and girls, but what is expressed in the letter. In 2

Jeremiah :
" I will pour out upon the little child in the street

of Jerusalem, and upon the assembly of young men together,

for even the man {vir) with the woman shall be taken, the old

man with him. that is full of days" (vi. 11), where the street of

Jerusalem denotes the falsities which prevail in the church, see

no. 2330, of which falsities, the recent and adult ones are

called a little child and young men, and the old and confirmed

ones are called an old man and one full of days. In the same
prophet :

" I will disperse in thee the horse and his rider, and
I will disperse in thee the chariot and him that is carried

therein ; and I will disperse in thee the man {vir) and the

woman, and I will disperse in thee the old man and the hoy
"

(li. 21, 22), where in like manner an old man denotes con-

firmed truth, and a boy denotes recent truth. In the same 3

prophet :
" Death is come up into the windows, it is come into

our palaces, to cut off a littlG child in the street, young men out

of the lanes" (ix. 20 [21]), where a little child denotes the

truths which are born, wdiich are cut oh', when death enters

into the windows and palaces, that is, into intellectual and
voluntary things. That windows denote intellectual things,

see above, nos. 655, 658 ; and that palaces or houses denote

voluntary things, see no. 710.

2349. All tlic people from thefurthest part : that this signifies

all things in general and particular thereof, appears from what
goes before, namely, that by boys and old men are signified

falsities and evils, both recent and confirmed ; hence the

people from the furthest part denotes all things in general and
particular thereof; a people in general also signifies falsities,

see nos. 1259, 1260. Here then is described the first state of 2

those within tlie church who are contrary to the good of charity,

and consequently contrary to the Lord, for the one implies

the other, for no one can be conjoined to the Lord except by
love and charity, love being spiritual conjunction itself, as may
appear from the essence of love ; and he who cannot be con-

joined to tlie Lord, cannot acknowledge Him. Tliat they who
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are not in good, cannot acknowledge the Lord, that is, cannot

have faith in Him, appears from these words in John :
" Light

is come into the world, but men loved darkness rather than

light, because their u-orks ivere evil ; for whoso doeth evils hateth

the light, and cometh not to the liglit, lest his vorls should be

reproved ; but he who doetli trutli, cometh to the light, that his

works may be made manifest, inasmuch as they are wrought in

God" (iii. 19-21), whence it is evident, that they who are con-

trary to the good of charity, are contrary to the Lord, or, what
is the same thing, that they ^^'ho are in evil hate the light,

neither come they to the light ; that light is faith in the Lord,

and the Lord Himself, appears in John (i. 9, 10 ; xii. 35, 36, 4G).

3 In like manner in the same Evangelist: "The world cannot

hate you, but Me it hateth, because I witness concerning it, that

its works are evil " (vii. 7), and still more plainly from these words
in Matthew :

" He shall say to them on the left, Depart from
Me, ye cursed; for I was hungry, and ye gave Me not to eat

;

I was tliirsty, and ye gave Me not to drink ; I was a stranger,

and ye did not gather Me in ; naked, and ye did not clothe Me

;

sick, and in prison, and ye did not visit Me ; verily I say unto

you. Inasmuch as ye did it not unto one of the least of these, ye

4 did it not unto Me " (xxv. 41-43, 45). Hence it appears, how
they are against the Lord who are against the good of charity

;

also that every one is judged according to the good which is of

charity, not according to the truth wliich is of faith, when such

truth is separate from good ; as it is also said in another place

in Matthew: " The Son of Man shall come in the glory of His
Father with His angels, and then shall He render to every one

according to his deeds" (xvi. 27). Deeds denote the goods

which proceed from charity ; the things which are of charity

are also called the fruits of faith.

2350. Verse 5. And they cried unto Lot, and. said unto him,

JFJicre are the men who came to thee hy night ? bring them oid to

us, that vx- may know them. They cried unto Lot, and said unto

him, signifies falsity from evil being angry against good:

Where are the men who came to thee .? signifies denial of the

Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding: hy niglit, signifies

the last time when they are no longer acknowledged : bring

them out to us, thcd we may know them, signifies that they were
desirous to shew that it is false to acknowledge the existence

[of the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding].

2351. They cried unto Lot, and said unto him: that this sig-

nifies falsity from evil being angry against good, may appear
from the signification of crying, and also of Lot, and thus i'rom

the affection {affectus) contained in the words spoken. That
crying is predicated of falsity, was shewn, no. 2240 ; that Lot
represents tlie men of the church who are in good, consequently

good itself, was shewn, no. 2324. Hence, and from the affection
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(afectus) of anger whicli is in these words, it is evident, that

hereby is signified falsity from evil being angry against good.

That falsity is of several kinds, but that in general it is of

two kinds, that is, falsity which is produced from evil, and
that which produces evil, see nos. 1188, 1212, 1295, 1679,
2243. Falsity from evil, which prevails within the church, 2

is more especially the falsity which favours evils of life, as, for

instance, this one, that good, that is, charity, does not con-

stitute a man of the church, but truth, that is, faith, and that

man is saved, notwithstanding his having lived in evils through
the whole course of his life, if, in the state when corporeal things

are laid to sleep, as is usually the case just before death, he does

but utter something of faith with apparent affection ; this is

the falsity which especially is angry against good, and is here

signilied by the men of the city crying to Lot. The cause of

anger is all tliat which endeavours to destroy the delight of

any love ; it is called anger when evil assaults good, but zeal

when good rebukes evil.

2352. Where are the men who came to thee ? that this signifies

a denial of the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding,

appears from the signification of the two men spoken of above,

no. 2320, and also from the affection (affecius) which is latent

in these words of anger ; and likewise from what immediately
follows, where it is said, " Bring them out to us that we may
know them ;

" hence it is evident that such denial is implied.

That they who are contrary to the good of charity, are also

contrary to the Lord, and in heart deny Him, although, for the

sake of the love of self and of the world, they profess Him
with their mouth, see above, nos. 2343, 2349.

2353. By night: that this signifies the last time when the

Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding are no longer

acknowledged, appears from the signification of the night, as

being a time of darkness, when the things which are of the light

are no longer seen. The angels did not come in the night, l)ut

in the evening, nevertheless since they are the men of Sodom
who spoke and cried, that is, those who are in falsity and evil,

it is therefore not said in the evening, but in the night. For
the night in the Word signifies a time and state, when there is

no longer any light of truth, but mere falsity and evil, conse-

quently it signifies the last time when judgment conies. In ~

this signification it is used throughout the Word, as in Micah :

"Thus saith Jehovah against the prophets that mislead the

people. Night is unto you by reason of the vision, and it is dark

unto you by reason of divination, and the sun is set over the

prophets, and the dag is hlaeJc over them" (iii. 5, G), where
prophets denote those who teach falsities ; night, darkness, the

setting of the sun, and the day growing black, denote falsities

and evils. In John : If any one walks in the day he does not 3
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stumble, but if any one walks in the niyht, he stumbles, because

the light is not in him" (xi. 9, 10), where the night denotes

falsity from evil : light denotes truth from good ; for as all the

light of truth is from good, so all tlie night of falsity is from
4 evil. Again :

" I must work the works of Him that sent Me,
whilst it is day, the 7iight cometh when no one can work " (ix. 4),

where the day denotes the time and state when there is good
and truth, but the night, the time and state when there is evil

5 and falsity. In Luke :
" I say unto you, in that night two shall

be on one bed, the one shall be taken, the other shall be left"

(xvii. M4), where the night denotes the last time, when there
6 shall be no longer any truth of faith. Inasmuch as in Egypt,

when the sons of Israel came forth thence, was represented the

vastation of good and truth within the church, and that nothing

any longer prevailed but falsity and evil, therefore it was com-
manded that they should go forth at midnight (Exod. xi. 4)

;

"and it came to pass that at michiight all the first-born of

Egypt were slain" (xii. 12, 29, 30); and whereas they who are

in good and truth, who were represented by the sons of Israel,

were guarded in the midst of falsities and evils, like Lot in

Sodom, therefore that night, in respect to such, is called a night

of the guardings of Jehovah (verse 42 of the same chapter).

2354. Bring them out to ns, that ice may hnoio them: that

this signifies that they were desirous to shew that it is false to

acknowledge the existence of the Lord's Divine Human and
Holy proceeding, appears from the signification of the two
angels, spoken of above, no. 2320 ; and also from the affection

{affcetus) of anger with wdiich these words were spoken, and in
2 which there is what is negative. The state here described is

the first state of the vastated church, that is, when there begins

to be no faith, because there is no charity, which state is, as

was said, that, because they are against the good of charity, they
are also in no faith, and especially in no acknowledgment of

the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding. This is denied
in heart by all those who are in a life of evil, that is, by all

those who despise others in comparison w^ith themselves, who
bear hatred towards all that do not pay them due respect, who
feel a delight in indulging revenge, and exercising cruelty

towards the same, and who make light of adulteries. The
Pharisees, who openly denied the Lord's Divine, acted more
uprightly in their time than these at this day, who for the sake
of their own honour, or filthy gain, pay the Lord an external
holy worship, but internally cherish this profanity : the suc-

cessive states of such, as to their (piality, are described in what
follows, by the men of Sodom, and at length, by the overthrow of

3 Sodom, verses 24, 25. The case with man, as has been before

observed, is, that there are with him evil spirits, and at the same
time angels. Through the evil sjiirits he has communication
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with liell, and tlirough the angels with heaven, see nos. G87, 697.

In proportion, therefore, as man's life accedes to evil, in the

same proportion hell flows in ; but in proportion as it accedes

to good, in the same proportion heaven, and consequently the

Lord, flows in. Hence it is evident, that they who are in the

life of evil, cannot acknowledge the Lord, but form to them-
selves innumerable things against Him, because the phantasies of

hell flow in, which they receive ; whereas they who are in the

life of good, acknowledge the Lord, because heaven flows in, in

which love and charity is the principal thing, because heaven
is of the Lord, from whom come all things of love and charity,

see nos. 537, 540, 547, 548, 551, 553, 685, 2130.

2355. Verses 6, 7. And Lot ivent out to them to the door,

and. shut the inner door after him. And he said,I iway you, my
hrcthren, do not evilly. Lot went out to them to the door, signifies

that he prudently applied himself ; a7id shut the inner door

after him, signifies lest they should violate the good of charity,

and deny the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding : and
he said, signifies exhortation : / j'/r^y you, my brethren, do not

evilly, signifies that they should not violate those things ; he calls

them brethren, because it was from good that he exhorted them.

2356. A7id Lot went out to them to the door : that this signi-

fies that he prudently applied himself, appears from the interior

sense of a door, and of going out to the door. A door, in the

Word, signifies that which introduces or lets in, either to truth,

or to good, or to the Lord ; hence it is, that a door also signifies

truth itself, and likewise good itself, and also the Lord Himself;

for truth leads to good, and good to the Lord. Such things were
represented by the door and vails of the tent, and also of the

temple, see nos. 2145, 2152, 2576. That this is the signification 2

of a door, appears from the Lord's words in John :
" He that

entereth not in through the door into the sheep-fold, but climbeth

up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber ; but he that

entereth in through the door, is the shepherd of the sheep, to him
the door-keeper openeth. I am the door of the sheep ; through
Me if any one enter in, he shall be saved " (x. 1-3, 7, 9), where
the door denotes truth and good, consequently the Lord, who is

truth and good itself. Hence it is evident what is signified by
Ijcing let in through a door into heaven, consequently what is

signified by the keys whereby it is opened. But in the present 3

case by a door is signified some good, adequate to the genius of

those who encompassed the house ; for the outer door is here

distinguished from the inner door, and was before the house, as

appears from this circumstance, that Lot went out, and tliat he

shut tlie inner door after him ; and that that good was Idcssed-

ness of life, appears from what immediately follows, whereby he

would persuade those who were in falsity and evil ; for such do
not suil'er themselves to be persuaded by the veriest good, but
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reject it. Hence it is evident, tluit by going ont to tlie door, is

here signified that he prudently applied himself.

2357. And shut the inner door after hint: that this signifies

lest they should violate the good of charity, and deny the Lord's

Divine Human and Holy proceeding, appears from what has

been already said. Shutting the inner door denotes preventing

their entrance, and in the present case, preventing their entrance

into the good signified by the house, and thus preventing their

2 entrance to the Divine and Holy of the Lord. These words

also involve a deeper meaning, into the sense and idea whereof

the angels come, when these things are being read. The deep

meaning is this, that they who are in the life of evil, are

atlmitted no further than to the mere Knowledge of good and
of the Lord, but not to the veriest acknowledgment and belief

thereof; the reason is, that so long as they are evil, they cannot

at the same time be in good, inasmuch as no one can serve two
masters. Whosoever once acknowledges and believes, in case

he returns to the life of evil, profanes what is good and holy

:

but he who does not acknowledge and believe, is not capable

of such profanation ; therefore, by the providence of the Lord,

care is taken that man may l»e admitted no further into real

acknowledgment and belief of heart, than he is capable of

being afterwards preserved in ; and this by reason of the

3 punishment for profanation, which in hell is most grievous. It

is on this account, that at this day so few are permitted to

l)elieve from the heart, that the good of love and charity is

heaven in man, and that the all of the Divine is in the Lord
;

for at this day [mankind] are in the life of evil. This, then, is

what is interiorly signified by this circumstance, that Lot shut

the inner door after him ; for the inner door was that through

which entrance was had into the house itself where the angels

were, that is, into good in which the Lord is.

2;358. And he said : that this signifies exhortation, appears

from what immediately follows, consequently without further

explanation.

2359. Ipray you, my hretliren, do not evilly: that this signifies

that they should not violate those things, that is, the good of

charity, and the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding,

ai)])ears from the signification of doing evilly, as denoting-

violating. Hence it is evident that those who are within the

church are here treated of, and that these are they who are

meant by the men of Sodom ; for no one can violate those

things except he be in possession of the Word. That these

things are most holy, may appear from this consideration, that

no one can be admitted into the Lord's kingdom, that is, into

heaven, unless he be in the good of love and charity ; and no

one can l)e in the good of love and charity, unless he acknow-

ledges the Divine and Holy of the Lord ; from Him alone that
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[acknowledgment] flows in, and [it flows in] indeed into the

good itself which is from Him. The Divine cannot flow in

except into what is Divine, nor can it be communicated to

man, except through the Lord's Divine Human, and the Holy
thence [proceeding]. Hence may be understood what is meant
by the Lord's being the all in all in His kingdom, and also that

nothing of tlie good which is in man, is of man, but of the Lord.

2360. That the reason of his calling them brethren is, that it

was from good that he exhorted them, appears from the signifi-

cation of a brother. A brother, in the Word, signifies the same
thing as a neighbour, because every one ought to love his neigh-

Ijour as himself ; thus brethren are so called from love, or, what
is the same thing, from good. This name and salutation of

neighbour has its origin in this circumstance, that the Lord in

heaven is the Father of all, and that He loves all as His sons,

and thus that love is spiritual conjunction. Hence the universal

heaven resembles, as it w^ere, one generation derived from love

and charity, see nos. 685, 917. Therefore all the sons of Israel, 2

because they represented the Lord's heavenly kingdom, that is,

the kingdom of love and charity, amongst each other were
called brethren, and also companions, but when called com-
panions, it was not from the good of love, but from the truth

of faith ; as in Isaiah :
" They help a man Ids comimnion, and

he saith to liis hrothcr, Strengthen thyself" (xli. 6). In Jere-

miah :
" Thus shall ye say a man to Ms companion, and a man

to his hrothcr, What hath Jehovah answered, and what hath
Jehovah spoken?" (xxiii. 35). In David: "For the sake of

'jiiy hrcthrcn, and my coiivpanions, I will speak ; Peace be within

thee " (Psalm cxxii. 8). In Moses :
" He shall not press his com-

panion and his hrothcr, because the release of Jehovah is pro-

claimed " (Dent. XV. 2, 3). In Isaiah :
" I will confound Egypt

with Egypt, and they shall tight a man against Ms hrotlicr, and
a man against his companion " (xix. 2). In Jeremiah :

" Beware
every man of Ms companion, and trust ye not in any hrothcr,

for every hrothcr snp])lanting will su])plant, and every com-
'j)amon will slander " (ix. 4). Tliat all of that church were 3

called by one name, Ijrethren, appears from Isaiah: "They
shall bring all your hretlircn from all nations an offering to

Jehovah, on horses, and on chariots, and on coaches, and on
mules, and on dromedaries, to the mountain of my holiness,

Jerusalem " (Ixvi. 20). They who are acquainted with no other

sense but that of the letter, as is the case with the Jews, believe

that the posterity of Jacob are alone signified here by brethren,

and that they shall be brought back to Jerusalem by those

whom they call gentiles, on horses, and on chariots, and on
coaches, and on mules ; but by brethren are meant all who are

in good; and by horses, chariots, and coaches, are signified

such things as are of truth and good; and by Jerusalem is
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4 meant the kingdom of tlie Lord. In ]\L)ses: "If there be
amongst thee a needy one of one thy hrdhrcn, in one of thy
gates, thou shalt not harden thy heart, and thou shaft not shut

up thy hand from thy needy brother " (Deut. xv. 7, 11). Again :

" Out of the midst of thy hretliren thou shalt set a king over thee,

thou shalt not be able to set over thee a man who is a stranger,

who is not thy brother; and he shall not lift up his heart above
his brethren" (Deut. xvii. 15, 20). Again: "A Prophet shall

Jehovah thy God raise up to thee out of the midst of thee, from

5 thy brethren, like me, Him shall ye obey" (Deut. xviii. 15, 18).

Hence it is evident, that the Jews and Israelites all called each
other brethren, but those w^ho were in covenant with them they
called companions

;
yet whereas they savoured nothing of the

Word but its historical and worldly contents, they supjDosed that

they called each other brethren for no other reason than that

they were all the sons of one father, or Abraham ; but in the

Word they were not called brethren for this reason, but from
the good which they represented. Abraham also, in the internal

sense, is nothing else than love itself, that is, the Lord, see nos.

1893, 19G5, 1989, 2011 ; whose sons, and consequently brethren

to each other, are all they who are in good, yea, all who are called

the neighbour, as the Lord teaches in Matthew :
" One is your

6 master, Christ, all ye are brethren " (xxiii. 8). Again :
" Who-

soever is rashly angry with his brother shall be liable to the judg-

ment ; whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be liable

to the council. If thou offer thy gift upon the altar, and there

remember that thy brother hath anything against thee, leave

there thy gift before the altar, and go first and be reconciled to

thy brother " (v. 22-24). Again :
" Why perceivest thou the

mote which is in thy brother's eye ? how wilt thou say to thy

brother. Suffer me to cast out the mote from thine eye " (vii. 2-4).

Again :
" If thy brother hath sinned against thee, go and reprove

him between thee and him alone ; if he hear thee, thou hast

gained thy brother" (xviii. 15). Again: " Peter coming to Him,
said, Lord, how often shall my brother sin against me, and I

ought to forgive him ?" (xviii. 21). Again :
" So also shall my

heavenly Father do unto you, if ye from your hearts forgive not

7 every one his brother their trespasses " (xviii. 35). From these

passages it is manifest, that all in the universe are called brethren

who are the neighbour, and that for this reason, that every one

ought to love his neighbour as himself, consequently [all are

called brethren] from love or good. And whereas the Lord is

good itself, and regards all from good, and is the Neighbour in

the supreme sense, therefore He also calls them brethren, as in

John: "Jesus said unto Mary, Go to My brethren" (xx. 17).

And in IMatthew :
" The king shall answer, and say unto them,

Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the

least of these My brethren, ye did it unto Me" (xxv. 40).
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Hence then it is evident, that the word brother is an expression

of love.

2oGl. Verse 8. Behold, I j)ray, I have tico daughters, ivIlo

have not known man ; let me, I jtray, hring them out to you, and
ye may do to them as is good in your eyes ; only to these men do

not anything, because therefore they came into the shadoio of my
heam. Behold, I pray, I have two daughters who have not

hioum man, signifies the aft'ections of good and of truth : let

me, I pray, bring them out to you, signifies blessedness from
them : and do to them as is good in your eyes, signifies enjoy-

ment so far as they perceived [that it was] from good : only to

these onen do not anything, signifies that they should not violate

the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding : because there-

fore they came iydo the shadovj of my beam, signifies that they

are in the good of charity : tlie shadoiv of the beam, signifies into

a general obscure [state] thereof.

2362. Behold, I j//v/y, I have two daiigltters, who have not

knoion man : that this signifies the affections of good and of

truth, appears from the signification of daughters, as denoting

affections, concerning which see nos. 489-491. By not knowing
a man is signified, that falsity had not defiled them ; for a man
{vir) signifies rational truth, and also in the opposite sense

falsity, see nos. 265, 749, 1007. There are two affections,

namely, of good and of truth, see no. 1997. The former, or

the affection of good, constitutes the celestial church, and is

called in the Word the daughter of Sion, and also the virgin

daugliter of Sion ; but the latter, or the affection of truth,

constitutes the spiritual church, and is called in the Word the

daugliter of Jerusalem; as in Isaiah :
" Tlie virgin daugliter of 2

Sion hath despised thee, and laughed thee to scorn; the daughter

of Jerusalem hath shaken her head behind thee " (xxxvii. 22
;

2 Kings xix. 21). In Jeremiah : "What shall I liken to thee,

daugliter of Jerusalem ? What shall I equal to thee, and I

will comfort thee, virgin daughter of Sion " (Lament, ii. 13).

In Micah :
" Thou, O tower of the flock, the hill of the daughter

of Sion, even to thee shall he come, and there shall come
dominion first, the kingdom of the daughter of Jerusalem

"

(iv. 8). In Zephaniali : "Eejoice, daughter of Sion, shout,

Israel ; be glad and exult with all the heart, daughter of
Jerusalem" (iii. 14). In Zechariah :

" P^xult greatly, dauglder

of Sion, shout, daughter of Jerusalem, behold thy King will

come to thee" (ix. 9; Matt. xxi. 5; John xii. 15). That the 3

celestial church, or the celestial kingdom of the Lord, is called

the daughter of Sion from the affection of good, that is, from
love to the Lord Himself, see also Isaiah x. 32 ; xvi. 1 ; Iii. 2

;

Ixii. 11; Jer. iv. 31; vi. 2, 23; Lam. i. 6; ii. 1, 4, 8, 10;
Micah iv. 10, 13; Zech. ii. 14; Psahn ix. 15 [14]; and that

the spiritual cliurch, or spiritual kingdom of tlie Lord, is
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called the daughter of Jerusalem from the affection of truth,

and thus from charity towards the neighbour, see Lam. ii. 15.

The quality of each of these churches has been frequently

4 treated of in the first part of this work. The celestial church,

because from love to tlie Lord it is in love towards the

neighbour, is likened especially to an unmarried daughter, or

virgin, yea, is also called a virgin, as in John :
" These are they

wdio have not been polluted witli women, for they are virgins:

these are they who follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth

;

for they are without spot before the throne of God" (Apoc.

xiv. 4, 5). That this also might be represented in the Jewish

church, the priests were enjoined to take for wives virgins, and

Snot widows (Levit. xxi. 13-15; Ezek. xliv. 22). From the

things contained in this verse, it may appear how pure the

Word is in the internal sense, although it appears otherwise

in the letter. For whilst these words are read, " Behold, I pray,

I have two daughters which have not known a man, let me, I

pray, bring them out to you, and ye may do to them as is good

in your eyes ; only to these men do not anything," nothing but

something impure enters the ideas, especially into the ideas of

those who are in the life of evil ; but nevertheless, that these

words are perfectly chaste in the internal sense, appears from
their explanation, namely, that they signify , the affections

of good and truth, and the blessedness which might be per-

ceived from the enjoyment thereof, by those who do not

violate the Divine and Holy of the Lord.

2363. Let me, I fray, hrinrj them out to ymt: that this

signifies blessedness from them, that is, from the affections

of good and of truth, appears from the sense of those words,

when they are spoken of affections, which are liere meant by
daughters. As to blessedness and happiness being only in the

affection of good and truth, tliis is a matter of which all who
are in evil and its delight are profoundly ignorant. Blessedness

in the affection of good and truth appears to them either as a

sort of nothing, or as something sad, and to some as something
painful, yea, even deadly. Infernal genii and spirits are such.

They suppose and believe, that if the delight of the love of self

and of the world, thus of the evils thence, were to be taken

away from them, nothing of life could remain to them. But
when it is shewn them that life itself with its blessedness and
happiness then commences, they feel a certain sadness from
the loss of their own delight ; and when they are brought
among those who are in such life, they are seized with pain and
torment ; besides which tliey then begin to feel in themselves

a something cadaverous, and di'eadfully infernal, wherefore

they call heaven, wherein that l)lessedness and liappiness is,

their hell, and endeavour by ffight to remove and hide them-
2 selves as far as possible from the face of the Lord. Neverthe-
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less, that all blessedness and happiness consist in the affection

of tlie good which is of love and charity, and in the affection

of the truth wliich is of faith, so far as the latter leads to the

former, may appear from this consideration, that heaven,
that is, angelic life, consists therein, and also that it affects

man from the inmosts, because it flows in from the Lord
through the inmosts, see nos. 540, 541, 545 ; then also wisdom
and intelligence enter and fill the recesses of his mind, and
enkindle good with a celestial flame, and truth with a celestial

light, and this with a perception of blessedness and happiness,

of which notliing can be predicated but what is ineffable ; tliey

who are in this state perceive how insignificant, and how sad
and lamental)le, is the life of those who are in the evils of the
love of self and of the world. But in order that man may 3

know the quality of this life respectively, that is, the life of

the love of self and of the world, or, what is the same thing,

tlie life of haughtiness, of avarice, of envy, of hatred, of revenge,

of unmercifulness, and of adultery, let any ingenious person
only draw for himself the character of any one of these evils,

or, if he be able, let him paint it in a visible image before his

eyes, according to the ideas which he may conceive of it, from
experience, from knowledge, and from reason, he will then see,

in proportion to the eneigy of his description or picture, how
horrible those evils are^ and that they are dial)olical forms, in

which there is nothing human. Such forms all those persons
l)ecome after death, who perceive the delight of life in such
evils, and the more delight they perceive, so much the more
horrible are their forms. But, on the other hand, if the same 4

}jerson draw the character of love and charity, or represents

them to himself by some form, he will see, in proportion to the

energy of his description, or delineation, that the form is an
angelic form, full of blessed and beautiful things, and that

it contains in itself what is celestial and Divine. Can any one
l)elieve that these two forms can abide together; and that the

diabolical form may l)e put oft', and be transcribed into tlu;

f(jrm of charity, and this by a faith to which the life is

opposite ? for after death every one's life remains, or, what is

the same thing, his affection, and according thereto is all his

thought, consequently his faith, which thus manifests itself

such as it had been in the heart.

2364. Aiid ye vim/ do to them as is r/ood in your eyes: that

tliis signifies enjoyment so far as [they perceived it to be] from
good, may also appear from the sense of the words, and also

from the series, when they are predicated of affections, M'hich

are signified l)y daughters. That he applied himself prudently,

was signified by Lot's going out to them to the door, see no. 2356;
tlic prudence itself lierein appears from what is here said, and
from the rest of this verse, namely, that they should enjoy the
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blessedness of the affections of good and truth in proportion as

[they perceived it to be] from good, which is signified by doing

to them as was good in their eyes. Enjoying in proportion as

[they perceived it to be] from good here means, in proportion as

they knew it to be good, no one being bound beyond this. For

all are bent by the Lord to the good of life through the good of

their faith ; thus there is a difference in this respect between

gentiles and Christians, between the simple and the learned,

between infants and adults. Theywho have imbued the life with

evil are bent by abstaining from evil, and by intending good, and
by doing this according to their capacity ; their intention or

end in such case is regarded, and although their actions are not

good in themselves, still from the end they derive somewhat of

good, and thence of life, which constitutes their blessedness.

2365. Only to these men do not anything : that this signifies

that they should not violate the Lord's Divine Human and
Holy Proceeding, appears from the signification of the men and
angels, treated of above.

2366. For therefore came they into the shadow of my heam ;

that this signifies that they are in the good of charity, appears

from tlie signification of a iiouse, as denoting good, see nos. 710,

2233, 2234, which is here called the shadow of a beam, for a

reason which will be given presently.

2367. With respect to the shadow of a beam denoting a

general obscurity, the case is thus :—The perception of good and
of truth is but in obscurity with even a regenerate man, much
more so with one who is in external worship, and who is here

represented by Lot. While man is in corporeal things, that is,

while he lives in the body, aflections, like perceptions, are very

general, thus very obscure, howsoever man may think that they

are not so, there being myriads of myriads of things in each

little affection (affect iiineula) of him, and even in each idea of

his perception, which appears to him as a one, as will be shewn
hereafter, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, when affections and

ideas come to be treated of. ]\Ian may at times, by reflection,

explore and describe a few of the things which are in him ; but

still innumerable, yea indefinite things lie concealed, which
never come to his Knowledge, nor can come, so long as he lives

in the body, but are made manifest as soon as bodily and
2 worldly things are extinct. This may appear plainly enough
from this circumstance, that a man who was in the good of love

and charity, when he passes into the other life, comes from an

obscure life into a clearer life, as from a kind of night into day,

and in proportion as he comes into the Lord's heaven, in the

same proportion he comes into a clearer [life], till at length he

comes to the light in which the angels are, whose light of

intelligence and wisdom is inexpressible ; the lumen in which

man is respectively is like darksomeness {tenelricosum). Hence
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it is that it is here said, tliat they came into tlie shadow of his

beam, by which is signified, that tliey are in their general

obscurity, that is, that he knew little concerning the Divine
and Holy of the Lord, but still that he acknowledged and had
faith in its existence, and in its presence in the good of charity,

that is, with those who are in that good.

2368. Verse 9. And tliey said, Come on further ; and they

said, Is the one come to sojoiim, and shall he judging judge ?

noiu will we do evilly to thee more than to them ; and theypressed

on the man, on Lot exceedingly, and they drew near to hreak

down the inner door. And they said, signifies an answer from
anger : Come on further, signifies the threats of their anger : and
they said. Is the one come to sojourn, signifies those who are of a

difterent doctrine and of a different life : and shall he judging
judge ? signifies shall they teach us ? now will we do evilly to

fhee more than to them, signifies that they would reject the good
of charity more than the Divine Human and Holy proceeding
of the Lord : and they i^vessed on the man, signifies that they
were desirous to do violence to trutli : on Lot exceedingly,

signifies that [they were] especially [desirous to do violence] to

the good of charity : and they drew near to hreak down the

inner door, signifies that they came even to the endeavour of

destroying both.

2369. And they said ; that this signifies an answer from
anger, may appear from what goes before, and from what
follows, consequently without explanation.

2370. Come on further : that this signifies threats of anger,

that is, against the good of charity, appears from the significa-

tion of Lot, as denoting the good of charity, to whom, and
concerning whom, these words were spoken. That the words
are threats of anger, appears from the words themselves, and
from those which follow, which also involve that they would
altogether reject the good of charity, if he spoke and endea-
voured to persuade them any more concerning it, which is

what is signified by " Come on further."

2371. Aiid they said, Is the one come to sojourn : that this

signifies those who are of a different doctrine and a difterent

life, ap})ears from the signification of sojourning, as denoting
Ijcing instructed and living, thus denoting doctrine and life,

concerning which see nos. 1463, 202;"). Here is described the

state of the church as it is about the last times, when there is

no longer any faith because there is no charity, namely, that

the good of charity, in consecpience of its comiilete secession

from the life, is also rejected from doctrine. We are not here

treating of those who falsify the good of cliarity, by explaining

it in favour of self, and for the sake of self, that they may be the

greatest, and for the sake of the goods of the world, that they
may possess all, and who arrogate to themselves the distribution

VOL. III. 1
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of re^vanls, thus defiling the good of charity l)y various arts

and deceitful methods ; but of those who are unwilling to hear

anything of the goods of charity or of good works, but only of

faith separate therefrom, and this by reasoning to this effect,

that in man there is nothing but evil, and that the good which
is from him is also in itself evil, in which there is tlius nothing

of salvation, and that no one can merit heaven by anything

good, consequently no one can be saved thereby, but only by a

faith whereby they acknowledge the merit of the Lord. This

is the doctrine which flourishes, and is zealously taught, and
favourably received, in the last times, when the church begins to

3 expire. But it is a falsity to conclude thence, that a person

may lead an evil life, and at the same time have a good faith.

It is also a falsity to conclude, that because there is nothing

but evil in man, therefore good cannot be given by the Lord, in

which good, because the Lord is in it, there is heaven, and con-

sequently blessedness and happiness. It is, lastly, a falsity

to conclude, that because no one can merit [heaven] by any
good, therefore heavenly good cannot be given by the Lord, in

which merit is regarded as something enormous. In such

good are all the angels, in such all the regenerate, and in such

those who perceive a delight, yea a blessedness in good itself, or

in its affection. It was concerning this good, or concerning

this charity, that the Lord thus spoke in Matthew :
" Ye have

heard that it was said. Thou shalt love thy neighbour and hate

thine enemy ; but I say unto you, Do good to them that hate

you, and pray for them that despitefully use you and persecute

you, that ye may be the sons of your Lather Who is in the

heavens ; for if ye love them that love you, what reward have
ye ? and if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more
abundantly [than others] ? Do not even the publicans do
so ? " (v. 43-48). In like manner in Luke, with the addition of

these words :
" Do good, and lend, hoping for nothing again

;

then sliall your reward be great, and ye shall be the sons of the

4 Highest " (vi. 27-36). Here is described the good which is

from the Lord, as being void of any end of recompense ; where-
fore those who are in that good, are called the sons of the

Lather Who is in the heavens, and the sons of the Highest

;

and since the Lord is in that good, there is also a reward in it,

[according to the Lord's words] in Luke :
" When thou makest

a dinner or a supper, call not thy friends, nor thy brethren, nor
tliy kinsmen, nor rich neighbours, lest they call thee again, and a

recompense be made thee : but when thou makest a feast, call

the poor, the maimed, the lame, then thou shalt be blessed,

because they have not wherewith to recompense thee ; thou
shalt be recompensed in the resurrection of the dead " (xiv.

12-14). A dinner, a supper, and a feast, is the good of charity,

in which is the dwelling together of the Lord with man, see no.
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2341 ; wherefore by it is described, and plainly shewn, that

recompense is in good itself, because the Lord is therein, for it

is said, thou shalt be recompensed in the resurrection of the

dead. They who try to do good of themselves, because the 5

Lord has so commanded, are they who finally receive this good,

and who, being afterwards instructed, acknowledge from faith

that all good is from the Lord, see nos. 1712, 1937, 1947, and
then they hold all self-merit in such aversion, that it makes
them sorrowful only to think of it, and they perceive their

l)]essedness and happiness to be proportionally diminished.

The case is otherwise with those who do not try to do good of 6

themselves, but lead a life of evil, teaching and professing that

there is salvation in faith separate [from charity] ; these do not

know that such good can exist ; and, what is wonderful, as has

been given me to know by much experience, these same
persons, when they come into the other life, are desirous to

merit heaven by some good actions which they recollect to

have done, because they then first know, that there is no
salvation in faith separate from charity. These are they of

whom the Lord thus speaks in Matthew :
" They will say to Me

in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied through Thy
name, and through Thy name cast out devils, and in Thy name
done many powers ? but then will I confess to them, I know you
not ; depart from Me, ye that ivorh iniquity " (vii. 22, 23). It

also then appears from the same persons, that they have been

altogether inattentive to all those things which the Lord so

often taught concerning the good of love and charity, and that

those things were as fieeting clouds, or as things seen in the

night ; as for example, what is said in Matthew iii. 8, 9 ; v.

7-48; vi. 1-20; vii. 16-20, 24-27; ix. 13; xii. 33; xiii. 8,23;
xviii. 21-23 to the end; xix. 19; xxii. 34-38; xxiv. 12, 13;

XXV. 34 to the end; Mark iv. 18-20; xi. 13, 14, 20; xii.

28-34 ; Luke iii. 8, 9 ; vi. 27-39, 43 to the end ; vii. 47 ; viii.

8, 14, 15; x. 25-28; xii. 58, 59 ; xiii. 6-10; John iii. 19, 21

;

V. 42 ; xiii. 34, 35 ; xiv. 14, 15, 20, 21, 23 ; xv. 1-8, 9-19
;
xxi.

15-17. These and similar things, then, are what are signified

l)y the men of Sodom, that is, those who are in evil (see nos.

2220, 2246, 2322), saying to Lot, " Is the one come to sojourn,

and shall he judging judge?" that is, "Shall they, who are

of another doctrine and another life, teach us ?
"

2372. And shall he pulging judge ? that this signifies, shall

tliey teach us ? appears from the signification of judging,

as denoting teaching. That justice is predicated of the exercise

of good, but judgment of the instruction of trutli, was shewn,

no. 2235. Hence it is, that judging, in tlie internal sense,

signifies instructing or teaching. Teaching the truth is the

same thing as teaching what is good, because all truth looks to

<'Ood.
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2373. Noiu will we do evilly to thee more than to them

:

that this signifies, that they would reject the good of charity

more than the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceeding,

may appear from the signification of Lot, as denoting the good
of charity, for Lot represents those who are in tlie good of

charity, see nos. 2324, 2351, 2371 ; and from tlie signification

of the men or angels, as denoting the Lord as to His Divine
Human and Holy proceeding, concerning which see above:

hence it is evident that this is the meaning of doing evilly to

thee more than to them. The reason why those within the

church who are in evil, reject charity rather than deny the

Lord, is, that thereby they can favour their concupiscences

by some show of religion, and practise external worship with-

out internal, that is, the worship of the mouth without that

of the heart ; and the more Divine and holy they make such
worsliip, so much the greater is tlieir dignity and gain ; not to

mention several other reasons, which are hidden, but still may
be discerned. jSTevertheless, the case is thus, that whosoever
rejects the one in doctrine, and at the same time in life, rejects

also the other, and if he dares not do so with his mouth, yet

he does so in his heart; this is expressed in the sense of the

letter by their drawing near to break down the inner door, by
which is signified, that they came even to the endeavour of

destroying both ; but what operates to prevent this from
breaking out into act is not hidden.

2374. And they 'pressed ujion the man: that this signifies

that they were desirous to do violence to truth, appears from
the signification of a man (vir) as denoting the intellectual and
rational in man (homo),, consequently as denoting truth, con-

cerning which see nos. 158, 1007. Doing violence to truth is

perverting the things which are of faith, which are perverted

when they are separated from charity, and when it is denied
that they lead to the good of life.

2375. On Lot exceedingly : that this signifies that [they were]

especially [desirous to do violence] to the good of charity,

appears from the signification of Lot, as denoting the good of

charity, concerning which see above, nos. 2324, 2351, 2371, 2373.

From these words, " They pressed upon the man, upon Lot
exceedingly," it may plainly appear, that one thing is signified

by the man, and another thing by Lot exceedingly, otherwise

'

one expression would have been sufficient.

2376. And they drew near to hreak down the inner door:

that this signifies, that they attempted to destroy both,

appears from tlie signification of drawing near, as denoting
endeavouring ; and from the signification of the inner door, as

denoting that wliich introduces to good and to the Lord, and
also as denoting good itself and the Lord Himself, concerning
which see nos. 2356, 2357 ; how this is, see no. 2373.
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2377. Verse 10. And the men 2^'^ff' fortli their hand, and
hrought Lot in to them into the liouse, and shut the inner door.

The men put forth their hand, signifies the Lord's powerful aid :

and hrought Lot in to them into the house, signifies that the

Lord protects those who are in the good of charity : and shut

the inner door, signifies that He also shuts up every passage to

them.

2378. The men put forth their hand : that this signifies the

Lord's powerful aid, appears from the signification of the

men, as denoting the Lord, concerning which see above ; and
from the signification of the hand, as denoting power, con-

cerning which see no. 878.

2379. A7id they hrought Lot in to them into the house : that

this signifies that the Lord protects those who are in the good
of charity, appears from the signification of Lot, as denoting
those who are in the good of charity, concerning which see

above ; and from the signification of bringing in to them into

the house, as denoting protecting. Being brought into the

house, denotes being brought into good, and they who are

brought into good, are brought into heaven, and they who
are brought into heaven, are brought to the Lord, whereby
they are safe from all infestation as to their souls. That
the man wdio is in good is in society with angels as to his

soul, and is thus in heaven even while he lives in the body,

although he is ignorant thereof at the time, neither can per-

ceive angelic joy, because he is in corporeal things and in

preparation, see above, no. 1277.

2380. And shttt the inner door : that this signifies that the

Lord closes up every passage to them, appears from the

signification of the inner door, as denoting that which intro-

duces, see nos. 2356, 2357, 2376, consequently denoting passage

or access ; hence it is that shutting the inner door means
shutting up all passage. In the otlier life every passage is

shut up by the good being separated from the evil, so that the

good cannot be infested by the spheres of the persuasions of

falsity and of the lusts of evil, for the exhalation of hell

cannot penetrate into heaven. In the life of the body there

is also a shutting up of passage [which is effected thus] :—the

principles and persuasions of falsity can have no eflect on

those who are in good, for the angels who are with tlicm,

directly any falsity of evil or evil of falsity is infused, whether
in conversation by an evil man, or in thoughts by an evil spirit

or genius, turn it aside and bend it to something true and
good in which such persons have been confirmed ; and this,

howsoever they are infested as to the body, because they value

the body as nothing in comparison with the soul. Man, wliile 2

he is still in corporeal tilings, is in such a general obscure idea

and perception (see no. 2367), that he hardly knows whether
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he is in the good of charity or not, and this also because he

does not know what charity is, and what the neighbour is.

But it ought to be known who they are [who are in the good

of charity]. All are in the good of charity who have con-

science, that is, who for the sake of what is just and fair,

and good and true, are unwilling in any respect to depart

from what is just and fair, and good and true ; for this is of

conscience ; and those who from conscience think well of the

neighbour, and wish well to him, even though he be an enemy,

and this without any recompense, are they wlio are in the

good of charity, whether they be outside the church or within

it ; those of them who are within the church adore the Lord,

and willingly hearken to and practise the things which He has

3 taught. On the other hand, tliose who are in evil have no

conscience ; they do not care for what is just and fair, except

so far as they can gain reputation by means thereof ; what
good and truth, which constitute spiritual life, are, they do

not know, and also reject them as of no account; moreover,

they think ill of the neighbour, and bear ill-will towards him,

and also do ill to him, although he be a friend, if he does

not favour them, and herein they perceive delight ; if [they

think, or will, or do] anything good, it is witli a view to

recompense. Such within the church secretly deny the Lord,

and so far as their honour, interest, reputation, or life, are not

4 endangered, they deny Him openly. Nevertheless it should

be known, that some suppose themselves not to be in good,

when yet they are so, and some that they are in good, when
yet they are not so ; the reason why some suppose themselves

not to be in good, when yet they are so, is, that whilst they

reflect upon good in themselves, it is instantly insinuated by
the angels in whose society they are, that they are not in good,

to prevent their attributing good to themselves, and fixing

their thought on their own merit, and thus on their own
excellence {'prcefercntia) above others: if it were otherwise,

5 they would fall into temptations. But the reason why
some su})pose themselves to be in good when yet they are

not so, is, tliat whilst they reflect upon good, it is instantly

infused by the evil genii and spirits with whom they are

associated, that they are in good, for they believe the delight

of evil to be good, yea, it is suggested to them that whatever

good tliey have done to others from motives of the love of self

and of the world, is a good which ought to be recompensed
even in the other life, and thus that they merit more than

others, whom they despise, and make no account of, in com-
parison with tliemselves ; and what is wonderful, if they thought

otherwise, they would fall into temptations in which they would
be overcome.

2381. Verse 11. And the men who tixrc at the door of the
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house, they smote luith blindnesses, from small even to great,

and they laboured to find the door. The men who were at the

door of the house, signifies rationals, and thence doctrinals, by
which violence is offered to the good of charity : they smote

with hlindncsses, signifies that they were filled up with falsities :

from small even to great, signifies in particular and in general

:

and they lahoured to find the (/oo?% signifies till they could not see

any truth which led to good.

2382. And the men loho ivere at the door of the house : that

this signifies rationals and thence doctrinals, whereby violence

is offered to the good of charity, appears from the signification

of the men, as denoting rationals, concerning which see nos.

158, 1007 ; from the signification of a door, as denoting intro-

duction or approach, which leads either to truth or to good,

thus denoting what is doctrinal, concerning which see above,

no. 2356 ; and from the signification of a house, as denoting

the good of charity, concerning which see above in divers

places. In the present instance, as the subject treated of is

those who drew near to break down the inner door, that is,

who attempted to destroy both the good of charity, and the

Divine and Holy of the Lord (see no. 2376), evil rationals are

meant, and thence false doctrinals, by which violence is offered

to the good of charity.

2383. They sm.otc with hlindnesses : that this signifies that

they were filled up with falsities, appears from the significa-

tion of blindness. In the Word, blindness is predicated of

those who are in falsity, and also of those who are in ignor-

ance of the truth ; both are called blind, but which are

meant can only appear from the series of the things treated of,

especially in the internal sense. That they are called blind

who are in falsity, appears from the following passages :—In
Isaiah :

" His watehmcn are Idind, they are all ignorant, they

are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark" (Ivi. 10), where blind

watchmen denote those who from reasoning are in falsity. In

the same Prophet :
" We wait for light, and behold darkness

;

for brightness, but we walk in thick darkness ; we grope like

the Mind for the wall" (lix. 9, 10). In Jeremiah : "They have
wandered blind in the streets, they have polluted tliemselves

with blood, the things which they cannot [pollute], they touch

with garments " (Lament, iv. 14), denoting that all truths were
polluted ; streets denote the truths in which they wandered, see

no. 2336. In Zechariah :
" In that day I will smite every horse 2

with astonishment, and his rider with madness, every horse of

the peo])les I will smite with blindness " (xii. 4). In tliis and
other parts of the Word, horse denotes the intellectual, hence
it is said, that the horse should be smitten with astonishment,

and that every horse of the peoples should ])e smitten with

blindness, that is, should be filled up with falsities. In .John : 3
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'•
l''i)i' iudmucnt run I como into tlio world, Unit if/; o.sr tclu) see-

not may seu, but tliat tluise who see may become bliitd. Some
of the rharisees heard these words, and said, Are we Mind also ?

Jesus said unto them, If ye were (jlind, ye would not have sin

;

but now ye say,We see, tlierefore your sin remaineth " (ix. 39-

41). Here the blind are mentioned in both senses, that is,

denoting both those who are in falsity, and those who are in

ignorance of the truth ; w4th those who are within the church,

and know what is the truth, blindness is falsity ; but with

those who do not know what is the trutli, as those outside

the church, blindness is ignorance of the truth ; these latter

4 are blameless. In the same Evangelist, " JIc hath Minded their

eyes, and hardened their heart, that they may not see with their

eyes, and understand with their heart, and I should heal them
"

(xii. 40 ; Isaiah vi. 9-11), meaning that it would be better that

they should be in falsities than in truths, because they were in

tlie life of evil, for if they were instructed in truths, they would

not only falsify them, but would also defile them with evils

;

[truth, therefore, was concealed from them] for the same reason

that the men of Sodom were smitten with blindnesses, that is,

doctrinals were filled up with falsities ; the reason of this was

shewn, nos. 301-303, 593, 1008, 1010, 1059, 1327, 1328, 2426.

5 As blindness signified falsity, therefore in the representative

Jewish church it was forbidden to sacrifice anything blind, see

Levit. xxii. 22 ; Deut. xv. 21; Mai. i. 8; it was also forbidden that

a blind priest should come near to offer on the altar, Levit. xxi.

6 18, 21. That blindness is predicated of ignorance of the truth,

such as the gentiles are in, appears from Isaiah :
" In that day

shall the deaf hear the words of the book, and the eyes of the

blind shall see out of thick darkness, and out of darkness " (xxix.

18) ; where the blind denote those who are in ignorance of the

truth, especially those who are outside of the church. In the

same Prophet :
" Bring forth the Uirid jjeople, and they shall

have eyes, and the deaf, and they shall have ears " (xliii. 8)

;

treating of the church of the gentiles. In the same Prophet

:

" I will lead the Uind in a way they know not, I will make
7 darkness into light before them" (xlii. IG). In the same Pro-

phet :
" I will give thee for a light of the people, to open the

blind eyes, to bring him that is bound out of the prison (clmistra),

them that sit in darkness out of the house of the prison " (xlii.

6, 7), treating of the Lord's coming, when those who are in

ignorance of the truth would be instructed ; for those who are

in falsity do not so readily suffer themselves to be instructed,

l)ecause they have known what is true, and have confirmed

tliemselves against it, and have turned the light into darkness

which is not dispelled. In Luke :
" The master of the house

said to his servant. Go quickly into the streets and lanes of the

city, and bring in hither the poor, and the halt, and the lame,
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and the Nind" (xiv. 21), treating of tlie Lord's kingdom, where
it is evident, that the [naturally] poor, the halt, the lame, and
the blind, are not signitied, but those who are such in a spiritual

sense. In the same Evangelist :
" Jesus said, Go and tell John 8

that the hlind see, the lame walk, the leprous are cleansed, the

deaf hear, the dead are raised, to the poor the Gospel is preached
"

(vii. 22). According to the sense of the letter, by the blind, the

lame, the leprous, the deaf, the dead, and the poor, are here

meant no otliers than tliose who are [naturally] such, because

it was a fact that the blind received sight, the deaf hearing, the

leprous health, the dead life ; but still in the internal sense are

understood those who are thus described in Isaiah :
" Then the 9

eyes of the hlind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall

be opened, and the lame shall leap as a hart, and the dumh
shall sing with the tongue " (xxxv. 5, 6), speaking of the

coming of the Lord, and of a new church then, which is called

the church of the gentiles, of whom it is said that they were
blind, deaf, lame, dumb, so called as to doctrine and life. For
it must be known, that all the miracles which were done by
the Lord involved and thence signified such things as are

meant in the internal sense by the blind, the lame, the leprous,

the deaf, the dead, the poor ; hence the miracles of the Lord
were Divine, as also were those which were wrought in Egypt,

in the wilderness, and on other occasions, as recorded in the

Word. This is an arcanum.
2384. From small even to great : that this signifies in par-

ticular and in general, appeal's from the signification of tlie

words in the internal sense, when they are said of rationals

and doctrinals thence, which are signified by the men who
were at the door of the house ; for particulars and generals

have a similar relation to each other [as small and great], for

particulars are like small things and the generals of particulars

are like great things. What particulars are relatively to generals,

and how tliey are circumstanced, see nos. 920, 1040, 1310.

2385. And tlicy lahonred to find the door : that this signifies

till they could not see any truth which led to good, appears

from the signification of a door, as denoting introduction and
access, and thus denoting truth itself, inasmuch as this intro-

duces to good, see above, no. 2356 ; but in the present case by
a door are signified the Knowledges which introduce to truth,

for the door here spoken of, as w^as said above, no. 2356, was
before the house, for it is said that Lot w^ent out to the door

and shut the inner door after him, verse 6 ; hence labouring to

find the door, denotes not seeing any truth which led to good.

Those become such, especially in tlie last times, who hatch 2

doctrinals from [tlieir own] reasoning, and believe nothing but

what they can first understand ; the life of evil then continually

flows into their rational, infusing a kind of fallacious light
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(linncn) from the fire of the affections of evil, and causing them
to see ialsities as trutlis, like those persons who see pliantasras

in nocturnal light ; these falsities are afterwards contirmed by-

many [arguments], and become doctrinals, as is the case with

the doctrinals of those who affirm that life, which is of the

affection, is of no consequence, but only faith, which is of the

3 thought. That any principle, whatever it may be, even if it

were a falsity itself, when once received, may be confirmed by
innumera1)le [arguments], and thus be exhibited in an external

form as the truth itself, may be obvious to every one. Hence,

come heresies, which when once confirmed are never receded

from. But from a false principle nothing but falsities flow

forth, and if truths be mingled therewith, still, when the false

principle is confirmed thereby, they become truths falsified,

4 because defiled by the essence of the principle. The case is

altogether otherwise, if the truth itself be taken for a principle,

and confirmed. As, for example
;

[let this truth be taken

as a principle], that love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour are the essentials, on which hang all the law, and
concerning which all the prophets speak, and thus that they

are the essentials of all doctrine and of all worship :—in this

case the mind would be enlightened by innumerable things

contained in the Word, which otherwise lie concealed in

the obscurity of a false principle
;
yea, in this case heresies

would vanish, and out of many there would be formed one

church, howsoever differing as to doctrinals and rituals, either

5 flowing from the above essentials, or leading thereto. Such
was the Ancient church, which extended itself over several

kingdoms, namely, Assyria, Mesopotamia, Syria, Ethiopia,

Arabia, Lybia, Egypt, Philisthea, even to Tyre and Sidon,

tlirough the land of Canaan on both sides of Jordan. In each

of these kingdoms there was a difference as to doctrinals and
rituals, but still the church was one, because charity was
essential in all ; and then the Lord's kingdom w'as in the

earths as in the heavens, for such is heaven, see nos. 684,

690. If it were so [at the present day], all would be governed

as one man by the Lord, for all would be as members and
organs of one body, which, although tlicy are not of similar

forms, nor of similar functions, have nevertheless relation to

one heart, on which all things depend, in general and in par-

ticular, in their form which is everywhere different ; then also,

every one would say [of another], in whatever doctrine, or in

M'hatever external worship he w^as. This is my brother, I see

that he worshi])S the Lord, and that he is good.

2386. Verse 12. And the men said unto Lot, Had tlwu stilt

any here ? a son-in-law, and thy sons, and thy daughters, and all

whom thou hast in the city, bring forth out of the place. The men
said unto Lot, signifies that the Lord warns those who are in
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the good of charity : Hast thou still any here ? a son-in-law,

and thy sons, and thy daughters, and all whom, thou hast in the

city, hring forthfrom the flacc, signifies tliat all wlio are in the

good of charity, and all things thereof, should he saved, even
those who are in the truth of faith, if they would depart from
evil : sons-in-law are truths associated with affections of good,

in the present case about to be associated : sons are truths :

daughters are affections of good and truth : all whom thou liast

in the city, denotes whatsoever derives anything from truth:

the -place is the state of evil.

2387. The men said unto Lot : that this signifies that the

Lord w^arns those who are in the good of charity, appears from
the signification of the men, as denoting the Lord, see no.

2378 ; from the signification of saying, as denoting warning
;

and from the representation of Lot, as denoting those who
are in the good of charity, see nos. 2324, 2351, 2371. Hence,
by the men saying to Lot, is signified that the Lord warns
those who are in the good of charity.

2388, Hast thou still any here ? a son - in - laio, ami thy

sons, and thy daughters, and all whom thou hast in the city,

hring forth out of the iilacc : that this signifies that all who
are in the good of charity, and all things thereof, should

be saved, even those who are in the truth of faith, if they

would depart from evil, appears from the signification of

sons-in-law, of sons, of daughters, of a city, and of a place,

whereof we shall speak presently. With respect to this, that 2

those who are in the truth of faith, should be saved, if they

depart from evil, the case is thus :—the truths of faith are the

very recipient vessels of good, see nos. 1900, 2063, 2261,

2269, and they receive good in proportion as man recedes from

evil. For good is continually flowing in from the Lord, but

it is evil of life which hinders its being received in the truths

which are stored up in man's memory or science. Hence in

proportion as man departs from evil, in the same proportion

good enters, applying itself to his truths ; the truth of faith

with man then becomes the good of faith. Man indeed may
know what is true, and also make confession thereof from some
worldly motive, yea, and even be persuaded that it is true, but

still this truth doth not live in him so long as he is in the life

of evil ; for sucli a man is like a tree, on which are leaves but

no fruit ; and that truth is like light in which there is no heat,

as in time of winter, when notliing grows ; but when there is

heat in it, then it is like light in the spring time, when all

things grow. In the Word, truth is compared to light, and is

called light, but love is compared to heat, and is also called

spiritual heat. In the other life also truth manifests itself by
light, and good by heat ; but trutli witliout good manifests itself

by culd liuht, but united with good, by light like that of spring.
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Hence it is evident what the truth of faith is without the good

of charity ; and hence it is that the sons-in-law and sons, by
wliom such trutlis are signified, were not saved, but only Lot

with his daughters. Witli regard to what is here said, that they

also may be saved, who are in the truth of faith, if they depart

from evil, it should be known, that they are those who make a

profession of faith, but think nothing of charity, because they

have been so taught, and because they do not know what
charity is, supposiiig that it is only giving to others what is

one's own, and having pity on all ; also because they do not

know what is meant by the neiglibour towards whom charity

[is to be exercised], supposing that by the neighbour are meant
in general almost all without distinction. Nevertheless these

same persons live in the life of charity towards the neighbour,

because they live in the life of good ; it does not harm them to

make profession of faith like others, for in their faith there is

charity, whereby is signified all the good of life in general and
in particular. But what is meant by charity, and what by the

neighbour, shall be shewn, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, in

what follows.

2389. That sons-in-law denote truths associated with the

affections of good and truth, in the present case about to be

associated, appears from the signification of sons-in-law. A man
(vir) in the Word signifies truth, and a wife signifies good, see

nos. 265, 749, 915, 1007, because there is a kind of marriage

between truth and good, see nos. 1432, 1904, 2173 ; hence sons-

in-law signify the Knowledges of truth, to which are associated

the affections of good, which are daughters, but in the present

case about to be associated, for it is said, verse 14, that Lot went
out, and spoke to his sons-in-law who were taking, that is, about

to take his daughters.

2390. That sons denote trutlis, or what is the same thing,

those who are in truths, appears from the signification of sons,

as denoting truths, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147.

2391. That daughters denote the affections of good and of

truth, or, what is tlie same thing, those who are in those affec-

tions, appears from the signification of daughters, as denoting

those affections, see no. 2362.

2392. That every one who is in the city means whatever
derives anything from truth, appears from the signification of

a city, as denoting a doctrinal, thus denoting truth in its com-
plex, see nos. 402, 2268.

2393. That the place denotes the state of evil, appears from the

signification of a place as denoting a state, see nos. 1273-1275,
1 377, in the present case the state of evil, because it was Sodom,
whereby is signified evil in general, see nos. 2220, 2246, 2322.

2394. Verse 13. For we destroy this place, because the cry of
them is become yreat before Jehovah, and Jehovah hath sent us to
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destroy it. Fur we dcdroy this place, signifies that the state of

evil, in which they were, would damn them : hecause the cry of
them, is hecome great hefore Jehovah, signifies because falsity from
evil is so great: ccnd Jehovah hath sent us to destroy it, signifies

that they must needs perish.

2395. For tve destroy this place : that this signifies that tlie

state of evil, in which they were, would damn them, appears
from the meaning of destroying when predicated of the Lord, as

denoting in the internal signification perishing through evil,

that is, being damned ; also from the signification of the place, as

denoting the state of evil, see no. 2393. It is frequently said in

the Word, that Jehovah destroys, but in the internal sense is

meant, that the man destroys himself, for Jehovah or the Lord
destroys no one, but whereas it appears as if destruction were
from Jehovah or the Lord, because He sees all things in general

and particular, and rules all things in general and particular,

therefore it is thus expressed in the Word throughout, to the end
that men may be thereby kept in this most general idea, that

all things are under the eyes of the Lord, and all things under
His auspices, in which idea when they are once established,

they may afterwards easily be instructed ; for explanations of

the Word as to the internal sense, are nothing else than the

particulars which elucidate a general idea. A further purpose
herein is, that those who are not in love, may be kept in fear,

and may thus be impressed with awe of the Lord, and flee to

Him for deliverance. Hence it is evident, that there is no harm
in believing the sense of the letter, although the internal sense

teaches otherwise, if it l)e done from simplicity of heart. But
we shall speak more fully on this subject in the explanation of

verse 24 (no. 2447), where it is said, that Jehovah caused to

rain upon Sodom and Amorah brimstone and fire. The angels

who are in the internal sense of the Word, are so far from
thinking that Jehovah or the Lord destroys any one, that they
cannot bear even the idea of such a thing, and therefore when
this and similar passages in the Word are read by man, the

sense of the letter is cast as it were behind them, till at length

it comes to this, that evil itself is what destroys man, and that

the Lord destroys no one, as may appear from the example
mentioned in no. 1875.

2396. Because the cry of tli,cin is hecomc great hfore Jehovah:
that this signifies, because falsity from evil is so great, may
api^ear from the signification of a cry, concerning which see no.

2240, as being predicated of falsity, and, in the present case, of

falsity from evil, see no. 2351.

2397. Jehovah hath sent us to destroy it : that this signifies

that they must needs perish, appears in like manner as what
was said above, no. 2395. That US, or the men, or the angels,

are the Lord's Divine Human and Holy proceetling, was shewn
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above ; by it the good were saved, and the wicked perished, but

the latter perished by this law, that evil itself destroyed them

;

and because they ])erished by this law, and it was effected by
the coming of the Lord into the world, therefore it is here said

according to appearance, "Jehovah hath sent us to destroy it."

2 It is frequently said in the Word concerning the Lord, that He
was sent by the Father, as also it is said here, " Jehovah sent

us ;" but 1)1/ hcingscnt is everywhere signified in the internal sense

(joing forth, as in John :
" They have received and have known

truly, that I went forth from Thee, and have believed that Thou
hast seat Me" (xvii. 8). In like manner in other places, as in

the same Evangelist :
" God sent not His Son into the world, to

judge the world, but that the world might be saved by Him"
(iii. 17). Again: "He who honoureth not the Son, honoureth

not the Father who sent Him " (v. 23 ; besides many other pas-

sages, as Matt. X. 40 ; xv. 24 ; John iii. 34 ; iv. 34 ; v. 30, 36-

38 ; vi. 29, 39, 40, 44, 57 ; vii. 16, 18, 28, 29 ; viii. 16, 18, 29,

42; ix. 4 ; x. 36 ; xi. 41, 42 ; xii. 44, 45, 49 ; xiii. 20 ; xiv. 24
;

xvii. 18; xx. 21; Luke iv. 43 ; ix. 48; x. 16; Mark ix. 37;

3 Isaiah Ixi. 1). In like manner it is said of the Holy of the

Spirit, that it was sent, that is, that it goeth forth from the

Divine of the Lord, as in John :
" Jesus said, When the Com-

forter shall come, whom / am ahont to send to you from the

Father, the Spirit of truth which goeth forth from the Father,

He shall testify of Me " (xv. 26). Again :
" If I go away / will

send the Comforter to you " (xvi. 5, 7). Hence the Prophets

were called the sent, because the words which they spoke went
forth from the Holy of the Spirit of the Lord. And whereas

all Divine truth goes forth out of Divine good, the expression

heing sent is properly predicated of Divine truth. Hence also

it is evident what going forth is, namely, that he who goeth

forth, or that which goeth forth, is liis from whom it goeth forth.

2398. Verse 14. And Lot went forth, and spoke unto his sons-

in-laiM who were taking his daughters, and said. Arise, go forth

out of this plaee, hecause Jehovah is destroying the city ; and he

was as one that mocketh in the eyes of his sons-in-laio. Lot

went forth, signifies those who are in the good of charity, and
also the good of charity itself : and spoke unto his sons-in-law who
were taking his daughters, signifies with those who are in truths,

to which the affections of good might be adjoined : and said.

Arise, go forth out of this place, signifies that they should not

remain in a state of evil : heeause Jehovah is destroying the city,

signihes that they must needs perish : and he was as one that

mocketh in the eyes of his sons-in-law, signifies derision.

2399. And Lot vxnt forth : that this signifies those who are

in the good of charity, and also the good of charity itself, has

been frequently shewn above ; for he who represents those who
are in good, signifies also that good itself in which they are.
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2400. And spoke unto his sons-in-law wlio were taldnrj his

(laughters: that this signifies with those who are in truths, with

which the affections of good might be conjoined, appears from
the signification of sons-in-law, as denoting the Knowledges of

truth, consequently denoting truths, see no. 2389 ; and from the

signification of daughters, as denoting tlie affections of good, see

no. 23G2 ; and whereas it is said, that he spoke unto his sons-

in-law who were taking his daughters, hereby is signified with

those who are in truths, to whom the affections of good might

be conjoined ; as they were in the capacity of being conjoined,

tliey are called his sons-in-law, but inasmuch as they were not

really conjoined, it is said, who were taking his daughters.

The subject here treated of is the third kind of men who are 2

within tlie church, that is, those who know truths, but still

live in evil. For there are three kinds of men within the

church. The first are those who live in the good of charity

:

these are represented by Lot. The second are those who are

altogether in falsity and evil, and who reject both truth and
good : these are those who are represented by the men of

Sodom. The third are those wlio indeed know truths but still

are in evil : these are here signified by the sons-in-law. These

are more especially they who teach, but the truth which they

teach, takes no deeper root than does knowledge of the memory
alone, for it is learned and imparted to others merely for the

sake of honour and gain ; and as the ground with such persons,

in which truth is sown, is thus the love of self and the love of

the world, they have no faith of truth, but only a kind of per-

suasive faith, the quality whereof, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, shall be shewn elsewhere. This kind of men are here

described by the sons-in-law, in that they gave no credit to the

overthrow of Sodom, but mocked ; such also is the faith of

their heart.

2401. And said, Arise, go forth out of this plaee : that this

signifies that they should not remain in a state of evil, appears

from the signification of arising and going forth, and also of

the place. Arising is often read of in the Word, but its ulterior

signification is little thought of, because it is a familiar expres-

sion, nevertheless in the internal sense it involves elevation, as

in the present case, from evil to good, for the mind is elevated

when it recedes from evil, see no. 2388. Going forth is receding

from, or not remaining. The place denotes the state of evil, see

no. 2393. Hence it is evident that this is the signification of

these words. It has been frequently shewn above, what is the 2

quality of those who are in the Knowledges of truth, but at the

same time in a life of evil, namely, that so long as they are in

the life of evil, they believe nothing, for it is not possible for

any one to will evil, and thence to do evil, and at the same
time by faith to acknowledge truth. Hence also it is evident,
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that man cannot be saved by thinking and speaking truth, or

even good, when at the same time he wills, and, in consequence

of willing, does, nothing but evil. It is man's will which lives

after death, and not his thought, except so far as it flows from

his will. Since then man's thought is such as his will is, it is

very plain how incapable man is [after death] of thinking of the

truths of faith which he has imbibed, yea, which he has taught,

[if his will be in evil,] inasmuch as those truths would dauni

him ; ho is so far therefore from thinking about them, that he

holds them in aversion, yea, so far as it is permitted, he blas-

phemes them as the devil's crew do. It may possibly be sup-

posed by those, who are not instructed concerning the life after

death, that they can then easily receive faith, when they see

that the Lord governs the universal heaven, and when they

hear that heaven consists in loving Him and the neighbour
;

but the evil are as far from being capable of receiving faith

[after death], that is, of believing it from the will, as hell is far

from heaven ; for they are altogether in evil, and thence in

falsity ; from their very approach or presence it is known and
perceived that they are against the Lord, and against the neigh-

bour, consequently against good and thence against truth, this

is the wicked sphere which exhales from the life of their will

and thence of their thought, see nos. 1048, lOoo, 1316, 1504.

If it were possible for this to be effected, that men might

believe, and become good, by instruction alone in the other life,

there would not be a single one in hell, for the Lord is desirous

of elevating all, whosoever they be, to Himself into heaven.

For His mercy is infinite, because it is the Divine Mercy
Itself, and extends itself towards the whole human race, con-

sequently towards the evil as well as towards the good.

2402. Because Jehovah is destroying the city : that this signi-

fies that they could not but perish, appears from the explana-

tion of nearly the same words, nos. 2395, 2397.

2403. Aiiil he iras as one that moclceth in the eyes of his sons-

in-law: that this signifies derision, appears from the signification

of mocking or jesting, as denoting the utterance of jokes, fables

and idle tales, consequently of such things as excite derision.

In their eyes, signifies before their rational, as appears from the

signification of the eyes, no. 212. Hence it is evident of what
(juality are tliose wlio are in the truth of faith, and not at

the same time; in the good of life.

2404. Verse 15. And as the davm ascended, and the angels

urged Lot to make liaste, saying, Arise, take thy wife, and thy

two daughters which are fouiid, lest peradventure thou he con-

sumed in the iniquity of the city. As the daivn ascended, signi-

fies when the Lord's kingdom draws nigh : and the angels urged

Lot to make haste, signifies that the Lord withlield them from
evils, and kept them in good: saying, Arise, take thy wife and
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thy two dcmghicrs which are found, signifies the truth of faith,

and the afiections of truth and good ; their being found denotes
that they were separated from evil : lest peradventicrc thou he

consumed in the iniquity of the city, signifies lest they should
perish by evils of falsity.

2405. As the dawn ascended : that this signifies when the

Lord's kingdom draws nigh, appears from the signification of

the dawn, or of the morning (mane), in the Word. Inasmuch
as the subject treated of in this chapter is concerning successive

states of the church, the first thing treated of is concerning
what came to pass in the evening, afterwards concerning
what came to pass in the night ; what now follows is concerning
what came to pass in the daybreak, and presently concerning
what came to pass after the sun's going forth. The daybreak is

here expressed by these words, " As the dawn ascended," and
is that time when the upright are separated from the evil,

wliich separation is treated of in this verse, and even to verse

22, and described by Lot's being brought forth and saved,

with his wife and daughters. That separation precedes judg-
ment, appears from the Lord's words in Matthew :

" All
nations shall be gathered together before Him, and ITe shall

separate them from each other, as a shepherd separates the

sheep from the goats" (xxv. 32). This time or state is in

the Word called the dawn, because then the Lord comes,
or, what is the same thing, His kingdom then draws nigh.

Such is really the case with the good, for there then beams
forth with them an appearance of morning daybreak {diluctdum

matutini) or dawn ; hence in the AVord the Lord's coming
is compared to the morning (mane), and is also called the
morning. That it is compared to the morning, appears from
Hosea: "After two days will Jehovah revive us, in the third

day He will raise us up, and we shall live before Him, and
shall know, and shall follow on to know Jehovah : as the dawn
is His going forth " (vi. 2, 3). Two days denote the time and
state which precedes, the third day denotes judgment or the

Lord's coming, consequently the approach of His kingdom,
see nos. 720, 901 ; which coming, or which approach, is com-
pared to the dawn. In Samuel :

" The God of Israel is as

the ligld of the morning, the sun ariseth, a morning without
clouds, from the brightness ; from the shower, the bud [cometh]

out of the earth" (2 Sam. xxiii. 3, 4). The God of Israel

denotes the Lord, for no other God of Israel was meant in

that church, inasmuch as the Lord was represented in all

things in general and particular thereof. In Joel :
" The day

of Jehovah cometh, because it is near, a day of darkness and of

thiclc darkness, a day of cloud and of obscurity, as the dawn
spread upon the mountains" (ii. 1, 2). Here also the Lord's

corning and His kingdom arc treated of; it is called a day of

VOL. III. K
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darkness and of thick darkness, because the good are then

separated from the evil, as Lot is here separated from the

men of Sodom, and after the good are separated, the evil

4 perish. That the Lord's coming or the approach of His

kingdom, is not only compared to the morning, but is also

called the morning, appears from iJaniel :
" One holy one said,

llow long shall be the vision, for ever? and the wasting

transgression ? He said to me, Even to the evening, the

morning, two thousand three hundred, and the Holy One
shall be justified. The vision of the evening and the morning,

which was told, is truth" (viii. 13, 14, 26), where the morning
manifestly denotes the Lord's coming. In David :

" Thy people

of willing ones, in tlie day of thy strength, in the honours of

holiness, from the womb out of the dcncn, thou hast the dew
of thy nativity " (Psalm ex. 3). This whole psalm througliout

treats of the Lord, and of His victories in temptations, which

are the days of strength, and tlie honours of His holiness ; from

the womb out of the dawn denotes the Lord Himself, thus the

5 Divine love from which He fought. In Zephaniah :
" Jehovah

is just in the midst thereof, He will not do perversity in the

"inorning, in the morning He shall give judgment for light " (iii.

5), where the morning denotes the time and state of judgment,

which is the same thing as the Lord's coming, and the Lord's

coming is the same thing as the approach of His kingdom.
(> Such being the signification of the morning, in order that the

same might be represented, it was commanded that Aaron and
his sons should cause the lamp to ascend, and sliould set it in

order from evening even to morning before Jehovah (Exod.

xxvii. 21), where the evening denotes the daybreak before the

morning, see no. 2323. The same thing was represented by
the fire on the altar being kindled every daum (Levit. vi. 5 [12])

;

and also by what was commanded concerning the Paschal

(Jattle, and concerning the sanctified things of the sacrifices,

that nothing should be left to the morning (Exod. xii. 10
;

xxiii. 18; xxxiv. 25; Levit. xxii. 29, 30; Numb. ix. 12),

whereby was signified, that when the Lord came, sacrifices

7 should cease. In a general sense it is called the morning,

both when the dawn appears, and when the sun arises, and in

this case the morning denotes judgment both concerning the

good, and ujion the evil, as in this chapter, "The sun went forth

upon the earth, and Lot came to Zoar ; and Jehovah caused to

rain upon Sodom and Amorah brimstone and fire " (verses 23,

24). In like manner it denotes judgment Tipon the evil, as in

David :
" In the morning (in matutinis) I will destroy all the

v/icked of the earth, to cut off from the city of Jehovah all

tliat work iniquity " (Psalm ci. 8). And in Jeremiah: "Let
tliat man be as the cities which Jehovah overthrew, and He
repented not, and let him hear a cry in the morning (inane)

"
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(xx. IG). As tlie mnviiiiig in a projoer sense signifies tlie

Lord, His coming, and tlius tlie approach of }{is kin<,^dom,

it may appear what the morning further signifies, that is, the

rise of a new church, for this is the Lord's kingdom in the
earths, and this both in general, and in particular, yea, also in

singular; in general, when any church is raised up anew on
the earth; in jjurticular, when man is regenerated, and is made
new, for tlien the Lord's kingdom arises in him, and he becomes
a church ; and in singvlar, as often as the good of love and
of faith works in him, for in this is the Lord's coming.
Hence the resurrection of the Lord on the tliird day in the

morning (Mark xvi. 2, 9 ; Luke xxiv. 1 ; John xx. 1) involves

all those things, even in particular and in singular, denoting
that He arises daily, yea, every moment, in the minds of the

regenerate.

240G. Tlie angeh nrgcd Lot to make haste : that this signifies

that the Lord withheld them from evil, and kept them in

good, appears from the signification of hastening and urging,

as denoting pressing forward. That thereby is signified being
withheld from evil, appears both from the internal sense of

these words, and from those which follow. The internal sense

is, that when the church begins to fall away from the good of

charity, they [that is, the good] are then withheld from evil by
the Lord, more forcibly, than when the church is in the good
of charity. The same thing appears from what follows, where
it is said, that although the angels urged Lot to go forth out of

the city, still he lingered, and that they laid liold of his hand,
and of the hands of liis wife and daughters, and brought them
forth, and set them without the city, whereby is signified

and described the quality of man in that state. For the sub-

ject here treated of is the second state of this church. The
hrst state was described in verses 1-3 of this chapter, and is

such, that the men of the church are in the good of charity,

and acknoM'ledge the Lord, and are confirmed by Him in good.

The second state is here described, which is such, that even
with the men of the church themselves, evils begin to act

against good, and that in this case they are forcibly withheld
fVom evil, and kept in goods by the Lord ; this state is treated

of in this verse and in the following verses (15-17). In regard

to tliis sul)ject, few, if any, know, that all men whatsoever are

withheld from evils by the Lord, and this with a stronger

])OM'er than man can believe. Lor there is in every man a

])erpetual tendency to evil, and this both from the hereditary

(n'il in which he is born, and from the actual evil which he
has accpiircd for himself, insomuch that unless he was withheld
l)y the Lord, he would rush headlong every moment towards
the lowest hell. Lut the mercy of the Lord is so great, that

he is elevated every moment, yea, every least moment and
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withheld from plungiui:," liiiuself thither. This is even the

case with the good, but witli a difference according to their

life of charity and faith. Thus the Lord continually fights

with man, and for man with hell, although it does not so

appear to man. That it is so, has heen given me to know by
much experience, concerning which, by the Divine mercy of

the Lord, we will speak elsewhere ; see also on this subject,

nos. 925, 1581.

2407. Sayinfi, Arise, take thy wife, and thy tiao daughters

which are found : that this signifies the truth of faith, and the

affections of truth and good ; and that being found denotes

being separated, appears from the signification of arising, as

denoting being elevated from evil, see no. 2401 ; also from the

signification of a wife, as denoting the truth of faith, concerning

which see verse 26, where Lot's wife is spoken of as being

turned into a statue of salt ; and likewise from the signification

of the two daughters, as denoting the affections of truth and good,

concerning which see no. 2362 : that being found means being

separated from evil, may also appear from this circumstance,

that they were protected. In these few words is described

the second state of the church, as consisting in this, tliat the

men of the church do not suffer themselves to be led by good
to truth, as before, but through truth to good, nevertheless that

they are still in an obscure affection of good ; for in proportion

as truth becomes the leader, good is obscured ; and in propor-

tion as good becomes the leader, truth is manifested in its own
light.

2408. Zest lycradventiire thou he consumed, in the iniquity of
the city : that this signifies lest they should perish in evils of

falsity, appears from the signification of iniquity, as denoting

evil ; and from the signification of a city, as denoting a doctrinal,

even a false doctrinal, concerning which see no. 402. What is

meant by the evil of falsity, may appear from what was said

in nos. 1212, 1670.

2409. Verse 16. Arid he lingered, and the men laid hold of
his hand, and of the hand of his wife, and of the hand of his two
daughters, in the clemency of Jehovah icjjon him, and hrought

him forth, and set him without the city. And he lingered,

signifies resistance from the nature of evil : and the men laid

hold of his hand, and of the hand of his wife, and of the hand
of his two daughters, signifies that the Lord forcibly withheld
from evils, and thereby strengthened the goods and truths

signified by Lot, his wife, and liis daughters : in the clemency of
Jehovah uipon him, signifies out of grace and mercy : and
hrought him forth and set him without the city, signifies his

state at the time.

2410. And he lingered : that this signifies resistance from
the nature of evil, a^^pears from what was said above, no.
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2406. For the evil which is in man continually re-acts

against the good which is from the Lord. Evil derived

hereditarily, and acquired by actual hahit, adheres closely to

man in each of his thoughts, yea, in the least of his thoughts,

and draws him downwards, but the Lord, by means of the

good which He insinuates, withholds man [from evil], and lifts

him upwards : thus man is kept suspended between evil and
good, wherefore unless he was every instant withheld from
evils by the Lord, he would of himself plunge continually

downwards ; and this more in the present state, in which the

man of the church is whom Lot now represents, than in the

former state; the present state is this, that he begins to think

and act, not so much from good, as from truth, and thus at a

certain distance from good.

2411. And the men laid hold of his hand, and of the hand of
his wife, and of the hand of his two daughters : that this

signifies that the Lord forcibly withheld from evils, and thereby

strengthened the goods and truths signified by Lot, his wife,

and his daughters, appears from the signification of the men,
as denoting the Lord, concerning which see above ; and from
the signification of the hand, as denoting power, concerning

which see no. 878; also from the signification of Lot, as denoting

the good of charity, concerning which see nos. 2324, 2351, 2371,

2399 ; and from the signification of a wife, as denoting the

truth of faith, concerning which see verse 26 of this chapter

;

and from the signification of daughters, as denoting the affec-

tions of truth and good, concerning which see nos. 489-491,

2362 ; and lastly from what was said above, no. 2388, namely,

that in proportion as good and truth fiows in from the Lord, in

the same proportion man is withheld from evil, consequently

in the same proportion the goods and truths, signified by Lot,

his wife, and his two daughters, are strengthened. This also -

every one may know from his own experience, if he reflects [on

what passes within himself], for in proportion as he is removed
from corporeal and Avorldly tilings, in the same proportion he

is in a spiritual idea, that is, lie is elevated towards heaven,

as is the case Avhen he is engaged in any holy worship, or

when he is in any temptation, and also when he is oppressed

with misfortunes or illnesses. That corporeal and worldly

things, that is, the love of such things, are then removed, is well

known. The reason is, tliat, as was said above, there is a

continual influx of what is celestial and spiritual from the

Lord, but it is evil and thence falsity, or falsity and thence

evil, flowing in from corporeal and worldly things, which oppose

the reception thereof.

2412. In the clemency of Jehovah upon him : that this

signifies out of grace and mercy, aT)pcars from the significa-

tion of the clemency of Jehovah, which can be nothing but
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grace and mercy. That man's being withheld from evil, and kept

in good by the Lord, is ont of pure mercy, see no. 1049. The
reason svhy mention is made botli of grace and mercy, is stated

in nos. 598, 981, and is tliis, that those wlio are in truth and
thence in good, implore only the grace, whereas they who are

in good and thence in truth, implore the mercy of the Lord
;

this difference comes from their dissimilar states of humiliation

and thence of adoration.

2413. And hrought hivi fort Ii, and set him tcithout the city:

that this signifies his state then, appears from the signification

of bringing forth, as denoting withholding, and from the signi-

fication of setting without the city, as denoting from falsity
;

Ills state, therefore, at that time was, that by being withheld

from evils, goods and truths were strengthened by the Lord.

2414. Verse 17. And it came to 2Mss, lohen they hrought

them forth cd)road, and he said, Escape for thy soul, look not hack

behind thee, and stand not still in all the plain ; escape to the

mountain, lest peradxenture thou he consumed. And it came to

pass, when they hrovglit them forth abroad, signifies the state

when they were withheld from falsity and evil : and he said,

JSscape for thy soul, signifies that he should provide for his life

to eternity : look not hack behind thee, signifies that he should

not have regard to doctrinals : and stand not still in all the

plain, signifies that lie should not linger in any of them : escape

to the mountain, signifies to the good of love and charity : lest

peradventnre thou he consumed, signifies that otherwise he
would perish.

2415. And it came to piass, when tliey brought them, forth

abroad : that this signifies the state when they were withheld

from falsity and evil, appears from what was said above, no.

2413, and also from what was said in nos. 2388, 2411.

2410. He said, Escape for thy soul: that this signifies that

he should provide for his life to eternity, appears without ex-

planation : but how he should provide for his life, is what next

follows.

2417. Zook not hack behind thee : that tliis signifies that he
should not have regard to doctrinals, appears from the signi-

fication of looking back l)eliind him, when the city was behind
him, and tlie moimtain before him. For by a city is signified

a doctrinal, see nos. 402, 2268, 2392 ; but by a mountain is

signified love and charity, see nos. 795, 1430. That this is

the signification of tliese words, will furtlier appear from the

explanation of verse 20, where it is said, tliat Lot's wife looked

back behind her, and l)ecan)e a statue of salt ; every one may
know that in these words, " Look not back behind thee," there

is contained some Divine arcanum, which lies hid so deeply as

not to be seen ; for in looking back behind him there appears

to be nothing criminal, and yet it is a matter of such import-
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ance, that it is said, that he shoiihl escape for his soul, that is,

should provide for his life to eternity, by not looking back

behind him. What is meant by having regard to doctrinals,

will be seen in what follows ; here it shall merely be stated

what is meant by a doctrinal. A doctrinal is twofold; there ^

is a doctrinal of love and charity, and there is a doctrinal of

faith. Every church of the Lord in its beginning, whilst it is

still a girl and a virgin, has no other doctrinal, and loves no

other than that which is of charity, because this is of life ; but

the church successively turns away from this doctrinal, until it

begins to esteem it of little value, and at length to reject it,

and then it acknowledges no other doctrinal than that which

is called the doctrinal of faith, and when it separates faith from

charity, the doctrinal conspires with the life of evil. Such was 3

the primitive church, or the church of the gentiles, after the

coming of the Lord. In its beginning it had no other doctrinal

than that of love and charity, for this the Lord Himself taught

(see no. 2371) ; but after liis time, as love and charity began

to grow cold, the doctrinal of faith l)egan [to grow], and with

it dissensions and heresies, which increased in proportion to

the stress laid upon that doctrinal. The case was similar with 4

the Ancient church which was after the flood, and was ex-

tended over so many kingdoms, see no. 2385. This church, in

its beginning, knew no other doctrinal than that of charity,

because it had respect to and imbued the life, and thus the

men of that church provided for themselves to eternity; but

after some time, the doctrinal of faith also began to be cul-

tivated amongst certain of the church, and at length they

separated faith from charity ; these persons they called Ham,
because they were in the life of evil, see nos. 10G2, 1063, 1076.

The Most Ancient church, which was before the flood, and which 5

above all others was called Man, was in the real perception of

love to the Lord, and of charity towards the neighbour, and thus

had inscribed on it the doctrinal of love and charity ; but there

were some even at that time who cultivated faith, and when at

length they separated faith from charity, they were called Cain

;

for by Cain is signified such faith, and by Abel, whom he slew,

is signified charity ; see the explanation of the fourth chapter of

Genesis. Hence it is evident that what is doctrinal is twofold, 6

one of charity, the other of faith, although essentially both are

one ; for the doctrinal of charity involves all things of faith

;

but when a doctrinal is made solely of those things which are

of faith, the doctrinal is said to be twofold, because faith is

separated from charity. That they are separated at this day,

may be evident from this, that it is entirely unknown what

charity is, and what the neighbour is. They who are solely in

the doctrinal of faith, know of no other kind of charity towards

the neighbour than that wliich consists in giving of one's own to
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otliers, and having pity on every one, for they say that every

one is a neighbour without distinction ; when yet charity is all

good whatsoever with man, in his affection, and in his zeal, and
thence in his life ; and the neighbour is all the good in others

whereby man is affected, consequently those wdio are in good,

7 and this with every distinction. As, for example, he is in

charity and in mercy, who exercises justice and judgment, by
punishing the evil, and rewarding the good. There is cliarity in

punishing the evil, for thus he is moved witli zeal to amend
him, and at the same time to protect others from suffering

evil from him ; for thus he has regard for, and wills well to

liim who is in evil, or who is an enemy, and thus he has regard

for, and wills well to others, and to the commonwealth itself,

and this from charity tow"ards the neighbour. The case is

the same with all other goods of life, for the good of life is

never possible, unless it is from charity towards the neighbour,
8 for it has regard to this and involves this. Since, then, as was
said, [the kuowdedge of] what charity is, and what the neigh-

bour is, is involved in such great obscurity, it is clear that after

the doctrinal of faith had occupied the first place, the doctrinal

of charity was among the things that were lost ; when, never-

theless, the doctrinal of charity was the only doctrinal which
was cultivated in the Ancient church, insomuch that they dis-

tinguished into classes all the goods of charity towards the

neighbour, that is, all persons who are in good, and this with
careful distinction, giving names also thereto, and calling them
the poor, the miserable, the oppressed, the sick, the naked,

the hungry, the thirsty, the captives or those in prison, the

sojourners, the orphans, the widows ; others again the lame,

the blind, the deaf, the dumb, the maimed, besides many
others. According to this doctrinal the Lord spoke in the

Word of the Old Testament, and this is the reason why these

names so often occur therein ; and according to the same
doctrinal the Lord Himself spoke, as in jMatthew xxv. 35, 36,

37-40, 42-45
; Luke xiv. 13, 21 ; and in many other places.

Hence it is that those names, in the internal sense, have a
different signification [from what appears in the letter]. In
order, therefore, that the doctrinal of charity may be restored,

it shall, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, be stated in what
follows, who they are [that are meant by those names], and
what charity is, and what neighbour, both in general and in

particular.

2418. Stand not still in all the j^jfot?i ; that this signifies

that he should not linger in any of them, appears from the
signification of a plain, as denoting everything of what is

doctrinal, of which we shall speak presently. How this case

is in regard to not lingering in any of them, will be stated at

verse 26, where it is said of Lot's wife, that she looked back
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behind him. That a plain in the Word signifies all things of

what is doctrinal, appears from Jeremiah :
" The waster siiall

come to every city, and the city shall not escape, and the valley

shall perish, and the j:)/aw shall be destroyed " (xlviii. 8),

wliere the city denotes the false doctrinal, and the plain

all those things which belong to that doctrinal. In John :

" When the thousand years shall be consumed, Satan shall be
loosed from his prison, and shall go forth to seduce the nations,

Gog and Magog, to gather them together to war, whose number
is as the sand of the sea ; wherefore they went up upon all the

2)lain of the earth, and encompassed the camp of the saints,

liut fire came down from God out of heaven, and consumed
them" (Apoc. xx. 7-9), where Gog and Magog denote those

who are in external worship without internal, thus in [worship]

made idolatrous, see no. 1151: the plain of the earth denotes

the doctrinals of tlie church, w^hich they lay waste : the camp
of the saints denotes the goods of love and charity : consumed
by fire from God out of heaven, has the same signification as

what is said concerning the men of Sodom and Amorali,
verse 24. Moreover, the doctrinals of charity are called cities

of the mountain, and the doctrinals of faith cities of the plain,

in Jeremiah xxxiii. 13.

2419. Escape to the mouniain: that this signifies to the good
of love and charity, appears from the signification of a mountain,
as denoting love and charity, see nos. 795, 1430.

2420. Lest inradvcnture thou he consumed: that this signifies

that otherwise he would perish, appears without explanation.

2421. Verses 18, 19. And Lot said itnto them, I pray, not

so, my Lords. Behold, I pray, thy servant hath found grace in

thine eyes, and thou hast made great thy merey u-hich thou hast

done with me, to make my soul to live; and I shall not he ahlc to

escajje to the moiuitain, lest pcradventure evil cleave to me, and L
die. And Lot said unto them, Lpray, not so, my Lords, signifies

weakness in that he was not able : hehold, L pray, thy servant

hath found grace in thine eyes, signifies humiliation from the

affection of truth: and thou hast made great thy mercy, signifies

something resembling humiliation from the affection of good

:

v'hich thou heist made with me to maJce my soul to live, signifies

for this that he was desirous to save him : and L shall not he

ahle to escape to the mountain, signifies doubtfulness whether he
could have the good of charity: lest peradventure evil cleave to

me, and L die, signifies that in such case it could not be other-

wise than that he would at the same time be in evil, and tluis

would be damned.
2422. Lot said unto them, L pray, not so, my Lords: that this

signifies weakness in that he was not able, appears from the

affection in the words themselves, and also from what follows.

The subject now treated of is the third state of the church, which
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is represented l)y Lot in tliis chapter. This state is, that they

no longer think and act from the affection of good, but from

the afi'ection of truth, which state takes place, when the affec-

tion of good begins to be diminished, and as it were to depart

:

good indeed is present, but withdraws itself more towards the

interiors ; hence it is in obscurity, but manifests itself in a

certain affection, which is called the affection of truth. What
the affection of good is, and what the affection of truth, see

no. 1997, and in what follows, no. 2425. The existence of

these states does not appear to man, much less does their

quality appear, but they appear to the angels as in clear light,

for the angels are in every good affection of man ; they appear

also to man when he comes into the other life. According to

those affections, and according to their quality, the good are

distinguished into societies, see no. 685.

2423. Behold, I fray, thy servant hath found grace in thine

eyes : that this signifies humiliation from the affection of truth
;

and that by the words, Thou hast made great thy mercy, is signified

something resembling humiliation derived from the affection of

good, may appear from what was said above concerning grace

and mercy, nos. 598, 081. For those who are in the affection

of truth, cannot so far humble themselves, as to acknowledge
from the heart that all things are of mercy, wherefore instead

of mercy they say grace
;
yea, in proportion as there is less of

the affection of truth in them, in the same proportion there is

less of humiliation in their speaking of grace. But on the other

hand, in ])ro])ortion as there is more of the affection of good in

any one, in tlie same proportion there is more of humiliation

in him when he speaks of mercy. From this consideration it is

evident how greatly the adoration, and thus the worship, of

those who are in the affection of truth differs from that of those

M'ho are in the affection of good ; for in order that there may
be worship there must be adoration, and tliat there may be

adoration there must be humiliation, and this in all things in

general and particular of worship. Hence it is plain why men-
tion is here made both of grace and mercy.

2424. Which thou hast made with me to malr my soul to lire :

that this signifies for this, that he was desirous to save him,

appears without explanation.

2425. And I shall not he cdjle to escape to the mountain : that

this signifies doubtfulness whether he could have the good of

charity, that is, could think and act from that good, appears

from the signification of a mountain, as denoting love and charity,

2 see nos. 795, 1430. Witli respect to doubtfulness, the case is

tlius :—with those who are in tlie affection of truth, there is an
affection of good in their af'l'ection of truth, but so obscurely

that they do not perceive it, so that they do not know what
the affection of good is, and what genuine charity is ; they sup-
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pose indeed that they know, but this is from truth, and thus

from knowledge, and not from good itself ; still, however, they

do good works of charity, not that they may merit anything

tlierehy, hut from obedience, and this in proportion as they con-

ceive it to be true, for tliey suffer themselves to be led of tlie Lord

out of the obscurity of good through the truth which appears to

them as truth. As, for example, as they are ignorant what the

neighbour is, they do good to every one whom they imagine to

be the neighbour, especially to the poor, because tliese call them-

selves poor in consequence of being destitute of worldly wealth :

they do good also to the fatherless and widows, because they are

so called ; and to sojourners, for the same reason ; and so in other

instances ; and this so long as they are ignorant what is signi-

fied by the poor, the fatherless, the widows, the sojourners, and
the like ; nevertheless since there lies dimly hidden in their

affection of apparent truth the affection of good, as was said,

through which the Lord leads them so to do, they are at the

same time, as to their interiors, in good, in wdiich angels are

Avith them, and are there delighted with the appearances of

truth with which the}'' are affected. But they who are in the 3

good of charity, and thence in the affection of truth, do all things

with discrimination, for they are in the light, for the light of

truth is derived from no other source than from good, because

the Lord flows in through good. They therefore do not do good

to the poor, the fatherless, the widows, the sojourners, merely

because they are so called, for they know that they who are

good, whether they be poor or rich, are neighbours more than

others, inasmuch as by the good, good is done to others, and,

therefore, in proportion as the good are benefited, in the same pro-

portion others are benefited through them. They know also how
to distinguish between the different kinds of good, consequently

between the different kinds of good people. The general good,

therefore, they call more their neighbour [than an individual],

inasmuch as the good of many is regarded in the general good
;

tlie Lord's kingdom in the earths, which is the church, they

acknowledge still more as their neighbour, towards whom
charity [should be exercised] ; the kingdom of the Lord in the

heavens still more. But they who prefer the Lord to all these,

who adore Him alone, and love Him above all things, deduce

from Him the derivations of the neighbour; for in the supreme
.

sense the Lord alone is the neigh])our; thus all good is the

neighbour, so far as it is from Him. ]Uit they who are in contrary 4

[affections] deduce the derivations of the neighbour from them-

selves, and acknowledge for the neighbour only those who favour

and serve them, calling such alone their brethren and friends,

and this with a difference according to the degree in which they

make a one with them. Hence it may appear what the neiglibour

is, namely every one according to the love in which lu; is;
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aiul that he is truly a neighbour, who is in love to the Lord, and
in charity towards the neiglibour, and this with every difference

;

thus it is the good itself with each one which deternnnes [the

degree in which he is a neighbour].

2426. Lest pcradvcnture evil cleave to me, and I die: that this

signifies, that in such case it could not be otherwise than that

lie would be at the same time in evil, and would thereby be

damned, appears without explanation. What is involved in

these words, may be known from what was said and shewn
above, nos. 301-303, 571, 582, 1001, 1327, 1328, namely, that

the Lord continually provides lest evil should be mixed together

with good : but in proportion as man is in evil, in the same
proportion he is removed from good ; for it is better that he be

altogether in evil, than in evil and good at the same time ; for

if he be in evil and good at the same time, he cannot but be

damned to eternity. There are deceitful and hypocritical per-

sons witliin the church, who above all others are exposed to

this danger. This then is what is signified in the internal

sense by these words, " Lest evil cleave to me, and I die."

2427. Verse 20. Behold, I |??y///, this city is near to Jiee

thither, and it is small ; let me escape, 1 pray, thither ; is it not

small ?' and my soul shall live. Behold, Ipray, this city is near

to jiee thither, signifies that it was allowable from the truth of

faith [to attain to good] : and it is small, signifies that it was
allowable from the little which he had : let me escape, I fray,

thither, signifies that from that little it was allowable to look to

good : is it not small ? signifies w'ould he not have some little :

a7id my soid shall live, signifies that thus he might possibly be

saved.

2428. Behold, I pray, this city is near to flee thither : that this

signifies that it was allowable from the truth of faith [to attain

to good], appears from the signification of a city, as denoting

what is doctrinal, consequently the truth of faith, concerning

which, see nos. 402, 22G8 ; it is called near, because truth is

related to good, wherefore fleeing thither signifies that it was
allowable [to do so] from the truth of faith, because he could

not from good, see no. 2422.

2429. And it is smcdl : that this signifies that it was allow-

able from the little. which he had, may appear from the signi-

fication of a city, as denoting truth, concerning whicli see above

;

by the city being small is signified that he had little of truth,

and here that it was allowable from the little which he had [to

attain to good], as appears from what goes before, and from
2 what follows. In regard to this circumstance, that they who
are in the affection of truth have but little truth in comparison
M'ith those who are in the affection of good, it may appear
plainly from this consideration, that the former look to truth

from the little and obscure good which is with them. Truth
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with man is altogether according to tlie good which is with liim
;

where there is a small portion of good, there is bnt a small
portion of truth, for they are in a like proportion, and in a like

degree, or, according to the common expression, they keep pace
with each other, which may, indeed, appear as a paradox, hnt
still it is really so. Good is the very essence of trutli, trutli

without its essence is not truth, howsoever it m^ay appear to be
so ; it is only a kind of tinkling thing, and as an empty vessel.

Whosoever wishes to possess truth in himself, ought not only to 3

know it, but also to acknowledge it, and have faith therein

;

when he does this, he then first begins to have truth, because
then it affects him and abides with him. It is otherwise when
he only knows truth, and does not acknowledge it, and have
faith in it ; in this case he has not truth in himself. ]\[any who
are in evil are in this state ; they are capable of knowing truths,

and sometimes more than others, but still they have not truth,

yea they are so much the further from having it, because they
deny it in their hearts. It is provided by the Lord, that no one 4

should have, that is, acknowledge and believe, more of truth,

than he can receive of good: hence it is, that it is here said of

the city, by which is signified truth, that it is small ; and again
in this verse, Is it not small ? also in verse 22, it is said, that

he called the name of the city Zoar, by which name, in the
original language, is signified small, because the subject here
treated of is those who are in the affection of truth, and not so

much in the affection of good.

2430. Ld me escape., I pray, thitlier : that this signifies that

from that little it was allowable to look to good, may appear
from what goes before, and from what follows. It was said,

that he should escape to the mountain, by which is signified the
good of love and charity, see no. 2419; but rej^ly was made,
that he was not able to do this, but that he would escape to the
city, by which is signified the truth of faith, see no. 2428,
thus that from truth he could look to good, or what is the
same thing, from faith could look to charity. That city also

was situated under the mountain, and from it he afterwards
ascended and dwelt in the mountain, but in a cave therein,

see verse 80.

2431. Is it not small ? that tin's signifies wouLl ho not have
some little ? appears from what was said above, no. 2429, con-
sequently without further explanation. The reason of this

interrogation is, that the Lord alone knows how mucli of good
there is in truth, and thus how mucli of truth there is

with man.
2432. And my sonl shall lire : that this signifies tliat thus

he might possibly be saved, appears also witliout explanation
;

that he lik(,'wise was saved, because there was good in his truth,

appears from what follows, that is, from the reply, " Behold, 1
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liave accepted tliy face also as to this word, that I will not

overtlirow tlie city of which thou luist spoken," verse 21 ; and
afterwards, " The sun went forth upon the earth, and Lot came
t(j Zoar," verse 23 ; by which is meant, that they are saved,

who are in the affection of truth, that is, who are in faith, if

only it be the faith of good.

2433. Verse 21. A)ul he said unto him, Behold, I have accepted

thy face also as to this word, that I tvill not overthrow the city of
which thou hast spoken. He said unto him, Behuld, Ihave accepted

thy face also as to this word, signifies assent, i)rovided that the

interiors [principled] in truth derived anything from good:
that I will not overtlirow the city of which thoic hast sjjoken,

signifies that thus he would not perish.

2434. He said unto him, Behold, I have accepted thy face cdso

as to this wo7'd : that this signifies assent, provided that the

interiors [principled] in truth derived anything from good,

appears from the signification of the face. The word face occurs

frequently in the Word, and there signifies the interiors, as was
shewn in nos. 358, 1999 ; and when face is attributed to Jehovah
or the Lord, it signifies mercy, peace, good, see nos. 222, 223

;

in the present instance therefore it signifies the good which is

interiorly in truth : wherefore, accepting the face is assenting,

provided that the interiors [principled] in truth, derived any-
thing from good : as to this word, signifies as to this thing.

That truth is not truth, unless good be inwardly therein, see

nos. 1496, 1832, 1900, 1904, 1928, 2063, 2173, 2269, 2401,

2403, 2429 ; and that man has blessedness and happiness after

death not from truth but from the good whicli is in truth, see

no. 2261 ; hence he is the more blessed and happy in pro-

jiortion to the amount of good in the truth. That good dwells

inwardly in truth, and causes it to be truth, may also appear
from goods and truths in the things of the world. When a man
in worldly things eagerly seizes upon and acknowledges any-
thing as good, then whatever favours this good he calls truth

;

but whatever does not favour it he rejects and calls it false :

he may indeed say, that tliat is true, which does not favour

such good, but in this case he dissembles, and thinks otherwise.

Thus it is also in spiritual things.

2435. I will not overthrou) the city of which thou hast spoken:

that this signifies that thus he would not perish, tliat is, the

man with whom there is truth within which is good, appears
from the signification of a city, as denoting truth, see nos. 402,

2268, 2428. It has been a subject of controversy, from the
most ancient times, which is the first-born of the church,
charity or faith, because it is through the truths of faith that

man is regenerated and becomes a church. But they who
gave the preference to faith, and made it the first-l)orn, have
all fallen into heresies and falsities, and have at length entirely
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extinguished charity. Thus we read of Cain, by wliom sucli

faith is signified, that at length he slew his brother Abel, by
whom is signified charity. In like manner we read afterwards

of Eeuben, the first-born son of Jacob, by whom also faith is

signified, that he polluted his father's bed (Gen. xxxv. 22

;

xlix. 4), wherefore he became unwoi'thy, and the birthright was
given to Joseph (Gen. xlviii. 5 ; 1 Chron, v. 1). Hence came all 2

the disputes, and litcewise all the laws, in the Word, concern-

ing birthright. The reason of this controversy was, that they

did not know, as now they do not know, that man has only so

much of faith, as he has of charity, and that while man is being

regenerated charity meets faith, or, what is the same thing,

good meets truth, and insinuates and fits itself into all the

particulars thereof, and thus causes faith to be faitli ; and
therefore that charity is the very first-born of the church,

although it appears otherwise to man, see nos. 352, 367. But
as this subject is much treated of in what follows, more will be
said concerning it, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, in future

parts of this work.

2436. Verse 22. Make haste, escape tldther, hccause I cannot

do anytliing till thou he come thither; therefore he called the

name of the city Zoar. Make haste, escape tldther, signifies that

he should abide in that [state] because he cannot advance
further : because I cannot do anything till thou he come thither,

signifies that before judgment is accomplished on the evil, they

are to be saved who are in the affection of truth : therefore he

called the name of the city Zoar, signifies the affection of truth.

2437. Make haste, escape thither: that this signifies that he
should abide in that [state] because he cannot advance further,

that is, should abide in the truth of faith and the affection

thereof, because he could not abide in the very good of charity

and its affection, appears from what has been said above.

2438. Because I cannot do anythiny till thou he come thither :

that this signifies that before judgment is accomplished on the

evil, they are to be saved who are in the affection of truth, may
appear from this consideration, that by this expression, I

cannot do anything, is signified judgment on the wicked, which
is presently described by the overthrow of Sodom and Anioiah

;

and by this expression. Till thou be come thither, is signified

that they are first to be saved who are in the affection of truth,

and who are here represented by Lot, which is also meant by
Lot's coming to Zoar, verse 23. Tliat the good and just are 2

first to be saved before the evil and unjust perish, appears also

from other parts of the Word, as where the last judgment is

treated of in Matthew, and it is said :
" That the sheep were

separated from the goals, and it is first said to the sheep, that

they should enter into the kingdom of the Lord, before it is

said to the goats, that they should depart into everlasting fire
"
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(xxv. 32, 34, 41). The like also was represented by the sons of

Israel when they went out of Egypt, in that they were first

3 saved, before the Egyptians were drowned in the red sea. The
same thing is also signified by what occurs in the Prophets

throughout, that after the faithful were brought back from
captivity, their enemies then suffered puni.shment and perished.

Tliis also continually happens in the other life, that the i'aithful

are first saved, and afterwards the unfaithful are punished, or,

what is the same thing, the former are raised up by the Lord into

heaven, but the latter afterwards plunge themselves into hell.

The reason why the salvation of the one and the destruction of

the other are not effected together and at the same time, is,

that unless the good were plucked asunder from the evil, from
the lusts of evil and the persuasions of falsity, wliich the evil

continually scatter about as poison, they would easily perish
;

but in general, before the good are saved and the wicked perish,

it is necessary, that with the good evils should be separated,

and with the evil goods should be separated, that the former
by means of goods may be raised up by the Lord into heaven,

and the latter by means of evils may cast themselves down
into hell, on which subjects more will be said, by the Divine
mercy of the Lord, at nos. 2449, 2451.

2439. Therefore he called the name of the city Zoar : tlmt this

signifies the affection of truth, appears from the signification of

Zoar, as denoting the affection of good, namely, of the good of

knowledge, that is, the affection of truth, see no. 1589; and
from the signification of calling the name, as denoting knowing
the quality thereof, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 2009, and in the

present instance denoting that there was little of truth, for by
Zoar in the original tongue is signified somewhat little or

small ; for those who are in the affection of truth, have but
little of truth, because but little of good, in comparison with
those who are in the affection of good, see above, no. 2429.

2 That truths, which are in themselves truths, with one person

are more true, with another less true, with some altogether

untrue, yea false, may appear from almost all those things

which in themselves are true, inasmuch as they vary with
every man according to his affections. As for example : the

duty of doing good works, or the good of charity, is itself a

truth whicli ouglit to h& done
;
yet tliis trutli with one person

is the good of cliarity, because it proceeds from charity; with
another it is a w^ork of obedience, because it proceeds from
obedience ; with some it is meritorious, because they are willing

to merit and be saved thereby ; but with some it is hypo-
critical, because they do good in order to be seen. And so also

it is in the case of all other truths which are called truths of

faith. Hence also it may appear, that there is much of trutli

with those who are in the affection of good, and less of truth
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with those who arc in the affection of trutli, for the latter

regard good as more remote from them, wliercas the former
regard good as present in them,

2440. Verse 23. The sun ivent forth upon the earth, and Lot
came to Zoar. The sun went forth upon the earth, signifies the

last time, which is called the last judgment : and Lot came to

Zoar, signifies that those are saved who are in the affection of

trutii.

2441. The sun went forth vpontlie earth: that this signifies

the last time, which is called tlie last judgment, appears from
the signification of the rising of the sun, wjien times and states

of the church are treated of. That times of tlie day, as also

times of tlie year, signify, in the internal sense, successive states

(»f the church, was shewn above, no. 2323 ; and that the dawn
or morning signifies the coming of the Lord, or the approach
of his kingdom, was shewn in no. 2405 ; thus then the rising of

the sun or his going forth upon the earth, signifies the Lord's

very presence, and this by reason that both the sun and the east

signifies the Lord. That the sun hath this signification, see

nos. 31,32, 1053,1521, 1529-1531, 2120; and that the east

has the same signification, see no. 101. The reason why the 2

jtresence of the Lord is the same thing as the last time, which
is called the last judgment, is, because His presence separates

the good from the evil, and is attended with this effect, that the

good are raised into heaven, and the evil cast themselves into

hell. For in the other life the case is thus:—the Lord is a sun
to the universal heaven, see nos. 1053, 1521, 1529-1531

; for it

is the Divine celestial of His love which appears thus before

their eyes, and practically makes the very light of heaven; in

])roportion, therefore, as they are in celestial love, in the same
])roportion they are raised into that celestial light which is

from the Lord ; but in proportion as any are remote from
cidestial love, in the same proportion they cast themselves from
the light into infernal darkness. Hence tiien it is, that the 3

rising of the sun, by which is signified the presence of the

Lord, implies both the salvation of the good, and the damnation
of the evil : and Jience it is here first said, that Lot came to

Zoar, that is, that they were saved who are here represented l)y

Lot, and presently that .lehovah caused to rain upon Sodom
and Amorah biimstone and iire, that is, that the evil were
damned. To those who are in the evils of the love of self and 4

of the world, that is, who are in hatred against all things of

love to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour, the light of

h(!aven a])pears in effect as thick darkness, wherefore it is said

in the Word, that to such the sun is darken(>d, wliercby is

signified that they have rejected everything of love and charity,

and have received everything that is contrary thereto ; as in

Ezekiel :ji|" AVhen I shall extinguish thee, / ic'dl cover theEzekiel :A'

VOL. III.
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hatirns, and hlaclrn (he stars thereof; I vill cover the sun with

a cloud, «ind the moon shall not cause her liglit to shine ; all the

Jinninarifs of liglit in the heavens I will blacken over thee, aud
I will give darkness upon thy land " (xxxii. 7, 8), where every

one may see, that by covering the heavens, hlackening the stars,

covering the sun, and blackening the luminaries of light, some-

5 what else is signified than what is expressed in tlie letter. In

like manner in Isaiah :
" 7'he sun is darkeneelin liis going forth,

and the moon shall not, cause her light to shine " (xiii. 9, 10),

And in Joel :
" The sun and the moon are Uachencd, and the

stars witlidraw their shining " (ii. 2, 10). Whence it may
appear, what is signified by these words of the Lord in ]\Iattlie\v,

where He speaks of the last time of the church, which is called

the judgment :
" Innnediately after the alHiction of those days,

the SU71 shall he darkened, and the moon shall not give her

light, and the stars shall fall from heaven" (xxiv. 29), where by
the sun it is manifest is not meant the sun, nor by the moon,
the moon, nor by the stars, the stars, but by the sun is signified

love and charity, by the moon faith thence derived, and by the

stars the Knowledges of good and truth, which, are then said to

l)e darkened, to lose light, and to fall from heaven, when there

no longer remains any acknowledgment of the Lord, or any
love to Him, or any charity towards the neighbour, in which
case, the love of self, with the falsities thence derived, takes

possession of man, for the one is a consequence of the other.

6 Hence also may be seen what is meant by these words in the

Apocalypse :
" The fourth angel poured out his vial iijwn the sun,

and it was given to him to scorch men by fire, wherefore men
were scorched with great heat, and they blasphemed the name
of God " (.\vi. 8, 9), where also the subject treated of is con-

cerning the last times of the church, when all love and charity

are extinguished, or, according to the common way of speaking,

when there is no longer any faith ; the extinction of love and
charity is meant by the vial being poured out upon the sun

:

and the love of self and its lusts, which then [take possession

of man], are meant by men being burned by fire, and being

scorched with a great heat ; the blaspheming of the name of

7 God is a consequence thereof. The Ancient church by the sun
understood nothing else but the Lord, and the Divine celestial

of His love, and hence came the custom of praying with their

i'aces towards tlie rising of the sun, not even thinking about the

sun at such times. But after their posterity had lost this,

together with other representatives and significatives, they
then began to worship the sun and the moon ; which worship
spread to many nations, insomuch that tliey dedicated temples
to the sun and moon, and erected statues to their honour; and
whereas tlie sun and moon thereby received an opposite mean-
ing, they signify the love of self and of the world, which are
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altogether opposite to celestial and spiritual love ; hence in

the Word, by the worship of the sun and moon, is meant the

worship of self and of the world, as in Moses :
" Lest per- ^

adventure thou lift up thine eyes to tlie heaven, and see the

ttmi, and tlie moon, and the stars, all the host of the heavens, and
thou be driven, and bow thyself to them, and serve them

"

(Deut. iv. 19). And again: "If he shall go and serve other gods,

and the sun or the nioon, or all the host of the heavens, which I

have not commanded, then thou shalt stone them with stones,

and they shall die " (L)eut. xvii. 3, 5). Into such an idolatrous

worship was the ancient worship changed, when men no longer

believed that anything internal was signified in the rites of

the church, but only what was external. In like manner in 9

Jeremiah :
" At that time [they shall bring out] the bones of

the kings of Judah, of the princes, of the priests, of the

prophets, and of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and shall spread

tliem out to the su7i, and to the moon, and to all the host of the

heavens, which they loved, and which they served " (viii. 1, 2),

where the sun stands for the love of self and its lusts ; the

spreading out of the bones, signifies the infernal things attendant

on such [lusts]. Again, in the same Prophet :
" He shall break

the statues of the house of the sun, which is the land of Egypt,

and shall burn with fire the houses of the gods of Egypt

"

(xliii. 13), where the statues of the house of the sun denote the

worship of self.

2442. And Lot came to Zoar : that this signifies that they

are saved who are in the affection of truth, appears from the

signification of Zoar, as denoting the affection of truth, see no.

2439. Hence also it may appear, that they likewise are saved
who are in faith, provided that in their faith there be good,

that is, that tliey be affected with the truths of faith for

tlie sake of good, which is from good; all the life of faith is

i'rom this source and from no other. That charity is the essen-

tial of faith, yea, that it is faith itself, because it is the very

[element] itself of faith, see nos. 379, 389, 654, 724, 809, 916,

1162, 1176, 1798, 1799, 1834, 1844, 2049, 2116, 2189, 2190,

2228, 2261, 2343, 2349, 2417.

2443. Verse 24. And Jehovah caused to rain iifon Sodom
and iipon Amorah brimstone and fire from with Jehovah out of
heaven. Jehovah caused to rain upon Sodom and upon Amorali
brimstone and fire, signifies the hell of those who are in the evils

of the love of self, and in the falsities thence ; raining denotes

l)eing damned ; brimstone denotes the hell [of the evils] of the

love of self; fire denotes the hell of the falsities thence: from
iri.th Jehovah out of heaven, signifies that it was from the laws of

order as to truth, because tliey separate themselves from good.

2444. Jehovah caused to rain upon Sodom and upon Amorah
brimstone and fire : that this signifies the hell of those who are
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in the evils of the love of st-ll' ami tlie i'alsities thence,

appears from the si<jiiiHcatioii of raining, as denoting being

damned ; and from the signification of brimstone, as denoting

the hell of the evils of the love of self; and from the

signification of fire, as denoting the hell of the falsities thence,

of Avhich we shall speak jiresently ; also from the signi-

fication of Sodom, as denoting the evils of the love of self; and
from the signification of Amorah, as denoting the falsity thence,

see nos. 2220, 2246, 2322. Mention is here made of Amorah
also, of which place nothing is said before in this chapter,

because Amorah signifies the falsity which is from the evil

of the love of self; ibr witliin the church, whose last time or

judgment is here treated of, this evil is what most especially

acts in opposition to good, and the falsity thence derived is

what most especially acts in opposition to truth ; which two
are so joined together, that whosoev^er is in one, is also in the

other, and indeed in a like proportion, and a like degree ; it

appears indeed otherwise, but that it really is so, is made mani-

fest in the other life, if not in this world. Concerning the love

of self, its equality, and how great evils are thence derived, and
that the hells are thence, see nos. 693, 694, 760, 1307, 1308,

1321, 1594, 1691, 2041, 2045, 2051, 2057, 2219.

2445. That raining denotes being danuied, appears from the

signification of rain. Eain in the Word, in the genuine sense,

signifies blessing, and hence also salvation, but in the opposite

sense it signifies cursing, and hence also damnation ; that it

signifies blessing and hence salvation, appears from several pas-

sages, and that in the opposite sense it signifies cursing and
hence damnation, appears from the following : — In Isaiah :

" There shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the day-time from

the heat, and for a refuge and for a covert fiom inundation and
from rain" (iv. 6). And in Ezekiel : "Say to them that daub
what is untempered, it shall fall, there shall be an overjlovnng

7'am, whereby ye, O hail-stones, shall fall; there shall be au

overfiounng rain, in Mine anger, and hail-stones in wrath for

consummation" (xiii. 11, 13). And in David: "He gave them
for rains \\^\\, a Jire of Jiavws in their land, and smote their

vine and their fig-tree" (Psalm cv. 32, 33), speaking of Egypt,

concerning which it is thus written in Moses: "Jehovah gave
thunders and hail, and the fire vibrated on the earth, and Jehovah
caused to rain hail on the hind of Egypt" (Exod. ix. 23, 24).

2446. That brimstone denotes the hell of the evils of the

love of self, and that fire denotes the hell of the falsities thence,

appears from the signification of brimstone and thus of fire, in

tlie Word, as denoting the love of self with its lusts and falsities

thence, conse([uently denoting hell, for hell consists of such
things. That brimstone and fire have such a signification,

appears from Da\id : " Jehovah shall rain upon the wicked,
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snares, ^re and brimstone" (Psulm xi. 6). That fire and brim-
stone are not here meant, but something else, which is signified

by fire and brimstone, may appear also from this consideration,

that it is said tliat Jehovali shall rain snares. In Ezekiel: " I

will plead with him with pestilence and with blood, and / will

cause to rain upon him, and upon his wings, and upon many
people who are with him, an overfloiving rain, and hail-stones,

fire and brimstone" (xxxviii. 22), speaking of Gog, who lays

waste the land of Israel, that is, the church ; what Gog is, see

no. 1151 : fire denotes falsities, brimstone the evils thence, and
at the same time their hells which lay waste. In the Apoca-
lypse :

" They who adored the beast, were cast into the lake

burning with brimstone " (xix. 20), denoting hell. Again :
" The

devil was cast into the lake ofJive and brimstone, where are the

beast and the false prophet, and they shall be tormented
days and nights to the ages of the ages" (xx. 10), manifestly

denoting hell. Again :
" The abominable, and murderers, and

adulterers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, have
their part in tlie lake burning with fire and brimstone" (xxi.

8), where also fire and brimstone manifestly denote hell. That
they denote the evils of the love of self and the falsities

thence, of which the hells consist, appears from Isaiah :
" The

day of the vengeance of Jehovah, the year of recompenses to

the controversy of Zion, and the streams thereof shall be
turned into pitch, and the dust thereof into brimstone, and the

land thereof shall be for burning jtitch " (xxxiv. 8, 9), where
burning pitch denotes dense and dire falsities, instead of fire, and
brimstone denotes the evils which are from the love of self.

In the same Prophet :
" The pile thereof is fire and much

wood, the breath of Jehovah as a stream of burning brimstone

therein " (xxx. 3.">), speaking of Tophet ; a stream of burning
brimstone denotes the falsities from the evils of the love of

self. In Luke: " On the day that Lot went forth from Sodom,
it rained with fire and brimstone out of heaven, and destroyed

all ; according to these things shall it be done on the day
that the Son of Man shall be revealed " (xvii. 29, 30). That

:

tire and brimstone will not rain then, may be obvious to

every one, but that falsities and the lusts of the love of self

will then have rule, which are signified by fire and brimstone,

and which constitute the hells. That fire, in the Word, signifies

lusts, and at the same time the hells, but that in such case,

smoke from the fire signifies the falsity which is thence, and
which is in those hells, see no. 1861. And in the Apocalypse

:

" I saw horses in the vision, and them that sat on them,

having breast - plates fiery and sulphurous; and the heads

of the horses as the heads of lions, and from their mouth
came forth fire, smoke, and brimstone. By these three were
the third part of men slain, by the fire, and by the smoke, and
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Ly i]ic hrimdone" (ix. 17, 18). Fire, smoke, and brimstone,

denote evils and falsities of every kind, of which, as was said,

the hells consist.

2447. From toiih Jehovah out of heaven: tliat this sii^milies

that it was from the laws of order as to truth, because they

separate themselves from good, can only appear from the

internal sense, whereby is discovered how the case is in respect

to punishments and damnations, that such things never come
from Jehovah, that is, from the Lord, but from the man him-
self, the evil spirit and the devil, and this from the laws of

order as to truth, because they separate themselves from good.

2 All order is i'rom Jehovah, that is, from the Lortl, according

to which all things in general and in particular are governed

by Him, but with a manifold difference in respect to such
government, as being from Will, fiom Good 'pleasure, from
Leave, and from Perinission. Tlie things which are from
AVill and Good pleasure, are from the laws of order as to

good, and so also are several things which are from Leave,

and some likewise which are from Permission. But when
man separates himself from good, he then casts himself into

the laws of order which are of truth separate from good, and
which are such, that they damn him, for all truth damns
man, and casts him down into hell, but the Lord, out of good,

that is, out of mercy, saves him, and raises him up to heaven
;

hence it is evident, that it is man himself who damns him-
3 scilf. Many things which come to pass of permissioa are of

this nature ; as, for example, that one devil should punish
and torment another, not to mention numberless other cases.

Such things are from the laws of order as to truth separate

from good, for otherwise they could not be held in any bonds
of restraint, nor withheld from assaulting all the upright and
good, and destroying them to eternity ; to prevent this, is

the good which is had in view by the Lord [in the permis-

sion of such laws]. The case in this respect is like that of

a mild and merciful king on earth, who intends and does

nothing but what is good ; unless he tolerated that his laws
should punish the evil and wicked, although he punishes no
one, but rather grieves that they should be such as to make
it expedient that their evils should ])unish them, his kingdom
would be left a prey to tliem, which would show the greatest

4 want of clemency and mercy. Hence it apyjears, that Jehovah
never caused brimstone and fire to rain, that is, damned to

hell, but that they who are in evil and thence in falsity,

damned themselves, because tliey separated themselves
from good, and thus cast themselves into the laws of order

from truth alone. Hence then it follows, that this is the

5 internal sense of the words under consideration. That in the

Word, evil, punishment, cursing, damnation, and several
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similar things, as here the raining of brimstone and fire, are

attributed to Jehovah or the Lord, appears from several

passages, as in Ezekiel :
" I will plead with him with pestil-

ence and with blood, I will cause hrlnisionc and fire to rain

Tipon him" (xxxviii. 22). In Isaiah: "The breath of Jehovah
is as a stream of burning pitch " (xxx. 33). In David :

" Jehovah
shall rain upon the wicked, snares, fire and hrirnstone

"

(Psalm xi. 6). Again :
" There went up a smoke out of His

nose, and fire out of His mouth, coals were kindled hy Him "

(Psalm xviii. 9 [8]). In Jeremiah :
" Lest My fury go forth as

fire, and hum, and there be none to extinguish it " (xxi. 12),

And in Moses :
" A fire is kindled in Mine anger, and shall hum

even to the lowest hell " (Deut. xxxii. 22). Besides similar ex-

pressions in many other places. The reason why such things

in the Word are attributed to Jehovah, or the Lord, was before

explained, nos. 223, 245, 589, 592, 696, 735, 1093, 1683, 1874.

Eor good is not further distant from evil, or heaven from hell,

or what is Divine from what is diabolical, than the Lord is from
being the cause of such things. Evil, hell, and the devil do
such things, but never the Lord, who is mercy itself and good
itself ; nevertheless, since it appears as if they came from the

Lord, therefore for the reasons mentioned in the above passages,

they are attributed to Him. It is here said, " That Jehovah 6

caused to rain from with Jehovah out of heaven," by which
words it appears, in the sense of the letter, as if there were two.

one on earth, and one in heaven ; but the internal sense teaches

how this also is to be understood, namely, that by Jehovah, when
first named, is meant tlie Lord's Divine Human and Holy pro-

ceeding, meant in this chapter by the two men, and that by
Jehovah, when named the second time, is meant the Divine itself

which is called the father, concerning which see the preceding

chapter, also that this trine is in the Lord, as He Himself

saith in John :
" He who seeth Me seeth the Father ; believe

Me, that I am in the Father, and the Father in Me" (xiv. 9-11).

And concerning the Holy proceeding, He saith in the same
Evangelist :

" The Comforter shall not speak of Himself, He
shall receive of Mine, and .shall declare it unto you " (xvi.

13-15). Thus there is but one Jehovah, although two are here

named. The reason why two are named is, that all the laws of

order are from the Divine itself, the Divine Human, and the

Holy proceeding, of the Lord.

2448. Verse 25. And He overthrew those cities, and all the

plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and the budding of the

ground. He overthrew those cities, signifies that all truths were
separated from them, that there might be in them nothing but

falsities : and all the plain, signifies all things which belonged to

those truths: and all the inluihilants of the cities, signifies that

all goods were separated from them, so that there might be ia
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tlioia notliiiiL; l)ut evils : and the hudding of the fjround , signifies

everythiiiLr that belongs tu the church.

244i). Awl he ocerthreiv those cities: that this signiiios tliat

all truths were separated from them, that there might be in

them nothing but falsities, appears from the signification of

cities, as denoting doctrinals, consequently truths, for these are

of doctrinals, see nos. 402, 22G8, 2428, which are said to be

overtlirown, when falsities take the ])lace of truths, in the

])resent case when all truths were separated from them, and

also all goods, whicli are likewise treated of in this verse, inas-

much as the subject here is the last state of those within the

church who are in falsities and evils ; their state also becomes
such. In order that the quality of this state may be known,

~ it shall be explained in a few words. They who come into the

other life, are all brought back into a life similar to that which
they had in the hotly ; and afterwards, with the good, evils and
falsities are separated, in order that by goods and truths tliey

may be elevated by the Lord into heaven ; but with the evil,

goods and truths are separated, in order tliat by evils and falsi-

ties they may be conveyed to hell, see no. 2119 ; according to

the Lord's WH)rds in Mattliew :
" Whosoever hath, to him shall

be given, that he may have more abundantly; but whosoever
hath not, even what he hath shall be taken away from him "

(xiii. 12). And elsewhere in the same Evangelist: "To every

one who hath shall be given, that he may have abundance ; but
from him who hath not, it shall be taken away from him "

(xxv. 29 ; Luke viii. 18 ; xix. 24-26 ; Mark iv. 24, 25), which
is also signified by these words in Matthew :

" Let both grow
together until the harvest, and in the time of harvest I will say

to the reapers, gather ye first the tares, and gather them into

bundles to burn them ; but gather together the wheat into My
barn: the harvest is the consummation of the age ; as therefore

the tares are gathered, and burned in the fire, so shall it be in

the consummation of the age" (xiii. oO, 39, 40), and also by
what the Lord spoke concerning a net cast into the sea, and
gathering fish of every kind, whereof the good were gathered
into vessels, and the bad were cast away, and that thus it would
be in the consummation of the age (verses 47-50 of tlie same
chapter). What is meant by consummation, and that the like

3 is implied in respect to the church, see nos. 1857, 2243. The
rea-5on of the separation of evils and falsities with the good, is,

lest they sliould hang between evils and goods, and that by
gooils they may be elevated into heaven ; and the reason of the
separation of goods and truths with the evil is, lest by any
goods remaining with them they should seduce the well-
disposed, and that by evils they may retire [to their place]
amongst the evil who are in hell. For such is the communica-
tion of all ideas of thought, and of allections, in the other liie^
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tliat poods communicate with goods, and evils witli evils, see

iios. 1388-1390 ; wherefore unless they were to be separated,

innumerable mischiefs would ensue, besides that there could be
no consociation ; when yet all things are consociated most ex-

quisitely in the heavens, according to all the differences of love

to the Lr)r(', and of nnitual love, and thus of faith, see nos. 6S5,

1394 ; and in the hells according to all the differences of lusts,

and of phantasies thence, see nos. 695, 1322. But it is to bo
observed, that separation is not an entire taking away, for no
one is altogether deprived of what he once has had.

2450. And all the plain : that this signifies all things which
belonged to those truths, apppars from the signification of a

plain, as denoting everything of what is doctrinal,- consequently
everything that belongs to truths, see no. 2418.

2451. A7id all tJie inhabitants of the cities: that this signifies

that all goods were separated from them, in order that nothing
but evils might be in them, appears from the signification of

inhabitants when spoken of a city, as denoting goods, \\hich

might be confirmed by many passages from the "Word ; it also

hence appears, that when a city signifies truth, as was shewn,

an inhabitant signifies good, for it is truth in which good
dwells ; and truth in which good is not is as a city which is

empty, or without inhabitants. In respect to all goods being

separated from the evil, that so nothing but evils might be in

them, see above, no. 2449.

2452. And the budding of the grovnd : that this signifies every-

thing which is of the church, appears from the signification of

the budding. By budding is meant both standing corn, and
every green thing whatsoever ; by which things, as is plain

from tlie Word throughout, are signified goods and truths ; and
from the signification of the ground, as denoting the church,

concerning which see nos. 5G6, 1068. That goods and truths

are the all of the church, is well known.
2453. Verse 26. And his wife looked, back behind him, and

became a, statue of salt. His wife looked back behind him, signi-

fies that truth averted itself from good, and looked to doctiinals :

and became a statue of salt, signifies that all the good of truth

was vastated.

2454. And his unfe looked back behind lilm : that this signi-

fies that truth averted itself from good, and looked to doctrinals,

appears from the signification of looking back beliind him, and
f'n^m the signification of a wife. That looking back behind him
denotes having respect to doctrinals, which are of truth, but not

to a life according to doctrinals, which is of good, was shewn
al)()ve, no. 2417 ; for that is called behind him, which is posterior,

and that before him which is prior. That truth is ])osterior,

and good ])rior, has been often shewn above: for truth is of

good, inasmuch as pood is the essence and life of truth ; where-
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fore lookincj Lack Ijcliind liini, is [havincj respect] to truth,

M'hicli is of doctrine {ductrinale), hut not to good, which is of a

life according to doctrine (dodrinalc). That these things are

here signified is very evident from the Lord's words, where,

speaking also of the last time of the church, or of the consum-
mation of the age, He says :

" In that day, whosoever shall be

upon tlic liouse, and his vessels in the house, let liim not go

down to take them up: and whosoever is in tlie field, in like

manner let him not return to heliind Mm; remember Lot's vjife"

2 (Luke xvii. 31, 32). These words of the Lord are altogether

unintelligible without the internal sense, consequently unless it

be known what is signified by being upon the house, what by
the vessels in the house, what by going down to take them up,

what by the field, and lastly, what by returning to behind him.

According to the internal sense, being upon the house signifies

being in good ; that a house signifies good, see nos. 710, 2233,

2234 ; the vessels in the house are truths which are of good
;

that truths are vessels of good, see nos. 1496, 1832, 1900, 20G3,

2269
;
going down to take them up is turning oneself away

from good to truth, which is evident from this consideration,

that as good is prior, so it is higher, and as truth is posterior,

so it is lower : that a field is the churcli, so called from the

seed which it receives, consequently that they are fields who
are in the good of doctrine, appears from many passages in the

Word. Hence it is manifest what is signified by returning to

Leliind him, that is, turning himself away from good, and
having respect to doctrinals ; wherefore these things being sig-

nified l)y Lot's wife, it is added, " Lemember Lot's wife :

" it is

not said, she looked back behind herself, but behind him,

because Lot signifies good, see nos. 2324, 2351, 2370, 2399

;

hence it is, that when Lot was admonished, verse 17, it was
3 said, " Look not back behind thee." The reason why it is said

in Luke, " Let him not return to hrliind him," not to the things

which are behind him, is, that tiie celestial are not willing even
to make mention of anything which is of doctrine (doctrinale),

see nos. 202, 337, and this is the reason why it is not men-
4 tioned, but it is merely said to behind him. These same things

are thus described in Matthew :
" When ye shall see the abomi-

nation of desolation, foretold by Daniel the prophet, then they

who are in Judea, let them flee to tlie mountains ; he who is

upon the house, let him not go down to take anytliing out of

his house ; and he who is in the field, let him not return bael:

to take up his garments" (xxiv. 15-18), where the abomination
of desolation is the state of the church, when there is no love and
no cliarity, which being desolated, abominable things have rule

;

that Judea is the cliurch, and indeed the celestial church, appeals

both from the liistorical and prophetical Word of the Old Testa-

ment throughout. Tiiat the mountains, to which they were to flee.
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are love to the Lord, and thus charity towards the neighhour, see

iios. 795, 14o0, 1691. That hy him who is upon the house is

denoted the good of love, was just now stated. That going down
to take up anything out of his house, is turning himself away from

good to truth, was also just now stated. That he who is in the

field, denotes those who are in the S])iritunl church, appears IVom

the significatiun of a held in the ^^'ord. That by not returning

hack to take up his garments is signified that he should not turn

himself away from good to truth which is of doctrine (dodrinale),

and that garments signify truths, because truths clothe good as

garments, see no. 1073. Any one can see, that all those things,

which the Lord here speaks concerning the consummation of

the age, have a different signification [from what appeals in the

letter], and that they involve arcana; as where it is said, that

they who are in Judea should flee to the niountains, and that

he who is upon the house should not go down to take up any-

thing out of the house, and he who is in the field should not

return back to take up his garments ; in like manner when it

is said that Lot should not look behind him, verse 17, and when
it is here said, that his wife looked back behind him. jMore-

over, this appears from the signification of a wife, as denoting

truth, concerning which, see nos. 915, 1468; and from the

signification of Lot, as denoting good, concerning which, see

nos. 2324, 2351, 2370, 2399: hence it is said behind him.

Truth is said to avert itself from good, and to look to doctrinals, 5

when it is no longer concerned about the quality of the life of

the man of the church, but about the quality of his doctrine,

when nevertheless it is a life according to doctrine which
constitutes a man of the church, but not doctrine separate from
life ; for when doctrine is separated from life, then by reason

of the vastation of good, which is of life, there is a vastation

also of truth which is doctrine, that is, truth becomes a statue

of salt. This every one may know who has respect to doctrine

alone, and not to life : [let him only examine himself,] whether
he believes in the resurrection, in heaven, in hell, yea, in the

Lord, and other things of doctrine, notwithstanding that doctrine

teaches them.

2455. And became a statue of salt : that this signifies that all

tlie good of truth was vastated, may appear from the signitica-

tion of a statue, and from the sii^nification of salt. A statue,

in the original language, is expressed by a word which signifies

a standing still, not by the word which signifies a statue erected

either for worship, or for a sign, or for a witness, so that l^y a

statue of salt is here signified that it, namely tlie truth signi-

fied by Lot's wife, stood vastated, see no. 2454. Truth is said

to be vastated when there is no longer any good tlierein.

Vastation itself is signified by salt. As most expressions in 2

the Word have a twofold sense, that is, a genuine sense, and
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one opposite thereto, so it is also in respect to salt; in the

genuine sense it signities tlie affection of trutli, in the opposite

sense the vastation of the affection of truth, that is, of good in

truth ; that it signifies the affection of truth, see Exod. xxx. 35
;

Levit. ii. 13; Matt. v. 13; Mark ix. 49, 50; Luke xiv. 34, 35.

Tiiat it signifies the vastation of the affection of truth, or of

good in truth, appears from the following passages :—in Moses :

" There shall be brimstone and mJt, the whole land a burning,

it shall not be sown, neither shall it bud forth, neither shall

there come np in it any herb, according to the overthrow of

Sodom and of Amorah, of Admah and Zeboiin" (Dent, xxix,

22), where brimstone is the vastation of good, and salt the

vastation of truth ; that vastation is denoted, is evident from

3 every particular expression. In Zephaniah :
" Moab shall be

as Sodom, and the sons of Amnion as Amorah, a forsaken place

of the nettle, and a 'pit of salt, and desolation to eternity "
(ii. 9),

w^here a forsaken place of the nettle denotes good vastated,

and a pit of salt denotes truth vastated ; for a place of the

nettle has relation to Sodom, whereby is signified evil, or good

vastated ; and a pit of salt has relation to Amorah, whereby is

signified falsity, or trutii vastated : that vastation is denoted is

evident, for it is called a desolation to eternity. In Jeremiah :

" He who maketh flesh his arm, shall be as a shrub made bare

in the solitude, and shall not see when good cometh, and
shall dwell in parched places in the wilderness, a salt land,

and it is not inhabited" (xvii. 5, 6), where parched places denote

4 goods vastated, and a salt land denotes truths vastated. In

David :
" Jehovah tui neth rivers into a wilderness, and the

goings forth of waters into dryness, and a land of fruit into salt-

ness, by reason of the wickedness of them that dwell therein
"

(Psalm cvii. 33, 34), where a land of fruit turned into saltness

denotes the vastation of good in truth. In Ezekiel : "The
miry places thereof, and the marshes thereof, and they are not

healed, ///('// .s/«?// he given to salt" (xlvii. 11). Being given to

salt denotes being altogether vastated as to truth. Since salt

signified vastation, and cities signified doctrinals of truth, as was
shewn in nos. 402, 2268, 2428, 2451, therefore in olden time

they sowed with salt cities that were destroyed, to prevent their

being rebuilt (see Judges ix. 45). This then is the fourth state

of the church which is rejiresented by Lot, which state consists

in the vastation of all truth as to good.

2456. Verses 27-29. And Abraham rose up in the morniTig,

to the 2)l(icc where he had stood there hefore Jehovah. And he

looked against the faces of Sodom and Amorah, and against all

the faces of the land of the plain; and he saw, and behold, the

smoke of the land tvent up as the smoke of a furnace. And it

came to pass in God's destroying the cities of tlie plahi, and God
remevi.bered Abraham,, and sent forth Lot from the midst of t}i&
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overthrow, in overthroiring the cities in ichich Lot dtrclt. Ahra-
hean rose up in the morninff, 8ii,niities the Lord's tlioufiht con-

cerning the last time ; Abraham denotes here, as before, the Lord
in that state : to the place u'here he had stood there Tjcfure Jehovah,

signifies the state of perception and thought in whicli he was
before

;
place is state : and he looked against the faces of Sodom

and Amorah, signifies thouglit concerning their interior state

as to evil and falsity : and against all the faces of the land of
tlic plain, signifies all the interior states which are thence : and
he saw, and behold, the smolcc of the land went up as the smoke of
a furnace, signifies a state of i'alsity, which is sniol-;e, from a

state of evil, which is the furnace, within the church, which is

the land : and it came to pass, in God's destroying the cities of the

plain, signifies when tliey perished by the falsities of evil, which
are the cities of the plain : and God renicmhercd Abraham, sig-

nifies salvation by the unition of the Lord's Divine Essence
with His Human Essence: and sent forth Lot from the midst of
the overthroiv, signifies the sah'ation of those who are in good,

and wdio are in truth wherein is good, all of whom are here

represented by Lot : in overtlirowing the cities, signifies when
tliey perished wlio were in falsities from evils: in u-hich Lot

dwelt, signifies that, notwithstanding they were in such [falsi-

ties], there were yet some who were saved.

2457. There is no need to explain these particulars, because

they were explained, as to the greater part, in the preceding

chapter, and in former chapters : these particulars are added,

and inserted, to the intent that it might be made manifest,

that the good were separated from the evil, and that the

former were saved, but the latter damned, solely by the

unition of the Lord's Divine Essence with His Human
Essence ; otherwise all the former, who are here represented

by Lot, would likewise have perished together with the latter
;

which is understood by these words, " It came to pass, in

God's destroying the cities of the plain, and God remembered
Abraham, and sent forth Lot from the midst of the overthrow,

in overthrowing the cities, in which Lot dwelt," whicli in the

internal sense signify, that by the unition of the Lord's Divine
Essence with His Human Essence, all who were in good were
saved, as also were all who were in truth wherein was good,

who are here represented by Lot, when they perished who
were in falsities from evils, altlujugh they who were saved
were likewise in falsities and evils. Thus then the things

contained in this chapter are joined together with the things

contained in the foregoing chai)ter, where it is shewn, that

Abraham, that is, the Lord in that state, interceded for tiiose

of Sodom and Amorah, who are signitied by the fifty, by the

forty-five, by the forty, l)y the thirty, by the twenty, and by
the ten, denoting all those in iheir order who are in good, and
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also tliose wlio are in trutli in wliieh there is anything of good,

according to what was there exphiined.

2458. Verse 30. And Lot came up out of Zoar and dwelt

in the mountain, and his two daughters with him, because he

feared to dwell in Zoar ; and he durlt in a cave, he and. his two

daughters. Lot came itp out of Zoar, signifies wlien they were

no longer in the affection of truth : and dwelt in the mountain,

signi!ies that they then betook themselves to a certain kind

of good : and his tivo daughters ivith him, signifies tliat tlie

affections thence did in like manner: because he feared to dwell

in Zoar, signifies because from the affection of truth they could

no longer look to good : and he dwelt in a cave, he, signifies

tlie good of falsity : and his two daughters, signifies the affec-

tions thence, which are affections of such good and of such

falsity.

2459. And Lot came up out of Zoar: that this signifies

when they were no longer in the affection of truth, appears

from the signification of Zoar, as denoting the affection of

truth, concerning which see no. 2439 ; and whereas it goes on
to say that he dwelt in the mountain, because he feared to

dwell in Zoar, hereby is signified when they were no longer

in the affection of truth, and tliis because all the good of

truth was vastated, as appears from verse 26. Here then is

descril)ed the fifth state of the church, wfiich is represented by
Lot, which state is, that when there was no longer any affection

of truth, a certain impure good, or the good of falsity, infused

itself.

24G0. And dwelt in the mountain: that this signifies that

they then betook themselves to a certain kind of good, appears

from tlie signification of a mountain, as denoting love in every

sense, that is, celestial and spiritual love, nos. 795, 1430, and
also the love of self and of the world, no. 1G91, and this

because most expressions in the Word have also an opposite

sense ; and whereas all good is of some kind of love, by the

mountain is here signified good, and the quality of this good is

described in what follows, namely, that it was obscure, and
became imi)ure ; for it is presently said that he dwelt in a

cave, and afterwards that profane things were done therein.

240 1. And his two daughters with him: that this signifies

that his affections did in like manner, appears from the signi-

fication of daughters, as denoting affections, concerning which
see nos. 489-491 ; but such as the good is, such are the affec-

tions thereof; even spurious and impure good has its affections,

for idl are affected with those things which they think are

<4()od, of whatsoever nature they be, for such things are of their

love.

2462. Because he feared to dwell in Zoar : that this signifies,

because from the affection of truth he could no longer look to
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good, appears from the signification of Zoar, as denoting the

affection of truth, see no. 2439 ; which wlien vastated, becomes
thereby incapable any longer of looking to good; in this case

also there is a fear of every truth, inasnuich as such truth is in

contrariety to the good of impure love.

2463. And he dwelt in a cave, he : that this signifies the good
of falsity, appears from the signification of a cave. A cave is

a sort of dwelling-place in a mountain, but an obscure one;
and whereas all dwelling-places whatsoever, as well as houses,

signify goods (see nos. 2233, 2234), but goods of such a quality

as are the dwelling-places, therefore the cave in the present case,

because it was an obscure dwelling-place, signifies good of a like

quality. Mention is made throughout the Word of caves of

mountains, and in the internal sense they eveiywhere signify

in like manner such [obscure goods], as in Isaiah ii. 19 ; xxxii.

14 ; and also in the historical ])ai'ts, as where it is written of

Elijah fieeing from Jezebel, that he came to a care in Mount
Horeb, where he stayed all night, and there the Word of

Jehovah came to him, saying that he should go forth and stand

i)i the mountain before Jehovah, and that then he covered his

face with his mantle, and went forth, and stood a;! tlw inner door

of the cave (1 Kings xix. 9, 11, 13), where by the cave, in the

internal sense, is signified obscure good, or such as exists in

temptations ; and because this good could not endure the

Divine, therefore he hid his face with a mantle. In like

manner elsewhere in the historical parts, as where it is written

of the sons of Israel, that because of Midian they made them-
selves caves in the mountains (Judges vi. 2) ; and likewise

because of the Philistines (1 Sam. xiii. 6). The case in regard

to these historical relations is the same as in regard to what is

here written in Moses, that in the internal sense they signify

different things [from what is expressed in the letter].

2464. And his tiro daughters : that this signifies the affections

thence derived, which are of such good and of such falsity,

appears from the signification of daughters, as denoting afl'ec-

tions, see no. 2461. The good from which are the affections,

or the father from whom are the daughters, is Lot ; but the
truth fiom which they sprung, or the mother, was the wife of

Lot, and when she became a statue of salt, that is, when the
good of truth was vastated, then such a good as is signified by
Lot in a cave, and such affections thence derived as are signified

by his daughters, come into existence.

2465. Verses 31-36. And the first-horn said to the younger.

Our father is old, and there is no man in the ca7'th to come in to

vs, according to the vmy of all the earth. Come, let us mnhe
our father drink ivine, and let us lie vnth him, and make alive

seed- of our father. And they made t/ieir father drink irive

in that niylit, and the first-born came, and lay with her faDier,
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and he Ji-ncv not in Jar I;/in(f doirn and in her rising up. And
it came to pass on the vwrroio, and the Jirst-horn said to the

yonntjer, Behold, I lay yesterday irith my father, let us make him
drink wine this niyht also, and come, lie thou with him, and let

us make alive seed of our father. And they made their father

drink wine in that night also, and the younger arose, and lay

loith him, and he knew not in her lying dotvn, and in her rising

2 up. And the two daughters of Lot conceived of their father. The

first-horn said to the younger, si^nities here, as before, atl'ections
;

the first-born the affection of such <40od, the youi^i^er the af'l'ec-

tiou of such falsity : Our father is old, and there is no man in

the earth, signifies that it is no longer known what is good, and
what is true : to come in to us, signifies with which they might
be conjoined : according to the way of all the earth, signifies

according to doctrinals ; the earth is the church : come, let us

make our father drink wine, signifies that they shouhl imbue
such good with falsities, whicli are wine : and let us lie with

him, signifies that thus they should be conjoined : and let us

make alive seed of our father, signifies that thus would arise a

3 renewal of a kind of church: and they made their father drink

wine, signifies that they imbued such good with falsities : in

that night, signifies when all things were in such great obscurity :

and tlie first-born came, signifies the affection of such good : and
lay with her father, signifies that thus they were adapted : and
he kneio not in her lying doion and in her rising up, signifies

that such general good knew no other than that it was so : and
it came to 2MSS on the morrow, signifies afterwards : and the

first-horn said to the younger, signifies that the affection of such

good persuaded falsity: Behold, I lay yesterday with my father,

signifies that thus they were conjoined : let us make him drink

wine this night also, signifies here, as before, that they should

imbue such good with falsities when all things were in such
4 great obscurity : and come, lie thou with him, signifies that these

also should be conjoined : and let us make alive seed of our

father, signifies licre, as before, a renewal of a kind of church

:

and they made their father drink wine in that night also, signifies

that in that obscure state they imbued such good with falsities:

and the younger arose and lay with him, signifies that the

affection of falsity did in like manner, so that falsities appeared

as truths, and thereby they were conjoined : and he knew not in

her lying doiun and in her rising up, signifies that such general

good knew no other than that it was so : and the two daughters

of Lot conceived of their faUier, signifies that hence originated

such a religiosity as is signified by Moab and the son of

Annnon.
2406. That this is the signification of the above passage,

might be confirmed, and indeed as to every particular expres-

sion, but besitles that the signification of moat of the expressions
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has been confinned above, such expressions are here used,

as ofi'end the ideas and chaste ears. In'oni the above sunmiary
exphmation it may appear, that thereby is described the

origin of such a religiosity, as is signified in the Word by Moab
and the son of Amnion, the quality whereof will be shewn here-

after, when we come to treat of Moab and the son of Amnion
;

that this religiosity is adulterated good, and falsified truth, is

manifest. The adulterations of good, and the falsifications of

truth, are generally described in the Word by adulteries and
whoredoms, and are likewise so called ; the reason is, because

g()()d and truth form a marriage with eacli other, see nos. 1904,

2173; yea, what hardly any one can believe, the sanctity of

niai-riages on earth, and also all the laws of marriages recorded

in the Word, are hence derived, as from their genuine principle.

For the case is thus :—celestial things with spiritual things, 2

when they descend out of heaven into a lower sphere, are there

altogether changed into something resembling a marriage, and
this from the correspondence which exists between spiritual

and natural things, concerning which correspondence, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall treat elsewhere; but when
those things are perverted in the lower sphere, as is the case

where tliere are evil genii and evil spirits, then the same things

are changed into such things as are of adulteries and whore-
doms ; hence it is, that contaminations of good and perversions

of truth are described in the Word by adulteries and whoredoms,
and are also so named, as may appear manifest from the follow-

ing passages:—In Ezekiel: "Thou didst commit wltorcdum be-

cause of thy name, and thou hast poured out thy v^horcdoms upon
every one that passed by : thou hast taken of thy garments,
and hast made thee variegated high things, and hast committed
whoredom thereon : thou hast taken the vessels of thine adorn-

ing of jNIy gold and of My silver, which I had given thee, and
hast made to thyself the images of a male, and Jiast committed
whoredom therewith : thou hast taken thy sons and thy
daughters, which thou hast born to Me, and these hast thou
sacrificed to them ; is it a small thing concerning tlcy wliore-

doms ? Thou hast committed whoredom with the sons of Egypt
thy neighbours, great in fiesh, and hast multiplied ihy whoredom
to provoke ^le ; thou had committed ivhoredom with the sons of

Asshur, and hast committed v)horcdom with them, and hast not

been sated : and thou hast multiplied thy whoredom even to a
land of merchandise, to Chaldsea, and yet herein thou wast not

satisfied" (xvi. 15-17, 20, 26, 28, 29, and the following verses),

speaking of Jerusalem, whereby is siguitt^cl; the church per-

verted as to truths. That all the things here Ilescribed have a 3

different signitication [from what ap[)ears in tlie letter] may be
obvious to every one. That the ])erversity of the cliurch is

called whoredom, is evident. Garments are here the truths

VOL. IJI. M
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which are perverted ; hence come the falsities, which are wor-

shiped, and wliich are here called variegated high things, with

which whoredom is committed. That garments are truths,

see no. 1073, and that high things are worship, see no. 796.

Vessels of adorning of gold and silver which I had given, are

Knowledges of good and truth from the Word whereby they

confirm lalsities, which falsities, when they appear like truths,

are called images of a male, wherewitli whoredom is committed.

That vessels of adorning of gold and of silver are Knowledges of

good and truth, apjjcars from the signification of gold, as denot-

ing good, see nos. 113, 1551, 1552; and from the signification

of silver, as denoting truth, see nos. 1551, 2048
;
[and from the

signification of] images of a male, [as denoting] that they appear

as truths, see no. 2046. That sons and daughters, which they

bare, and sacrificed thereto, denote truths and goods which they

perverted, is evident from the signification of sons and daughters,

see nos. 489-491, 533, 2362. That committing whoredom with

the sons of Egypt denotes perverting those things by means of

scientifics, appears from the signification of Egypt, as denoting

the scientific, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462. That commit-

ting whoredom with the sons of Asshur denotes perverting those

things by means of reasonings, appears from the signification

of Asshur, as denoting reasoning, see nos. 119, 1186. That

multiplying whoredom even to tlie land of Chakhva, signifies

even to the profanation of truth, which is Chakhea, see no.

1868. Hence it is evident what is the quality of the internal

4 sense of the Word in the sense of the letter. In like manner in

another place in the same prophet :
" Two women, the daughters

of one mother, committed vhoredom in Egypt, in their youth

they committed vhoredom. ; Oholah Samaria, Oholibah Jeru-

salem ; Oholah committed wJwredom beneath Me, and doted

on her lovers, the neighbouring Assyrians, she gave her whore-

doms upon them, the choice of all the sons of Asshur ; she

forsook not her 'whoredoms from Egypt, for in her youth they

hty with her. Oliolibah corrupted her love more than she, and
her whoredoms above the v)horedoms of her sister: she loved the

sons of Asshur ; she added to her lohoredoms, and saw the

images of the Chalda'ans,she loved them at the beholding of her

eyes ; the sons of Babel came to her to the lying of loves

"

(xxiii. 2-5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17). Samaria is the church

which is in the affection of truth, Jerusalem which is in the

affection of good, whose whoredoms with the Egy])tians, and
the sons of Asshur, are the perversions of good and truth by
means of scientifics and reasonings, whereby falsities are con-

lirmed, as appears from the signification of Egypt, nos. 1164,

1165, 1186, 1462 ; and of Asshur, nos. 119, 1186 ; and that the

perversion extended even to profane worship, which as to truth

is Chaldiea, see no. 1368 ; and as to good are the sous of Babel,
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see nos. 1182, 1326. In Isaiah :
" And it shall come to pass at S

the end of seventy years, Jehovah will visit Tyre, and she shall

return to her meretricious gain, and shall commit ivhoredoin with
all the kingdoms of the earth " (xxiii. 17). The vaunting and
boasting of falsity is what here is signified by the meretricious

gain and whoredom of Tyre, That Tyre denotes the Knowledges
of truth, see no. 1201. That kingdoms are truths with which
whoredom was committed, see no. 1672. In Jeremiah: " Thou 6

hast committed whoredom with many companions ; and return

to Me ; lift up thine eyes to the hills, and see where thou hast

not played the harlot, on the ways hast thou sat for them as

the Arab in the wilderness, and hast profaned the' land with
thy whoredoms, and thy wickedness" (iii. 1, 2). Committing
whoredom and profaning the land with whoredoms, is pervert-

ing and falsifying the truths of the church: that the land is the

church, see nos. 662, 1066, 1068. Again, " By the voice of her 7

whoredom she profaned the land, committing adultery with

stone and wood " (iii. 9). Committing adultery with stone

and wood, is perverting the truths and goods of external

worship. That stone is such truth, see nos. 643, 1298 ; and
that wood is such good, see no. 643. In the same Prophet :

S

" Because they have done folly in Israel, and have committed,

adultery with the wives of their companions, and have spoken
a word in My name, a false [word], which I have not com-
manded" (xxix. 23). Committing adultery with the wives

of their companions, is teaching falsity as from them. In 9

the same propliet :
" In the prophets of Jerusalem I have

seen baseness, in committing adultery and going in falsity

"

(xxiii. 14), where committing adultery has reference to good
which is contaminated, and going in falsity has reference to

truth which is perverted. In the same Prophet :
" Thine

adulteries, and thy neighings, the filthiness of thy whoredoin

upon the hills, in the field, I have seen thine abominations

:

woe unto thee, Jerusalem, how long as yet herealter wilt thou

not be made clean?" (xiii. 27). In Hosea :
" Whoredom and lo

wine, and new wine, hath taken possession of the heart ; my
people inquireth of wood, and the staff" thereof will shew it,

because the spir-it of ivhoredom hath seduced him ; and they

have committed whoredom from under their God ; they sacri-

fice on tlie tops of the mountains, and burn incense on the

hills, under the oak, the poplar, and the knotted oak ; there-

fore your daughters commit whoredom, and your daughters-

in-law com^nit adtdtery ; shall not I visit upon your daughters

because they cmnmit wlioredom, and upon your daugliters-in-

law because they commit adultery, because they divide with
whores, and sacrifice with 2^'>^ostittites?" (iv. 11-14). What
is signified by each of these expressions, in the internal

sense, may appear from the signification of wine, as denoting
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falsity, of new wine, as clenoting evil tlicnce deiived, of

the wood which is in(]^uire(l of, as denoting tlie good of the

delight of some particuha- lust ; of the staff which shall shew,

as denoting the imaginary power of self - intellect ; also of

mountains and hills, as denoting the loves of self and of

the world ; of the oak, the poplar, and the knotted oak, as

denoting so many crass perceptions thence derived, in which

they trust ; of daughters and daughters - in - law, as denoting

such affections. Hence it is manifest wliat is here signified

11 by whoredoms, adulteries, and prostitutions. In the same
Prophet :

" O Israel, thou hast committed ivhoredom upon thy

God, thou hast loved meretricious gain upon all threshing floors

of corn" (ix. 1) : meretricious gain denotes the vaunting and
hoasting of falsity. In Moses :

" Lest thou make a covenant

with the inhabitant of the land, and they go a tchoring after

their gods, and sacrifice to their gods, and he call thee, and
thou eat of his sacrifices, and take of his daughters for thy

sons, and his daughters go a 'whurlng after their gods, and
cause thy sons to go a whoring after tJieir gods" (Exod. xxxiv.

15, 16). In the same: "I will cut off all that go a whoring

after him, in goiiig a whoring after Molech, out of the midst of

their people : and the soul which looketh to familiar spirits,

and to soothsayers, to go a whoring after them, I will set ]\Iy faces

against that soul, and will cut him off out of the midst of his

people" (Levit. xx. 5, 6). In the same: "Your sons shall be

feeding in the wilderness forty years, and shall carry your
whoredoms, until your Ijodies be consumed in the wilderness

"

(Numb. xiv. 33). In the same: "That ye may remember all

the commandments of Jehovah, and may do them, and not

seek after your heart, and after your eyes, after vjhich ye go a
12 ^vhoring" (Numb. xv. 39). This appears still more evident in

the Apocalypse :
" One angel said, Come, I will shew thee the

judgment of the great harlot sitting upon many waters, with

whom the kings of the earth have committed whoredom, and
the inhabitants of the earth were made drunken with the ivine

of her wlcoredom" (xvii. 1, 2). The great harlot denotes those

who are in profane worship. The many waters on which she

sits are Knowledges, see nos. 28, 739. The kings of the earth

who committed whoredom with her denote the truths of the

church, see nos. 1072, 2015, 2009; the wine with which they

were made drunken denotes falsity, see nos. 1071, 1072.

Inasmuch as wine and drunkenness have this signification,

therefore it is said of the daughters of Lot, that they made
13 their father drink wine, verses 32-35. Again :

" Babylon
hath made all the nations drink of the unnc of the fury of her

whoredom, and the kings of tlie earth have committed ivhoredom

with her " (xviii. 3). J^)abyl<)n, or Babel, denotes worship, the

fcxt-irnals whereof appear holy, but whose interiors are profane,
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see nos. 1182, 1295, 132G. The nations which she makes to

drink denote the goods which are profaned, see nos. 1259,

12G0, 1416, 1849. The kings who committed whoredom with

lier denote truths, see nos. 1672, 2015, 2069. Again: "True
and just are the judgments of the Lord God, because He hath

judged the rjrcat harlot, which corrupted the earth with lur

ivJiorcdom " (xix. 2), wdiere the earth denotes the church, see

nos. 566, 662, 1066, 1068, 2117, 2118. As whoredoms signified H
such things, and daughters signified affections, therefore it was
so severely forbidden that the daughter of a priest shouhl

commit whoredom, as in Moses: "The daughter of a man,
a priest, if she begin to comnn't whoredom, she profaneth iier

father, she shall be burned with fire" (Levit. xxi. 9). Also it

was forbidden to bring meretricious gain into tlie house of

Jehovah, because it is an abomination (Deut. xxiii. 19 [18]).

Eor the same reason sucli a process of inquiry was instituted

in regard to a wife whose husband suspected her of adultery

(Xunib. V. 12-31), where all things both in general and in

particular liave relation to the adulterations of good. More-
over there are many genera of adulteries and whoredoms, and
still more species, which are treated of in the Word ; this genus,

which is described by the daughters of Lot lying with their

father, is what is called Moab and the son of Ammon, of which
more is said presently.

2467. Verses 37, 38. And the fir^t-honi hrovght forth a
son, and called his name Moah ; lie is the father of Moah even to

this day. And the younger, she also brought forth a son, and
called his name Ben-Ammi ; he is the father of the sons of Ammon
even to this day. The first-horn brought forth a son, signifies the

religiosity of that church as to good : and called his name Moab,

signifies hiscjuality: he is the father of Moah even to this day,

signifies that thence come such : a7id the younger, she also brought

forth a son, signifies the falsified truth of that church : and
called his name Ben-Ammi, signiWes his quality: he is the father

of the sons of Amnion even to this day, signifies that thence

come such.

2468. That this is the signification of the above passage, it

is needless to confirm, inasmuch as it is evident both from the

explanation itself, and from what goes before, and from what
follows after. But the nature and quality of that religiosity,

which is signified by Moab and the sons of Ammon, may
a]ipear from their origin, which is here described, and also

from many passages l)oth in the historical and pro))lietical

})arts of the Word, where they are named. In general they

denote those who are in external worshi]), which appears in

some respect holy, but not in internal worship, and who eagerly

embrace as goods and truths the things which are of external

worship, but reject and despise the things which are of internal
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2 worship. Such worship, and such a rch'giosit}', takes root in

those who are in natural good, but who despise others in com-
parison with themselves : these persons are not unlike fruits

wiiose external form is not unbeautit'ul, but which are inwardly

mouldy or rotten ; they are also not unlike marble vases, which
contain impure and sometimes lilthy tlnugs ; or they are not
unlike women, who as to the face, and body, and gestures, are

not unhandsome, but who are inwardly diseased, and full of

defilements. Eor there is a general good which is in such per-

sons, which appears not altogether void of beauty, but the par-

ticulars which enter [into the composition thereof] are lilthy.

In the beginning, indeed, this is not so, but successively, lor

they suffer theniiielves easily to be imbued with all sorts of

things, which are called goods, and thus with all sorts of

falsities, which they think are truths, because they confirm

them, and this because they despise the interior things of

worship, and they despise these because they are in the love

of self. Such persons exist and are derived from those who
are in external worsldp only, who are represented by Lot in

this chapter, and this when the good of truth is desolated

They are described in the Word both as to their quality in the

beginning, when their good is not as yet so much defiled, then
when it is defiled, and afterwards when it is altogether defiled,

and they reject the interior things of worship and of doctrine.

3 Tkcir qualitij in the heginning, when tlieir good is not as yd so

much defiled, is thus described in Daniel : "In the time of the end
the kinjr of the south shall strive with him, therefore the kin«^ of

the north shall rush upon him as a tempest, with chariot, and with
horsemen, and with many ships, and he shall come into the

lands, and shall overflow, and pass over ; and he shall come into

the land of Ijeauty (decus), and many shall fall together ; these

shall be snatched out of his hand, Edom, and Moab, and the

first-fruits of the sons of Ammon" (xi. 40, 41). The king of

the south denotes those who are in goods and truths. The
king of the north those who are in evils and falsities. The
king of the north with chariot, with horsemen, with shijDS,

coming into the lands, overflowing and passing over, denotes

that evils and falsities, signified by chariots, horsemen, and
ships, would prevail. Edom, Moab, and the first-fruits of the

sons of Anunon, to be snatched out of his hand, denote those

who are in such good not as yet so defiled with falsities, where-
4 fore they are called the first-fruits of the sous of Ammon. In
Moses :

" We passed by the way of the wilderness, and Jehovah
said unto Moses, Do not straiten Moah, nor meddle with them
in war, because I will not give thee inheritance of his land, for

I have given Ar for an inheritance to the sons of Lot" (Deut. ii.

8,9). And concerning the sons of Ammon: "Jehovah spoke

to Moses, Thou this day shalt pass Ar the border of Moab, and
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shalt come nigh over against the sons of Amnion, neither straiten

them, nor meddle with them ; because I will not give thee the

inheritance of the land of tJie sons of Ammon, for I have given it

for an inheritance to the sons ofLot " (Deut. ii. 17-19), Ar denotes

such good ; Moab and the sons of Ammon denote tliose who are

in such good, but in the beginning, wherefore it is commanded
that they should not be straitened. Hence it is, that Moab 5

drove out the Emim and Kephaim, who were as the Enakim,
and that the sons of Ammon drove out also the Eephaim, whom
they called Samsummim (Deut. ii. 9-11, 18-21). By the

Emim, Eephaim, Enakim, and Samsummim, are signified those

who were imbued with persuasions of evil and falsity, see nos.

581, 1673 : by Moab and the sons of Ammon are here signified

those who were not as yet imbued [with such persuasions] ; but

these also, when they became imbued, that is, when their good

was defiled with falsities, were likewise driven out, see Numb,
xxi. 21-31 ; Ezek. xxv. 8-11. Their quality ivhen their good is 6

defiled, is described in Jeremiah :
" Thus saith Jehovah to Moab,

Woe upon Nebo because it is vastated, Kiriathaim is ashamed,

is taken ; Misgal) is ashamed and dismayed ; the praise of Moab
is no more : give a wing to jNIoab, because flying away he

shall fly away, and his cities shall be for a desolation, none
shall dwell in them. Leave the cities, and dwell in the rock,

ye inhabitants of Moab, and be as a dove, she maketh her nest

in the passages of the mouth of the pit. I know, saith Jeliovah,

his anger, and he is not firm, his falsities, they have not done

what is right. Therefore I will bowl over Moab, and will cry

for all Moab. From the weeping of Jaiiser I will weep for thee,

thou vine of Sibmah ; thy young shoots have passed the sea,

they have reached even to the sea of Jaeser ; the waster hath

fallen on thy summer fruits, and on thy vintage. Therefore

my heart is moved upon Moab, like pipes. Woe to thee, Moah,

the people of Kemosh have perished, for thy sons are taken

into captivity, and thy daughters into captivity. And I will

bring back the captivity of Moah in the posterity of days
"

(xlviii. 1, 2, 9, 28, 30-32, 36, 46, 47). The subject treated of in 7

this chapter throughout is Moab, and through him those who
are in such good, how they suffer themselves to be imbued with

falsities, wherefore it is said, that they should give a wing to

Moab that he may fly away, and that his cities should be for a de-

solation ; but tliat they should leave the cities, and should dwell

in the rock, and, as a dove, should make their nest in the passages

of the mouth of the pit, and several things besides, whereby they

are exhorted to remain in their general goods and truths ; and
if in such case they should l)e led astray by falsities of ignorance,

they should be brouglit back from captivity in the latter days.

But of those with whom this does not take place, it is said, I

will howl over ]\Ioab, and I will cry to all ]\Ioab, and my heart
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is moved over Monl); the falsities wlierewith they are imbued,

are signified by Nebo, Kiriathaim, Misgab, Sibmah, daiiser,

Kemosh, and several other names which occur iu that chapter.

' In Isaiah :
" The daughters of Moab shall be a nest cast out

:

bring forth counsel, do judgment
;
place thy whole shadow iu

the midst of the south ; hide the outcasts, discover not the

wanderer, my outcasts shall dwell in thee, Moah, be a hiding-

place for them before the waster. We have heard the lifting

up of Moah, he is greatly lifted up, his pride, and his lifting

up, and his wrath, not so his lies : therefore 3Ioah shall howl,

for Moah he shall wholly howl. Theiefore my bowels are

moved as a harp because of Moah, and my middle part because

of the city Cherez. It shall come to pass when he shall be

seen, that Moah on high shall l)e wearied out, and shall come to

his sanctuary to ])ray, and shall not be able. In three years,

as the years of a hireling, and the praise of Moah shall become
vile in every great multitude, and the remnant very small, not

strong" (xvi. 2-4, 6, 7, 11, 12-14). The subject treated of

throughout this chapter is also Moab, and through him those

who are in such good, and who are here described in nearly the

same words as in Jeremiah, chapter xlviii., being advised in like

manner to remain in their general goods and truths, and not

suffer themselves to be imbued with falsities : general goods

and truths are signified by their bringing forth counsel, doing

judgment, hiding the outcasts, not discovering the wanderer,

being a hiding-])lace for the outcasts before the waster, all which
things signify the externals of worship ; but because they sutt'er

themselves to be imbued with falsities, it is said, " In three

years, as the years of a hireling, the praise of Moab shall become
vile in every great multitude, and the remnant very small, not

? strong." Because they are easily seduced, Moab is called the

putting forth of the hand of the I'hilistines, and the sons of

Ammoii are called their obedience, in Isaiah :
" In that day

there shall be a root of Jesse standing for a sign of the peoples,

it shall the nations seek, and His rest shall be glory, the emula-

tion of Ephraim shall depart, and the enemies of Judah shall be

cut off, Ephraim shall not emulate Judah, and Judah shall not

straiten Ei)hraim ; and they shall fly on to the shoulders of the

Philistines towards the sea, they shall spoil together the sons of

the east, YAo\w,M<)ah, the imtting forth of their hand, and the sons

of Amnion their ohedience" (xi. 10, 13, 14). The root of Jesse

denotes the Lord. Judah denotes those who are in celestial good.

Ephraim those who are in spiritual truth. The Philistines

those who are in tlie science of the Knowledges of truth, and not

in charity. The sons of the east those who are in the science of

the Knowledges of good, and also not in charity, the putting forth

of whose hand is called Moab, and their obedience the sons of

Ammon, because they are tainted with falsities from them.
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Bnt what the quality of those who are called Moah and the sons of lo

Ammon becomes, vjhen thew good is cdtogether defiled with falsities,

is thus described in David :
" God spoke in His holiness, Gilead

is ]\Iine, and IManasseh is Mine, and Ephraim is the strength

of jNIy head, Judah is My lawgiver, Moal My wash-pot
"

(Psalm Ix. 8-10 [0-8]). In like manner in Psalm cviii. 8-10

[7-9], where a wash-pot denotes good defiled with falsities.

In Jeremiah: The praise of Moah is no more, in Cheshbon they "
liave devised evil npon him, go let us cut him off from a

nation; Moah \\Q.t\\ been appeased from his youth, and hath

rested in his dregs, neither hath he been em])tied from vessel

to vessel, and hath not gone away into exile; therefore lii^

taste remains in him, and his scent is not changed. On all

the house-tops of Moal) shall be weeping altogether, because I

have broken Mocd) as a vessel, wherein is no good-pleasure
"

(xlviii. 2, 11, 38). The falsities wherewith the good, which is

Moab, is defiled, are here called dregs, in which taste and scent

remain, if he is not rei'ormed, which reformation is here signified

by being emptied from vessel to vessel; the good itself is called

a vessel wherein is no good-pleasure, as in David it is called

a pot in which is washing. In Isaiah : "The hand of Jehovah
resteth in this mountain, and Moah sliall be threshed under it,

as straw is trodden doivn in the dunghill" (xxv. 10). That ^A

they who are in such good, care only for external tilings, and
despise, reject, yea, spue out the interned things of worsliip and cf

doctrine, whence they have falsities instead of tridhs, is thus

described in Ezekiel :
" Son of Man, set thy faces to the sons of

Avimon, and prophesy upon them, and say to the sons of
Ammon, Hear the Word of the Lord Jehovih, thus saith the Lord

Jehovih, because that thou sayest, Well done! to My sanctuary

which was profaned, and to the ground of Israel because it was
made desolate, and to the house of Judah because they have

gone away into captivity, 1 will give Kabbah for a dwelling

of camels, and the sons of Amnion for a couching-place of tlie

fluck. Tlius saith the Lord Jehovih, liecause thou hast clapped

the hand, and stamped with the foot, and rejoiced in all thy

contempt in soul at the ground of Israel, therefore, behold, I

will stretch out My hand over thee, and will give thee for a

])rey to the nations, and will cut thee off from the people, and
will destroy thee from tiic lands" (xxv. 2-11). Well done!

to the sanctuary which was profaned, to the ground of Israel

because it was nuide desolate, to the house of Judah l)ecause

they have gone away into captivity, clapping the hand, stam])-

ing with the foot, and rejoicing in all contempt in soul at the

ground of Israel,—all these are expressions of contem])t, of

derision, and of the rejection of the interior things of worshij)

and of doctrine, and when these are rejected, external things

are of no value, but are given for a prey to the nations, that is,
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are seized upon Ly evils, and cut off from the peoples, that

is, [are seized upon] by falsities, and are destroyed from the

'3 lands, that is, become of no church. In Zephauiah :
" I have

heard the reproach of Moeth, and the hlaspliemiea of the sons of
Animon, who have reproached My people, they have spread

themselves over tlieir border ; therefore I live, Moah shall be as

Sodom, and the soois of Ammon as Amorah, a forsaken place of

the nettle, and a pit of salt, and they shall be a desoUxtion to

eternity ; this shall be to them because of their pride, because

they have reproached and spread themselves over the people

of Jehovah of Hosts" (ii. 8-10). llejiroaching the people, and
spreading tliemselves over their border, and over the people

of Jehovah of Hosts, denotes lightly esteeming and rejecting

interior truths, which are the people of Jehovah of Hosts

;

hence goods become evils of falsity, which are Sodom and a

forsaken place of the nettle ; and truths become falsities,

which are Amorah and a pit of salt ; for it is from internal

^4 things that external things are good and true. In David

:

" Thine enemies take secret counsel treacherously against Thy
people, they consult over Thy hidden ones

;
go, let us cut them

off from a nation, and let not the name of Israel be mentioned
any more, for they consult with one heart, over thee they cut

off tlie covenant, the tents of Edom, and the Ishmaelites,

Moal), and the Hagarenes, Gebal, and Amman, and Amalek,
Philisthea with the inhabitants of Tyre, Asshur also is

associated to them, they are an arm to the sons of Lot"
(Psalm Ixxxiii. o-9). Consulting over the hidden ones, cutting

them off from a nation, that the name of Israel may not be

mentioned any more, denotes entirely rejecting and spuing

out interior things. Tlie tents of Edom, the Ishmaelites,

Moab, the Hagarenes, Gebal, and Annnon, denote those who
are in the externals of worship and doctrine. Philisthea with

Tyre denote those who .speak about internal things but are not

therein. A.sshur, who is an arm to the sons of Lot, denotes

reasoning whereby they contend for external things, and
'5 assault internal things. In Moses: "A man shall not take

the wife of his father, and he shall not violate the wing of

his father. He that is crushed by crusiiing, or bruised in his

testicle, shall not come into the congregation of Jehovah ; a

Moabite and Ammonite shall not come into the congregation of

Jehovah, even their tenth generation shall not come into the

congregation of Jehovah to eternity" (I)eut. xxiii. 1-8 [xxii.

.*)0
; xxiii. 1—7]). Hence it is evident what Moab and Ammon

signify, in the end of days, or when they are altogether imbued
with falsities, that is, those with whom good is adulterated,

and truth falsified, in cous(;(|uence of their despising, rejecting,

and at length spuing out all interior things, wherefore also the}''

are here mentioned after filthy adulteries, which are, taking
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a father's wife, violating a father's wing, nearly like what is

related of the daughters of Lot, from w^iom Moab and Amnion
were derived ; and likewise after those that are crushed Ly
crushing, and bruised in the testicle, by whom are signified

such as spue out whatever is of love and charity. The congrega-

tion of Jehovah denotes heaven, into which they cannot come,

because they have no remains, which are only from interior

goods and interior truths, which are signified by the tenth

generation, see nos. 576, 1738, 2280. They also were amongst '^

the nations who sacrificed their sons and daughters to Molech,

whereby is signified, in the internal sense, that they extin-

guished truths and goods, for the god of Moab was Kemosh,
and the god of the sons of Ammon was Molech and Milchom
(1 Kings xi. 7, 33 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 13), to which they sacrificed

(2 Kings iii. 27). That by sons and daughters are signified

truths and goods, see nos. 489-491, 533, 1147. This then is i7

what is signified by Moab and Ammon, but the kinds of falsity

whereby they adulterate goods, and extinguish truths, are

many, which are thus recounted in Jeremiah, but expressed

by mere names :
" Judgment is come to the land of the

plain, to Cliolon and Jahzah, and to Mephaatah. And upon
Ihbon, and upon Ncbo, and upon Bcthdiblathaim.. And upon
Kiriathaim,, and upon Bdlujamxd, and upon Bctlimeon. And
upon Kirioth, and upon Bozrah, and upon all the cities of the

land of Moab, far off and near. The horn of Moab is cut off,

and his arm is broken. 3Iake him drimken, because he hath
magnified himself above Jehovah : and Moah stamps in his

vomit" (xlviii. 21-26). These are the kinds of falsity which
meet together in those who are called Moab and Ammon.
The nature and quality of each may appear from the significa-

tion of each particular name in the internal sense. That names
in the Word signify nothing but things, has been frequently

shewn above.

CONCERNING THE MEMORY OF MA.N REMAINING AFTER DEATH,

AND THE REMEMBRANCE OF THOSE THINGS WHICH HE HAD
DONE IN THE LIFE OF THE BODY.

2469. It is hardlij known to any one at this day, tliat every

man has two metnories, one exterior, the other interior ; and that

the exterior is proper to his body, but the i7iterior proper to his spirit.

2470. Man, during his life in the body, can hardly know that

he Ims an interior nwnnory, because then the interior memory acts

almost as a one tvith the exterior memory ; for tJce ideas of
thought, which are of the interior memory, floiv in into the things

which are in the exterior memory, as into their r(xipient vessels,

and are there conjoined. The case in this respect is the same as
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when anr/els and spirits sjjcalc tvith man, at such times their ideas,

hif which they speak with each other, flow in irito the expressions of
Qnan's language, and conjoin themselves loitli those expressions in

such a manner, that they know no other than that they are speak-

ing in man's mother tongue, when yet the ideas alone are theirs,

and the expressions into ichieh they flow in, are mans. Concern-

ing this circumstance I have frequently spoken with spirits.

2471. These tivo memories arc altogether distinct from each

other. To the exterior memory, which is proper to man during
his life in the world, belong all cx'pressions of languages, also the

objects of the externcd sensuals, and likcunse the scientiflcs icldch

are of the uvrld. To the interior memory belong the ideas of
the speech of spirits, which are of the interior sight, and all

rational things, from the ideas whereof thought itself exists.

That these things are distinct from each other, man does not Jcnow,

both because he does not reflect thereupon, and because he is in

corporeal things, and cannot then so easily withdraw his mind
from them.

2472. Hence it is that men, during their life in the body, can-

not speak with each other, except by languages distinguislied into

articulate sounds, or expressions, and cannot understand each

other, unless they are skilled in those languages : the reason

is, because this is done from the exterior memory. But spirits

converse tvith each other, by an universal language distinguished

into ideas, such as are the ideas of thought, and thus can converse

tvith any spnrit, of lohatsoever language and nation he may have

been in the world ; the reason is, because this is done from the in-

terior memory. Every man, immediately after death, comes into

this universal language, because he comes into this interior memory,
which, as was said, is proper to his spirit, see nos. 1G37, 1639,

1757, 1876.

247.'). lite interior memory vastly excels the exterior, and in

comparison thereof is as many myriads to one, or as what is full

of light to whcd is dark ; for ten thousands of ideas of the interior

memory flow in into one of the exterior memory , and there form a
sort of general obscure something ; hence all the faculties ofspirits,

and still more those of angels, are in a more perfect state [than

those of men\ both their sensations and their thoughts and per-

ceptions. The superior excellence of the interior memory to the

exterior, Ttiay appear from examples. Suppose one man to call

to remembrance another man, either a friend or an enemy, with
v)hose qucdity he is well acquainted from the social intercourse of
many years ; whatever he thinks at that time concerning him, is

presented as one obscure thing, and. this because he thinks frotn- his

exterior memory : but when the 'same man becomes a spirit, and
recollects another, that tvhich he then thinks concerning him, is

presented as to cdl the ideas tvhich he ever conceived respecting him-,

and this because Jie then thinks from the interior memory. Tlie
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case is similar v:ith regard to every partienlar filing; the tli/tng

itself of ivhieh the man knew onuch is presented in the exteriur

oiumory ets one genered. something : hvt in the interior memorj/ as

to cdl tJu. partienlars, the idea whereof he has at any time acquired

to himself concerning it, and this in a, wonderful form.
2474. Whcdsoever things a man hears and sees, and is affected

with, are insinicated, as to ideas and ends, into his interior

memory, withoid his being aware of it, and there they remain, so

that not a single one is lost, cdtJwugh the same things are ohlite-

rcUcd in the eo:terior memory : the interior memory therefore is

such, thcU there are inscribed in it all the particular things, yea,

tJbC most particular, ivhich man has at any time thought, spoken,

and done, yea, luhieh Juive appeared to him as a shadoiv, with the

most minute details, from his earliest infancy to extreme old age.

Man lias with him the memory of all these things when he wmes
into the other life, and is successively brought into all recollection

of tliem ; this is the Book OF his Life, wliich is ojjened in the

other life, and accm^ding to which he is judged. Man can scarcely

believe this, but still it is most true. All his ends, which had
been to him hidden mi obscurity, and cdl that he had thought, and
likeunse cdl tlmt he had spoken and done, from those ends, are re-

corded, to the smcdlest detail, in that Book, that is, in the intenor
memory, and are made manifest before the angels, as in clear clay,

whensoever the Lord permits it. litis has at times been shewn
me, and evidenced by so many experiences, that there does not

remain the least douht concerning it.

2475. It has hitherto been known to no one, v:hat the state of
souls after death is in resp>ect to the memory ; but it has been given

tne to know, by much and daily exp)erience now during severed

years, that man after death does not lose the smallest portion of
anything ivhich has ever been in his memories, either in his ex-

terior or in his interior memory, so that no thing can be conceived

so small and trifling, which man does not have with him ; he

therefore leaves mdhing behind him cd death, except only the bones

and fiesii ivhich, tchile he lived in the ivorld, were not aninuded

of themselves, but by the life of his spirit, which as his purer
substance was annexed to the corporeal parts.

2476. With respect, however, to his exterior memory, the case

is this, that although man has with him cdl things in general and
'particular thereof, yet it is not permitted him to use that memory,
but only the interior memory. There are tnany reasons for this.

The first is, wltat ivas observed above, that from the interior

memory, in the other life, man is enabled to speak and converse

with cdl in the universe. A second reason is, that the interior

memory is proper to a spirit, and suitable to his state in which
he then is. For exterior things, namely, scientific, woo-Idly, avd
corporeal things, are suitable to man, and correspond to his state,

daring his abode in the world and the body; whereas interior
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things, nnmehf, rational, spiritual, and celestial tliiwjs, are suit-

able and correspond, to a spirit.

2477. / once heard spirits discoursing together concerning this

circumstance, that whatever is adoptted as a principle, of whatever

quality it may he, can he confirmed hy inmmierahle things, insomuch

that, to him who confirms it, it may at length appear as altogether

true, notwithstanding its being false, and that hence men may he

persuaded in favour of what is false, rather than in favour of

vjhat is true. In order that they might be conmnccd thereof, it toas

proposed to them to think and speak on this question, whether it is

advantageous for spirits to use the exterior memory. Spirits

discourse together on such subjects far more excellently than man
can either believe or conceive, hut each according to his affection.

The spirits, vjho were disposed to favour worldly and corporeal

things, confirmed the ^proposition by many arguments, [endeavour-

ing to shew^, that [by the use of the exterior memory^ they looidd

have lost nothing, but after death woidd have been equally men, as

they had been before ; that thus they might have been able by

means of man, to come again into the toorld, ; that in the exterior

memory is the delight of life ; and that intelligence and
vjisdom are solely in this faculty and endowment ; besides many
other arguments, whereby they confirmed themselves in their p)Tin-

' ciple, until it ap)peareil to tJieni as true. But others then thought

and spoke from an opiposite principle, knoiving that tvhat they said

was true, because it was from Divine order ; they said that if

spirits u'cre permitted to use the exterior memory, they ivould in

such case be in a similar state of imperfection to that in which
they had been when they were men : that thus they would be in

gross and obscure ideas, in comparison toith those v^hich are in

the interior onemory ; and that thus they loould not only grow
more and more foolish, hut would also descend instead of ascending,

consequently tliat they loould not live to eternity ; for to immerse
themselves again in things worldly and corporeal, woidd he to

p)lunge themselves again into a state of death; and further, that

if it VMS allowed to spirits to use the exterior memory, the human
race ivould perish, for every man is ruled by the Lord through

spirits and a7igels, and if spirits from the exterior ynemory should

flow in into man, it ivould not he possible for man to thinkfrom his

ouni memory, but from that of the spirits, thus that man would no

longer enjoy his own life and his own independence, hut would be

obsessed ; that such vjas the nature of obsessions in former ages;

besides many other arguments.

2-478. In order that I might know how it is that it ivould he

impossible for man to think from his oivn memory, if spirits flowed
in from the e^xterior memory, it was twice or thrice permitted

that this should happen to myself; and at such times I knew no

other, thayi thai that was mine which was not mine, hut a spirit's,

and that I had thought those things before ivhich I never did
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thinJc ; and this I could not appcrccicc lirfore the spirits had
vjithdrawn.

2479. A certain spirit, recently arrived, was indignant at not

hcincf able to remember more of the things which he had knov;n

during the life of the body, sorroiaing on account of the delight

v^hich lie had lost, and tuith which he had been particularly grati-

fied ; but lie teas informed, that in reality he had lost nothing,

ami that he knew all and everything 'which he had ever known,
bid that in the other life it urts not allowable for him to bring

forth such things from the memory ; and that it rvas enough, that

it was now in his poiver to think and speak much better and more

perfectly, xvithont immersing his rational, as before, in the gross,

obscure, material, and corporeal things, which were. of no use in

the kingdom into which he urns now come : and that those thi7igs,

which were in the kingdom of the world, were left behind, and he

had now whatever conduced to the use of eternal life, and that

thus and no otherwise he might become blessed and liappy ; thus

that it ivas of ignorance to believe, that in the other life there is

any loss of intelligenee in consequence of not using the corporeal

memory, when the real case is, that in proportion as the. mind is

capable of being withdraum from sensual and corporeal things, in

the same proportion it is elevated into celestial and spiritual

things.

2480. Inasmuch as men after death are in the interior memory,
which was that of their rational, it follows as a consequence that

they who in the tcorld have been skilled in languages beyond

others are not able to bring forth into utterance a single expression

of those languages ; and that they wlio have been distinguishedfor
their skill in the sciences arc not able to recollect anything oftheir

seientifics, and that these latter are sometimes more stupid than
others. Nevertheless, whatsoever they have learnt either by means

of languages or sciences, this, because it has formed their rational,

is brought forth into use ; the rational thence procured is thatfrom
which they think and sp)eak. He who has imbibed falsities by

means of languages and. sciences, and has confirmed himself therein,

reasons only from fcdsities, but he v:ho has imbibed truths speaks

from truths. It is the affection itself which gives life, the

affection of evil which gives life to fcdsities, and the affection of
good which gives life to truths: every one thinks from aff'ection,

and no one without affection.

2481. That men after death, that is, spirits, lose not thr.

smallest portion of tlie tilings of their exterior or coiporeal

memory, but have with them all and everything thereof, although
it is not allowed to bring forth thence the p)articidars of their

life, has been given me to know from much experience, as may
appear evident from what follows. Two spirits, whom I had been

ac<iuainted with during the life of their body, and who had. been at

enmity with each other, met together, ivhcn I heard one describing
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the character {gcnliis) of the other vith many circumstanees, and
the oyuiiuii ichich he had of him, reeitinrj a whole letter v-hich h&

had loritteti to him, and many more thinrja in a series, ivhich

were particulars and helonycd to the exterior memory, and ivhich

the other acknowledtjed, and at which he was silenced.

2482. At another time I heard a certain spirit accuse another

of withholdiiif/ some money of his, and refusing to restore it, and
this witJi circumstances from the exterior memory, so tliat the

o'her vjas ashamed. I also heard, the other make his reply, and
(living the reasons v:hy he had done the deal, all ivhich jxirticulars

ivere of a msre worldly nature.

24S3. A certain female was sent into the state in ivhich she ivas

during her abode in tlie world, when she had attempted to do a

wicked deed, ami then tlie particidars of her thoughts, and of
her conoersation loith another female, came forth as in clear day-

light. A certain female of the crew of the sirens, heccvuse she

nuiintaimd tlie denial that she liad heen such in the life of the

body, was sent i^ito a state of the corporeal memory, and then her

adulteries and enormities which were known to lutrdly any one in

her life-time, were laid open, and recited in a series, amounting
nearly to a hundred, [attended with all the particulars relating

to] the pdace where, and the persons with whom she load committed

adultery, and what contrivances she had used at the time, and all

this to the life, as in open day, so that she ivas convicted. Such
particulars are produeed [from the exterior memory], and indeed

to the life with the particular circumstances, wlicn any one is

desirous to exculpcde himself concerning what he has heen [iyi

the life of the hody\

2485. A certain spirit on a time was with me, ivith ivhom I
had no acquaintance in the life of the body, and. when I asked

hi/m ivhether he knew whence he was, he could not inform me, but

by means of the interior sight he was led by me through several

cities where I had been, and at length through the city whence he

came, and then through the streets and squares, all ivhich he ivas

acquainted ivith, and cd last to the street where he himself had
divelt, and if I had known the houses, how they were situated, I
might cdso have known his house.

. 2486. That men have with them in the other life all things in

general and particular of the corporeal memory, was also very

frequently made manifest to me from those whom I had been

acquairUed ivith in their life of the body, in that when I dis-

coursed with them,, they recollected all the things in genercd and
p((rticular which they Ji-ad dune, and ivhich they had sjjoken, and
irhlch at such times they had thought, whilst I was present with

tlicin. From, these, a.nd many other experiences, it has been given

mc to know for certain, that man carries with him into the other

life <dl tilings (f the exterior or eorporecd memory.

2487. -I have been instructed that the exterior memory, con-
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sidered in itself, is notlvlng else tlinn an organie something, furmcd
of the objects of the senses, especially of the sight and hearing, in
substances ivhich are the beghmings of the fibres, and tliat accord-

ing to impressions from those objects, variations of form are

effected, v:hieh are reproditeed, and that those forms are varied

and changed according to changes of state of the affections and
persuasions. Also that tlie interior memory is in like manner
organic, hut piurer and more perfect, formed from the objects of the

interior sight, which objects are disposed into a certain series, in
an incomprehensible order.

2488. / myself imagined, like oilier people, before I was in-

structed by living experiences, that it was impossible for any spirit

to knoio 'what vxis in my memory, and in my thovght, but that

those things were in my sole posscssio7i, and hidden from others

;

but I can asseverate, that the spirits tvho are with man, know and
observe the sw.allest things of his memory and thouglUs, and this

more clearly than man himself does ; and that angels know and
observe the ends themselves, how they bend themselvesfrom good to

exit; and from evil to good, and many other things which are

unknown to man, such as those things which he has immersed in
delights, and thereby as it were in his nature and disposition, in

which case they no longer appear, becaiise he no longer reflects

upon them. Let no man, therefore, any longer believe, that his

thoughts are concealed, and that he must not give an account of
his thoughts, and of his deeds according to the quantity and
(ji'cdity of the thoughts which tvere in them ; for deeds have
tlicir quality from the thoughts, and thoughts have their quality

from the ends.

2489. The things ivhich are of the interior memory manifest
themselves in the other life by a certain sphere, whereby spirits are

known at a distance as to their quality, that is, as to their affec-

tion, and persuasion ; this sphere exists from the activity (f things

in the interior memori/. Concerning these S2')he'res, see nos. 1048,
1053, 1316, 1504-lo66.

2490. With the interior memory the case is this, that there

are retained therein not only the things in general and particular,

which man at any time from infancy lias seen and heard, and
which he has thought, spoken, and done, but also those things

which in the other life he sees and. hears, and which he thinks,

s/>caks, and does. But this is with a difference. They who
are in the persuasion of falsity, and in the Iwit of evil, imbibe

and retain all things which agree therewith, for they enter as
water into a sponge ; other things indeed also enter, but tliey

are so slightly retained, that they hardly know that it is any-
thing. But they who are in the faith of truth, and in the

affection of good, retain all things which are true and good, and
thus are continually being 'perfected; hence it is that they are
capable of being iiistructed, and they are instructed in the other life.

VOL. III. N
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2491. There are sjnrifs, of whose birthplace, hy the Divine

mercy of the Lord, we shall speak clseivhere, who have relation

to the interior onemory : these wander about in companies, and
hy wonderful methods elicit tahatever others know, and whatever

they hear they communicate to their compianions.

2492. The quality of the memories is sometimes exhibited to

the sight in the other life, in forms which there alone appear.

{In the other life many things are presented visibly, which other-

tcise with men fall only into ideas.) The exterior memory is

thus 2^resentcd to apipearance as a callosity, the interior like a
medullary substance, such as is in the human brain. Hence also

it is given to know what is their qimlity. With those who, in

the life of the body, have exercised the memory alone, and thus

ham not cultivated their rational, the ccdlosity appears hard, and
inwardly striated. JFith those who have filled the memory ivith

falsities, it appears hairy and rough, and this in consequence of
the confused heap of things stored therein. With those laho have

exercised the memory for the sake of the love of self and of the

2 world, it app)ears cemented together and hardened. With those

who have been desirous of penetrating into Divine arcana by means

of scientifics, and especially by means of p>hilosop)hical [scicntifi:s^,

and who have been unwilling to believe until they have been per-

suaded by these scientifics, it appears dark, and is of such a nature

as to absorb the rays of light, and turn them into darkness. With
those xvho have been deceitful and hypocrites, it appears as if it

were bony and of ebony, and reflects the rays of light. But
with those who have been in the good of love and the truth of

faith, no such callosity appears, because their interior memory
transmits the rays of light into the exterior, in the objects or ideas

vjhereof, as in their basis, or as in their ground, the rays are

terminated, and. there find delightfid receptacles ; for the exterior

onemory is the ultimcde of order, in wliich spiritual and celestial

iJvings are softly terminated and where they remain, when goods

and truths are therein.

2493. I have sjioken tvith the angels about the memory of ptast

things, and the anxiety thence arising about what is to come, and
have been instructed, that the more interior and perfect the angels

are, so much the less care have they about what is past, or think

about what is to come, and that hence also is their happiness : they

say, that the Lord gives them every moment what to think, and this

irith blessedness and hajipiness, and that thus they are without

cares and solicitudes ; also, that this is meant in the internal

sense by the Israelites receiving manna daily /?'om heaven, and
hy the daily bread prayed for in the Lord's Prayer, and, like-

vnse by [the Lord's preccp)t to His disciples], not to be solicitous

about what they cat or drink, or xoith tvliat they are clothed

:

but notvithstandivg their having no care about tchat is past,

and no solicitude about tvhat is to come, they have still the most
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perfect rcmemhrance of what is past, and intuition of what is to

come, inasmuch as both what is past and what is to come is in all

their present ; thus they have a more perfect memory than can

either he thowjht or expressed.

2494. Men who, during their life in the ivorld, are in love

to the Lord, and in charity towards the neighbour, have with

themselves, and in themselves, angelic intelligence and wisdom,

but hidden in the inmost parts of their interior memory; which
intelligence and ivisdom can by no means appear to them, before

they put off corporeal things ; then the nuemory of particulars,

spoken of above, is laid asleep, and they are auiakened to the

interior memory, and successively afterwards to the angelic

memory itself.

GENESIS.
CHAPTEK THE TWENTIETH.

2495. That there is in the Word an internal sense, which
does not appear in the letter, has been said and shewn above in

many places, and the quality of this sense is manifest from
what has been explained in the foregoinf? chapters of Genesis

throughout. Nevertheless, since those few at this day, who
believe the Word, are still ignorant that there is such a sense,

we will furtlier to confirm the same. The Lord thus describes

the consummation of the age, that is, the last time of the church :

"Immediately after the afjiiction of those days, the smi shall be

obscured, and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall

fall from, heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be moved
"

"(Matt. xxiv. 29 ; Mark xiii. 24, 25). That the sun here does

not signify tlie sun, nor the moon the moon, nor the stars tlie

stars, but tliat the sun signifies love to the Lord, and charity

towards the neighbour, the moon, the faith of love and cliarity,

and the stars the Knowledges of good and truth, was shewn,
nos. 31, 32, 1053, 1521, 1529-1531, 2120, 2441. Thus by
those words of the Lord, is signified, that in the consummation
of the age, or in the last time, there shall no longer be any
l(jve, or any charity, consequently no longer any faith. That

,

this is the sense of those words, appears from similar words of

the Lord in the prophets, as in Isaiah: " Lehold the day of

Jehovah cometh, to set the earth for a solitude, and He shall

destroy the siimers thereof from out of it ; for the stars of the

heavens and their constellatious shall not shine with their light;
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the sun shall he darkened in his rising, and the moon shall not

make her light to shine" (xni. 9, 10), where also the subject

treated of is the last time of the church, or, what is the same
tiling, the consummation of the age. In Joel :

" A day of

darkness and of thick darkness, a day of cloud and of ohscurity,

before Him the earth was moved, the heavens trembled, the

sun and the moon were l)lackened, and the stars withdrew their

splendour" (ii. 2, 10), where the meaning is the same. Again,
" The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into

blood, before the great and terrible day of Jehovah cometh "

iii. 4 [ii. 31]. Again :
" The day of Jehovah is near, the sun

and the moon are blackened, and the stars have withdrawn their

splendour" (iv. [iii.] 14, 15). In Ezekiel :
" AVhen I shall extin-

guish thee, I will cover the heavens, and I will blacken the

stars thereof, I will cover the sun with a cloud, and tJic moon
shall not cause her light to shine, I will blacken all the luminaries

of light in the heavens, and I will give darkness upon thy

land" (xxxii. 7, 8). In like manner in the Apocalypse: "I
saw when lie opened the sixtli seal, when behold ! there was a

great earthquake, and the sun became black as sackcloth of

hair, and the whole moon became as blood, and the stars fell

into the earth " (vi. 12, 13). And again :
" The fourth angel

sounded, so that the third part of the sun was smitten, and the

third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars, and the

third part of them was darkened" (viii. 12). Erom these

passages it may appear, that the words of the Lord in the

Evangelists imply the same thing as the words of the Lord in

the Prophets, namely, that in the last times there shall be no
charity, or faith ; and that this is the internal sense, as also

appears yet further in Isaiah :
" The moon shall blush, and the

sun shall be ashamed, because Jehovah of Hosts shall reign in

Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem " (xxiv. 23), that is, faith, which
is the moon, shall blush, and charity, which is the sun, shall be
ashamed, because they are such ; it cannot be said of the moon
and sun, that they blush and are ashamed. And in Daniel

:

" The horn of the goat grew towards the south, and towards the

rising, and grew even to the host of the heavens, and it cast down
of the host, and of the stars, to the earth, and trod them down "

(viii. 9, 10), where it must be obvious to every one, that the

liost of the heavens does not signify a host, nor the stars stars.

CHAPTEPc XX.

1. And Abraham journeyed thence towards the land of the

south, and dwelt between Kadesh and between Shur, and
sojourned in Gerar.
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2. And Abraham said to Sarah his wife, This is my sister

;

and Abimelech king of Gerar sent, and took Sarali.

?>. And God came to Abimelech in a dream by night, and
said unto him, Behold, thou shalt die, because of the woman
whom thou hast taken, and she is married to a husband.

4. And Abimelech had not approached to her ; and he said,

Lord, wilt Thou also slay a just nation ?

5. Did not he say to me, This is my sister, and she also her-

self said, He is my brother; in the rectitude of my heart, and
in the blamelessness of my hands, I have done this.

G. And God said unto him in a dream, I also know that in

the rectitude of thy heart thou hast d(-)ne this, and I also

j)revented thee from sinning against Me, therefore I did not

give unto thee to touch unto her.

7. And now restore the wife of the man (vir), because he is a

prophet, and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt live ; and if

thou wilt not restore her, know thou, that dying thou shalt die,

and every one who is thine.

8. And Abimelech arose early in the morning, and called all

his servants, and spoke all those words in their ears, and the

men {riri) feared exceedingly.

9. And Abimelech called Abraham, and said unto him,

What hast thou done to us, and what have I sinned against

thee, that thou hast brought upon me and upon my kingdom a

great sin ? Deeds which should not be done, thou hast done

with me.

10. And Abimelech said to Abraham, What hast thou seen

that thou hast done this word ?

11. And Abraham said, Because I said, Surely there is no
fear of God in this place, and they will slay me because of the

word of my wife.

12. And also she is truly my sister; she is the daughter of

my father, nevertheless not the daughter of my mother, and
she became a wife to me.

l.'i And it came to pass, when God made me depart out of

the house of my father, and I said to her. This is thy goodness,

which thou slialt do with me, at every place whither we shall

come, say to me, He is my brother.

14. And Abimelech took flock and herd, and men-servants,

and maid-servants, and gave to Abraham, and restored to him
Sarah his wife.

15. And Abimelecli said. Behold, my land is before thee, dwell

in what is good in thine eyes.

16. And to Sarah he said, T)ehold, I have given a thousand

of silver to thy brother; behold, it is to tliee a covering of the

eyes to all who are with thee, and with all ; and she was
vindicated.

17. And Abraham prayed to God, and God healed Abimelech,
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and his wife, and his maid - servants, and they brought
forth.

18. Because Jehovah shutting liad shut up on that account
every womb of tlie house of Abimelech, because of the word of

Sarah, Abraham's wife.

THE CONTENTS.

2496. In the twelfth chapter above, tlie subject treated of

was Abraham's sojourn in Egypt, by which was signified the
Lord's instruction in scientifics, while He was yet a lad (puer)

;

the subject now treated of is Abraham's sojourn in Gerar, where
Abimelech was, by which is signified, in like manner, the Lord's

instruction, but in tiie doctrinals of charity and faith. Tlie

doctrine of charity and faith is here especially treated of with
respect to its origin, namely, that it is spiritual from a celestial

origin, but not from a rational.

2497. The state of the Lord is treated of, in which He was
when He first instructed Himself in the doctrinals of charity

and faith; the state itself is signified by Kadesh and Shur;
the doctrine of faith by Abimelech king of Gerar, verses 1, 2.

That He first thought concerning the rational, that it was to be
consulted, verse 2. Tiiat still it was not consulted, verses 3, 4,

8, 9. The reasons why He thought so, verses 5, 6, 10-13. That
the doctrine of charity and faith is spiritual from a celestial

origin, verse 7. That thus He was instructed ; and that then all

rational things, and also scientifics, served Him, like a covering

or clothing, verses 14-16. And thus doctrine M-as perfected,

verse 17. Which would have been otherwise, had it been from
the rational, verse 18.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

2498. That the historical facts contained in this chapter,

like all the others which are in the Word, involve Divine
arcana, may appear from this consideration, that Abraham now
again says that his wife was his sister, for he had said the same
when he came into Egy]jt, for he then said unto Sarah, " Say, I
jrray, tJion art my sktcr" (Gen. xii. 13); nor was this the case

with Abraham only, but also with Isaac, when he came to Gerar
;

for he also then said that Eebecca, his wife, was his sister, " The
men of the place aaked concerning his wife, and he said, She is
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my sister" (Gen. xxvi. 6, 7), in which cliapters also many similar

things occur ; so that such historical facts are related three times,

whicli would never have been the case, unless for some hidden

reason in the internal sense.

2499. Verse 1. And Ahraham journeyed thence towards the

land of the south, aiul dwelt between Kadesh and between Shur,

and sojourned in Gerar. Abraham journeyed thence toward

the land of the south, signifies the Lord's progression in the

goods and truths of faith ; Al)raham is the Lord in that state :

and dwelt between Kadesh and between Shur, signifies his state

in particular; Kadesh denotes the affection of interior truth

proceeding from rational things ; Shur denotes the affection of

exterior truth proceeding from scientitics ; and sojourned in

Gerar, signifies instruction thence in the spiritual things of

fcdth.

2500. Abrahcun journeyed thence toivard the land of the south:

that this signifies the Lord's progression in the goods and truths

of faith, appears from the signification of journeying, as denoting

advancing forward, see no. 1457 ; and from the signification of

the laud of the south, as denoting the good and truth of faith,

see no. 1458. Above, in the twelfth chapter, it was said of

Abraham, that he journeyed going and journeying toward

the south, when he went into Egypt, verses 9, 10 ; by which
was signified in the internal sense, that the Lord, when a lad,

advanced into goods and truths as to the science of Knowledges,

see nos. 1456, 1459 ; here it is now said, that he journeyed

toward the land of the south, by which is signified a further

and more interior progression, which is into goods and truths

as to the doctrine of faith, wherefore it is here said the land of

the south, because the land [or earth] in its proper sense signifies

the church, for which doctrine is, see nos. 566, 662, 1066, 2117,

2118. As regards in general the Lord's instruction, its quality 2

is plain from this chapter in the internal sense, namely, that it

was effected by continual revelations, and thus by Divine per-

ceptions and thoughts from Himself, that is, from His Divine,

which [revelations] He implanted in Divine intelligence and

wisdom, and this even to the perfect union of His Human with

His Divine. This way of becoming wise is not possible with any
man, for it flowed in from the Divine Itself, which was the Lord's

inmost, because it was the inmost of the Father, of whom He
was conceived : thus from the Divine Love itself, which the

Lord alone possessed, and which consisted in a desire to save

the whole human race. It is an arcanum which has hitherto 3

been known to hardly any one, that in love itself there is

wisdom and intelligence, but such as the love is, such will the

wisdom and intelligence be. The reason why in love there is

wisdom and intelligence, is, that all inilux takes place into love,

or what is the same thing, into good, thus into the very life of man.
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Hence cnme the wisdom and intelligence of the angels, which
are ineffable ; hence also the wisdom and intelligence of men
who are in love to the Lord and charity towards the neighbour

;

these latter, although they do not perceive it with themselves

during their life in the body, yet come into it after death, by
reason tiiat it is contained in love itself, and in charity itself,

see no. 2494. But as regards the Lord's love, it was infinitely

above the love in which the angels are ; for it was the Divine
love itself, wherefore it had in itself a pre-eminence of all

wisdom and intelligence, into which, however, being born a

man, and having to progress like a man according to Divine
order. He successively introduced Himself, that thus He might
unite His Human to the Divine, and might make it Divine,

and this by His own proper power.

2501. That Abraliam denotes the Lord in that state, appears

from the representation of Abraham, as denoting the Lord, and
in tiie present case the Lord in that state, as also above, nos.

1893, 1965, 1989, 2011, 2172, 2198.

2502. And dirdt heticeen Kadesh and hcticcen Shtir : that this

signifies His state in particular, appears from the signification

of dwelling, as denoting living, concerning which see no. 1298
;

this appears also from what precedes, where it is said, that

Abraham journeyed thence toward the land of the south, by
which is signified the Lord's progression into the goods and
truths of faith, and now it is said, that he dwelt between Kadesh
and between Shur, by which it follows nothing else can be sig-

nified than the state of the Lord in particular, which is described

by Kadesh and Shur, whereof we shall now proceed to

speak.

2503. That Kadesh denotes the affection of interior truth

proceeding from rational things, and Shur the affection of

exterior truth proceeding from scientifics, may appear from the

signification of Kadesh and Shur. That Kadesh signifies truth

about which there is contention, was shewn, no. 1678, conse-

quently it signifies contention about truth, from what origin it is,

whether it is from the rational, as is evident from what follows
;

but whereas all truth with the Lord was from a celestial origin,

Kadesh hence signifies the affection of truth. There are with
every man of the cluirch rational truths, and scientific truths.

Eational truths are interior, but scientific truths are exterior

;

these truths are distinct from each other, just like the two
memories of man spoken of in nos. 2469-2473. Hence it follows,

that there are also two affections of truth, one interior, which is

of rational things, the otlier exterior, which is of scientifics ; the

afiection of interior truth proceeding from rational things is

here signified Ijy Kadesh ; l)ut the affection of exterior truth

proceeding from scientifics is siLiniHed by Shur. That Shur
signifies scientific truth, see no. 1928. That names in the Word
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signify nothing else than things, was proved above, nos. 1224,

1264, 1876, 1888, and in many other pLaces.

2504. And sojourned in Gcrar : that this signifies instruction

thence in the spiritual things of faith, appears from the signifi-

cation of sojourning, as denoting being instructed, concerning

which see nos. 1463, 2025 ; and from the signification of Gerar,

as denoting the spiritual of faith. Gerar is mentioned in some
places in Genesis, as in chap. x. 19 ; xxvi. 1,6, 17, 20, 26; and
in those places signifies faith, and this by reason that Gerar
was in Philisth;Tea, and by Philisthiea is signified the science of

the Knowledges of faith, see nos. 1197, 1198; and Gerar was
the place where the king of the Philistines dwelt, hence it is

that by Gerar is signified faith itself, no. 1209 ; and by the

king of Gerar the truth itself of faith, for a king in the internal

sense is truth, see nos. 1672, 2015, 2069 ; thus by Abimelech,
of whom more will be said in what follows, is signified the doc-

trine of I'aith. In general there are intellectual things of faith,

there are rational things of faith, and there are scientifics of

i'aith ; they proceed thus in order from interiors to exteriors.

The things of faith which are inmost, are called intellectual

;

the things which are from them, or which proceed thence are the

I'ational things of faith ; the things again which are from these

are the scientifics of faith. These things are comparatively (to

use the language of the learned) as what is prior to what is

posterior, or, what is the same thing, as what is higher to what is

lower, that is, as what is interior to what is exterior. It appears

indeed to man as if the scientific of faith were first, and as if

the rational afterwards existed from it, and lastly, the intel-

lectual, and this by reason tliat man proceeds in this order from
childhood ; but still the intellectual fiows in continually into the

rational, and this into the scientific, which man is ignorant of.

But in childhood the influx is obscure, in adult age more
evident, and at length, when man is regenerated, it is still more
clear ; with the regenerated man it appears manifest that such
an order exists, and still more manifestly in the other life, see

no. 1495. All these things are called s})iritual things, which are

thus distinguished into degrees, and succeed in such an order;

the spiritual things of faith are all the truths which are from

good, that is, from a celestial origin ; whatever is derived irom

a celestial [origin], is the spiritual of faith.

2505. Verse 2. And Abraham said to Sarah his wife. This

is my sister ; and Abimelech king of Gerar sent, and took Sarah.

Abraliam sf/irZ, signifies the Lord's thought: to Sarah Ids wife,

signifies spiritual truth conjoined to the celestial : TJiis is my
sister, signifies rational truth : and. Abimelech king of Gerar sent,

signifies the doctrine of faith ; Abimeh ch is the doctrine of

faith looking to rational things : and took SaraJi, signifies an
affection of consulting the rational
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2506. Ahraliam said: tliat this signifies the Lord's thought,

appeal's frotu the signiticatioii of saying, in the historical parts

ot the Word, as denoting perceiving, and also thinking, see nos.

1898, 1019, 20G1, 2080, 2238, 2200, 2271, 2287.

2507. To Sarah his wife : tliat this signifies truth spiritual

conjoined with the celestial, appears fioni the signification of

Sarah as a wife, as denoting intellectual truth conjoined with
Divine good, or, what is the same thing, truth spiritual con-

joined with the celestial, see nos. 1468,1901, 2063, 2065, 2172,

2173, 2198. What the spiritual is, and what the celestial, has

been often shewn above, see nos. 1155, 1577, 1824, 2048, 2088.

That is called celestial wliich is of good, that is, which is of

love to the Lord, and cliarity towards the neighbour; and that

is called spiritual, which is of truth, that is, which is of faith

thence.

2508. This is my sister: that this signifies rational truth,

appears from the signification of a sister, as denoting rational

intellectual truth, concerning which see no. 1495. Tliat rational

truth is a sister, can appear only from the celestial marriage

;

for the things which descend from that marriage have relation-

ships, like the consanguinities and affinities on earth, concerning

which see nos. 685, 917, and this with an indefinite variety.

The celestial marriage itself exists only between Divine <^ood

and Divine truth ; hence with man there is conceived the intel-

lectual, the rational, and the scientific, for without conception

from the celestial marriage, man cannot be imbued either with

intellect, or reason, or science, consequently he cannot be a

man ; in proportion, therefore, to what he derives from the

celestial marriage, in the same proportion he is a man. In the

Lord Himself is the celestial marriage, insomuch that the Lord

is that very marriage, for He is Divine good itself, and at the

same time Divine truth. Angels and men are in the celestial

marriage in proportion as they are in love to the Lord, and in

charity towards the neighbour, and in proportion as they are

thence in faith, that is, in proportion as they are in the Lord's

good, and thence in truth, and in this case they are called

daughters and sons, and amongst each other sisters and brethren,

but this with a difference. Tlie reason why rational truth is

called sister is that it is conceived by an influx of Divine good

into the affection of rational truths ; the good which is thence

in the rational mind is called brother, and the truth which is

thence is called sister; but tins will better appear from what is

said by Abraham in verse 12 of this chapter, "And also she is

truly my sister ; she is the daughter of my father, nevertheless

not the daughter of my mother, and she became a wife to me."

2509. And Ahimekch king of Gerar sent: that this signifies

the doctrine of faith, appears from what w^as said above, no,

2504, namely, that by Philisthaja is signified the science of the
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Knowledges of faith, nos. 1197, 1198; by Gerar, wliich was in

Philistluea, is signified failli, nos. 1209, 250-i ; by a king, the

truth of faith itself, nos. 1072, 2015, 2069 ; hence by Abime-
lech is signified tlie doctrine of faith, but the dnctrine of faith

which looks to rational things, as will appear from what
now follows.

2510. That Abimelech denotes the doctrine of faith which
looks to rational things, may appear from this consideration,

that he looked on Sarah, not as the wife of Abraham, but as the

sister, and by Sarah as a sister is signified rational truth, no.

2508 ; the same also is evident from what follows, for the sub-

ject there treated of is the doctrine of faith, whether it derives

its origin from the rational, or from the celestial ; hence Abime-
lech signifies the doctrine of faith looking to rational things.

Doctrine is said to look to rational things, when nothing else is

acknowdedged as truth of doctiine but what may be apprehended
by the reason, so that the intuition of all things of doctiine

is from the rational. But that the doctrine of faith is not

derived from a rational, but from a celestial origin, is taught in

what follows in the internal sense.

2511. And took Sarah: that this signifies an affection of con-

sulting the rational, appears from the signification of Sarah as

a sister, as denoting rational truth, see no. 2508 ; also from the

signification of taking her, as denoting affection towards her,

thus, in the internal sense, the affection of consulting the

rational. The things contained in this verse involve the Lord's

first thought concerning the doctrine of faith, whether it was
advantageous to consult the rational, or not. The reason why
His first tiiought was such is, that the Lord progressed accord-

ing to all Divine order, and it was neediul that He should put
off whatever was human, into which He was born, and which
He derived from the mother, in order that He might put on
the Divine ; thus also [it was needful for Him to put off] this

human [thought], whether the rational was to be consulted in

doctrinals of faith.

2512. Verse 3. And God. came to Ahlmclech in a dream by

night, and said unto him, Behold, thou shalt die, because of the

woman whom thou hast taken, and she is married to a husband.

God came to Abimelech, signifies the Lord's perception concern-

ing the doctrine of faith : in a dream by niyht, signifies that it

was obscure: and said unto him, signifies thought thence:

Behold thou sh<dt die, because of the woman, signifies that the

doctrine of faith would be none, if the rational were consulted

as to the things which are in that doctrine : and she is married
to a husband, signifies that the doctrine of true faith, and the

things which are therein, is conjoined with the celestial.

2513. God came to Abimelech : that this signifies the Lord's

perception concerning the doctrine of faith, appears from the
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signification of God's coining, and from tlie signification of

Abinielech. That God's coming signifies perceiving, is evident,

fur perception is nothing else than the Divine coining or infiux

into the intellectual faculty: that Abinielech signifies the doc-

trine of faith, was siiewn above, nos. 2504, 2509, 2510.

2514. In a dream hy night: that this signifies that the per-

ception was obscure, may appear from the signification of a

dream, and also of the night. A dream, when perception is

treated of, signifies something obscure in respect to wakeful-

ness, and more so when it is said a dream by night. The reason

wdiy the Lord's first perception is called obscure is, that it was
in the human which He was to put off, and whose shades Ho
was to disperse. The Lord's perception (percejjtivum), althougii

from the Divine, was yet in the human, which is of such a

nature, that it does not immediately receive light itself, but

successively, as the shades which are therein are dispersed.

That He brought Himself into a less obscure state as to the

doctrine of faith, is signified by God's coming again to Abime-
lech in a dream, where night is not mentioned, verse 6 ; and
that He afterwards attained to a clear perception, is signified

hy Abinielech rising early in the morning, verse 8.

2515. Aiid said unto him: that this signifies thought
thence, namely, from perception, appears from the significa-

tion of saying, as denoting perceiving, and also thinking,

concerning whicii see above, no. 2506. Inasmuch as it is

here said, that thought was thence, it may be expedient

briefly to shew how the case is with thought. There are

thoughts from perception, thoughts from conscience, and
thoughts from no conscience. Thoughts from iKvceftion exist

only with the celestial, that is, with those who are in love

to the Lord ; this is the inmost [kind of thought] which exists

with man, and is that which exists with the celestial angels in

heaven
;
perception from the Lord is that by which and from

which their thought exists ; to think contrary to perception is

impossible. Thouglits from conscience are inferior, and have
place with the spiritual, that is, with those who are in the

good of charity and faith as to life and as to doctrine ; to

think contrary to conscience is to such also impossible, for

this would be to think contrary to good and truth, v.diich is

2 dictated to them by the Lord through conscience. But thoughts

from no conscience have place with those who do not suffer

theiTiselves to be inwardly ruled by good and truth, but by
evil and falsity, that is, not by the Lord, but by themselves

:

these believe, tliat they think as much within themselves as

those who think from conscience and perception, by reason

that they do not know what conscience is, still less what
perception is, but the difference is as great as between hell

and heaven. They who think without conscience, think from
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lusts and phantasies of every kind, thus from liell, or if at

any time they think otherwise, it is only from external

decorum for reputation's sake. But they who think from
conscience, think from the affections of good and truth, thus
from heaven. With respect to the Lord's thouglit, it trans-

cended all human understanding, for it was immediately from
the Divine.

2516. Behold, thou shall die because of the woman: that this

signifies that the doctrine of I'aith would be none, if the rational

were consulted as to the things which are in that doctrine,

appears from the signification of Abimelech, who is here meant
by thou, as denoting the doctrine of faith ; and from the signi-

fication of dying, as denoting becoming none; and from the
signification of a sister, who is here called the woman, as

denoting the rational, see no. 2508. Hence then by Abimelech 2

dying because of the woman, is signified that the doctrine of

faith would become none, if the rational were consulted. The
reason why no doctrine of faith is from the rational, is, that

the rational is in the appearances of good and truth, which
appearances are not truths in themselves, as was shewn above,

nos. 2053, 2190, 2203, 2209. Moreover, the rational has
underneath it fallacies, which arise from external sensuals

confirmed by scientifics, and which cast a shade upon those

appearances of truth ; the rational for the most part is merely
human, as may also appear from its nativity. Hence then
it is, that no doctrinal of faith can be devised, much less

established, from the rational, but must be from the Divine
Itself and the Divine Human of the Lord. This is its

origin, and indeed to such a degree, that the Lord is doctrine

itself, and therefore, in the Word, is called the W^ord, the

Truth, the Light, the Way, the Door; and what is an arcanum,
every doctrinal is from Divine good and Divine truth, and has
in it the heavenly marriage : the doctrinal which has not

this marriage in it is not a genuine doctrinal of faith. Hence
it is, that in every particular of the Word, whence doctrine is

derived, there is a resemblance of a marriage, see nos. 083, 793,
801. The doctrine of faith appears, indeed, in the literal or 3

external sense of the Word, as if it had many things from the

rational, yea, from the natural, but the reason of this appear-

ance is that the Word is for man, to whom it is thus accom-
modated ; nevertheless in itself it is spiritual from a celestial

origin, that u, from Divine truth conjoined with Divine good.

That doctrine would become none, if the rational were to be

consulted as to the things which are in the doctrine, will be
illustrated by examples in what follows.

2517. She is married to a husband: that this signifies that

the doctrine of true faith is R})iritual, and [together with] the

things which are therein, is conjoined with the celestial, appears
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from the sicjiiification of beiii'T married to a husband. A
liusband, when named in the Word, signifies good, and in this

case a wife signifies truth : it is otlierwise when the husband is

called a man {vir), in this case a man signifies trutli, and a

wife good, see no. 915, and in other places. Here, therefore,

married to a husband signifies that truth was conjoined to

good, in such a manner, that truth also was good. The same
further appears from the signification of Sarah as a wife, as

denoting spiritual truth, and from the signification of Abraham,
as denoting celestial good, both Divine, see nos. 2501, 2507;
and whereas Sarah signifies Divine spiritual truth, the very

doctrine of true faith is also meant by Sarah as a wife, for

doctrine is from truths. Hence it is evident, that married to

a husband denotes that the doctrine of true faith is spiritual,

and [together with] the things which are therein, is conjoined

with the celestial.

2518. Verse 4. And Ahimdcch had not approached to her

;

and he said, Lord, vnlt Thou also slay a just nation ? Ahimelech

had not approached to her, signifies that in the doctrine of faith

rational truth was not consulted in any manner; and he said,

Lord, wilt Thou also slay a just nation ? signifies would the good
and truth of doctrine be extinguished ?

2519. And Ahimelech had not approached to her: that this

signifies that in the doctrine of faith rational truth was not

consulted in any manner, appears from the signification of

Ahimelech, as denoting the doctrine of faith, see nos. 2504,

2509, 2510 ; and from the signification of approaching to her,

namely, to Sarah as a sister, as denoting touching, or con-

sulting in any manner rational truth, which is a sister, see nos.

1495, 2508. The reason why the rational was not consulted

in any manner, is, as was said above, that the doctrinals of

faith are all from the Divine, which is infinitely above the

human rational. The rational receives from the Divine its

good and its truth. The Divine can enter into the rational, but

the rational cannot enter into the Divine
;
just as the soul can

enter into tlie body and form it, but the body cannot enter

into the soul; or as light can enter into shade, and modify

it variously into colours, but shade cannot enter into light.

Nevertheless, in consequence of its appearing at first, as if the

rational ought to be present, because it is what receives the

Divine, therefore this thought at first occurred, whether the

rational should not be consulted at tlie same time : the Lord,

however, revealed and replied to Himself, that thus doctrine

would become none ; wherclbre the rational was not consulted,

which is here signified by these words, tliat Ahimelech had not

approached unto her.

2520. And he said. Lord, vnlt Thou also slay a just nation ?

that this signifies, would good and truth be extinguished ?
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appears from the signification of a nation, as denoting good, see

nos. 1259, 12G0, 1416; and whereas it is spoken of the nation

of Abimelech, by whom is signified the doctrine of faith, by a

just nation is here meant both good and truth, for each is of

doctrine. That these words were spoken from a zeal of atf'ec- ^

tion, or love towards the universal human race, is evident.

This love directed tlie Lord's thouglits, while He was still in

the maternal human ; and although He perceived fiom the

Divine that the doctrine of faith was from none but a celestial

origin, yet, out of regaicl to mankind, who receive nothing but

what they can form some idea of from their rational, it was
here said, " Wilt Thou also slay a just nation ?" whereby is

signified, would the good and truth of doctrine be extin-

guished ? That man does not receive anything, unless he
can form some idea thereof from his rational, may appear
from the ideas which he entertains concerning Divino
mysteries ; there always adheres thereto some idea from
worldly things, or from things analogous to worldly things.,

by which idea they are retained in the memory, and repro-

duced into thought, for man, without an idea from worldly
things, is incapable of thinking at all ; wherefore if naked
truths from a Divine origin were proposed to him, they would
ill no wise be received, but would exceed all his apprehension,

consequently his belief also, especially with those who are

in external worship. To illustrate this, the following examples 3.

may suffice. The Divine Itself cannot be except in what is

Divine, consequently except in the Lord's Divine Human,
and through this with man ; but if the rational were con-

sulted, it would say, that the Divine Itself can be in the

human of every one. Again, there is nothing holy but what
proceeds from the Lord, consequently from the Divine which
is One ; but if the rational were consulted, it would say that

there were other sources of holiness. Again, man does not 4

live from himself, he does not do good from himself, neither

does he believe truth from himself, nay, he does not think from,

himself, but [he does] good and [thinks] truth from the LonL,

but evil and falsity from hell ; and what is noore, hell, that is,

they wlio are in hell, do not think from tliemselves, bu.t

receive thus the good and truth of the Lord
;

yet if the
rational were consulted, it would reject these truths because
it could not apprehend them. So in the case of recompense

:

no one is recompensed merely becanse he does good, and
teaches truth, the external being of no avail, but only the
internal, in proportion to the affection of good in doing good,
and to the consequent affection of truth in teaching truth, and
this is in proportion as they are not from self. And so in a
thousand other cases. Inasmuch as the human rational is S.

such, therefore the Word is written according to man's appre-
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liension, yea, nven according to liis genius ; lience it is that tlie

internal sense of the Word is dillerent from the literal sense,

as may plainly enough appear from tlie Word of the Old
Testament, where many things are said according to the

apprehension and genius of the people who lived at that time.

It is on this account that so little, and indeed scarcely any,

mention is made of the life after death, of eternal salvation,

and of the internal man ; for the Jewish and Israelitish people,

among whom the cliurch at that time was, were such, that if

those things had been openly declared, they would not only

not have understood them, Ijut would also have derided them.

In like manner, if it had been openly declared to them, that

the Messiah, or Christ, wouhl come to save their souls to

eternity, they would also have rejected this truth as a nothing,

as may ap})ear at this day from the same nation, before whom
if mention be made of anytliing internal, or spiritual, and that

the Alessiah will not be the greatest king on earth, it is derided.

6 This was the reason why the Lord spoke in like manner as

the prophets throughout, and some things by parables, as

He Himself saith in Matthew :
" Jesus said, I speak to them

by parables, because seeing they do not see, and hearing they

do not hear, neither do they understand" (xiii. 13). Those who
see and hear denote they who are within the church, who
although they see and hear, yet do not understand. And in

John :
" He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart,

that they may not see with their eyes, and understand with

the heart, and convert themselves, and I should heal them "

(xii. 40). By converting themselves, and being healed, is

involved, that still they would afterwards reject, and would
thus profane, which is attended with eternal damnation, see

no.s. 301-:303, 582, 1008, 1010, 1059, 1327, 1328, 2051, 2426.

Nevertheless the Lord laid open the interior things of the Word
in many places, but only for the wise.

2521. Verse 5. Did not he sai/ to me, This is my sister ; and
she also herself said, He is ony hrothcr ; in tlie rectitude of my
luart, and i7i the blamelessness of my hands, I have done this.

Did Twt he say to me, signifies exculpation for so thinking : this

is my sister, signifies that it was the rational which should be

consulted: and she also herself said, He is my brother, signifies

that the rational itself so dictated, that celestial good should be

adjoined to it: in the rectitude of my heart, signifies that it

was so thought from innocence and simple good : arid in the

llamclessncss of my hands I have done this, signifies from the

affection of truth, and thus from every faculty,

2522. Did not he say to me : that this signifies exculpation

for so thinking, appears from the particulars contained in this

verse, and also from the signification of saying, as denoting

thinking, concerning which see no. 250G.
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252o. Thifi is m]/ sldcr : that this signifies that it was the

rational which should be consulted, namely, that he so thought,

appears from the signification of a sister in this chapter, as

denoting rational truth, concerning which see nos. 1495, 2508.

In the internal sense of the Word, tlie Lord's whole life is

described, such as it was about to be in the world, even as to

the perceptions and thoughts, for these thin<js were foreseen

and provided, because they were from the Divine, for this

reason also, that they might be exhibited as present to the
angels at that time, who perceive the Word according to the
internal sense, and that thus the Lord might be presented

before them, and at the same time how He successively put oft'

the human and put on the iJivine. Luiless these things had
been exliibited as present to tlie angels through the Word, and
also through all the rites in the Jewisli church, it would
have been necessary for the Lord to have come into the

world immediately after the fall of the Most Ancient church,

which is called man (homo) or Adam, for the prophetical

declaration concerning the Lord's coming was made at that

time, see Genesis iii. 15 ; and wliat is more, the human race

which existed at that time could not have been saved. Witli :

respect to the Lord's very life, it was a continual progression of

the Human to the Divine, even to absolute union, as has been
fiequently said above. For in order tliat He miglit fight with
the hells, and overcome them, it was needful that He should
fight from the Human, inasmuch as there can be no combat with
the hells from the Divine : therefore He was pleased to put on
the human as another man, to be an infant as another, to grow
up into sciences and Knowledges, which circumstances were
]'epresented and signified by the sojourning of Abraham in Egypt
(chapter xii.), and now in Gerar, thus as another man to cultivate

the rational, and thereby dispel the shade thereof, and introduce

it into light, and this by His Own power. That the Lord's

])rogression from the Human to the Divine was such, can be
doubted by no one, if he only considers, that He was an infant,

and learnt to speak, and to do everything else, as an infant.

JUit there was this diii'erence between the Lord and other men,
that the Divine Itself was in Him, because He was conceived
of Jehovah,

2524. And she also herself said, He is my hrother : that tliis

signifies, that the rational itself dictated that celestial <'ood

should be adjoined to it, may appear from the signification of a
sister, who is here meant by she herself, as denoting the rational,

see nos. 1495, 2508 ; and from the signification of a bi'other, as

denoting the good of truth, see nos. 367, 2508. Lor the case

with respect to Divine good and Divine trutli is thus :—They
are united with each other as in a marriage, whence comes the

heavenly marriage, and also conjugial love even to lower
VOL. 111.
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nature. But the good and truth of the rational are not con-

juiiied with each otlier as in a nuirriage, but in consanguinity,

as a brother and sister; because the rational as to trutli is

conceived by the influx of Divine good into the affection of

sciences and of Knowledges, see nos. 1895, 1902, 1910 ; but the

good of the rational is conceived by the influx of Divine good
into that truth, which then becomes the very good of charity,

which is the l)rother of faith, or, what is tlie same thing, of

• truth, see no. oG7. But witli the good and truth of the rational

the case is thus, that its good is procured from good Divine,

but the truth thereof is not from truth Divine, for the truth of

the rational is procured through sciences and Knowledges
which are insinuated through the external and internal sensuals,

thus through an external way ; hence it is, that many fallacies

i'rom the sensuals adhere to the truths thereof, which cause

them not to be truths ; nevertlieless whilst the Divine good

flows in into them, and conceives them, they then appear as

truths, and are acknowledged as truths, altliough they are

merely appearances of truth : the good itself then in those

truths is modifled according to the shades there, and becomes a

good of such a quality as the truth is. This is one arcanum,

which lies concealed in these words, that the rational thus

dictated, that celestial good should be adjoined to it.

2525. Ill the rectitude of my heart: that this signities that it

was so thought from innocence and simple good, may appear

from the signification of rectitude, and also of the heart.

Bectitude, in the original language, is expressed by a term
which signifies also integrity and perfection, and likewise

simplicity ; but the heart signifies love and charity, which are

of good, as is well known. Hence it is, that from the rectitude

of the heart denotes from innocence and simple good.

2526. And in the hlanielessncss of my hands have I done this :

that this signifies from the affection of truth, and thus from

every i'aculty, appears from the signification of blamelessness,

and also of the hands. I'lamelessness, in the original language, is

expressed by a term, which also signifies cleanness and purity;

the hands are predicated of truth, and signify power, con-

sequently faculty, see no. 878. From the rectitude of my
heart and [in] the blamelessness of my hands I have done this,

signifies therefore that it was [so] thouglit from innocence and
simple good, and from the affection of truth, thus from every

faculty. The reason of this signification is that good is good

by virtue of innocence, and truth is true by virtue of good,

and when these are in their order, then there is all or every

faculty. That these things are involved in these words, is

evident, for a right, or entire, or perfect heart, by which is

signified good, does not exist unless innocence be in the good, as

was said, hence it becomes simple good ; and blameless, or
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clean, or pure liands, wliich are predicated of trutlis, do not exist

unless good be in truths, as was also said, that is, unless the

aH'ection of truth be therein ; when [thouijlit] is from these,

it is also from every faculty or power, which is also signified

by the hands, see no. 878.

2527. Verse 6. And God said unto him in a dream, I also

hnov.\ that in the rectitude of thy heart thou hast done this, and
I also prevented thee from singling against Me, therefore I did not

give unto thee to toueh unto her. God said unto hi^n in a dream,
bignifies perception less obscure : / also know, that in the

rectitude of thy heart thou hast done this, signifies here, as

before, that it was so thought from innocence and simple good,

consequently that he was not in fault : a7id I also prevented

thee from sinning against Me, signifies that no hurt was
occasioned : therefore I did not give unto thee to touch unto her,

signifies that the rational was not at all consulted.

2528. God said to him in a dream : that this signifies per-

ception less obscure, appears from what was said and explained

above, no. 2514. The reason why in this cliapter the name
God is used, and not Jehovah, except in the last verse, is, that

things spiritual are here treated of", that is, the doctrinals of

faith, for then the name God is used ; but when things celestial,

or love and charitv, are treated of, then the name Jehovah is

used, seenos. 709, 732, 2001.

2529. / also know, that in the rectitude of thy heart thou hast

done this : that this signifies that it was so thought from
innocence and simple good, appears from what was said above,

nos. 2525, 252G, where the same words occur. No mention is

liere made, as above, of blamelessness of the hands, for this

arcane reason, that in the affection of truth, which is signified

l»y blamelessness of the hands, there was sometliing of the

human ; for truth was insinuated into the Lord also through
the human of His nativity, whereas good was from the JJivine

alone, as may appear from the existence of the rational as to

good and as to truth, see no. 2524.

2530. And I cdso prevented thee from sinning against Me

:

that this signifies that no hurt was occasioned, namely, that in

the doctrine of faith the rational was not consulted, as also

presently follows, may appear without explanation.

2531. Therefore I did not give unto thee to toiich unto Iter:

that this signifies that the rational was not at all consulted,

appears from the signification of giving to touch, as denoting
consulting, as also approaching to her, verse 4, no. 2519 ; and
from the signification of Sarah as a sister, who is here meant
by Iter, as denoting the rational, see nos. 1495, 2508. In order

that it niay be further known how the case is with the docti'ine

of faith, that it is spiritual from a celestial origin, it must be

known, that that doctrine is truth Divine from good Divine,
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thus wholly Divine. Tluit which is Divine is iiicoiupivhen-

sible, because it is above all undei'standing, even the angelic ;

nevertheless this Divine, \vhicli in itself is incomprehensible,

can inflow into the rational of man through the Lord's Divine
Human, and when it inflows into his rational, it is there

leceived according to the truths which are there, consequently

in a different manner with different persons. In proportion

therefore as the truths with man are more genuine, in the

same proportion also the Divine which flows in is more x'crfectly

received, and in the same proportion man's intellectual is

3 enlightened. In the Word of the Lord are truths themselves

;

in tlie literal sense thereof are truths which are accommodated
to the apprehension of those who are in external worship

;

"whereas in its internal sense are truths accommodated to those

who are internal men, namely, who as to doctrine, and at the

same time as to life, are angelic ; the rational of these latter is

thence enlightened to such a degree, that the enlightenment is

compared to the brightness of the stars and of the sun, Dan.
xii. 3 ; Matt. xiii. 43. Hence it is evident how important it is

that interior truths should be known antl received. These
truths may indeed be known ; but they cannot be received,

except by those who are in love or in faith to the Lord ; for

the Lord, as He is Divine good, so He is Divine truth, con-

sequently He is doctrine itself ; for whatever is in the doctrine

of true faith, regards the Lord, and also regards the heavenly

kingdom and the church, and the things which are of tlie

heavenly kingdom and the church ; but all these things are

the Lord's and are intermediate ends, through which the

4 ultimate end, that is, the Lord, is regarded. That the Lord
is doctrine itself as to truth and good, consequently that He
alone is regarded in doctrine, He Himself teaches in John,
where He says, " I am the Way, the Truth and the Life

"

(xiv^ 6). The AVay is doctrine, the Truth is everything which
is of doctrine, the Life is the good itself which is the life of

truth. And that love and faith in Him are what receive [Him],

He teaches again in Jolm, where it is written, " His own
received Him not ; but as many as received, to them gave He
Power, that they might be sons of God, to them that believe

on His name ; who were ])orn, not of bloods, nor of tlie will of

the flesh, nor of the will of num (vir), but of God" (i. 11-13).

Those who are born of God are those who are in love and
thence in faith.

2532. Verse 7. Atul now restore the wife of the man, hecause

he is a 'projjliet, and he shall pray for thee, and thou shall live ;

and if thou ivilt not restore her, knoiu thou, tlwt dying thou shalt

die, and every one who is thine. Noiv restore the icife of the man,
fiignihes that he should restore the spiritual truth of doctrine

untainted by the rational : hecause he is a prophet, signifies that
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thus he would be taught : and lie shall pray for thcc, signifies

that thus it would be revealed : and thou shall live, signifies that-

thus doctrine should have life : and if Ihou wilt not restore her,

signifies here, as before, if he would not restore the spiritual

truth of doctrine untainted by the rational : know thou that

dijinrj thou shcdt die, signifies that the doctrine of truth and
good would be none : and every one who is thine, signifies all

things, which are thereof, together.

2533. And now restore the wife of the man : that this signifies,

that he should restore the spiritual truth of doctrine untainted
by the rational, appears from the signification of a wife, as

denoting spiritual truth, see nos. 2509, 2510 ; and from the sig-

nification of the man, as denoting doctrine itself, for Abiahani,
by whom the Lord in that state is represented, when he is

named man (rir), signifies celestial truth, which is the same thing

as doctrine from a celestial origin, for a man (vir) in the internal

sense is the intellectual, see nos. 158, 265, 749, 915, 1007,2517.
Hence it is evident that restoring the man's wife denotes
restoring the spiritual truth of doctrine untainted ; that it was
[to be untainted] by the rational, is because Abimelech, who
was to restore, signifies doctrine that looks to rational things,

or, what is the same thing, the rational things of doctrine, see

no. 2510. It was said above, that although the doctrine of 2

faith is in itself Divine, and thus above all human, and even
angelic apprehension, yet nevertheless in the Word it is stated

according to tiie apprehension of man in a rational manner.
The case in this respect is like that of a parent, who, in the

;

instruction of his infant boys and girls, explains all things in

general and particular according to their genius, although he
himself thinks from an interior or deeper ground, otherwise it

would be teaching what could not be learnt, or like casting

seed on a rock. This is the case also with the angels, who in

the other life instruct the simple in heart, and who, notwith-
standing their being themselves in celestial and spiritual

wisdom, still do not elevate themselves above the appreiiension

of those whom they teach, but speak simply with them, rising

l)y degrees as their instructions ai'e received ; for if they were
to speak from angelic wisdom, the simple would not at all

apprehend them, consequently they would not be led to the

truths and goods of faith. The case would be the same, if the

Lord had not taught in the Word in a rational manner accord-

ing to man's api)rehension ; nevertheless the Word is elevated

to the angelic understanding in its internal sense, and yet in

that highest elevation, in whicli it is before the angels, it is

infinitely beneath what is Divine. Hence it is evident what
tiie ((uality of the Word is in its origin, and consequently in

itself, and thus, that it involves more in every part of it, than
the universal heaven is capable of comprehending as to a small
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portion thereof, althonoh in the letter it appears so tiivial and
3 unpolished. Timt the Lord is tiie Word, because the Word is

from llini, and lie is in the Word, appears from Jolin : "In
the beginning was the Word, and tlie Word \vas with ( Jod, and
God was the Word ; in Ilim was life, and the life was the liglit

of men : and the Word was made llesh, and dwelt in us, and
we saw His glory, the glory as of the Only-begotten of the

Father, full of grace and truth " (i. 1, 4, 14 : see also Apocalypse
xix. 11, 13, 16). And because the Lord is the Word, He is also

doctrine, for there exists no other doctrine, which is Divine
doctrine itself.

2534. Because lie is a 2)rophct : that tliis signifies that thus

he would be taught, appears from the signification of a prophet.

A prophet is fiequently mentioned in the Word, and in the

sense of the letter signifies those to whom revelation is made,
also abstractedly the revelation itself; but in the internal

sense it signifies one who teaches, also abstractedly the doctrine

[or teaching] itself; and as tlie Lonl, as it was said, is doctrine

itself, or the Word which teaches, He is called a prophet, as in

Moses :
" A jjro/jAt-;! shall Jehovah thy God raise up from

the midst of thee, out of thy brethren, like unto me, Him
shall ye obey" (Deut. xviii. 15, 18). It is said like unto Me,
because the Lord was represented by Moses as well as by Abra-
ham, Isaac, Jacob, David, and many otiiers ; and inasmuch as

they expected him, therefore it is said in John :
" Then those

men, seeing that Jesus did tliat sign, said, This is of a truth

2 the Prophet which should come into the world " (vi. 14). As
the Lord in the supreme sense is a Prophet, and "the testimony

of Jesus is the spirit of jjrophecj/ " (Apoc. xix. 10), it is hence
that a prophet, in the internal sense of the Word, signifies one

who teaches, also abstractedly doctrine, as may appear mani-
festly from the following passages :—in Luke :

" Thou, boy,

shalt be called tJie Prophet of the Hirjhest " (i. 76). These words
were spoken by Zacharias concerning his son John the Baptist.

Tiiat he was not a prophet, but one who prepared the way by
leaching and preaching the Gospel concerning the Lord's

coming, he himself declares in the following passage: "They
asked him, What art thou ? art thou Elias ? but he said, I am
not ; art thou a 2)rophet ? He answered, No ; wherefore they

said to him. Who art thou ? He said, I am the voice of one

ciying in the wilderness, make right the way of the Lord " (John
3 i. 21-23). In Matthew: "Many will say in that day, Lord,

Lord, have ice not 2'>^'ophcsied through Thy name ?
" (vii. 22),

where it is evident that prophesying denotes teaching. In the

Apocalypse: "It is needful that thou prophesy/ again upon
jx'ople, and nations, and tongues, and many kings" (x. 11),

where prophesying denotes teaching. What is meant by people,

nations, tongues, and kings, has been said and shewn in many
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])laces. Again :
" Tlie nations shall tread down tlie holy city

forty and two months ; but I will give to my two witnesses

that tlicy may prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days,

clothed in sackcloth " (xi. 2, 3), where also prophesying denotes
teaching. In Moses :

" Jehovah said to Moses, See, I have
given thee [to be] a God to Pharaoh, and Aaron thy brother

shall be thy inophct " (Exod. vii. 1), where a prophet denotes
one who should teach or say what Moses should say. In Joel

:

" I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and
your daughters shall prop]Msy " (iii, 1 [ii. 28]), where prophesy-
ing denotes teaching. In Isaiah :

" Jehovah hath poured out 4

upon you the spirit of slumber, and hath closed your eyes, the

propJicts, and yowY heads; them tluit see hath he covered, and
the vision of all is become to you as the words of a sealed book,

which they give to one that knoweth letters, saying, Read this,

I pray, and he saith, I cannot, because it is sealed" (xxix. 10, 11),

where by prophets are meant those who teach truth, and by
them that see are meant those who see truth, who are said to

be covered, when they know nothing of truth, and see nothing of

truth. As in olden times they were called prophets who taught,

therefore also they were called seers, because seeing signiKed

understanding, see nos. 2150, 2325. That they were called

seers, see 1 Sam. ix. 9 ; 2 Sam. xxiv. 11. They were also called

men of God, from the signification of a man (vir), see nos. 158,

265, 749, 915, 1007, 2517. That they were called men of God,
pee 2 Kings i. 9-16

; iv. 7, 9, 16, 21, 22, 25, 27, 40, 42 ; v. 8,

14, 20 ; xiii. 19 ; xxiii. 16, 17. That by prophets in the internal 5

sense are signified those who teach, appears from Jeremiah,
chap, xxiii. throughout ; and from Ezekiel, chap. xiii. through-
out, where prophets in particular are treated of; the same
appears also from many other places where mention is made of

prophets. Hence also by false prophets are signified those w-ho

teach falsities, as in Matthew :
" In the consummation of the

age, many false projjheis shall arise, and shall seduce many
;

false Christs shall arise, and/a/se prophets, and shall give great

signs, and shall lead into error, if possible, even the elect

"

(xxiv. 11, 24), where by false prophets are meant those who
teach falsity. The same is meant by tlce false prophet in the

Apocalypse (xvi. 13; xix. 20; xx. 10). Hence, also, it may 6

appear how nnich the internal sense of the Word is obscured

by the ideas, which are conceived from the representatives of

tlie Jewish church ; for whensoever a prophet is mentioned in

the Word, there instantly occurs the idea of prophets, such as

existed at that time, which idea is a great hindrance to the ap-

perception of what is signified by them ; but the wiser one

is, the more easily is the idea conceived from those re]n'esenta-

tives removed ; as for example, where the temple is mentioned,

they who think more wisely do not perceive the temple which
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"svas at Jurnsaleni, Imt the teiui)le of tlic Lord; wliere tlie

mountain of Zion, or Zion, is mentioned, they do not ]ierceive

tfiat which was at Jeruscilem, hut the Lord's kingdom; and
where Jerusalem is mentioned, they do not perceive that city

which was in the tribe of Benjamin and Judah, but the holy

and heaverdy Jerusalem.

25o5. And he shall 2)ray for thcc : that this signifies tliat thus

revelation will be made, appears i'roni the signification of pray-

ing. Prayer considered in itself is speech with God, and at

such time some internal intuition of those things whicli are [the

objects] of prayer, to which corresponds a certain similar influx

into the perception or thought of the mind of him who prays,

so that there is a kind of opening of man's internals towards

God ; but this with a difference according to man's state, and
according to the essence of the thing which is [tlie object] of

prayer ; if the prayer be from love and faitli, and if the prayer

be about and for celestial and spiritual things only, then in the

prayer there exists something resembling a revelation, which is

manifested in the affectiofi of the person praying, as to hope,

consolation, or some internal joy. Hence it is that praying, in

the internal sense, signifies being revealed ; in the present case

this is more especially signified, because it is said of a prophet,

and by a prophet is meant the Lord, AVhose prayer was nothing

else than internal speech with the Divine, and at the same
time revelation. Tlmt revelation [attended the prayer of the

Lord], appears from Luke :
" Jt came to pass, wdien Jesus was

baptized, and jnvj/cd, that heaven was opened " (iii. 21).

Again :
" It came to pass, that Jesus taking Peter, James, and

John, went up into a mountain to p^rn/ ; and as He jnriyed, the

appearance of His face was changed, and His garment was
glistering white" (Luke ix. 28, 29). In John: "When He
prayed, saying. Father, glorify Thy name, then came there a

voice out of heaven, I have Ijoth glorified it, and will glorify

it again " (xii. 27, 28), where it is evident that the prayer

of the Lord was S2')eech witli the Divine, and revelation at that

time.

2o3G. And thou shall live : that this signifies that thus doc-

trine should have life, may appear without explanation.

2537. And if thou wilt not restore her : that this signifies, if

lie would not restore spiritual truth untainted by the rational,

appears from what was said above, no. 2533, where the same
words occur.

2538. Knov tliov tliat dj/'nuj tlion slialt die : tliat this signifies

that there would be no doctrine of truth and of good, may also

appear from what was said al)Ove, no. 2516, where similar words

occur. In like manner it appears that every one who is with

thee signifies all tilings which are thereof, namely, of doctrine,

together. The leason wdiy every one signifies everything, or all
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tilings, in the internal sense, is, that persons in tlie Word signify

things, consequently every one who is with Abimeleeh signities

everything, or all things, which are of doctrine. From what has

Leen said, then, it is evident what is the internal sense of the

words contained in this verse, namely, that he should restore

the spiritual truth of doctrine untainted by the rational, and

tiiat thus he would be taught, and revelation would be made to

him, and thus doctrine would have life ; but if he did not restore

the spiritual truth of doctrine untainted by the rational, then

the doctrine of truth and good would be a nullity, as to all its

particulars. The case with doctrine is thus :—In proportion as

there is anything of the human, that is, of the sensual, the scien-

tific, and the rational, from which it is believed to be so, in tlie

same proportion there is no doctrine ; but in proportion as the

sensual, tlie scientific, and the rational is removed, that is, so

far as doctrine is believed without them, in the same proportion

doctrine lives, for in the same proportion the Divine flows in.

It is the things proper to the human whiih hinder the influx

and the reception. But it is one thing to believe from the

rational, the scientific, and the sensual, or to consult them in

order that a thing may be believed ; and another to confirm

and corroborate what is believed, by rational, scientific, and
sensual things. The difference between these two things will

be evident in what follows, for they are treated of in the

internal sense in this chapter.

2539. Verse 8. And Ahimdcch arose early in the mornin;/,

and called cdl his servants, and spoke cdl those words in their ears,

and the men feared exeeedin[/h/. Ahimelech arose early in tlie

morning, signifies clear perception, and the light of confirmation

from celestial good : and called all his servants, signifies rational

things and scientifics : and spoke all those words in their ears,

signifies exhortation to confirmatory things thence derived, until

tliey should obey: and the men feared exceedingly, signifies even
to their I'eeling aversion.

2540. Ahimelech arose early in the morning: that this signi-

fies clear perception, and the light of confirmation from celestial

good, ap])ears from the signification of arising early {mane sur-

gere) ; also from the signification of Ahimelech, and of the

ir\OYnmg{matutinum). What is signified by the early morning
(mane), .was shewn in nos. 2333, 2405, whence it is evident

that it here signifies clear perception : this is also evident from

the series, in that the perception was at first obscure (nos. 2513,

2514), and afterwards less obscure (no. 2528). That Ahimelech
signifies the doctrine of faith regarding rational things, see

above, nos. 2509, 2510. What is signiKed by the moiiiing

{matutimim) appears from the .signification of the early morning
('wawf) ; inasmuch as it is here said, " He arose early in th(^

morning {inane in matuiino)," it not only signifies clear percep-
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tion, l)ut also the light of confirmation from celestial good, for

it is from celestial good that the confirming light of truth comes.

Hence then it may appear what is signified by these words.
2 The reason why so much is said, in the internal sense, con-

cerning the perception which the Lord had in the Human, and
concerning His thought res])ecting the rational in the doctrine

of faith, is not only what was mentioned above, but also that

it is angelic to think distinctly various things concerning
the Lord's life in the world, and how He put off the human
rational, and made it Divine by His Own power ; and [it is also

angelic to think distinctly various things] at the same time
concerning the doctrine of charity and faith, what its quality is

when the rational mixes itself therewith ; besides many other

things which constitute the interiois of the church and of man,
and which thence depend. These things appear as of slight

value to the man in whose care and heart are worldly and cor-

poreal things, and possibly as of no benefit or advantage to him
;

nevertheless to the angels, in whose care ond heart are celestial

and spiritual things, they are precious. Their ideas and per-

ceptions respecting these things are ineft'able. Hence it is

evident that very many things which are of slight value to man,
because they transcend his apprehension, are most highly

valued by the angels, because they enter into the light of their

wisdom ; and on the other hand, those things which are most
highly valued by man, because they are worldly things, and
tiius enter into his apprehension, are of slight value to the angels,

being out of the light of their wisdom. This is the case respec-

tively with the internal sense of the Word in many passages.

2541. And he called his servants : that this signifies rational

things and scientifics, appears from the signification of servants

in the Word, concerning which more will be said at verse 14,

no. 2567. There are in a man, who is in the kingdom of the

Lord, or who is a kingdom of the Lord, celestial things, spiritual

things, rational things, scientifics, and sensuals. These are

in subordination among each other. Celestial and spiritual

things hold the first place, and are of the Lord ; rational

things are subordinate and subservient thereto ; scientifics

again are subordinate and subservient to rational things

;

lastly, sensuals are subordinate and subservient to scientifics.

The things which are subservient, or which serve, are respec-

tively servants, and in the Word are called servants. That
such a subordination exists, is unknown to the man, who
thinks only from sensuals and scientifics, and he who has any
knowledge thereof, has yet a most obscure idea, because he is

as yet in corporeal things, whereas the angels have a most
distinct idea thereof ; for tliousands, yea, ten thousands of

distinct ideas with the angels form but one single obscure

idea with men ; as for example, in regard to what is here
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said, " That Abimelech called his servants, and spoke all those

words in their ears, and that the men feared exceedingly," the

angels perceive herein deeper mysteries than man can ever

apprehend, or even believe, namely, how the Lord i educed

rational things and scientifics to obedience, and this in such

a manner, that He not only reduced the rational things and
scientifics themselves to obedience, but also the affections

arising, in opposition to the celestial and spiritual things of

doctrine, for when these are subdued, rational things and
scientifics are reduced to obedience, and at the same time

to order. These are among the most general things known
to the angels, but possibly they are to man most obscure or

unintelligible.

2542. And spol-c all those icords in their ears : that this

signifies exhortation to confirmatory things thence derived,

until they should obey, may appear from the series of things

in the internal sense, and also from the signification of ears.

Eirst, from the series of things. There are many confir-

matory things, which accede to whatever the rational acknow-
ledges, for it only acknowledges irom confiimatory things,

hence it is that when rational things are being reduced to

obedience, exhortation is made to things confirmatory [of

obedience], such confirmatory things being ever at hand, and
as it were rising up. Secondly, from the signification of the

ears. The ears in the internal sense of the Word signify

obedience ; and this signification is because of the correspond-

ence which exists between hearing and obeying, which
correspondence lies hid in the very expression hearing,

and especially in the expression hearkening. The origin of

this correspondence is from the other life, where they who
are obedient and submissive belong to the province of the

ear, yea, correspond to the hearing itself, which is an arcanum
heretofore unknown. But these things will better appear,

where, in what follows, by the Divine mercy of the Lord,

conespondence comes to be treated of. That the ears have

such a signification, may appear from many passages in the

Word ; suffice it at present to adduce only this from Isaiah

:

" Make the heart of this peoyile fat, and make their cars

heavy, and close up their eyes, lest peradventure they should

see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and their heart

should understand" (vi. 10). In this passage seeing with

the e3'es denotes understanding, and hearing with the cars

denotes perceiving with atfection, consequently obeying: and
wheie the Lord says :

" He that hath an ear to hear, let him
hear" (Matt. xi. 15; xiii. *J, 43 ; Luke viii. 8 ; xiv. 35), nothing

else is signified.

2543. And the men feared exeeediveiJy : that this signifies

even to their feeling aversion, appears from the signification
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of fearing in this passage, and from the signification of men.
bearing or fear, like every affection {affcdus), involves in it

several things, although it appears simple, namely, the loss

of life, of reputation, of honour, aiul of gain, in worldly
things; but the loss of good and of truth, and consequently
of life, in heavenly things; and inasmuch as it involves in

it these things, it involves also an aversion for those things

wliieli endeavour to destroy them, and this in the sajne pro-

portion as the man is in the affection of good and truth. The
aversion is opposite to the affection, wherefore here by fearing

is signified being averse to. How great the Lord's aversion

was, appears from the zeal with which the things contained

in the following verse are uttered, which zeal was in favour

of doctrine, that it might be undetiled by anything rational

and scientific. That tlie men signify rational things and
scientifics, or intellectual things of every sort, was shewn, nos.

158, 265, 749, 915, 1007.

2544. Yerse 9. And Ahimelcch called Ahraham, and said

unto him, What hast thou done to us, and ivhat have I sinned

against thee, that thou hast 'brought iqwn me and upon my
hingdom a great sin ? Deeds whieh shoidd not he done, thou hast

done with me. Ahimeleeh called Ahraham, and said unto him,

signifies the Lord's thought from the doctrine of faith : What
hast thou done to us, and what ha.ve I sinned against thee,

signifies self- reproof for having so thought: tliat thou liast

hroiight vi^on me and upon my kingdom a. great sin? signifies

that thus the doctrine of faith and all doctrinals were in

danger: deeds which shoidd not he done, thou hast done tvith

me, signifies horror.

2545. Ahimelcch called Ahraham, and said unto him: that

this signifies the Lord's thought from the doctrine of faith, may
appear from the representation of Abimelech, and also of

Abraham, and from tlie signification of saying, whicii have been
treated of above. What it is to think from the doctrine of

faith, cannot be explained to the apprehension, for the percep-

tion of this subject can fall only into angelic ideas, to which it

is exhibited in so great a light with heavenly representatives,

that scarcely anything can be described ; as may apjiear [from

the fact that] if it should be said, that the [Lord's] thouglit was
from intellectual truth, which was above the rational, which
He thence looked upon ; but that the perception from which
He thought was from Divine truth [few would be able to com-
prehend what was meant].

2546. What hast thou done to us, and what hare I sinned

against thee 1 that tliis signifies self-reproof for having so

thought, may appear from the affection and zeal in these words
(concerning which see above, no. 2543), by reason that the

rational and the scientific were desirous to rise up and to enter
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in, and thus to liave something in common with the doctrine of

faith, which is Divine.

2547. That thou hast Irought ujwn mc and vpo?i my Jdngdom
a great sin : that this signifies that thus the doctrine of laith

and all doctrinals were in danger, appears from the signification

of Abinielech, who is here meant by me, as denoting the doctrine

of faith, and from the signification of a kingdom, as denoting

the truth of doctrine or a doctrinal. That a kingdom in the

internal sense signifies the truths of doctrine, and in the oppo-

site sense the falsities of doctrine, appears from the Word, as in

Jeremiah :
" He is the former of all things, and the sceptre of

His inheritance, Jehovah Zebaoth is His name; Thou art my
battle-axe, arms of war, and I will disperse in Thee nations,

and destroy in Thee kingdoms" (li. 19, 20), speaking of the

Lord, Who, it is plain, was not to disperse nations, nor destroy

kingdoms, but those things which are signified by nations and
kingdoms, namely, evils and falsities which are of doctrine.

In Ezekiel :
" IJehold, I will take the sons of Israel from among -

the nations whither they have gone away, and will gather them
together from all around, and will bring them into their own
land, I will make them into one nation in the land, in the

nujuntains of Israel, and one king shall be to all of them for a

king, and they shall be no longer [divided] into two nations, and
they shall be divided no longer into two kingdoms" (xxxvii. 21,

22). Israel denotes the spiritual church. A nation denotes

the good of that church, or of doctrine. That nations denote
goods, see nos. 1259, 12G0, 1416, 1849. A kingdom denotes the

truths thereof. That by nations and kingdoms something else

is here signified than nations and kingdoms, is evident, for it is

said of the sons of Israel, or the Israelites, that they should be
gathered together and brought into the land, who yet being

dispersed among the nations went away into the nations. In 3

Isaiah :
" I will confound Egypt with Egypt, and they shall

fight a man {vir) against his brother, and a njan against his com-
panion, city against city, kingdom against kingdom" (xix. 2).

Egypt here denotes reasonings from scientifics concerning the

truths of faith, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186. A city denotes doc-

trine {doctrinale), in the present a heretical one, see nos. 402,

2268, 2449. A kingdom denotes the falsity of doctrine (doc-

trinale). Hence, city against city, and kingdom against king-

dom, denotes that heresies and falsities should cond)at with
each other ; in like manner as is signified by these words Avhich

the Lord spoke concerning the consunmiation of the age, in

Matthew: "Nation shall ])e stirred up against nation, and
kingdom, against kingdom" (xxiv. 7), denoting evils against

evils, and falsities against falsities. The things which ])aniel4

])rophesied concerning the fonr kingdoms (chap. ii. 37-4(j ; vii.

17 to the end), and concerning the kingdoms of Media and
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I'ersia (cliap. viii. 20 to the cml), and concerning the kingdoms
of the king of the south and of the king of the north (chap, xi.),

and the things which John also said in the Apocalypse con-

cerning kings and kingdoms, signify nothing else. Kingdoms
there denote only states of the church as to truths and falsities.

Monarchical states, and states of the kingdoms of the earth, in

the sense of tlie letter, are states of the church and of the

Lord's kingdom in tlie internal sense, in which sense are con-

tained only spiritual and celestial things ; for the Word of the

Lord, considered in itself, is nothing but what is spiritual and
celestial, but in order that it may be read and apprehended by
all men whatsoever, the things which are of heaven are

expressed by such things as exist on earth.

2r)4S. Deeds which should not he done, tlioit hast done to me:
that this signifies horror, appears from the affection in these

words, also from the series, namely, that he was averse, see no.

2543 ; and also that he reproved himself out of zeal, no. 2546

;

and in the present case that he felt horror.

2549. Verses 10, 11. And Ahimelech said, to Ahraham,
What hctst thou seen that thou hast done this word ? And Abra-
ham said, Because I said. Surely there is no fear of God in this

2)lace, and they loill slay me heeause of the word of my wife.

Ahimelech said to Abraham, signifies further thought from the

doctrine of faith : What hast thou seen that thou hast done this

vjord"^ siofnifies a looking into the cause: and Abraham said,

signifies perception, which was the answer : Because I said,

Surely there is no fear of God in this 2}lfice, signifies thought

thence, that they had no regard for spiritual truth in that state

in which they were : a7id they ivill slay me because of the word

of my wife, signifies that thus the celestial things of faith would
also perish, if they thought that spiritual truth alone was
capable of being conjoined with celestial good.

2550. And Ahimelech said to Abraham: that this signifies

further thought from the doctrine of faith, appears from what
was said above, no. 2545, where nearly the same words occur

;

its being here repeated signifies further thought, and indeed con-

cerning the cause. What is meant by thought from the doctrine

of faith, see also no. 2545.

2551. What hast thou seen that thou hast done this word, ? that

this si'_;nifies a looking into the cause, is evident without ex-

planation, and it is also evident from what follows, where the

cause is declared. Tlie reason why it is thus exhibited in order,

in the internal sense, how the Lord perceived and thought

concerning the doctrine of faith, and concerning the rational,

whether it should be consulted, is, that it is angelic to think of

those subjects in such a series. The internal sense of the

AVord is especially for the angels, consequently it is adapted to

their perceptions and thoughts ; they are in their delights, yea,

.
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in theif blessednesses and lin]»pinesses, M-lien they think of the

Lord, of His Divine and Huni;in, and of the latter how it was
made Divine, for at such times they are encompassed about

with a celestial and spiritual sphere, which is full of the Lord,

so that it may be said that they are in the Lord ; hence nothing

is to them more blessed and more happy, than to think accord-

ing to the things which are of that sphere and the afl'ection

thence derived. At such times also they are at once instructed

and perfected, especially in regard to how the Lord by degrees,

as He grew up, made the Human, into which He was born,

Divine, by His Own power, consequently how by sciences and
Knowledges, which He revealed to Himself, He ])erfected His
rdtional, successively dispersed the shades thereof, and let it

into the Divine light. These and innumerable other things

are presented before the angels in a celestial and spiritual

manner, with thousands and thousands of representatives in

the light of life, when the Word is being read. But these

things, which are so precious to the angels, are to men as things

of no importance, because they are above their apprehension,

and thus in the shade of their understanding; and on tlie other

hand those things which are precious to men, as are the things

of this world, are of no importance to the angels, because they
are beneath their state, and thus in the shade of their wisdom

;

thus, what is surprising, the things which fall into the shade
of man, and almost into his contempt, pass into the light of

the angels, and into their affection, as is the case with many
things of the internal sense of the Word.

2552. And Ahraham said: that this signifies perception,

which was the answer, appears from the signification of saying
in the historical parts of the Word, concerning which much has

been snid above, as in nos. 1791, 1815, 1819, 1822, 1898, 1919,

20G1, 2080, 2238, 2260, 2271, 2287. With respect to the

Lord's thought from the doctrine of faith being signified by
what Abimelech said to Abraham, but perception which was
the answer being signified by what Abraham said, the case is

thus :—Perception is higher, and was with the Lord from the

Divine Itself, but thought is lower, and was with the Lord from
the intellectual itself ; and whereas perception was that from
which thought was derived, therefore the answer of thought
was from perception. This may be illustratiid by something
similar in man. The celestial man cannot think except from
})erception, and the spiritual man cannot think except from
conscience, see no. 2515. The perception of the former, like

conscience, is from the Lord, and it does not appear to the

celestial man whence it is, but the thought of the latter is from
the rational, and appears to the spiritual man as being from
liimself; thus also when he thinks on any subject from the

rational, the conclusion of the thought, or the answer, comes
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jVoni i)erc(>pti()n,'or fioni conscience; consequently he is answered
by the Lord according to the state of his life, according to his

aM'ection, and according to the truth of doctrine conformably
implanted or impressed.

2553. Because 1 said, Sicrrli/ there is no fear of God in this

place : that this signifies thought thence, that they had no
regard for sjnritual truth in that state in which they were, ap-

pears from the signification of the fear of (lod, as denoting a

regard for Divine or spiritual truth ; and from the signification

t)f a place, as denoting a state, concerning which see nos. 1273-
1275, 1377. The real case is thus :—Man is incapable of appre-

hending any pure spiritual and celestial, that is. Divine,

doctrinal, because it infinitely transcends his apprehension,

consecpiently also his faith. All the thoughts of man are

terminated in natural things wdiich are of his sensuals, and
whatsoever is not said from and according to these, is not com-
prehended by him, but perishes, like boundless vision falling

on the ocean or tiie universe ; wherefore if doctrinals were
expounded before man in any other way, they would in nowise

be received, consequently no regard would 1)e had for them, as

may plainly enough a])pear from many particulars in the Word,
where purely Divine things are for the same reason expounded
naturally, yea, sensually, as where it is said that Jehovah hath
ears, eyes, faces, affections like those of man, anger, and so on.

: This was more especially the case when the Lord came into the

world. Men at that time did not even know what the celesti.il

and the spiritual were ; nor did they know that anything internal

existed, their minds were wdiolly occupied with terrestrial

and worldly things, and thus external things, as was the case

with the apostles themselves, who imagined that the Lord's

kingdom would be like a kingdom of this world, and therefore

recpiested that they might sit, one on His right hand, and an-

other on His left, and supposed for a long time, that they should

sit on the twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel,

not yet knowing that in the other life they would not be able to

judge even the least action of a single man, see no. 2129 at the

end. An insight into this state of the human race was the

]t'ason why it was at first considered by the Lord, whether the

rational was to be consulted in the doctrine of faith, and this

in consequence of His love, which required that the salvation

of all might be provided for, and that the Word might not

perish.

2554. And tliey iclll slay me because of the icord of my wife:

that this signifies that thus the celestial things of faith also

would perish, if they thought that spiritual truth only could be

conjoined with celestial good, appears from the signification of

slaying, as denoting jierishing; and from the signification of a

wife, as denoting spiritual truth conjoined with celestial good,
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concerning wliicli see no. 2507. This is another refison why
tlie Lord so thought, and tlie case herein is thus :—Divine good,

which is here called celestial good, is united, as it were in mar-
riage, witli Divine truth, which is here called spiritual truth,

see no. 2508 ; and although Divine good is thus united with
Divine truth alone, it nevertheless inflows into lower truths,

and conjoins itself with tliem, but not as in marriage ; for it

inflows into rational truths, which are only appearances of the

truth, and conjoins itself with them
;
yea, it inflows even into

scientific and sensual truths, which are scarcely anything else

tlian fallacies, and conjoins itself with them. If it were not so, no
man could possibly be saved, see what is said on this subject,

nos. 1831, 1832. It was in order that Divine good might be
conjoined with the latter and the former truths, and that man
miglit thus be saved, that the Lord came into the world, for

without the Lord's Human made Divine, there could not have
been any conjunction, but through Him there is conjunction.

Besides this arcanum, there are many others contained in these 2

words, " They will slay me because of the word of my wife," l)y

which words is signified, that thus the celestial things of faith

would perish, if they thought that spiritual trutli only could be
conjoined with celestial good. One of these arcana is, that

celestial good would also perish, if no regard was had to spiritual

truth, for celestial good perishes when spiritual truth is rejected.

Another of these arcana is, that unless it liad been said by the

Lord tliat they should worship the Fatiier, although there is no
access to Him but through the Son, and he who seeth the Son
se^th the Eather (John xiv. 8-12), it would not have been
received. Not to mention many other arcana.

2555. Verses 12, 13. And also she is truh/ my sister ; she is

the (laughter of my father, nevertheless not the dauyhter of my
mother, and she heeame a unfe to me. And it came to pass, when
God made me depart out of the house of my father, and I said to

her. This is thy goodness, which thou shall do mith me, at every place

vjhither vje shall come, say to me, He is my brother. And also she is

triUy my sister, signifies that rational truth had such an affinity

:

site is the daugliter of my fatlcer, nevertheless not the dauyhter of
my motlier, signifies that the rational is conceived of celestial

good as a fatlier, but not of spiritual truth as a mother: ami
she became a wife to me, signifies tliat spiritual truth is conjoined

with what is celestial by means of rationality: and, it came to

pass, when God made me depart out of the house of my father,

signifies when he left the scientific and the appearances thence
derived, with the delights thereof, which are liere the house of

his father: and I said to her, signifies thought at that time:

This is thy goodness, which thou shall do with me, signifies that

lience he should then have this comfort: at every place trltither

we shall come, signifies all things which he should afterwards

VOL. IIL P
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conclude concerning rational truth : sni/ to me, lie is my brother,

signifies that it should be said that rational truth was adjoined

to celestial good.

2556. And also she is truly my sister : that this signifies that

rational trutli had such an affinity, appears from the representa-

tion of Sarah as a sister, as denoting rational truth, concerning

which see no. 2508 ; and also from what immediately follows,

as treating of the birth of the rational, and its consequent affinity.

In general it is to be observed, that all things in general and
particular with a truly rational man, that is, a regenerate man, all

the things of his affections, of his perceptions, and of his

thoughts, are conjoined with each other as it were by consan-

guinity and affinity. For they are so arranged, that tiiey

mutually regard each other as families of one house, and this

in a most distinct manner, in consequence whereof they are

reproduced according to the affinities in which they are. This is

an effect of the influx of heaven, that is, of the Lord throngh

heaven. With a man who is truly rational, that is, who is

regenerate, all things are arranged into an order like that which
prevails in heaven, and this by virtue of influx; hence man has

the faculty of thinking, concluding, judging, and reflecting,

which is so wonderful as to exceed all human science and wis-

dom, and indefinitely to exceed the analyses that human industry

has drawn out thence. The reason why these things have been
heretofore unknown is, that it has not been believed that all

things of the affections, perceptions, and thoughts, flow in, the

things of evil affections, perceptions, and thouglits, from hell,

and the things of good ones from heaven, thus that they have
connexion with those things which are outside [man] ; when
nevertheless the real truth is, that man, as to his spirit, is so

conjoined with those things which are outside him, that if the

connexion was broken, he would not live a single moment

;

which may l)e known also from this consideration, that what is

unconnected does not exist, and that anything which was
unconnected would perish in a moment.

2557. She is the daughter of my father, 7ieve7'thelcss not the

daughter of my mother : that this signifies that the rational is

conceived of celestial good as a father, but not of spiritual

truth as a mother, may appear from the conception of the

rational, as being effected by an influx of Divine celestial

good into the aflection of sciences, concerning which see nos.

1895, 1902, 1910. Two arcana are herein contained; one is,

that man's rational is conceived of Divine celestial good as a

father, and that othei'wise no rational can exist ; the other is,

that the rational is not conceived of spiritual truth as a

mother. "With respect to the first of these arcana, namely,

that man's rational is conceived of Divine celestial good as a

father, aud that otherwise no rational can exist, it may appear
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from wlmt was said above, nos, 1895, 1902, 1910, and also from 2

what may be known to every man if he reflects. Eor it is

known that man is not born into any science, nor into any
rational, but only into the faculty of receiving them ; also, that

he afterwards learns and imbibes all tilings by degrees, and this

especially by means of the senses of hearing and sight, and in

proportion as he learns and imbibes, in the same proportion

he becomes rational. That these things are efi'ected through a
bodily way, that is, through an external way, inasmuch as they
are effected through hearing and sight, is evident. But what
man does not know, because he does not reflect upon it, is, that

there is continually an influx of something from within, which
receives those things that thus enter and are insinuated,

and arranges them into order ; that which flows in, and
receives and arranges, is Divine celestial good, which is from
the Lord, hence the things which enter have life, hence
they have order, and hence, as was said, they have consan-
guinities and affinities with each other. From these considera-

tions it may appear, that man's rational is from Divine celestial

good as a father, according to what is said in this verse, " She
is the daughter of my father." As regards the second arcanum, 3

namely, that the rational is not conceived of spiritual truth as

a mother, it may appear from what was said above, no. 1902:
for if spiritual truth, like [celestial] good, were to flow in from
within, man would be born into all the rational, and at the

same time into all the scientific, so that he would have no
occasion to learn anything ; but whereas man is such, that he
is hereditarily in all evil, and consequently in all falsity, and
thus that he would adulterate and falsify truths themselves, if

they also flowed in, and would thereby perish eternally, tiiere-

fore it is provided by the Lord, that nothing of truth shall

flow in through man's internal, but only through his external.

Hence it may appear that man's rational is not from spiritual

truth as a mother, according to what is said in this verse,
*' Nevertheless she is not the daughter of my mother." Accord-
ing to a similar order it pleased the Lord that His rational

also should be formed, to the intent that He might make
human things in Himself Divine l)y His Own ])ower, and
might implant and unite Divine spiritual truth with Divine celes-

tial good, and Divine celestial good with Divine spiritual trutli.

2558. And she became a loife to 7)ie : that this signifies that

spiritual truth was conjoined with what is celestial by means
of rationality, appears from the representation of Sarah as the

wife of Abraham, as denoting spiritual truth conjoined with

celestial good, concerning which see no. 2507 ; and from the

representation of the same as a sister, as denoting rational

truth, concerning which see no. 2508. Hence by becoming a

wife from having been a sister is signified, that by means of
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rationality spiritual truth was conjoined with wliat is celestial.

How the case is in this respect, may appear from what was
just now said above, no. 2557.

2559. And it came to pass irhcn God made mc dejjay-t fro7n

the hot(se of wy father : that this signifies when he left tlie

scientiiic and the ai)pearances thence derived, with the delights

thereof, M'hich are here the house of his father, appears from
the signification of departing, as denoting leaving; and from
the signification of a house, as denoting good, see nos. 2233,

2234, in the present case theg good of deliht arising from the

appearances of scientitics and rationals, for every delight

appears as good. The reason why by the house of his father

are here signified the delights of scientitics and rationals, con-

sequently of their appearances, is, that they are spoken of

Abraham, when he departed from the house of his father, for

at that time Abraham, with the house of his father, worshiped

other gods, see nos. 1356, 1992; hence it is that it is said in the

])lural number, " God [theij] caused me to depart
;
" it might also

be rendered, according to the original language, gods caused 'iiie

to wander, but whereas the Lord is represented by Abraham,
it is said, " God \they'\ caused me to depart." As the first

scientitics and rationals thence derived were human with the

Lord, imbued with what was hereditary from the mother, con-

sequently not purely Divine, therefore they are represented by
Abraham's first state ; but how far representations extend, see

nos. 065, 1097, 1361, 1992.

2560. And I said unto her: that this signifies thought

at that time, appears from the signification of saying, as

denoting thinking, concerning which much has been said

above.

2561. This is thy goodness which thou shcdt do with me: that

this signifies that hence he should then have this comfort, may
appear from what goes before, and from what follows, thus

without further explanation.

2562. At every place tvhither we shall come : that this signifies

all things which he should afterwards conclude concerning

rational truth, appears from the signification of a place, as

denoting a state, concerning which see above, nos. 1273-1275,
1377. The state of the thing which is here treated of, is the

state of conclusion respecting rational truth, that it should be

said that rational truth was adjoined to celestial good, as now
follows.

2563. Say to one, He is my hrother : that this signifies, that

it should be said that rational trutli was adjoined to celestial

good, may appear from what was said above, no. 2524, where
nearly the same words occur.

25(34. Verse 14. And Ahimelech took flock and herd, and
men-servants and maidservants, and gave to Abraham, and
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restored to him Sarah his wife. AbimeJcch took, signifies that

tlje doctrine of faith: flock and herd, signifies was enriched

witli rational "oods and natural goods : and men-servants and,

iiiaid-servants, signifies also with rational truths and natural

truths and the affections thereof: a7id cfave to AhraJiam, signi-

fies to the Lord : a7id restored to him Sarah his vnfc, signifies

when the Divine spiritual was adjoined to the Divine celestial.

2565. And Ahimelcch took : that this signifies the doctrine

of faith, appears from the signification of Abinielech, as denot-

ins; the doctrine of faith, concerning which see nos. 2504, 2509,

2510.

2566. Flock and herd: that this signifies that the doctrine

of faith was enriched with rational goods and natural goods,

appears from the signification of a flock and a herd. Those
within tlie church are called a flock, who are truly rational,

that is, internal men ; hence it is that by a Hock are signified

also, in tlie abstract, rational or internal goods themselves, con-

cerning which signification of a flock, see nos. 343, 415, 1565.

But those witliin the church are called a herd, who are natural,

that is, external men ; hence also by a herd are signified, in

the abstract, natural or external goods then)selves, concerning

which signification of a herd, see no. 2180. That such things

are signified by beasts, was shewn, no.s. 45, 46, 142, 143, 246,

714, 715, 776, 1823, 2179. By Abimelech's taking and giving

is signified that the doctrine of faith was enriched, for by
Abinielech, as was said, is signified the doctrine of faith.

2567. And mrn-servants and maid-servants : that this signi-

fies an enriching also with rational truths and natural truths,

and likewise with the affections thereof, appears from the sig-

nification of men - servants and maid - servants. Mention is

frequently made in the Word of men-servants and maid-

servants, and thereby are signified in the internal sense such

things as are respectively inferior and more common, as rational

and natural things are in respect to spiritual and celestial

things. By natural truths are meant scientifics of every kind,

for these are natural. That such is the signification of men-
servants and maid-servants in the Word, is evident from the

internal sense of the words, where they are mentioned, as in

Isaiah :
" Jehovah will have mercy on Jacob, and will yet

choose Israel, and will place them on their own ground, and
the sojourner shall adliere to them, and they shall adjoin them-
selves to the house of Jacob, and the peoples shall take them,

and shall bring them to their own place, and the house of Israel

shall inherit tliem for themselves on the ground of Jehovah for

tnen-servants and maid-servants" (xiv. 1, 2). Jacob here denotes 2

the external church, Israel the internal, the sojourner those

who are instructed in truths and goods, see nos. 1403, 2025.

Men-servants and maid-servants denote natural and rational
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truths with tlie affections thereof, which were to serve the

church meant by Jacob and Israel, That Jacob and Israel, or

the Jews and Israelites, are not here meant, is evident, for

these being dispersed among the gentiles became themselves
gentiles. The Jews indeed still entertain this idea, and
expect, according to the letter, that sojourners shall adhere to

them, that peoples shall bring them, and shall be to them for

men-servants and maid-servants, when yet the prophetical parts

of the Word do not at all treat about the Jews and Israelites,

where mention is made of them by name ; this may be mani-
fest to them from this consideration, that it is everywhere
declared of Israel, as well as of Judah, that they should be

3 brought back. In the same prophet :
" Behold Jehovah making

the earth empty, and making it void, and He shall spoil the

faces thereof, and shall cause the inhabitants thereof to dis-

perse, and as the people, so shall the priest be, as the man-
servant so his master, as the maicl-scrvant so her mistress

"

(xxiv. 1, 2). The earth here denotes the church, see nos. 662,

1066, 1850, which is made empty, and made void, and its faces

spoiled, and its inhabitants dispersed, when there are no longer

in it interior truths and goods, which are the people and the

priest, nor exterior truths and goods, which are the man-servant
and the maid -servant, and this comes to pass when external

4 things have dominion over internal things. In the same pro-

phet : "I will bring forth seed out of Jacob, and out of Judah
an inheritor of ray mountains, and my elect shall possess it, and
my vicn-servants shall dwell there" (Ixv. 9). Jacob here de-

notes the external church, Judah the celestial internal church,

5 the elect the goods thereof, men-servants the truths thereof. In
Joel: " I will pour forth my spirit upon all flesh, and your sons

and your daughters shall prophesy ; also upon the men-servants

and maid-servants in those days will I pour out my spirit"

(iii. 1, 2 [ii. 28, 29]). The Lord's kingdom is here treated of.

Prophesying denotes teaching, see no. 2534. Sons denote
truths themselves, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147. Daughters
denote goods themselves, see nos. 489-491. Men-servants and
maid-servants denote lower truths and goods, on which the

spirit is said to be poured out, when they draw near and con-

firm. In this and other passages it does not so plainly appear
that such things are signified by men-servants and maid-
servants, both on account of the common idea suggested by
the names men-servants and maid-servants, and on account of

the apparently historical relation in wdiich those names occur.

6 In John :
" I saw one angel standing in the sun, who cried with

a great voice, saying to the birds that fly in mid - heaven.

Ye shall eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of cap{;ains, and
the flesh of the mighty, and tlie flesh of horses and of them
that sit on them, and the flesh of all that are free, and of meji,-
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servants, and of small, and of great " (Apoc. xix. 17, 18). That

tlie flesh of kings, of captains, of the mighty, of horses, of them
that sit on them, of the free, and of men-servants, which were

to be eaten, is not here meant, is evident, but the internal and
external truths of the church, wliich were made llesh to them.

That men-servants signify truths, and maid-servants goods,

;

which are subservient, and thus serve spiritual and celestial

truths and goods, appears still more manifestly from the laws

enacted in the representative church respecting men-servants

and maid-servants, all which laws have respect to the state of

the church, and of the Lord's kingdom, in general and in par-

ticular, showing how lower truths and goods, wliich are natural

and rational, were to serve spiritual and celestial, consequently

Divine, goods and truths : as where it is said, that a Hebrew
man-servant and a Hehrcio mmd-scrvant, in the seventh year

should Ije free, and that they should then be presented with

gifts from the Hock, from the threshing-tioor and from the wine-

press (Exod. xxi. 2, 6 ; Deut. xv. 12-15; Jerem. xxxiv. 9-14):

that the wife should be free, if she entered with him into ser-

vice, but if his lord gave him a wife, that then the wife and
children should be the lord's (Exod. xxi. 3, 4) : that a poor

brother if purchased should not serve servilely, but as a liireling

and a lodger, and should go forth in the jubilee together witli

his children (Levit. xxv. 39-43) ; that if a brother should be

purchased by a sojourner, a lodger, he might be redeemed, and
that he should go forth in the year of jubilee (Levit. xxv. 47
and following verses) ; that men-servants and maid-servants

might be bought of the nations round about, and of the sons

of lodgers who were sojourners, and that they might be their

perpetual possession, and that they might have rule over them,

but not over the sons of Israel (Levit. xxv. 44-46) : that if a

man-servant was unwilling to depart from service, his ear

should be bored through with an awl at the door, and he should

be a servant for ever; so also in the case of a maid-servant

(Exod. xxi. 6; Deut. xv. 16, 17): that if any one smote his

man-servant or his maid-servant with a rod, and he should die,

he should be avenged ; but if he survived for a day or days, he

should be free, because he is his silver (Exod. xxi. 20, 21) : that

if any one should smite the eye, or the tooth, of a man-servant,

he should go forth free (Exod. xxi. 26, 27) : that if an ox should

gore a man-servant or a maid-servant, and he should die, the

owner should weigh out to their lord thirty shekels, and the

ox should be stoned (Exod. xxi. 32) : that a man-servant should

not be shut up, who had escaped from his lord, but should dwell

in the place where he pleased, neither should he be aftlicted

(Deut. xxiii. 16, 17 [15, 16] ); that a man-servant bought with

silver and circumcised should eat of the passover (Exod. xii.

44) : that the daughter of any one when bought should not
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(l('])art from the service as men-servants; that if she were evil,

her lord should not sell her to a stranger ; that if she were
betrothed to his son, she shoidd be as a daughter ; that if he were
to take another, he should not diminish her food, her covering, and
her marriage debt; that if he would not do these things, she might

S then go forth freely (Exod. xxi. 7-12). All these laws derive

their origin from the laws of truth and good in heaven, and have
relation to them in the internal sense, but partly by correspond-

ences, partly by representatives, and partly by significatives

;

but after the representatives and significatives of the church,

which are the outermost and lowest things of worship, were
abolished, the necessity of those laws also ceased. If there-

fore those laws were to be unfolded from the laws of the

order of truth and good, and from the representatives and
significatives, it would plainly appear, that by men - servants

nothing else is signified than rational and scientific truths,

wdiich are lower truths, and therefore ought to serve spiritual

truths; and that by maid -servants are signified the goods of

those truths, which goods, because they also are lower goods,

ought indeed to serve, but in a different manner; wherefore,

some of the laws enacted concerning maid-servants differ from
those enacted concerning men-servants ; for truths considered

9 in themselves are servants more tlian their goods are. 15y

the laiv of kings in Samuel, neither is anything else signified in

the internal sense, than the law of truth, and also the law of

falsity, when it begins to have dominion over truth and over

good, as may appear from the explanation of the words by
which it is described :

" This shall be the law of the hwg who
shall reign over you, he shall take your sons, and appoint

them for himself to his chariots, and to his horsemen, and they
shall run before his chariots ; he shall take your daughters for

confectioners, and for cooks, and for bakers
;
your men-servants,

and your maid-servants, and your best young men, and your
asses, shall he take and make for his work ; he shall take the

tenth of your flock; at length ye shall be for servants ; and ye
shall cry in that day because of your king, whom ye have
chosen to you, and Jehovah will not answer you in that day

"

lo (1 Sam, viii. 11, 13, 16-18). That by a king is signified truth,

see nos. 1672,2015, 2069; thus in the opposite sense kings

signify things riot true, that is, falsities : by the sons whom he
should appoint for himself to his chariots and to his horse-

men, are signified the truths of doctrine, which should be sub-

servient to the principles of falsity, which are the chariots and
horsemen : by the daughters, whom he should take for confec-

tioners, cooks, and bak(;rs, are signified the goods of doctrine,

by which he would make those things delightful and favour-

able [to him] : by the men-servants and the maid-servants, the

young men, and the asses, by whom he should do his work, are
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sii^mified rationals and scientifics, whereby lie would confiriri

those things: by the flock, of which he would take the tenth,

are si<jnified the remains of irood which he would violate : and
by their being for servants, is signified that he would make
the celestial and spiritual things of the Word and of doctrine

serve as confirmations to the falsities of his principles, and
the evils of his lusts, instead of giving them the dominion ; for

there is nothing which may not be infused into principles of

falsity as confirming them, whilst the things which do not

favour them are falsely applied, unfairly interpreted, per-

verted, or rejected ; wherefore it is added, " If ye shall cry in

that day because of your king, whom ye have chosen to you,

Jehovah will not answer you in that day."

2568. It was said above in this chapter, that doctrine would
become none, if the rational were consulted, nos. 2516, 253S,

and that it was not consulted, nos. 2519, 2531 ; but here it is

said, that the doctrine of faith was enriched with goods and
truths both rational and natural. At first sight this may
appear adverse and contradictory, but still it is not so. How
it was wuth the Lord, has been said above ; but how it is with

man, shall now be told. With man, looking to the doctrine of -

faith from rational things is very difterent from looking to

rational tilings from the doctrine of faith : looking to the

doctrine of faith from things rational, is not believing the

Word or the doctrine thence derived, until one is persuaded

from rational things that it is so ; wW^reas looking to rational

things from the doctrine of faith, is first believing the Word
or the doctrine thence derived, and afterwards confirming the

same by rational things. The former is inverted order, and
causes that nothing is believed, but the latter is genuine order,

and causes a better belief. The former is described in these

words, " thou shall die because of the woman," by which is

signified that the doctrine of faith would become none if

the rational were consulted (nos. 2516,2538); but the latter

is described in these words, " Abimelech took flock and herd,

and men-servants, and maid-servants," by which is signified,

that the doctrine of faith was enriched with goods and truths

both rational and natural. The Word, in its internal sense, 3

treats much of these things, especially where Asshur and Egy])t

are treated of, and for this reason, that when the doctrine of

faith is looked to from rational things, that is, when it is not

believed until man is persuaded from rational things that it is

so, then it not only becomes none, but whatever is therein is

denied ; whereas, when rational things are looked to from the

doctrine of faith, that is, when the Word is believed, ami
afterwards the same things are confirmed by rational things,

then the doctrine is alive, and whatever is therein is aflirmiMJ.

There are therefore two principles, one which leads to all fully 4
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and insanit}', and another whicli leads to all intelligence and
wisdom. The former principle consists m denying all things,

or saying in one's heart that one cannot believe such things,

until one is convinced by those things which one can appre-

hend or feel : this principle is that which leads to all folly and
insanity, and is to be called the negative principle. The other

principle consists in attirming the things which are of doctrine

out of the Word, or in thinking and believing in oneself that

they are true because the Lord has said so : this principle is

that which leads to all intelligence and wisdom, and is to be

5 called tlie afhrmative principle. They who think from the

negative principle, the more they consult rational, scientific,

and philosophical things, do but the more cast and plunge
themselves headlong into darkness, till at length they deny all

things : the reason is, that no one can from lower things

apprehend higher things, that is, spiritual and celestial things,

still less Divine things, because tliey transcend all under-

standing; and moreover, all things are then involved in the

negative things from that principle. On the other hand, they
who think from the affirmative principle, are able to confirm

themselves by means of all rational, scientific, yea and philo-

sophical things whatsoever, as far as lies in their power, for

all these things are to them confirmatory, and give them a
6 fuller idea of the subject. Moreover there are some persons,

who are in doubt before they deny, and there are others, who
are in doubt before they affirm. They who are in doubt before

they deny, are those who incline to a life of evil ; and when
this life carries them away, the more they think about these

things, the more they deny them. But they who are in doubt
before they affirm, are those who incline to a life of good, and
when they suffer themselves to be bent to this life by the Lord,

then in proportion as they think about these things, they

affirm them. Inasmuch as the latter sort of persons are further

treated of in the verses which follow, it is allowed, by the

Divine mercy of the Lord, to illustrate these things more fully,

when those verses come to be treated of: see below, no. 2588.

2569. And gave to Ahraha7n : that this signifies to the Lord,

appears from the representation of Abraham, as denoting the

Lord, on which subject much has been said above. And
restored to him Sarah his wife : that this signifies, when the

Divine spiritual was adjoined to the Divine celestial, appears

from the signification of Sarah as a wife, as denoting spiritual

truth adjoined to celestial good, concerning which see above, no.

2507. It is evident, from what has been said, what is the

internal sense of the words contained in this verse, namely, that

tlie Lord, when the Human in Him was united to the Divine,

and the Divine to the Human, had all knowledge not only of

. Divine-celestial and Divine-spiritual things, but also of infra-
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celestial and infra-spiritual tliiiifrs, that is, of rational and

natural things ; for Iroia the Divine, as from the sun of all

light, the particulars of all things are seen as present.

2570. Verse 15. AjuI Abimelcch said, Behold, my land is

hefore thee : dtvell in what is good in thine eyes. Ahimelech said,

Behold, my land is before thee, signifies the Lord's perception con-

cerning the doctrine of love and charity : dtvell in what is good

ill thine eyes, signifies that He was in everything where there

was good.

2571. Ahimelech said, Behold, my land is before thee : that this

signifies the Lord's perception concerning tlie doctrine of love

and charity, appears from the signification of saying, as denot-

ing thinking, concerning which see no. 2506 ; and from the

signification of the land [or the earth], as denoting the doctrine

of love and charity. The land [or the eartli] in the internal

sense signifies various tilings, see nos. 620, 636, 1066, but what
it signifies, appears from the series of things ; for it signifies the

external man of the church, when heaven signifies the internal

man, see nos. 82, 913, 1411, 1733 : it signifies also the country

wdiere the church is, nos. 662, 1066 : it signifies the church

itself, and likewise universally the Lord's kingdom in the

heavens and in the earths, by reason that the land of Canaan,

or the Holy Land, had that representation, nos. 1437, 1585,

1607 ; the same is also signified by the new heaven and the

new earth, nos. 1733, 1850, 2117, 2118; and inasmuch as it

signifies a man of the church, the church itself, and the

kingdom of the Lord, it also signifies that which is their very

essential, namely, love to the Lord, and charity towards the

neighbour, for on this they depend, see nos. 537, 540, 547, 553,

2130, consequently it signifies the doctrine of love and charity,

which is [the doctrine] of the church, and which here is the

land of Ahimelech, for by Ahimelech as a king is signified the

doctrine of i'aith, as was shewn above, but by his land, whence
and where he was, is signified the doctrine of love and charity,

whence and where faith is. The reason why the Lord's thought

was heretofore concerning the doctrine of faitli, but now con-

cerning the doctrine of love and charity, is, that the Lord

adjoined the Human to the Divine by means of the truths

which are of faith, although at the same time by means of the

Divine goods which are of love, in those truths, according to the

order by which man also becomes spiritual and celestial, but

not Divine so as to have life in himself, as the Lord had. Lut
when the Divine marriage of truth and good, and of good and
truth was effected in the Lord, which is signified by Ahimelech
restoring Sarah the wife to Abraham (no. 2569), His thought

was concerning the doctrine of love and charity, and this also

according to order, for when man becomes spiritual and celestial,

he then thinks no longer from truth, but from good, yet not
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from Divine good united to Divine truth, as the Lord does.

This is the reason why the doctrine of love and charity is now
first named, although the doctrine of faith considered in itself

is tlie same thing, and the Lord's perception and thought were
always from the Divine Love in every particular of faith.

Hence it is, that the doctrine of love and charity is the Divine
doctrine itself, and that which was cultivated in the Most
Ancient churches, and, as this made one with the doctrine of

faitli, they rejected those who separated them, see no. 2417.

2572. Dwell in iohcU is good in thine eyes: that this signifies

that He was in everything where there was good, and in the

proximate sense tliat He was in the good of doctrine, may ap-

pear from the signification of eyes, as denoting the intellectual,

which is of doctrine ; and from the signification of dwelling, as

denoting living, see no. 129;:), in the present case denoting Esse

or being, because it is predicted of the Lord. To be in every-

thing where there is good, is to be in the omniscience of all

Divine, celestial, spiritual, rational, and natural things, and
this from Divine love, for in Divine love there is the omni-

2 science of all these things, see no. 2500. Moreover there is

both good and truth of doctrine : the good of doctiine is love

and charity, the trutli of doctrine is faith ; they who are in tlie

good of doctrine, that is, in love and charity, are in the truth

of doctrine, that is, in faith. But it is one thing to be in good,

or in love and charity, and another thing to be in the good of

doctrine. Little children who are in love towards their parents

and in charity towards other little children, are in good, but

not in the good of doctrine, consequently not in the truth of

doctrine, or in faith. But they are in the good of doctrine,

who have been regenerated by the truths of faith, and these, in

proportion as they are in good, in the same proportion are in

truths, that is, in proportion as they are in love and charity, in

the same proportion they are in faith, and consequently in the

3 same proportion in wisdom and intelligence. The angels, by
reason of their being in love to the Lord and in mutual love,

are also in all truth, and thus in all wisdom and intelligence,

not only respecting celestial and spiritual things, but also re-

specting rational and natural things ; for by virtue of love,

inasmuch as it is from the Lord, they are in the very princiydes

or fountains of things, that is, in ends and causes ;
and seeing

from principles, or from ends and causes, is seeing from heaven
all things which are beneath, and even the things which are on
earth. Tlie case in this respect is comparatively like that of a

person on a high mountain, and in a watch-tower at the top,

who can see around, to the extent of many miles, the things

which are below, whilst they who are below, especially if they

be in a valley, or in a forest, can hardly see to the distance of

as many paces. Thus also it is with those who are in the good
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of doctrine, respectively to those m'Iio are in the trutli of

doctrine separate from good, although tlie latter tliink that they

see further than the former ; but still they see nothing of good,

nor anything of truth, except very slightly and superficially,

and even this little is defiled with falsities. Nevertheless the 4

wisdom and intelligence of the angels is finite, and, respectively

to the Divine Wisdom of the Lord, most finite, and hardly

anything, as may appear from this consideration, that between
the infinite and the finite there is no ratio, but still a com-
munication by virtue of the Divine Omnipotence ; and also

from this consideration, that the Lord, is good itself, and love

itself, consequently the very esse of good, and the very esse of

the love which is with the angels, and thus the very esse of

their wisdom and intelligence. Hence also it is evident, that

the Lord in heaven and on earth is in everything where good
is. They are greatly deceived who suppose that the Lord is in

truth separate from good : He is only in good and thence in

truth, that is, in love and charity, and thence in faith.

2573. Verse 16, And to Sarah he said, Behold, I have given

a thousand of silver to thy hrothcr, behold, it is to thee a eovering

of the eyes to all ivho are luith thee, and with cdl ; and she 7cas

vindicated. And to Sarah he said, signifies perception from
spiritual truth : Behold, I have given a thousand of sdver to thy

hrothcr, signifies the abundance of rational truth adjoined to

celestial good : behold, it is to thee a covering of the eyes to all

who are with thee, signifies that rational truths are like a cover-

ing or clothing to spiritual truths : and 'urith cdl, signifies that

the case is the same also with the truths which are thence :

and she loas vindicated, signifies that thus there was no blame
and no hurt.

2574. And to Sarah he said: that this signifies perception

from spiritual truth, appears from the representation of Sarah
as a wife, as denoting Divine spiritual truth, concerning which
see no. 2507 ; and of the same as a sister, as denoting rational

truth, concerning which see no. 2508 ; and from the significa-

tion of saying, as denoting perceiving, concerning which see no.

2506. It is here said to Sarah as a wife, and also as a sister

:

as a wife, because she was restored (see no. 2569), as a sister,

because it is said, I have given a thousand of silver to thy

brother ; and what was said by Abimelech, was perceived by
Sarah in that state, therefore l)y saying to Sarah is signified

perceiving from spiritual truth. That things of a more 2

arcane nature than can be explained to the appreliension, are

here involved, is evident ; and therefore to explain them iu

any degree, it will be necessary that many otlier things be
first explained which are as yet unknown, as, what s{)iritual

truth is : what perception from spiritual truth is ; that the

Lord alone had perception from spiritual truth : that the
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Lord, as He implanted rational truth in rational good, thus

spiritual truth in celestial good, so He continually implanted

the Human in the Divine, in order that in each particular there

might be the marriage of the Human with the Divine, and of

the Divine with the Human. These and many other things

ought to precede, before the contents of this verse can be

explained to the apprehension ; for they are adapted chielly to

angulic minds, which are in the understanding of such things,

and for whom the internal sense of the Word is ; to such
minds these things are represented in a heavenly manner,
and by these tilings, as well as by what is said above in this

chapter, is insinuated how the Lord by degrees cast out the

Human wdiich He had from the mother, till at length He was
no longer her son (that He did not acknowledge her to be His
mother, is evident from Matt. xii. 46-49 ; Mark iii. 31-35

;

Luke viii. 20, 21 ; John ii. 4) ; and how He made the Human
Divine by His Own power, till He was one with the Father, as

He Himself teaches in John xiv. 6, 8-11, and in other places.

3 These things are exhibited by the Lord to the angels in a clear

light, by myriads of ideas and representations, all of them
ineffable ; the reason is, that such things, as was said, are

adapted to their minds, and when they are in such things, they

are then in the blessedness of their intelligence and in the

happiness of their wisdom ; and moreover, inasmuch as there

are angels, wdio, when they were men, had conceived an idea of

the Lord's Human, as of the human with another man, there-

fore, in order that these may be together in the other life with

the celestial angels (for ideas inspired by the aifection of good
are what conjoin in the other life), such things are dispersed by
the internal sense of the AVord, and thus they are perfected.

Hence it may appear, how precious the things which are in the

internal sense of the Word are to the angels, although possibly

they may appear trifling to man, who is in so obscure an idea

on such subjects, that it is hardly any idea at all.

2575. Behold, I have given a thousand of silver to thy hrother:

that this signifies the infinite abundance of rational truth

adjoined to good, appears from the signification of a thousand,

as denoting what is much and innumerable, in the ])resent case

what is infinite or in infinite aV)undance, because it is predicated

of the Lord, concerning which signification see below ; and from

the signification of silver, as denoting rational truth, concerning

which see nos. 1551, 2048 ; and from the signification of a

brother, as denoting celestial good adjoined to rational truth, as

a brother to a sister, see nos. 2524, 2557. Hence it is evident,

that by these words, " I have given a thousand of silver to thy

brother," is signified the infinite abundance of rational truth

adjoined to good ; the reason why it was given to good, which

is a brother, but not to truth, is, that truth is from good, not
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pood from truth : concerning this infinite abundance, see no.

2572. That a tliousand in the Word signifies what is much ^

and innumerable, and when it is predicated of the Lord, that it

signifies what is infinite, is evident from the following passages :

In Moses : "I am Jehovah thy God, a zealous God, visiting the

iniquity of the fathers upon the sons, upon the thirds, and
upon the fourths, to them that hate Me ; and doing mercy
to thousands that love Me, and keep My commandments"
(Exod. XX. 5, 6 ; xxxiv. 7 ; Deut. v. 9, 10). And in Jeremiah

:

"Jehovah doeth mercy to thousands, and repayeth the iniquity

of the fathers into the bosom of their sons after them " (xxxii.

18), where by thousands is not signified any definite number,
but what is infinite, for the mercy of the Lord is infinite,

because Divine. In David :
" The chariots of God are tivo

myriads, thousands doubled, the Lord is in them, in Sinai in the

holiness " (Psalm Ixviii. 18 [17]), where myriads and thousands
denote innumerable things. Again : "A thousand shall fall on :

thy side, and a myriad on thy right hand, it shall not come
nigh thee"(xci. 7), where a thousand and a myriad denote
also innumerable things ; and inasmuch as these things are

spoken of the Lord, who is meant by David in the Psalms,
therefore a thousand and a myriad here denote all who are His
enemies. Again :

" Our garners are fnll, yielding from food to

food, our flocks bring forth a thousand and ten thousand in our
streets" (Psalm cxliv. 13), where also a thousand, and ten
thousand or a myriad, denote innumerable things. Again

:

" A thousand years in Thine eyes are but as yesterday, when it

is past" (Psalm xc. 4). A thousand years denote what is

without time, thus what is eternal, which is the infinite of

time. In Isaiah :
" One thousand from before the rebuke of

one, from before the rebuke of five shall ye flee, till ye remain
as a mast on the head of a mountain" (xxx. 17), where one
thousand, or a chiliad, denotes many, without a definite number,
and five denotes few, see no. 649. In Moses: "Jehovah the
God of your fathers add upon you, as you, a thousand times, and
bless you" (Deut. i. 11), where a thousand times denotes
innumerable times, as in common discourse, in which also a
thousand stands for many, as when it is said that a thinf"- has
heen said a thousand times, or done in a thousand ways. In
like manner in Josliua :

" One man (vir) of you shall pursue a

thousand, because Jehovah your God fighteth for you " (xxiii. 10).

Inasmuch as a thousand is a definite number in calculation, it

appears in tiie prophetical -parts of the Word, especially when
tliey are connected historically, as if a thousand signified a
thousand, when nevertheless it signifies many or innumerable
things, without any determinate number ; for the historicals

are of such a nature, that they determine the ideas to the
nearest and proper significations of expressions, as is the case
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\vith the names also M'liicli occur there, when yet by numbers,

as well as by names, in the Word are signified things, as may
appear from what was shewn above concerning numbers, uos.

482, 487, 575, 647, 648, 755, 813, 1963, 1988, 2075, 2252
;

hence it is, that some also conjecture, that by the thousand

years in the Apocalypse (chap. xx. 2-7) are signified a thousand

years, or a thousand times, by reason, as was said, that the

prophecies there are described historically, when nevertheless

by the thousand years there mentioned nothing is signified but

an indeterminate large quantity ; and in other passages there

is also signified the infinity of time, or eternity.

2576. Behold, it is to thee a covering of the eyes to all ivho are

irlth thee : that this signifies that rational truths are like a

covering or clothing to spiritual truths, appears from the signi-

fication of a covering, of which we shall speak presently ; and
from the signification of eyes, as denoting intellectual things,

as is evident from very many passages in the Word ; also from

the signification of seeing, as denoting understanding, see nos.

2150, 2325. Any one can see, that in all the particulars of

this verse there are contained arcana, which can only be made
manifest from a certain interior sense ; as when it is said, that

he gave a thousand of silver, and this not to her husband, but

to her brother ; that it should be a covering of the eyes, both

to her, and to all who were with her, and likewise with all, and
that thus she was vindicated. Many historical conjectures may
indeed be deduced from the sense of the letter, but snch con-

jectures contain in them nothing spiritual, still less Divine,

when yet the Word is such. In respect to rational truths

being like a covering or clothing to spiritual truths, the case is

thus :—the things which are inmost in man are those of his soul,

but the things which are exterior, are those of his body ; man's

inmost things are goods and truths, from which the soul has its

life, otherwise it would not be the soul ; exterior things derive

their life thence, and they are all like a body, or, what is the

same thing, like a covering or clothing. This is especially

manifest from the things that appear in the other life, as from
the angels, when they are presented to view, in which case

their interiors shine forth from the face, and the exteriors are

represented both in their body, and also in their clothing, to such

a degree, that every one there may know, from their clothing

alone, what is their character, for they are real substances, con-

sequently essences in form. The case is the same with the

angels who have been seen, and who are described, in the Word,
as to their faces and clothing, for example, with those who were
seen in the Lord's sepulchre (Matt, xxviii. 3 ; Mark xvi. 5)

:

and with the four and twenty elders about the throne (Apoc.

iv. 4) ; and with others ; and not only with angels, but also

with everything else, although inanimate, that is mentioned in
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the "Word ; their exteriors are a covering or a clothing ; as witli

the ark of the covenant, and the tent which was round about
it. The ark, which was inmost, represented the Lord Himself,

for the testimony was there ; whereas the tent, which was
without, represented the Lord's kingdom, and its coverings, or

veils and hangings, all, in general and particular, represented

exterior celestial and spiritual things in His kingdom, namely,
in the three heavens ; as may appear from this consideration,

that the form thereof was shewn to Moses on Mount Sinai

(Exod. XXV. 9 ; xxvi. 30) ; hence it had its sanctity, and not

from the gold, and the silver, and the sculpture with which it

Avas ornamented. Inasmuch as the subject here treated of is 3

rational truths, in that tliey are like a covering or clothing to

spiritual truths, and the tent is described in Moses as to its

coverings or hangings, and also as to the veils which w^ere before

the entrance, it is allowed, for the sake of illustration, to ex-

plain what is signified in particular by the veils there ; what is

signified by the hangings round about, will, by the Divine mercy
of the Lord, be stated elsewhere. The veils were three : the

first, that which made a distinction between the holy and the

holy of holies ; the second, that which is called the hanging
for the door of the tent ; the third, that which was a hanging
for the gate of the court. Concerning the veil itself, which 4

was the first, before the ark, it is thus written in Moses :
" Thou

shalt make a, veil of purple, and crimson, and twice-dyed scarlet,

and fine twined linen, the work of contrivance, thou shalt make
it with cherubs ; and thou shalt give [or put] it upon four

])illars of Shittim overlaid with gold, and their hooks shall be

of gold, uj)on four bases of silver ; and thou shalt give the veil

under the taches ; and thou shalt bring in thither, within the veil,

the ark of the testimony, and the veil shall distinguish for you
between the holy and the holy of holies " (Exod. xxvi. 31-34

;

xxxvi. 35, 3G). This veil represented the proximate and inmost
appearances of rational good and truth, in which the angels of
the third heaven are, which appearances are described by the

purple, crimson, twice-dyed scarlet, and fine twined linen, in

which the red colour represented the goods of love, and the

white its truths ; in like manner also the gold and the silver,

with which the pillars were overlaid, and of which the hooks
and bases were made. That colours are representative, see nos.

1042, 1043, 1053, 1G24. That gold denotes the good of love,

see nos. 113, 1551, 1552. That silver denotes truth, see nos.

1551, 2048, Hence it may appear what is signified by the veil 5

of the temple being rent in twain (Matt, xxvii. 51 ; Mark xv.

38 ; Luke xxiii. 45), namely, that the Lord, when He had dis-

persed all appearances, entered into the Divine Itself, and that

at the same time He o})ened an approach to the Divine Itself

through His Human made Divine. Concerning the second 6

VOL. III. Q
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veil, or tlie hanc^ing for the door of tlic tent, it is thus written

in Moses: "Thou shalt make ci hanginfj for tlie inner door of

the tent, of purple, and crimson, and twice-dyed scarlet, and
tine twined linen, the work of the needleworker : and thou
shalt make for the hanging five pillars of shittim, and shalt

overlay them with gold, their hooks shall be of gold, and
thou shalt cast for them five hases of brass " (Exod. xxvi.

0%, 37 ; xxxvi. 37, 38). ]jy this hanging were represented

the appearances of good and of truth, which are inferior

or exterior to the former, or which are the middle appear-

ances of the rational, wherein the angels of the second heaven

are : these appearances are described nearly in like manner
as the former, only with this difference, that for this latter

hanging there were five pillars and five bases, by which number
is signified what is respectively small or little, for these aj)-

pearances do not so cohere, or are not so celestial, as the appear-

ances of the inmost or third heaven. Concerning the number
five, as denoting what is small or little, see nos. 649, 1686. And
inasmuch as these appearances have respect to natural things,

it was commanded that the bases should be cast of brass, for by
brass was represented and signified rational good, see nos. 425,

7 1551, Concerning the third veil, or the hanging for the gate

of the court, it is thus written in Moses :
" For the gate of the

court shall be a hanging of twenty cubits, of purple, and crim-

son, and twice-dyed scarlet, and fine twined linen, the work of

the needle-worker ; their pillars shall be four, and the bases

thereof four, all the pillars of the court round about shall be

filleted with silver, their hooks shall be of silver, but their

bases of brass" (Exod. xxvii. IG, 17; xxxviii. 18, 19). By this

hanging were represented appearances of good and of truth still

lower or more exterior, which are the lowest appearances of the

rational, in which the aiigels of the first heaven are ; these appear-

ances, by reason of their corresponding to the more interior

ones, are described in like manner, only with this difference,

that the pillars were not overlaid with gold, but filleted with

silver, and that the hooks were of silver, by which are signified

rational truths deriving their origin immediately from scien-

tifics, and the bases of brass, by which are signified natural goods.

Hence it may appear, that therewas nothing about the tent but was
representative of the celestial and spiritual things of the Lord's

kingdom, or what was made in all respects to be a type of the

celestial and spiritual things in the three heavens ; also that

the coverings or hangings signified those things which, like a

body or clothing, are around or outside that which is inmost.

8 Moreover, that coverings, hangings, clothing, or garments, signify

trutlis respectively inferior, may appear from many passages in

the Word, as in Ezekiel :
" Fine linen in needlework from Egypt

was thy exjjajise, purple and crimson from the isles of Elisha was
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thy covering " (xxvii. 7), speaking of Tyre, whereby are signified

the interior Knowledges of celestial and spiritual things, con-

sequently those who are in those Knowledges, see no, 1201
;

needlework from Egypt denotes the scientific : that Egypt
denotes the scientific, see uos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462: purple

and crimson from the isles of Elisha, which was the covering,

denotes rituals corresponding to internal worship, see no. 1156.

In the same prophet :
" All the j^rinces of the sea shall descend 9

from upon their thrones, and shall remove their robes, and shall

put off the garments of their 7iccdlcworIc, they shall clothe them-
selves with terrors, they shall sit upon the earth" (xxvi. 16),

speaking also of Tyre : robes and garments of needlework denote

Knowledges from scientifics, consequently inferior truths.

Again :
" I clothed thee w^ith needlework, and shod thee with lo

badger's skin, and I girded thee with fine linen, and I covered

thee with silk, and I decked thee with ornament, and gave
bracelets upon thy hands, and a necklace upon thy throat. Thou
hast taken of thy garments, and hast made to thyself variegated

heights, and hast committed whoredom thereon ; thou hast

taken garments of needleworh, and hast covered them" (xvi. 10,

11, 16, 18), speaking of Jerusalem, which denotes the spiritual

church, which is here described as to its quality, such as it was
of old, and such as it was afterwards, when it had become per-

verted ; its inferior spiritual things, and doctrinals, are the

garments of needlework, of fine linen, and of silk. In Isaiali :
"

" The Lord Jehovah of Zebaoth removeth from Jerusalem [and

from Judah] all the staff of bread, and the staff of water; then

a man {yir') shall take hold of his brother of the house of his

lather, thou hast a garment, thou shalt be a prince to us : he

shall answer in that day, saying, I will not be a binder, and in

ray house there is no bread, and no garment, set me not for a

prince of the people. The Lord will smite with a scab the

crown of the head of tlie daughters of Zion ; and in that day
the Lord will remove the adorning of the ornaments of the feet,

and of the net-work, and of the little moons, and of the collars,

and of the little chains, and of the tinsels ; and the tiaras, and
the anklets, and the head-bands, and the houses of the soul,

and the ear-rings ; the rings and the ornaments of the nose, the

changcaUe garments, and the cloaks, and the mantles, and the

crisping-pius, and the looking-glasses, and the muslins, and the

head-dresses, and the hoods " (iii. 1, 6, 7, 17-2.3). In this passage

Jerusalem denotes the spiritual church, Judah the celestial

church, the staff of bread and the staff of water, which He will

remove, denote good and truth; the garment wliich the prince had,

denotes tb.e truths which are of doctrine ; the various clothing

and ornaments of the daugliters of Zion, which are enumerated,

are all the genera and si)ecies of good and truth, in general and

particular, whereof they were to be deprived : unless the particulars
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here mentioned signilied sometliing peculiar of the church,

they could not belong to the Word, in whose every expres-

sion there is what is Divine ; that by the daughters of Zion,

of whom these things are spoken, are signitied those things
12 which are of the church, see no. 2362. Again: "Awake,

awake, put on thy strength, Zion, put on the garments of
thy heauty (decus), Jerusalem, the city of holiness, for hence-

forth tliere shall not add to come any more into thee the

Tincircumcised and unclean" (lii. 1, 2), where Zion denotes

the celestial church, Jerusalem the spiritual cliurch, the gar-

ments of beauty the holy things of faith. Again :
" Their

webs are not for a (jarment, neither are they covered with their

works, their works are works of iniquity " (lix. 6). Webs
denote feigned truths which are not for a garment ; a garment
denotes the exterior truths of doctrine and of worship, hence

13 it is said, neither are they covered with their works. Again

:

" Eejoicing I will rejoice in Jehovah, my soul shall exult in

my God, because He will clothe me with the garments of
salvation, He hath covered me with tlic cloak of righteousness"

(L\i. 10). Garments of salvation denote the truths of faith,

and the cloak of righteousness the good of charity. In Jolm :

" Thou hast a few names even in Sardis, which have not polluted

their garments, and they shall walk with Me in white, because

they are worthy : he that overcometh, the same shall be clothetl

in white garments" (Apoc. iii. 4, 5). Again: "Blessed is he

that watcheth, and keepeth his garments, that he may not walk
naked" (xvi. 15). Again: "On the thrones I saw four and
twenty elders sitting, clothed in ivhite garments" (Apoc. iv. 4).

In these passages, it is manifest, that garments do not denote
14 garments, but the spiritual tilings which are of truth. In like

manner, when speaking of the consummation of the age, the

Lord said, " that they should not return back to take up their

garments" Qiiaii. 'xxiY. 18; Mark xiii. 10); that garments in

these passages denote truths, see no. 2454; also where He
speaks of one who was not clad in a ^vedding-garment (Matt.

xxii. 11, 12); and wlien He says of John: "What went ye out

to see ? a man clothed in splendid garments ? they that wear
splendid [garments] are in kings' houses " (Matt. xi. 8 ; Luke
vii. 25), denoting that they are not in the externals of doctrine

and of worship, but in the internals, wherefore He adds :

" What went ye out to see ? a prophet : I say unto you, even

more than a prophet " (Matt. xi. 9), where a prophet denotes the

15 externals of doctrine and of worship. Inasmucli as garments

signilied truths of every kind, therelbre it was commanded the

children of Israel, when tliey went forth out of Egypt, that

they should borrow gold, and silver, and garments, and should

put them on their sons (Exod, iii. 22 ; xii. 35, 36) ; also that

they should not be clothed with garments of several sorts, or
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mixed (Levit. xix. 19 ; Deut. xxii. 11) ; and that they should

make to themselves fringes in tJic mouths of tlicir garments, and
should place therein a purple thread, and when they saw it,

should remember the commandments, and do them (Numb.
XV. 38-40). In former times also they rent their garments, as i6

is evidoit from Josh. vii. 6 ; Judges xi. 35 ; 1 Sam. iv, 12

;

2 Sam. i. 2, 11 ; iii. 31; xiii. 31; xv. 32; 1 Kings xxi. 27;
2 Kings V. 7, 8; vi. 30; xxii. 11, 14, 19; Isaiah xxxvi. 22;
xxxvii. 1 ; which action signified zeal for doctrine and trutli,

which was thus torn to pieces ; it also signified humiliation,

that they had nothing with them, which is signified by the

ornament of garments. That such things are signified by cover- 17

ings, hangings, clothing, or garments, is evident also from the

prophecy of Jacob, at that time Israel :
" He shall bind his

young colt to the vine, and the son of his she-ass to the noble

vine ; he shall wash his garnunt in wine, and his coveinng in the

blood of grapes" (Gen. xlix. 11). No one can know what is

signified by these words, except from the internal sense,

namely, what is signified by a vine, what by a noble vine,

what by a young colt, what by the son of an ass, what by
wine, what by the blood of grapes, what by a garment, and
what by a covering : that they relate to the Lord, who is there

called Shiloh, is manifest : this passage treats of Judah, by
whom is represented the Lord's Divine celestial ; by the

garment which He should wash in wine, and by the covering

which He should wash in the blood of grapes, is signified His
rational and natural, which He should make Divine. In like '^

manner in Isaiah :
" Who is this that cometli out of Edom, with

dyed garments out of Bozrah, this that is honourable in His
apparel, going in the multitude of His strength ? Wlierefore

art Thou red as to Thy garment, and Thy garment as of one
that treadeth in the wine-j)ress ? And I have trodden the

wine-press alone, and of the peoples there was none with Me

:

their victory is sprinkled upon Afi/ garments, and I have
polluted all My raiment " (Ixiii. 1-3), where also garments
and clothing denote the Lord's Human, which He made
Divine by His Own power through the combats of temptations

and victories, wherefore it is said, " I have trodden the wine-

press alone, and of the peoples there was none with Me."
The like is implied in Isaac's smelling tlic odour of Esaus
garments, and blessing him (Gen. xxvii. 27). The Holy Itself '9

of the Lord's Divine Human was also the garment, which
appeared as light, and as glistering white, when He was trans-

figured, concerning whicli it is thus written in Matthew

:

' When Jesus was transfigured, His face did shine as the sun,

and His garments became white as the light " (xvii. 2) ; and
in Luke :

" Whilst Jesus prayed, the appearance of His face

was altered, and His garment was glistering ichlte" (ix. 29);
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and in ]\Iark :
" When Jesus was transfigured, His garments

became shining, exceeding white as snow, such as no fuller on
earth can whiten " (ix. 3). The like was represented by the

garments of holiness, which Aaron put on when he entered

witliin the veil, and whicli were of linen (Levit. xvi. 2, 4) ; also

by the garments of lioliness which were for glory and beauty
{decus), and which belonged to the ministry, concerning which
see Exod. xxviii. 2 to the end ; xxxix. 1 to the end ; in these

garments there was not the smallest particular but what had
some representation.

2577. And with all : that this signifies that the case is the

same also with the truths which are thence, namely, with

scientific and sensual truths, appears from what has been said

above, and also from the series itself, for it is said immediately

above, " Behold it is to thee a covering of the eyes to all who
are with thee," by which are signified rational truths, which are

like a covering to spiritual truths, and now it is again said ^vith

all, by which therefore are signified truths still inferior, which
are from rational truths, and these are no other than what are

called scientific truths, and sensual truths. That scientific

truths and sensual truths are from rational truths, appears from
the order of influx, [according to which order] interior things

inflow into exterior things, or, what is the same, higher things

into lower things, but not contrariwise. It indeed appears

otherwise, namely, that man becomes rational through sensuals

and scientifics : but this is a fallacy. Good from the Lord is

continually flowing in through man's rational faculty, and
meets and adopts to itself scientifics, and in proportion to

the quantity thereof which it can adopt, and arrange in due
order, man becomes rational. With this the case is the same
as with good, and with the truths which are called the truths

of faith. Good from the Lord flows in into truths, and adopts

them to itself, and in proportion to the quantity tliereof which
it can adopt, man becomes spiritual ; although it appears as if

the truths which are called the truths of faith flowed in, and
rendered man spiritual. It is owing also to this appearance,

tliat at this day the truth which is of faith is so much culti-

vated, and the good which is of charity is not thought of.

2578. And she was vindicated : that this signifies that thus

there was no blame and no hurt, appears from all that pre-

cedes, whereof this is the close.

2579. Verse 17. And Abraham iiraycd to God, and God
healed Alnmelech, and his W'ife, and his maid-servants, and they

hrought forth. Abraham prayed to God, signifies revelation

:

and God healed Ahimcleeh, signifies the soundness of doctrine

as to good : and his wife, signifies as to truth : and his maid-
servants, signifies as to the affections of doctrinals : and they

hrought forth, signifies fertility.
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2580. Abraham prayed to God : that this signifies revelation,

appears from the signification of praying when it is predicated

of the Lord, as denoting being revealed, concerning which see

no. 2535 ; and from the representation of Abraham, as denoting
the Lord, concerning which see many preceding passages. In
the sense of the letter there are two, namely, one who prayed,
and another to whom prayer was addressed, for it is said,
" Abraham prayed to God," but in the internal sense there are

not two, but one, for in Him [namely, the Lord] was God or

Jehovah, AVho revealed, inasmuch as He was conceived of

Jehovah ; but in proportion to what there was in Him of the

maternal human, in the same proportion He was another.

How these things are, can with difficulty fall into man's ideas so

as to be understood : it may indeed fall easily into angelic ideas,

which are in the light of heaven, but not so well into human
ideas, which, unless they are illuminated by those things which
are of the light of the world, do not perceive anything; still

less can it fall into the ideas of those, to whom everything

which is of the light of heaven is thick darkness, and of no
account.

2581. And God healed Ahimelech : that this signifies the

soundness of doctrine as to good, appears from the signification

of healing, as denoting making sound ; and from the representa-

tion of Abimelech, as denoting the doctrine of faith regarding

rational things, see no. 2510 : that it signifies as to good, appears
from this circumstance, that his wife also is said to be healed,

by which is signified soundness of doctrine as to truth. For in

the Word, w^hen a husband is called a husband, and also when
lie is mentioned by name, then he signifies good, and the wife

signifies truth ; but when a husband is called a man {vir), then
he signifies truth, and the wife good : concerning this circum-

stance, see also nos. 915, 1468, 2517.
2582. And his wife : that this signifies as to truth, appears

from the signification of a wife, as denoting truth, concerning
which see just above, no. 2581.

2583. And his maid-servants : that this signifies as to the

affections of doctrinals thence derived, appears from the signifi-

cation of maid-servants, as denoting the affections of rationals

and scientifics, concerning which see nos. 1895, 25G7, in the

present case the affections of doctrinals, because they are predi-

cated of the doctrine of faith, for they were the maid-servants

of Abimelech, by whom is signified the doctrine of faith, see

nos. 2509, 2510 ; for all things are predicated according to the

things or subjects which are being treated of.

2584. And they hrought forth: that this signifies fertility,

appears from the signification of bringing forth and of births.

In the internal sense of tbe Word thcst; expressions signify

nothing else than spiritual and celestial things, wherefoia
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when mention is made of conception or of conceiving, of Lirtli

or of bringing forth, of nativity or of being born, of generation

or of generating, also of those who beget, as the father and the

mother, and of those who are begotten, as the sons and the

daughters, the expressions are understood only in a spiritual

sense, for tlie Word in itself is spiritual and celestial ; this is

the case also in respect to the expression bringing forth, by
which is signified fertility as to the things which are of

2 doctrine. That by births, in the Word, are meant no other

[than spiritual] births, may appear from the following pas-

sages :—in Samuel :
" Tliey that are lilled with bread are hired,

and the hungry have ceased, until tlic barren hath home seven,

and she that hath many sons hath failed : Jehovali slayeth

and maketh alive. He causeth to go down into hell, and He
causeth to ascend" (1 Sam. ii. 5, 6). In Jeremiah: "She
that hath home seven languisheth, she breathetli out her soul

;

her sun goeth down while it is yet day " (xv. 9). In Isaiah :

" Sing, harren, she did not hear : break forth into singing and
cry aloud, she hath not hrought forth, for more are the sons of

the desolate one than the sons of the married one, saith Jehovah "

(liv. 1). In David :
" The voice of Jehovah causeth the hinds

to hiding forth, and maketh bare the forests; and in His temple
every one declareth His glory " (Psalm xxix. 9). In Isaiah :

" Blush, Zidon, because the sea hath said, the fortification of

the sea, saying, I have not travailed, I have not hrought forth,

nor have I educated young men, nor brought up girls, as with
the report of Egyj^t, they shall hring forth, according to the

report of Tyre " (xxiii. 4, 5). Again :
" Before she travailed,

she hrought forth, and before her pain came, she hare a male ;

who hath heard such a thing ? Who hath seen such things ?

Doth the earth travail in one day ? and shall I cause to hring

forth? saith Jehovah; shall I cause to hring forth, and shall I

shut up ? saith thy God " (Ixvi. 7-9). In Jeremiah :
" Ask ye

now, and see, whether a male hringeth forth ? Wherefore have
I seen every man (vir) with his hands upon his loins as one wi
travail ? " (xxx. 6). In Ezekiel :

" I will give fire in Egypt, and
Sin travailing shall travail, Q^ndi No shall be" (xxx. IG). In
Hosea :

" Ephraim, as a bird shall their glory fiy away, from
the hirth, and from tlie tvofnh, and from the eonecption " (ix. ] 1).

Again :
" The pains of a travailing ivoman came u]Don Ephraim,

he is an unwise son, because in time he shall not stand in the

hrcaking of the matrix of sons " (xiii. 13). In John :
" A woman

encompassed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and on
her head a crown of twelve stars ; and she, hearing in the womh,
cried travailing, and was tortured to hring forth : and the dragon
stood before the woman, who was travailing, that when she had
hrought forth her son, he might devour him ; and she hrought

forth a son, a male, who was to feed all nations with a rod
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of iron ; but the boy was cauglit up to God and His throne

"

(Apoc. xii. 1, 2, 4, 5). From all these passages every one nuiy 3

see, that no other conceptions and births are signified, than
such as are of the church. The case is the same with what is

here said of Abimelech, " That God healed Abimelech, his wife,

and his maid-servants, and they Irougld forth ; and that sliuttiwj

Jehovah shut up every womb of the house of Abimelech, because

of the word of Sarah, Abraham's wife
:

" what is signified by
these words, in the internal sense, may appear from their explana-

tion, namely, that they denote the quality of the state of the

doctrine of faith, when it is viewed from truths Divine, and its

quality when it is viewed from the rational ; namely, that when
it is viewed from truths Divine, that is, from the Word, then
all thiugs in general and particular, Ijoth rationals and
scientifics, confirm it ; but that it is otherwise when viewed
from human things, that is, from reason and science, for then

nothing of good and nothing of truth is conceived ; for viewing
[anything] from the Word is viewing it from the Lord, but
viewing it from reason and science, is viewing it from man

;

all intelligence and wisdom are from the Word, and all insanity

and foolishness are from reason and science,

2585. Verse 18, Because Jehovah shutting had shut wp on that

account every ivomh of the house of Abimelech, because of the word

of Sarah, Abraham's wife. Because Jehovah shutting had shut uji

on that account every womb of the house of Abimelech, signifies

barrenness of doctrine : because of the word of Sarah, signifies

through the rational if it had conjoined itself: Abraham's wife,

signifies in order that spiritual truth might be conjoined with

celestial good.

2586. Because Jehovah shutting had shut up on that account

every loomb of the house of Abimelech: that this signifies barren-

ness, namely, of doctrine, appears from the signification of

shutting up the womb, as denoting hindering conception itself

;

and from the signification of the house of Abimelech, as denot-

ing the good of the doctrine of faith ; hence it is evident that

barrenness is signified. The reason why above, in this chapter,

mention is made of God, but that He is here first called Jehovali,

is, that He is named God, where truth is treated of, but Jehovah,

where good is treated of. All conception of doctrine is from
good as a father, but the birth is by truth as a mother, as has

been frequently said above. The subject here treated of is

conception, and as this is from good, Jehovah is mentioned,

whereas above, where the subject treated of is birth, and this

is effected by truth, He was called God, as in the preceding

verse, " God healed Abimelech, his wife, and his maid-servants,

and they brought forth." In like manner also in other passages 2

in the Word where conception is treated of, as in Isaiah :

"Jehovah from the womb hath called me: thus saith Jehovah^
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my former from the ivomb ; then I shall be precious to Jehovah

;

and ISly God shall be My strength" (xlix. 1, 5). Strength is

predicated of truth, and therefore mention is made of God.
Again :

" Thus saith Jehovah thy maker, and thy former from
the %comh " (xliv. 2, 24) ; and in other places. Therefore also

mention is made of the house of Abimelech, by which is signi-

fied the good of the doctrine of faith ; that a house denotes

good, see nos. 2048, 2233, 2234 ; and that Abimelech denotes

the doctrine of faith, nos. 2509, 2510. That there is some
Divine arcanum contained in these circumstances that Abime-
lech's maid-servants brought forth, and that the wombs of the

house of Abimelech were shut up because of Sarah, is evident,

which arcanum can be untblded only by the internal sense.

2587. Because of the word of Sarah : that this signifies by
the rational if it had conjoined itself, appears from the repre-

sentation of Sarah, as a sister, as denoting rational truth,

concerning which see no. 2508 ; the word of Sarah signi-

fies everything transacted, namely, that she was called sister,

that Abimelech took her, but that he did not approach unto
her : what these things further signify, will be shown
presently.

2588. Abraham's wife: that this signifies that spiritual truth

might be conjoined with celestial good, appears from the re-

presentation of Sarah, as a wife, as denoting spiritual truth

conjoined with celestial good, concerning which see nos. 1468,

1901, 2063, 2065, 2172, 2173, 2198, 2507; and from the

representation of Abraham, as denoting celestial good conjoined

with spiritual truth, concerning which see nos. 2011, 2172, 2198,

2501 ; wdiether you call it spiritual truth and celestial good, or

the Lord, it is the same thing, because the Lord is truth itself

and good itself, and the very marriage of truth and good, and
of good and truth. How these things are, may indeed appear
from the explanation, but inasmuch as they are among the

subjects which at this day are involved in obscurity, it is

allowed to illustrate them as far as possible. The subject here

treated of is the doctrine of faith, of which the Lord thought in

His childhood, namely, whether it was allowable to enter into

it by means of rational things, and thereby to form to Himself
ideas concerning it. The reason why He thought this was from
His love of providing for the good of the human race, who are

such that they do not believe what they do not apprehend with
the rational. But He perceived from the Divine, that this

ought not to be so, wherefore from the Divine He revealed it to

Himself, and, at the same time, from the same ground, also all

things in the universe which are subject thereto, namely, those

tilings which are of rational and natural things. How the case

is with tlie doctrinals of faith with men, was shewn above, no.

2568, namely, that there are two principles from which they
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tliink, the negative .and the affirmative; and that they think from

the negative principle who believe nothing unless they are con-

vinced by rational and scientific things, yea, by sensual things
;

and that those think from the affirmative who believe things to

be true, because the Lord has declared them in His Word,
consequently those who have faith in the Lord. Those who
are in the negative in regard to the truth of what is written in

the Word, and who say in their hearts, that they are willing to

believe, when they are persuaded by rational and scientific

things, are in such a state that they never believe, no, not even
when convinced by the very sensuals of the body, as by the

sight, the hearing, and the touch, for they always form new
reasonings against those convictions, whereby at length they

totally extinguish all faith, and at the same time turn the light

of the rational into darkness, because into falsities. But those

who are in the affirmative, that is, who believe that what
is written in the Word is true, because the Lord has said so,

are in such a state, that by rational and scientific, yea, by
sensual things, they are continually confirmed, and their ideas

enlightened and strengthened ; for man has no light but by
means of rational and scientific things ; every one also does

this. With these latter, doctrine thus living liveth, and of

them it is said, that they are healed, and hring forth : but with

the former, doctrine dying dieth, and of them it is said, that

the womb shutting is shut up. Hence it is evident, what it

is to enter into the doctrine of faith through rational things,

and what to enter into rational things from the doctrine of

faith. But these things shall be illustrated by examples. It is

from the doctrine of the Word, that the first and principal

thing of doctrine is love to the Lord and charity towards the

neighbour. Those who are in the affirmative respecting this

doctrine, may enter at pleasure into rational and scientific

things, yea, into sensual things, each one according to his gift,

his knowledge, and his experience
;
yea, the more they enter

into such things, the more they are confirmed, for universal

nature is full of confirmation. But those who deny this first

and principal thing of doctrine, and wish first to be convinced

that it is so by scientific and rational things, never suffer them-

selves to be convinced, because tliey deny it in heart, and are

continually standing up for some other principle, which they

believe essential; at length by confirmations of their own
principle, they so blind themselves, that they cannot even

know what love to the Lord is, and what love towards the neigli-

bouris; and inasmuch as they confirm themselves in things

contrary thereto, they also at length confirm themselves in this,

that there cannot be given any otlier love in which there is

delight, tlian the love of self and of the world, and they con-

firm this to such an extent, that, if not in doctrine, yet in life,
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they emLrace infernal love instead of heavenly love. But with

those who are neither in the negative, nor in the afldrmative,

but in what is doubtful before they deny or affirm, the case is

as was mentioned above, no. 2568, namely, that those who
incline to a life of evil, fall into the negative ; but those who

4 incline to a life of good, are led into the aifirmative. Let this

example also be taken : It is one of the primary things

of the doctrine of faith that all good is from the Lord, and
all evil from man, or from oneself. Those who are in the

affirmative that this is so, may confirm themselves therein by
many things both rational and scientific, for instance by this,

that it is impossible for any good to flow in from any other

source than good itself, that is, from the fountain of good,

consequently from the Lord, and that this must needs be
the beginning of good ; and this he may illustrate to him-
self by all things which are truly good in himself, in others, in

the community, yea, in the created universe. But those who
are in the negative, confirm themselves in contrary things, by
means of all things wliich they can think of, to such a degree,

that at length they do not know wliat good is, but dispute with
each other concerning the highest good, being in deep ignorance

that celestial and spiritual good, which is from the Lord, is that

good by which every inferior good is vivified, and that thence

delight is truly delight ; some also conceive, that if good were
not from themselves, it could not possibly come from any other

5 source. Again, take also as an example this point, that those

who are in love to the Lord, and in charity towards the neighbour,

can receive the truths of doctrine, and have faith in the Word,
but not those who are in the life of the love of self and of the

world ; or, what is the same thing, that those who are in good
can believe, but not those who are in evil. Those who are in

the affirmative can confirm this by innumerable considerations

lioth rationally and scientifically ; rationally, by this considera-

tion, that truth and good agree together, but not truth and
evil, and that as in evil there is all falsity, so also from evil

comes all falsity, and that if in some cases there be still truth,

it is in the lips, and not in the heart ; scientifically, by many
considerations, as for instance, that truths shun evils, and that

evils spue out truths. But those who are in the negative confirm

themselves in tliis persuasion, that every one, of whatever
quality he be, even though he live in continual hatred, in the

delights of revenge, and in deceits, is capable of believing like

others, and they confirm themselves in this until they alto-

gether reject the good of life from doctrine, and when this is

^ rejected they believe nothing. In order that it may be still

further evidenced how the case is, let the following example
also be taken : those who are in the aifirmative, that the Word
is so written as to contain an internal sense, wdiich does not
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appear in the letter, can confirm themselves therein by many
rational considerations, as by the following, that through the

Word man has connection with heaven ; that tliere are corre-

spondences of natural things with spiritual things, and that

these latter things do not appear as they really are ; that the

ideas of interior thought are altogether different from material

ideas, which fall into expressions of speech ; that man, even
during his abode in the world, may also be in heaven, inasmuch
as he was born to live in both, by means of the Word which
is for both ; that a certain Divine light flows in with some,

into their intellectuals and affections, wdiilst the Word is being-

read; that it is necessary that something should be written which
has come down from heaven, and consequently that that something
cannot be such in its origin as it is in the letter ; that nothing
can be holy but by virtue of a certain holiness which is within.

They can also contirm themselves therein by scientific considera-

tions, as by the following, that in olden time men were in repre-

sentatives, and that the writings of the Ancient church were
such ; also that hence also were the writings of many among
the gentiles ; and that the style derived thence became
venerated as holy in the churches, and as learned among the

gentiles ; the books of several authors may likewise be men-
tioned as instances of this kind of writing. But those who are

in the negative, if they do not deny all these things, still they
do not believe them, and they persuade themselves that the Word
is such as it is in the letter, to appearance indeed of a worldly

nature, yet still that it is spiritual ; but wherein its spirituality

consists is of no concern to them, though for manifold reasons

they are willing to grant it ; and this they can confirm by
many arguments. In order that this subject may be acconi- 7

modated to tlie apprehension of the simple, let the following

scientific be taken as an example. Those wdio are in the

affirmative, that sight is not of the eye, but of the spirit,

which by mearis of the eye, as by an organ of its body, sees

the things that are in the world, may confirm themselves therein

by many considerations, as for instance by the following : tiiat

the things heard in conversation have relation to a certain interior

sight, and are transmuted into it, which could not bo the case

unless there existed a more interior sight ; also, that whatever
is thought is seen by an interior sight, by some persons more
clearly, and by others more dimly ; besides, that objects of the

imagination are not unlike the objects of sight ; and furtlier,

that unless the spirit, which is in the body, saw that wliicli the

eye, as an organ, drinks in, the spirit in the other life could see

nothing, when yet it must needs be that it will there see

numberless and astonishing things whicli the eye of the body
is utterly inca])able of se(!ing; moreover they may rellect on
dreams, especially those of the prophets, in which many things
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were seen as distinctly as Ly tli(3 bodily sight, and yet not by
the bodily eyes ; lastly, if they have a taste for philosophical

things, they may confirm themselves in the above truth by this

consideration, that exterior things cannot enter into interior

tilings, as composites cannot enter into simples ; consequently
the things which are of the body cannot enter into the things

which are of the spirit, but contrariwise ; and by very many
other considerations besides, till at length they are persuaded
that sight belongs to the spirit, and not to the eye, except fi'oni

the spirit. But those who are in the negative call all these

things either natural things or phantasies ; and when they are

told that a spirit possesses and enjoys a much more perfect sight

than man does in the body, they ridicule such an idea, and make
light of it, believing that they must live in darkness when they

are deprived of the sight of the eye, although the contrary is

s true, that they are then in light. Erom the above examples it

is evident, what is meant by entering from truths into rational

and scientific things, and what by entering from rational and
scientific things into truths, namely, that the former is accord-

ing to order, but the latter contrary to order ; and that when it

is done according to order, man is enlightened, but that when
it is done contrary to order, he is blinded. Hence it is clear, of

how much importance it is that truths be known and believed,

for by truths man is enlightened, whereas by falsities he is

blinded : by truths there is opened an immense and almost

unbounded plain to the rational, but by falsities there is opened
no such plain, althougli it appears otherwise ; hence the angels

enjoy such great wisdom, because they are in truths, for truth is

9 the very light of heaven. Those who have blinded themselves by
being unwilling to believe anything which they could not appre-

hend by the senses, till at length they believed nothing, were
formerly called serpents of the tree of knowledge, for they

reasoned much from the sensuals and the fallacies thence, which
gain easy admittance to man's apprehension and faith, and
thereby they seduced many, see nos. 195, 196. In the other life

they are easily distinguished from other spirits by this circum-

stance, that on every subject relating to faith they reason

whether it l)e so, and though it is shewn them a thousand and
a thousand times to be so, still they raise negative doubts in

opposition to everything that confirms, and this to eternity.

Tiiey are in consequence blinded to such a degree, that they

have no common sense, that is, they cannot apprehend what
is good and true ; and yet every one of them thinks that he has

more wisdom than all in the universe besides, making wisdom
consist in this, that they can break down the Divine, and deduce
it from what is natural. IVIany who have been accounted wise

in the w^orld are of this sort more than others ; for in propor-

tion as any one excels in talent and knowledge, and is in the
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negative, in the same proportion he is more insane than others
;

but in proportion as any one excels in talent and knowledge,
and is in the affirmative, in the same proportion he can become
wiser. Cultivating the rational by means of sciences, is in nowise
denied to any one, but it is forbidden to harden oneself against

the truths of faith, which are the truths of the Word. This sub- '

ject is much treated of in the internal sense of the Word,
especially in the prophetic Word, where Asshur and Egypt are

treated of, for by Asshur is signified reasoning, see nos. 119,

1186; and by Egypt science, see nos. 11G4, 1165, 1186, 1462,

Concerning those wlio hy means of scientific and rational things

wish to enter iiito the doctrinals of faith and Divine things, and.

thereby become insane, it is thus written in Isaiah :
" I will

confound Egypt in Egypt, and they shall fight a man {vir)

against his brother, and a man {vir) against his companion, city

against city, and kingdom against kingdom : and the spirit of

Egypt shall be exhausted in the midst tliereof, and I will swal-

low up the counsel thereof : waters shall fail from the sea, and
the river shall be dried up and wither ; and the streams shall

retire, the rivers of Egypt shall be lessened and dried up ; the

reeds and sedge shall wither away ; all the seed of the stream

shall wither. Jehovah liath mixed in the midst thereof the

spirit of perversities, and they have caused Egypt to err in every

work thereof, as a drunken one erreth in his vomiting " (xix. 2,

3, 5-7, 14). Again :
" Woe to the rebellious sons, who depart

to go down into Egypt, but have not asked at my mouth, to

strengthen themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust

in the shadow of Egypt ! And the strength of Fharaoh shall

be to you for shame, and trust in the shadow of Egypt for

ignominy " (xxxi. 1-3). Again :
" Woe to them that go down

into Egypt for help, and stay on horses, and trust in chariots

because they are many, but look not unto the Holy One of

Israel, neither seek Jehovah ! And Jehovah shall stretch out

His hand, he that helpeth shall stumble, and he that is holpen

shall fall, and they all shall be consumed together: and Asshur
shall fall by the sword not of a man {vir), and the sword not

of a man (homo) shall devour him " (xxxi. 1, 3, 8). In Jere-

miah :
" My people hath committed two evils, they have

forsaken Me, the fountain of living waters, to hew out for

themselves cisterns, broken cisterns, which do not hold water.

Is not Israel a servant ? If he be a child of the house, why is lie

become a spoil ? iJost thou not do this to tliysclf, by forsaking

Jehovah thy God, at the time when He leadeth thee into the way.

And now what hast thou to do with the way of Egj/pt to drink

the waters of Shichor ? or what hast thou to do with the way
o{ Asshur, to drink the waters of the river? generation,

ye see the Word of Jehovah ; have I been a wilderness unto

Israel ? a land of darkness ? Wherefore have j\Iy people said,
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AVe shall have tlic tloniiniou ; wc will not come further to thee ?

"Why cle]Kirtest thou in strength to change thy way ? Thou
also shalt be ashamed of E'jypt, as thou wast asliamed of Asshur"
(ii. 13, 14, 17, 18, 31, 3G). Again :

" Hear the Word of Jeho-

vah, ye remains of Judah, Thus saith Jehovah of Zebaoth, the

God of Israel, If ye setting set your faces to come into JEgypt,

and come to sojourn there, and it shall be, the sword of

which ye were afraid shall overtake you there in the land of

I^i/ypf, and the famine whereof ye were afraid shall cleave unto
you there in Egypt, that ye may die there : and they shall all

be men {yiri), who have set their faces to come into Egypt, to

sojourn there ; they shall die by the sword, by the famine and
the pestilence, and none of them shall survive or escape from
before the evil wdiich I bring upon you" (xlii. 15-17, and fol-

lowing verses). In Ezekiel :
" And let all the inhabitants of

Egypt know that I am Jehovah ; because they have been a staff

of a reed to the house of Israel, when thou didst take hold of

liim in the hand {vola), thou shalt be broken, and shalt rend all

their shoulder, and in leaning yourselves upon it, thou shalt be
broken, and shalt make all their loins to stand ; wherefore thus

saith the Lord Jehovih, Behold, I bring upon thee the sword,

and I wall cause it to cut off from thee man {liomo) and beast,

and the land oi Egypt shall be for a desolation and a wasteness,

and they shall know that I am Jehovah, because he hath said.

The river is mine, and I have made it " (xxix. 6-9 and the

following verses). In Hosea :
" Ephraim was like a foolish dove,

they called upon Egypt, they departed to Asshur : when they

go, I will spread my net over them; woe unto them, because

they have w^andered from Me " (vii. 11-13). Again :
" Ephraim

feedeth on wind, and followetli after the east wind ; every day
he multiplieth a lie and vastation, and they make a covenant

with Asshur ; and oil is carried down into Egypt " (xii. 1, 2).

Again: "Israel hath committed whoredom under his God, thou
hast loved gain upon all corn-floors : Ephraim shall return into

Egjipt, and in Asshur they shall eat wdiat is unclean ; for, lo,

they have gone away because of devastation, Egypt shall gather

them together, Moph shall bury them, the thorn shall possess

what is desirable for their silver, the thistle shall be in their

tents : Ephraim is smitten, their root is dried up, they shall not

bring forth fruit
;
yea, though they have begotten, yet will I

slay the desires of their belly, my God shall reject them, because

they have not heard Him, and they shall be wanderers among
the nations " (ix. 1, 3, G, 10, 17). In Isaiah :

" Woe to Asshur,

the rod of Mine anger, and the staff, in their hand, of Mine
indignation ; he doth not think what is right, and his heart doth

not meditate what is right, because it is in his heart to destroy,

and to cut off nations not a few : for he saith. Are not my
princes altogether kings ? I will visit upon the fruit of the
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liftint^f \ip of the heart of the king of Asshiir, because he hath
said, In the strength of my hand I have done, and in my
wisdom, because I am intelligent, and I will remove the boun-
daries of the people, and I will spoil their treasures, and I will

cast down, as a powerful one, the inhabitants ; tlierefure shall

the Lord of the lords of Zebaoth send upon his fat ones lean-

ness, and in the place of his glory in kindling shall be kindled

the burning of fire" (x. 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 1(3). In all these 'i

])assages by Asshur, as has been shewn, is signified reasoning

;

by Egypt and Phai'aoh, science ; by Ephraim, the intellectual

;

and there is described in these and many other passages in

other parts of the Word, of what quality man's rational becomes,
when he reasons from the negative about the truths of faith.

The same is involved [in the following circumstances] : when
Kabshakeh, being sent by the king of Asshur, spoke against

Jerusalem and king Hezekiah, the angel of Jehovah then smote
in the camp of the king of Asshur a hundred and eighty and
five thousand (Isaiah xxxvi. and xxxvii.) ; whereby is signified

what an overthrow of man's rational things takes place, when
he reasons against Divine things, howsoever it may appear to

himself that he is wise in so doing. This reasoning is also '2

called throughout the Word whoredom with the sons of P^gypt,

and with the sons of Aiishur, as in Ezekiel :
" Thou hast coin-

viittcd whoredom wi/h the sons of Egypt, thy neighbours, great in

iiesh, and hast multiplied thy v'horcdom; and hast committed,

whoredom with the sons of Asshur, and yet wast not satisfied
"

(xvi. 26, 28 ; xxiii. 3, 5-21), see no. 2466. Bat concerning those '.3

irho from the doctrine of faith enter into rational and scientific

things, and thereby become wise, it is thus written in Isaiah :

" In that day there shall be an altar to Jehovah in the midst
of the land of Egypt, and a statue near the border thereof to

Jehovah, and it shall be for a sign and for a witness to Jehovah
of Zebaoth in the land oi Egypt : for they shall cry to Jehovah
because of the oppressors, and He shall send to them a preserver

and a prince, and He shall deliver them, and Jehovah shall be
made known to Egypt, and the Egyptians shall know Jehovali

in that day, and shull make sacrifice and an offering, and shall

vow a vow to Jehovah, and shall pay it" (Isaiah xix. 19-21).

Again :
" In that day there shall be a highway from Egypt to

Asshur, and Asshur shall come into Egypt, and the Egyptians
shall serve Asshur: in that day sliall Israel be a third to Egypt
and to Asshur, a blessing in the midst of the land, which
Jehovah or Zebaoth shall bless, saying, lilessed is My people
Egypt, and the work of ]\Iy hands Asshur, and Mine inherit-

ance Israel " (xix. 23-25). The s})iritual church is here treated

of, the spiritual whereof is Israel, the ro,tional Asshur, and the
scientific Egypt, which three constitute the intellectual things

of that church, and which thus succeed each other, wherefore
VOL. m. B
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it is said, "In that day shall Israel he a third to Egypt and to

Asshur," and " hlessed is ]\Ty people Egypt, and the work of My
^4 hands Assluir, and Mine inheritance Israel." Again :

" It shall

be in that day, a great trumpet shall be sounded, and they shall

come who were perishing in the land of AssJiur, and the out-

casts in the land of Egypt, and shall bow themselves to Jehovah
in the mountain of holiness, in Jerusalem" (xxvii. 13). Again :

" Thus saith Jehovah, The labour of Egypt, and the hire of

Kush and of the Sabieans, of men {viri) of a measure, shall

pass over to thee, and shall be thine, they shall go after thee,

and shall bow themselves unto thee, they shall pray to thee.

Surely God is in thee, and there is no other God besides
"

(xlv. 14). Kush and the Sabasans are Knowledges, see nos.

117, 1171. In Zechariah : "Egypt shall go up to Jerusalem

to worship the king Jehovah of Zebaoth" (xiv. 17). In
Micah :

" I look back unto Jehovah, I await the God of my
salvation, my God will hear me. A day to Iniild thy walls,

this is the day, and they shall come even to Thee thence from
Asshur, and the cities of Egypt, and thence from Egypt even to

15 the river" (vii. 7, 11, 12). In Ezekiel : "Thus saith the Lord
Jehovih, At the end of forty years I will gather together

Egyptt from the peoples whither they were dispersed, and I will

bring back the captivity of Egypt " (xxix. 13, 14). Again :

" Behold Asshur [was] a cedar in Lebanon, beautiful in branch,

and a shadowy forest, and of a high stature, and his branch was
among the tangled boughs ; the waters caused him to grow, with

the rivers thereof going about his plantation, and sent forth the

aqueducts thereof to all the trees of the field : therefore his

height was exalted above all the trees of the field, and his

branches were multiplied, and his branches were made long by
many waters : all the birds of the heavens built their nests in

his Ijranches, and all the wild beasts of the field brought forth

under his branches, and in his shade dwelt all great nations

;

and he became beautiful in his greatness, in the length of his

branches, because his root was by many waters : the cedars did

not hide him in the garden of God ; the fir-trees were not equal

to his branches, no tree in the garden of God was equal to him
in his beauty : I made him beautiful in the multitude of his

branches, and all the trees of Eden, which were in the garden
of God, vied with him " (xxxi. 3-9). In this passage the Most
Ancient churcli, which was celestial, is described as to the

quality of its rational, and thus of its wisdom and intelligence,

inasmuch as that church from Divine things regarded the

tilings which were beneath, thus from goods themselves it

regarded truths, and thereby whatever was subject thereto.

Asshur and the cedar denote the rational : the tangled boughs,

among which the branches were, denote scientifics : rivers and
waters denote spiritual goods, by whicli is the root : the height
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and length of tlie branches denote its extension : the garden of

God denotes the spiritual church : the trees of Eden denote
perceptions. Hence, and from what is said before, it is evident

what is the quality of man's rational and scientific, when they
are subordinated to Divine truths, and serve for the confirma-
tion thereof. That rational and scientific things serve those '^

who are in the affirmative as means of becoming wise, was
represented and signified by its being commanded the sons of

Israel, that they should borrow of the Egyptians vessels of gold,

and vessels of silver, and garments (Exod. iii. 22 ; xi. 2 ; xii.

35, 36) ; in like manner by wdiat is said in the Word throughout,

that they should possess the goods, houses, vineyards, olive-

yards, and many other things, belonging to the nations ; and
also that the very gold and silver which were taken from the

nations should become holy, as in Isaiah :
" Jehovah shall visit

Tyre, and she shall return to her meretricious hire, and shall

commit whoredom with all the kingdoms of the earth upon the

faces of the ground ; and her merchandize and her meretricious

hire shall become lioly to Jehovah : it shall not be treasured up
and it shall not be laid up, because for them that dwell before

Jehovah her merchandize shall be for eating to fulness, and for

an ancient covering" (xxiii. 17, 18). The merchandize of Tyre
denotes Knowledges, see no. 1201, which, to those who are in

the negative, are for meretricious hire, but to those who are in

the affirmative, are for what is holy. The like is also meant by
these words of the Lord :

" Make to yourselves friends of the

mammon of unrighteousness, that when ye shall fail, they may
receive you into everlasting dwellings ; if ye have not been
faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your
trust the true ? " (Luke xvi. 9, 11).

THE STATE AND CONDITION, IN THE OTHER LIFE, OF THE NATIONS
AND PEOPLES WHO AKE BORN OUTSIDE OF THE CHURCH.

2589. It is the rjencral opinion that those loho are horn outside

of the church, and who are called Heathens and Gentiles, cannot

he saved, because they have not the Word, and consequently are

ignorant of the Lord, without Whom there is no salvation : hut

still, that these also are saved, may he known from this single

consideration, that the mercy of the Lord is universal, that is,

extended to each individual, and that those who are horn outside

of the church are nevertheless men, as much as those horn within
the church, tnho are comparatively few in number, and that it is

no fault of theirs that they are ignorant of the Lord ; wherefore
the quality of tJieir state and, condition in the other life, of the

Divine mercy of the Lord, has heen shewn to vie.
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2590. / have hcen mstrucfcd hy many [^iw'peru'HcfSi], that tlie

Gentiles ivho have led a moral life, and have been obedient, and
have lived in niutnal charity, and according to their religiosity

have acquired something resembling conscience, arc acreiited in the

other life, and are there instructed by tlie angels with the utmost

care in the goods and truths of faith : and ivhen they are

instructed, they behave themselves modestly, intelligently, and
wisely, and easily receive and imbibe [what they are taught],

inasmuch as they have formed to themselves no principles contrary

to the truths offaith, which icouhl have to be dispersed, still less

scandals against the Lord, as is the case with many Christians

who have led a life of evil ; moreover, such Gentiles do not hold

others in hatred, never revenge injuries, 7iever devise cunning

stratagems and deceits, yea, they even ivish well to Christians,

although Christians on their part despise the Gentiles, and even

do them injury to the utmost of their power ; but tlie latter are

delivered by the Lord from the unmercifulness of tJce former, avd
2 are p7-otccted. For with Christians and Gentiles in the other life,

tJie case is thus :
—Christians who have acknowledged the truths of

faith, and at the same time have led a life of good, are received in

preference to the Gentiles, but such Christians at this day are few
in number ; whereas the Gentiles ivlio have lived in obedience and
viutucd charity are received in prrcfcrence to the Christians who
have not led a good life. For all persons throughout the whole

v)orld of earths who have lived in good, are, of the mercy of the

Ljord, received and saved, for good itself is that which receives

truth ; the good of life being the very ground of the seed, that is, of
truth, lohich evil of life dues not receive ; for even if they who are

in evil were to be instructed a thousand, ways, yea, even if they

were to be most perfectly instructed, still the truths of faith with

them woidd enter no further titan into the memory, and would not

penetrate to the affection which is of the lieart ; wherefore cdso

the truths of their memory are dissipeded, and become no truths,

in the other life.

2591. But there are among the Gentiles, as among the Chris-

tians, both wise and simple. Ln order that I might be instructed

concerning the cpuality of each land, it was given me to converse

with them, sometimes for hours and days together. At this day,

however, there are scarcely any of tJie Gentiles who may be called

wise, whereas in ancient times there were very many, especially in

the Ancient church, which was the source ivhence ^visdom emanated

to many ncdions. Ln order that L might know of whcd quality

they loere, it was given me to converse familiarly with some of

them ; and how far their wisdom excelled that of the present day,

may appear from what follows.

2592. There was p)resent with me a certain spirit, icho had
formerly been among those of more eminent wisdom, and was
consequently cdso well known in the learned world, with whom L
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spohc on various suhjcds ; and as I hmv that he was wise, I
conversed ivith him about wisdom, intelligenee, order, the Word,
and lastly, about the Lord. Concerning vAsdotn he said, that

there is no other wisdom than that which is of life, and that

%oisdom cannot be predicated of any other thing. Concerning

intelligc7ice he said, that it is from icisdom. Concerning order he

said, that it is from the supreme God, and that to live in that

order is to be wise and intclligoit. In regard to the Word, when ^

I read- to liim. something ont of the prophetical parts, he was
exceedingly delighted therewith, especially from this circnmsta^ice,

that each particidar name, and each particular expression, was
significative of interior things, and he greatly wondered that the

learned at this day are not delighted vjith such a study. Jperceived
manifestly , that the interiors of his thought or mind were open,

and at the same time that those of some Christians %vho %vere

jyresent irere closed, for they were under the influence of envy

against him, and also of incredulity that the Word was such

:

yea, when I went on reading the Word, he said that he could not

be 2>resent, because tlie influence ivhich he jjcrceived was too holyfor
him to bear it, so inwardly was he affected ; luhereas the Chris-

tians on the other hand declared loudly, that they could, be present,

because their interiors were closed, and holy things did not affect

them. At last I conversed ivith him concerning the Lord, in thai :

He was boryi a man, but conceived of God, and that He put off the

human, and put on the Divine, and that He it is who governs the

universe. To this lie replied, that he knew many thi7igs about

the Lord, and that he apperceived in his way that the case could

not have been otherwise, if the huma,n race were to be saved. In the

meantime certain evil Christians infused various scandals, but he

was unconcerned at them., saying that it was no wonder that they

did so, because in the life of the body they had imbibed such [ideas]

concerning those subjects, as were not becoming, and that before such

[ideus^ were dis2')ersed , they were not capable of admitting such

things as confirm, like those wlio are in ignorance. This spirit

was a Gentile.

2593. It was also given me to speak with others who lived in

Ancient times, and who had then been among those ofmore eminent

wisdom. They were first seen infront at a. distance, and there they

iverc able to apperceive the interioi's of my tlwughts, consequently

many things fully. From a single idea of thought they were able

to know an entire series, and to fill it ivith the delightful things of
wisdom with pleasing representations. Hence it was perceived, that

they were among those of more eminent wisdom, and I was told

that they were of the Ancients. And thus they approached nearer

to me, and. when I read to them something out of the Word, they

were in the highest degree delighted (delecfati). It was given me to

perceive their delight (delectatio), and delight (juennditas), vjhich

arose principally from this consideration, that all the things in
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general and particular which they had heard froin the Word
were representative and significative of celestial and sinritucd

things. They said that in their time, ivhilst they lived in the

world, their manner of thinJdng and speaking, and cdso of ivrit-

ing, was of this sort, and that this teas the study of their ivisdoni.

2594. But as to irhat concerns the inodern Gentiles, they are

not so wise, being in 7/iost respects simple in heart ; nevertheless

such of thetii as have lived in mutvcd charity receive ivisdom in

the other life, and of these it is allovjed to relate the folloiving

partictdars.

2595. / heard a certain sonorous gyre, hut coarser than usiial,

and from the sound I knew at once that it consisted of gentiles ;

it loas told me by the angels, that they loere gentiles who had been

resuscitated three or four days before. The gyre or choir icas

heard for several hours, and it was perceived, that even during
that slwrt space of time they were becoming more and more per-

fected. Being surprised at this, I was told that they can be

initiated into cJwirs, consequently into agreement, in a, single

night, ivhercas most Christians can scarcely be so in thirty years.

Gyi'cs or choirs arc when many are speaking together at the same
time, all as one, and each as all. But concerning gyres or choirs,

hy the Divine mercy of the Lord, more ivill be said, elsewhere,

2596. One 'morning there was a single choir at a distance fronn

'nie, andfrom the representations of this choir it was given to hioio

tJiatfhey tvere Chinese ; for they exhibited a kind of v^oolly goat,

also a cake made of millet, and an ebony spoon, and likewise the

idea of a floating city. They desired to come nearer to mc, and
when they applied themselves, they said that tJiey 'wished, to be

alone with me, that they might open their thoughts. But it was
told them tJiat they icere not alone, and that there luere others who
were indignant at their wisliing to be alone, when yet they were

guests. When they perceived their indignation, they fell to think-

ing whether they had trespassed against the neighbour, and tvhcther

they had claimed anything for themselves tvhich belonged to others.

(All thoughts are communicated in the other life.) It ivas given

to perceive their agitation : it tvas that of an acknowledgment that

possibly they had injured them, and also of shame on that account,

and ofother good affections at the same time, whereby it ivas knoion

that they were endowed udth charity. Presently I spoke tvith

them, and at last about the Lord. When I called Him Christ, a
certain repugnance was perceived in them; but the reason was
disclosed, that they had broiight it from the world, from their

having knoum Christians to live icorse than they did themselves,

and in no charity. But nihen I simply called Him Lord, they

were inwardly moved. They xrere afterumrds instructed by the

angels, that the Christian doctrine ixiculcatcs love and charit^f

above every other doctrine in the wJcole world, but that there are

.few who live according to 'it.
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2597. There are Gentiles wJio, ivhen they lived in the world,

had known from intereourse and report, that Christians lead the

rvorst life, in adulteries, hatreds and quarrels, drunkenness, and
the like enormities, which they themselves held in horror, because

they are contrary to their laws, customs, and religious princiijles.

These in the other life are rnore timid than others of receivim/ the

truths of faith. But they are instructed hy the angels that the

Christian doctrine and faith itself teaches quite differently, and
that the Christians live less according to doctrinals than the

Gentiles do. When they 'perceive this, they receive the truths of

faith, and adore the Lord, hut more tardily.

2598. Whilst I was once reading the seventeenth and eighteenth

chapters of the hook of Judges concerning Micah, how the sons of

Dan took away his graven image, teraphim, and Levitc, there

was present a spirit frotu the Gentiles toho in the life of the

hody had worship)ed a graven image. He was very attentive,

and when he heard what ivas done to Micah, and in ivhat grief

he was hecause of his graven image ichich the Danites took away,

he was also overcome and affected tvith grief insomuch that he

scarcely knew, hy reason of his interior grief what he was think-

ing of: his grief was perceived, and at the same thne the innocence

vjliich was in all his affections. Some Christian spirits were also

present, and they observed him, a7ul wondered that a ivorshiper of a

graven irnagc should be moved loith so great an affection of mercy

and innocence. Afterwards some good spirits spoke with him,

telling him that a graven image ought not to he vjorshipcd, and
that he luas capable of understanding this hecause he was man,

but that he ought to think beyond the graven image, concerniwj

God the Creator and Governor of the universal heaven and the

universal earth, and believe tJmt God to be the Lord. When
these things ivere told him., it was given to perceive that the

interior affection of his adoration, which was communicated to

me, ivas much holier than with Christians. Hence it might

appear that the Gentiles come more easily into heaven than

Christians at this day, who arc not so affected, according to the

IxmVs words in Luke (xiii. 29, 30). For in the state in ivhich

this Gentile spirit was, he was capable of imbibing all things of

faith, and of receiving them with interior affection, for with him

there ivas the mercy which is of love, and in his ignorance there

toas innocence, and whenever these are present, all thitigs of faith

are received as it were spontaneo7isly, and this with joy. He was

finally received among the aw/els.

2599. There was also another among the Gentiles, who had

lived in the good of charity, and when he heard the Christian

spirits reasoning about matters of faith {spirits reason together

much more fully and acutely than men do, especially about goods

and truths, because these are the things of the other life), he

wondered that they disputed so, and said that he did not wish
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to hear them, for they reasoned from fallacies, instructing thevi

thics : " If I am good, I ain able from, good itself to know the

things that are true, and the things which I do not know, I can

receive."

2600. Well-disposed Gentiles, in the other life, are generally

instructed according to the states of tlieir Ufe, and according to

their religiosity, so far as it is j)osslble, consequently in different

ways. It is cdloived liere to relate only three of these.

2601. Some of them are reduced into a state of tranquillity as

of a, kind of sleep, and then they seem to themselves to build small

cities, and in the midst thereof to hide a secret thing, which they

are desirous should be injured by no one : those cities they give

to others, with entreaties not to infure the secret tiling in the

iiiidst thereof. Innocence is thus insinuated into them, and also

charity, toith an idea that the secret thing is concerning the Lord..

In this state they are kept a considerable time : it is a state of
ig7iorance in lohich there is innocence. They are protected by

little children, to prevent any one doing them harm. I have spoken

with them, and have been much affected, with the state of their

innocence and charity, and also with tlieir solicitude how they

should hide the secret tiling, and their holy fear lest it should be

injured.

2602. There is one nation, said to be from the Indies, who
have this religiosity, that they worship the great God by means of
the following ceremony: they first magnify themselves, but

presently 2^'vostrate themselves as worms : [they believe] also, that

above the universe, which they suppose to be in a constant revolu-

tion, is that great God, v-ho sees thence whatsoever they do: since

their religious 2^crsuasio7is had been such mi this life, they are

brought again into them in the other life. I have spoken with
them ivhen they xvcrc under the influence of such imaginations.

They are for the most part modest, obedient, and simj^le in heart.

They are successively delivered by the angels from this phantasy :

for they are instructed according to their religiosity, that the great

God is the Lord, and that they may magnify themselves by this,

that they can adore Him, and that they are still like worms, and
that the Lord from the highest sees all things in general and in

piarticidar; thus by means of their own religiosity they are suitably

led into the Knowledges of good and truth.

2603. There are certain Gentiles from those covmtries where
they are black, who bring ivith them from their life in the tvorld

a wish to be treated harshly, believing that no one can come into

heaven but by means of punishments atul afflictions, and after-

VMrds to receive greater joys (laetiora), which they call para-
disiacal. T'hese, because they have such ideas from their religiosity,

are in the other life at first treated harshly by some whom they

call devils, and are afterwards introduced into paradisiacal

places, which are treated of in no. 1622: but tliey are instructed
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hy the angds, that 2^1'nishmenfs and affiictions arc tnrned into

good to them hy the Lord, as is the case icith those rvho are in

teinptations ; also that paradisiacal places are not heaven, hut

thai heaven consists in the affection of celestial and spiritual

things, which are in the paradisiacal places ; and that they have

been in a certain tuay of truth, hut in a shade of ignorance.

They spohe with me a long time: during their state of ajfiictions,

their speech luas as it were tcith a kind of collision, thus dis-

tingiiishcd from the speech, of other spirits ; hut when their

afflictions were over, and they were taken up to pa.radisiacal

places, they had then no longer such a kind of speech, hut an
almost angelic sjMcch. From their religiosity they also have the

helief that they wish to possess interior things. Tliey said, that

when they arc heing treated harsldy, they are hlack, hut that

afterwards they put off their hlackness, and put on ichiteness,

knowing that their souls are white, hut their bodies black.

2604. It is common for the Gentiles, ivho have uvrshipped any
God tinder an image or statue, or any graven image, when they

come into the other life, to he introduced to certain spirits who are

in the place of their gods or idols, in order that they may pnd off

their phantasies, and ivhen they have been with such spirits for

some days, they are then taken aivay from them. Those also who
have worshiped men are sometimes introduced to them, or to others

who are in their place. This is the case ivith many of the Jeivs,

who are thus introdiiced to Ahraham, Jacob, Moses, and David ;

hut when they perceive that these are merely human like others,

and can afford them no help, they are ashamed, and are conveyed

to their places according to their life. Among the Gentiles in the

other life the Africans are most beloved, inasmuch as they receive

the goods and truths of heaven more easily than the rest : they

are particularly desiroiis to be called ohedient, hut not faithful

;

they say that Christians, by reason of their j^ossessing the doctrine

of faith, may be called faithfid , hut themselves not so, unless they

receive it, or as they say, are capable of receiving it.

2605. / have spjoken with some who had been in the Ancient

church, and loho had then knoivn that the Lord was to come,

and who had imbibed the goods offaith, hut yet had fallen away
and become idolaters. They were in front towards the left, in a

dark place, and in a miserable state. Their speech teas like the

sound of a pipe of one tone, nearly void of any rational of

thought. They said that they had been there for many ages, and
that they are occasionally taken thence, to serve others for certain

uses which are vile. From them it teas given to think of many
Christians ivho arc not outirardly, but inwardly idolaters, and
deny the Jjord in heart, conHcqucntly also the truths of faith, and
to think what a lot awaits them in the other life.
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GENESIS.
CHAPTEll THE TWENTY-FIRST.

2G06. The Word of the Old Testament was formerly called

the Law and the Prophets. By the law were meant all the

historical parts, which are tlie five books of Moses, the books
of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. By the Prophets were
meant all the prophetical parts, wliich are those of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah,
Micah, Nahnm, Ilabakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah,

Malachi, ami also the Psalms of David. The liistorical parts

of the Word are also called Moses, and hence instead of the

law and the Prophets, it is usual to say Moses and the

I'rophets: and the pro])hetical parts are called Eli as, see the

l*reface to the eighteenth chapter of Genesis.

2G07. As to what concerns the historical parts, all things

contained therein are historically true, except what is written

in the first chapters of Genesis, which are made-up histories,

and have been treated of in the First Part; and although they

are historically true, they still have an internal sense, and in

that sense, like the prophetical parts, they treat solely of the

Lord ; they treat also of heaven and of the church, and of the

things which are of heaven and the church, but as these things

are of the Lord, therefore through them they regard the Lord

:

hence they are the Word. All the historical relations therein

are representative, and the particular words by which they are

described are significative. That the historical relations are

representative, may appear from what has been heretofore

explained concerning Abraham, and will further appear from
what remains to be explained, by the Divine mercy of the

Lord, concerning Isaac, Jacob and his twelve sons, Egypt, the

sojourning of the people in the wilderness, their entrance into

2 the land of Canaan, and other subjects. That all the particular

words by which these historical relations are described are signi-

ficative, is evident also from what has been already shewn, as

that names signify things, Egypt science, Asshur the rational,

Ephraim the intellectual. Tyre Knowledges, Zion the celestial

church, Jerusalem the spiritual church, and so of the rest; in

like manner that expressions are significative, as that a king
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signifies truth, a priest good, and so ^vith all otlier exprossioiis

as a kingdom, a city, a house, a nation, a people, a garden, a

vineyard, an olive-yard, gold, silver, brass, iron, birds, beasts,

bread, wine, oil, morning, day, light, and this constantly, both

in the historical and prophetical books, although they were
written by various persons, and at diflerent times, which signifi-

cation could never have been so constant, unless the Word had
come down from heaven. Hence it may be known, that there

is in the Word an internal sense ; and this may appear from
this consideration also, that the Divine Word could not possibly

treat of mere men, as of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their

posterity, whicli was the worst of nations, of their kings, wives,

sons, daughters, harlots, rapines, and the like things, which,

considered in themselves, are not worthy of being mentioned in

the Word, unless by them M-ere represented and signified such
things as are in the Lord's kingdom :—these are worthy of

being mentioned in the AVord.

2608. There are many such things in the Prophets, as

in the passages quoted in no. 1888, and also this in Isaiah:
" Moab shall howl, all Moab shall howl, for the foundations of

Chir Charesh, ye mourn howsoever worn out, for the fields of

Cheshbon have failed, the vine of Sibmah ; the lords of the

nations bruise the sprigs, even from Jaeser have they reached,

they have wandered in the wilderness, the shoots thereof are

plucked off; they have passed over the sea, therefore will I

with weeping weep over Jaeser, the vine of Sibmah ; I will

w-ater thee with my tears, Cheshbon and Elealeh, because the

vintage-shout is fallen on thy vintage and on thy harvest " (xvi.

7-9). And in Jeremiah :
" The voice of a cry in Choronaini,

devastation and great bruising, Moab is broken to pieces, her
younger ones have caused a cry to be heard, because in the

going up of Luchitli in weeping hath gone up the weeping,

because in the going down of Choronaim the enemies have
heard the cry of a breaking to pieces. Judgment cometh to

the land of the plain, to Chalon, and to Jacliazah, and to

Maphaatli, and upon Dibon, and upon Nebo, and upon Beth-
diblathaim, and upon Kiriathaim, and upon Beth-gamul, and
upon Beth-meon, and upon Kerioth, and upon liozrah " (xlviii.

3-5, 21-24). Such are the prophetical parts of the Word in

many passages ; and they would be of no use unless they lind

an internal sense, when yet it is necessary that the Word,
because it is Divine, should contain within itself the laws of

the heavenly kingdom, into which man is about to come.

2609. But as to tlie precepts of life, such as are all those of

the Decalogue, and many things in the Law and the Prophets,

these, inasnmch as they are serviceable to man's very life, are

of use in both senses, both the literal and the internal ; the

things contained in the literal sense were for the people and
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peoples of that time, who did not appreliend internal things

;

and t!ie things contained in the internal sense were for the

angels, who do not care about external things. Unless the

precepts of the Decalogue also contained internal things, they
would never have been promulgated with so great a miracle

on Mount Sinai ; for such things as are contained therein, as

that parents ought to be lionoured, that thefr, murder, and
adultery, should not be conniiitted, that another's property
should not be coveted, are known even to the Gentiles, and
inculcated in their laws, and the children of Israel, so far as they
were men, ought to have known them without such promulga-
tion. But as those precepts were serviceable to life in both

senses, and were like external forms produced from internal

ones, which correspond to each other, therefore they descended
out of heaven on Mount Sinai with so great a miracle ; and
in the internal sense they were spoken and heard in heaven,

whilst in the external sense they were spoken and heard on
earth. As for example, when it was said, that they who honour
their parents sliould prolong days on the land, the angels who
were in heaven, by the parents perceived the Lord, and by the

land His kingdom, which they who worship Him from love

and faith should possess to eternity as sons and heirs ; but men
on earth by the parents understood literally the parents, by the

land the land of Canaan, and by the prolongation of days,

years of natural life. So, when it was said, " Thou shalt not

steal," the angels who were in heaven perceived that they
should take away nothing from the Lord, and should not attri-

bute to themselves anything of righteousness and merit ; but

men on earth understood that they sliould not steal. That
these commandments are true in both senses, is manifest. So
again, when it was said, " Thou shalt not kill," the angels in

heaven perceived, that they should not hold any one in hatred,

and that they should not extinguish anything of good and
truth in any one ; but men on earth understood that they

should not murder their friends. So also with the other

coniuiandments.

CHAPTER XXL

1. And Jehovah visited Sarah, as He said; and Jehovah
did to Sarah, as He spoke.

2. And Sarah conceived and bare to Abraham a son to his

old age, at the stated time, as God had spoken with him.

3. And Abraham called the name of his son who was born to

him, whom Sarah bare to him, Isaac.
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4. Ami Ahrahnm circumcised Isaac his son, a son of eii^lit

days, as God commanded him.

5. And Abraham was a son of one hundred years, wlien

Isaac his son was born to him.

6. And Sarah said, God hath caused hiughter to me, every

one that heareth will laugh to me.

7. And she said. Who would have said to Abraham, Sarah

shall suckle sons, because I have born a son to his old tige ?

8. And the child grew, and was weaned, and Abraham made
a great feast on the day when he weaned Isaac.

9. And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian, whom she

bare to Abraham, mocking,

10. And she said to Abraham, Cast out this handmaid and
her son, because the son of this handmaid shall not inherit

with my son, with Isaac.

11. And the word \vas exceedingly evil in the eyes of

Abraham, by reason of his son.

12. And God said to Abraham, Let it not be evil in thine

eyes upon tlie boy, and upon thy handmaid; in everything

tliat Sarah saith to thee, hear her voice, because in Isaac shall

seed be called to thee.

* * * *

13. And also the son of the handmaid, into a nation will I

put him, because he is thy seed.

14. And Abraham arose early in the morning, and took

bread, and a flagnn of water, and gave to Hagar ; he put on
her shoulder, and the boy, and sent her away, and she went
and wandered in tlie wilderness of Beersheba.

15. And the waters were consumed out of the flagon, and
she cast the boy under one of the shrubs.

16. And she went, and sat by herself afar off, removing her-

self about a bow-shot off", because she said. Let me not see tlie

death of the boy ; and she sat afar oil', and lifted up her voice,

and wept.

17. And God heard the voice of the boy ; and the angel of

God cried to Hagar out of heaven, and said to her. What
aileth thee, Hagar ? fear not, because Gud hath heard the

voice of the boy, where lie is.

18. Arise, take up the boy, and strengthen thy hand in him,

because into a great nation will I put iiim.

19. And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water,

and she went, and filled the flagon of water, and gave the boy
to drink.

20. And God was with the boy, and he grew, and dwelt in

the wilderness, and was a shooter of the bow.

21. And he dwelt in the wilderness of I'aran, and his mother
took to him a wife out of the land of Egypt.
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22. And it was in that time, and Abimelech said, and Phicol

the prince of his army, to Abraham, saying, God is witli thee

in all things that thou doest.

23. And now swear to me unto God here, if thou hast lied

to me, and to my son, and to my grandson ; according to the

kindness which I have done with thee, thou shalt do with me,
and witli the land in wliich thou liast sojourned.

24. And Abraham said, 1 will swear.

25. And Abraham reproved Abimelech, by reason of a well

of water, which the servants of Abimelech had taken by force.

26. And Abimelech said, I do not know who hath done this

word, and also thou didst not tell me, and also I did not hear

but to-day.

27. And Abraham took flock and herd, and gave to Abime-
lech, and they both struck a covenant.

28. And Abraham set seven ewe-lambs of the flock by them-

selves.

29. And Abimelech said to Abraham, "What are these seven

ewe-lambs, which thou hast set by themselves ?

30. And he said, Because thou shalt take seven ewe-lambs
out of my hand, that it may be to me for a witness, that I

digged this well.

31. Therefore he called that place Beersheba, because there

they both sware.

32. And they struck a covenant in Beersheba ; and Abime-
lech arose, and Phicol the prince of his army, and they returned

to the land of the Philistines.

33. And he planted a grove in Beersheba, and there he called

on the name of the God of eternity.

34. And Abraham sojourned in the land of the Philistines

many days.

THE CONTENTS.

2G10. In the internal sense, there is treated of, first, the

Lord's Divine rational, which is represented by Isaac, verses

1-8.

2611. Next concerning the merely human rational, that it

was then separated, which is the son of Hagar the Egyptian,

verses 9-12.

2612. After this was separated, the spiritual church is repre-

sented by the same, namely, by the son of Hagar, and also by

his mother, which church and its state are treated of in verses

13-21.

2G13. Concerning human rational things adjoined to the
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doctrine of faith, which in itself is Divine, verse 22 to the

end.

2614. Doctrine with those things adjoined is Beersheba,

verses 14, 31, 33.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

2615. Verse 1. Axd Jehovah visited Sarah, as He said, and,

Jehovah did to Sarah as He spoke. Jehovah visited Sarah, signi-

fies the presence of the Divine celestial in the Divine spiritual

:

as He said, signifies as He had perceived : a7id Jehovah did to

Sarah signifies a state of unition ; as He spoke, signifies as He
thought.

2616. Jehovah visited Sarah : that this signifies the presence
of the Divine celestial in the Divine spiritual, appears from
the signification of Jehovah, as denoting the Divine celestial,

tliat is, the Divine good, or Esse itself, which, as being of love

and mercy, is good itself ; from the signification of visiting, as

denoting being present ; and from the signification of Sarah, as

denoting the Divine spiritual, that is, Divine truth, concerning
which see nos. 1468, 1901, 2063, 2065, 2507.

2617. As He said : that this signifies as He had perceived,

appears from the signification of saying in the historical parts

of the Word, as denoting perceiving, concerning which see nos.

2238, 2260, 2552.

2618. And Jehovah did to Sarah : that this signifies a state

of unition, namely, of the Lord's Divine spiritual in His Divine
celestial, appears from the signification of doing, when it is

predicated of the Lord's Divine, as denoting the all of effect,

consequently of state ; and from the signification of Jehovah,
and also of Sarah, concerning which see no. 2616. As regards

the state of the unition of the Lord's Divine spiritual in His
Divine celestial, it is the very marriage of good and truth,

whence comes the heavenly marriage, which marriage is the

Lord's kingdom in the heavens and the earths, therefore the

Lord's kingdom is so often in the Word called a marriage and
compared to a marriage ; the reason wiiereof, which is an ar-

canum, is, that from the marriage of Divine good and truth, and
of Divine truth and good in the Lord, comes all conjugial love,

and through this all celestial and spiritual love. Wliat further

arcana are involved in these words, " Jehovah visited Sarah, as

He said, and Jehovah did to Sarah, as He spoke," cannot be
stated, because they are inexpressible, for these words compre-
hend the state itself of unition of the Lord's Divine with His
Human, the appearances whereof are exhibited by the Lord
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before the an<:fels by means of celestial lights, and are illustrated

by means of ineffable representations, but they cannot be

exhibited before men, because they would have to be exhibited

l)y means of such things as are of the light of the world, into

which they do not fall, yea, and are even rendered more
obscure by descriptions taken from such things.

20 19. As He spoke; that this signifies as He thought,

a))pears from the signification of speaking, as denoting think-

ing, concerning which see nos. 2271, 2287. Perception, which
is signified by Jehovah said, was from the Divine celestial, but

thouglit, which is signified by Jehovah spoke, was from the

])iviue celestial through the Divine spiritual, therefore in the

sense of the letter there is as it were a repetition, namely, as

He said, and as He spoke. But what is meant by perceiving

from the Divine celestial, and thinking from the Divine celestial

through the Divine spiritual, is a subject which does not i'all

into the apprehension of man, even though this be most en-

lightened by the things which are of the light of this world.

Hence it is evident, how there may be an infinity of other

tilings. That thought is from perception, see nos. 1919, 2515.

AVith man, the case is thus :—it is good from which he per-

ceives, but truth through which he thinks
;
good is of love and

tlie affections thereof, consequently perception is thence, but

truth is of faith, consequently faith is of thought : the former

is signified in the historicals of the AVord by saying, but the

latter by speaklnrj ; howbeit, when mention is made of saying

alone, it sometimes signifies perceiving, and sometimes tliinking,

because saying involves both.

2620. Verse 2. And Sarah conceived and hare to Abraham a

son to his old age, at the stated time, as God had spoken with him.

She conceived and hare, signifies that it was and existed : Sarah
to Abraham, signifies from the unition of the Lord's Divine

spiritual with the Divdne celestial : a son, signifies the Divine

rational : to his old age, signifies when the days were completed
for the putting off of the human : at the stated time, signifies

when the rational was such as to be receptive : as God had
spoken with him, signifies as He willed.

2G21. She conceived and bare: that this signifies that it was
and existed, namely, as follows, the Divine rational from the

unition of the Divine spiritual with the Divine celestial of the

Lord, ay)pears from the signification of conceiving and bearing.

That no other conceptions and births are meant, in the internal

sense of the Word, than spiritual and celestial ones, see no.

2584 ; but in the present case are meant Divine conceptions

and births, because the subject treated of is the Lord's rational

made Divine, of Whom, namely, the Lord, is principally pre-

dicated Being {esse) and Existing (existcrc), for He alone Is and

Exists. As further regards being and existing, it appears as if
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tliey were nearly the same thing, but tliey are not so. Every
l)erson and everything has its being from conception, but its

existing from birth, consequently, as conception is prior to

birth, so being is prior to existing. The soul is the very being

of man, but the sensitive or corporeal is his existing, for the

former exists in the latter. Celestial and spiritual love is

the very being of the man who is being regenerated, but the

rational and the sensitive, when it is imbued with that love, is his

existing. It is thus with all things in general and particular

in the universe, for there is nothing given wliich has not its

conception in order that it may he, and its birth in order that it

may exist ; \\\\\c\\ may also be illustrated by this consideration

—but this is for the learned—that every effect has its cause,

and every cause has its end, and the end is the being of the

cause, and the cavise is the existing of the end ; in like manner
the cause is the being of the effect, but the effect is the existing

of the cause.

2622. Sarah to Ahraliam : that this signifies from the unition

of the Divine spiritual with the Divine celestial, appears from
the representation of Sarah, as denoting the Divine spiritual,

or Divine trutli, concerning which see nos. 1468, 1901, 206o,

2065, 2172, 2173, 2198, 2507 ; and from the representation of

Abraham, as denoting the Divine celestial, or Divine Good,
concerning which see nos. 1989, 2011, 2172, 2198, 2501.

Concerning the unition of the Divine spiritual with tlie Divine
celestial, see what was said above, no. 2618.

2623. A son : that this signifies the Divine rational, appears

from the signification of a son. A son in the internal sense of

the Word signifies truth, see nos. 489, 491, 533; and whereas
truth is the chief [element] in the rational (nos. 2072, 2189),

tlierefore the rational also is signified by a son ; but in the

present case is signified the Divine rational, in wliich there is

chiefiy good : this Divine rational is also represented by Isaac,

Avlio is the son here spoken of, of whom more will be said

ju'esently.

2624. To his old arjc: that this signifies when the days were
completed for the putting off of the human, may appear from
the signification of old age, as denoting the state when the

human should be put off, and the Divine should be put on, con-

cerning whicli see no. 2198 ; for Abraham was at that time an
old man of one liundred years, and that by tliis number is

signified a full state of unition, as will appear in the explanation

of verse 5.

2625. At the stated time : that this signifies when the rational

was such as to be receptive, may appear from the signification

of time. There are two things which, during man's life in the

world, appear essential, because they are proper to nature,

namely, space and time; hence living in space and time is

VOL. III. s
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livin-i; in the world or in nature. But these two things become
none in the other life ; still they appear in the Avorld of spirits

as soinethinL,f, by reason that newly-arrived spirits have with

tlieui from the body an idea of natural things, nevertheless they

afterwards perceive that in the spiritual world there is neither

space nor time, but instead thereof states, and that states in the

other life correspond to spaces and times in nature, states as

Lo being (esse), to spaces, and states as to existing (existere), to

times. Concerning space or place see nos. 127*4, 1379, 1380,
2 1382. Hence it may be evident to every one, what sort of

idea it is possible man may have, whilst he is in the world

or in nature, concerning those things which are of the other

life, and concerning many arcana of faith, which he is unwill-

ing to believe, before he can apprehend them by means of those

tilings which are in the world, yea, by means of the sensuals.

Eor he cannot suppose otherwise than that if he should put oft

tlie idea of space and time, and still more if he should put

off space and time themselves, he would become nothing at all,

and thus that nothing would be left remaining with him,

whereby he might be capable of feeling and thinking, but a

confused incomprehensible something ; when yet the case is

altogether otherwise : the angelic life is such, which is of all

3 lives the wisest and happiest. This is the reason wdiy by ages

in the Word are not signified in the internal sense ages, but

states, consequently in this verse by old age is not signified eld

age ; also that by numbers are not signified numbers, but

certain states in particular, as by the number of a hundred
years, of which we shall speak presently. Hence then it may
appear, that by a stated time is signified a state when the

4 rational was such as to be receptive. As regards this point,

namely, that the Divine rational was and existed from the

unition of the Divine spiritual with the Divine celestial of

the Lord, when the days were completed for the putting off

the human, and when the rational was such as to be receptive,

which things are signified in the internal sense by " Sarah's

conceiving and bearing to Abraham a son to his old age, at the

stated time," it must be known, that the human begins in the

inmost of the rational, see nos. 2106, 2194; and that the Lord
successively progressed to the union of the human essence

with the Divine, and of the Divine with the human, nos. 1864,

2033, 2523; and this by His Own power, nos. 1921, 2025,

2026, 2083 ; through continual temptations and victories, nos.

1690, 1737, 1813; and through continual revelations from His
Divine, nos. 1616, 2500 ; and this till at length He expelled all

the maternal human, nos. 1414, 1444, 2574 ; and that thus He
made His human Divine as to the rational, according to the

things contained in this verse. Hence it is evident how this

statement is to be understood, " When the days were completed
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fur the puttin;^ off of liuman, and when the rational was
.'^uch as to be receptive." Some idea of this subject may be 5

formed from what is effected with those who are regenerated :

the celestial thintrs which are of love, and the spiritual things

which are of faith, are not all at once implanted in them by
I lie Lord, but successively, and when man's rational is thereby
l)ecome such as to be capable of receiving, then first he is

regenerated, for the most part through temptations wherein
lie conquers; when this is effected, the days are completed
fur putting off the old man, and putting on the new. Con-
cerning the regeneration of man, see nos. 077, 079, 711, 848,

986, 1555, 2475.

2626. As God had spoken u-ith hini: that this signifies as He
willed, may appear from the signification of speaking, as de-

]ioting thinking, concerning which see nos. 2271, 2287, 2619
;

but the reason why it here denotes willing is, that it is said

that God spoke, for thinking with the Divine is willing.

2027. Verse 3. A^id Abraham called the name of his son

v:ho ivas horn to him, who7n Sarah bare to him, Isaac. Abra-
ham called the name of his son who was horn to him, signifies

his equality, that it was Divine : whom Sarah bare to him,
signifies being and existing from the Divine spiritual united
with the Divine celestial : Isaac, signifies the Divine rational.

2028. Abraham called the name of his son who was horn to

him : that this signifies his quality, that it was Divine, appears
from the representation of Abraham, as denoting the Lord as

to the Divine celestial, or the Divine good, concerning which
much has been said above; and from the signification of calling

tlie name, as denoting the quality, concerning which see nos.

144, 145, 1754, 1890, 2009 ; and from the signification of a

son, as denoting the rational, concerning which see no. 2623

;

also from the signification of born to him, as denoting existing

from the Divine. Hence it is evident, that by Abraham calling

iJie name of his son who was born to him, is signified his

quality, that it was Divine. From these few words there shine

forth three arcana for those who are in the internal sense..

The first arcanum is, that the Lord's Divine Human existed

from the Divine Itself, which subject is further treated of in

this verse. The second is, that the Lord's Divine Human
was not only conceived, ])ut was also born from Jehovah

;

hence the Lord as to the Divine Human is called the son of

(iod, and the Only-begotten, John i. 14, 18,50 [49] ; iii. 10, 18,

35, 30 ; V. 19-27 ; vi! 69 ; ix. 35 ; x. 36 ; xi. 27 ; xiv. 13, 14;
xvii. 1 ; XX. 31 ; in like manner in the other Evangelists. The
fliird is, that the Lord's Divine Human is the name of Jehovah,
that is, His quality, see John xii. 28.

2629. Whom Saralt hare to him: that this signifies being

and existing from the Divine spiritual united with the Divine
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celestial, appears from the signification of bearing, as denoting

existing, concerning which see no. 2621, and whereas birth

implies conception, and birth or existing is from the Divine

spiritual, and conception or being from the Divine celestial,

which in the present case were iniited, hence bearing here

siffnifies both beincr and existing ; also from the representation

of Sarah, as denoting tlie Divine spiritual united with the Divine

celestial, concerning which see nos. 14G8, 1901, 20G3, 2065,

2172, 2173, 2198, 2507. Tliese things are too deeply hidden

(arcaniora) to be described, or even illustrated by anything that

is in the world : they are for angelic minds, to which they are

exhibited in the light of heaven l)y ineffable things.

2630. Tliat Isaac signifies the i)ivine rational, appears from

what has been said above concerning Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, nos. 1893, 2066, 2083, namely, that Abraham represents

the supreme Divine, Isaac His Divine rational, and Jacob His
Divine natural, as will fiirther aj)pear from what follows, where

Isaac is treated of.

2631. Verse 4. And Ahrahavi circvmckcd ImKc his son, a
son of eight days, as God commanded him. Abraham circum-

cised Isaac his son, signifies the purification of the rational

:

a son of eight days, signifies a begimiing and continuity : as God
commanded him, signifies according to Divine order.

2632. Abraham circumcised Isdac his son: that this signifies

the purification of the rational, appears from the signification

of being circumcised, as denoting being purified, concerning

which see no. 2039 : and from the representation of Isaac, as

denoting the Divine rational, concerning which see no. 2630.

; That the Lord's first rational was born as with other men, that

is, by means of scientifics and Knowledges, was shewn above in

speaking of Ishmael, by whom that first rational is represented.

This mind, inasmuch as it was born by means of scientifics and
Knowledges, consequently by an external way, which is that of

the sensuals, as with other men, must needs partake of many
things of a worldly nature, for the ideas of the rational are pro-

cured thence, and this the more because it contained what was
hereditary from the mother. The^e worldly things, and this

hereditary, were what the Lord successively expelled from His
rational, and this until it became such as to be capable of

receiving the Divine, see nos. 2624, 2625. Then was born the

Lord's l3ivine rational, which is represented by Isaac, see no.

2630, and this not by an external way, which is that of the

sensuals, as the former rational was, l3ut by an internal way
from the Divine Itself, see nos. 2628, 2629 ; and whereas this

was not effected all at once, but successively (see nos. 1690,

2033), tlierefore it was purified, and this continually, which is

signified by what is here said, that Abraham circumcised his

son, a son of eight days. That the Lord successively made His
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rational Divine, and was continually purifying it, appears also

from what is written in John :
" Jesus said, Father, glorify Thy

name ; there went therefore a voice out of heaven, I have both

glorified it, and will glorify it again " (xii. 28). That glorifying

denotes making Divine, see nos. 1603, 1999. By circumcision 3

in the Ancient church nothing else was represented and signi-

fied than the jnirification of man from the loves of self and of

the world, and this also successively and continually, see nos.

2039, 2046, 2049, 2056, especially when he is born anew, or

when he is made regenerate, for then the Lord flows in through

an internal way, that is, through the good of conscience, and
separates successively and continually those things which adhere

in consequence of hereditary and actual evil.

2633. A son of eight days: That this signifies a beginning

and continuity, appears from the signification of the eighth day,

on which circumcision was performed, as denoting every begin-

ning, consequently continuity, concerning which see no. 2044.

2634. As God commanded him : that this signifies according

to Divine Order, appears from the signification of God's com-
manding, or of the commandments. The commandments of

CJod, or the tilings which God has commanded, are all, in general

and particular, of Divine order, insomuch that Divine order is

nothing but a perpetual commandment of God : wherefore

living according to the commandments of God, and in the com-
mandments of God, is living according to Divine order, and in

Divine order ; hence it is, that by God's commanding is here sig-

nified according to Divine order. It was according to Divine

order that every male should be circumcised on the eighth day
from his birth, not that circumcision availed anything, or that

those who were circumcised entered into the kingdom of God
in preference to the uncircumcised ; but because such a rite in

the representative church corresponded to the purification of

the heart, which correspondence, by the Divine mercy of

the Lord, shall be treated of elsewhere. That the heart,

that is, the interiors of man, are successively and continually

to be purified from the evils which are of lusts, and from the

falsities which are of the phantasies thence derived, is according

to Divine order, the commandments concerning the purification

of the heart being all, in general and particular, [connnandments]

of Divine order ; in proportion therefore as man lives in those

commandments, in the same proportion he lives in Divine

order ; and in proportion as he lives in Divine order, in the

same proportion all things are arranged in him by the Lord,

according to the order which prevails in the heavens from the

Lord, namely, l)()th his rationals and his scientifics ; hence man
becomes a little heaven corresponding to the greatest heaven.

2635. Verse 5. Aiid Abraham was a son of one hundred

years, when Isaac his son teas born to him. Abi-aham teas a son
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of one hundred years, signifies a full state of unition : when
Isaac his son was horn to him, signities when the Lord's rational

was made Divine.

2636. Abraham was a son of one hundred years : that this

signifies a full state of unition, appears from the signification

of one hundred, as denoting what is full, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the signification of years, as denot-

ing a state, concerning which see nos. 482, 487, 488, 493, 893,

here a state of unition. What is meant hy a full state of

unition of the Lord's Divine with His Human, or, what is the

same, with the rational, for the human begins in the inmost of

the rational, see nos. 2106, 2194, cannot he so well explained

to the apprehension, nevertheless it may he illustrated by
those things wdiich with man are called a full state, when he is

2 reformed and regenerated. It is well known, that man cannot

be regenerated except in an adult age, because he then first

becomes possessed of reason and judgment, and thus can receive

good and truth from the Lord. Before he comes into this state,

he is prepared by the Lord by the insinuation of such things

into him as may serve for a ground to receive the seeds of

truth and good, which things are many states of innocence and
charity, and also the Knowledges of good and truth, and the

thoughts thence derived, and this is being effected for many
years before he is regenerated. When man is imbued with these

things, and is thereby prepared, then his state is said to be full,

for then his interiors are disposed to receive. All those things

in man w^th which he is gifted by the Lord before regeneration,

and by which he is regenerated, are called remaitis, which in

the Word are signified by the number ten, see nos. 576, 1738,

2284, and also by one hundred, when the state is full for

3 regeneration. This may serve by way of illustration, to

shew what is signified by a full state of unition of the human
with the Divine in the Lord, namely, when He of His Own
power, through the combats of temptations and victories, and
through the powers of Divine wisdom and intelligence, had
procured to Himself so much of the Divine in the Human,
that is, in the rational, that He could unite the Divine itself

with the Divine which He had acquired in the rational. In

order that this state might be represented, it came to pass, that

although Abraham had sojourned several years in the land of

Canaan, yet Isaac was not born until Abraham was one hun-

dred years of age. These are the arcana which are contained

in the number of one hundred years, which was the age of

4 Abraham. That the number one hundred signifies what is full,

may appear also from other passages in the Word, as in Isaiah

:

"There shall not be thence any more an infant of days, and an

old man who hath not filled, his days, for the boy a son of one

hundred years shall die, and the sinner a son of orie hundred
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years shall be cursed " (Ixv. 20), where one hundred mani-

festly denotes what is full, for it is said, there shall not be

any more an infant of days, and an old man who hath not filled

his days, and the boy and the sinner of one hundred years, that

is, when his state is full. In Matthew :
" Every one who hath 5

left houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or

children, or fields, for j\Iy name's sake, shall receive a hundred-

fold, and shall obtain the inheritance of eternal life " (xix. 29
;

Mark x. 29, 30), where a hundred-fold denotes what is full, or the

good measure, pressed down, shaken together, and running over,

spoken of in Luke vi. 38. In Luke :
" Other seed fell on good 6

ground, and springing forth brought forth fruit a hundred-fold
"

(viii. 8; Matt. xiii. 8, 23; Mark iv. 20), where a hundred also

denotes what is full, which number would not have been men-
tioned unless it had had that signification. In like manner where

the Lord in a parable speaks of the debtors, " that one owed
one hundred measures of oil, and another one hundred measures

of wheat " (Luke xvi. 5-7). So also in other places where men-
tion is made of one hundred. The case is similar with a

thousand, concerning which number see no. 2575.

2637. WJien Imac his son was horn to him : that this signifies

when the Lord's rational was made Divine, appears from the

signification of being born, as denoting existing, concerning

which see nos. 2584, 2621, 2629 ; and from the representation

of Isaac, as denoting the Divine rational, concerning which see

no. 2630 ; this is said to be born to Abraham, when it was
made Divine, as also above, verse 3, " Abraham called the

name of his son who was born to him," see no. 2628.

2638. Verse 6, 7. And Sarah said, God hath eaused laughter

to me, every one that heareth will laugh to me. And she said,

Who vjould have said to Abraham, Sarah shall sucJcle sons,

heeause I have born a son to his old age ? Sarah said, signifies

perception from the Divine spiritual : God, hath caused lau{)hter

to me, signifies the affection of celestial truth : every one that

heareth shall laugh to me, signifies that all things there should

have affection : and she said, signifies thought : Who would have

said to Abraham, Sarah shall suckle sons ? signifies that the

Lord by His Own power implanted the human in the Divine

:

because I have born a son to his old, age, signifies that tliis was
effected when the days were completed.

2639. Saralo said: that this signifies perception from the

Divine spiritual, appears from the signification of saying, as

denoting perceiving, concerning which we have treated above

in many places; and from tlie representation of Sarah, as

denoting the Divine spiritual, or I)ivine truth, concerning

which see no. 2622.

2640. God hath caused laughter to me: that this signifies the

affection of celestial truth, appears from the signification of
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lauKhter, as denotinu the affection of truth, eonceriiiiifr which
see nos. 2072, 2216 ; and from the signilication of God causing,

as denoting the celestial from which [that aliection was derived].

2641. Every one that Jieardh shall laugh to me. : that this

signifies that all things there should have affection, appears

from the signification of hearing and of laughing. Hearing in

the AVord is jiredicated of the things which are of the affection,

but seeing is predicated of the things which are of the thought,

as may appear from very many passages in the Word, and also

from the correspondences, see no. 2542 ; in the present case,

inasmuch as the affection of celestial truth is treated of, it is

said, "every one that heareth," by which are signified all

things which are of the affection. That laughing denotes

being affected with truth, or having the affection of truth, see

nos. 2072, 2216, 2640.

2642. And she said: that this signifies thought, appears

from the signification of saying, as denoting perceiving, and
also thinking, concerning which we have treated above in many
passages, particularly no. 2619.

2643. IFho uvuld have said to Abraham, Sarah shall suckle

sons ? that this signifies that the Loixl by His Own power
implanted the human in the Divine, appears from the repre-

sentation of Abraham, and also of Sarah ; and from the signi-

fication of suckling and of sons. That Abraham represents

Divine good, and Sarah Divine truth, was shewn above. That
milk (lac) is what is spiritual from a celestial origin, or truth

from good, see no. 2184, consequently giving milk, or suckling

(lactare), denotes implanting that spiritual [element]. That
sons denote truths, in the present case the truths which are in

the rational, appears from the signification of sons, nos.

489-491, 533. The reason wdiy these things signify, in the

internal sense, that the Lord by His Own power implanted the

Human in the Divine, is, that the Divine truth is the same as

tlie Divine Human, of which when it is said that it suckles

sons to Abraham, thereby is signified that He implanted the

human in the Divine, and because He implants the Human,
this is from His Own power. But these things can hardly

be explained more clearly to the understanding, and if more
should be said concerning them, the sense would be rendered

still more obscure ; for they are Divine things, which can only

be presented before the angels by means of celestial and
spiritual things : if they were presented before man in any
more elevated style, they would fall into the material and

2 corporeal ideas wliich belong to man. Moreover, it should be

known, that the Lord's Divine rational, as to its quality when
it was first born, is described in these words :

" God hath caused

laughter to me, every one tlicd heareth shall lavgli to me : and she

said, Who would have said to Abraham, Sarah shall suckle sons ?
"
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Eor it was an ancient custom, when an infant was born, to give

it a name significative of a state, and that the state .should

then also be described, as when Cain was born to Eve and
Adam (Gen. iv. 1) ; when Sheth was born to them (Gen.

iv. 25) ; when Noacli was born to Laniech (Gen. v. 29) ; when
Esau and Jacob were born to Isaac (Gen. xxv. 25, 26); wlien

the twelve sons were born to Jacob (Gen. xxix. 32-35 ; xxx. G,

8, 11, 13, 18, 20, 24; xxxv. IS); when Pharez and Zerach
were born to Tamar (Gen. xxxviii. 29, 30) ; when Ma'nasseh

and Ephraim were born to Jose^Dli (Gen. xli. 51, 52); anil

when Gershom and Eliezer were born to Moses (Exod. ii. 22
;

xviii. 3, 4). What all these represent, and what they signify

in the internal sense, is involved in the description adjoined t(j

the name which was given. The same is the case here in

respect to Isaac ; but what is involved appears in some
measure from the summary explanation ; nevertheless, deeper

arcana are contained therein, for they are Divine things, which
cannot be expressed by any forms or formulae of words.

2644. Because I have horn a son to his old age: that tliis

signifies that this came to pass when the days were completed,

appears from the explanation of nearly the same words in verse

2, concerning which see nos. 2G21-2624.
2645. Verse 8, And the child grew, and icas weaned, and.

Alraham made a great feast on the day lohen he iveaned Isaac.

And the child greio, signifies the further perfection of the

Lord's rational : and teas weaned, signifies the separation of

the merely human rational : and Abraham made a great feast,

signifies dwelling together and union : on the dag v:hen he

vjeaned Isaac, signifies a state of separation.

2646. The child grew: that this signifies the further per-

fection of the Lord's rational, appears from the signification

of growing, as denoting being perfected ; and from the signifi-

cation of the child or son, as denoting the Lord's Divine
rational, concerning which see no. 2623.

2647. And was weaned: that this signifies the separation

of the merely human rational, appears from the signification

of being weaned, as denoting being separated, as infants are

separated from the mother's breasts. That the merely human
rational was separated, is further described in this chapter, and
is represented by the son of Ilagar, in that he was cast out

from the house.

2648. Abraham made a great feast: that this signifies dwell-

ing together and union, appears from the signification of a

feast, as denoting dwelling together, concerning which see no.

2341, here it also denotes union, because the sul)jcct treated of

is the Lord, whose Human was united with tlie Divine, and the

Divine w'ith the Human, and because this union is treated of, it

is called a great feast.
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2649. On the day tchcn he weaned Isaac : tli;it this signifies ii

state of separation, appears from the signification of a day, as

denoting a state, concerning which see nos. 23, 487, 488, 493,

893 ; and from the signification of being weaned, as denoting
being separated, concerning which see no. 2647. From the

first verse of this chapter the unition of the Lord's Divine
Essence with His Human is treated of, in this order:

—

The
presence of the Divine in the Human, for the sake of nnition,

verse 1. The pi^esence of the Human in the Divine, thus the

reciprocal unition {respecting ivhich see no. 2004), verse 2. That
from this unition, the Human was made Divine, ^'erse 3. And
this successively and. continually while the Lord lived in the

world, verse 4. And that this covimenced when the rational was
in a state to receive, verse 5. The state of uoiition as to its

quality is described, with several arcana, verses 6, 7. What now
follows treats of the separation of the maternal human, which
subject is continued even to verse 12 ; which separation is

signified in this verse by the weaning of Isaac, and in the

following verses is represented by Hagar's son, in that he was
sent away from the house ; and whereas the union of the

Lord's Divine with His Human, and of the Human with the

Divine, is the very marriage of good and of truth, and thus is

the heavenly marriage, which is the same thing as the kingdom
of God, therefore mention is made of a great feast which
Abraham made when Isaac was weaned, whereby is signified

the first of the marriage, or the first union, which feast, as also

the weaning, unless it had signified some arcanum, would
never have been mentioned. Inasmuch as what now follows

treats of the separation of the former human, which the Lord
liad from the mother, and lastly its full putting off, let it be
known, that the Lord successively and continually, even to the

last period of His life, when He was glorified, separated from
Himself and put off tliat which was merely human, namely,
that which He derived from the mother, till at length He was
no longer her son, but the son of God, both as to conception

and as to birth, and thus became one with the Father, and
Jehovah Himself. That He separated from Himself and put
off all the human which He had from the mother, so that He
was no longer her son, appears clearly from the Lord's words in

John :
" When the wine failed, the mother of Jesus said to

Him, They have no wine ; Jesus said unto her, W^hat to Me and
to thee, woman ? " (ii. 3, 4). In Matthew :

" Then said one,

Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren stand without, seeking

to speak to Thee ; but Jesus answering said to him that had
told him, Who is My niofhcr, and who are j\Iy brethren ? and,

stretching forth His hand over His disciples. He said. Behold

My mother, and My brethren ; for whosoever shall do the will

of My Father, Who is in the heavens, the same is My brother,
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and sister, and viotlier" (xii. 47-49; Mark iii. 32-35; Luke
viii. 20, 21). In Luke: "A certain woman of the people

liftinii np her voice said unto Him, I>]essed is the belly which
bare Thee, and the breasts which Thou hast sucked : but Jesus

said, Blessed are they who hear the Word of God, and keep it"

(xi. 27, 28). Here, when the woman spoke of His mother, the

Lord spoke of those above-mentioned, namely, " Whosoever
shall do the will of My Father, the same is My brother, and
sister, and mother," which is the same thing with what is here

said, " Blessed are they who hear the Word of God, and keep
it." In John :

" Jesus seeing the niotlier, and the disciple

standing by whom He loved, said to His mother. Woman,
behold thy son ; then said He to the disciple, Behold thi/

iiiotlur, wherefore from that hour the disciple took her to him-
self " (xix. 26, 27), from which words it is evident, that the

Lord spoke to her according to what she thought when she saw
Him on the cross, but still He does not call her mother, but

woman, and transfers the name of mother to those who are

signified by the disciple, wherefore He said to the disciple,

Behold thy mother. This appears still more manifestly from

tlie Lord's \vords in Matthew :
" Jesus asked the Pharisees,

saying. What does it seem to you concerning Christ ? whose
son is He ? They say unto Him, David's. He saith unto

them, How then doth David in spirit call Him Lord, saying,

The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit on ]\Iy right hand, until 1

make Thine enemies the footstool of Thy feet ; if David therr-

fore call Him Lord, Iwvj is He his son ? and no one could

answer Him a word " (xxii. 39-44 [41-46] ; Mark xii. 35-37
;

Luke XX. 42-44), thus He was no longer the son of David as to

tlie flesh. As further regards the separation and putting off of

the maternal human, it is not apprehended by those who form

merely corporeal ideas concerning the Lord's Human, and think

of it as of the human of another man, whence it becomes m

stumbling-block to them ; such persons do not know that such

as the lite is, such is the man, and that the Lord had by con-

ception the Divine Esse of life or Jehovah, and that a like

Esse of life existed in Plis Human through the union.

2650. Verse 9. Aiid Sarah saw the son of JTae/ar Ihe

Egyptian, ivhoni she hare to Abraham, mocliwj. Sara It. sau\

signifies the Lord's intuition from the Divine spiritual : tlie so)i

of Hagar the Egyptian, signifies into the merely human rational

;

Hagar the Egyptian denotes the affection of sciences, whence
that rational is born, as of a mother : whom, she hare to Ahrahavi,

signifies that it existed from the Divine celestial as from a

father: moc/cm^, signifies not agreeing with and favouring the

Divine rational,

2651. Sarah saw: that this signifies the Lord's intuition or

view from the Divine spiritual, appears from the signification of
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sceiiirr, as denoting' niulerstiuuling, concerning wliieh see nos*

897, 2150, 2325, which is the same thing as viewing by the

mind's vision ; and from the representation of Sarah, as denot-

ing the Divine spiritual, or Divine truth, concerning which
see no. 2G22 : by Sarah's seeing is signified that tlie Divine
spiritual viewed, which is the same thing as the Lord's viewing
from the Divine spiritual.

2G52. TJic son of Ha<jar the Egyptian, : that this signifies tlie

merely human rational, and that Hagar the Egyptian denotes

the affection of sciences whence that rational is born, as of a

mother, appears from the signification of the son, namely, of

Islunael, as denoting the Lord's first rational, concerning which
see Genesis xvi., where Hagar and Ishmael are treated of; and
from the representation of him, and of Hagar the Egyptian his

mother, concerning which also see the same chapter. That the

Lord's first or merely human rational was conceived of the

Divine celestial as a father, and born of the affection of sciences

as a mother, see nos. 1895, 189G, 1902, 1910.

2653. Whom site hare to Ahrahrnii: that this signifies that it

existed from the Divine celestial as a father, appears from the

signification of bearing, as denoting existing, concerning wdiich

see nos. 2621, 2629; and from the representation of Abraham,
as denoting the l')ivine celestial, concerning which see nos.

1989, 2011, 2172, 2198, 2501. That that rational existed from
the Divine celestial of the Lord as a father, see nos. 1895, 1896,

1902, 1910.

2654. MocMiig : that this signifies not agreeing with and
favouring the Divine rational, may appear from the significa-

tion of mocking, as denoting [the manifestation] of an affection

contrary to that which does not agree with and favour oneself.

In the foregoing verse it was said that the child grew, and was
weaned, and that Abraham made a great feast when he weaned
Isaac, l)y which things there is signified, that when the Lord's

rational was made Divine, the former rational should be separ-

ated; therefore mention immediately follows concerning the

son of Hagar the Egyptian, by whom that former rational is

meant, as was shown in the explanation of the sixteenth chapter

above, where Ishmael and Hagar are treated of. Hence also it

is evident, that the things which are in the internal sense

2 follow together in a continuous series. With regard to the

Lord's first rational, inasmuch as it was born like the rational

with other men, namely, by means of sciences and knowledges,
it could not but be in the appearances of truth, which appear-

ances are not truths in themselves, as may appear from what
was adduced above, nos. 1911, 1936, 2196, 2203, 2209, 2519 ; and
as it was in the appearances of truth, it was impossible that truths

without appearances, such as Divine Truths are, could agree

with it, or favour it, both because it could not apprehend them.
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and because tlicy are contrary to it. But let this be illustrated

by examples. The human rational, which is evidently born of 3

nature from worldly things by means of the sensuals, and
afterwards from things analogous to worldly things by means
of scientifics and Knowledges, if it were to be told that it (h'd

not live of itself, but that it appeared to it as if it lived of
itself, would ridicule or mock at such a statement, especially

if it were to be told further, that he lives more, that is, more
wisely and more intelligently, more blessedly and more happih-,
who is most confirmed in the belief that he does not live of

himself, and that this is the life of the angels, particularly of
those who are celestial, and the inmost or nearest to the Lord

;

for they know that no one lives of himself, except Jehovah
alone, that is, the Lord. The same rational would also mock, 4

if it were to be told that it had no proprium, but that it

is a fallacy or appearance that it has a proprium, and still

more if it were to be told, that the more it is confirmed in the
fallacy that it has a proprium, so much the less it has one, and
contrariwise : in like manner if it were to be told further, that
wliatever it thinks and acts from the proprium is evil, although
it may be [in itself] good ; and that it is never truly wise, until

it believes and perceives that all evil is from hell, and all good
from the Lord ; all the angels are in this belief, yea, in this

perception, and yet they have a proprium more abundantly
than all others, but they know and jDerceive that it is from the
Lord, yet that it a])pears altogether as their own. jAgain, the 5

same rational would mock if it were to be told that in heaven
they are the greatest who are the least ; and that they are the
wisest who believe and perceive themselves to be least wise :

that they are the happiest who desire others to be most happy,
but themselves least so: that heaven consists in desiring to be
beneath all, but hell in desiring to be above all : consequenth',
that in the glory of heaven there is notliing at all which is in

the glory of the world. In like manner the same rational would 6

mock, if it were to be told that in the other life there is nothing
of space and time, but that there are states according to whicii

are appearances ; and that the life is more celestial in proportion
as it is more removed from the things which are of space and
time, and approaches nearer to those things which are [ofj

eternity, in which there is nothing of the idea of time, or of anv-
thing analogous thereto. So also in iiniumerable other instances.

That such things were in the merely human rational, and that 7

therefore this rational mocked at I)ivine things, was seen by
the Lord, and indeed from His Divine spiritual, wdiich is here
signified by Sarah seeing the son of Ilagar the Egyptian, see

nos. 2651, 2652. That man from the interior can look into

those things in himself which are beneath, is known by experi-

ence to those who are in perception, and even to those who are
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in conscience, for they see so far as to reprove their own
tlioughts : hence the regenerate are enabled to see what was
the quality of the rational which they had before rej^eneration

;

but such perception with man is from the Lord, whereas the

Lord's perception was from Himself.

2655. Verse 10. And she said to Ahrahcim, Cast out this

liandmaid and her son, because the son of this handmaid shall not

inherit ivith my son, ivith Isaac. She said to Ahniham, signi-

fies perception I'rom the Divine : Cast out this handmaid and
her son, signifies that the things of the merely human rational

should be exterminated: because the son of this handmaid shall

'not inherit with my son, with Isaac, signifies that the merely
human rational could not have a common life with the Divine
rational itself, either as to truth or as to good.

2656. She said to Abraham: that this signifies perception

from the Divine, appears from the signification of saying in the

historical parts of tiie Word, as denoting perceiving, concern-

ing which much has been said above ; and from the representa-

tion of Abraham, as denoting the Divnie celestial or Divine

good, concerning which see no. 2622.

2657. Cast out this handmaid, and her son : that this signifies

that the things of the merely human rational should be exter-

minated, appears from the signification of casting out, as denot-

ing exterminating ; from the signification of the handmaid, as

denoting the affection of rational and scientific things, conse-

([uently the good of those things, concerning which see no.

2567 ; and from the signification of the son, as denoting the

truth of that rational, concerning which see nos. 264, 489, 533,

1147; but it is apparent good and truth which are predicated

of this first or merely human rational, and hence it is, that by
" cast out this handmaid and her son," is signified that the

things of the merely human rational should be exterminated.

ITow this is, namely, that the first rational was exterminated

when the Divine succeeded, has been said and shewn above in

many places, but inasmuch as the subject is here more particu-

larly treated of, it must be further explained in a few words.

There are, with every man who is regenerated, two rationals,

one l)efore regeneration, the other after regeneration. The first,

which is before regeneration, is procured by means of the

experiences of the senses, by means of reflections on the things

which are in civil and moral life, by means of the sciences, and
by means of reasonings derived from tliem, and carried on by
means of them, and also by means of the Knowledges of spiritual

things derived from the doctrine of faith, or from the Word.
But these things at that time enter no further into man than a

little above the ideas of the corporeal memory, which ideas are

u[) to this time respectively material. Whatsoever, tlierefore,

he then thinks, is derived from such things, or, in order that
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they may be compreliendod at the same time by the interior or

intellectual si^i^ht, tilings like them are presented comparatively
or analogically. Such is the nature of the first rational, or of

that which exists before regeneration. But the rational after 3

regeneration is formed by the Lord by means of affections of

spiritual truth and good, which affections are wonderfully im-
planted by the Lord in the truths of the former rational, and
thus the things therein which agree with and favour those

affections, are made alive, whilst the rest are separated thence,

as of no use, till at length spiritual goods and truths are bound
together as it were into little bundles, the things not agreeing

therewith, and not capable of being vivified, being rejected as it

were to the circumference ; and this is done successively, in

proportion to the growth of spiritual goods and truths with the

life of their affections. Hence it is evident what is the quality

of the second rational. How these things are, may be illustrated 4

by comparison with the fruit of trees. The first rational is in

the beginning like unripe fruit, which successively ripens, till the

seeds are formed within in it ; and when it is of such an age as

to begin to separate itself from the tree, its state is full, concerning

which state see above, no. 2G3G. But the second rational, witli

which man is gifted by the Lord, when he is regenerated, is like

the same fruit in good ground, in which there is a decay, or

rotting, of those parts which encompass the seeds, and the seeds

themselves shoot forth from their inmost parts, and send out a

root, and also a stem above the ground, which grows into a new
tree, and unfolds itself, till at length it is multiplied into new
fruits, and afterwards into gardens and paradises, according to

the affections of good and of truth which are received ; see Matt,

xiii. 31, 32 ; John xii. 24. But inasmuch as examples are most 5

convincing, let us take as an example the p7vpriic7n which man
has before regeneration, and the pivprium which he has after

regeneration. From the first rational which he procures to him-
self by the means above mentioned, man believes that he thinks

what is true, and does what is good, from himself, consequently

from the proprium, and this first rational cannot apprehend
otherwise, even though it be instructed that all the good of love

and all the truth of faith is from the Lord. But when man is

regenerated, which takes place in his adult age, then, from the

second rational, with which he is gifted of the Lord, he begins to

think that good and truth are not from himself, or from the pro-

prium, but from the Lord, yet still that he does good and thinks

truth as from himself, see nos. 1937, 1947 ; in this case, the more
he is confirmed herein, so much the more is he brought into the

light of truth on the subject, till at length he believes that all

good and all truth are from the Lord ; and then the proi)rium

of the former rational is successively separated, and man is

gifted by the Lord with a heavenly proprium, which becomes
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6 the proprium of tlic new rational. Let another example be
taken. The first rational in the beginning is ae(piainted with
no other love than the love of" self and of the world, and though
it has heard that heavenly love is altogether different from
these, yet this it does not apprehend ; and afterwards, when it

does anything that is good, it perceives no other delight thence,

than the thought that it has merited the gratitude of another,

or that it may be reputed a good Christian, or that it may
thereby obtain the joy of eternal life. But the second rational,

with wdiicli man is gifted by the Lord through regeneration,

l)egins to feel some delight in good and truth itself, and to be
affected with this delight, not for the sake of anything of its

own, but for the sake of good and truth, and when it is carried

away by this delight, it rejects all merit, till at length it spues

it out as an enormity ; this delight with him successively

increases, and becomes blessed, and in the other life happy, and
his very heaven. Hence tlien it may appear how it is with

7 each rational in the man who is regenerated. But it should be
known, that with man, although he is regenerated, still all the

things in general and particular which are of the first rational

remain, and are oidy separated from the second rational, and
this miraculously by the Lord ; whereas the Lord utterly exter-

minated His first rational, so that nothing thereof remained,

inasmuch as the merely human and the Divine cannot be to-

gether ; hence He was no longer tlie son of Mary, but Jehovah,

as to both essences.

2G58. Because the son of this handmaid sliall not inherit with

i/n/ son, with Isaac : that this signifies that the merely human
lational could not have a life in common with the Divine

rational itself, either as to truth or as to good, appears from the

signification of inheriting, as denoting having another's life, of

which we shall speak presently ; from the signification of the

son of the handmaid, as denoting the merely human rational

as to truth and as to good, concerning whicli see no. 2657 ; and
from the signification of my son Isaac, as denoting the Divine

rational as to truth, which is my son, and as to good, which is

Isaac, concerning which see nos. 2623, 2630. That Isaac de-

notes the Divine rational as to good, apj)ears from the signifi-

cation of laughter, whence he had his name, as denoting the

affection of truth or the good of truth, see verses G, V, nos. 2640,

2641, 2643. Hence it is evident that by these words, "The
son of this handmaid shall not inherit with my son, with Isaac,"

is signified that the merely human rational could not have a

life in common with the Divine rational either as to truth or

as to good. That it cannot have a life in common, appears

from this single consideration, that the Divine is life itself, and
thus has life in itself, whereas the merely human is an organ

2 of life, and thus has not life in itself. The Lord's Human,
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wlien it had been made Divine, was no longer an organ of life,

or a recijjient of life, bnt life itself, such as belongs to Jehovali

Himself; He had this first by virtue of the conception itself by
Jehovah, as ajDpears clearly from the Lord's own words, in John:
" As the Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the

Son to have life in Himself" (v. 26). The Divine Human is

M-hat is called tlie Son, see nos. 1729, 2159, 2628. Again :

" III Him vxis life, and the life was the light of men " (i. 4).

Again :
" Jesus said, I am the way, the truth, and the life

"

(xiv. 6). Again: "Jesus said, I am the resurrection and the

life, he who believeth on Me, though he die, yet shall he live
"

(xi. 25). Again :
" The bread of God is He Who cometh down

from heaven, and giveth life to the world " (vi. 33). But that

man is not life, but an organ or recipient of life, see no. 2021,
and in many other places. Hence it may be evident, that

when the Lord liad become Jehovali even as to the Human,
tliat which was not life in itself, that is, that which was merely
human, was expelled ; and this is signified by the son of the

handmaid not inheriting with the son Isaac. That inheriting, 3

in the internal sense, when it is predicated of the Lord, denotes

having the life ot" the Fatlier, consequently having life in Him-
self, and that when it is predicated of men, it denotes having

the Lord's life, that is, receiving life from the Lord, appears

from many passages of the Word. Having life in Himself is

the very esse of life, that is, Jehovah; but having the Lord's

life, or receiving life from the Lord, is receiving the Lord by
love and faith, and inasmuch as those who do this are in the

Lord, and are the Lord's, therefore they are called His heirs

and sons. In the Word of the Old Testament inheritanee is 4

])redicated both of what is celestial or good, and of what is

spiritual or truth, but still the one is expressed by a different

word than the other. When said of the former, the expression

may be interpreted by 2^osscssin(/ licrcditarily, but when said

of the latter, by inheriting. The former expression also,

in the original language, implies possession, but the latter

implies derivation thence, just as is the case with what is

celestial in regard to what is spiritual, or with good in

regard to truth. In this verse, where by Isaac is represented

the Divine rational, or Divine Human of the Lord, the

expression is a term of possession by hereditary right, because

the Lord's Divine Human is the sole Heir I'ossessor, as He
Himself teaches in the parable (Matt. xxi. 33, 37, 38 ; Mark
xii. 6, 7; Luke xx. 13, 14); and He everywliere declares, that

all things of the Father are His. That possessing hereditarily, 5

and inheriting, in the Word, when predicated of men, signifies

receiving life from the Lord, consequently receiving eternal life

or heaven, for they alone receive heaven who receive the Lord's

life, appears in John :
" He who overcomcth shall receive all

VOL. III. T
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things licraUtarih/, and I will Le to him a God, and he shall be
to Me a son " (Apoc. xxi. 7). In Matthew :

" Every one who
hath left houses, or brethren, or sisters, for My name's sake,

shall receive a hundred-fold, and shall obtain the inheritance of
eternal life" (xix. 29; xxv. 34; Mark x. 17; Luke xviii. 18).

Heaven is here called eternal life, in other places simply life,

as in Matt, xviii. 8, 9 ; xix. 17 ; John iii. 3G ; v. 24, 29 ; be-

cause the Lord is life itself, and whosoever receives His life, is

6 in heaven. In David :
" God shall save Zion, and shall build

the cities of Judah, and they shall dwell there, and shall possess

it hercdifanly, and the seed of His servants shall inlierit it, and
they that love His name shall dwell therein " (Psalm Ixix. 3G,

37 [35, 36]), where possessing hereditarily is predicated of those

who are in celestial love, and inheriting of those who are in

spiritual love. In Isaiah :
" He who trusteth in Me shall in-

herit the earth, and shall piossess hereditarily the mountain of

7 My holiness " (Ivii. 13). In like manner in Moses :
" I will

lead you to the land upon which I have lifted up My hand, to

give it to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and I will give it for an
hereditary possession " (Exod. vi. 8) : these words in the sense

of the letter signify that the land of Canaan should be given

to them for an hereditary possession, which was also done ; but

in the internal sense they signify, that heaven should be given

to those who are in love to and faith in the Lord. Eor as the

Lord is represented by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, so by these

is signified love itself and faith itself, consequently those who
are in love and faith, and thus those who are in the Lord. The
same is also signified by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with whom
many shall recline in the kingdom of the heavens (see Matt,

viii. 11); for in heaven it is not known at all who Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob are, but it is only known what is represented

and signified by them, in like manner what by reclining and
eating with them ; for that all names in the Word signify

things, see nos. 1224, 1264, 1876, 1888 : and that the land of

(Janaan denotes the heavenly Canaan, or heaven, see nos. 1585,

1607, 1866, which is also simply called earth or land (nos.

1413,1607, 1733, 2571); as also in Matthew: "Blessed are

the meek, for they shall 7-eceive the inheritance of the earth
"

(V. 5).

2659. Verse 11. And the word was exceedingly evil in the

eyes of Abraham, by reason of his son. The word ivas exceedingly

evil in the eyes of Abraham, signifies the Lord's first state when
He thought about separating that rational from Himself : by

reason of his son, signifies on account of this, that He loved that

rational.

2660. The word was exceedingly evil in the eyes of Abraham.

:

that this signifies the Lord's first state, when He thought about

separating that rational from Himself, namely, that it was a
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state of grief arising from love, may appear without ex-

planation.

2601. By ixason of his son : that this signifies on account of

this, that He loved that rational, appears I'rom the signification

of the son, namely, of the handmaid, as denoting the merely
human rational, or the first rational, concerning which see

above. The reason of His grief in the present case is not indeed
mentioned, but still it is evident from what follows that it arose

from love, for it is said, " By reason of his son," which son is

treated of in what follows from verses 13-21. In order, how-
ever, that it may be known why there was grief in the present

case, or why it is said that the word was exceedingly evil in the

eyes of Abraham by reason of his son, let these few considera-

tions serve to illustrate the subject :—The Lord came into the 2

world not to save the celestial, but the spiritual. The Most
Ancient church, which was called man, was celestial, and if it

liad remained in its integrity, there would have been no need
for the Lord to be born a man, wherefore as soon as this church
began to decay, the Lord foresaw that the celestial church
would entirely perish from off the earth, and therefore immedi-
ately at that time a prediction was made concerning the Lord's

coming into the world (Gen. iii. 15). After the time of that

church, there was no longer a celestial church, but a spiritual

church. The Ancient church, which was after the flood, was
a spiritual church, concerning which much has been said in the

First Part of this work ; this church, or those who were of the

spiritual church, could not have been saved unless the Lord
had come into the world: this is what is meant by the Lord's

words in Matthew :
" Those who are strong have no need

of a physician, but they that are sick ; I came not to call the

righteous, but sinners to repentance " (ix. 12, 13) ; and also by
these words in John :

" And I have other sheep, which are not

of this fold ; them also must I bring, and they shall hear My
voice, and they shall become one flock, and one shepherd "

(x. 16); also by the parable concerning the hundred sheep

(Matt, xviii. 11-13). Now, since by Isaac there is represented 3

the Lord's Divine rational, there are also signified the

celestial, who are called heirs ; and since by Ishmael there is

represented the Lord's merely human rational, there are also

signified the spiritual, who are called sons, as is evident also

from what was shewn above, no. 2658 : hence the Lord had
grief from the Divine love, according to the words which are in

this verse ; hence also what follows from verses 13-21, where by
the son of Hagar, and the mother, is represented the spiritual

church, and the state of that church, or of those who are of

that church, is treated of, see no. 2612. These arcana cannot

at present be more fully stated ; only that in the Lord,

whilst He was in the world, all the states of the church were
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represented, and liow tliey were saved Ly Iliin ; M-lierefore also

the same states of the church arc likewise signified l)y the same
names.

2GG2. Verse 12. And God said to Abraham, Ld it not he

evil in thine eyes tipon the hoy, and upon thy handmaid ; in

everything that Sarah saith to thee, hear her voice, hecause in

Isaac shall seed he called to thee. God said, to Ahraham,
signifies the Lord's perception from the Divine : Let it not he

evil in thine eyes upon the hoy, and upon thy handniaid, signifies

a change of state towards that rational : in evcrythinri that

Sarah saith to thee, hear her voice, signifies that he should act

according to spiritual truth : hccatisc in Isaac shall seed he called

to thee, signifies that from the Lord's Divine Human comes all

salvation to those who are in good.

2663. God said to Ahraham : that this signifies the Lord's

perception from the Divine, appears from the signification of

saying in the historical parts of the Word, as denoting per-

ceiving, concerning which we have often treated above ; and
whereas the perception was from the Divine, it is said that

God said unto Abraham. The Lord is meant botli by God and
by Abraham. That the historical things, which are of the

sense of the letter, divide the ideas, but that the internal sense

unites them, is evident from these considerations :— in the

historical sense of the letter there are two, namely, God and
Abraham, wlio converse together, but in the internal sense there

is only one, namely, the Lord as to the Divine : hence also it is

evident, that when there are three in the sense of the letter,

there is only one in the internal sense, as Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, who are not three Gods, but One, and that in the Lord
the whole Trinity is perfect, that is, in Him is the Father, as

He Himself saith, and from Him is the Holy Spirit, as He
Himself also saith.

2664. Let it not he evil in thine eyes upon the hoy, and upon
thy handmaid : that this signifies a change of state towards
that rational [appears from this consideration, that,] according to

the words in the proximate internal sense, there is signified, that

He should not grieve at separating from Himself the merely
human rational, and also that He did not grieve, for it was
perceived from the Divine tliat such a separation was necessary,

inasnmch as tlie human race could not otherwise have been
saved ; this change of state is what is here signified,

2665. In everything that Sarah saith to thee, hear her voice:

that this signifies that He should act according to spiritual

truth, appears from the representation of Sarah, as denoting
the Divine spiritual, or Divine truth, concerning which see no.

2622 ; and from tlie signification of liearing a voice, as denoting

acting according to it, concerning which see no. 2542. What
is meant by acting according to sj^iritual truth cannot be so
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well explained to the apprehension, as it may be perceived by
those who are in the internal sense of the Word, wherefore if

its meaning should be declared according to tlieir perception, it

would scarcely be acknowledged ; a further reason is, that

many arcana must needs be first unfolded, yea, and believed,

before the thing explained can enter into the ideas of faith

:

what it signifies in general, may in some measure be declared,

namely, that the Lord concluded from the Divine Human, and
acted according thereto, thus from His Own power ; for it was
Divine truth by which He united the Human to the Divine,

and Divine good by which He united the Divine to the

Human : that the unition was reciprocal, see no. 2004.

2G66. In Isaac shall seed be called to thee: that this signifies

that from the Lord's Divine Human comes all salvation to

those who are in good, appears from the representation of

Isaac, as denoting the Divine rational, concerning which see

above, consequently the Divine Human, for the human com-
mences in the inmost of the rational, see no. 2106 ; and from
the signification of seed, which is predicated of Isaac, as denot-

ing the celestial rational, or, what is the same thing, those who
are celestial, concerning which see nos. 2085, 2661 ; thus by
seed being called to thee is signified that they are heirs, con-

sequently that they have salvation. The spiritual are also

seed, but from the son of the handmaid, as is said in the

following verse, "And also the son of the handmaid will I

put into a nation, because he is thy seed
;

" wherefore they

likewise have salvation if they are in good, as will appear

from the internal sense of those words. The Lord also teaches

the same thing in many places, and plainly in John :
" As

many as received Him, to them gave He Power to be

sons of God, to those believing in His name, who were born

not of bloods, nor of the will of the flesli, nor of the will of

man (viy"), but of God "
(i. 12, 13).

2667. The subject treated of from the first verse of this

chapter to the seventh is the unition of the Lord's Human
with the Divine, and of the Divine with the Human, and that

l)y virtue of that unition the Lord's Human was made Divine
;

for the contents of each verse see no. 2649 : the subject next

treated of is the merely human rational, that it should he

seixirated, verse 8 ; because it did not agree unth the Divine

rational, verse 9 ; nor could have a common life therewith cither

as to truth or as to good, verse 10 ; that the separation at first

was a grief to the Lord, verse 11 ; but that He perceived from
the Divine, that the human race coidd not otherivise be saved,

verse 12. The subject which now follows is those who are of

the spiritual church, who arc signified by the son of Hagar,

after he had been expelled.
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2668. Verse 13. A7id also the son of the handmaid, into a
nation will Iput him, because he is thy seed. Also the son of the

handmaid, into a nation will I j)ut him, signifies the spiritual

church wliich should receive the good of faith : because he is

thy seed, signifies that from tlie Lord's Divine Human they
also have salvation.

2609. Also the son of the handmaid, into a nation will I put
him : that this signifies the spiritual church which should

receive the good of faith, appears from the signification of the

son of the handmaid, and also of a nation. The son of the

handmaid, or Ishmael, whilst he was in the house of Abraham,
or witli Abraham, represented the Lord's first rational, as was
shewn above, nos. 2652, 2G53, 2657, 2G58; but now wlien he
is separated, he puts on another representation, namely, that

of the spiritual church, see no. 2666 ; in like manner as Lot
above, who, whilst he was with Abraham, represented the

Lord's external man, see nos. 1428, 1429, 1434, 1547, 1597,

1508, 1698; but when separated from Abraham, he repre-

sented the external church, and the several states of that

church, see nos. 2324, 2371, 2399, 2422, 2459, and the nine-

teenth chapter of Genesis tliroughout. That a nation signifies

good, see nos. 1159, 1258-1260, 1416, 1849, in the present

case the good of faith, because it is predicated of the spiritual

church. Hence then by these words, " Also the son of the

handmaid, into a nation will I put him," is signified the
2 spiritual church, wliich should receive the good of faith, that

is, charity. The kingdom of tlie Lord in the heavens and
the earths is celestial and spiritual, wherefore the angels are

distinguished into celestial and spiritual, see nos. 202, 337 ; to

the celestial angels the Lord appears as a sun, to the spiritual

as a moon, see nos. 1053, 1521, 1529-1531. In like manner
men are distinguished into celestial and spiritual. They who
were of the Most Ancient church, which was before the flood,

were celestial, concerning whom see nos. 607, 608, 780, 895,

920, 1114-1125. But they who were of the Ancient church,

which was after the flood, were spiritual, concerning whom see

nos. 609, 040, 641, 765. "What is the difference between those

churches, see nos. 597, 607 ; also what is the difference between
the celestial and the spiritual, nos. 81, 1155, 1577, 1824, 2048,

2069, 2088, 2227, 2507. The celestial are those of whom the

Lord thus speaks :
" He calleth His Own sheep by their name,

and leadeth them forth, and when He hath led forth His Own
sheep. He goeth before them, and the sheep follow Him,
because they know His voice." But the spiritual are those

of whom He thus speaks :
" And other sheep I have, which

are not of this fold, them also must I bring, and they shall

hear My voice, and they shall become one flock and one

shepherd " (John x. 3, 4, 1 6). The good of love is what
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constitutes tlie celestial church ; but the good of faith is what
constitutes the spiritual church ; the truth of faith does not
constitute the church, but introduces thereto.

2670. Because he is thy seed : that this signifies that from
the Lord's Divine Human they also have salvation, may appear
from what was said above, no. 2666 ; that seed denotes faith,

but the faith of cliarity, see nos. 255, 880, 1025, 1447, 1610,
1940.

2071. The subject treated of from this verse to verse 21, is

in general the Lord's spiritual kingdom, and in particular

those who become spiritual, and this in order, from the first

state of their reformation to the last : concerning their state

hefore reformation, that it is wandering in the doctrinals of
faith, verse 14 ; that they are reduced even to ignorance, so that

they know nothing of truth, verse 15 ; thcd hence they have grief,

verse 16 ; and that then they have comfort and help from the

Lord, verse 17; and illustration, verse 18; and instruction

from the Word, verse 19 ; that still their state after reformation,

compared with that of the celestial, is obscure, verse 20 ; hct

that they have light from the Lord's Divine LLuman, in their

affection of sciences, ami of apparent truths, verse 21.

2672. Verse 14. And Abraham arose early in the morning,
and took bread and a flagon of water, and gave to Hagar ; he

placed on her shoulder, and the boy, and sent her away, and she

went and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba. Abraham
arose early in the morning, signifies the Lord's clear perception

from the Divine: and took bread and a flagon of wcdcr, signifies

good and truth : and gave to Hagar, signifies implantation in

its life : he placed on her shoulder, signifies as much as it

could receive : and the boy, signifies spiritual truth : and sent

her away, signifies that He left it in the proprium : and she

went and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba, signifies a

wandering state in the doctrinals of faith.

2673. Abraham arose early in the morning : that this signifies

the Lord's clear perception from the Divine, appears from the

signification of early (mane), and of arising in the morning
{surgere in matutino), as denoting perceiving clearly, concerning
wliich see no. 2540, where the same words occur ; and from the

representation of Abraliam, as denoting tiie Lord's Divine, con-

cerning which mucli has been said above. The Lord had a

clear perception from tlie Divine concerning the state of His
spiritual kingdom, namely, concerning the quality of those who
are of that kingdom or of that church, in its beginning, in its

progress, and in its end, for their every state is accurately and
fully described, in the internal sense, from verse lo to verse 21
of this chapter.

2074. Arid he took bread, and a flagon of icater : that this

signifies good and truth, appears from the signification of bread.
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as denotincj what is celestial, or good, see nos. 276, 680, 2165;
and from the signification of water, as denoting what is spiritual,

or truth, see nos. 28, 680, 739 : it is said a flagon of water,

because it is but very little of truth with which [the spiritual]

are gifted in the beginning, namely, so much as they are then
capable of receiving, which is signified by these words, " he

placed on her shoulder," see no. 2676. Every one can see that

these historical details involve arcana, from this consideration,

that Abraham, who was rich in cattle and herds, and also in

gold and silver, thus banished his handmaid by whom he had a

son, and the boy Ishmael whom he greatly loved, giving them
only a little bread [and water], when he must needs foresee,

that when these were consumed they must die, as would indeed

have come to pass had not they received help from an angel

;

and moreover, what is here related concerning bread and the

flagon of water, and their being placed on Hagar's shoulder, is

a matter of but small importance to be mentioned ; but all this

was done, and recorded, because the circumstances involve and
signify the first state of those who become spiritual, to whom
in the beginning something of good and something of truth, and
indeed but a small portion, is given, and afterwards that the

water fails them, and tlien they receive help from the Lord.

2675. And gave to Hagar : that this signifies implantation in

its life, appears from the signification of Hagar, as denoting the

life of the exterior man, concerning which see nos. 1896, 1909
;

the life of the exterior man is the affection of sciences, which is

signified in particular by Hagar the Egyptian. With those

who become spiritual, good and truth are implanted by the

Lord in the affection of sciences, in order that they may be
willing to know and learn what is good and true, to the end
and use that they may become rational and spiritual, for the

affection of sciences is the mother by wliich the rational in

which is the spiritual is born, see nos. 1895, 1896, 1902, 1910.

There is a like influx with all from the Lord, but no others

receive it for this end and this use than such as are capable of

being reformed : others receive it for other ends and other uses,

which are innumerable, and have regard to self and the world.

2676. He i>^a<:al on her shoulder: that this signifies as

nmch as it could receive, appears from the signification of the

shoulder, as denoting all power, concerning which see no. 1085,

consequently as much of good and truth as they are capable of

receiving.

2677. And the l)oy : that this signifies the spiritual, appears

from the signification of a boy, as here denoting that which is

called spiritual; for Ishmael, or the son of the handmaid, here

represents the man of the spiritual church, and because he
here represents him in the beginning, he is called a boy.

2678. And sent Iter moay: that this signifies He left it in the
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propriuni, aj)pears from the signification of being sent away,

M'hen it is done by Al)rahani, by whom the Lord is represented
;

also from the first state of those who are reformed and become
spiritual. Their first state is, that they suppose they do

good and think truth from themselves, consequently from the

proprium, knowing no other at that time ; and when it is tohl

them, that all good and all truth are from the Lord, they do not

indeed reject this, but they do not acknowledge it in heart,

because they do not feel, nor inwardly perceive, that anything

Hows in from any other source than from themselves. Inasmuch
as all who are reformed are at first in such a state, therefore

they are left by the Lord in the proprium, but still they are led

by Him by means of their proprium, while they themselves

know nothing about it.

2679. And she went anel wandered in the vnlderness of Bcev^

sheba : that this signifies a wandering state at that time in the

doctrinals of faith, appears from the signification of going and
wandering in a wilderness, as denoting a wandering state ; and
from the signification of Beersheba, as denoting the doctrine of

faith, concerning which we shall speak at the end of this

cliapter, where it is said that Abraham and Abimelech struck a

covenant in Beersheba, verse 32 ; and that Abraham planted a

grove in Beersheba, verse 33. In this verse is described the

([uality of the state of those who are reformed, as it is in the

beginning, namely, that they are carried away into various

errors. For it is impressed on them by the Lord to think much
about eternal life, consequently much about the truths of

faith, but inasmuch as they do this from the proprium, as was
said above, they must needs wander hither and thither, as in

doctrine so in life, eagerly seizing upon that as truth which has

l)een inseminated from infancy, or which is impressed upon
them by others, or which is thought by themselves, besides

wiiich they are led away by various affections, which they are

ignorant of: they are like fruits as yet unripe, whereunto form,

beauty, and flavour cannot be imparted in a moment ; or they

are like tender shoots, which cannot in a moment grow up
into the flower, or into the full corn in the ear. Neverthe-

less, the things which enter at that time, although for the most

part erroneous, are yet such as may serve to promote growth,

and these things afterwards, when reformation is ellected, are

partly separated, partly made serviceable for the purpose of

introducing as it were foods and juices into the after life, partly

adapted, as far as may be, to the goods and truths which arc

afterwards to be implanted by the Lord, and partly serve spiri-

tual things for ultimate planes: thus they serve as continual

means for reformation, which means follow in a perpetual con-

nection and order, for the least things in man are foreseen l>y

the Lord, and pro^'ided for in regard to his future state to
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eternity, and this for his good, so far as it is at all possible, an(.l

man suffers himself to be led by the Lord.

2680. Verse 15. And the waters VMre consumed out of the

fiagon, and she cast the hoy under one of the shrubs. The waters

were consumed out of the fiagon, signifies the desolation of truth :

and she cast the hoy under one of the shrubs, signifies despair in

that he perceived nothing of truth and good.

2681. The waters ivcre consumed out of tltc flagon : that this

signifies the desolation of truth, appears from the signification

of being consumed, as denoting being desolated ; and from the

signification of water, as denoting truth, see nos. 28, 680, 739.

2682. And she cast the boy under one of the shrubs : that this

signifies despair in that she perceived nothing of truth and
good, appears from the signification of the boy, as denoting

spiritual truth, see nos. 2669, 2677 ; and from the signification

of a shrub, as denoting perception (but so little as to be scarcely

any, wherefore also it is said under one of the shrubs), in like

manner as trees, biit in a lesser degree (that trees signify per-

ceptions, see nos. 103, 2163); also from the affection prevalent

in this act, which is that of despair. Hence it is evident that by
casting the boy under one of the shrubs is signified despair in

that he perceived nothing of truth and good. That being cast

imder one of the shrubs, signifies being desolated as to truth

and good even to despair, appears from JoIj :
" In want and in

hunger solitary; fleeing to dryness, the night being past, desolation

and wastencss ; gathering the mallow upon the shrub ; to dwell

in the cleft of the valleys, in holes of dust and of rocks ; they

groaned amongst the shrtd)s, under the thistle they were conjoined

together" (xxx. 3, 4, 6, 7), speaking of the desolation of truth,

which is described by forms of speaking customary in the

Ancient church, for the book of Job is a book of the Ancient
church, as, l)eing solitary in want and hunger, fleeing to dryness,

the night being jDast, desolation and wasteness, dwelling in the

clefts of valleys and of rocks, also gathering the mallow upon
the shrub, and groaning amongst the shrubs. So also in Isaiah :

" They shall come and shall rest all of them in the rivers of

desolations, in the clefts of the rocks, and in all the shrubs, and
in all the conduits" (vii. 19), speaking also of desolation, which
is descriljed by like forms of expression, namely, by resting in

2 the rivers of desolations, in clefts of rocks, and in shrubs. The
subject treated of in this verse is concerning the second state

of those who are being reformed, which is, tliat they are reduced

to ignorance, so as to know nothing of trutli, and this even to

despair. The reason of their ])eing reduced to such ignorance

is, in order that the persuasive light may be extinguished, which
is sucli that it illuminates falsities and trutlis alike, and induces

a faith of falsity by means of truths, and a faith of truth by
means of falsities, and at the same time self-confidence; and
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also in order that they may be brought into Knowledge by
experience itself respecting this truth, that nothing of good and

nothing of truth is from self or from the proprium, but from

the Lord. Those who are being reformed are reduced to

ignorance, even to despair, and then they have comfort and

enlightenment, as appears from what follows. Eor the light of

truth from the Lord cannot flow in into a persuasive [state] whicli

is from the proprium, this being of such a nature as to extin-

guish that light. This persuasive [principle] appears in the

other life like wintry light, but on the approach of the light of

heaven it becomes dark instead of light, in which darkness

there is all ignorance of truth. This state is called a state of

the desolation of truth with those wdio are being reformed, and

is also much treated of in the internal sense of the Word. But ^

few are capable of knowing anything respecting that state,

because few at this day are regenerated. To those who are not

regenerated, it is the same thing whether they know the truth,

or do not know it, and also whether what they know be the

truth or not, if only they can pass anything off as the trutli.

But those who are regenerated, think much about doctrine antl

life, because they think much about eternal salvation, and
therefore if truth fails them, they grieve at heart, because

truth is of their thought and affection. The quality of the state

of the one and of the other may appear from this consideration :

man, while he is in the body, lives in heaven as to his spirit,

and in the world as to his body, being born into both ; and he is

so created, that he may actually as to his spirit be with angels,

and at the same time, by means of the things which are of the

body, with men. But inasmuch as there are few who believe

that they have a spirit which is to live after death, therefore

there are few who are regenerated. To those who believe, the

other life is the all of their thought and affection, and the world

is respectively nothing ; but to those who do not believe, the

world is the all of their thought and affection, and the other

life is respectively nothing. The former are those who can be

regenerated, but the latter are those who cannot.

2G83. Verse IG. A^id she went, and sat hy herself afar off,

removing herself ahout a how-shot off, hecause she said, Let me not

see the death (f the hoy ; and she sat afar off, and lifted up her

voice, and irej^t. She ivent, and sat hy herself afar off, signifies a

state of thought: removing herself cd)out a how-shot off] signiiies

a state as far absent as could be from the doctrine of truth ; a

bow denotes the doctrine of truth : hecause she said. Let me not

see the death of the hoy, signifies grief that it should tlnis

perish : anel she sat afar off, signifies a state of thought : (iml

she lifted vp her voice, and. wept, signifies a further degree uf

grief

2G84. She vxnt, and sat hy herself afar off: that this
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signifies a state of thought, may appear from the signification

of going, and also of sitting by herself, and this afar off, when
applied to what precedes and to what follows. Going, which
here is going away from the boy, signifies removal from
spiritual truth, which is further expressed and determined by
her removing herself about a bow-shot olf. Sitting by herself,

signifies a solitary state, such as is that of the thought in grief

and despair. Afar off, signifies that she might not look, and
yet might look. That looking denotes thinking, see no. 2245,

whicli is also further expressed and determined by her saying,
" Let me not see the death of the boy, and she sat afar off."

Tiuis in these words is involved the state of the thought of

those who are in the desolation of truth, and thereby in

despair.

2G85. Removing liersdf about a hoiu-shot off: that this signifies

a state as far absent as could be from the doctrine of truth,

appears from the signification of being removed, as denoting

being absent ; and from the signification of a bow, as denoting

the doctrine of truth, of which we shall speak presently ; a shot

signifies that it was as far absent as it could possibly be, that

is, as far as an arrow can be shot i'rom a bov/. The expression

a bow-shot is here used, because a bow is predicated of the

spiritual man, who is a shooter of the bow, as it is said of

him in verse 20, " And he dwelt in the wilderness, and was a

shooter of the bow."

2GS6. Tliat a bow denotes the doctrine of truth, appears from
its signification. In the "Word, wheresoever wars are treated

of and mentioned, no other wars are signified, in the internal

sense, than such as are spiritual, see no. 16G4. There were also

books in the Ancient church, which were entitled the Wars
of Jehovah, as appears from Moses, Numb. xxi. 14-16 ; which
being written in the prophetic style, had an internal sense, and
treated of the Lord's combats and temptations, and also of the

combats and temptations of the church, and of those wdio arc of

the church ; this is evident from the circumstance, that some
things were taken thence by Moses. The same is also evident

from other books of that church, which were called the books
of the Prophetic Enunciators, concerning whicli see Numb, xxi,

27-o0 ; in which nearly the same words occur as in Jeremiah,

compare Numb. xxi. 28 and Jer. xlviii. 45 ; whence also it may
be concluded, that the Ancient church had writings both his-

torical and prophetical, which were Divine and inspired, and
which in the internal sense treated of the Lord and His kingdom,
and that these writings were the Word to that church, as the

liistorical and proplietical books of our Word are to us, which
in the literal sense treat of the Jews and Israelites, but in the

internal sense of the Lord, and of those things which are His.

2 As war in tlie Word, as also in the books of the Ancient
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cliurch, signified spiritual war, so all arms, as a sword, a spear,

a shield, a buckler, arrows {tela ct sar/ittac), and bows, signified

such tilings in particular as are of war understood in the

spiritual sense. Concerning the specific signification of these

arms, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall speak else-

where ; at present suffice it to show what is signified by a

bow, namely, the doctrine of truth, and that this signification is

derived from arrows (tela ct sagittae), or darts, which are doc-

trinals, from which and with which those especially who are

spiritual fight, aiid who thence were formerly called shooters of

the bow. That a bow signifies the doctrine of truth, may appear 3

from the following passages :—In Isaiah :
" The arrows {tela) of

Jehovah are sharp, and all His hows bent, the hoofs of His
horses are accounted as rocks, and His wheels like a tempest

"

(V. 28), speaking of truths of doctrine : arrows denote spiritual

truths, a bow doctrine, horses' hoofs natural truths, wheels the

doctrine thereof; which things, having sucli a signification, are

therefore attributed to Jehovah, to Whom they can only be

attributed in a spiritual sense, otherwise they would be empty
and improper expressions. In Jeremiah :

" The Lord hath lent

His bow as an enemy, His right hand stood as an adversary,

and hath slain all the desirable things of the eye in the tent of

tlie daughter of Zion, He hath poured out His anger like fire
"

(Lam. ii. 4) ; a bow denotes the doctrine of truth, which appears

as an enemy, and hostile, to those who are in falsities ; no other

1)0w can be predicated of the Lord. In Habakkuk :
" Thou, (

)

Jehovah, ridest on Thy horses, Tliy chariots are salvation, 2'hi/

boLO being bared shall be bared" (iii. 8, 9), here also a bow
denotes the doctrine of good and trutli. In Moses :

" The archers

shall vex him, and shoot at him, and hold him in hatred, lu;

shall sit in the firmness of his boio, and the arms of his hands
shall be made strong by the hands of the mighty one of Jacob,

thence is the shepherd, the stone of Israel" (Gen. xlix. 23, 24),

speaking of Joseph : the bow denotes the doctrine of good and
truth. In John :

" I saw, when behold a white horse, and he 4

who sat on him had a bow, and a crown was given him " (Apoc.

vi. 2). The white horse denotes wisdom, he who sat on him
denotes the Word, as is declared plainly in chapter xix. 13,

where the white horse is again treated of ; and inasnuich as lie

wlio sat on him is the Word, it is evident that a bow denotes

tlie doctrine of trutli. In Isaiah: "Who hath raised up
righteousness from the east, called him to his following, given

the nations before him, and made him to have dominion over

kings, given them as the dust to his sword, as driven stubble to

his boiv ? " (xli. 2), speaking of the Lord : a sword denotes truth,

and a bow denotes doctrine derived from Him. Again :
" I will

set in them a sign, and I will send those that escape of them
unto the nations Tarshisli; I'ul, and Lud, that draw the bow,
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'I'ulial and Javau " (Ixvi. 10); tlicy that draw the bow denote

those wdio teach doctrine : what is signified by Tarshish, see

no. 115G; what by Lud, nos. 1195, 1231 ; what by Tubal, no.

1151 ; what by Javan, nos. 1152, 1153, 1155. In Jeremiah:
" Because of the voice of a horseman, and of one that draweth
the bow, the whole city tleeth, they have entered into the clouds,

and have gone up into the rocks, the whole city is forsaken
"

(iv. 29) : a horseman denotes those who declare truth : a bow
denotes the doctrine of truth, which they flee from, or are

ai'raid of, who are in falsities. Again :
" Put yourselves in

array against Babel round about, all ye that draw the loiv shoot

at her, spare not the arrow, because she hath sinned to

-Jehovah" (1. 14, 29; li. 2, 3), where they that shoot and draw
the bow denote tliose who declare and teach the doctrine of

truth. In Zechariah :
" I will cut off the chariot from Ephraim,

and the horse from Jerusalem, and the how of war shall be cut

off, and he shall speak peace unto the nations " (ix. 10).

I^^jhraim denotes the understanding of the truth of the church
;

a bow denotes doctrine. In Samuel :
" David lamented a

lamentation over Saul, and over Jonathan his son, and said.

To teach the sons of Judah the hotv" (2 Sam. i. 17, 18), where
the subject treated of is not a bow, but the doctrinals of faith.

In Ezekiel: "Thus saith the Lord Jehovih, This is the day of

M'hich I spoke, and the inhabitants of the cities of Israel shall

go forth, and shall set on fire and burn the arms, and the

buckler, and the shield, the how and the arroics, and the staff'

of the hand, and the spear, and shall kindle fire in them seven

years " (xxxix. 8, 9) : the arms here mentioned are all arms of

spiritual war : the bow with the arrows denote doctrine and
the truths thereof, for truths themselves, separated from goods,

appear as weapons in the other life, when they are represented

to the sight. As a bow signifies the doctrine of truth, so also

in the opposite sense it signifies the doctrine of falsity. Similar

expressions in the Word have for the most part an opposite

sense, as hath been frequently said and shewn above. In Jere-

miah :
" Behold a people .coming from the laud of the north, and

a great nation shall be raised np from the sides of the earth,

they lay hold of the how and the spear : it is cruel : and they
sliall not show pity, their voice shall roar like the sea, they

shall ride \x\)0\\ horses, instructed as a man (yir) for war,

against thee, daughter of Zion" (vi. 22, 23), where a bow
denotes the doctrine of falsity. Again :

" Behold a people

(•oming from the north, and a great nation, and many kings

shall be raised up from the sides of the earth, they hold the

hoio and the spear, they are cruel, and shall not show pity

"

(1. 41, 42), where the meaning is the same. Again: "They
liend their tongue, their how is a lie, and not for truth, they

pre\ail in the earth, because they have gone forth from evil to
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evil, and have not known Me " (ix. 2 [3]), where it is very
manifest that a bow denotes the doctrine of falsity, for it is

said, that they bend the tongue, their bow is a lie, and not for

truth. Again :
" Thus saith Jehovah of Zebaoth, Behold, I

hreak the bow of Elam, the beginning of their might " (xlix. 35).

In David :
" Go, see the works of Jehovah, Who putteth desola-

tions into the earth, causing wars to cease even to the extremity
of the earth. He hreaketh the how, He cutteth the spear in

sunder, He burnetii the carriages with fire" (Psalm xlvi. 9, 10

[8, 9]). Again :
" God is known in Judah,His name is great in

Israel, and His tabeniacle shall be in Shalem, and His dwelling-

])lace in Zion, there hrake He the fiery arroivs (jacula) of the

hoiv, the buckler, and the sword, and the battle "(Psalm Ixxvi.

2-4 [1-3]). Again :
" Lo, the wicked bend the boiv, they pre-

pare their arroics (sagittac) upon the string, to shoot in darkness
at the upright in heart " (Psalm xi. 2) : a bow and arrows
here manifestly denote doctrinals of falsity.

2687. Because she said, Let uie not sec the death of the boy

:

that this signifies grief that it should thus perish, appears
from the signification of seeing death, as denoting perishing,

and from the signification of the boy, as denoting spiritual

truth, concerning which see above ; hence, and from the

affection of despair on account of the desolation of truth,

it is evident, that it is interior grief that is in these words.

2688. And she sat afar off: that this signifies a state of

thought, appears from what was said above, no. 2684, where
the same words occur. The reason why the same words are

repeated in this verse is, that the state of thought was increased

and aggravated even to the ultimate of grief, as is evident from
the words immediatel}^ preceding, " Let me not see the death of

tlie boy ; " and from the words which immediately follow^ " she
lifted up her voice, and w^ept."

2689. And she lifted itjJ her voice, and v:cpt : that this signi-

fies a further degree of grief, may appear from the signification

(tf lifting up the voice and weeping, as denoting the last

[degree] of grief, for weeping with a loud voice is nothing else.

A state of desolation of truth, and also of removal from truths,

with those who become spiritual, is described in this verse.

How these things are, shall be told in a few words. Those who
cannot be reformed, are altogether ignorant of what it is to

grieve on account of being deprived of truths, and suppose it

impossible for any one to be ])ained on account of such a thing;

they believe that tlie only anxiety that can possibly exist is on
account of the loss of goods of the body and of the world, such
as health, honour, fame, wealth, and life. But those who can
be reformed, think altogether otherwise ; they are preserved by
tlie Lord in the affection of good, and in the tliougiit of truth,

wherefore they come into anxiety when they are deprived of
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2 oood ami truth. It is known that all anxiety and grief arise

solely from the (le})rivation of those things with which one is

affected, or wliieh one loves. Tliose wlio are aifected only with

corporeal and worldly things, or who love only such things,

giieve when they are deprived of them. But those who are

affected with spiritual goods and truths, and love them, grieve

when they are deprived thereof, the life of every one being

nothing but alfection or love. Hence it may appear what is tlie

state of those who are desolated as to goods and truths, with
which they are affected or which they love, namely, that it is a

state of grief more grievous, because more interior, and because,

in the deprivation of good and truth, they do not regard the

death of the body, which they have no concern about, but

eternal death. It is the state of these that is here described.

3 In order that it may be known who they are wlio can be pre-

served by the Lord in the affection of good and truth, and
thereby be reformed and made spiritual, and who cannot, the

matter shall be explained in a few words. Every one in his

boyhood, when he is first imbued with goods and truths, is held

by tlie Lord in the affirmative that that which is said and
taught by parents and masters is true ; this affirmative, with
those wlio can become spiritual men, is confirmed by means of

scientifics and Knowledges, for whatsoever they learn that has

any connection, insinuates itself into the affirmative, and
strengthens it, and this more and more even to affection, and
these are they who become spiritual men according to the

essence of the truth in wliich they believe, and who conquer in

temptations. But the case is otherwise with those who cannot
l)ecome spiritual : these, although they are in the afiirmative

during childhood, in the succeeding age admit doubtings, and
so break down the affirmative of good and of truth : and when
they enter upon adult age, they admit negative things, even to

the affection of falsity ; these, if they were led into temptations,

would absolutely fall therein, therefore also tliey are delivered

4 from temptations. The real cause, however, why they admit
doubtings, and afterwards negative things, derives the whole of

its origin from a life of evil : they who are in a life of evil

cannot do otherwise. The life of every one, as was said, is

affection or love, and such as the affection or love is, such is the

thought. The affection of evil and the thought of trutli never
conjoin thcunselves ; where they appear to conjoin themselves,

they still do not conjoin, the thought of truth being without the

alfection thereof, wherefore with such persons truth is not truth,

but only a sounding something, or profession of the lips, from
wliich the heart is far removed. The worst of men also are

capable of knowing such truth, and sometimes in a greater degree

than other men. With some, too, there exists a persuasive

(jyersuasivum) of truth of such a nature, that no one can know
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but that it is genuine, when nevertheless it is not genuine, if

the life of good be not in it : it is an affection of the love of

self or of the world, which brings on such a persuasive, which
also they defend with a vehemence of apparent zeal, even to

the condemning of those who do not receive it, or believe as

they themselves do ; but this truth is according to the quality

of the ruling principle in each one, being more powerful accord-

ing to the power of the love of self or of the world ; it is indeed

connected by birth with evil, but it does not conjoin itself with
evil, wherefore also it is extirpated in the other life. The case

is otherwise with those who are in the life of good : truth itself

has in them its ground, and its heart, and from the Lord its

life.

2G90. Verse 17. And God heard the voice of the boj/ ; and
the angel of God cried to Hagar out of heaven, and said to her,

What ailcth thee, Hagar ? fear not, because God hath heard the

voice of the hoy, in the place in which he is. God heard the voice

of the hoy, signifies help at that time : and the angel of God
cried to Hagar out of heaven, signifies consolation : and said

to her, What aileth thee, Hagar ? signifies perception con-

cerning her state: fear not, because God hath heard the voice of
the hoy, in the place in which he is, signifies hope of help.

2G91. God heard the voice of the hoy : that this signifies help

at that time, appears from the signification of God's hearing a

voice in the historical sense, as denoting bringing help in the

internal sense, and from the signification of the boy, as denot-

iug spiritual truth, concerning which see above, in the present

case, as denoting a state in which there was the spiritual as to

truth, for it is said that He heard the voice of the hoy, and pre-

sently in this verse, that He heard the voice of the boy in the

place in which he is, namely, in the state in which he is ; and
in the preceding verses it is said, that she was in a state of the

greatest grief by reason of the deprivation of truth. The reason

why God is said to have heard the voice of the boy, not that of

Hagar, is that the state of the spiritual man is treated of : by
the boy, or Ishmael, is represented the man of the spiritual

church ; by Hagar his mother, the affection of the Knowledges
of truth, which is that which has grief Man's rational is born
of the affection of sciences as a mother, see nos. 1895, 1896,

1902. 1910, 2094, 2524; but his spiritual is born of the affec-

tion of the Knowledges of truth from doctrine, especially from
the Word ; the s])iritual itself is here the boy, the affection of

the Knowledges of truth is Hagar,
2692. And the angel of God cried to Hagar out of heaven:

that this signifies consolation, ayjpears from the signification of

crying out of heaven, also of the angel of God, and likewise of

Hagar. Crying out of heaven signifies infiux ; the angel of God
signifies the Lord, see uos. 1925, 2319 ; and Hagar signifies the

VOL. IIL u
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affection of the Knowledges of trnth, see no. 2001. The influx

of the Lord into the affection of truth, when this affection is in

the greatest grief on account of the deprivation [of truth], is

consolation : what flows in with man from the Lord, is said to be

cried out of heaven, because it comes through heaven, and is

manifest there, but is obscure in man's perception and thought,

only manifesting itself by a change of the state of affection, as

in the present case, tliat she received consolation.

2093. A7ul said to her, What ailcth thee, Hafjar ? that this

signifies perception concerning her state, appears from the sig-

nification of saying in the historical parts of the Word, as

denoting perceiving, concerning which see above ; and from the

signification of " What aileth thee, Hagar ?" as denoting the state

in which she was ; here it signifies that the Lord knew her state,

notwithstanding His questioning her, and saying, " What ailetli

thee, Hagar ? " In the sense of the letter it is a question from
tlie Lord, but in the internal sense it is an infinite perception

of all things ; it frequently occurs in the Word, that men are

questioned concerning their state, but the reason is, that man
believes no otherwise than that no one knows his thoughts,

much less the state of his affection ; a further reason is, that

men may derive comfort from being able to lay open tlie feel-

ings of the mind (animus), which is commonly a relief, see

nos. 1701, 1931.

2694. Fear not, because God hath heard the voice of the hoy, in

the place in which he is : that this signifies hope of help, appears

from the signification of fear not, as denoting despair not, for

when fear is removed hope is present; and from the signification

of hearing the voice of the boy, as denoting help, see above, no.

2691, where similar words occur. In the preceding verses the

state of desolation, to which those who are reformed and become
spiritual are reduced, was treated of: their restoration, in the

present verse comfort, and the hope of help, is now treated of.

That those who are reformed are reduced into ignorance of

truth, or desolation, even to grief and despair, and that then

first they have comfort and help from the Lord, is at this day a

thing unknown, by reason that few are reformed. Those who
are such that they can be reformed, if not in the life of the

body, yet in the other life, are brought into this state, which in

the other life is very well known, and is called vastation or

desolation, concerning which something has been said in the

Eirst Part, see no. 1109. Those who are in such vastation or

desolation are reduced even to despair, and when they are in

this state, they receive comfort and help from the Lord, and
are at last taken away thence into heaven, where they are in-

structed among the angels, as it were anew, in the goods and
truths of faith. The cause of this vastation and desolation is

chiefly that the persuasive (2^crsuasivum) which they have taken
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from the proprium may be broken, see no. 2682 ; also that they

may receive the perception of good and truth, which they

cannot receive until the persuasive which they have taken

IVoni the proprium, is as it were softened; this is effected

l)y a state of anxiety and grief even to despair. No one
can have an exquisite perception of what is good, or of

what is blessed and happy, unless he has been in a state of

what is not good, not blessed, and not happy : from this latter

state he acquires a sphere of perception, and this in the degree

in which he was in the opposite state. The sphere of perception,

and the extension of its limits, are made from relatives

actually formed. These are the causes of vastation or desola-

tion, besides many others. But let some examples be taken

by way of illustration. Those who attribute everything to 3

their own prudence, and little or nothing to the Divine

Providence,—supposing it to be evinced to them by a thou-

sand and a thousand reasons, that the Divine Providence

is universal, but that it is universal because it extends to the

most minute particulars, and that not a single hair falls from
the head, that is, there is notliing so minute which is not fore-

seen, and provided for accordingly,—still their state of thought

respecting their Own prudence is not changed thence, except

only for the moment when they apperceive themselves to be

convinced by those reasons. Yea, supposing the same thing to

be evidenced by living experiences, at the moment of seeing or

feeling such experiences, they confess that it is so, but when a

few moments are passed, they return to their former state of

opinion : such things have a momentary effect upon the thought,

but not on the affection, and unless the affection is broken, the

thought remains in its state, for the thought has its faith and
its life from affection. But when such persons are brought into

anxiety and grief, in consequence of being unable to do any-

thing of themselves, and this even to despair, tlien the persuasive

is broken, and the state is changed, and tlicy can then be

brought to believe, that they can do nothing of themselves, but

that all power, prudence, intelligence, and wisdom are from the

Lord. The case is similar with those who believe that faith is

from themselves, or that good is from themselves. Let another 4

example be taken. Those who have acquired this persuasion,

that when they are justified, there is no longer any evil with

tliem, but that it is absolutely wiped away and blotted out, and
that tliey are thus pure,—supposing they were to be enlightened

by a thousand and a thousand arguments, that nothing is wiped

away or blotted out, but that all those are withheld from evil,

and kept in good, by the Lord, wlio, from the life of good in

which they had been in the world, are such that they can be so

treated ; and supposing furtlier that they should be convinced

by experiences that of themselves they are nothing but evil,
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yea, that tlicy are most impure masses of evils,— still tlioy will

not recede from the belief of their opinion : but when they are

reduced to such a state, that they perceive hell in themselves,

and this to such a degree that they despair that they can ever

be saved, then, for the first time, that persuasive is broken, and
with it all haughtiness, and contempt of others in comparison
witli themselves, and also the arrogance tliat they alone are

saved ; and they may then be brought into a true confession of

faith, not only tliat all good is from the Lord, but also that all

things are of His mercy ; and at length they may be led into

humiliation of heart before the Lord, which is not possible

without the acknowledgment of one's self. Hence then it is

evident, why those who are reformed, or become spiritual, are

reduced to the state of vastation or desolation which is treated

of in the preceding verses ; and that when they are in that state

even to despair, they then first receive comfort and help from
the Lord.

2695. Verse 18. Arise, take up the hoy, and strengthen thy

hand in him, because into a great nation will I jnit him. Arise,

signifies elevation of mind : take iq) the hoy, signifies the spiritual

as to truth : and strengthen thy hand in him, signifies support

thence : because into a great nation will I put him, signifies

the spiritual church.

2696. Arise : that this signifies elevation of mind, appears

from the signification of arising in the Word, as involving,

where it is named, some elevation, concerning which see no.

2401, in the present case elevation of mind, because it in-

volves enlightenment, and, in the following verse, instruction,

in truths.

2697. Take up the hoy: that this signifies the spiritual as to

truth, appears from the signification of the boy, as denoting the

spiritual especially as to truth, concerning which see nos. 2677,

2687 : for the man of the spiritual church seems to be regene-

rated by means of the truths of faith, and he knows not that it

is by means of the good of truth, for this does not appear,

manifesting itself only in the affection of truth, and afterwards

in a life according to truth. No one can possibly be regenerated

by means of truth, unless with truth there be good, for truth

witliout good is devoid of life ; wherefore through truth separate

from good there is not any new life, which new life nevertheless

man receives by regeneration.

2698. And strengthen thy hand in him : that this signifies

support thence, appears from the signification of being strength-

ened, as denoting being supported ; and from the signification

of the hand, as denoting power, see no. 878, which is an effect

of support ; in him, or in the boy, denotes thence, that is, from
the spiritual as to truth. Those who are in internal grief, and
in despair by reason of tlie deprivation of truth, ^re elevated
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and supported solely l>y truth, because tlieir grief and despair

is on account of truth. With those who are in the affection

of good, good with them desires good, as a hungry person

desires bread, but with those who are in the affection of

truth, good with them desires truth, as a thirsty person desires

water. AVhat is here meant by strengthening the hand in him,

cannot be understood by any one, except from the internal sense.

2C99. Because into a great nation vAll I ind him : that this

signifies the spiritual church, appears from the signification of

a great nation, as denoting the spiritual church, which should

receive the good of faith, see above, no. 2669 ; it is called a

great nation, because the spiritual kingdom is the second king-

dom of the Lord, concerning which see also above, no. 2669.

As the man of the spiritual church is represented by Ishmael,

so also the spiritual church itself is represented by him, and

also the Lord's spiritual kingdom in the heavens, for an image

and Likeness of one is in the other. The first state after desola-

tion was described in the preceding verse, which was a state of

consolation and of hope of help ; their second state after deso-

lation is described in this verse, which is a state of enlighten-

ment and of recreation thence. Inasmuch as these states are

unknown in the world, by reason, as was said above, that few

at this day are regenerated, it is allowed to shew what is the

nature of this their state in the other life, where it is very well

known. Those who have been in vastation or desolation, after

tliey have been comforted with the hope of help are elevated by
the Lord into heaven, thus from a state of shade, which is a

state of ignorance, into a state of light, which is a state of

enlightenment and of recreation thence, consequently into joy,

which affects their inmosts ; it is actually light into which they

come, which is such, that it not only enlightens the sight, but

also the understanding at the same time, and how much they

are recreated by this light, may appear from the opposite state

out of which they have been delivered. Some on such occa-

sions, who have been of an infantile mind {animus) and a

simple faith, appear to themselves in white and shining

garments ; some with crowns ; some are conveyed about to

several angelic societies, and are everywhere received with

charity as brethren, and there is shewn to them whatever good

may gratify their new life ; to some it is given to see the im-

mensity of heaven or the Lord's kingdom, and to apperceive the

blessedness of those who are there ; besides numberless other

things which it is impossible to describe. Such is the state

of the first enlightenment and of recreation thence of those who
come out of desolation.

2700. Verse 19, And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well

of water, and she went, and filled the fiagon of water, and gave

the hoy to drink. God opened her eyes, signilics intelligence

:
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and she sair a well of imfcr, signifies the Word of the Lord from
which trutiis are : a7id she v-ent and filled thefiagon of vmter,

signifies truths thence : and gave the hoy to drink, signifies

instruction in spiritual things.

2701, God opened her eyes: that this signifies intelligence,

appears from the signification of opening, and of Hod's opening,

and also from the signification of the eyes, as denoting giving

intelligence. That the eyes signify the understanding, see no.

212, in like manner as sight or seeing, nos. 2150, 2325. It is

said that God opens the eyes, when He opens the interior sight

or the understanding, which is effected by an influx into man's

rational, or rather into the spiritual of his rational, and this by
the way of the soul, or an internal way unknown to man. This

influx is his state of enlightenment, in Avhich are confirmed to

him the truths which he hears, or which he reads, by a certain

perception inwardly in his intellectual. Man believes this to

be innate with him, and to proceed from his Own intellectual

faculty ; but he is greatly deceived : it is an influx through
heaven from the Lord into what is obscure, fallacious, and ap-

parent in man, and, by means of the good which is therein,

causes those things, which he believes, to emulate truth ; but

those only who are spiritual are blessed with enlightenment in

the spiritual things of faith. This is what is signified by God's
2 opening the eyes. The reason why the eye signifies the under-

standing is, that the sight of the body corresponds with the

sight of its spirit, which is the understanding ; and because

it corresponds, by the eye in the Word, in almost all places

where it is mentioned, is signified the understanding, even
where it is believed to have another signification, as where the

Lord says in Matthew :
" The lam}-) of the body is the eye, if the

eye be simple, the whole body is fall of light ; if the eye be evil,

the whole body is darkened ; if therefore the light (lumen) be
darkness, how great is the darkness " (vi. 22, 23 ; Luke xi. 34),

where the eye denotes the understanding, the spiritual whereof
is faith, as may appear also from the explanation there, "if

therefore the light be darkness, how great is the darkness." In
like manner in the same Evangelist :

" If the right eye cause

thee to stumble, pluck it out, and cast it from thee " (v. 29
;

xviii. 9): the left eye denotes the intellectual, but the right eye
denotes the affection thereof ; by the right eye being plucked
out is denoted, that the affection, if it be a cause of stumbling,

3 nmst be subdued. Again :
" Blessed are your eyes because they

see, and your ears, because they hear" (xiii. 16). And in Luke :

".Jesus said to His disciples. Blessed are the eyes which see the

things that ye see " (x. 23), where by the eyes wdiich see is

signified intelligence and faith ; for their seeing the Lord, and
also His miracles and works, did not render any one blessed,

but their receiving: with the understanding; and haviuji
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faith, which is seeing with the eyes, and their being obedient,

which is hearing with the ears. That seeing with the eyes

denotes understanding, and also having faith, see nos. 897,

2325 ; for die understanding is spiritual sight, and faith is tlie

spiritual of the understanding ; the sight of the eye is from tlie

light of the world, the sight of the understanding is from the

light of heaven flowing in into those things which are of the

light of the world, but the sight of faith is from the light of

heaven ; hence the expressions, seeing with the understanding,

and also seeing by faith. That hearing denotes obeying, see

no. 2542, In Mark :
" Jesus said to the disciples, Do not ye '

yet know, nor understand ? have ye your heart yet hardened ?

Imving eyes see ye not, and having ears hear ye not?" (viii.

17, 18), where it is evident, that not being willing to

understand and believe, is having eyes and not seeing. In
Luke, Jesus, speaking of the city Jerusalem, says, " If thou
hadst known the things which belong to thy peace, but it is

hid from thine eyes " (xix. 41, 42). And in Mark :
" This is

done by the Lord, and it is marvellous in our eyes " (xii. 11)

:

in these two passages, that what is hid from the eyeS, and
what is marvellous in the eyes, denotes before the understand-

ing, is known to every one from the signification of the eye,

even in common conversation.

2702. And she smo a well of water : that this signifies the

Word of the Lord, from which truths are, appears from the

signification of a well of w^ater, and of a fountain, as denoting

the Word, and also doctrine out of the Word, consequently also

truth itself, of which signification we shall speak presently ; and
from the signification of water, as denoting truth. That a well

wherein is water, and a fountain, denote the Word of the Lord,

and also doctrine out of the Word, consequently also truth itself,

may ap^^ear from very many passages. Inasmuch as the spiri-

tual church is here treated of, it is called a well and not a

fountain, as also in the following verses of this chapter :

—"Abra-
ham reproved Abimelech on account of a urll, which the ser-

vants of Abimelech had taken by force " (verse 25) ; likewise in

Genesis, chapter xxvi. :
" All the wells which his father's servants

had digged, in the days of Abraham his father, the Philistines

stopped up. And Isaac returned, and digged the wells of water,

which they had digged in the days of Abraham his father, and
the Philistines had stopped up after the death of Abraham.
And the servants of Isaac digged in the valley, and found there

a well of livinf/ waters. And they digged another well, and they

did not dispute over it. And it came to pass in that day, and
the servants of Isaac came, and told him concerning the tvcll

which they had digged, and said to him, We have iowuH loaters"

(verses 15, 18, 19, 22, 32), where by wells nothing else is signi-

fied than doctrinals, about which they disputed, and about
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which they did not dispute ; without such signification, their

digging wells, and disputing so often about them, would have
2 been too trifling to be mentioned in the Divine Word. A well

in like manner signifies the Word, or doctrine, as in Moses

:

" From thence they went to Beer : this is the well concerning

which Jehovah said to Moses, Gather the people, and I will

give them waters ; then Israel sang this song : Go up, loell,

answer ye out of it ; the well, the princes digged it, the willing

ones of the people digged it out, in the lawgiver, with their

staves " (Numb. xxi. 16-18). This prophetic song of Israel

was grounded in the spiritual signification of a well : in this

song the doctrine of truth is treated of, as appears from the

particulars in the internal sense. Hence the name Beer, and
hence the name Beersheba, and the signification thereof in the

3 internal sense, as denoting doctrine itself. But doctrine, in

which there are no truths, is called a pit, or a well in which is

no water, as in Jeremiah :
" Their nobles have sent their lesser

ones to the water, they came to the -pits, they found no water,

they returned with their vessels empty " (xiv. 3), where
waters denote truths ; the pits in which they did not find water

denote doctrine, in which there is no truth. Again :
" My

people has done two evils ; they have forsaken Me, the vein of

living waters, to cut out for themselves fits, broken jnts, which
cannot contain waters "

(ii. 1.3), where pits in like manner denote

doctrines not true, and broken pits denote compiled doctrinals.

4 That a fountain denotes the Word, and also doctrine, and conse-

quently truth, appears in Isaiah :
" The afflicted and needy

seek waters, and there are none : their tongue I'aileth for thirst

;

I Jehovah will hear them, the God of Israel will not forsake

them ; I will open rivers on the hills, and fountains in the

midst of the valleys ; I will place the wilderness into a lake of
waters, and the dry land into goings forth of waters" (Isaiah xli.

17, 18), speaking of the desolation of truth, which is signified by
the afflicted and needy seeking waters and there were none, and

by their tongue failing for thirst ; afterwards of consolation,

recreation, and instruction after desolation (as in these verses

concerning Hagar), which are signified by Jehovah opening

rivers on the hills, and placing fountains in the midst of the

valleys, the wilderness into a lake of waters, and the dry land

into goings out of waters, all which things denote the doctrine

5 of truth, and of the affection thence. In Moses :
" Israel dwelt

confidently alone at the fountain of Jacob, at a land of corn and
must, also the heavens thereof drop dew " (Deut. xxxiii. 28),

where the fountain of Jacob denotes the Word and the doctrine

of truth thence : it was because the fountain of Jacob signified

the Word, and the doctrine of truth thence, that when the

Lord came to the fountain of Jacob, He spoke with the woman
of Samaria, and taught what is signified by a fountain and by
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water, as it is thus recorded in John :
" Jesus came into a city

of Samaria called Sichar ; Jacob's fountain was there ; Jesus

therefore being wearied by His journey sat thus by i\\Q fountain

;

there cometh a woman of Samaria to draw waters ; Jesus saith

unto her, Give Me to drink : Jesus said, If thou knewest the

gift of God, and Who it is that saith unto thee, Give Me to

drink, thou wouldest ask of Him that He would give thee living

water ; every one who drinketh of this water shall thirst again
;

but he who drinketh of the water which I will give him shall

not thirst to eternity, but the vxiter which I shall give him
shall become in him a fountain of water springing up unto
eternal life" (iv. 5-7, 10, 13, 14). Inasmuch as the fountain

of Jacob signified the Word, water truth, and Samaria the

spiritual church, as is frequently the case in the Word, there-

fore the Lord spoke with the woman of Samaria, and taught

that the doctrine of truth is from Him, and that when it is from
Him, or what is the same thing, from His Word, it becomes a

fountain of water springing up unto eternal life, and that truth

itself is living water. In like manner, in the same Evangelist: 6

" Jesus said, If any one thirsteth, let him come to Me, and
drink ; whosoever believeth on Me, as the Scripture saith, out

of his belly shall flow streams of living ivater" (vii. 37, 38).

And again :
" The Lamb, Who is in the midst of the throne,

shall feed them, and shall lead them to living fountains of
vKtters, and God shall wipe away every tear from their eyes

"

(Apoc. vii. 17). Again: "I will give to him that is athirst of

the fountain of the luater of life freely " (Apoc. xxi. G). Streams
of Jiving water, and living fountains of water, denote truths

which are from the Lord, or from His Word, for the Lord is

the Word ; the good of love and charity, which is solely from
the Lord, is the life of truth ; he is said to be thirsty who is

in the love and affection of truth ; no other can thirst. Those 7

truths are also called fountains of salvation in Isaiah :
" Ye

shall draw waters in gladness out of the fountains of salvation,

and ye shall say in that day. Confess ye to Jehovah, call upon
His name " (xii. 3, 4). That a fountain denotes the Word, or

doctrine -thence, appears also in Joel: "It shall come to pass in

that day, the mountains shall drop must, and the hills shall

go with milk, and all the brooks of .ludah shall go with waters,

and a fountain shall go forth out of the house of Jehovah, and
shall water the stream of Shittim " (iv. 18 [iii. 18]), where waters

denote truths, and a fountain out of the house of Jehovah denotes

the Word of the Lord. In Jeremiah :
" Behold I bring them 8

out of the land of the north, and I will gather them together

out of the sides of the earth, among them the blind and the

lame; they shall come in weeping, and in sui)plications will I

lead them to fountains of ivaters in the \oay of xvhat is right,

they shall not stumble in it" (xxxi. 8,9). Fountains of waters
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ill the way of what is right manifestly denote the doctrinals of

truth ; the land of the north denotes ignorance or the desola-

tion of truth ; weeping and supplications denote their state of

grief and despair
; being brought to Ibuntains of waters denotes

recreation and instruction in truths, as in the present case

9 respecting llagar and her son. Again, in Isaiah :
" The wilder-

ness and the dry place shall rejoice therein, and the solitude

shall exult and blossom as a rose, in budding it shall bud, and
shall exult even with exultation and singing : the glory of

Lebanon is given to it, the honour of Carmel and Sharon,

they shall see the glory of Jehovah, the honour of our God,
confirm the weakened hands, and strengthen the failing knees,

the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf

shall be open ; in the wilderness shall loaters break out, and
rivers in the solitude, and the dry place shall become a lake,

and the thirsty place springs of tvaters " (xxxv. 1-3, 5-7), where
a wilderness denotes the desolation of truth ; waters, rivers,

lakes, springs of waters, denote truths, which are for recreation

and joy to those who have been in vastation, whose joys are here
10 described by many expressions. In David :

" Jehovah sendeth
forth fountains in the valleys, they shall go among the moun-
tains, they shall afford drink to every wild beast of the fields,

the wild asses shall break their thirst ; He watereth the moun-
tains out of His cliamhers" (Psalm civ. 10, 11, 13) : fountains

denote truths ; mountains the love of good and truth ; aftbrd-

ing drink denotes instructing : the wild beasts of the fields are

those who live thence, see nos. 774, 841, 908 ; the wild asses

are those who are only in rational truth, see nos. 1949-1951.
11 In Moses : "Joseph the son of a fruitful one, the son of a

fruitful one near ?i. fountain" (Gen. xlix. 22): a fountain de-

notes doctrine from the Lord. Again :
" Jehovah thy God shall

introduce thee into a good land, a land of riverf^, of waters, of

fountains, of deeps, that go forth in the valley and in the moun-
tain " (Deut. viii. 7) : the land denotes the Lord's kingdom and
church, see nos. 662, 1066, 1067, 1262, 1413, 2571,\vhich is

called good by reason of the good of love and charity : rivers,

waters, fountains, and deeps, denote truths thence. Again

:

" The land of Canaan, a land of mountains and valleys, at the
12 ram of heaven it drinketh in waters" (Deut. xi. 11). That

waters denote truths, both spiritual and rational, and also scien-

tific, is evident from these passages :—in Isaiah :
" Behold, the

Lord Jehovah of Zebaoth removeth from Jerusalem and from
Judah all the staff of bread and all the staff of water " (iii. 1).

Again :
" Bring ye umters to meet him that is thirsty

;
prevent

with his bread him that wandereth " (xxi. 14). Again: "Blessed

are ye that sow near cdl waters " (xxxii. 20). Again: " He who
walketh in righteousnesses, and speaketh uprightnesses, shall

dwell in heights, his bread shall be given, his tvaters shall be
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faithful " (xxxiii. 15, 16). Again :
" Then they shall not thirst,

in the wilderness He shall lead them, He shall cause ivaters to

liow out of the rock for them ; and He cleaveth the rock, and
the waters flow out " (xlviii. 21 ; Exod. xvii. 1-8 ; Numb. xx.

11-13). In David :
" He clave the rocks in the wilderness, and '3

gave to drink abundantl}^ as the deeps, He brought forth streams
out of the rock, and caused iccders to go down as a stream " (Psalm
Ixxviii. 15, 16), where a rock denotes the Lord; waters, rivers,

and deeps thence denote truths from Him. Again :
" Jehovah

placeth rivers into a ivilderness, and goings forth of waters into

dryness
; He placeth a ivilderness into a lake of waters, and a

thirsty land into goings forth of waters " (Psalm cvii. 33, 35).

Again :
" The voice of Jehovah upon the waters ; Jehovah upon

many waters " (Psalm xxix. 3). Again :
" A river, the brooks

thereof sliall make glad the city of God, the holy place of the

dwellings of the Most High " (Psalm xlvi. 5 [4]). Again :
" By

the Word of Jehovah were the heavens made, and all the host
of them by the spirit of His mouth, gathering as a heap the
waters of the sect, giving the depths in treasuries " (Psalm xxxiii.

6, 7). Again :
" Thou visitest the earth, and art exceedingly

delighted with it, thou enrichest it, the brook of God is full of
waters" (Psalm Ixv. 10 [9]). Again : "The tcaters saw Thee, O
God, the vjaters saw Thee, the deeps were moved ; the clouds

poured out waters ; Thy way is in the sea, and Thy highway in

'^iiiany waters" (Psalm Ixxvii. 17, 18, 20 [16, 17, 19]). It must
be plain to every one, that waters here do not signify waters,

and that the deeps were not moved, neither is the way of

Jehovah in the sea, or His highway in the waters, but that

spiritual waters are signified, that is, spiritual things vv'hich are

of truth ; otherwise it would be a collection of empty words.
In Isaiah: "Ho everyone that thirsteth, go ye io i\\Q vmters,

and he that hath no money, go ye, buy" (Iv. 1). In Zechariah :

" It shall be in that day, living waters shall go forth out of

Jerusalem, the half part of them to the eastern sea, and the

half part of them to the hinder sea " (xiv. 8). Moreover, i4

where the subject treated of in the Word is a church that is

about to be planted, or that is already planted, and it is

described by a paradise, a garden, a grove, or by trees, it is

customary also to describe it by the waters or rivers which water
it, whereby are signified spiritual, rational or scientilic things,

which are of truth, as is the case with the Paradise mentioned
in Genesis ii. 8, 9, which is also described by rivers in the

same chapter, verses 10-14, by which are signified those
things which are of wisdom and intelligence, see nos. 107-
121. The case is the same in many otlier parts of the AVord,

as in Moses :
" As valleys are they planted, as gardens near

a river, as Jehovah hath planted the lign aloes, as eedars

near the waters ; waters shall flow out of His buckets, and His
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seed [sliall be] in many waters" (Numb. xxiv. 6, 7). In

Kzekiel: "He took of the seed of the earth, and placed it

in the field of the sower, He took it near many ivatcrs, it

budded, and became a luxuriant vine " (xvii. 5, 6). That a

vine and a vineyard signify the spiritual church, see no.

1069. Again :
" Thy mother like a vine in thy likeness,

planted near the waters, became fruitful and full of branches

by reason of many ivaters " (xix. 10). Again :
" Behold,

Asshur [a cedar] in Lebanon, the waters caused it to grow, the

deep made it high, with its rivers going about its plant, and
sent out its watercourses to all the trees of the field" (xxxi.

15 3, 4). Again :
" Behold on the lank of the river very many

trees on the one side and on the other ; then said he unto me,
These waters go forth towards the eastern boundary, and
descend upon the plain, and come towards the sea, being let

out into the sea, and the waters are healed ; and it shall be,

every living soul that crawleth, whithersoever the two rivers

come, shall live ; and there shall be exceeding much lish,

because these waters come thither, and are licaled, that every-

thing may live whither the river cometh. The miry places

thereof, and the marshes thereof, and they are not healed,

they shall be given to salt" (xlvii. 7-9, 11), speaking of the

New Jerusalem, or the Lord's spiritual kingdom : the waters

going forth to the eastern boundary, signify spiritual things

which are from celestial things, which are truths from a

celestial origin, that is, faith from love and charity, see nos.

101, 1250: descending into the plain signifies doctrinals whicli

are of the rational, see nos. 2418, 2450 : coming towards the

sea signifies to scientifics, the sea denotes the gathering of

scientitics, see no. 28 : the living soul that crawleth signifies the

delights thereof, see nos. 746, 909, 994, which should live

from the waters of the river, that is, from spiritual things

from a celestial origin : much fish denotes an abundance of

applicable scientifics, see nos. 40, 991 : miry places and
marshes denote inapplicable and impure scientifics

;
going

away into salt denotes being vastated, see no. 2455. In
Jeremiah: "Blessed is the man who trusteth in Jehovah,

he shall be as a tree planted near the tcaters, and near the

hrook it sendeth forth its roots " (xvii. 7, 8). In David :
" He

shall be like a tree planted near brooks of waters, which shall

give its fruit in its time " (Psalm i. 3). In John :
" He

shewed me a pure river of water of life, resplendent as

crystal, going forth out of the throne of God and the Lamb

:

in the midst of the street thereof and of the river on either

side is the tree of life yielding twelve fruits" (Apoc. xxii. 1, 2).

16 Since, then, waters signify truths in the internal sense

of the Word, therefore in the Jewish church, for the sake

of representation before the angels, with whom rituals are
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regarded spiritually, it was commanded that the priests and
Levites should wash themselves with icaters when they came
near to minister, and indeed out of the laver between the

tent and the altar, and afterwards out of the brazen sea, and
the other lavers around the temple, which were instead of a

fountain. In like manner, for the sake of representation, the

water of sin W'as instituted, or the water of purgation, which
was to be sprinkled upon the Levites (Numb. viii. 7) : and
also the lixtter of separation made with the ashes of a red
lieifer (Numb. xix. 2-19) : and that the spoils taken from the

]\Iidianites should be cleansed by water (Numb. xxxi. 19-25).

2Vie tvatcrs ivhich were given out of the rock (Exod. xvii. 1-8
;
'7

Numb. XX. 1-13; Deut, viii. 15), represented and signified an
abundance of spiritual things, or of the truths of faith from
the Lord. The hitter waters which were healed by wood (Exod.
XV. 22-25), represented and signified truths which do not

please, that they are rendered acceptable and agreeable by
good or the affection thereof : that wood signifies good which
is of the affection or will, see no. 643. Erom what has been
said it may now be known what is meant by water in the

Word, and hence what the water in baptism means, whereof
the Lord thus speaks in John :

" Except any one be born of

water and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of

God " (iii. 5), namely, that water denotes the spiritual of faith,

and the Spirit denotes the celestial thereof, thus that baptism
is a symbol of the regeneration of man by the Lord by means
of the truths and goods of faith ; not that regeneration is

effected by baptism, but by the life signified in baptism, into

Mhich life Christians, who have the truths of faith, because
they have the Word, ought to enter.

2703. And she filled the flagoii of water: that this signifies

truths thence, appears from the signification of water, as

denoting truth, concerning which see above.

2704. And gave the hoy to drink : that this signifies instruc-

tion in spiritual things, appears from the signification of giving

to drink, as denoting instructing in truths ; and from the
signification of the boy, as denoting the spiritual as to truth,

see no. 2G97. This state, which is one of instruction, and
which is treated of in this verse, is the third state of those who
come out of vastation or desolation ; for while they are coming
into a state of enlightenment or heavenly light, which is

treated of in the preceding verso (see no. 2G99), they are then
in the affection of knowing and learning truths, and wlien they
are in that affection, they are imbued with truths easily and as

it were of their own accord, those who are on earth, from the
Word of the Lord or from doctrine, but those who are in

lieaven, from the angels, who perceive nothing to be more
blessed and ha^Jpy tliau teaching novitiate brethren, and
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imljuiiiii; tliem with tlie truths and goods, which arc of heavenly

order, consequently which lead to the Lord.

2705. Verse 20. Aiid God was ivith the hoj/, and he grew,

and dwelt in the wilderness, avd was a shooter of the hoiv. God
was with the hoy, signifies the Lord's presence with the spiritual

:

and he grew, signifies increments : and divelt in the wilderness,

signifies what is obscure relatively: and was a shooter of the

1)010, signifies the man of the spiritual church.

2706. God was with the hug: that this signifies the Lord's

presence with the spiritual, appears from the signification of

God's being with any one, and from the signification of the boy.

That by God's being with any one is signified the Lord's pre-

sence, may appear without explanation. The Lord indeed is

present with every one, for He is the only source of life, and
rules the smallest circumstances of his life, even with the

most wicked, and in hell itself, but in a different manner
according to the reception of life. "With those who receive the

life of the love of His good and truth perversely, and pervert

it into the loves of evil and falsity, the Lord is present, and rules

their ends, as far as possible, to what is good, but presence

with these is called absence, and indeed in the degree that

evil is distant from good, and falsity from truth. But with

those who receive the life of the love of the Lord's good and
truth, presence is predicated, and indeed according to the

degree of reception. The case herein is comparatively like

that of the sun, which is present with heat and light in all the

vegetable creation, and in each according to reception. That
the boy signifies the spiritual as to truth, was said above ; here

he signifies those who are spiritual, because the boy represents

the man of the spiritual church, and also the spiritual church

itself, and in the universal sense the Lord's spiritual kingdom.
For when it is said of any one that he signifies the spiritual,

as the boy here signifies the spiritual as to truth, it involves

that he signifies those who are spiritual, for the spiritual

cannot exist without a subject. It is the same with all other

expressions which are used in an abstract sense.

2707. And he grew: that this signifies increments, appears

without explanation.

2708. And chvelt in the wilderness : that this signifies what
is obscure relatively, appears from the signification of dwelling,

as denoting living, see no. 2451 ; and from the signification of a

wilderness, as denoting what has but little life, see no. 1927,

in the present case what is obscure, but respectively. By
wdiat is relatively obscure is meant the state of the spiritual

church relatively to the state of the celestial church, or the

state of those who are spiritual relatively to the state of those

who are celestial. The celestial are in the affection of good,

the spiritual in the ^affection of truth : the celestial have
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perception, but the spiritual a dictate of conscience : to the

celestial the Lord appears as a sun, but to the spiritual as a

moon, see nos. 1521, 1530, 1531, 2495 ; with the former there

is a light as it were visual and also perceptive of good and trutli

from the Lord, like the light of day from the sun, but with the

latter there is a light from tlie Lord like the light of night from
the moon, consequently with the latter there is what is relatively

obscure. The reason is, that the celestial are in love to the

Lord, thus in the Lord's very life, but the spiritual are in

charity towards the neighbour and in faith, thus they are

indeed in the Lord's life, but more obscurely. Hence it is,

that the celestial never reason about faith and its truths, but

being in the perception of truth from good, they say that it is

so, but the sjDiritual speak and reason about the truths of

faith, because they are in the conscience of good from
truth. A further reason is, that with the celestial the good of

love is implanted in their voluntary part, where is man's
chief life ; but with the spiritual it is implanted in their

intellectual part, where is man's secondary life. Hence then
it is that with the spiritual there is what is relatively

obscure, see nos. 81, 202, 337, 765, 784, 895, 1114-1125, 1155,

1577, 1824, 2048, 2088, 2227, 2454, 2507. This relative

obscurity is here called a'wilderness. A wilderness in the Word '

signifies what is little inhabited and cultivated, and it signifies

also what is altogether uninhabited and uncultivated, thus it

has a twofold meaning. Where it signifies what is little in-

habited and cultivated, or where there are few habitations,

where there are few folds of flocks, few pastures, and little

water, it signifies that wdiich has or those who have little life

and light respectively, as is the case with what is spiritual, or

with those who are spiritual relatively to what is celestial, or

to those who are celestial ; but where it signifies what is

altogether uninhabited or uncultivated, or where there are no
habitations, no folds of flocks, no pastures and waters, it

signifies those who are in vastation as to good, and in desola-

tion as to truth. That a wilderness signifies what is relatively .

little inhal)ited and cultivated, or where there are few habita-

tions, few folds of flocks, few pastures and little water, appears
from the following passages :—in Isaiah :

" Sing to Jehovah a

new song ; His praise from the extremity of the earth, ye that

go down to the sea, and the fulness thereof, the isles and
their inhabitants, let the wilderiiess and the cities thereof

lift up. Kedar shall inhabit courts, the inhalatants of the

rock shall sing, they shall cry from the head of tlie mountains
"

(Isaiah xlii. 10, 11). In Ezokiel: "I will make with them a

covenant of peace, and I will cause the evil wild beast to

cease out of the land, and they shall dwell in the wilderness

confidently, and shall sleep in the forests, and I will give
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tlicin ami the places round about 'My liill a blessing, tlie tree

of the tielJ shall give its fruit, and the land shall give its fruit

"

(xxxiv. 25-27), speaking of tliose who are spiritual. In Hosea :

" I will lead lier into the 'wilderness, and will speak upon her

heart, and will give her thence her vineyards " (ii. 14, 15),

speaking of the desolation of truth, and of consolation after-

• wards. In David :
" The folds of the wilderness drop, and the

hills gird themselves with exultation, the pastures are covered

with lloeks, and the valleys are covered with corn" (Psalm
Ixv. 13, 14 [12, 13]). In Isaiah : "I will place the wilderness

into a lake of waters, and the thirsty land into goings forth of

waters ; I will give in the tvilderness the cedar of Shittim, and
the myrtle, and the tree of oil ; I will place in the wilderness

the fir-tree ; that they may see, and know, and consider, and
understand together, because the hand of Jehovali hath done
this, and the Holy One of Israel hath created it" (xli. 18-20),

speaking of the regeneration of those who are in ignorance of

the truth, or of the regeneration of the gentiles ; and of the

enlightenment and instruction of those who are in desolation

:

a wilderness is predicated of those : the cedar, the myrtle, and
the tree of oil, denote the truths and goods of the interior

man ; the fir-tree denotes those of the exterior man. In David

:

" Jehovah Y'lf^ceth rivers into a wilderness, and goings forth of

waters into dryness. He placeth a wilderness into a lake of

waters, and a thirsty land into goings forth of waters " (Psalm
cvii. 33, 35), where the signification is similar. In Isaiah

:

" The wilderness and the dry place shall rejoice therein, the

solitude shall exult, and blossom as a rose, in budding it shall

bud ; waters are poured out in the wilderness, and streams in

the solitude" (xxxv. 1, 2, 6). Again: "Thou shalt be like a

watered garden, and like a going forth of waters, whose waters

lie not ; and they shall build of thee wildernesses of an age
"

(Iviii. 11, 12). Again: " Until the spirit be poured forth upon
us from on high, and the wilderness shall become Carmel, and
('armel be counted for a forest ; and judgment shall dwell in

the wilderness, and justice in Carmel " (xxxii. 15, 16), speaking

of the spiritual church, which, notwithstanding its being in-

habited and cultivated, is called a wilderness relatively, for it

is said, judgment shall dwell in the wilderness, and justice in

Carmel : that the wilderness is a relatively obscure state,

appears from the above passages ; that it is called wilderness,

and also a forest, is very manifest in Jeremiah :
" genera-

tion, ye see the Word of Jehovah, have I been a wilderness

to Israel? have I been a land of darkness?" (ii. 31). That a

wilderness signifies what is altogether uninhabited or uncul-

tivated, or where there are no habitations, no folds of Hocks, no

I)astures and no waters, consequently that it signifies those

who are in vastation as to good, and in desolation as to truth,
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appears also from the Word. This wilderness is predicated ia

a twofold sense, namely, of those wlio are afterwards reformed,

and of those who cannot be reformed ; of those who are after-

wards reformed (as in the present case concerning Hagar and
lier son), in Jeremiah :

" Thus saith Jehovah, I have remem-
bered thee, the mercy of thy childhoods, in going after Me in

the wilderness, in a land not sown "
(ii. 2), speaking of Jeru-

salem, which is here the Ancient church which was spiritual.

In Moses :
" The portion of Jehovah is His people, Jacob is

the cord of His inheritance ; He found him in the land of the

icildcmess, and in wasteness, howling, and solitude. He led

him round about. He made him to understand, He guarded
him as the pupil of His eye " (Deut. xxxii. 9, 10). In David :

" Tliey wandered in the wilderness, in a solitude of a way, they
found not a city of habitation " (Psalm cvii. 4), speaking of

those wlio are in the desolation of truth, and are reformed. In
Ezekiel :

" I will bring you to the wilderness of tlie feoiples, and
tliere will I judge with you, as I judged with your fathers in

the wilderness of the land of Egypt" (xx. 35, 36), speaking in

like manner of the vastation and desolation of those who are

reformed. The journeyings and wanderings of the Israelitish 6

people in the wilderness represented nothing else than the

vastation and desolation of the faithful before reformation,

thus their temptation, since when they are in spiritual tempta-
tions, they are in vastation and desolation, as may also appear
from these words in Moses :

" Jehovah carried them in the

'ioildcrness, as a man {vir) carrieth his son in the way, even to

this place " (Deut. i. 31); and in another place: "Thou shalt

remember all the way which Jehovah thy God led thee now
these forty years in the luilderness, to afflict thee, to tempt thee,

and to know what is in thy heart, whether thou wilt keep
His commandments or not; He hath afllicted thee. He hath
caused thee to hunger. He hath made thee eat manna, wliich

thou hast not known, neither did thy fathers know ; that thou
mayest know that man doth not live by bread alone, but by
(jvcrything which goetli fortli out of the mouth of Jehovah
doth man live " (Deut. viii. 2, 3). And again :

" Forget not
that Jehovah led thee in the tvilderness great and terrible,

where was the serpent, the venomous serpent, and the scorpion,

and a thirsty place where there was no water, bringing fortli

water for thee out of the rock of flint. He fed thee with
manna in the wilderness, wliich thy fathers knew not, that He
might afflict thee, and tcrnjjt thee, to do thee good in thy latter

end" (verses 15, 16 of the same chapter), where a wilderness

denotes vastation and desolation, such as those are in who are

in temptations. By their journeyings and wanderings in the

wilderness Ibrty years, is described every state of the cliurch

militant, how it succumbs of itself, but con(|uers of the Lord.

VOL. III. X
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7 r>y the M'onian fleciiip; into the wilderness, ns described in John,

nothing' else is signilied than the temptation of the church, of

Avhicli it is thus written :
" The woman v,-ho brought forth a

son, a male, Hed into the wilderness, where she hath a place

prepared by God : there w'ere given to the woman two wings of

a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness to her place

;

and the serpent cast forth after the woman, out of his mouth,
water as a river, that he might cause her to be swallowed up
by the stream : but the earth helped the woman ; for the earth

opened her mouth, and swallowed up the river which the dragon
S cast forth out of his mouth" (Apoc. xii. G, 14-1 G). That a

wilderness is predicated of an altogether vastated church, and
of those who are altogether vastated as to good and truth, who
cannot be reformed, is thus described in Isaiah :

" I will make
the streams a vilderness, the fish thereof shall stink from having

no water, and shall die in thirst. I will clothe the heavens with
thick darkness "

(1. 2, 3). Again :
" The cities of Thy holiness

have been a wilderness, Zion hath been a luildcrness, Jerusalem
desolate " (Ixiv. 9 [10]). In Jeremiah :

" I saw, and behold

Carmel "was a loilderness, and all the cities thereof were
destroyed from before Jehovah " (iv. 2G). Again :

" Many
shepherds have corrupted my vineyard, they have trodden

down the portion, they have given the portion of my desire into

a wilderness of desolation, they have turned it into a desolation,

the desolate one hath mourned over me, all the earth is deso-

late, because there is not any who layeth it to heart, the

wasters have come upon all hills in the ivilderness" (xii. 10-12).

In Joel :
" The fire hath consumed the folds of the wilderness,

and the llame setteth on fire all the trees of the field, the brooks

of waters are dried up, the fire hath consumed the folds of the

wilderness" (i. 19, 20). In Isaiah: "He hath made the world
as a loilderness, and hath destroyed the cities thereof " (xiv. 17),

speaking of Lucifer. Again :
" The prophecy of the iDildcrncss of

the sea, as the tempests in the south, it cometh from the ivilder-

ness, from a terrible land " (xxi. 1), where the wilderness of the

sea denotes truth vastated by scientifics and reasonings thence.

9 Hence it may appear what is signified by these words concerning

John the Baptist; "This is he who was spoken of by Esaias,

saying, The voice of one crying in the wilderness. Prepare ye a

way for the Lord, make His highways straight " (Matt. iii. 3

;

Mark i. 3 ; Luke iii. 4 ; John i. 23 ; Isaiah xl. 3), namely, that

the church at that time was altogether vastated, so that there

was no longer remaining any good or any truth, as appears

evident from this consideration, that no one at that time knew
that man had any internal, nor that there was anything internal

in the Word ; consequently neither did they know that the

Messiah or Christ was to come to save tliem to eternity.

Hence also it is evident what is signified by John's " being in
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the tcildernesscs until the days of his appearing to Israel " (Luke
i. 80) ; and by his preaching in the vnlderness of Judea (]\Iatt.

iii. 1) ; and by his baptizing in the wilderness (^lark i. 4) ; for

thereby he also represented the state of the church. Erom the

signification of a wilderness it may also appear, why the Lord
so often retired into the wilderness, as Matt. iv. 1 ; xv. 32 to the

end ; Mark i. 12, 13, 35-40, 45 ; vi. 31-36 ; Luke iv. 1 ; v. 16
;

ix. 10 ; John xi. 54. And from the signification of a mountain
it may appear, why the Lord retired to the mountains, as Matt.

xiv. 23; XV. 29-31; xvii. 1; xxviii. 16, 17; Mark iii. 13, 14;
vi. 46 ; ix. 2-9 ; Luke vi. 12, 13 ; ix. 28 ; John vi. 15.

2709. And he was a shooter of the how : that this signifies the

man of the spiritual church, appears from the signification of an
arrow {jacidum, telum, sen sagitta), as denoting truth, and from
the signification of a bow, as denoting doctrine, see no. 2686.

The man of the spiritual church was formerly called a shooter

of the bow, because he defends himself by means of truths, and
argues about truths ; differently from the man of the celestial

church, who is safe by virtue of good, and does not argue about
truths, see above, no. 2708. The truths by means of which
the man of the spiritual church defends himself, and about
which he arojues, are from the doctrine which he acknowledges.

That the spiritual man was formerly called a shooter and
archer, and that doctrine was called a bov/ and a quiver, and that

tlie truths of doctrine, or rather doctrinals, were called arrows
(tela, jacida, et sagittae), appears from David: "The sons of

Ephraim were armed, shooters of the how, they turned them-
selves away in the day of battle" (Psalm Ixxviii. 9) : Ephraim
denotes the intellectual of the church. In the book of Judges :

" Ye that ride on white she-asses, ye that sit on middim [or

rich tapestries], and walk on the way, meditate ye, from
the voice of archers among them that draw, there shall they
rehearse the righteousnesses of Jehovah, the righteousnesses of

His village in Israel" (v. 10, 11). In Isaiah: "Jehovah hath
called me from the womb, from the bowels of my mother He
hath made mention of my name, and hath set my mouth as a

sharp sword, in the shadow of His hand hath He hidden me,
and set me for a jjolished arrow, in His quiver hath He con-

cealed me, and said to me, Thou art my servant Israel, because
in thee will I glory "(xlix. 1-3): Israel denotes the spiritual

el lurch. In David: "As arrows in the hand of a mighty,
one, so are the sons of youths; blessed is every one who
liath filled Ids quiver thence" (Psalm cxxvii. 4, 5) : a quiver

denotes the doctrine of good and truth. In Habakkuk :
" The

sun, the moon, stood in their habitation, at the light of thy

tirroivs they shall go, at the brightness of the glittering of thy
s/)car" (iii. 11). By Joash, king of Israel, sliooting an arroir of

a how through a window, by tlie order of Elisha, whilst Elisha
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said, The arrow of the salvation of Jehovah, the arroiv of the

salvation of Jehovah to the Syrian (2 Kings xiii. 15-18), are

signified arcana concerning the doctrine of good and truth.

4 As most expressions in the Word have also an opposite sense,

so likewise have arrows (jacicla, tela, sagittae), a bow, and a

shooter, and in tliis sense they signify falsities, the doctrme of

falsity, and those who are in falsity, as in ]\Ioses :
" Joseph is

the son of a fruitful one, the son of a fruitful one near a foun-

tain of daugliters, he walketli upon the wall, and the areliers

have affected him with bitterness, and have shot at him, and
liated him" (Gen. xlix. 22, 23). In Jeremiah: "They have

shot out their tongue, their hoio is a lie, and not to truth, their

tongue is a stretched-out arrow, it speaks deceit " (ix. 2, 7 [3, 8]).

In David :
" They have sharpened their tongue as a sword, they

have stretched out their arrow a bitter word, to shoot in secret

him that is perfect, suddenly shall they shoot, and shall not

fear him ; they shall strengthen to themselves an evil word
;

they shall commune to hide snares " (Psalm Ixiv. 4-6). Again :

" Behold the evil hend the hoiv, they make ready their arroxc

upon the string to shoot in the very darkness the upright in

heart " (Psalm xi. 2). Again :
" His truth is a buckler and

shield, thou shalt not be afraid of the terror of night, of the

arrow that flieth by day " (Psalm xci. 4, 5).

2710. In this verse is described the state of the spiritual

church, namely, that it is obscure relatively to the state of the

celestial church, and that it is a state of combat, by reason that

the man of the spiritual church knows truth from no other

source than from doctrine, and not from good itself like the

celestial man.
2711. Verse 21. And he dwelt in the wilderness of Paran

;

and his mother took to him a wife out of the land of Egypt. He
dwelt in the wilderness of Paran, signifies the life of the spiritual

man as to good ; the wilderness denotes here, as above, what is

relatively obscure ; Paran denotes illumination by the Lord's

Divine Human : and his mother took to him, signifies tlie affec-

tion of truth : a wife out of the land of Pggpt, signifies the

affection of sciences belonging to the man of the spiritual

church.

2712. He dwelt in the wilderness of Paran : that this signifies

the life of the spiritual man as to good, appears from the signi-

fication of dwelling, as being predicated of the good of trutli,

or of spiritual good, that is, of the good of the spiritual man,
the quality of which good is described by this circumstance,

that he dwelt in the wilderness of Paran, of which we shall

speak presently. That dwelling is predicated of good, or the

affection of truth, appears from many passages of the Word,
where cities are spoken of, by which are signified truths, that

they shall be without an inhabitant, by whom is signified good,
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see nos. 2268, 2450, 2451 ; for truths are inhabited by good

;

and there are truths without good, as a city in which there is

no inhabitant ; as in Zephaniah : "I have made waste the streets

thereof, so that none passeth by, their cities are desolate, so that

there is no inhabitant " (iii. 6). In Jeremiah :
" Jehovah that led ^

us through the wilderness, [through a land] that no man (vir)

passed through, and where no man (homo) dwelt ; they made his

land a solitude, his cities are burned up, that there is no in-

liabitant " (ii. 6, 15). Again :
" Every citi/ is forsaken, and no one

dwelleth therein " (iv. 29). Again :
" In the desolate streets of

Jerusalem there is no man, and no ijihahitantySmd no beast" (xxxiii.

10) : streets denote truths, see no. 2336 : no man denotes no
celestial good, no inhabitant denotes no spiritual good, no beast

denotes no natural uood. Arain : "The cities of Moab shall be

for a desolation, there shall be wo one dwelling therein " (xlviii. 9).

In every particular expression used by the prophets, there is a 3

marriage of truth and good, wherefore when a city is said to be

desolate, it is also added that there is no one dwelling therein,

by reason that a city signifies truths, and the dweller therein

signifies good, otherwise it would be superfluous to say there

was no inhabitant, where it was already said that the city was
desolate. In like manner there are constant expressions of

which some signify the things which are of celestial good, some
the things which are of spiritual good, and some the things

which are of truth, as in Isaiah :
" Thy seed shcdl possess the

nations, and they shall inhabit the desolate cities " (liv. 3), where

possessing is predicated of celestial good, and inhabiting of

spiritual good. Again :
" My chosen ones shall possess it, and

my servants shall divell therein " (Ixv. 9), where the significa-

tion is the same. In David :
" God shall save Zion, and shall 4

build the cities of Judah, and tliey shall dwell there, and shall

possess it, and the seed of His servants shall inherit it, and tliey

tiiat love His name shall divell therein " (Psalm Ixix. 36, 37 [35,

30]): dwelling and possessing together, are predicated of celestial

good, dwelling, alone, of spiritual good. In Isaiali :
" Saying to

Jerusalem, Thou shall be inhcd)ited, and to the cities of Judah,

Ye shall be built " (xliv. 26), where inhabiting is predicated of

the good of the spiritual church, which is Jerusalem. All

expressions in the Word are so predicated of their respective

goods and truths, that merely from a knowledge of the predica-

tion of such expressions it may be known what subject in

general is treated of.

2713. That a wilderness signifies what is relatively obscure,

appears from the signification of a wilderness, as denoting what
is obscure, when it is predicated of the spiritual man relatively

to the celestial man, see above, no. 2708.

2714. That Taran denotes illumination by the Lord's Divine

Human, appears from the signification of Taran, as denoting
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the Lord's Divine Human, as is manifest from those pnssacjes in

the Word where it is mentioned, as in the prophet Habakkuk :

" Jehovah, I have heard Thy fame, I feared, Jehovah, Thy
work, in the midst of years revive it, in the midst of years

make in known, in zeal Thou wilt remember mercy. God shall

come from Tlieman, and the Holy One from Mo7int Faran,
Selah ; His honour covered the heavens, and the earth is full

of His praise : and the brightness shall be like light. He had
horns coming out of His hand, and there was the hiding of His
strength " (iii. 2-4), speaking manifestly of the coming of the

Lord, wliich is signified by reviving in the midst of years, and
by making known in the midst of years: His Divine Human is

descriljed by God's coming from Theman, and the Holy One
from Mount Paran ; from Theman is said as to celestial love,

and from Mount Paran as to spiritual love : and that hence come
illumination and power, is signified by there being brightness

and light, and His having horns coming out of His hand

;

brightness and light denote illumination, horns denote power.
2 In Moses :

" Jehovah came from Sinai, and arose upon them
from Scir, He shone forth from Mount Paran, and came out of

the myriads of holiness, from His right hand was the fire of

the law for them ; also He loveth the peoples ; all His saints

in Thy hand, and they were joined together at Thy foot, and
He shall take of Thy words" (Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3), speaking also

of the Lord, Whose Divine Human is described by arising from
Seir, and shining forth from Mount l^aran ; from Seir is said as

to celestial love, and from Mount Paran as to spiritual love

:

the spiritual are signified by the peoples whom He loves, and
by those who are joined together at His foot; the foot signifies

what is lower, consequently what is more obscure, in the Lord's

3 kingdom. Again :
" Kedorlaomer and the kings with him

smote the Chorites in their Mount Scir, even to Elfaran, which
is upon the wilderness " (Genesis xiv. 5, 6) : that the Lord's

Divine Human is here signified by Mount Seir, and by Elparan,

see nos. 1675, 1676. Again :
" It was in the second year, in

the second month, in the twentieth in the month, the cloud

lifted itself up from upon the tabeniacle of the testimony ; and
the sons of Israel journeyed according to their journeyings, from
tlie wilderness of Sinai, and the cloud rested in the ivildcrness of

4 Paran" (jSTum. x. 11, 12). That all tlie journeyings of the people

in the wilderness signify states of the church militant, and its

temptations, in which man succumbs, but the Lord conquers

for him, consequently that they signify the Lord's temptations

and victories, will be shewn elsewhere, by the Divine mercy of

the Lord ; and as the Lord sustained temptations by virtue of

His Divine Human, therefore by the wilderness of Paran is here

signified in like manner the Lord's Divine Human. Again

:

"Afterwards the people journeyed from Chazeroth, and en-
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camped in the tviklerncss of Paran, and Jehovali spoke to

]\Ioses, saying, Send thou men {oiri) that they may explore the

land of Canaan, which I give to the sons of Israel : and Moses
sent them from the wilderness of Paran by the mouth of

Jehovah. And they returned unto Moses and Aaron, and to

all the company of the sons of Israel, to the wilderness of Paran,

in Kadesh, and brought them back word, and shewed them the

fruit of the land " (xii. 16; xiii. 1-3, 25, 26). By their exploring ;

the land of Canaan in journeying from the wilderness of Paran,

is signified that through the Lord's Divine Human the sons of

Israel, that is, the spiritual, possess the heavenly kingdom, which
is signified by the land of Canaan; but that they succumbed also

at that time, signifies their weakness, and that therefore the

Lord fulfilled all things contained in the law, and endured
temptations and conquered therein, and thus that salvation

from His Divine Human is given to those who are in the faith

of charity, and also to those who are in temptations, in wdiicli

the Lord conquers ; wherefore also when the Lord was tempted.

He was in the wilderness (Matt. iv. 1 ; Mark i. 12, 13 ; Luke
iv. 1), see above, no. 2708.

2715. There are two arcana contained herein, the first is,

that the good of the spiritual man is relatively obscure ; the

second is, tliat that obscurity is illuminated by the Divine

Human of the Lord. With respect to the first of these arcana,

that the good with the spiritual man is relatively obscure, it

may appear from what has been said above, no. 2708, concerning

the state of the spiritual man relatively to the state of the celes-

tial man : from a comparison of the state of each, this is very

evident ; with the celestial, good itself is implanted in their

voluntary part, and light comes thence into their intellectual

part ; but with the spiritual, the whole voluntary is destroyed,

so that they have nothing of good thence, and therefore good is

implanted by the Lord in their intellectual part, see nos. 863,

875, 895, 927, 928, 1023, 1043, 1044, 2124, 2256. It is the

voluntary part which principally lives with man, the intellectual

part lives thence ; since therefore the voluntary with the

spiritual [man] is so destroyed that it is nothing but evil, and
yet evil continually flows in thence into the intellectual part

or the thought, it is evident that good therein nnist needs be

relatively obscured. Hence it is that the spiritual have not '

love to the Lord, like the celestial, consequently neither the

humiliation, which is essential in all worship, and through which
good from the Lord can flow in ; for an elated heart cannot re-

ceive that good, but an humble heart can. Neither have the

spiritual love towards the neighbour, like the celestial, for the

love of self and of the world is continually flowing in from their

voluntary part, and obscuring the good of that love. This may
appear to every one if he rullccts, and also from the fact that.
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when he does gooil to any one, it is for some worldly end, in con-

sequence whereof, thou[>-h not manifestly, lie yet thinks of reward,

either from those to whom he does good, or from the Lord in the

other life, so that his good is defiled with what is meritorious

:

it may also appear irom the fact that, when he has done any
good, he is in the delight of his life if he can make mention of

it, and thus place himself before others. But the celestial love

the n(!ighl)our more than tliemselves, and never think about
reward, neither do they place themselves before others in any

3 manner. Moreover, with the spiritual, good is obscured by per-

suasions from various principles, and also by persuasions arising

from the love of self and of the world ; concerning the quality

of the persuasive of faitli, see nos. 2G82, 2689 ; this also is from
4 an influx of evil from their voluntary part. Moreover, that

good with the spiritual man is relatively obscure, may further

appear from the fact, that he does not know what is true by
virtue of any perception, as the celestial do, but only by virtue

of instruction from parents and masters, and also by virtue of

the doctrine into which he is born : and wdien he superadds

anything from himself and from his thought, the sensual with its

fallacies, and the rational with its appearances, for the most part

are prevalent, in consequence whereof he can hardly acknow-
ledge any pure truth, such as the celestial acknowledge. Never-
theless in these apparent truths the Lord implants good, although

they are fallacious truths, or appearances of truth, but good
becomes thereby obscure, being qualified by the truths with
which it is conjoined. The case in this respect is like that of the

sun's light as it flows in into various objects, the quality of the

recipient objects causing it to appear there under an appear-

ance of colour, a beautiful colour, if the quality of the form and
reception be becoming and correspondent, but not beautiful, if

the quality of the form and reception be not becoming and not

so correspondent ; thus good itself is qualified according to

5 truth. It is evident also from this consideration, tliat the

spiritual man does not know what is evil, he hardly believes

anything to be evil but what is contrary to the commandments
of the Decalogue : he is ignorant of the evils of the affection and
thought, which are innumerable, and neither reflects on them,
nor calls them evils ; moreover he regards the delights of lusts

and of pleasures no otherwise than as goods, and the delights

of the love of self he both strives after, and approves, and
excuses, not knowing that such things are what affect his spirit,

6 apd determine its quality in the other life. Hence in like

manner it appears that the spiritual man, although in the Word
throughout hardly anything else is treated of than the good of

love to the Lord, and of love towards the neighbour, yet does

not know that good is the essential of faith, nor even what love

and charity is in its essence; and what he knows about
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faith, which he makes the essential, he still argues whether it

be so or not, unless confirmed hy much [experience] of life,

which the celestial never do, for they know and perceive that

it is so, whence the Lord declares in Matthew :
" Let your dis-

course be Yea, yea. Nay, nay, for whatsoever is beyond this, is

of evil" (v. 37). Eor the celestial are in truth itself, about which
the spiritual dispute, and hence the celestial, because they are in

truth itself, can see indefinite things which are of that truth,

and thus by virtue of [its] light they can see as it were the

whole heaven. But the spiritual, because they dispute whether
it be so, cannot come for a long time to the first boundary of

the light of the celestial, still less can they view anything by
virtue of that light.

2716. As regards the other arcanum, namely, that that

obscurity with the spiritual is illuminated by the Lord's Divine

Human, it is an arcanum which cannot be so well explained to

the apprehension, for it is an influx of the Divine which would
liave to be described. Nevertheless some idea may be formed on
the subject from this consideration, that if the Supreme Divine
were to flow in into such good as has been described, defiled

Avith so many evils and falsities, it could not be received, and
if anything of it were received, the man who had such good
would feel infernal torture, and thus would perish, but the

Lord's Divine Human can flow in with them, and illuminate

such good, as the sun is wont to flow in into dense clouds,

which are variegated in the early morning in tlie face of the

rising sun ; still, however, the Lord cannot appear before them
as the liglit of the sun, but as the light of the moon. Hence it

may be evident that the cause of the Lord's coming into the

world was for the sake of the spiritual, that they might be saved,

see no. 2661.

2717. And his another took to him: that this signifies the

affection of truth, appears from the signification of a mother,

as denoting the churcli, see no. 289 ; and inasmucli as the

spiritual church, which is here represented, is in the affection

of truth, and is a church by virtue of the affection of truth,

therefore by a mother is here signified that affection.

2718. A wife out of the land of Egypt: that this signifies the

affection of sciences that the man of the spiritual church has,

appears from the signification of a wife, as denoting affection

or good, see nos. 915, 2517; and from the signification of Egypt,

as denoting science, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462. In this

verse is described the quality of the man of the spiritual

church as to good, that is, as to the essence of his life, namely,

that good with him is obscure, but that it is illuminated by
the Lord's Divine Human, by virtue of which illumination

there exists in his rational the affection of truth, and in his

natural the affection of sciences. The reason why, with the
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spiritual man, the affection of good cannot exist, sucli as it

is with the celestial man, but instead thereof the affection of

truth, is, that with the spiritual man good is implanted in

his intellectual part, and that that good is respectively obscure,

as was shewn above, no. 2715. Hence no other affection can

be produced and derived into his rational, than the affection

of truth, and through this into his natural the affection of

sciences. By truth is meant no other truth than such as he
believes to be truth, although in itself it may not be truth

;

and by sciences are not meant such sciences as the learned

have, but every scientific which he may have imbibed by
experience and by hearing from civil life, from doctrine, and
from the "Word. The man of the spiritual churcli is in the

2 affection of such things. In order that it may be known what
is meant by being in the affection of truth, and what by being

in the affection of good, the matter shall be explained in a

few words. Those who are in the affection of truth, think,

investigate, and discuss, whether a thing be true, or whether it

be so, and when they are confirmed that it is true, or that it is

so, they further think, investigate, and discuss what it is
;

thus they stick in the first threshold, and cannot be admitted

into wisdom, until they are without doubt. But those who
are in the affection of good, by virtue of the good itself in

which they are, know and perceive that it is so, and thus

they do not stick in the first threshold, but are in the inner

3 chamber, being admitted into wisdom. As for example, in

respect to this, that it is celestial to think and act from the

affection of good or from good : those who are in the affection

of truth, debate whether it be so, whether it be possible, and
what it means, and so long as they are thus in doubt about it,

they cannot be let in ; but those who are in the affection of

good do not thus debate, or remain in doubt, but say that it is

so, wherefore they are let in. For those who are in the affection

of good, that is, the celestial, begin where those who are in the

affection of truth, that is, the spiritual, halt, so that the last

boundary of the latter is the first of the former ; therefore to

the former it is given to know, acknowledge, and perceive, that

the affections of good are as innumerable as the societies in

heaven, and that they are all joined together by the Lord into

a heavenly form, so as to constitute as it were one man ; it is

also given them to distinguish by perception the kind and
4 species of every affection. Or take an example from this, that

all delight, blessedness and hapjnness, is solely of love, hut accord-

ing to the quality of the love, such are this delight, Uessedncss, and
haj'tpiness: the spiritual man luisics his mind {animus) in con-

sidering wliether it be so, and whether delight, blessedness,

and happiness cannot com.e from other sources, as from social

intercourse, conversation, meditation, learning, and also from
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possessions, honour, reputation, and glory thence, not confirm-

ing himself in this, that such things are of no account,

hut only the afiection of love which is in them, and the

quality of that love ; whereas the celestial man does not stick

in these preliminaries, but says that it is so, wherefore he is

in the very end and use, that is, in the very affections which
are of love, wliich are innumerable, and in each of wliich are

ineffable things, and this with a variation of delight, blessed-

ness, and happiness, to eternity. Take also as an example 5

this, that the nciglibour ouglit to Ic loved from the good that is in

him : those who are in the affection of truth, think, investigate,

and discuss, whether this be true, or whether it be so, what is

meant by the neighbour, and what by good, nor do they

advance further, wherefore they shut against themselves the

door to wisdom ; but those who are in the affection of good,

say that it is so, wherefore they do not shut the door against

themselves, but enter in, and know, acknowledge, and perceive

by virtue of good, who is a neighbour more than another, and
also in what degree he is a neighbour, and that all are neighbours

in a different degree: thus they know, acknowledge and perceive

things ineffable in comparison with those who are only in the

affection of truth. Lastly, take as an example this, that he 6

vjho loves the neighhour from the good \ivhich is in him], loves

the Lord : those who are in the affection of truth, investigate

whether it be so ; and if they are told that he who loves the

neighbour from the good [which is in him], loves good, and as

all good is from the Lord, and the Lord is in all good, there-

fore when any one loves good, he also loves Him whence good

is, and in which He is, they investigate also whether this be

so, and further what good is, and whether the Lord be in

good more than in truth ; and so long as they abide in such

inquiries, they cannot see wisdom even from afar off; but

those who are in the affection of good know from perception

that it is so, and immediately see an open field of wisdom
leading even to the Lord. Hence it may appear, whence comes 7

the obscurity in which are those who are in the affection of

truth, that is, the spiritual, relatively to those who are in the

affection of good, that is, the celestial : nevertheless the former

can come from obscurity into light, if only they are willing to

be in the aftirmative, that all good is of love to the Lord, and
of charity towards the neighbour, and that love and charity is

spiritual conjunction, and that hence come all blessedness and
liappiness, consequently that in the good of love from the Lord
tliere is heavenly life, but not in the truth of faith separate

from that love.

2719. The subject first treated of in this chapter is the

Lord's rational, tliat it was made Divine, which rational is
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Isaac ; and tlie merely liuuian rational, that it \vas separated,

which is the son of Hagar the Egyptian. The subject next

treated of is the spiritual church, which was saved through the

Lord's Divine Human, which church is Hagar and her boy.

The subject now treated of is the doctrine of faith, which was
to serve that church, namely, that human rationals from scien-

tifics were adjoined to it, which human rationals are Abimelech
and Phicol ; conjunction is signified by the covenant which
Abraham struck with them ; those rationals are appearances,

not from a Divine, but from a human origin, which are adjoined

for this reason, that the spiritual church would not comprehend,
and consequently would not receive doctrine without them ; for,

as was shewn above, no. 2715, the man of the spiritual church

is in obscurity relatively, wherefore doctrine must needs be

clotlied with such appearances as are of human thought and
affection, and yet are not in such disagreement [with real

truths], but that Divine good may have something like a recep-

tacle therein. Inasmuch as in chapter xx\d. Abimelech is

again treated of, and also mention is again made of a covenant,

but with Isaac, signifying in the internal sense the adjunction

a second time of rationals and scientifics to the doctrine of

laith, it is here allowed only to give a summary explanation of

the things which are here contained in the internal sense con-

cerning this subject, which will appear more clearly from the

explanation of chapter xxvi.

2720. Verse 22. And it teas in that time, and Ahimclcch

mid, and Phicol tltc prince of his army, to Ahrctlmm, sayivg,

God is ivith tlicc in all things that tliou docst. Verse 23. And
now swear to me ttnto God here, if thou hast lied to me, and to

my son, and to my grandson ; according to the kindness which I
have done with thee, thou shall do ivith me, and ivith the la.nd in

which thou hast sojommed. Verse 24. And Abraham said, I will

sivear. Verse 25. And Abraham reproved Abimelech, by reason

of a well of water, wliich the servants of Abimelech had taken by

force. Verse 26. And Abimelech saicl, I do not know who hath

done this word, and also thou didst not tell me, and also I did

not liear but to-day. Verse 27. And Abraham took flock and
herd, and gave to Abimelech, and they both struck a covenant.

Verse 28. And Abraliam set seven eice-lambs of the flock by them-

selves. Verse 29. And Abimelech said to Abraham, What are

these seven ewe-lambs, tvhich thoic hast set by themselves ?- Verse
30. And he said. Because thozt shall take seven ev^e-knnbs o%it

of my hand, that it may be to me for a witness, that I digged

this well. Verse 31. Therefore he called that place Beersheba,

because there they both sivare. Verse 32. And they struck a
covenant in Beersheba : and Abimelech arose, and Phicol the

prince of his army, and they rctiimcd unto the land, of the

2 Philistines. It was in that time, signifies the state in which
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tlie Lord was when His rational was made Divine : and Ahime-
Icch said, and Phicol the prince of his army, to Ahraham,
signifies human rationals from scientifics about to be adjoined
to tlie doctrine of faitli, which in itself is Divine : saying, God
is vnth thee in all tldngs tltat tlwu docst, signifies that it is

Divine as to all things in general and particular. And noio 3

sivear to me imto God here, signifies affirmation : if thou hast

lied to me, signifies without any doubting : and to my son, and
to my grandson, signifies concerning the things which are of

faith : according to the kindness which I have done with thee,

signifies the rationals in which the Lord was instructed before :

thou shalt do ivith me, and with tlie land in which thou hast so-

journed, signifies what is reciprocal. And Ahraham said, I will 4
sivear, signifies everything affirmative. And Abraham reproved
Ahimclech, signifies the Lord's indignation : by reason of a well

of water which the servants of Abimelcch had taken by force,

signifies the doctrine of faith, that scientifics were disposed to

attribute it to themselves. And Ahimclech said, signifies a s

reply : / do not Jcnoiu who hath done this ivord, signifies that
the rational dictated otherwise : and also thou didst not tell

me, signifies that it was not from the Divine : and also I
did not hear hut to-day, signifies that it was now first dis-

covered. And Ahraham took flock and herd, and gave to 6

Ahimclech, signifies Divine goods implanted in the rationals

of doctrine signified by Abimelech : and they both struck a
covenant, signifies conjunction. And Ahraham set seven eioe-

lamhs of the flock by thc^nsclves, signiiies the holiness of inno-
cence. And Ahinielech said to Ahraham, What arc these seven 7

ewe-lamhs which thou hast set hy themselves ? signifies that he
might be instructed and might acknowledge. And he said.

Because thou shcdt take seven cwc-lamhs out of my hand, signifies

the holiness of innocence from the Divine: that it maybe to

me for a luitness, signifies what is certain : that I digged this

vicll, signifies that doctrine is from the Divine. Therefore he 8

called, that place Bcersheha, signifies the state and quality of

doctrine : because there tlicy both sware, signifies by reason of

conjunction. And they struck a covenant in Bcersheha, signifies

that liuman rationals were adjoined to the doctrine of faith :

and Ahinielech arose, and Phicol the prince of his army, and re-

turned to the land of the Philistines, signifies that still tliey had
no part in doctrine.

2721. Verse 33. And lie planted a grove in Bcersheha, and
there he called on the name of tlie God of eternity. He planted
a grove in Bcersheha, signifies doctrine with its Knowledges and
quality : and [there^ he called on the name of the God of cternily,

signifies worship thence.

2722. He planted a grove in Beersheha : tliat tliis signifies

doctrine thence with its Knowledges and quality, appears from
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the signification of a grove, and from the signification of Beer-

sheba. As regards (/roves, in the Ancient church holy wor-

ship was performed on mountains and in groves ; on mountains,

because mountains signified the celestial things of worship,

and in groves, because groves signified the spiritual things

of worship. So long as that church, namely, the Ancient
church, was in its simplicity, so long their worship on moun-
tains and in groves was holy, by reason that the celestial things

which are of love and charity were represented by those things

which were high and lofty, as mountains and liills are, and the

spiritual things which are thence were represented by things

bearing fruit and by things bearing leaves, as gardens and groves.

But when these representatives and significatives began to be

made idolatrous, in consequence of men's worshipping external

things without internal things, that holy worship became pro-

fane ; and therefore it was forbidden to perform worship on
mountains and in groves. That the Ancients performed holy

worship on mountains, may ap])ear from what is said of Abra-
ham in Genesis xii. :

" He betook himself thence to a mountam
from the east of Bethel, and stretched out his tent, Bethel from
the sea, and Ai from the east, and there he huilt an altar, and
called on tht name of Jehovah" (verse 8 ; nos, 1449-1455), and
from the signification of a mountain, as denoting the celestial

of love, see nos. 795, 79G, 1430. That they also performed

holy worship in groves, appears from what is said in this verse

:

" Abraham planted a grove in Beersheba, and there he called on

the name of the God. of eternity

;

" and also from the signification

of a garden, as denoting intelligence, see nos. 100, 108, 1588,

and of trees, as denoting perceptions, see nos. 103, 21G3. That
worship in groves was forbidden, appears from the following

passages :—in Moses :
" Thou shalt not plant to thyself a grove

ofany tree near the altar of Jeliovah thy God, which thou shalt

make to thyself, and thou shalt not set up to thyself a statue,

which Jehovah thy God hateth " (Deut. xvi. 21, 22). Again :

" Ye shall destroy the altars of the nations, ye shall break in

pieces their statues, and pull down their groves " (Exod. xxxiv,

13). Again :
" Ye shall burn their groves with fire " (Deut.

xii. 3). And wdiereas the Jews and Israelites, among whom
this representative rite of the Ancient church was introduced,

were only in external things, being mere idolaters at heart, and
neither knowing, nor desiring to know, anything internal, or

anything of the life after death, or that the kingdom of the

Messiah was a heavenly kingdom, therefore as often as they

were left at liberty, they performed profane worship on moun-
tains and hills, and also in groves and forests, and likewise

made to themselves high places instead of mountains and hills,

and graven images of groves instead of groves, as may appear

from many passages in the Word, as in the book of Judges

:
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" The sons of Israel served Baalim and groves " (iii. 7). In
the book of Kings :

" Israel made groves to provoke Jehovah
"

(1 Kings xiv. 15). And in another place: "Judah built for

himself high p/acx's, and statues, and groves, upon every high

hill, and under every leafy tree " (1 Kings xiv. 23). And in

another place :
" Israel built to themselves high places in all

cities, and set up statues and groves on every high hill, and
under every leafg tree" (2 Kings xvii. 9, 10). And in another

place: " Manasseh king of Judah set up altars to Baal, arid

made a grove, as Ahab kiug of Israel had done, and set a graven

image of the grove, which he had made, in the house of God "

(2 Kings xxi. 3, 7), whence it is evident, that they even made
to themselves graven images of a grove. That these things

were destroyed by king Josiah, appears from the same book

:

" Josiah caused to be brought forth from the temple of Jehovah
all the vessels made for Baal and the grove, and for the sun and
moon, and for all the host of the heavens, and burned them
outside Jerusalem, and the houses which the women wove
there for the grove : he also cut down the groves which Solomon
had made, and likewise the grove in Bethel which Jeroboam
had made" (2 Kings xxiii. 4, 6, 7, 13-15). That such things

were also pulled down by king Hezekiah, appears from the

same book :
" Hezekiah king of Judah removed the high

])laces, and broke the statues, and cut down the grove, and
1 )roke in pieces the serpent of brass which Moses had made "

(2 Kings xviii. 4). That the serpent of brass was holy in the 4

time of Moses, is evident, but when the external was wor-

shipped, it became profane, and was broken in pieces, for the

same reason that worship was forbidden on mountains and in

groves. These things are further evident from what is written

in the prophets ; as in Isaiah :
" Intlaming themselves with

gods under every leafg tree ; slaying the children in the rivers

under the juttings of the rocks ; even to the rivers hast thou

jDOured out a libation, thou hast offered a present, on a high and
lofty mountain hast thou set thy dwelling, and there hast thou

oifered to sacrifice a sacrifice " (Ivii. 5-7). Again :
" In that day

shall a man look to his Maker, and his eyes shall see unto the

Holy One of Israel ; and he shall not look to the altars the work
of his hands, and he shall not see what his fingers liave made,

either tlie groves, or the solar statues " (xvii. 7, 8). In Micah

:

" I will cut off thy graven images and thy statues out of the

midst of thee, and thou shalt not bow thyself any more to the

work of thy hands, and I will pluck up thy groves out of the

midst of thee, and will destroy thy cities" (v. 12, 13). In

Ezckiel :
" That they may be slain in the midst of their idols,

round about their altars at every lofty hill, on all the heads of
the mountains, and under every leafy tree, and under every

tangled oak, the place where they gave an odour of rest to
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5 all their idols" (vi. 13). Hence tlien it is evident what was
the origin of idolatrous worship, namely, that representative

and significative objects were worshipped. The J\[ost Ancient
people, wdio were before the flood, in all things in general and
particular, as in mountains, in hills, in open fields, in valleys,

in gardens, groves and forests, in rivers and waters, in

cultivated fields and growing crops, in trees of every kind,

also in animals of every kind, and in the luminaries of

lieaven, saw somewhat representative and significative of the

Lord's kingdom ; they did not, however, suffer their eyes,

much less their minds (mcmtcs), to remain fixed in the objects,

but used them as means of thinking of the celestial and
spiritual things which are in the kingdom of the Lord : and
this to such a degree, that there was nothing in universal

nature which did not serve them as means. It is also really

the fact that all things in general and particular in nature

are representative : this at the present day is an arcanum, and
is believed by hardly any one. But after the celestial which
is of love to the Lord perished, mankind were no longer in that

state, namely, that from objects as means or media they could

see the celestial and spiritual things of the Lord's kingdom.
6 Nevertheless the Ancients after the flood, from traditions and
collected accounts, knew that visible objects were significative,

and because they were significative, they accounted them holy,

and hence came the representative worship of the Ancient

church, which church, because it was spiritual, was not in the

perception that the case was so, but only in the Knowledge
thereof, for it was in obscurity relatively (see no. 2715). Still,

however, it did not. worship external things, but by means of

external things remembered internal, and hence they were in

holy worship, when they were in those representatives and
significatives. They could also do this because they were in

spiritual love, that this, in charity, which they made the

essential of worship, wherefore the Holy from the Lord could

flow in into their worship. But when the state of the human
race was so changed and perverted, that they removed them-
selves from the good of charity, and consequently no longer

believed in the existence of a heavenly kingdom, or of a life

after death, but that they were in a like state with the animals,

except only that they had power to think, as is the case at

this day, then holy representative worship was changed into

idolatrous worship, and external things were worshipped

;

hence among many nations at that time, and even among the

Jews and Israelites, worship was not representative, but was a

worship of representatives and significatives, that is, of external

' things without internal things. As regards groves in par-

ticular, they were of various signification among the Ancients,

according to the particular kind of trees growing in them. The
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c,'roves where olive-trees grew, signified the celestial things of
worship, the groves where vines grew, signified the spiritual

tilings thereof, but the groves consisting of fig-trees, of cedars,

of firs, of poplars, and of oaks, signified various things which
are of celestial and spiritual things. In the present case it is

called a grove simply, and it signifies those things which are
of rational things, which are adjoined to doctrine and the
Knowledges tliereof. Trees also in general signify perceptions,

see nos. 103, 2163, but when they are predicated of the spiritual

church, they signify Knowledges, by reason that the man of

the spiritual church has no other perceptions than such as he
derives by means of Knowledges from doctrine or the Word,
for these become of his faith, thus of his conscience, whence he
has perception.

2723. As regards Beersheba, it signifies the state and quality
of doctrine, namely, that it is Divine whereunto human rational

s

are adjoined, as may appear from the series of things treated
of from verse 22 to this, see nos. 2613, 2614; also from the
signification of the expression itself in the original language, as

denoting the ivell of om oath and of seven. That a well denotes
the doctrine of faith, see nos. 2702, 2720. That an oath
denotes conjunction, see no. 2720, and also a covenant
which is made with an oath, see nos. 1996, 2003, 2021, 2037 :

and that seven denotes what is holy, consequently Divine,
see nos. 395, 433, 716, 881 ; whence it may appear evidently
that [Beersheba] signifies doctrine which is in itself

Divine, with human rationals or appearances adjoined
thereto. That Beersheba was named thence, is manifest from ^

the words of Abraham :
" Abraham said. Because thou

shalt take seven ewe-lambs out of thy liand, that it may be to

me for a witness that I digged this well, therefore he called

that place Beersheba, because there they both sware ; and they
struck a covenant in Beersheba" (verses 30-32); in like manner
from the words of Isaac in chapter xxvi. :

" It was in that dav,

and the servants of Isaac came and told him about the ivell

which they digged, and said unto him. We have found waters,

and he called it Sheha (an oath and seven) ; therefore the name
of the city is Beersheba unto this day " (verses 32, 33) : in this

passage also mention is made of wells, concerning which there

was a contention with Abimelech ; mention is made likewise of

a covenant with him, and by Beersheba are signified human
rationals again adjoined to the doctrine of faith ; and, because
they are again adjoined, and doctrine is thus accommodated to

human apprehension, it is called a city. That a city denotes
what is doctrinal in its complex see nos. 402, 2268, 2449, 2451.
IMoreover, Beersheba is mentioned in a like signification as to

the internal sense in Gen. xxii. 19 ; xxvi. 22, 23 ; xxviii. 10

;

xlvi. 1, 5 ; Joshua xv. 28 ; xix. 1, 2 ; 1 Sam. viii. 2 ; 1 Kings
VOL. III. Y
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xix. 3 ; and in the opposite sense in Amos v. 5 ; viii. 13, 14.

3 The extension of celestial and sjiiritual things, which are of

doctrine, is signified in the internal sense, ^vhere the extension

of the land of Canaan is descrihed as being from Dan and even
to Beersheba ; for by the land of Canaan is signified the Lord's

kingdom, and also His church, consequently the celestial and
spiritual things which are of doctrine, as in the book of Judges :

" All the sons of Israel went forth, and the assembly was
gathered together as one man {vir) from Dan and even to Beer-

sheba" (xx. 1). In the book of Samuel: "All Israel, from
Dan and even to BeersJieha" (1 Sam. ii. 20). Again :

" Causing
the kingdom to pass from the house of Saul, and setting up the

throne of David over Israel and over Judah, /ro^Ai Dan and even

to Beersheha" (2 Sam. iii. 10). Again: " Hushai said to

Absalom, Let all Israel be gathered together /ro?« Dan and even

to Beersheha" (2 Sam. xvii. 11). Again: "David said to Joab,

that he should go through all the tribes of Israel from Dan and
even to Beersheba " (2 Sam. xxiv. 2, 7). Again :

" There died of

the people from Dan and even to Beersheha seventy thousand
men {viri) " (2 Sam. xxiv. 15). In the book of Kings :

" Judah
dwelt under his vine, and under his fig-tree, //'O^^i Daii and eveii

to BeersJieha, all the days of Solomon" (1 Kings v. 5 [iv. 25]).

2724. And. there he called on the name of the God of eternity

:

that this signifies worship thence, appears from the significa-

tion of calling on the name of God, as denoting worship, see

no. 440. Those who were of the Ancient church, by a name
did not understand a name, but all the quality, see nos. 144,

145, 440, 768, 1754, 1896, 2009 ; thus by tlie name of God
they understood everything in one complex whereby God is

worshiped, consequently everything of love and faith. But
when the internal of worship perished, and the external only

remained, by the name of God they began to understand nothing

else than the name, insomuch that they worshiped the very

name itself without any concern about the love and faith

from which they worshiped ; in consequence whereof nations

])egan to distinguish themselves by the names of gods, and the

Jews and Israelites set themselves before the other nations on
account of worshiping Jehovah, placing the essential of wor-

ship in mentioning and invoking His name, when yet the

worship of a name only is no worship, being possible wdth the

worst men, who thereby do but the more profane the name.
' Inasmucli as by the name of God is signified everything of

worship, that is, everything of love and of faith whereby He is

worshiped, it is evident hence what is meant by these words
in the Lord's Prayer: " Hcdlowed he Thy Name" (Matt. vi. 9),

and by these words of the Lord :
" Ye shall be held in hatred

of all for My naracs sake " (Matt. x. 22), " If two shall agree

in My name on earth, concerning anything whatsoever they
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shall ask, it shall Le done for them by My Father "VMio is in the

heavens : where two or three are gathered together in My name,
there am I in the midst of them " (Matt, xviii. 19, 20). " Whoso
leaveth houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or

wife, or children, or fields, for My names sake, shall receive a

hundred-fold, and shall obtain the inheritance of eternal life"

(Matt. xix. 29). " Hosanna to the son of David, blessed is He
Who Cometh in tlic netme of the Lord " (Matt, xxi. 9). " Jesus
said, Ye shall not see Me henceforth until ye shall say, Blessed

is He Who cometh in the name of the Lord'" (Matt, xxiii. 39).
" Ye shall be held in hatred of all nations for My navies sake

;

yea, then shall many be offended, and shall deliver up one
another, and shall hold one another in hatred, and all these

things for My names sa'ke" (Matt. xxiv. 9, 10). "As many as

received Him, to them gave He pov/er to be sons of God, to

them that believe on His 7iame" (John i. 12). "He who be-

lieveth not is judged already, because he hath not believed on
the name of the only-hegotten Son of God" (John iii. 17, 18).

" Jesus said. Whatsoever ye shall ask in My name, that will I

do " (John xiv. 14 ; xv. 16 ; xvi. 23, 24, 26, 27). " Jesus said,

I have manifested Thy name to the men" (John xvii. 6).

" Holy Eatlier, preserve in Thy name them whom Thou hast

given Me, that they may be one, as we are "(John xvii. 11,

12). " I have made known to them Thy name, and will make
it known, that the love with which Thou hast loved Me, may
be in them, and I in them" (John xvii. 26). "That ye may
believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that

believing ye may have life in His name" (John xx. 31). Be-
sides many passages in the Old Testament, in which by the

name of Jehovah, and of God, is not meant the name, but every-

thing of love and of faith, whence worship proceeds. Concern-

.

ing those who worship a name only, without love and faith, it

is thus declared by the Lord in Matthew: "Many shall say to

Me in that day. Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied through

Thy name, and through Thy name cast out demons, and in TJty

name done many powers (virtutes) ? but I will confess to them,

I know you not, depart from Me, ye that work iniquity " (vii.

22, 23). When the man of the church, as has been said, from
internal liecame external, and began to place worship in a

name onl}', then they no longer acknowledged one God, but

many ; for it was customary with the Ancients to add some-

what to the name of Jehovah, and thereby to rememlter some
kindness or attribute of His, as in the present case, " He called

on the name of the God of eternity;" and in the following

chapter (xxii.), " Abraham called the name of that place

Jehovah Jirch, that is, Jehovah will see" (verse 14). " !Moses

]>uilt an altar and called the name thereof Jehovah Nissi, tliat

is, Jehovah my standard" (Exod. xvii. 15). "Gideon built an
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altar to Jehovah, and called it Jeliovah Shalom, that is, Jehovah
of peace " (Judges vi. 24) : besides other passages. Hence it

came to pass, that those who placed worship in a name only,

worshiped so many gods; and that among the Gentiles,

especially in Greece and at Eome, so many gods were acknow-
ledged and worshiped, when yet the Ancient church, from
which those epithets came, never worshiped any but one God
venerated under so many names, because by the name that

church understood the quality.

2725. Verse 34. And Abraham sojourned in the land of the

Philistines many days. Abraham sojourned in the land of the

Philistines many days, signifies that the Lord adjoined to the

doctrine of faith very many things from the science of human
Knowledges.

2726. That Abraham's sojourning in the land of the PJiilistines

many days, signifies that the Lord adjoined to the doctrine of

faith very many things from the science of human Knowledges,
appears from the signification of sojourning, as denoting instruct-

ing, see nos. 1463, 2025 ; from the representation of Abraham,
as denoting the Lord, see nos. 1965,1989,2011,2501; from
the signification of the land of the Philistines, or of Philisthea,

as denoting the science of Knowledges, see nos. 1197, 1198;
and from the signification of days, as denoting the states of the

thing treated of, see nos. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893 ; and as Know-
ledges from scientifics and rationals are treated of, and it is

said many days, therefore it signifies relatively very many.
The rationals from human scientifics, added to the doctrine of

faith, are treated of from verse 22 to the present verse, as is

evident from the explanation ; in the present verse their con-

clusion is treated of. As regards the subject itself, as it is of

more than ordinary depth, and as it is further abundantly
treated of in chapter xxvi., it is allowed to defer further

explanation for the present.

CONCEKNING MAKRIAGES, HOW THEY ARE CONSIDERED IN THE
HEAVENS, AND CONCERNING ADULTERIES.

2727. Few at this day know what genuine conjugial love is,

and whence it originates, by reason that few are in that love.

Almost every one believes that it is innate, and thus flows from a
certain natural instinct, as it is called, and this the more especially

as the conjugial 2^^'inciple exists even among animals ; when yet

the difference between conjugial lore vnth men and the conjugial

tendency with animals, is like the difference betvjeen the state of
man and the state of a brute animal.

2728. And since feiu at this day, as was said, know what
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genuine conjugial love is, therefore from what has been discovered

respecthig it, it shall he described. Conjugial love derives its orighi

from the Divine marriage of good and truth, conseqitcntly from
the Lord Himself Tliat this is the origin of conjugial love, does

not appear to the sense and apprehension, but still it may he

tnanifest from influx, and from correspondence, and, moreover,

from the Word ; from influx : heaven, by virtue of the union of
good and truth, which flows in from the Lord, is comjjared to a
marriage, and is called a marriage ; from' correspondence : when
good united with truth flows down into a loiver sphere, it form,s a

union of minds, and when into a still lower sphere, it forms a

marriage : wherefore a union of minds, by virtue of good united

with truth from the Lord, is conjugial love itself

2729. That this is the origin ofgemdne conjugicd love,may appear

also from this consideration, thcd no one can be in it, unless he he

in the good of truth, and in the truth of good from the Lord ; and-

likewise from this consideration, that heavenly blessedness and
Jiappiness are in that love, and those ivho are in it, cdl come into

heaven, or into the heavenly marriage; and also from this con-

sideration, that when the angels converse together concerning the

union of good and tridh, then, m a lower sphere among good, spirits,

there is presented a representative of a marriage ; but among evil

spirits a representative of adidtery. Hence it is, that in the

Word the union of good and truth is called a marriage, but the

adzdteration of good a7ul the falsification of truth is called adid-

tery and whoredom, see no. 2466.

2730. The men of the Most Ancient church, more than all

others on this Earth, lived in genuine conjugial love, because they

loere celestial men by virtue of good in truth, and were in the

Lord's kingdom together with the angels, and in that love they had
heaven: but their descendants, with whom the church declined,

began to love their children, not their married partners ; for it is

possible for those wJio are evil to love their children, but a married

partner can only be loved by those who are good.

2731. Lt has been heard from those Most Ancient people, that

conjugial love is such that it wills to be luholly another's, and this

reciprocally, and thcd when the love is m,utual and reciprocal,

they are in heavenly happiness ; also that a conjunction of minds
is such, that this mutual and reciprocal [^feeling'] jrirvails in all

the things in general and particidar of the life, that is, in all

things in general and particidar of the affection, and in all things

in general and particular of the thought ; that therefore it was
instituted of the Lord, that wives should he the affections of good

which are of the will, and men (viri) the thoughts of truth which

are of the understanding, and that hence is derived a marriage,

such as exists between the will and the understanding , ami between

all things in general and particular thereof, with the man (homo)

who is in the good of truth, and in the truth of good.
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2732. I have spoken with the angels concerning this mutual
and reciprocal [feelingl, as to its quality, and they said that it is

an image and likeness of the one in the mind of the other, and
that thus they could dwell together not only in each particular,

hut also in the imnosts of life, aiid that the Lord's love and mercy
can flow in ivith blessing and haijpiness into such a oneness. They
said also, that those who have lived in such conjugial love during

the life of the hody, arc united and dwell together in heaven as

angels, sometimes also with [their^ children; hut that at this day
very few from Christendom are such, nevertheless such vjere all

the members of the Most Ancient church, tohich ivas celestial, and
such were many of the Ancient church, which was sj)irit'iial : hut

those vjho have lived together in marriage, not conjoined by con-

jugial love, but by lascivious love, are separated in the other

life, because nothing of lasciviousness is tolerated in heaven:

and that those are still more separated who have held each other

in aversion ; and, still more those who have hated each other

:

ivhen the parties Jirst come into the other life, they generally meet

together, hut after they have suffered hard things, they are

separated.

2733. There were certain spirits who, from habit acquired in

the life of the body, infested me ivith peculiar adroitness, and this

by an influx of a soft and as it ivere undulatory kind, such as that

of well-disposed spirits tisually is, but it was perceived that cun-

ning and other like qualities loere therein, and that it was tvith

design to captivate and to deceive. At last I spoke with one of
them, who, as I loas told, during his life in the world, had been a
leader of an army ; and as I perceived that there was laseivious-

7iess in the ideas of his thought, I spoke with him about marriage,

in the speech illustrated by representatives which is usual among
spirits, which fully expresses the meanings, and many things in

2 a movieid. He said, that in the life of the body he had accounted

adulteries as nothing. But it tvas given me to tell him, that

adulteries are wicked, although, to those wlw are such, they may
a.ppear to he not such, hut even to he alloivahle, in conseq^ience

of the delight which they take therein, and of the persuasive thence

derived ; and that he might know them to he wicked, from this

consideration, that marriages are the seminaries of the human
race, and consequently also the seminaries of the heavenly kingdom,
and therefore that they should in no ivise be violated, hut be

accounted holy ; and also from this fact {ivhich he ought to know,

being in the other life, and in a state ofperceptioni), that conjugial

love descends from the Lord through heaven, and that from that

love, as from a i^arent, is derived, mutual love, which is the firma-
ment of heaven ; ami further from this consideration, that adul-

terers, if they do but only approach to the heavenly societies, are

made sensible of their own stench, and cast themselves headlong

thence towards hell ; at least he might know, that to violate mar-
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riacjes was contrary to the Divine laws, and contrary to the civil

laivs of all j^eojjles, and also contrary to the genuine lumen of
reason, because contrary to order both Divine and human ; besides

many other considerations. But he replied, that he had no ;

knoidedge of such things iii the life of the body, nor had he thought

about them. He was desirous to reason ivhether it was so, but he

was told, that truth does not admit of reasonings in the other life,

for reasonings side with andfavour tlte riding delights, consequently

they side ivith and favour evils and falsities ; and that he ought

first to think of the above considerations, because they are truths

;

or to thinli from this 'principle, which is universally alloived, that

none ought to do to another what he would not that another should

do to him ; and thus that he ought to consider ivhcther, if any one

had in such a manner deceived his wife, who7n he had loved, as

men generally love their loives in the beginning of marriage, he

himself ivoidd not have detested adtdteries in the state of wrath
in which he would have been, and from which he w>oidd have

spoken, and tohether in such a case, being a man of talent, he

ujould not have confirmed himself inore than others against

adulteries, even so far as to damn them to hell ; and that thus he

might judge himself by himself.

2734. Those who, in marriages, during the life of the body,

have enjoyed the happiness residting from genuine conjugial love,

enjoy the same happiness in tlte other life, so that the happiiiess of
one life is continued to them in that of the other, and there is

effected there a union of minds, in which is heaven. I have been

told, that the kinds of celestial and spiritual ha2')pincsses hence

derived, according to the most general reckoning only, are inde-

finite in number.

2735. Genuine conjugial love is an image of heaven, and v)hen

it is represented in the other life, it is by the most beautiful objects

that the eyes can see, or the mind conceive. It is represented by a
virgin of inexpressible beauty encompassed with a bright wlvite

cloud, so that she may be said to be beauty itself in essence and
form. It was said, that all beauty in the other life proceedsfrom
conjugial love. The affections and thoughts of that love are repre-

sented by adamantine atmospheres, sparkling as it were with

rubies and carbuncles, and this with delights tvhich affect the

inmosts of the minds : but as soon as anything of lasciviousness

intervenes, they disappear.

2736. / have been instructed, that ge7iuine conjugial love is

innocence itself, which dwells in wisdom. Those who have lived

in conjugial love are in wisdom above all others in heaven, and
when seen by others they appear like infants, in the fiower and
spring of age ; and tvhatever then befalls them is a joy and
happiness to them. These are in the inmost heaven, which is

called the heaven of iimocence : through that heaven the Lord

fioivs in into conjugial love, and anrjels from that heaven are
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present with men, who live in that love; they are also present

ivith infants in their first age.

2737. With those who live in eonjugial love, the interiors of the

mind are open through heaven even to the Lord, for that love floivs

in from the Lord through the inmost of man ; henee they have the

kingdom of the Lord in themselves, and henee they have genuine

love towards infants for the sake of the Lord's kingdom; and
henee too they are reeeptive of heavenly loves more than others, and
are also iii mutual love more than others, for mutual love comes

thence as a stream from its fountain.

2738. Mutual love, such as prevails in heaven, is not like

eonjugial love. TJie latter consists in desiring to he in the life of

another as a one, hut the former consists in wishing hotter to another

than to one's self, such as is the love of parents towards their chil-

dren, and the love of those ivho are affected icith doing good, not

for their own sakes, hut on account of the joy ichieh it is to them.

Such angelic love is derived from eonjugial love, and it is horn

thence, as a child from its pa?'e7it, ivJierefore also it ahides ivith

parents towards their children. This love is preserved hy the

Lord with parents, although they are not in eonjugial love, to the

end that the human race may not perish.

2739. From the marriage of good and truth in the heavens

descend all loves, which are like the love of parents towards their

children, the love of hrethren towards each other, love towards

relations, and so forth, according to their degrees in their order.

According to these loves, which are derived solely from good and
truth, that is, from love and faith to the Lord, all the hcarenly

societies are formed, which are so conjoined together hy the Lord as

to resemhle one man, ivherefore also heaven is called the Grand
Man. There are ineffahle varieties, cdl origiJiating in and derived

from the union of good and truthfrom the Lord, which union is

the heavenly marriage. Hence it is, that from marriages on the

earths originate all consanguinities and relationships, and that

loves are in like manner derived according to the degrees of mutual
connection among each other. But whereas at this day eonjugial

love does not exist, the consanguinities and relationships thence

derived are indeed taken account of, hut they are not consan-

guinities and relationships of love. Ln the Most Ancient chiLrch

there v)ere also such derivations of love, ivherefore they dwell to-

gether in the heavens, distinguished as it were into nations,

families, and houses, ivhich all acknoiulcdge the Lord as their

only Parent.

2740. Genuine eonjugial love cannot }wssihly exist hut hetween

two married partners, that is, in the marriage of one man (vir)

and of one wife, and in nowise hetween more together, hy reason

that eonjugial love is mutual and reciprocal, and the life of one is

in that of the other rceiproccdly , so as toform as it were a one ; such

an union may exist hetween two, hut not hetween more, inasmuch
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as more divide asunder that love. The men {homines) of the

Most Ancient church, who were cclcsticd, and in the ferception of
good and truth like the angels, had only one wife : they said, that

with one wife they perceived celestial delights and liappincsses, and
that they were strueh with horror at the hare mention only of
the marriage of more than one : for the marriage of one hushand.

and one wife descends, as was said, from the marriage of good
and truth, orfrom the heavenly marriage, which is such, as mag
appear manifestly from the Lord's words in Matthevj :

" Jesus

said, Have ye not read, that He Who made them from the begin-

ning, made them male and female ? and He said, Therefore shall

a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife, and
they two shall he into one flesh ; wherefore they are no longer two,

hut one flesh ; what therefore God hathjoined together, let not man
separate. Moses, hecausc of the hardness of your heart, permitted

to put away your wives : hut from the heginning it was not so.

All do not apprehend this ivord, hut they to ivhom it is given
"

(xix. 3-12).

2741, Good and truth are continually flowing in from the

Lord with all, consequently genuine conjugial love is continually

flowing in, hut it is received in a different way hyeach individual

,

and as it is received, such it hecomes : with the lascivious it is

changed into lasciviousness, with the adulterous into adulteries

;

thus heavenly happiness is changed into unclean delight, thus

heaven into hell. The case herein is lilxe that of the light of the

sun flowing in into objects, which is received according to the form
of the objects, and becomes sky-blue, ruddy, yellow, cjreen, dark, yea,

even black, according to reception.

2742. There exists with some a cer'tain resemhlance of con-

jugial love, but yet it is 7iot conjugial love, unless they are in the

love of good and tritth. It is a love apjjea^^ing like conjugial love,

hut it arises from motives of the love of the world or of self,

namely, that they may he served at home, that they may live in
ease and security, that they may be taken care of in illness and
old age, or for the sake of their children whom they love. Willi

some it is compulsion arising from fear respecting the married
partner, respecting reputation, and also respecting misfortunes,

which produces this love. With some it is the love of lasciviousness

which produces this love ; this love of lasciviousness at first appears
like conjugicd love, causing the parties to put on a sort of inno-

cence, to sport like little children, to perceive a joy asfrom v)hat is

heavenly, hut in process of tim,e they do not become united more
and more closely, like those who are in conjugial love, bid are

more and more separated. Conjugial love differs also with the

married partners, with one it may exist in a greater or less degree,

with the other in a very small degree or not at all, and in conse-

quence of such difference, to the one it may be heaven, to the other

hell ; tlie affection and reception determine this.
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2743. There appeared to me a great dog like Ccrheims, and 1
asked what it signified, and v:as told that hi/ such a dog is signi-

fied a guard lest in conjugial lore any one should pass over from
heavenly delight to infernal delight, or conversely. For those ivho

are in genuine conjugial love are in Jieavcnly delight, hut those who
are in adulteries are also in a delight ivhich appears to tlicm as

heavenly, yet is infernal. By the dog is thus represented, that

those opposite delights shoidd he prevented from communicating.

2744. It was slievm me how the delights arising from conjugial

love progress, this way towards heaven, and that way towards hell ;

the progression of the delights towards heaven was into hlessednesses

and happinesses continually nndtiplying, till they hecame innumer-
ahle and ineffahle, and the more inward the p)rogression was, the

more innumerable and ineffahle were those hlessednesses and happi-

nesses, till they came even to the very heavenly hlessednesses and hap-

pinesses of the inmost heavcji, or the heaven of innocence ; and this

through the most perfect freedom, for all freedom is from love,

conse(iuently the most perfect freedom is from conjugial love, which
is heavenly love itself Afterwards it ivas sheivn how the delights

of conjugial love progress towards hell, namely, that they remove

themselves little hy little from heaven, and this also from apparent

freedom, till at length scarcely anything human remains in them ;

the deadly and infernal \^state'\ in which they end, and ivhich loas

seen hy me, cannot he descrihcd. A certain spirit, who icas at

this time with me, and cdso saw those things, hastened to the sirens

in front, ivho were such, exclaiming that he would sheto them the

quality of their delights, keeping at first the idea of delight in his

mind, hiit when hy degrees he came more in front, the idea was
continued, like the progression of the delight, to hell, and at length

ended in such a horror. Sireiis are such females as have hcen in

a persuasion that it is honourahle to commit whoredom aiid

adultery, and have also heen held in esteem hy others because they

luere such, and because of their elegant xvay of living. The greatest

imrt of them come into the other life from Christendom. See

more concerning them m nos. 831, 959, 1515, 1983, 2484.

2745. There are women who do not love their husbands, hut

despise them, and at length hold them of no account ; their

quality was represented hy a cock, a vnld cat, and a tiger of a didl

colour. It was said that they begin hy talking much, tlun

they proceed to scolding, and at last put on the nature of the

tiger. It was said by some, that such women still love their

children, but reply was made, that that love ivas not htiman, and
that it flows in alike into the evil, yea, even into all kinds of
animals, insomuch that these animals love their offspring more
than themselves. It was added, that ivith such women there is

nothing of conjugial love.

2746. There was a certain spirit in a middle altitude above

the head, who in the life of the body had lived lasciviously, being
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delifjlded vnth variety, so that he had loved no one woman con-

stantly, hut had frequented brothels, and had thus committed

'whoredom, vnth many, and had afterwards rejected all, in con-

sequence whereof he had defrauded several, and had cxtinyuished

all desire for marriaye, yea, even all desire for the 2)t-ocreation of
children, and had thus contracted an iinnatwral nature. All

tliese things v^ere discovered and laid open, and he was miserably

punished, and this in the sight of the angels : and afterwards he

was cast into hell. Concerning the hells of adulterers, see in the

First Part, nos. 824-830.

2747. Inasmuch as adulteries arc contrary to conjugial love,

adulterers cannot be unth the angels in heaven ; another reason is,

that they are in what is contrary to good and truth : for the same
reason they cannot be in the heavenly marriage; and another reason

is that they have none but filthy ideas about marriage ; ivhen mar-
riage is only mentioned, or an idea thereof occurs, instantly their

ideas are filled with lascivious, obscene, and abominable things

;

in like manner when the angels converse about good and truth,

adulterers think contrary thereto ; for all affections and thoughts

thence derived remain with man after death such as they have

been in the world. Adulterers are in the disposition of destroying

societies ; many of them are cruel {see no. 824) ; thus in heart

they are contrary to charity and mercy ; they make a mock of the

miseries of others ; they wish to deprive others of their property,

and do so as far as they dare ; it is a delight to them to destroy

friendships, and to occasion enmities. Their religiosity consists

in this, that they say they acknowledge a Creator of the universe,

and a providence but only an universal one, and salvation from
faith, and that their lot cannot be worse than that of others.

But when they are expilored. as to their quality at heart, which is

done in the other life, it is discovered that they do not believe even

these things, but instead of a Creator of the universe they acknow-
ledge nature, and instead of an universal providence, no provi-

dence, and that they think nothing about faith; and all this

because adulteries are altogether contrary to good and truth.

Hence any one can judge whether adulterers can come into heaven.

2748. Certain spirits who had led a life of adultery in the

-world, came to me, and spoke with me. I appcrccivcd that th^ey

had not been long in the other life, for tJtey knew not that they

v)ere there, but supposed that they were still in the world, the

reflection where they were having been taken away from them. It

VMS given to tell them, that they were in the other life, but they

presentlyforgot it. They asked, u'here there were any homes, where

they inight insinuate themselves .? But in reply, they icere ques-

tioned, IVhether they ought not to have respect to spiritual things,

tJuit is, to the things of conjugial love, which is rent asunder by

such alluremeiits as they v)ere in quest of, and that this vms
contrary to heavenly order? To these things hoivever they did
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not in the least attend, 7ieither did they understand them. I
then asked, whether they were not afraid of the laws, and of the

punishments whieh the laws inflicted ? But these they despised

:

yet xohcn I told them, that possibly they might he severely lohippcd

by the domestics, this only they were afraid of It tvas afterwards

given to perceive their thoughts, for these are communicated in the

other life, and they were so filthy and obscene, that ivell-disposed

spirits could not hut he struck with horror : and yet cdl thoughts,

as to their most minute particidars, are made public in the other

life before spirits and angels. Hence it may further be manifest,

that adidtcrcrs cannot be in heaven.

2749. TJtose who through adidteries have contracted a loathing

and distaste for marriages, when anything delightfid, blessed,

and happy comes from the heaven of angels, it is turned ivith them
into what is loathsome and nauseous, afterwards into what is

painful, and at last into what is stinking, so that they cast them-

selves headlong thence toivards hell.

2750. / have been instnicted by the angels, that when any one

commits adultery on earth, heaven is at once closed against him,

and that he afterwards lives solely in worldly and corporeal things

;

and then, although he hears of the things which are of love and
faith, still they do not penetrate to his interiors : and whatever

he himself speaks concerning those things, does not come from his

interiors, but only from his memory and lips, under the impulse

of conceit or the love of gain ; for the interiors are closed, and
cannot possibly be opened bid by earnest repentance.

2751. In front above before the left eye, there icas a globe of
such spirits as, in the life of the body, had plotted together in

secret, and more craftily than others ; they were adulterers, and
were still in the loorld of spirits, being recently arrived. It was
custom,ary with them to send forth from their globe some in every

direction to plot not only against conjngial love, but also against

good and truth, and especially against the Lord; those who are

sent forth return to them, and relate what they liave heard, and
they lay their plans accordingly. They sent one of these emis-

saries cdso to me, supposi^ig that I loas a spirit, because I spoke

vnth the speech of spirits. This emissary, when he spoke, uttered

scandalous things, chiefly against the Lord, so that he was com-

posed as it vjcre of mere scandals. But I re/plied, that he ought to

abstain from such things, knowing from what globe he came, and

of what dregs it consisted. As regards the Lord, I told him, I
knew beyond all doubt that He is One with the Father, that the

universal heaven is His, that from Him come all innocence, peace,

love, charity, mercy, also all conjugial love, and all good and
truth, wJiich are cdl Divine; a.nd that Moses and the Prophets,

that is, (dl things in general and particidar of the Word in the

internal sense, treat of Him, and that all the rites of the Jewish

church represented Him. ; and. inasmuch as I was so certain of
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all this, tliat I lead no douht about it, I asked him what he v/ished

for further ? On hearing what I had said, he retired with

shame. These things were said in order that he 7night relate

them to the adulterers, who constituted that wicked globe from
which he had been sent forth.

2752. Those vjho had been addicted to adulteries, in the other

life snrjpass all in wishing to obsess men, and thus through them

to return into the world, but they are detained by the Lord in hell,

lest they should come among those spirits who are with men. Most

of these are from the Christian world, and few from elsewhere.

2753. Tliere are some in the world v^ho are impelled by lust to

entice virgins to whoredom, in whatever place they are, in 7nonas-

teries, in their families, with their parents, a7id also to seduce

vnves, and they insinuate themselves by all cunning devices and.

Jiatteries. In consequence of having been habituated to such things,

and of having macle it their nature, they retain in the other life

the poiver to insinuate themselves into societies by flatteries and
pretences, but inasmuch as their thoughts are made manifest, they

are rejected. They pass thus from one society to another, hit are

everyivhere rejected, and cdso roughly handled, for they study to

steal away the delights and blessednesses of others. At lengtli they

are admitted into no societies, but after undergoing severe punish-

ments, they are associated with their like in hell.

2754. The most deceitful appear sometimes on high above the

head, but their hell is at a g^xat depth beneath the heel of the

foot ; they are the modern Antediluvians, they ensnare by inno-

cence, by mercy, and by various good affections ivith persuasion.

Dui'ing their life in the world, they had been adidterers beyond

all others: wheresoever there was a beautiful and young loife,

they got admission to her without conscience, and through those

affections tempted her to a compliance with their lust. They are

invisible, and wish not to be discovered, because they act in secret

:

they are cdso cruel ; they have been used to consider themselves

only, aiidwoidd not care though the whole ivorld should perish for

them. There are great numbers of such spirits at this day, and it

was said that they were from Christendom. Their hell is of all

others the most grievous.

2755. The hells of adulterers are many, and they love nothing

there more than dirt and excrement ; these arc delightful to them

;

as may be manifest also from 'many of that class in the life of the

body, to whom it is delightful both to think and to talk of filthy

things, abstaining only for decency's sake. The delight of

adultery in the other life is turned into such things. The

case herein is like that of the smis heat, even in spring, when

it flows into excrement, or into a dead body.

2756. There are some spirits ivho leave held as a p)rinciple to

have a comnumion of wives ; these, in the other life, speak like

good spirits, but they are malignant and deceitful ; their punish-
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mcnt is dreadfid, tlicy are collected as into a hundle, and repre-

sentatively as it were a serpent is stretched around them, whicJo

girds all as a globe hound together, and thus tJiey are cast away.

2757. IVlien I ivas once being conducted through some abodes

I came to one where my feet and loins tvere seized with heat, and
I was told that that abode was inhabited by those who have

indulged in pleasures, but still have not extinguished the natural

desire ofprocreating children.

2758. Tliat genuine conjugial love is heaven, is represented, in

the kiiigdonis of nature, for there is nothing in unirersal nature

but what in some manner represents the Lord's kingdom in general,

for the kingdom, of nature denves the whole of its origin froin the

spiritual kingdom. What is without an orighi prior to itself is

nothing, for nothing exists whicli is unconnected with a cause,

consequently with an end: that which is unconnected tcould fall to

pieces in a moment, and become nothing. Hence then come the

representatives of the Lord's kingdom in the kingdoms of nature.

That conjugial love is heaven, appears from the transformation of
caterpillars into pupae or chrysalises, and thence into winged
insects, for when the time of their nuptials is come, which is

when, they put off their terrestrial form, or their caterpillar form

,

and are furnished with wings, and become winged insects, they

are then elevated into the atmosphere, their heaven, where they

sport with each other, celebrate marriages, lay eggs, and are

nourished with the juices of flowers ; they are the7i also in their

beauty, having luings beautifidly adorned with gold and silver

and other colours ; such is the effect of the conjugial principle

even with these insignificant animcds.

2759. On the right side from the lower earth there arose as it

were a compact body (yolumen), which was said to consist of
many spirits from the lower sort of people who were unlearned,

hut not depraved; they were rustics and other simple ones. I
spoke with them, and they said that they knew the LiOrd, to

whose name they cennnencl themselves; they knew little besides

concerning faith and its mysteries. Others afterwards arose, who
knevj soinething more. Lt was perceived that their interiors were

capaUe of being opiened, for iii the other life this may be per-

ceived manifestly. They had conscience, which teas communicated

to me, in order that I might knou\ and I tvas told that they lived

simply in conjugial lore: they said that they loved their married,

partner, and cdistained from adulteries, and that they did so

from conscience was evident from this consideration, that they

said they could not do othenvise, because it was contrary to their

will. Such, are instructed, in the other life, and are p)erfected in

the good of love and the truth offaith, and are finally received

among the angels.

END OF THE SECOND TAUT.



PREFACE.

Into what mistakes they fall tvho abide in the literal sense alone,

ivithout searching out the internal sense from other passages in

the Word where it is explained, may appear manifestly from,
tlie numler of heresies which exist, and each of which confirms

its respective dogma from the literal sense of the Word;
especially from that great heresy, which the insane and infernal

love of self and of the world has confirmed from the Lord's tvords

to Peter :
" I say unto thee, that thou art Peter, and on this

rock will I build My church, and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it : and I will give unto thee the keys of the

kingdom of the heavens, and wiiatsoever thou shalt bind on
earth, shall be bound in the heavens, and whatsoever thou
shalt loose on earth, shall be loosed in the heavens " (Matt. xvi.

15-19). Those who strain the literal sense, suppose that these 2

words were spoken of Peter, and that he had this great Power
given him ; although they knoiv that Peter was a very plai'ii

simple man, and that he never exercised such a Power, amd
that to exercise it is contrary to the Divine. NevertJicless, under
the ivfluencc of the insane and infernal love of self and of the

vjorld, in consequence whereof they ivould arrogate to themselves

the highest Power on earth and in heaven, and make themselves

gods, they explain this according to the letter, and are vehement in

its defence. When yet the internal sense of those words is, that

Faith itself in the Lord, which exists with those only who are in

love to the Lord, and in charity towards the neighbour, has that

Power, and yet not even faith, bid the 'Lo'Ri) from whom faith is.

By the rock is here meant that faith, as everywhere else in the

Word ; on that the church is built, and against that the gates of
hell do not prevail ; and to tluit faith belong the keys of the king-

dom of the heavens; that faitli shuts hcamn, to prevent the

entrance of evils ami falsities, and it opens heaven for goods and
trutJis. This is the internal sense of the above words. The twelve 3

Apostles, like the ttvelvc tribes of Israel, represented nothing else

than all the things of such a faith, see nos. 577, 2089, 2129,

2130 ; Peter represented faith itself James charity, and John the
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;/oods of charity (see the pre/ace to chapter xviii. of Genesis), in

like manner as Reuhen, Simeon, and Levi, Jacob's first-horn, in

the representative Jewish and Israclitish church, as is manifest

from a thousand passages in the Word ; and inasmuch as Peter

had relation to faith, the above words were spoken to him. Hence

it is evident into what darkness they cast themselves, and others

along with themselves, who explain all things according to the

letter, as do they who explain the above words to Peter, whereby

they derogate from the Lord, and arrogate to themselves, the Power

of saving the human race.



PART THE THIRD.

GENESIS.

CHAPTER THE TAVENTY-SECOND.

2760. In John in the Apocalypse the Word is thus described
as to the internal sense :

" / saw heaven oiKned, and lehold, a
White Horse, and He Who sat thereon was called faithfid and
true, and in righteousness doth He judge and conibat : His eyes

were a fiame offire ; and upon His head were many diadems

:

having a name written, whieh no one knowcth hut Himself : and
He VMS clothed vjith a garment dipped in blood ; and His name
is called the WoKD OF GoD. And the armies which are in the

heavens followed Him on white horses, clothed in fine linen, white
and clean ; and He hath 07i His gar7nent and on His thigh a
name written, King of Kings, and Lord of Lords" (xix.

11-14, 16). No one can know what each of these expres-
sions involves, except from the internal sense ; it is manifest
that every expression is something representative and si<Tni-

ficative, as when it is said that lieaven was opened, that there
was a white horse, that He Who sat on him was faithful and
true, and that in righteousness He judges and combats, that
His eyes were a flame of fire, that on His head were many
diadems, that He had a name which no one knoweth but Him-
self, tliat He was clothed in a garment dipped in blood, that the
armies which are in the heavens followed Him on white horses,

tliat they were clothed in fine linen, white and clean, and
that on His garment and on His thigh He had a name written :

it said in so many words, that He denotes tlie Word, and the
Lord who is the Word, for it is said, ''His name is called the

Word of God" and a-Revwards, " He hath on His garmeyit and
on His thigh a name written, King of Kings, and Lord of Lords."
From the interpretation of each expression it is evident, tliat 2

tlie W^ord is here described as to the internal sense ; by heaven
being opened is represented and signified, that the internal sense

VOL. III. z
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of the Word is not seen except in Leaven, and by those to whom
lieaven is opened, that is, who are in love to the Lord and in

faith thence in the Lord ; the horse, wliich is white, represents

and signilies the understanding of the Word as to its interiors

;

that this is the signification of the white horse, will be evident

from what follows ; that He Who sat on him is the Word and
the Lord Who is the Word, is manifest ; Who, by virtue of

good, is called faithful and judging from righteousness, and by
virtue of truth is called true and combating from righteous-

ness ; the many diadems on His head signiiy all the things of

faith ; having a name written which no one knoweth but Him-
self, signifies that the quality of the Word in the internal sense

is seen by no one but Himself, and by him to whom He
reveals it ; clothed with a garment dipped in blood, signifies

the Word in the letter ; the armies in the heavens who followed

Him on white horses, signify those who are in the understand-

ing of the Word as to its interiors ; clothed in fine linen,

white and clean, signifies the same in love and in faith thence

;

a name written on the garment and on the thigh, signifies

truth and good. Erom these particulars, and from those which
precede and follow, it is evident, that about the last time the

internal sense of the Word will be opened ; what shall come to

pass at that time, is also described in the same chapter, verses

17-2L
2761. That the white horse denotes the understanding of

the Word as to its interiors, or what is the same thing, the

internal sense of the Word, appears from the signification of a

horse, as denoting the intellectual. In the prophetical parts of

the Word a horse and a horseman are frequently mentioned,

but heretofore no one has known, that a horse signifies the

intellectual, and a horseman one who is intelligent ; as in the

prophecy of Jacob then Israel, concerning Dan :
" Dan is a

serpent on the way, an airow serpent on the highway, biting

the heels of the horse, and his horseman shall fall backwards

;

I wait for Thy salvation, Jehovah" (Gen. xlix. 17, IS). That
a serpent denotes one who reasons from sensuals and scientifics

concerning Divine arcana, see no. 195 ; that a way and a

highway denotes truth, see nos. 627, 2333 ; that a heel denotes

the lowest natural, see no. 259 ; that a horse denotes the

understanding of the Word, and a horseman one who teaches :

hence it is evident what these prophetical words signify,

namely, that whosoever reasons from sensuals and scientifics

concerning the truths of faith, sticks fast in the lowest things

of nature, and thus believes nothing, which is falling backward,
wherefore it is added, " I wait for Thy salvation, Jehovah."

2 In Habakkuk :
" God, Thou ridest on Thy horses, Thy chariots

are salvation, Tliou hast caused Thy horses to tread in the sea
"

(iii. 8, 15), where horses denote Divine truths which are in the
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Word, chariots denote doctrine thence, the sea denotes Know-
ledges, see nos. 28, 2120, and, because they are of the under-

standing of the Word from God, it is said, Thou hast caused

Thy horses to tread in the sea : horses are liere attributed to

God, as in the Apocalypse above, to Whom they could not be

attributed unless they had such a signification. In David : 3

" Sing ye unto God, sing ye in His name, exalt Him that rideth

in the clouds, in Jah, His name" (Psalm Ixviii. 5 [4]). Hiding

in the clouds denotes the understanding of the Word as to

its interiors, or the internal sense ; that a cloud denotes the

Word in the letter, in which is the internal sense, see the Pre-

face to chapter xviii. of Genesis, where it is explained what is

signified by the Lord's coming in the clouds of the heavens
with power and glory. Again :

" Jehovah bowed down the 4

heavens, and came down, and thick darkness was under His
feet, and He rode on a cherub" (Psalm xviii. 10, 11 [9, 10]),

where thick darkness is put for clouds, riding on a cherub

denotes the Lord's Providence, to prevent man's entering from
self into the mysteries of faith contained in the Word, see no.

.S08. In Zechariah :
" In that day shall there be on the hells of

the horses, holiness to Jehovah " (xiv. 20) : the bells of the

liorses denote the understanding of the spiritual things of the

Word, which are holy. In Jeremiah: "There shall enters

through the gates of this city kings and princes, sitting on the

throne of David, riding in a chariot, and on horses, they and
their princes, a man (vir) of Judah, and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, and this city shall be inhabited to eternity " (xvii.

25, 26; xxii. 4): the city Jerusalem denotes the Lord's

spiritual kingdom and church ; kings denote truths, see nos.

1672, 2015, 2069
;
princes denote the primary precepts of

truth, see nos. 1482, 2089 ; David denotes the Lord, see no.

1888 ; the man of Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem
denote those who are in the good of love, of charity, and of

faith, see nos. 2268, 2451, 2712; thus riding on a chariot and
on horses denotes being instructed in the doctrine of truth

from the internal understanding of the Word. In Isaiah : 6

" Then shalt thou be delighted on Jehovah, and / will cause

thee to ride on the high places of the earth, and I will cause

thee to eat the inheritance of Jacob" (Iviii. 14): riding on the

Ingh places of the earth denotes intelligence. In David :
" A

song of loves, gird thy sword on thy thigh, mighty man {vir),

thy glory and beauty (dccits), and proceed in thy beauty (decus),

ride on the Word of truth, and of the mildness of righteousness,

and thy right hand shall teach thee wonderful things" (Psalm
xlv. 1, 4, 5) : riding on the Word of truth manifestly denotes

the intelligence of truth, and upon the Word of the mildness

of righteousness denotes tlie wisdom of good. In Zechariah : 7

" In that day, saith Jehovah, I •will smite every horse with
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astonishment, and the rider with madness ; and upon the house

of Judali will I open mine eyes, and I will smite every horse of
the 2^(^ople with blindness " (xii. 4) ; where also the horse

manifestly denotes the understanding, which should he smitten

with astonishment and blindness, and the rider denotes one
that is intelligent, who should be smitten with madness. In

Hosea :
" Take away all iniquity, and receive good, and we will

render the bullocks of our lips ; Asshur shall not save us, we
will not rich upon a horse, and we will not say any longer to

the work of onr hands, [thou art] our God " (xiv. 3, 4 [2, 3]) :

Asshur denotes reasoning, see nos. 119, 1186 ; a horse, [man's]

Own intelligence. Many other passages might be adduced to

the same purpose.

27G2. The sole origin of this signification of a horse, as

denoting the intellectual, is from representatives in the other

life. In the world of spirits are frequently seen horses, and
this witli much variety, and also those who sit on horses, and
as often as they appear, they signify the intellectual. Such
representatives are continually among spirits. It is in con-

sequence of this representative of a horse, as denoting the intel-

lectual, that when horses are mentioned in the Word, the

spirits and angels who are with man know instantly that it is

the intellectual that is being treated of. Hence also it is, that

to certain spirits who come from a certain orb elsewhere, when,
after being imbued with intelligence and wisdom, they are

elevated from the M'orld of spirits into heaven, there appear
bright shining horses as of fire : which were also seen by me,

! when they were taken up. Hence it was made manifest to me
what is signified by the fiery chariot and the fiery horses,

which were seen by Elisha, when Elijah ascended by a whirl-

wind into the heavens ; likewise what is signified by the

exclamation of Elisha at the time :
" My father, my father,

the chariots of Israel, and the horsemen thereof" (2 Kings ii.

11, 12), and also by what Joasli king of Israel said in like

manner to Elisha when he died, " My father, my father, the

chariots of Israel, and the horsemen thereof" (2 Kings xiii, 14).

That by Elijah and Elisha was represented the Lord as to

the Word, will, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, be shewn
elsewhere, namely, that the doctrine of love and charity out

of the Word is signified by a fiery cliariot, and the doctrine of

faith thence by fiery horses ; the doctrine of faith is the same
thing as the understanding of the Word as to its interiors, or

the internal sense. That chariots and horses appear in the

heavens among the spirits and angels, may further appear
from this consideration, that they were seen by the Prophets,

as by Zechariah (i. 8-10 ; vi. 1-7), and by others ; also by the

boy of Elisha, of whom it is thus written in the book of Kings :

" Jehovah opened the eyes of the boy of Elisha, and he saw,
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and behold, the mountain full of horses, and fiery chariots

round about Elisha" (2 Kings vi. 17). Moreover, in that part

of the world of spirits which is the abode of the intelligent and
the wise, chariots and horses continually appear, by reason, as

was said, that by chariots and horses are represented those

things which are of wisdom and intelligence. That those who
are raised up after death, and enter into the other life, see

represented to them a youth sitting on a horse, and afterwards

dismounting, and that thereby is signified, that they must be
instructed in the Knowledges of good and truth, before they
can come into heaven, see, in the First Part, nos. 187, 188.

That chariots and horses have this signification was very well

known in the Ancient church, as may also appear from the

book of Job, which is a book of the Ancient church, wherein
are these words :

" God made him to forget vnsdom, and hath
not imparted to him intdligcnce, near the time he elevated

himself on high, he derideth the horse and his rider" (xxxix.

17-19). The signification of a horse, as denoting the Intel- ^

lectual, was derived from the Ancient church to the wise men
round about, even into Greece. Hence it was, that when they
described the sun, by which is signified love (see nos. 2441,

2495), they placed therein the god of their wisdom and intel-

ligence, and attributed to him a chariot and four fiery horses
;

and when they described the god of the sea, inasmuch as by
the sea were signified sciences in general (see nos. 28, 2120),
they also allotted horses to him. Hence too, when they
described the birth of the sciences from the intellectual,

they feigned a flying liorse, which with his hoof burst open a

fountain, where were the virgins who were the sciences. Nor
was anything else signified by the Trojan horse, than an artful

contrivance of their understanding to destroy walls. At this

day indeed, when the intellectual is described, according to the

custom received from the Ancients, it is usually described by
a flying horse or Pegasus, and learning by a fountain, but it is

known to hardly any one that a horse in a mystical sense

signifies the understanding, and that a fountain signifies truth
;

still less is it known that those significatives were derived from
the Ancient church to the Gentiles.

2763. Hence then it is evident, whence came the represen-

tatives and significatives in the Word, namely, from the repre-

sentatives which exist in the other life ; it was lYom the other

life that those representatives came to the men of the Most
Ancient church, who were celestial, and were together with
spirits and angels whilst they lived in the world. Those repre-

sentatives were derived from them to their posterity, and at

length to those who knew only tliat such things were significa-

tive ; but inasmuch as they had existed from the Most Ancient
times, and were applied in their Divine worship, they were
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2 therefore reverenced and accounted holy. Besides representa-

tives, there are also correspondences, which both sound and

signify altogether differently in the natural world from what they

do in the spiritual world, as, that the heart denotes the afi'ection

of good, the eyes the understanding, the ears obedience, hands
power, besides numberless others ; these are not so represented

in the world of spirits, but they correspond, as the natural to

the spiritual. Hence it is, that each particular expression, as

to the smallest jot or tittle in the Word, involves spiritual and
celestial things ; and that the Word is so inspired, that when
it is read by man, spirits and angels instantly perceive it spiri-

tually according to representations and correspondences. But
this science, which was so cultivated and esteemed by the

Ancients after the flood, and by which they were enabled to

think with spirits and angels, is at this day totally obliterated,

insomuch that hardly any one is willing to believe that such a

science exists ; and they who believe, consider it merely as

somewhat mystical of no use, and this by reason that man is

become altogether worldly and corporeal, to such a degree that

when mention is made of what is spiritual and celestial, he

immediately feels a repugnance, and sometimes distaste, yea

even a loathing. What then will he do in the other life,

which lasts to eternity, where there is nothing worldly ami
corporeal, but only what is spiritual and celestial, which
constitutes life in heaven ?

CHAPTER XXII.

1. And it was after those words, and God tempted Abraham,
and said unto him, Abraham ; and he said, Behold I.

2. And He said, Take, I pray, thy son, thine only one, whom
thou lovest, Isaac, and go thou to the land of Moriah, and offer

him there for a burnt-offering, on one of the mountains, which
I say to thee.

3. And Abraham rose early in the morning, and saddled his

ass, and took his two boys with him, and Isaac his son, and
cleft the woods of the burnt-offering, and arose, and went to the

place which God said to him.

4. In the third day, and Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw
the place from afar off.

5. And Abraham said to his boys. Remain ye here with the

ass, and I and the boy will go even yonder, and bow ourselves,

and we will return to you.

6. And Abraham took the woods of the burnt-offering, and
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put on Isaac his son : and he took in his hand the fire and the

knife, and they went both of them together.

7. And Isaac said to Abraham liis father, and said, My
father; and he said. Behold I, my son; and he said, Behold
the fire and the woods, and where is the cattle for a burnt-

offering ?

8. And Abraham said, God will see for Himself the cattle

for a burnt-offering, my son ; and they went both of them
together.

9. And they came to the place which God said to him, and
Abraham built there an altar, and arranged the woods, and
bound Isaac his son, and placed him on the altar, above the

woods.

10. And Abraham sent forth his hand, and took the knife to

slay his son.

11. And the angel of Jehovah cried to him out of heaven,

and said, Abraham, Abraham ; and he said, Behold I.

12. And he said, Send not forth thy hand to the boy, and
do not anything unto him, because now I know that thou

fearest God, and hast not withheld thy son, thine only one,

from Me.
13. And Abraham lifted up his eyes, and saw, and, behold, a

ram behind, held fast in the thicket by his horns ; and Abraham
went, and took the ram, and offered it for a burnt-offering in

the place of his son.

14. And Abraham called the name of that place, Jehovah will

see, which is said at this day, In the mountain Jehovah will see.

15. And tlie angel of Jehovah cried to Abraham a second

time out of lieaven.

16. And he said. By Myself have I sworn, saith Jehovah,

because thou hast done this word, and hast not withheld thy

son, thine only one.

17. That blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I will

multiply thy seed as the stars of the heavens, and as the sand

which is upon the shore of the sea; and thy seed shall inherit

the gate of thine enemies.

18. And in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be

blessed, because thou hast hearkened to My voice.

19. And Abraham returned to his boys; and they arose,

and went together to Beersheba; and Abraham dwelt in

Beersheba.

20. And it was after those words, and it was told Abraham,
saying. Behold, Milkah she also hath born sons to Nachor tliy

brother

:

21. Uz his first-born, and Buz his brother, and Kemuel the

father of Aram,
22. And Kesed, and Chazo, and Pildash, and Jidlaph, ami

Bethuel.
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23. And Betluicl begat liebekah : these eight did Milkah
bear to Nachor, tlie brother of x\braham.

24. And his concubine, and her name was Eeumah, and she

also bare Tebach, and Clacham, and Thachash, and Maakhah.

THE CONTENTS.

2764. The subject treated of in this chapter, in the internal

sense, is the Lord's most grievous and inmost temptations,

through which He united the Human Essence to the Divine

Essence ; and the salvation of those who constitute the Lord's

spiritual church, by means of that union.

2765. The Lord's most grievous and inmost temptations are

treated of, verses 1, 3-6, 9-11. The unition of the Human
Essence with the Divine Essence, or the glorification by means
of those temptations, is treated of, verses 2, 11, 12, 16. The
salvation of the spiritual by virtue of the Lord's Divine Human,
of those who are in charity and faith, within the church, is

treated of, verses 2, 7, 8, 13-19 : and of those who are in good

outside of the church, verses 20-24.

THE INTERNAL SENSE.

2766. Verse 1. And it was after those words, and God tempted

Abraham, and said unto him, Abraham; and he said, Behold I.

It was after those words, signifies things transacted : God tempted

Abraham, signifies the Lord's most grievous and inmost tempta-

tions : and said imto him, Abraham, signifies the Lord's per-

ception from Divine truth : and he said, Behold I, signifies

thought and reflection.

2767. And it was after those words: that this signifies

things transacted, appears without explanation. The things

transacted, which have just been treated of, are concerning

Abimelech and Abraham, that they made a covenant in Beer-

sheba, and lastly, that Abraham built a grove in Beersheba,by

which was signified that human rationals were adjoined to the

doctrine of faith, which in itself is Divine. Tlie subject now
treated of is the Lord's temptation as to the rational, which is

signified by Isaac ; for by means of temptations the Lord made
His Human, consequently His rational, in which the human
commences (see uos. 2106, 2194), Divine, by chastising and

casting out whatever was merely human, or the maternal
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human, in tlie rational. This is the connection of the things

treated of in the foregoing chapter with the things treated of

in this chapter ; whence it is said, " It was after those words,

and God tempted Abraham."
2768. A7id God tcmjjted Abraham : that this signifies the

Lord's most grievous and inmost temptations, appears from what
follows. That by Abraham the Lord is represented, and meant
in the internal sense, is evident from all that goes before, where
Abraham is treated of. That the Lord endured most grievous

and inmost temptations, which are described in this chapter in

the internal sense, will appear presently. Its being said that

God tempted, is according to the sense of the letter, in which

temptations and many other such things are attributed to God,

whereas, according to the internal sense, God tempts no one,

but is continually delivering him from temptations, so far as is

possible, or so far as deliverance does not cause evil, and is

continually regarding good, into which He leads those who are

in temptations ; for God never concurs with temptations in any
other way. And although it is said of Him that He permits, still

it is not according to the idea which man has of permission,

namely, that He concurs by permitting, for man cannot appre-

hend otherwise than that whosoever permits, also wills what
He permits. But it is the evil with man which causes tempta-

tion, and which also leads thereinto, of which evil there is no

cause in God, as there is no cause in a king or a judge why
man should do evil, and suffer punishment for it. For whoso-

ever separates himself from the laws of Divine order, which
are all [laws] of good and of truth thence, casts himself into

laws opposite to Divine order, which are [laws] of evil and
falsity, and consequently laws of punishments and tortures.

2769. And said unto him, Ahraham : that this signifies the

Lord's perception from Divine truth, appears from the signifi-

cation of saying in the historical parts of the Word, as denoting

perceiving, see nos. 1898, 1919, 2080, 2619 ;
and from the

representation of Abraham, as denoting the Lord. That the

perception was from Divine truth, may appear from this con-

sideration, that the name God is used, not Jehovah; for

where truth is treated of in the Word, the name God is used,

but where good is treated of, the name Jehovah is used, see no.

2586 ; hence it is that He is called God in this verse, and also

in the following verses even to verse 10, by reason that tempta-

tion is the subject there treated of ; whereas in verse 11, and in

the following verses, He is called Jehovah, because deliverance

is the subject there treated of ; for all temptation and damna-
tion conies from truth, but all deliverance and salvation conies

from good. That truth condemns, and that good saves, see nos.

1685, 2258, 2335.

2770. And he said, Behold I: that this signifies thought
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and reflection, appears from tlie signification of saying, as

denoting perceiving, see no. 2769, but in the present case

thinking and reflecting, because it is of a reply, for all thought
and consequent reflection conies from perception, see nos. 1919,

2515, 2552.

2771. Verse 2. And He said, Take, I pray, thy son, thine

only one, whom thou lovest, Isaac, and go thou to the land of
Moriah, and ojfer him there for a hiirnt-ojfering, on one of the

oaountains, which I say to thee. He said, Take, I pray, thy son,

signifies the Divine rational begotten by Himself : thine only

one, whom thou lovest, signifies the sole one in the universe by
which He would save the human race : Isaac, signifies the

quality thereof : and go thou to the land of Moriah, signifies a

place and state of temptation : and offer him therefor a hurnt-

offering, signifies that he should sanctify Himself with the

Divine : on one of the mountains, signifies Divine love : which I
say to thee, signilies as He should perceive.

2772. He said. Take, I pray, thy son : that this signifies the

Divine rational begotten by Himself, appears from the significa-

tion of the son, as denoting the rational, see no. 2623, in the

present case the Divine rational, because by the son is here

meant Isaac, who represents the Lord's Divine rational, see

nos. 1893, 2066, 2083, 2630 : and whereas the Lord made His
rational Divine by His Own power, as has often been said

above, therefore by thy son is also signified that that Divine
rational was begotten by Himself, see nos. 1893, 2093, 2625.

2773. Thine only one, whom thou lovest : that this signifies

the sole one in the universe by which He would save the

human race, appears from the signification of an only one, as

denoting the sole one, and indeed in the universe, inasmuch as

the Lord is treated of. Who solely^ as to the whole Human was
made God or Divine.

2774. Isaac: that this signifies the quality thereof, namely,
that it is the good of truth, and the truth of good, that is, the

Divine marriage as to the Lord's Human, appears from the

denomination of Isaac, concerning which see the foregoing

chapter, verses 6 and 7.

2775. And go thou to the land of Moriah : that this signifies

a place and state of temptation, may appear from the significa-

tion of the land of IMoriah. That the land of Moriah denotes

a place of temptation, is evident from this, that Abraham was
ordered to go thither, and offer there his son for a burnt-offer-

ing, and thus to undergo the last of temptation. That in that

land was Jerusalem, where the Lord Himself underwent the

last of temptation, may appear from this, tliat an altar was
built by David on the mount of Moriah, and afterwards the

temple by Solomon, as appears from the book of the Chronicles :

" Solomon began to build the house of Jehovah in Jerusalem,
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on the Mount of Moriah, which was seen by David his father,

which David prepared in the place in the threshing-floor of

Arnan the Jebusite " (2 Chron. iii. 1 ; compare 1 Chron. xxi.

16-28 with 2 Sam. xxiv. 16-25). Hence it may appear plainly

enough that the things here said concerning the offering up of

Isaac, are representative of the Lord, otherwise this might have
been done where Abraham was dwelling, nor would he have
been commanded to depart tlience, and go on a journey of

nearly three days.

2776. And offer Mm therefor a lurnt-offering : that this sig-

nifies that he should sanctify Himself with the Divine, appears

from the representation of a burnt-offering among the Hebrew
nation, and in the Jewish church, as being the most holy

portion of their worship. There were burnt-offerings and there

were sacrifices: what they represented, see nos. 922, 923, 1823,

2180 ; their sanctifications were effected by means of them, and
hence it is, that by offering for a burnt-offering is here signified

being sanctified with the Divine, for the Lord Himself sancti-

fied Himself with the Divine, that is, united the human to the

Divine, by means of the combats and victories of temptations,

see nos. 1663, 1690-1692, 1737, 1787, 1812, 1813, 1820. The 2

common belief at this day is, that the burnt-offerings and
sacrifices signified the Lord's passion, and that the Lord by His
passion expiated the iniquities of all, yea, that He took them
upon Himself, and thereby removed them ; thus men believe

that they are justified and saved, provided they but think,

though it were even in the last hour of death, that the Lord
suffered for them, howsoever they have lived during the whole
course of their lives. But the case is not so. The passion of

the cross was the last of the Lord's temptation, by means of

which He fully united the Human to the Divine, and the

Divine to the Human, and thus glorified Himself. It is this

very union by means of which those can be saved who have
the faith of charity in Him. For the Supreme Divine itself

could not otherwise reach to the human race, who had removed
themselves so far from the celestial things of love and the

spiritual things of faith, that they no longer even acknowledged
such things, still less did they perceive them. Therefore in

order that the Supreme Divine might descend to man, wlio

had become such, the Lord came into the world, and united

the Human to the Divine in Himself. This union could not

otherwise be effected than through the most grievous combats
and victories of temptations, and at length by the last, which
was that of the cross. Hence it is that the Lord, from the 3

Divine Human, can illuminate minds even more removed from

the celestial things of love, provided they be in the faith of

charity. For the Lord in the other life appears to the celestial

angels as a sun, and to the spiritual as a moon, see nos. 1053^^
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1521, 1529, 1530, 2441, 2495 ; all the light of heaven is thence.

The light of heaven is such, that whilst it illuminates the sight

of spirits and angels, it also at the same time illuminates the

\inderstandiug ; this is inherent in that light, so that in propor-

tion as any one in heaven enjoys external light, in the same
proportion he enjoys internal light, that is, in the same pro-

portion he has understanding. Hence it is evident in what the

light of heaven differs from the light of the world. It is the

Lord's Divine Human which illuminates both the sight and the

understanding of the spiritual, which would not be the case

unless the Lord had united the Human Essence to the Divine

Essence ; and unless this union had been effected, neither men
in the world, nor spiritual angels in heaven, would have had

any intellectual or perceptive of good and truth, consequently

neither would they have had anything of blessedness and hap-

piness, consequently nothing of salvation. Hence it may appear,

that the human race could not have been saved unless the Lord
4 had assumed the Human and glorified it. Hence then every

one may conclude how it is with this belief, that man may be

saved, if he only thinks from a certain inward impulse that the

Lord has suffered for him, and has taken away his sins, without

any regard to how he has lived, when yet the light of heaven

from the Lord's Divine Human can only reach those who live

in the good of faith, that is, in charit}^ or what is the same
thing, who have conscience. The very plane itself, into which
that light can operate, or the receptacle of that light, is the good

of faith, or charity, consequently conscience. That the spiritual

have salvation from the Lord's Divine Human, see nos. 1043,

2661, 2716, 2718.

2777. On one of the mountains : that this signifies Divine

love, appears from the signification of a mountain, as denoting

love, see nos. 795, 796, 1430, in the present case Divine love,

because it is predicated of the Lord : what is the quality of

this love, see nos. 1690, 1691, 1789, 1812, 1820, 2077, 2253,

2500, 2572. As it was the Divine love, from which the Lord

fougiit and conquered in temptations, and from which He
sanctified and glorified Himself, therefore it is here said to

Abraham, that he should offer up Isaac for a burnt-offering on

one of the moinitains in the land of Moriah. Some light is

thrown on this representative by the circumstance, that the

altar built by David, and the temple by Solomon, were on the

mountain of Moriah (no. 2775) ; for the altar on which burnt-

offerings and sacrifices were offered, was the principal represen-

tative of the Lord, as the temple was afterwards. That the

altar was the principal representative of the Lord, see no. 921
;

and appears from David :
" They shall lead me to the mountain

of Thy holiness, and to Thy dwellings, and I will go in unto the

altar of God, to God, the gladness of my exultation " (Psalm
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xliii. 3, 4) ; that the temple was the principal representative of

the Lord, appears from John :
" Jesus said, Destroy tliis temple,

and I will raise it up in three days : He spoke of the temple of
Hishody" (ii. 19, 21).

2778. Which I say to thee: that this signifies as He should
perceive, appears from the signification of saying, as denoting
perceiving, see no. 2769.

2779. Verse 3. A7id Ahraham rose early in the morniny,
and saddled his ass, and took his two hoys ivith him, and Isaac
his son, and cleft the icoods of the burnt - offering, and arose,

and went to the place which God said to Mm. Ahraham rose

early in the morning, signifies a state of peace and innocence :

and saddled his ass, signifies the natural man which He p)re-

pared : and took his two hoys, signifies the former rational which
He adjoined : and Isaac his son, signifies the Divine rational

begotten by Himself : and cleft the woods of the hurnt-offering,

signifies the merit of righteousness : and arose, signifies eleva-

tion : and went to the 'place ivhich God said to him, signifies a

state then according to perception.

2780. Ahraham rose early in the morning: that this signifies

a state of peace and innocence, appears from the signification

of the early morning {mane), and also of rising in the morn-
ing {in matutino), when it is predicated of the Lord, who here
is Abraham. The morning (mane) in the universal sense

signifies the Lord, and hence His kingdom, consequently the
celestial of love in general and in particular, as was shown in

no. 2333 ; and as it signifies these things, it signifies also the

state itself in which they are, which state is one of peace
and innocence. A state of peace in the heavens is like a

state of dawn in the earths; in a state of peace in the
heavens, all celestial and spiritual things exist, and thence
derive all their joyousness, blessedness, and hapipiness, as

in a state of dawn in the earths all things exist before man
as delights and gladnesses ; for particulars derive their parti-

cular qualities from a general affection, see nos. 920, 2384.

The case is similar with the state of innocence : this exists

in a state of peace, and is the general [influence] which affects

all the things which are of love and faith, which, unless they
have innocence in themselves, lack their essential. Hence
it is, that no one can come into heaven, unless he has some-
what of innocence (Mark x. 15). Hence it is evident Mhat
is signified by the early morning {mane) in the internal sense,

especially when it is said " he rose early {mane) in the

morning (in matutino)
:

" and whereas in the supreme sense

the mornhig denotes the Lord, and by derivation i'roni Him a

state effecting and affecting those things which are in llis

kingdom, therefore also by the early morning, and by rising

early, are signified many things which exist in that state, and
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this indeed with reference to the things which follow in the

internal sense.

2781. And saddled his ass: that this signifies the natural

man which He prepared, appears from the signification of an

ass, of which we shall now speak. There are with man
voluntary things, and also intellectual things: to voluntary

things belong those things which are of good, to intellectual

things belong those things which are of truth. There are

beasts of various kinds, by which the voluntary things, which
are of good, are signified, as lambs, sheeji, kids, she-goats,

bullocks, and oxen, see nos. 1823, 2179, 2180 : and there are

also beasts, by which are signified intellectual things, which
are of truth, namely, horses, mules, wnld asses, camels, asses, be-

sides also birds. That by the horse is signified the intellectual,

w\as shown above, nos. 2761, 2762. That by a wild ass is

signified truth separated from good, see no. 1949. That by a

camel is signified the scientific in general, and by an ass the

scientific in particular, see no. 1486. There are two things

which constitute the natural with man, or what is the same
thing, the natural man, namely, natural good and natural

trutli : natural good is the delight flowing from charity and
faith, natuiaJ truth is the scientific thereof. That natural

truth is what is signified hy an ass, and rational truth by a

mule, may appear from the following passages :—in Isaiah

:

" The prophecy of the beasts of the south : in a land of straitness

and distress, the lion and the tiger, and from them the viper

and fiery flying serpent, shall carry their wealth {facidtates)

on the shoidder of young asses, and their treasures on the

hunch of camels, they shall not come forth on the people
;

and the Egyptians shall help in vain and to no purpose

"

(xxx. 6, 7). Those are called beasts of the south who are in

the Knowledges of good and truth, but who do not make them
of the life but of science ; of these it is said that they carry their

wealth on the shoulder of young asses, and their treasures on
the bunch of camels, by reason tliat asses signify scientifics

in particular, and camels scientifics in general. That the

Egyptians denote sciences, see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, of which
it is said, that they shall help in vain and to no purpose.

That this prophecy has an internal sense, and that without

such a sense it is understood by no one, is plain to every one,

for without the internal sense it cannot be known what is

meant by the prophecy of the beasts of the south, what by
the lion and the tiger, what by the viper and the fiery flying

serpent, and what by those beasts carrying their wealth on
the shoulder of young asses, and their treasures on the bunch
of camels and why it immediately follows that the Egyptians

shall help in vain and to no purpose. The like is signified

by an ass in Israel's prophecy concerning Issachar, in Moses

:
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" Issachar is an ass of hone lying down between the burdens
"

(Gen. xlix. 14). In Zechariali :
" This shall be the plague 3

with which Jehovah will smite all the peoples who shall

fight against Jerusalem ; it shall be the plague of the horse,

of the mule, of the camel, of the ass, and of every beast " (xiv.

12, 15). That by the horse, mule, camel, and ass, are signi-

fied intellectual things with man, which should be smitten

with the plague, is manifest from all the things in general

and particular which precede and follow in that chapter, for

it treats of the plagues which will precede the last judgment,
or the consummation of the age, concerning whicli John also

speaks in many passages in the Apocalypse, and the rest of

the prophets treat throughout their respective books; they
who shall at that time fight against Jerusalem, that is, against

the Lord's spiritual church, and against its truths, are signi-

fied by those animals, and as to intellectual things will be

smitten with plagues. In Isaiah :
" Blessed are ye that sow 4

beside all waters, that send forth the foot of the ox and of

the ass " (xxxii. 20) : ye that sow beside all waters, denote

those who suffer themselves to be instructed in spiritual

things ; that waters denote spiritual things, consequently the

intellectual things of truth, see nos. 680, 739, 2702 ; sending

forth the foot of the ox and of the ass, denotes the natural

things which should be subservient : that an ox denotes the

natural as to good, see nos. 2180, 2566: an ass denotes the

natural as to truth. In Moses :
" Binding to the vine his 5

yoim/j ass, and to the noble vine the son of his she-ass: he
washes his garment in wine, and his covering in the blood of

grapes" (Gen. xlix. 11); in this passage is contained the

prophecy of Jacob, at that time Israel, concerning the Lord

:

the vine and the noble vine denote the external spiritual and
internal spiritual church, see no. 1069 ; a young ass denotes

natural truth, the son of a she-ass rational truth ; the reason

why the son of a she-ass denotes rational truth is, that a

she-ass signifies the affection of natural truth, see no. 1486,

and that the son of this is rational truth, see nos. 1895,

1896, 1902, 1910. A judge formerly rode on a she -ass, 6

and his sons upon young asses, the reason being that judges

repr(>sented the goods of the church, and their sons truths

thence derived ; but a king rode on a slie-mule, and his sons

on mules, because kings and their sons represented the truths

of the church, see nos. 1672, 1728, 2015, 2009. That a judge
rode on a she-ass, appears from the book of Judges : " My
heart is to the lawgivers of Israel, to the willing ones in the

people; bless ye Jehovah, ye that ride on ivhite she -asses,

sitting on middin" (v. 9, 10). That the sons of judges rode

on young asses, appears from these words: "Jair the judge

over Israel had thirty so7is, ridi7ig on thirty yoiiwj asses

"
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(Judges X. 3, 4); and in another place: "Abdon tlie judge of

Israel had forty so7is, and thirty sons' sons, riding on seventy

young asses" (Judges xii. 13, 14). That a king rode on a

she-mule appears from these words: "David said to them,

Take with you the servants of your Lord, and cause Solomon
my son to ride on the she-mule which is mine ; and they

caused Solomon to ride on the shc-mide of king David, and
Zadok the priest and Nathan the prophet anointed him for a

king in Gichon"(l Kings i. 33,38,44,45). That the sons

of kings rode on mules, appears from these words :
" All tJie

sons of king David arose, and rode every one on his mule,

7 and fled for Absalom " (2 Sam. xiii. 29). Hence it is evident,

that riding on a she-ass was characteristic of a judge, and
riding on a she-mule was characteristic of a king ; and riding

on a young ass was characteristic of the sons of judges, and
riding on a mule was characteristic of the sons of kings, by
reason, as was said, that a she- ass represented and signified

the affection of natural good and truth, a she -mule the

affection of rational truth, an ass or a young ass natural

truth itself, and a mule and also the son of a she-ass

rational trutli. Hence it is evident what is meant by these

prophetic words concerning the Lord in Zechariah :
" Exult,

daughter of Zion, rejoice, daughter of Jerusalem, behold

thy king shall come to thee. He is just and saved, lowly

and riding on an ass, and on a young ass the son of she-

asses ; His dominion is from sea even to sea, and from the

river even to the ends of the earth " (ix. 9, 10). That the

Lord willed, when He came to Jerusalem, to ride on these

animals, is plain from the Evangelists, concerning which cir-

cumstance it is thus written in Matthew : " Jesus sent two
disciples, saying unto them, Go ye into a village which is

over against you, and immediately ye shall find a she-ass tied,

and a foal with her, loose [them] and bring to Me : this was
done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through the

prophet, saying. Tell ye the daughter of Zion, Behold thy

king Cometh to thee, meek, sitting on a she - ass, and on a

foal, the son of a beast of hurdcn ; and they brought the she-

ass and the foal, and laid their garments upon them, and set

8 Him thereon" (xxi. 1, 2, 4-7). Eiding upon an ass was a sign

that the natural was subordinated, and riding upon a foal

the son of a she-ass was a sign that the rational was sub-

ordinated. That the son of a she-ass has a similar significa-

tion as a mule, was shown above, where Genesis xlix. 11

was quoted. It was on this account, and also on account of its

being customary for a sovereign judge and king to ride on

these animals, and also in order that at the same time the

representatives of the church might be fulfilled, that it

pleased the Lord to enter thus into Jerusalem; this circum-
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stance is thus described in John :
" The day following, a

great company which had come to the feast, when they had heard
that Jesus was coming to Jerusalem, took branches of palm-
trees, and went to meet Him, and cried, Hosanna, blessed is

He Who Cometh in the name of the Lord, the king of Israel

;

l»ut Jesus finding a young ass, sat thereon; as it is written,

Fear not, daughter of Zion, behold thg King cometh sitting

on the foal of a she-ass: but these things His disciples knew
not at the first, but when Jesus was glorified, then they
remembered that these things had been written of Him, and
that they had done these things to Him" (xii. 12-16; Mark
xi. 1-12; Luke xix. 28-41). From what has been said, then, 9

it may be manifest that all things in general and particular

in the church of that time were representative of the Lord,

and thereby of the celestial and spiritual things which are

in His kingdom, and this even to a she-ass and the foal of a

slie-ass, whereby was represented the natural man as to good
and truth. The reason of the representation was, that the

natural man ought to serve the rational, the rational the

spiritual, the spiritual the celestial, and the celestial the

Lord ; such is the order of the subordination. Inasmuch as by lo

an ox and an ass was signified the natural man as to good
and truth, therefore several laws were enacted, in which
mention is made of oxen and asses, which laws at first sight

do not seem worthy to be mentioned in the Divine Word, but
when they are unfolded as to the internal sense, there appears
in them a spiritual [meaning] of great moment, as in the

following passages in Moses :
" When any one shall open a

pit, or when any one shall dig a pit, and shall not cover

it, and an ox or an ass shall fall thereinto, the lord of the pit

shall repay silver to the lord of them, and the dead shall be

his " (Exod. xxi. 33, 34). Again :
" When thou meetest thine

enemy's ox or his ass going astray, restoring thou shalt re-

store it to him ; when thou seest the ass of him that hateth

thee lying under his burden, and shalt have ceased from
removing it, and removing thou shalt remove it from him "

(Exod. xxiii. 4, 5 ; Deut. xxii. 1, 3). Again :
" Thou shalt not

see the ass of thy brother, or his ox, falling in the way, and
hide thyself from them, raising thou shalt raise them up
again" (Ueut. xxii. 4). Again: "Thou shalt not plough with

an ox and an ass together ; thou shalt not clothe thyself with
a cloth mixed of wool and linen together " (Deut. xxii. 10, 11).

Again :
" Six days shalt thou do thy works, and on the

seventh day thou shalt rest, that thine ox and thine ass may
rest, and the son of thine handmaid, and the sojourner

"

(Exod. xxiii. 12). In these passages an ox and an ass, in

the spiritual sense, signify nothing else than natural good
and truth.

VOL. III. 2 A
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2782. And took the two hoys: that tliis signifies the former
rational which He adjoined, appears from the signification of

boys. A boy and boys in the Word have various significations,

because they are predicated both of the sons of the house and
of the sons of a stranger, and also of servants ; in the present

case they are predicated of servants. That by servants in the

Word are signified man's natural things, which should serve the

rational, see nos. 1486, 1713, 2541,2567; but in tlie present

ease, as they are not called servants, but boys, thereby is

signified the former, or merely human, rational, which was to

serve the Divine rational ; this may appear also from the series

of the things treated of.

2783. A7id Isaac his son : that this signifies the Divine
rational begotten by Himself, appears from the representation

of Isaac, as denoting the Lord's Divine rational, concerning
which see above ; that it was begotten by Himself, is meant by
its being called his son, as above, no. 2772.

2784. And deft the ivoods of the hurnt-offering : that this

signifies the merit of righteousness, appears from the significa-

tion of woods and of cleaving woods. That woods signify the

goods which are of works, and which are of righteousness, and
that cleaving woods signifies placing merit in the goods which
are of works, but that cleaving the woods of a burnt-offering

signifies the merit of righteousness, appears so remote as to be

impossible to be known without revelation. That cleaving

w^oods denotes placing merit in the goods which are of works,

was made manifest to me from those things which were seen,

and described in no. 1110, concerning cutters of woods, as being

those who have been desirous to merit salvation by the goods

which they have done. Moreover, there are also others in front

above, a little to the right, from a certain earth, who in like

manner have claimed to themselves all good, and appear in a

similar manner to cut and cleave woods ; sometimes when
they seenj to themselves to labour hard, their faces shine in

consequence of a certain fatuous fire, which is the good of

merit which they attribute to themselves ; the reason of this

appearance is, that wood is representative of good, as was all

the wood used in the ark, and in the temple, and also all the

wood on the altar when the burnt-offerings and sacrifices were
offered. But those who attribute good to themselves and make
it meritorious, these also in the Word aie said to worship wood
or a graven image of wood.

2785. And arose: that this signifies elevation, appears from
the signification of arising, which, whensoever it occurs in the

Word, involves some elevation.

2786. And went to the place which God said to him : that this

signifies a state then according to perception, appears from the

signification of a place, as denoting a state, see nos. 1273-1277,
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1376-1381, 2625 ; and from the signification of God saying, as

denoting perceiving from the Divine, see nos. 2769, 2778. As
regards the state itself, it is described in this verse, namely, the

state which the Lord took upon Him when He underwent
temptations, in the present case when He underwent the most
grievous and inmost temptations. The first preparation for

that state was, that He put on a state of peace and innocence,

also that He prepared the natural man in Himself, and like-

wise the rational, that they might serve the Divine rational,

and that He adjoined the merit of righteousness, and thus

elevated Himself. It is impossible for these things to be

explained to the apprehension, or exhibited to the idea of any
one, who is ignorant that many states may exist together which
yet are distinct from each other, or who is ignorant what is

meant by a state of peace and innocence, what by the natural

man, and what by the rational, and also what by the merit of

righteousness, for he ought first to have a distinct idea of all

these things, and likewise to know that the Lord, by virtue of

His Divine, could take upon Himself any states that He
pleased, and tliat He prepared Himself for temptations by
taking upon Himself many states. These things, although
with men they are in obscurity as of the night, yet with the

angels are in clearness as of the day, because, being in the light

of heaven from the Lord, the angels see distinctly innumerable
things in these and similar subjects, and perceive ineffable joy
from the affection which then flows in. Hence it may appear,

how greatly the human intellectual and perceptive differs

from the angelic intellectual and perceptive.

2787. Verse 4. Jn the third day, and Ahraham lifted up his

eyes, and saw the place from afar off. In the third day, signifies

what was complete, and the beginning of sanctification : and
Ahraham lifted up his eyes and saw, signifies thought and
intuition from the Divine : the place from afar off, signifies the

state which He foresaw.

2788. In the third day : that this signifies what was com-
plete, and the beginning of sanctification, appears from the

signification of the third day. A day in the Word signifies a

state, see nos. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893, as does also a year, and in

general all times, as an hour, a day, a week, a month, a year, an
age, and likewise morning, noon, evening, night ; and spring,

summer, autumn, winter ; to which when third is added, it

signifies the end of that state, and at the same time the

beginning of the following state. In the present case, inasmuch
as the subject treated of is the Lord's sanctification, which was
effected by means of temptations, the third day signifies what
was complete, and at the same time the beginning of sanctifica-

tion, as also follows from what goes before. The reason of this

signification is, that the Lord, when He had fulfilled all things.
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rose again on the third clay, for the things whicli were done by
the Lord while He lived in the world, or which were to be

done [afterwards], in the representatives of the church were as

if they had been done, as is the case also in the internal sense

of the Word, for in God being done and being (esse) are the same
2 thing, yea, all eternity is present to Him. Hence the number
three was representative, not only in the Ancient church and in

the Jewish, but also among various nations ; see what was said

about this number in nos. 720, 901, 1825. That this was its

origin, is manifest from Hosea :
" Let us return to Jehovah, for

He hath wounded, and will heal us; He hath smitten and will

bind us up ; He will revive us from two days ; m the third day
He will raise us up, that we may live before Him " (vi. 1, 2),

where the third day denotes the Lord's coming and the resur-

rection. It appears also from Jonah, in that he was " in the

inward parts of the fish three days and three nights " (Jonah ii. 1

[i. 17]) ; concerning which circumstance the Lord thus speaks

in Matthew :
" As Jonah was in the belly of the whale three

days and three nights, so shall the Son of Man be in the heart

3 of the earth three days and th7'ee nights " (xii. 40). It must be
known, that in the internal sense of the Word, three days and
the third day signify the same thing, as also in the passages

which follow, three and the third have the same signification :

—

in John :
" Jesus said to the Jews, Destroy this temple, yet in

three days 1 will raise it up again ; He spoke of the temple of

His body" (ii. 19-21 ; Matt. xxvi. 61 ; Mark xiv. 58 ; xv. 29).

4 That the Lord rose again on the third day, is well known. It

was on this account also that the Lord distinguished the times

of His life into three, as in Luke : "Go ye, say to that fox,

Behold I cast out demons, and perfect cures to-day and
to-morrow, but in the third day I am consumed" (xiii. 32).

The Lord also endured the last temptation, which was that of

the cross, " in the third hour of the day " (Mark xv. 25).
" And after three hours, there was darkness over all the earth, or

in the sixth hour " (Luke xxiii. 44). " And after three hours, or

in the nintli liour, was the end " (Mark xv. 33, 34, 37). " In

the morning in the third day He rose again " (Mark xvi. 1-4
;

Luke xxiv. 7; see Matt. xvi. 21; xvii. 22, 23; xx. 18, 19;
Mark ix. 31 ; viii. 31 ; x. 33, 34 ; Luke xviii. 33 ; xxiv. 46).

Hence, and especially from the Lord's resurrection in the third

day, the number three was representative and significative:

that it was representative and significative, may appear from

the following passages in the Word :
" When Jehovah descended

on Mount Sinai, He said unto Moses, that he should sanctify

the people to-day and. to-morrow, and that they should wash
their garments, and should be prepared for the third day,

because in the third day Jehovah would descend " (Exod. xix.

10, 11, 15, 16). "When they journeyed from the mountain
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of Jehovah on a journey of three days, tlie ark of Jehovah

journeyed before them a journey of i!/i?Ye days to search out rest

for them " (Numb. x. 33). " That there was gross darkness in

all the land of Egypt three days, and a man {vir) saw not his

brother three days, but to the sons of Israel there was light

"

(Exod. X. 22, 23). " That the flesh of the votive and free-will 5

sacrifice should be eaten on the first and second day, nothing

should be left to the third day, but it should be burnt, because

it was an abomination ; so also the Hesh of the eucharistic

sacrifice, and if it should be eaten on the third day, it should

not be accepted, but the soul should bear its iniquity " (Levit.

vii. 16-18 ; xix. 6-8), " That he who touched what was dead

should expiate himself in the third day, and in the seventh day

should be clean ; if not, that soul should be cut off from Israel

;

and that one who was clean should sprinkle water on the

unclean in the third day and in the seventh day " (Numb. xix.

12, 13, 19). "That whosoever had slain a soul in battle, and

had touched the slain, should purify himself in the third day,

and in the seventh day" (Numb. xxxi. 19). " That the fruit, 6

when they came into the land of Canaan, should be uncircum-

cised three years, and should not be eaten " (Levit. xix. 23).

" That at the end of three years they should bring forth all the

tenths of their increase in that year, and lay it up in the

gates, that the Levite, the sojourner, the orphan, and the widow
might eat thereof " (Deut. xiv. 28, 29 ; xxvi. 12). " That

three times in the year they should keep a feast to Jehovah

;

and three times in the year every male should appear before the

face of the Lord Jehovah" (Exod. xxiii. 14, 17 ; Deut. xvi. 16).

" That Joshua said unto the people, that in three days they

should pass over Jordan, and inherit the land" (Joshua i. 11

;

iii. 2). "That Jehovah called to Samuel three times, and he

answered the third time" (1 Sam. iii. 8). "That when Saul 7

wished to slay David, David hid himself in the field to the third

evening: that Jonathan said to David, I will search out my
father in the thne in the third morrow ; that Jonathan shot three

arrows at the side of a stone ; and that David then fell on his

face to the earth before Jonathan, and bowed himself three

times " (1 Sam. xx. 5, 12, 19, 20, 35, 36, 41). " That David was

to choose one of thi-ee things ; either seven years of famine in

the land ; or to fiy tJwee months before his enemies ; or three

<lays' pestilence in the land" (2 Sam. xxiv. 12, 13). " That the 8

famine in the days of David was for three years, year after year
"

(2 Sam. xxi. 1). " That Elijah measured himself on the dead boy

th^-ee times, and made him alive " (1 Kings xvii. 21, 22). " That

when Elijah built an altar to Jehovah, he said, that they should

pour waters on the burnt-offering and on the woods three times
"

(1 Kings xviii. 34). " That fire consumed the captains over

fifty sent to Elijah two times, but not him who was sent the third^
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time" (2 Kings i. 13). " That it should be a sign to king Heze-
Iviali, tliat they should eat in that year what sprung up spon-

taneously, and in the second year what grew of its own accord,

but in the third year they should sow, and reap, and plant vine-

9 yards, and eat the fruit thereof " (2 Kings xix. 29). " That

Daniel entered into his house, and the windows were open to

him in the chamber towards Jerusalem, where he blessed upon
his knees th7'ee times in a day, and prayed " (Dan, vi. 11, 14

[10, 13]). " That Daniel mourned for three weeks of days, not

eating the bread of desires, nor drinking wine, nor anointing

himself, until the three weeks of days were fulfilled " (Dan. x.

2, 3). " That Isaiah went naked and without shoes three years,

for a sign and prodigy on Egypt and on Ethiopia " (Isaiah xx. 3).

" That from the candlestick there went forth th7'ee branches on
each side, and three bowls shaped like almonds in each branch

"

(Exod. XXV. 32, 33). " That in the urim and thummim there

were three 23Tecioris stones in each order" (Exod. xxviii. 17-20).
10 " That in the new temple there should be three chambers of the

gate on this side, and three on that side, one measure for the

three ; and at the porch of the house, the breadth of the gate

was three cubits on this side, and three cubits on that side"

(Ezek. xl. 10, 21, 48). " That in the New Jerusalem there

should be thj-ee gates to the north, three to the east, three to the

• south, and th7re to the west " (Ezek. xlviii. 31-34 ; Apoc. xxi.

13). The same is manifest from the following circumstances :

"That Peter denied Jesus three times" (Matt. xxvi. 34, 69).

" That the Lord said to Peter three times, Lovest thou Me ?

"

(John xxi. 17). " That the man wiio planted a vineyard sent

servants three times, and lastly his son " (Luke xx. 12 ; Mark
xii. 2, 4-6). " That they who laboured in the vineyard were
hired in the third hour, in the sixth hour, in the ninth hour,

and in the eleventh hour" (Matt. xx. 1-17). " That the fig-tree,

because it did not bear fruit for three years, should be cut down "

" (Luke xiii. 6, 7). As threefold and the third was representative,

so also was the third imrt, as where it is said, " That for a meat-

offering two-tenths of fine flour should be mixed with the third,

fart of a hin of oil ; and that the wine in the drink-offering-

should be the third of a hin " (Numb. xv. 6, 7 ; Ezek. xlvi. 14).

" That Ezekiel should draw a razor over his head, and over his

beard, and should afterwards divide the hair, and should burn
a third pa7't in the fire, smite a third pao-t with a sword about

it, and scatter a thiixl part to the wind " (Ezek. v. 1, 2, 11).

In Zechariah :
" That in the whole earth two parts should be

cut of[', and the third should be left, but the third should be
12 drawn through the fire and proved" (xiii. 8, 9). In John:

" When the first angel sounded, there was made hail, and fire

mixed with blood, and it fell upon the earth, so that the third

fart of the trees was burnt. The second angel sounded, and
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as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the

sea, and the third -part of tlie sea became blood, whereby the

third part of the creatures in the sea, having souls, died ; and
the third part of the ships was destroyed. The third angel

sounded, and there fell out of heaven a great star burning like

a lamp, and it fell on the third part of the rivers ; the name of

the star was Wormwood. The fourth angel sounded, so that

the third part of the sun was smitten, and the third j^nrt of the

moon, and the third ]ja7^t of the stars, so that the third part of

them was darkened, and the day shone not for a third part of
it, and the night in like manner" (Apoc. viii. 7-12). Again: '3

" The four angels were loosed, that they might slay the third

part of men" (Apoc. ix. 15). Again: "By these three was the

third part of men slain, by fire, smoke, and brimstone, which
went forth out of the horses' mouths" (Apoc. ix. 18). Again:
" The dragon with his tail drew the thirel part of the stars of

heaven, and cast them to the earth " (Apoc. xii. 4). But third

part signifies something not as yet full ; whereas the third and
threefold signifies what is complete, a completed [or full] evil

for those who are evil, and a completed good for those who are

good.

2789. And Ahraliavi lifted up his eyes and saw: that this

signifies thought and intuition from the Divine, appears from
the signification of eyes, as denoting intelligence, see no. 2701

;

hence lifting up the eyes denotes elevating the intelligence,

consequently thinking ; and from the signification of seeing, as

denoting looking at from the Divine, because it is predicated

of the Lord.

2790. The place from afar off: that this signifies the state

which He foresaw, appears from the signification of a place, as

denoting a state, see nos. 1273-1277, 1376-1381, 2625 ; and
from the signification of seeing from afar off, as denoting fore-

seeing.

2791. Verse 5. And Abraham said to his hoys, Remain ye

here with the ass, and I and the hoy will go even yonder, and
hoiv ourselves, and we will return to you. Abraham said to his

boys, Rem,ain ye here with the ass, signifies the separation of the

former rational with the natural at that time : and I and the

boy will go even yonder, signifies the Divine rational in a state

of truth armed for the most grievous and inmost combats of

temptations ; the boy denotes the Divine rational in such a

state : and bow ourselves, signifies submission : and we will

return to you, signifies conjunction afterwards.

2792. Abraham said to his boys. Remain ye here with the ass:

that this signifies the separation of the former rational with the

natural at that time, appears from the signification of remain-

ing here, as denoting ])eing separated for such a time ; and from
the signification of the boys, as denoting the former rational,
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see above, no. 2782 ; and from the signification of an ass, as

denoting the natural man or the natural, see above, no. 2781.

2793. And I and the boy ivill go even yonder: that this sig-

nifies the Divine rational in a state of truth armed for the

most grievous and inmost combats of temptations ; and that

the boy denotes the Divine rational in such a state, may appear

from the representation of Isaac, as denoting the Divine rational,

but inasmuch as in the present case it is not said Isaac, nor my
son, as before, but the boy, therefore it denotes the Divine

rational in such a state as is presently described.

2794. And hovj ourselves : that this signifies submission, may
appear without explanation.

279.5. And v:e vnll return to you : that this signifies conjunc-

tion afterwards, may also appear without explanation. Since in

this chapter the Lord's most grievous and inmost temptations

are treated of, therefore all the states are described which He
took upon Him when He underwent them. The first state is

described in verse 3, the second state is described in this verse,

the third state in the verse immediately following, and the rest

afterwards. But these states cannot be explained to the com-
mon apprehension, unless many things be first known, not only

concerning the Lord's Divine, which is here represented by
Abraham, but also concerning His Divine Human, which is

represented by Isaac, and concerning the state of tliat rational,

which is here called the boy, when He entered into and endured

the combats of temptations, and also concerning the nature and

quality of the former rational, and likewise of the natural

belonging thereto, together with the quality of the state when
the one was adjoined to the other, and the quality of the state

when they were more and less separated : moreover many things

ought to be known about temptations, as what is meant by
exterior temptations, and what by interior temptations, and
hence what by the inmost and most grievous temptations which
the Lord endured, and which are treated of in this chapter. So

long as these things are not known, it is impossible for the

things contained in this verse to be described to tlie apprehen-

sion, and even if they were described in the clearest manner, they

would still appear obscure. To the angels, because they are in

the light of heaven from the Lord, all these things are manifest

2 and clear, yea blessed, because most heavenly. It shall here

merely be said, that the Lord could in no wise be tempted
whilst He was in the Divine Itself, for the L^ivine is infinitely

above all temptation, but He could be tempted as to the

Human; this is the reason why, when He underwent the

most grievous and inmost temptations, He adjoined to Himself
the former human, that is, the rational and the natural

thereof (as is described in verse 3), and afterwards separated

Himself from them, as is said in this verse, but still retained
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.such [an element] through which he coukl be tempted, which is

the reason why it is not said Isaac my son, but the boy, by
whom is meant the Divine rational in such a state, that is, in a

state of truth, armed for the most grievous and inmost combats
of temptations, see no. 2793. That neither the Divine Itself

nor the Divine Human could be tempted, may appear to every

one from this single consideration, that not even the angels can

approach near to the Divine, much less the spirits who bring

on temptations, and least of all the hells. Hence it is plain why
the Lord came into the world, and put on the human state

itself with its infirmity, for thus He could be tempted as to

the human, and through temptations could subdue the hells,

and reduce all in general and particular to obedience and into

order, and save the human race, who had removed themselves

so far from the Supreme Divine.

2796. As regards the putting on of various states by the

Lord, which are here treated of, they cannot but be unknown
to man, because he never reflects on changes of states, notwith-

standing such changes take place continually, both as to intel-

lectual things or the thoughts, and as to voluntary things or

the affections. The reason why he does not reflect on these

changes is, that he believes that all things in general and
particular in him follow in natural order, and that there is

nothing higher which directs them. When nevertheless the case

is this, that all things in general and particular are arranged

by spirits and angels with him, and that hence come all states and
changes of states, and that thus they are directed by the Lord
towards ends to eternity, which ends the Lord alone foresees. That
tliis is the case has been made known to me most clearly by the

experience now of several years : it has also been given to know
and observe what spirits and angels were attendant upon me,

and what states they brought on ; and this I can asseverate,

that all states, even to the smallest particulars thereof, come
from this source, and that they are thus directed by the Lord

:

it has also been given to know and observe, that in each state

there are very many others, which do not appear, and which,

when they are together, appear as one common state, and that

tliose states are disposed to the states which follow in order

in their series. These things with man are done ))y the Lord,

but with the Lord Himself, while He lived in the world, they

were done by Himself, because He was Divine, and the very

esse of his life was Jehovah. It is angelic to know the ^

changes of state as to intellectual and voluntary things in

man, and in what order they follow each other, and through

what series they pass, and thus how they are bent by the

Lord to good as far as is possible. The wisdom of the angels

is such, that they perceive such things most minutely, and
hence it is that the things here revealed in the internal sense,
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concerning the changes of state with the Lord, are clearly and

distinctly perceivable by the angels, because they are in the

light of heaven from the Lord, and they are also in some small

degree intelligible to the man who lives in simple good ; but

they are obscure and as nothing to those who are in evil, and

also to those who are in the deliriums of wisdom, for these

have obscured and extinguished their natural and rational

lumen by many things, which have brought on darkness,

howsoever they may believe themselves to be in light beyond

others.

2797. Verse 6. And Ahraham took the woods of the hurnt-

offering, and put on Isaac his son : and he took in his hand the fire

and the knife, and they went both of them together. Ahxiham
took the woods of the burnt-offering, signifies the merit of right-

eousness : and put on Isaac, signifies that it was adjoined

to the Divine Kational : and he took in his hand the fire and
the knife, signifies the good of love and the truth of faith :

and they ivent both of them together, signifies unition as far as

possible.

2798. Abraham took the woods of the burnt-offering : that

this signifies the merit of righteousness, appears from what
w\as said and shewn above, no. 2784, consequently without

further explanation. And 'put on Isaac : that this signifies

that the merit of righteousness was adjoined to the Divine

rational, may appear from the representation of Isaac, as

denoting the Lord's Divine rational, which has been frequently

treated of above ; and from the signification of putting on

him, as denoting adjoining ; it is said, " his son," because the

Lord's Divine Human was not only conceived, but was also

born of Jehovah. That the Lord was conceived of Jehovah,

is well known from the Word of the Lord : hence He
is called the Son of the Highest, the Son of God, and the

Only-Begotten of the Father, see Matt. ii. 15 ; iii. 16, 17 ; xvi.

13-17; xvii. 5; xxvii. 43, 54; Mark i. 10, 11; ix. 7, 9; xiv.

61, 62; Luke i. 31, 32, 35; iii. 21, 22; ix. 35; x. 22 ; John
i. 14, 18, 50 [49] ; iii. 13, 16-18

; v. 20-27 ; vi. 69 ; ix. 35-37
;

X. 35, 36 ; xx. 30, 31 ; and in many other passages where He
2 calls Jehovah His Father. That He was born of the Virgin

Mary, is also known, but as another man ; nevertheless when
He was born again, or made Divine, it was from Jehovah
"Who was in Him, and Who was Himself as to the very esse of

life. The unition of the Divine Essence and Human Essence

was effected mutually and reciprocally, so that He united the

Divine Essence to the Human Essence, and the Human
Essence to the TMvine Essence, see nos. 1921, 1999, 2004,

2005, 2018, 2025, 2083, 2508, 2523, 2618, 2628, 2632, 2728,

2729. Hence it may appear that the Lord by His Own power
made the Human in Himself Divine, and thus became
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Ptighteousness. It was the merit of righteousness that was

adjoined to the Divine rational, while He was undergoing

the inmost temptations, from which He then fought, and

against which the evil genii fought, until He glorified that

rational also. These are the things which in the internal sense

are meant by Abraham putting the woods of the burnt-offering

on Isaac his son, and these are the things which are perceived

by the angels when these words are read.

2799. A7ul took in his hand the fire and the knife : that this

signifies the good of love and the truth of faith, appears from

the signification of fire, as denoting the good of love, see no.

934; and from the signification of a knife, as denoting the

truth of faith. That a knife, which was applied to the victims

in sacrifices, signified the truth of faith, may appear from the

signification of a sword or short sword in the Word, for instead

of knife the term short sword is used; each is of the same

signification, but with this difference, that the knife, which was

applied to the victims [in sacrifices], signified the truth of faith,

but a sword signifies truth combating ; and whereas a knife is

seldom mentioned in the Word, for an arcane reason of which

we shall speak presently, it is allowed to shew what a sword

signifies. A sword signifies in the internal sense the truth of

faith combating, and also the vastation of truth ; and in the

opposite sense falsity combating, and the punishment of falsity.

I. That a sword signifies the truth of faith combating, may '

appear from the following passages :—in David :
" Gird Thee

with Thy sivord upon Thy thigh, mighty One, with Thy
glory and honour, prosper, ride on the word of truth, and Thy
right hand shall teach Thee wonderful things " (Psalm xlv. 4, 5

[3, 4]), speaking of the Lord ; a sword denotes truth combating.

Again :
" The merciful shall exult in glory, they shall sing on

their beds ; the exaltations of God shall be in their throat, and

a sword of sharp edges in their hand " (Psalm cxlix. 5, 6). In

Isaiah :
" Jehovah hath called me from the womb, from the

inward parts of my mother hath He remembered my name,

and hath put my mouth as a sharp sword, and put me for a

polished arrow " (xlix. 1, 2): a sharp sword denotes trutli

combating ; a polished arrow denotes the truth of doctrine, see

nos. 2686, 2709. Again :
" Asshur shall fall by the sivord not of

a man (vir), the sword^ not of a man {homo) shall devour Mm,
and he shall flee before the sword, and his young men shall be

for tribute " (xxxi. 8) : Asshur denotes reasoning in Divine

things, see nos. 119, 1186 ; the sword not of a man (vu-), and not

of a man (homo), denotes falsity ; the sword before which he

should flee denotes truth combating. In Zechariah :
" Turn .

ye to the stronghold, ye that are bound in expectation, even

to-day do I declare I will render double unto thee, who
have stretched out for myself Judah a bow, filled Ephraim,
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and stirred up thy sons, Ziou, above thy sons, Javan,

and / will 2mt thee as a sword of a miglity one, and Jehovah
shall appear over them, and His dart shall go forth as

lightning" (ix. 12-14): the sword of a mighty one denotes

truth combating. In John :
" In the midst of the seven candle-

sticks was one like to the Son of Man ; he had in His right

hand seven stars, o\d of His mouth wentforth a sharp two-edged

sword, and His look was as the sun shining in his power"
(Apoc. i. 13, 16). Again :

" Tliese things saith He Who hath the

sJiarp two-edged sword, I will come to thee quickly, and I will

Jight against them with the sword of my mouth" (Apoc. ii. 12,

16) : the sharp two-edged sword manifestly denotes truth

combating, which is therefore represented as a sword going

4 out of the mouth. Again :
" Out of the mouth of Him Who sat

on the white horse ivent forth a sharp su:ord, and by it shall

He smite the nations ; and they were slain with the sword of
Him Who sat on the horse, which iDcnt forth out of His mouth"
(Apoc. xix. 15, 21); where it is evident that the sword going

forth out of the mouth denotes truth combating ; that He Who
sat on the white horse is the Word, consequently the Lord Who
is the Word, see above, nos. 2760-2763 ; hence it is that the

Lord saith in Matthew :
" Think not therefore that I am come

to send peace on the earth, I am not come to send peace, but a

sword " (x. 34) ; and in Luke :
" Now he who hath a purse let

him take it, and in like manner a scrip also, but he who hath

none, let him sell his garments, and hug a sword ; they said,

Lord, behold here are two swords ; but Jesus said. It is enough
"

(xxii. 36-38) : where by a sword is meant nothing else than

5 truth, from which and for which they were to fight. In Hosea

:

" In that day will I make a covenant for them with the wild

beast of the field, and with the bird of the heavens, and the

creeping thing of the ground, and I will break the hoiv, and the

sword, and the war, from off the earth, and I will make them
lie down confidently "

(ii. 18) ; speaking of the Lord's kingdom,

where by breaking the bow, the sword, and the war, is signified

that there should be no combat therein concerning doctrine and

truth. In Joshua :
" Joshua lifted up his eyes, and saw, and

behold a man {vir) standing over against him, and a dratvn

sword in his hand ; he said to Joshua, I am a prince of the

army of Jehovah ; and Joshua fell on his face to the earth
"

(v. 13, 14) ; this happened when Joshua with the sons of Israel

(mtered into llie land of Canaan, l)y wliich is meant the entrance

of the faithful into the Lord's kingdom ; truth combating, which

is of the church, is the drawn sword in the hand of the prince

6 of the army of Jehovah. But that by short swords, or knives,

is signified the truth of faith, may appear from this considera-

tion, that they were not only applied in sacrifices, but also in

circumcision, in which latter case they were made of stone,
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and were called short swords of flints, as appears from Joshua

:

" Jehovah said unto Joshua, Make to thee short swords offlints,

and again circumcise the sons of Israel a second time ; and
Joshua made to himself sAori* swords of flints, and circumcised

the sons of Israel at the hill of the foreskins " (v. 2, 3) : that

circumcision was a representative of purification from the love

of self and of the world, see nos. 2039, 2632 ; and as this

purification is effected by the truths of faith, therefore short

swords of flints were used, see nos. 2039, 2046. II. Tliat a 7

sioord signifies the vastation of trutli, appears from the following

passages :—in Isaiah :
" These two things shall come upon thee,

who shall be sorry for thee ? the vastation and the contrition,

and the famine and the sword, who shall comfort thee ? thy

sons have fainted, they have lain in the head of all the streets
"

(li. 19, 20) : the famine denotes the vastation of good, and the

sword the vastation of truth ; lying in the head of all the streets

denotes being deprived of all truth ; that a street denotes truth,

see no. 2336 ; what vastation is, see nos. 301-304, 407, 408,

410,411. Again: "/ will number you to the sword, and ye

shall all of you bow down to the slaughter, because I called,

and ye did not answer ; I spoke, and ye did not hear " (Ixv. 12).

Again: " In the fire and in the stoord will Jehovah judge all !^

flesh, and many shall the slain of Jehovah be" (Ixvi. 16): the

slain of Jehovah denote those who are vastated. In Jeremiah :

'^The vastators have come upon all the hills in the wilderness, be-

cause the sword of Jehovah devoureth from the extremity of the

earth, and even to the extremity of the earth there is no peace

to any flesh, they have sowed wheat and have reaped thorns
"

(xii. 12, 13) : the sword of Jehovah manifestly denotes

the vastation of truth. Again :
" They lied to Jehovah, and

said. It is not He, and evil shall not come upon us, and we
shall not see the sword and famine ; and the prophets shall

become wind, and no discourse in them " (v. 12, 13). Again : 9

" I visit upon them, the young men shall die hy the sword, their

sons and their daughters shall die hy famine" (xi. 22). Again :

" When they offer burnt-offering and meat-offering, I will not

acce]^t (projntiaho) them, because I consume them by the sword,

and by the famine, and by the pestilence ; and I said. Aha,
Lord Jehovih, behold the prophets say to them. Ye shall not

seethe sword, and ye shall not have famine" (xiv. 12, 13).

Again :
" The city was given into the hand of the Chaldajans

that fought against it, from before the sword, and the famine,

and the pestilence^' (xxxii. 24, 36). Again: "I will send upon
them the sword, the, famine, and the 2Jestile7ice, even till they be

consumed from off the ground, which I gave to them and to

their fathers" (xxiv. 10). In these passages vastation is lo

described by the sword, the famine, and the pestilence, by the

sword the vastation of truth, by the famine the vastation of
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fjood, and by the pestilence the raging thereof even to the con-

summation. In Ezekiel :
" Son of man, take a sharp sword, a

razor of the barbers, thou shalt take it to thee, and cause it to

pass upon thy liead, and upon thy beard, and thou slialt take

to thee balances of \v eight, and divide them ; a third part thou
shalt burn with the fire in the midst of the city : the third part

thou shalt smite with the sword round about it ; and the third

part thou shalt scatter to the wind, and / will draw oiit a sword
after them. A third part shall die with the pestilence, and shall

be consumed \\\i\\ famine in the midst, and the third part shall

fall with the svjord round about, and the third part I will

scatter to every wind, and / will draw out a sword after them
"

(v. 1, 2, 12, 17); speaking of the vastation of natural truth,

which is thus described. Again :
" The sword is without, and

t\\&famine, and tho, pestilence within, he that is in the field shall

die by the sword, and he that is in the city, the famine and the
11 pestilence shall devour him" (vii. 15). Again: "Thou shalt

say to the ground of Israel, Thus saith Jehovah, Behold, I to

thee, and / inll dratu forth my sword out of its sheath, and will

make it cut off from thee the righteous and the wicked : there-

fore, that I may make it cut off from thee the righteous and
the wicked, 3Tj/ sword shall go forth out of its sheath, it shall

not return any more. The Word of Jehovah was to me, say-

ing. Son of man, prophesy, and say, Thus saith Jehovah, Say, A
sword, a sword sharpened, and also furbished, sharpened, to

slaughter a slaughter ; it is furbished, that it may glitter. Son
of man, prophesy and say. Thus saith the Lord Jehovih to the

sons of Amnion, and to their reproach, and say, A sivord, a
sword op)en for slaughter, and furbished to consume because of

the glittering, in seeing is vanity to thee, in divining is a lie to

thee" (xxi. 8-10, 13-15, 33, 34 [3-5, 8-10, 28, 29]): where by
the sword nothing else is signified than vastation, as is plain

12 from all the particulars in the internal sense. Again: "The
king of Babel shall destroy thy towers with his sivords, by
reason of the abundance of horses their dust shall cover thee,

by reason of the voice of the horseman and of the wheel, and of

the chariot, thy walls shall be moved, with the hoofs of his

horses he shall trample all thy streets" (xxvi. 9-11): what is

meant by Babel, see no. 1326 ; that Babel vastates, see no.

1327. In David :
" If he will not turn, God ivill sha7yen his

sword. He will bend His bow, and prepare it " (Psalm vii. 13

[12]). In Jeremiah :
" I said. Aha, Lord, surely imposing

Thou hast imposed on this people and on Jerusalem, saying.

Ye shall have peace, and the sword reacheth even to the soul

"

13 (iv. 10). Again : "Announce in Egypt, and cause to be heard

in Migdal, stop and prepare thyself, ])ecause the sword shall

devour thy circuits " (xlvi. 14). Again :
" The sword is upon

the Chaldivans, and to the inhabitants of Babel, and to the
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governors thereof, and to the wise ones thereof: a sword to the

tritlers, and they shall be insane : a sword to the mighty ones

thereof, and they shall be dismayed: a sword to the horses

thereof, and to the cliariot thereof, and to all the mixed crowd
which is in the midst thereof, and they shall become as women :

a sword to the treasures thereof, and they shall be spoiled ; a

drought to the waters thereof, and they shall be dried "
(1. 35-

38) : a sword manifestly denotes the vastation of truth, for it

is said, a sword to the wise ones, to the triflers, to the mighty,

to the horses and the chariot, and to the treasures, and that

drought should be to the waters, and they should be dried.

Again :
" We have given a hand to Egypt and to Asshur to be H

satisfied with bread ; servants have had dominion over us,

there is no one to deliver out of their hand : in our soul we
brought our bread fro7n before the sword of the wilderness"

(Lament, v. 6, 8, 9). In Hosea :
" He shall not return to the

land of Egypt, and Asshur, he shall be his king, because they

refused to return to Me, and the sword shall hang in the cities

thereof, and shall consume the bars thereof, and shall devour

because of their counsels " (xi. 5, 6). In Amos :
" I have sent

upon you the pestilence in the way of Egypt, / have slain with

the sivord your young men with the captivity of your horses
"

(iv. 10) : in the way of Egypt denotes the scientifics which

vastate, when men reason from them in Divine things ; the

captivity of the horses denotes the intellectual deprived of its

endowment. HI. That a sivord in the opposite sense signifies i5

falsity combating, may appear from the following passages :—in

David :
" My soul I lie in the midst of lions inflaming the sons

of man {homo), their teeth are spears and darts, and their

tongues a sharp sword " (Psalm Ivii. 5 [4]). Again :
" Behold,

they belch out with their mouth, swords are in their lips, for

who doth hear " (Psalm lix. 8 [7]). In Isaiah :
" Thou art cast

forth out of thy sepulchre as an abominable stem, a garment of

the slain tlmt are pierced through with a sword, that go dow^i to

the stones of the pit as a carcase trodden under foot" (xiv. 19)

;

speaking of Lucifer. In Jeremiah :
" In vain have I smitten

your sons, they have not received discipline, your sivord hath

devoured your prop)hets, as a lion, a corrupter. generation,

ye see the Word of Jehovah, have I been a wilderness to

Israel ? " (ii. 30, 31). Again :
" Go not forth into the field, and i6

walk not in the way, because the swo7'd is for the eiumy, and
fear is on every side " (vi. 25). Again :

" Take the cup of the

wine of fury, and cause to drink thereof all the nations to whom
T send thee, and they shall drink, and shall be moved, and

shall be mad before the sword which I send amongst them

:

drink ye, and be drunken, and vomit, and fall, and rise not

again before the sivord" (xxv. 15, 16, 27). Again: " Go up, ye

horses, be mad, ye chariots, let the mighty ones go forth, Gush
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and Puth laying hold of the buckler, and the Lydians that

handle and bend the bow, and this day is to the Lord Jehovih

of Hosts, a day of vengeance, and the sword shall devour, and
shall be satiated and made drunk with their blood " (xlvi. 9,

17 10). In Ezekiel : "They shall strip thee of tliy garments, and
shall take the vessels of thy glory, and shall leave thee naked
and uncovered, and they shall cause to come up over thee a

company, and shall stone thee with the stone, they shall pierce

thee ivith their sivords " (xvi. 39, 40), speaking of the abomina-
tions of Jerusalem. In Zechariah :

" Woe to the shepherd of

vanity, the forsaker of tlie flock ! a sivord is upon his arm, and
upon his right eye ; his arm drying shall be dried, and his right

eye being darkened shall be darkened " (xi. 17). In Hosea

:

" Against Me have they thought evil, theirprinces shallfall hy the

sword because of the anger of their tongue, this is their derision
18 in the land of Egypt " (vii. 15, 16). In Luke :

" There shall be

great distress on the earth, and anger in this people, for they

shall fall by the mouth of the sword, and shall be led captive

among all the nations ; at length Jerusalem shall be trodden

down by the nations " (xxi. 23, 24), where the Lord speaks of

the consummation of the age, in the sense of the letter of the

Jews, that they should be scattered, and of Jerusalem that it

should be destroyed, but in the internal sense of the last state

of the church : by falling by the mouth of the sword is signi-

fied that there should no longer be any truth, but mere falsity
;

by all the nations are signified evils of every kind, among
which they should be in captivity ; that nations denote evils,

see nos. 1259, 12G0, 1849, 18G8 : that Jerusalem denotes the

19 church, see no. 2117, which is thus trodden down. IV.

That a sword also signifies the 'punishment of falsity, is plain

from Isaiah :
" In that day Jehovah shall visit rvith His hard,

and great, and strong sword, upon leviathan the oblong serpent,

and upon leviathan the crooked serpent, and shall slay the

whales which are in the sea" (xxvii. 1), speaking of those who
by reasonings from sensuals and scientifics enter into the

mysteries of faith ; a hard, great, and strong sword, denotes the
20 punishments of falsity thence derived. Where it is written,

that they were cursed and slain ivith the mouth of the stoord,

' sometimes from man ivir) to woman, from a boy to an old man,
to ox, and small cattle, and ass, in the internal sense is signified

the punishment of damnation of falsity, as in Joslnia vi. 21 ; viii.

24, 25; X. 28, 30, 37,39; xi. 10-12, 14; xiii. 22 ; xix. 47

;

Judges i. 8, 25 ; iv. 15, 16 ; xviii. 27 ; xx. 37 ; 1 Sam. xv. 8
;

2 Kings X. 25 ; and in other places. Hence it was commanded,
" that a city which worsliiped other gods slio^dd he smitten

with the sioord, should be cursed, and burnt with fire, and should

be for a heap for ever " (Dent. xiii. 13 to the end) ; the sword
denotes the punishment of falsity, and fire the punishment of
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evil. By the angel of Jehovah standing in the way against

Balaam with a drawn sword (Numb. xxii. 22, 31), was signified

the truth which opposed the falsity in which Balaam was,

wherefore he was also slain with the sword (Numb. xxxi. 8).

That a sword signifies in the genuine sense truth combating, 21

and in the opposite sense falsity combating, and also the vasta-

tion of truth, and the punishment of falsity, derives its origin

from representatives in the other life ; for in the other life,

when any one speaks what he knows to be false, there in-

stantly fall upon his head as it were daggers, and terrify him.

Moreover truth combating is represented by such things

as are sliarp-pointed like swords, such being the quality of

truth without good, but with good it is blunt and without
edge. Since such is the origin of the signification of a sword,

therefore, whenever mention is made in the Word of a knife,

or a spear, or a short sword, or a sword, there is pre-

sented to the angels an idea of truth combating. But the 22

reason why a knife is hardly ever mentioned in the Word is,

that in the other life there are evil spirits, who are called cut-

throats, at whose sides knives appear hanging, on account of

their having a nature so savage that they wish to cut every
one's throat with a knife ; hence it is that no mention is made
of knives in the Word, but of short swords and swords, for

these latter instruments, as being used in combats, excite an
idea of war, consequently of truth combating. Inasmuch as it 23

was known to the Ancients, that a short sword, a small lance,

and a knife, signified truth, hence the Gentiles (to whom this

signification came by tradition) used to pierce and cut them-
selves with short swords, small lances, or knives, during the

celebration of their sacrifices, till the blood gushed out, as it is

written of the priests of Baal :
" The priests of Baal cried with

a great voice, and cut themselves according to their custom with
swords and small lances till the blood gushed out " (1 Kings
xviii. 28). That all arms of war in the Word signify those

things which are of spiritual combat, and that each has a

special signification, see no. 2686.

2800. And they went both of them together: that lliis

signifies unition as far as possible, may appear without
explanation.

2801. Verse 7. Aiid Isaac said to Abraham his father, and
said, My father ; and he said, Behold I, my son ; and he said,

Behold the fire and the woods, and, where is the cattle for a burnt-

offering ? Isaac said to Abraham his father, and said. My
father ; and he said. Behold I, my son, signifies colloquy of

the Lord from the love of Divine truth with Divine Good

;

Divine truth is the Son, Divine good is the Father : and he

said. Behold the fire and the woods, signifies that love and
righteousness are present : and ivhere is the cattle for a burnt-

VOL. III. . 2 B
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oj^ei'ing ? signifies wliere are those of the human race who may
be sanctified ?

2802. Isaac said to Abraham his father, and said, My
father; and he said, Behold I, wy son: that this signifies

colloquy of the Lord from the love of Divine truth with
Divine good, appears from the signification of Isaac the son, as

denoting the Divine truth, and from the signification of Abra-
ham the father, as denoting the Divine good, of which we shall

speak presently ; and from the affection contained in the words
themselves, as being from love on both sides ; hence it is evident

that it is colloquy of the Lord wath His Father. That more
arcana lie concealed in these words than can come to human
perception, may appear from this consideration, that the ex-

pression he said, is repeated four times in this verse ; it is

usual in the Word, wdien anything new is begun, to say, " And
lie said'' see nos. 2G01, 2238, 2260 : it may also appear from
this consideration, that the words are words of love, which,

when they come to the perception of the celestial angels, who
are in the inmost sense, form in their minds most celestial

ideas thence. For the celestial angels from affections in the

Word form to themselves the lights of ideas, whereas the

spiritual angels form to themselves such lights from the

significations of the expressions and things, see nos. 2157, 2275
;

thus from the significations in the present verse, in which are

four distinct periods and affections of love, they form to them-
selves such ideas as can in no wise descend to human appre-

hension, nor be put into expressions, and this with inexpressible

abundance and variety. Hence it may appear what is the

quality of the Word in its internal sense, even where it appears

as if it were simple in the letter, as in the present verse.

2803. That Divine truth is the son, and Divine good the

father, may appear from the signification of a son, as denoting

truth, see nos. 489, 491, 533, 1147, 2633 ; and from the signifi-

cation of a father, as denoting good ; also from the conception

and birth of truth, as being from good ; truth cannot possibly

be and exist from any other source than from good, as hath
been frequently shown above. The reason why the son here

denotes Divine truth, and the father Divine good, is, that the

union of the Divine Essence with the Human Essence, and of the

Human Essence with the Divine Essence, is the Divine marriage

of good with truth, and of truth with good, from which is the

heavenly marriage ; for in Jehovah or the Lord there is nothing

but what is infinite, and inasmuch as it is infinite, it cannot be

apprehended by any idea, only as being the esse and existere of

all good and truth, or good itself and truth itself
;
good itself is

the father, and truth itself is the son. But whereas there is a

Divine marriage, as M-as said, of good and truth, and of truth

and good, therefore the Father is in the Son, and the Son in the
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Father, as the Lord Himself teaclies in John : "Jesus said to

Philip, Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the

Father in Me ? believe Me, that I am in the Father, and the

Father in Me'' (xiv. 10, 11). And again, in the same Evan-
gelist :

" Jesus said to the Jews, If ye believe not Me, believe

the works, that ye may know and believe that the Father is in
Me, and I in the Father " (x. 38). And again :

" I pray for

them, for alt [things of] Mine are Thine, and Thine Mine, that

they all may be one, as Thou Father art in Me, and I in Thee
"

(xvii. 9, 10, 21). And again: " Now is the Son of Man glorified,

and God is glorified in Him ; if God be glorified in Him, God
shall also glorify Him in Himself; Father, glorify Thy Son, that

Thy Son also may glorify Thee" (xiii. 31, 32 ; xvii. 1). Hence 2

it may appear what is the quality of the union of the Divine and
the Human in the Lord, namely, that it is mutual and in return,

or reciprocal, which union is what is called the Divine marriage,

from which descends the heavenly marriage, which is the Lord's

kingdom itself in the heavens, concerning which the Lord thus
speaks in John :

" In that day ye shall know that I am in My
Father, and ye in Me, and I in yon" (xiv. 20). And again :

" I

pray for them, that they all may be one, as thou Father in Me,
and Im Thee, that they also may be one in Us, /m them., and
Thou in Me; that the love with which Thou hast loved Me may
he in them, and. Iin them " (xvii. 20-23, 26). That this heavenly 3

marriage is the marriage of good and truth, and of truth and
good, see nos. 2508, 2618, 2728, 2729. And as Divine good
can in nowise be and exist without Divine truth, nor Divine
truth without Divine good, but one is in the other mutually
and in return, it is hence manifest that the Divine marriage
was from eternity, that is, the Son in the Father, and the Father
in the Son, as the Lord Himself teaches in John :

" And now,
< ) Father, glorify Thou Me with Thine own self, with the glory

which I had with Thee before the world was " (xvii. 5, 24).

lUit the Divine Human, which was born from eternity, was also 4

born in time, and what was born in time, and what was glori-

fied, is the same ; hence it is that the Lord so often said that

He went to the Father Who sent Him, that is, that He returned

to the Father. And in John :
" In the beginning was the Word

(the Word is Divine truth itself), and the Word was with God,
and God was the Word ; the same was in the beginning with

(xod; all things were made through Him, and without Him
was not anything nmde that was made : and the Word was
made flesh, and dwelt in us, and we saw His glory, the glory

as of the Only-Begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth
"

(i. 1-3, 14 : see also John iii. 13 ; vi. 62).

2804. He said. Behold, the fire and the ivoods : that this sig-

nifies that love and righteousness are present, appears from the

.signification of fire, as denoting love, see no. 934, and from the
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signification of the woods of the burnt-offering, as denoting

the merit of righteousness, see no. 2784.

2805. Where is the cattle fur ahurnt-offering I that this sig-

nifies where are tiiey of the human race who may be sanctified '(

appears from tlie representation of sacrifices, especially of burnt-

offerings. That burnt-offerings and sacrifices were representa-

tive of internal worship, see nos. 922, 923 : and that they were
made from the flock and from the herd ; when they were made
from the flock, they consisted of lambs, sheeji, slie-goats, kids,

rams, and goats ; when they were made from the herd, they

consisted of oxen, bullocks, or calves, which signified various

kinds of celestial and spiritual things, see nos. 922, 1823, 2180
;

and that by them they were sanctified, see no. 2776. Hence it

may appear, that by Isaac's inquiry, Where is the cattle for a

hurnt-offering I is signified, where are they of the human race

who may be sanctified ? which appears more evidently from
what follows, namely, from the reply of Abraham his father,

God will see for Himself the cattle for a hurnt-offering (verse 8),

by which words is signified that the Divine Human will pro-

vide those who may be sanctified; and from this circumstance,

that afterwards there was seen a rum behind withheld in a

thicket l)y the horns, which was offered for a burnt-offering

(verse 13), whereby are signified those of tlie human race who
are of the Lord's spiritual church ; the same appears also from
what follow^s from verse 14 to verse 17.

2806. Verse 8. And Abraham said, God will see for Himself
the cattle for a hurnt-offering, my son ; and they went both of
them- together. Abraham said, God will see for Hirnse.lf the

cattle for a burnt-offering, my so7i, signifies a reply, that the

Divine Human will provide those who may be sanctified : and
they went both of them together, signifies unition still closer as

far as possible.

2807. Abraham said, God will see for Himself the cattle for a

burnt-offering, my son : that this signifies a reply that the Divine
Human will ])rovide those who may be sanctified, aj)pears from
tlie signification of seeing for Himself, when it is predicated of

God, as denoting foreseeing and providing (for seeing, in the

proximate internal sense, denotes understanding, see nos. 2150,

2325 ; but in the still more interior sense, it denotes having
faith, see nos. 897, 2325 ; but in the supreme sense, it denotes

foreseeing and providing) ; also from the signification of tlic

cattle for a burnt-offering, as denoting those of the human race

who may be sanctified, see no. 2805 : that by the cattle for a.

burnt-offering are here meant the spiritual, ai)pears from what
follows. Cattle for bm-nt-offerings and sacrifices had various

significations, a lamb signified one thing, a sheep another, a

kid and a she-goat another, a ram and a goat another, so also

an ox, a bullock, and a calf signified different things ; so also did
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young pigeons and turtle doves. That tliey had different signi-

tications, may appear manifestly from this consideration, that it

was expressly defined what particular sort of animals should

be sacrificed each particular day, and on each particular festival,

in the expiations, in the cleansings, in the inaugurations, and

the rest ; which sorts would never have been expressly defined,

unless each had signified something special. It is manifest

;

that all the rites or [ceremonials] of external worship, which
were used in the Ancient church, and afterwards in the Jewish,

represented the Lord, consequently especially the burnt-offerings

and sacrifices, because they were the principal things of wor-

ship with the Hebrew nation ; and inasmuch as they represented

tlie Lord, they represented also at the same time those things

with men which are of the Lord, namely, the celestial things

of love and the spiritual things of faith, consequently the men
themselves who were such or who ought to be such : hence it

is, that by the cattle are here signified the spiritual, that is, those

who are of the Lord's spiritual church. That by God's seeing

for Himself the cattle for a burnt-offering, is signified that the

Divine Human will provide, may appear from this considera-

tion, that it is not here said that Jehovah will see, but that God
will see : when both are mentioned, as in this chapter, then by
Jehovah is meant the same as by the Father, and by God the

same as by the Son, consequently in the present case the Divine

Human, and this because the spiritual man is treated of, who
has salvation from the Divine Human, see nos. 2661, 2716.

2808. They ivent both of them together: that this signifies

unition still closer as far as possible, may appear without

explanation ; the reason of its signifying closer unition is, that

it is again repeated, see no. 2800.

2809. Verse 9. And they caTne to the place which God said

to him, and Abraham hdlt there an altar, and arranged the

woods, and bound Isaac his son, and. placed him on the altar,

above the v)oods. They came to the place which God said to him,

signifies a state at that time according to perception from

Divine truth : and Abraham built there an altar, signifies the

preparation of the Lord's Human L)ivine : and arranged the

woods, signifies righteousness wdiich was adjoined thereto : and,

bound Isaac his son, signifies the state of the Divine rational,

thus as to truth about to undergo the last degrees of tempta-

tion : and placed him on the altar, above the woods, signifies in

the Human Divine to which righteousness [was adjoined].

2810. Ihey came to the place which God said to him : that

this signifies a state at that time according to perception from

Divine truth, appears from the signification of a place, as de-

noting a state, concerning which see no. 2786 ; and from the

signification of saying in tlie historical parts of tiie Word, as

denoting perceiving, concerning which see many preceding
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passages ; in tins passage, God saying denotes perceiving from
Divine truth, because it is God who says, and not Jehovah, see

nos. 2586, 2807.

2811. And Abraham hiilt there an altar : that this signifies

the preparation of the Lord's Human Divine, appears from
the signification of an altar, and of building an altar. Altars
signified all worship in general, because they were the primary
things of the worship of the representative church, see no. 921 :

and inasmuch as they signified all worship in general, they
signified the Lord's Divine Human, for the Lord's Divine
Human is all worship and all doctrine, insomuch that it is

worship itself and doctrine itself, as may be evident from the

Holy Supper, which succeeded altars, or burnt-offerings and
sacrifices, see nos. 2165, 2187, 2343, 2359; the Holy Supper is

the primary thing of external worship, because it is the Lord's

Divine Human which is there given. Hence it may appear
without explanation, that building an altar denotes preparing
the Lord's Human Divine. The last preparation of the Lord's

Human Divine to undergo the last degrees of temptation is

treated of in this verse, and is described by Abraham's arrang-

ing the woods, binding Isaac his son, and placing him on the
altar above the woods.

2812. A7id arranged the woods: that this signifies righteous-

ness which was adjoined thereto, appears i'rom the signification

of the woods of a burnt - offering, as denoting the merit of

righteousness, see above, nos. 2784, 2798 ; and from the signi-

fication of arranging the woods upon the altar, as denoting
adjoining it to the Human Divine ; the merit of righteousness

is adjoined when it is therein, and when there is confidence
from truth that it belongs to Him.

2813. And hound Isaac his son : that this signifies a state of

the Divine rational, thus as to truth about to undergo the last

degrees of temptation, may appear from the signification of

binding, and also of Isaac his son. That binding denotes put-
ting on a state of undergoing the last degrees of temptation,
may appear from this consideration, that he who is in a state

of temptation is no otherwise than as one tied or bound.
That Isaac the son denotes the Lord's Divine rational, in the

present case as to truth, see nos. 2802, 2803. Every genuine
rational consists of good and truth. The Lord's Divine rational

as to good could not suffer, or undergo temptations, for no
genius or spirit bringing on temptations can approach to good
Divine : it is above every attempt of temptation ; but it was
truth Divine bound that could be tempted, for there are falla-

cies, and more especially falsities, which weaken it, and thus
tempt it. Eor some idea can be formed of truth Divine,
but not of good Divine, except by those who have perception,

and are celestial anuels. It was truth Divine that was no
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longer acknowledged when the Lord came into the world,

wherefore it was truth Divine by virtue of which the Lord
underwent and endured temptations. Truth Divine in the

Lord is what is called the Son of man, but good Divine in the

Lord is what is called the Son of God; concerning the Son of

Man the Lord frequently says that he should suffer, but never

concerning the Son of God. That He says this concerning the

Son of man, or truth Divine, appears from these words in

Matthew :
" Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and the Son of

man shall be delivered to the chief priests, and to the scribes,

and they shall condemn Hi?)i, and deliver Hhn to the nations

to mock and to scourge Him, and to crucify " (xx. 18, 19),

Again :
" Jesus said to His disciples, Behold, the hour is at

hand, and the Son of man shall be delivered into the hands
of sinners " (xxvi. 45). In Mark : " Jesus began to teach

them, that the So7i of man must suffer many things, and be

rejected by the elders, and by the chief priests and scribes, and
be killed, yet after three days rise again " (viii. 31). Again :

" It is written of the Son of man that he shall suli'er many
things and be set at naught ; and the Son of man shall be de-

livered into the hands of men, and they shall slay Him, but

being slain He shall rise again the third day " (ix. 12, 31).

Again :
" Behold, we go up to Jerusalem, and the Son of man

shall be delivered to the chief priests and scribes, and they

shall condemn Him to death, and shall deliver Him to the

heathen, and these shall mock Him, and spit upon Hijn,

and slay Him, but on the third day He shall rise again
"

(x. 33, 34). Again :
" The hour is come, behold the Son of man

shall be delivered into the hands of sinners " (xiv. 41). In

Luke :
" The Son of man must suffer many things, and be re-

jected by the elders and chief priests, and scribes, and be killed,

and on the third day rise again " (ix. 22, 44). Again :
" We

go up to Jerusalem, where all things shall be accomplished,

which were written through the prophets concerning the Son of
man, for He shall be delivered unto tlie Gentiles, and shall be

mocked, and insulted, and spitted on, and they shall scourge

and slay Him, but on the third day He shall rise again " (xviii.

31-33). Again :
" The angel said to the women, Eemember

what He spoke unto you, when He was yet in Galilee, saying,

The Son of man must be delivered into the hands of sinful men,

and be crucified, and on the third day rise again " (xxiv. 6, 7).

In all these passages by the Son (f man is meant the Lord as 2

to truth Divine, or as to the Word in its internal sense, tliat it

should be rejected by the chief priests and scribes, should be

insulted, scourged, spued out, and crucified, as may appear

manifestly from this consideration, that the Jews applied and
arrogated all things in general and particular to themselves

according to the letter, nor were they willing to know anything
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about the spiritual sense of the Word, and the heavenly king-

dom, believing that the Messiah would come to exalt their

kingdom above all the kingdoms of the earth, as they also

believe at this day ; hence it is plain, that truth Divine was
what was rejected, insulted, scourged, and crucified by them

;

whether you say truth Divine, or the Lord as to truth Divine,

it is the same, for the Lord is truth itself, as He is the Word
3 itself, see nos. 2011, 2016, 2533. The Lord's rising again on
the third day also involves that truth Divine, or the Word as

to the internal sense, as it was understood by the Ancient
church, shall be raised up again in the consummation of the

age, whicii also is the third day (see nos. 1825, 2788); where-

fore it is said, that then shall appear the Son of man, that is,

truth Divine (Matt. xxiv. 30, 37, 39, 44 ; Mark xiii. 26 ; Luke
4 xvii. 22, 24-26, 30 ; xxi. 27, 36). That the Son of man is the

Lord as to truth Divine, is evident from the passages above
quoted, and also from the following :—in Matthew :

" He who
soweth the good seed is the Son of inan, the field is the world

;

in the consummation of the age the Son of man shall send His
angels, and they shall gather out of His kingdom all things

that offend " (xiii. 37, 40-42), where the good seed denotes

truth, the world denotes men, he who soweth is the Son of

man, things that offend are falsities. In John :
" The multi-

tude said, We have heard out of the law that Christ abideth to

eternity ; how sayest Thou then. The Son of man must be lifted

up ; who is this Son of man ? Jesus answered. Yet a short

time is the light with you, walk whilst ye have the light, lest

darkness overtake you, for he who walketh in the darkness

knoweth not whither he goeth : whilst ye have the light, believe

in the light, that ye may be the sons of light " (xii. 34-36), where
when they inquire, who is the Son of man, Jesus answers con-

cerning the light, which is truth, and teaches that He Llimself

is the light, or the truth, on which they should believe ; con-

cerning the light which is from the Lord, and which is the

5 Divine truth, see nos. 1053, 1521, 1529-1531, 1619-1632. But
that the Son of God, or the Lord as to good in the Human
Divine, could not be tempted, as was said above, is evident also

from the Lord's answer to the tempter in the Evangelists :
" The

tempter said. If 27oou he the Son of God, cast Thyself down, for

it is written. He shall command His angels concerning Thee,

lest perchance Thou strike Thy foot against a stone : Jesus said

unto him, It is written again, 2'hou shall not temjit the Lord thy

God " (Matt. iv. 6, 7 ; Luke iv. 9-12).

2814. And placed him on the altar, above the woods : that this

signifies in the Human Divine to which righteousness [was

adjoined], appears from the signification of an altar, as denoting

the Lord's Divine Human, concerning which see above, no.

2811 : and from the siynification of the woods of the burnt-
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offering, as denotincj the merit of righteousness, concerning

which see nos. 2784, 2798, 2812. The truth Divine in the

Lord's Human Divine, which underwent temptations, and
which has been already treated of, is not the Divine truth it-

self, for this is above all temptation ; but it is rational truth,

such as the angels have, consisting in the appearances of truth,

and is what is called the Son of man, but before the glorifica-

tion. But the Divine truth in the Lord's glorified Divine

Human is above appearances, nor can it ever come to any
understanding, and still less to any apprehension, of man, or

indeed of the angels, thus it can never come to anything of

temptation : it appears in the heavens as the light which is

from the Lord. This Divine truth, or the Son of man glorified,

is thus spoken of in Jolm :
" Jesus said, Now is the So7i of man

glorified, and God is glorified in Him ; if God be glorified in

Him, God shall also glorify Him in Himself, and shall straight-

way glorify Him " (xiii. 31, 32). In order that a distinct idea

may be had of this very deep arcanum, the truth with the Lord,

which could be tempted, and which underwent temptations,

may be called the triUh Divine in the Lord's Human Divine, but

the truth which could not be tempted, or undergo any tempta-

tion, because it was glorified, the Divine truth in the Lord's

Divine Human : this distinction has been observed throughout

in the foregoing pages.

2815. Verse 10. And Ahraham sent forth his hand, and took

the knife to slay his son. Ahraham. sent forth his hand, signifies

temptation even to the last [limit] of power : and took the knife,

signifies as to truth : to slay his son, signifies even till whatever

was of the merely human died.

2816. Abraham sent forth his hand: that this signifies

temptation even to the last [limit] of power, appears from

the series of the things ; for it treats of the most grievous

and inmost temptations of the Lord. In the preceding verses,

the preparation of the Human Divine to admit and sustain

temptations, is treated of; in the present verse the act is

treated of, which is expressed in the sense of the letter by
Abraham's sending forth his hand ; that by the hand is

signified power, see no. 878 ; in the present case it signifies

the last [limit] of power, because nothing but the act was
wanting. It is according to the internal sense that the Lord's

Divine led the Human into the most grievous temptations, for

by Abraham is meant the Lord as to the Divine ; and this

even to the last [limit] of power. The case herein is thus :

—

the Lord admitted temptations into Himself, in order that he

might expel thereby everything that was merely human, and

this even till nothing remained but what was Divine. That

the Lord admitted tetn]itations into Himself, even the last

temptation, which was that of the cross, may appear from the
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Lord's own words in jMattliew :
" Jesus began to shew to the

disciples that He must suffer many things, and he slain :

then Peter took Him to himself, and began to rebuke Him,
saying, Spare Thyself, Lord, that this may not be done
unto Thee: but He turning said unto Peter, Get thee behind
Me, Satan, thou art an offence unto Me, for thou savourest

not the things which be of God, but those that be of men "

(xvi. 21-23); and still more manifestly from these words in

John :
" No one taketh Aly soul from Me, but I lay it

down of Myself, I have Power to lay it doM-n, and I have
Power to take it again" (x. LS); and in Luke: "Ought not

('hrist to suffer these things, and to enter into His glorv?"
(xxiv. 26).

2817. And took the knife: that this signifies as to truth,

appears from the signification of a knife, as denoting the truth

of faith, see no. 2799 ; and [from this], that the Lord was
tempted as to truth Divine, see nos. 2813, 2814.

2818. To slay his son: that this signifies even till whatever
was of the merely human died, may appear from the internal

sense of these words, for they signify the Lord's most grievous

and inmost temptations, the last whereof was that of tlie

cross, in which it is evident that the merely liunian also dieii.

Tliis could not be represented by Abraham's son, or Isaac,

because to sacrifice sons was an abomination, but it was repre-

sented as far as was possible, that is, even to the attempt, but
not to the act. Hence it may appear, that by these words, that

Abraham took the knife to slay his son, is signified even till

~ everytliing merely human died. That it was known from the

Most Ancient time that the Lord was to come into the world,

and that He was to suffer death, may be manifestly known
i'rom this consideration, that a custom prevailed among the

Gentiles of sacrificing their children, believing thus that they
expiated themselves and propitiated God ; which abominable
custom they would never have made the most essential part

of their religiosity {rcUgiosissinium) unless they had received

from the Ancients a tradition that the Son of God would
come, Who, as they believed, was to be made a sacrifice.

The sons of Jacob also inclined to this abomination, and so

likewise did Abraham, for no one is ever tempted except

through that to which he inclines; that the sons of Jacob
were so inclined, appears from the prophets ; but to prevent

their rushing into tliat abomination, it was permitted t(j

institute burnt - offerings and sacrifices, see nos. 922, 1128,

1241, 1343, 2180.

2819. As regards the Lord's temptations in general, they

were both exterior and interior, and the more interior they
were, so much the more grievous they were ; the inmost are

described in Matt. xxvi. 37-39, 42, 44 ; xxvii. 46 ; Mark xiv.
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33-36; XV. 34; Luke xxii. 42-44. But see what was said

above concerning the Lord's temptations, namely, that the

Lord first fought from goods and truths, which appeared as

goods and truths, no. 1601. That He fought against the

evils of the love of self and of the world, from Love Divine

towards the whole human race, nos. 1690, 1691, 1789, 1812,

1813, 1820. That He alone fought from Love Divine, nos.

1812, 1813. That all the hells fought against the Lord's

love, which was the salvation of the whole human race, no.

1820. That the Lord sustained the most grievous temptations of

all, nos. 1663, 1668, 1787. That the Lord through temptations

and victories from His Own power was made righteousness,

nos. 1813, 2025. That the union of the Human Essence with

the Divine Essence was effected by the Lord through tempta-

tions and victories, nos. 1737, 1813, 1921, 2025, 2026. See

also what was said above concerning temptations in general,

nos. 59, 63, 227, 847. That temptation is a combat concern-

ing Power, whether good or evil, truth or falsity, shall have

rule, no. 1923. That in temptations there are indignations,

and many affections, no. 1917. That temptations are

celestial, spiritual and natural, no. 847. That in temptations

evil genii and spirits assault those things which are of the

love, consequently which are of the life of the man, nos.

847, 1820. What temptations effect, nos. 1692, 1717, 1740.

That temptation is for this end, that corporeal things may be

subdued, no. 857. That evils and falsities with the man who
is being regenerated, are subdued by means of temptations,

not abolished, no. 868. That truth is the first of combat,

no. 1685. That man fights from goods and truths, which he

has imbibed through Knowledges, although in themselves

they are not goods and truths, no. 1661. That evil spirits

and genii excite the falsities and evils in man, and that

hence come temptations, nos. 741, 751, 761. That in tempta-

tions man supposes the Lord to be absent, when yet He is

then more present, no. 840. That man cannot in any wise

of himself sustain the combats of temptations, because they

are against all the hells, no. 1692. That the Lord alone fights

in man, nos. 1661, 1692. That by means of temptations

evil genii and spirits are deprived of the power of acting evil

and of breathing in falsity with man, nos. 1695, 1717. That

temptations take place with those who have conscience, and

are more acute with those who have perception, no. 166S.

That at this day temptations are rarely experienced, but

anxieties, which are different from temptations and from a

different origin, no. 762. That men spiritually dead cannot

sustain the combats of temptations, no. 270. That all tempta-

tions are attended with despair concerning the end, nos. 1787,

1820. That after temptations there is a fluctuation, nos. 848,
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857. That tlie good learn by means of temptations that they
are nothing but evil, and that all things are of mercy, no.

2334. That by means of temptations goods are more closely

conjoined with truths, no. 2272. That none are saved by
means of temptations who yield therein, or who think to have
merited l)y them, no. 2273. That in all temptation there is

more of freedom than there is out of temptations, no. 1937.

2820. Verse 11. A^id tlie anfiel of Jehovah cried to him out

of heaven, and said, AhraJiam, Abraham; and he said. Behold
I. The angel of Jehovah cried to him out of heaven, signifies

consolation from the Divine Itself at that time : and said,

Abraham, Abraham ; and he said. Behold I, signifies a per-

ception of consolation in the Divine good of the rational after

temptation.

2821. The angel of Jehovah cried to him out of heaven: that

this signifies consolation from the Divine Itself at that time,

may appear from the signification of crying out of heaven, as

denoting consoling, as is also evident from what immediately
precedes and follows ; and from the signification of the angel

of Jehovah. That by angels, when they are named in the

Word, is meant something in the Lord, but that it appears from
the series what [quality] of the Lord is meant, see no. 1925

;

in like manner it is written of the Lord, when He endured the

most grievous temptation in Gethsemane, that there appeared
to Him an angel from heaven comforting Him (Luke xxii. 43)

;

where by an angel from heaven, in the internal sense, is also

meant the Divine which was in Him.
2822. And he said, Abraham, Abraham ; and he said.

Behold I: that this signifies a perception of consolation in

the Divine good of the rational after temptation, may appear

from the signification of saying in the historical parts of the

Word, as denoting perceiving, concerning which much has

been said above ; that in the present case it denotes perception

in the Divine good of the rational, is for this reason, that by
Abraham is here signified the Divine good of the rational, or

of the Lord's Human. What is meant by perception in the

Divine good of the rational cannot be explained to the appre-

hension ; for before it is explained, there must be formed an
idea of the Lord's Divine Hunjan from the Knowledge of many
things, inasmuch as without such an idea everything said in

explanation would fall into iileas either empty or obscure,

which would either perv^ert truths, or would mix them with

unsuitable things. The subject treated of in this verse is the

Lord's first state after temptation, which is a state of consola-

tion, wherefore it is now no longer said God, but Jehovah, for

the name God is used when the subject treated of is truth,

whereby coml)at is waged, but the name Jehovah is used when
the subject treated of is good, whence consolation comes, see no.
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2769 ; all consolation after temptation is insinuated into good,

for from good comes all joy, and from good it passes into

truth ; here therefore by Abraham is signiiied the Divine good

of the rational, as also in many other places, and wlien Jehovah

is mentioned in the same verse.

2823. Verse 12. And he said, Send not forth thy hand to

the hoy^ and do not anything unto him, heeause now I know
that thou fearest God, and hast not withheld thy son, thine only

one, from Me. He said. Send not forth thy hand to the hoy,

signities that Ije should not admit temptation any further intt)

truth Divine which belonged to the rational : and do not

anything unto him, signilies deliverance ; because now I knovj

that thou fearest God, signities glorihcation from love Divine :

and hast not withheld thy son, thioie only one, from Me, signi-

ties the unition of the Human with the Divine through the

last of temptation.

2824. And lie said. Send not forth thy hand to tJie hoy:

that this signifies that he should not admit temptation any
further into truth Divine which belonged to the rational,

appears from the signification of sending forth the hand, as

denoting temptation even to tlie last [limit] of power, concern-

ing which see above, no. 281G; and from the signification (if

the boy, or Isaac, as denoting the rational as to truth Divine,

into whicli temptations were adinitted, see nos. 2803, 2813,

2814, 2817.

2825. And do not anything unto kirn : that tliis signifies

deliverance, may appear without explanation ; for when it is

said that he should not do anything unto liim, it denotes that

the act ceased, consequently that lie should be delivered.

2826. Because noiv I know that thou fearest God: that this

signifies glorification from love Divine, appears from the

signification of knowing, when it is predicated of the Lord's

Divine, as denoting nothing else than being united, or, what is

the same thing, being glorified, for it was united with the Human
Divine through temptations, see nos. 1737, 1813; and from

the signification of fearing God, or of the fear of God, as de-

noting in this passage love Divine ; and whereas this is pre-

dicated of the Lord's Divine rational as to truth, it is here said

fearing God, not fearing Jehovah, for when truth is treated of,

the name God is used, but when good is treated of, the name
Jehovah is used, see nos. 2586, 2769, 2822 ; that it is love

Divine whereby the Lord united the Human Essence to the

Divine Essence, and the Divin(> Essence to the Human Essence,

or, what is the same thing, glorified Himself, see nos. 1812,

1813, 2253. What is signiiied in the Word hy fearing God, may
appear from very many passages therein, understood as to the

internal sense. The fear of God, in the AVord, signifies worship,

and indeed worship either from fear, or from the good of faitii,
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or from the good of love; worsliip from fear when the uiire-

t,'enerate are treated of, worsliip from the good of faith when
the spiritual regenerate are treated of, and worship from the

2 good of love when the celestial regenerate are treated of That,

I. The fear of God in gciicral sigviflcs irorshijy, is evident from
the following passages :—in the Book of the Kings :

" The sons

of Israel fcartel other goeh, and walked in the statutes of the

nations : the nations sent into Samaria in the beginning did
vot fear Jehovah, wherefore Jehovah sent lions among them

;

and there came one of the priests, whom they had made
captive in Samaria, and he dwelt in Bethel, and taught them
how they shoukl fear Jehovah; Jehovah had made a covenant
with the sons of Israel, and had commanded them, [saying.]

Ye shall not fear other gods, nor bow yourselves to them, and
ye shall not serve them, nor sacrifice to them, but yc shall feeir

Jehovah, and shall bow yourselves to Him, and shall sacrifice

to Him" (2 Kings xvii. 7, 8, 24, 25, 28, 32, 33, 35-37, 41);
where fearing manifestly denotes worshiping. In Isaiah :

" Because this people have approached Me with their mouth,
and with their lips have honoured Me, and their heart hath
removed itself far from Me, and their fear for Me was a com-
Jiiandment taught of men" (xxix. 13); where their fear for

Me denotes worship in general, for it is said that that fear was
the commandment of men. In Luke :

" There was in a certain

city a certain judge, and he feared not God, neither regarded

man " (xviii. 2) ; w^here by not fearing God is signified not

1 worshiping. II. That the fear of God signifies ivorship from
fear, when the unregenerate are treated of, appears from the

following passages:—in Moses: "When the law was pro-

mulgated on IMount Sinai, the people said unto Moses,

Speak thou with us, and we will hear, and let not God
speak with us, lest perchance we die ; and Moses said unto
the people, [Eear not,] because God is come to tempt you, and
that the fear of Him may he tipon yourfaces, lest ye sin " (Exod.

XX. 16, 17 [19, 20]). And again: "Now why shall we die,

because this great fire M'ill devour us, if we add to hear the voice

of Jehovah our God, and we shall die : approach thou near, and
hear all that Jehovah our God shall say, and speak thou to us all

tiiat Jehovah our God shall say to thee, and we will hear and
do : and Jehovah said to Moses, Who will give, and this their

heart shall be to them to fear Me, and to keep all My com-
mandments all the days " (Deut. v. 22, 24, 20 [25, 27, 29]).

In these passages, the fear of CJod upon your faces lest ye sin,

and a heart to fear Me, and to keep all My commandments,
signifies worship from fear relatively to them because they

were such ; for they who are in external worship, without

internal, are led by means of fear to the observance of the

law, and to compliance therewith, but still they do not come
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into internal worship, or into holy fear, unless they are in the
good of life, and know what the internal is, and believe.

Again :
" If thou shalt not observe to do all the words of this

law written in this book, to fear this honmLrahle and terrible

name Jehovah thy God, Jehovah will make thy plagues
wonderful, and the plagues of thy seed, great and certain

plagues, and evil and certain diseases, and will bring back upon
thee all the faintness of Egypt, of which thou art afraid, and
they shall cleave unto thee" (Deut. xxviii. 58-60) ; here also

fearing the honourable and terrible name Jehovah God denotes
worshiping from fear, to inspire which into people of such a

(juality, all evils even to curses were attributed to Jehovah,
see nos. 592, 2335, 2395, 2447. In Jeremiah: "Thine own
wickedness shall chastise thee, and thy transgressions shall

ov'ertake thee ; know therefore and see, that it is evil and
liitter that thou forsakest Jehovah thy God, and that the fear

(f Me is not in thee" (ii. 19). In Luke: "I say unto you,
Fear ye not them who kill the body, and afterwards have no
more that they can. do ; but I will shew you whom ye ought to

fear ; fear Him who, after He hath killed, hath power to cast

into hell : yea, I say unto you. Fear Him " (xii. 4, 5 ; Matt.
X. 28) : in these passages also fearing God implies worship
from some fear, because fear drove them to compliance, as was
said. III. That fearing God or Jehovah signifies ivorship from 4

tJie good of faith, where the spiritual regenerate are treated of, is

evident from the following passages :—in Moses :
" The king

shall write for himself a copy of this law on a book before the
priests the Levites, and it shall be with him, and he shall

read therein all the days of his life, in order that he may learn
to fear Jehovah his God, to keep all the words of this law, and
these statutes to do them " (Deut. xvii. 18, 19) : a king in the
internal sense denotes the truth of faith, for the kingship
represented the Lord's spiritual kingdom, see nos. 1672, 1728,
2015, 2069, hence fearing Jehovah his God denotes worshiping
Him from the truth of faith, which being inseparable from the
good of charity, is described by keeping the words of the law,

and the statutes to do them. In Samuel :
" Behold Jehovah

hath given a king over you, if ye fear Jehovah, and serve Him,
and hearken to His voice, botli ye and also the king who
reigneth over you, shall be after Jehovah your God" (1 Sam.
xii. 13, 14); here also in the internal sense fearing Jeliovah
denotes worshijjing from the good and trutli of faith, as above,
because the subject treated of is a king or the kingship. In 5

Joshua :
" Now fear ye Jehovah, and serve Him in integrity

and truth, and put away the gods wliom your fathers have
served" (xxiv. 14); where also fearing Jehovah denotes
worshiping from good and truth, which are of tlie spiritual

man, for integiity is predicated of the good of faith, see no.
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612, and truth (veritas) of the truth (vencm) of faith. In
Jeremiah :

" They shall be to Me for a people, and I will be to

them for a God, and I will give them one heart and one way,

to fear Me all the days, for good to them and to their sons after

them, and I will make with them a covenant of an age, that I

will not return from after them, to do them good, and I will

give My fear into their heart, that they may not depart from

Me" (xxxii. 38-40) : that fearing God here denotes worshiping

from the good and truth of faith, may appear from the series,

and also from this consideration, that mention is made of

people and of God ; that people is predicated of those who are

in the truth of faith, see nos. 1259, 12G0 ; that tlie name God
is nsed when truth is treated of, see nos. 2586, 2769, 2807.

In Isaiah :
" The strong people shall honour Thee, the city of

strong nations shall fear Thee " (xxv. 3) ; where also fearing

God denotes worshiping from spiritual truth, for it is pre-

dicated of people and of a city : tliat a city denotes doctrinal

, truth, see nos. 402, 2268, 2449, 2451. In David: "What
man (vir) is he who fcareth Jehovah, He shall teach him the

way which he may choose" (Psalm xxv. 12); where a man
who feareth Jehovah denotes one who worships Him; that

this is spoken of the spiritual man, is evident from this con-

sideration, that it is said, He shall teach him the way : that a

way denotes truth, see nos. 627, 2333. Again :
" Blessed iw

every one who feareth Jehovah, who walketh in His ways
"

(Psalm cxxviii. 1) ; where the meaning is similar. Again

:

" They who fear Jehovah shall glorify Him, all the seed of

Jacob shall glorify Him, and all the seed of Israel shall he

afraid of Him " (Psalm xxii. 24 [23]) ; where being afraid of

Him denotes worshiping Him from the truth of faith, for the

seed of Israel denotes the spiritual of the church, or the good

and truth of faith, see nos. 1025, 1447, 1610. In Moses :
" Now

Israel, what doth Jehovah thy God require of thee, but to

fear Jehovah thy God, to walk in all His ways, and to love

Him, and to serve Jehovah thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul, to keep the commandments of Jehovah, and
Ilis statutes" (Deut. x. 12, 13): in this passage is described

wliat is meant by fearing God in the case of the spiritual man,
who is Israel, namely, that it denotes walking in the ways of

Jehovah, loving Him, serving Him, and keeping His com-
mandments and statutes. In John :

" I saw an angel flying

in mid-heaven, having the eternal Gospel, saying with a

great voice. Fear God, and give glory to Him, because the

hour of His judgment is come" (Apoc. xiv. 6, 7); in this

passage, fearing God denotes holy worship from the good and
truth of faith. In Luke :

" Jesus said to the sick of the palsy,

Arise, and take up thy bed, and go to thy house ; and amaze-

ment seized them all, and they glorified God, and were filled
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idthfear" (v. 24, 26); where fear denotes holy fear, such as

influences those who by the truth of faith are initiated into the

good of love. IV. That fearing God or Jehovah, signifies ^

worship from the good of love, ivhcii the celestial regenerate are

treated of appears from the following passages :—in Malachi

:

" My covenant was with Levi of lives and of peace, and I gave
them to him with fear, and he feared Me, and for My name he
was contrite, the law of truth (veritas) was in his mouth, and per-

versity was not in his lips, in peace and uprightness he walked
with Me " (ii. 5, 6) ; speaking of the Lord, who here is Levi

in the internal sense ; Levi signifies the priesthood, and also

love ; fear in this passage denotes the good of Divine Love, the

law of truth denotes the truth of that good, peace and upright-

ness denote both. In Isaiah :
" There shall come forth a rod ^

out of the stem of Jesse, and a twig shall grow out of his roots,

and the spirit of Jehovah shall rest upon him, the spirit

of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and
strength, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of Jehovah, and
His smelling shall be in the fear of Jehovah" (xi. 1-3); speak-

ing also of the Lord : the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of

Jehovah denotes the Divine love of truth ; His smelling in the

fear of Jehovah denotes the Divine love of good. In David : 9

" The connnandments of Jehovah are right, gladdening the heart,

the connnandment ot" Jehovah is pure, enlightening the eyes,

the fear of Jehovah is clean, standing for ever, the judgments
of Jehovah are truth {veritas), justified together" (Psalm xix.

9, 10) ; where the fear of Jehovah being clean denotes love,

and the judgments of Jehovah being truth denotes faith ; that

justice is predicated of the good which is of love, and that

judgments are predicated of the truth which is of faith, see

no. 2235, which are said to be justified together, when truth

becomes good, or when faith becomes charity. Again :
" Behold '^

the eye of Jehovali is to them that fear Him, to them that wait

for His mercy " (Psalm xxxiii. 18) ; and in another place :

" Jehovah hath no delight in the strength of a horse. He hath
no pleasure in the legs of a man (vir), but the pleasure of

Jehovali is in tliose ivho fear Him, and who wait for His mercy
"

(Psalm cxlvii. 10, 11); the strength of a horse denotes

man's Own power of thinking what is true ; that the horse

denotes the intellectual, see nos. 2760-2762 ; the legs of a man
denote man's Own power of doing good ; those who fear Jehovah
denote tliose who worship Him from the love of truth ; and
those who wait for His mercy denote those who worship Him
from the love of good : where in the prophets good is treated

of, there also truth is treated of, and where truth is treated of,

there also good is treated of, on account of the heavenly mar-
riage of good and truth in every particular [of the Word], see

nos. 683, 793, 801, 2516, 2712, 2713. Again: "Jehovah will ^
VOL. III. 2 c
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bless the house of Israel, He will bless the house of Aaron, He
will bless tho^e who fear Jehovah, the small with the great

"

(Psalm cxv. 12, 13) ; where those who fear Jehovah denote those

who worship Him from the good of faitli, which is the house of

Israel, and from the good of love, which is the house of Aaron
;

both are mentioned on account of the heavenly marriage in

12 every particular of the Word, as was just now said. In Isaiah :

" The truth of thy times shall be the strength of salvations,

wisdom and knowledge ; and the fear of Jehovah itself shall be

a treasure" (xxxiii. 6): where wisdom and knowledge denote

the good of faith conjoined M'ith the truth thereof, and the fear

of Jehovah denotes the good of love. In the same prophet

:

" Who is in you that feareth Jehovah, that hearkeneth to the

voice of His servant ? " (1. 10) ; where he who feareth Jehovah
denotes him who worships from love, and he who hearkens to

the voice of His servant denotes him who worships from faith
;

when the one is of the otiier, then there is the heavenly mar-
's riage. From the passages which have been adduced from the

Word, it may appear that the fear of God denotes worship

either from fear, or from the good of faith, or from the good of

love ; but in proportion as there is more of fear in worship, in

the same proportion there is less of faith, and still less of love

;

and on the other hand, in proportion as there is more of faith

in worship, and especially the more there is of love, in the same
proportion there is less of fear. In all worship there is indeed

fear, but under another appearance and another form it is holy

fear; holy fear, however, is not so much a fear of hell and
damnation, but it is an aversion to doing or thinking anything

Against the Lord, and against the neighbour, thus it is an aversion

to doing or thinking anything contrary to the good of love and
the truth of faith, which aversion is the boundary of holy faith

and holy love on one part : and whereas, as was said, tliere is no

fear on account of hell and of damnation with those who are in

the good of faith, and still less with those who are in the good of

14 love, that is, wlio are in the Lord, therefore, V. Fearinrj signifies

also disbelieving, or not having faith and love, as in Isaiah :
" Thus

saith thy Creator, O Jacob, and thy Former, Israel, Fear not,

because I have redeemed thee, I have called [thee] by tliy name,

thou art Mine " (xliii. 1, 5 ; xliv. 8). In Luke :
" The oath

which He sware to our father Abraham, that He would give us,

that without fear, being rescued out of the hand of our enemies,

we might serve Him in holiness and righteousness before Him "

(i. 73-75). In the same Evangelist :
" Fear not for thyself,

little flock, because it is your Father's pleasure to give you the

kingdom " (xii. 32). In Mark :
" Jesus said to the ruler of the

synagogue. Fear not, only believe " (v. 36 ; Luke viii. 49, 50).

Again :
" Jesus said, Why are ye so fearful, how is it that ye

have not faith ? " (iv. 40). In Luke :
" The hairs of your head
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fire numbered, therefore fear not, ye are of more value tlian

many sparrows " (xii, 7). In these passages fearing denotes

disbelieving, or not having faith and love.

2827. And hast not withheld thy son, thine only one, from Me

:

that this signifies the unition of the Human with the Divine

by the last of temptation, may appear from the signification of

thy son, namely, Isaac, as denoting the Divine rational, spoken
of above, or the Divine Human, for this begins in the rational,

see nos. 2106, 2194 : this is called the only one, because it is the

only-begotten (see no. 2772) ; and from the signification of not

withholding from Me, as denoting causing to be united, namely,

to the Divine Itself : that the unition was effected by the last of

temptation appears from all that precedes.

2828. Verse 13. And Ahraham lifted up his eyes, and saw,

and, behold, a ram behind, held fast in the thicket by his horns

;

and Abraham went, and took the ram, and offered it for a burnt-

offering in the plaee of his son. Abraham lifted, up his eyes, and
saw, signifies the Lord's thought and intuition from the Divine

:

and, behold, a ram, signifies the spiritual of the human race :

behind, held fast in the thicket, signifies entangled in the natural

scientific: by his horns, signifies with all power as to the truths

of faith : and Abraham went, and took the ram, signifies their

deliverance by the Lord's Divine Human : and offered it for a
burnt-offering in the place of his son, signifies their sanctification

and adoption.

2829. Abraham lifted up his eyes, and smv : that this signifies

the Lord's thought and intuition from the Divine, see above,

no. 2789, where the same words occur. Thought and intuition

from the Divine extend to all things in general and particular

which will come to pass to eternity, with the Divine Providence.

2830. And, behold, a ram : that this signifies the spiritual

of the human race, appears from the signification of a ram,

which now comes to be treated of. It is known within the

church, that the burnt-offerings and sacrifices, in the represent-

ative Jewish and Israelitish church, signified the Lord's Divine

Human ; but one thing was signified by burnt -offerings and
sacrifices of lambs, another thing by burnt - offerings and
sacrifices of ewes and she-goats, another by burnt-offerings and
sacrifices of kids, rams, he-goats, oxen, bullocks, calves, and also

of turtle-doves and young pigeons, and in like manner by
meat-offerings and libations. In general, they signified Divine

celestial things. Divine spiritual things, and Divine natural

things, belonging to the Lord, and hence they signified the

celestial, spiritual, and natural things, which are from Him in

His kingdom, consequently which are in every individual who
is a kingdom of the Lord : as may also be evident from the

Holy Supper, which succeeded the burnt- offerings and sacri-

fices, where the bread and the wine signify the Lord's Divine
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Human, tlie bread, His Divine celestial, and the wine, His
Divine spiritual, consequently they signify His love towards

the whole human race, and the love in return of the human
race to the Lord, see nos. 2343, 2359. Hence it is evident

that burut-ofi'erings and sacrifices involved celestial worship

from love to the Lord, and spiritual worship from charity

towards the neighbour, and tlius from faith to the Lord, see

nos. 922, 923, 1823, 2180. What is meant by the celestial,

and what by the spiritual, or what is meant by those who are

celestial and those who are spiritual in the Lord's kingdom,

or in His church, has been often shewn abov^e, see nos. 1155,
2 1577, 1824, 2048, 2088, 2184, 2227, 2669, 2708, 2715. That a

ram signifies the Lord's Divine spiritual, and consequently the

spiritual [element] in man, or, what is the same thing, the

spiritual [members] of the human race, may appear from
the burnt-offerings and sacrifices which were made of rams, as

when Aaron and his sons were sanctified for the ministry, or

when they were inaugurated, " That they should offer one

hullock for a sin-offering, whose blood should be sprinkled on

the horns of the altar, and the rest at the foundation thereof

;

also that one ram should be slain, and the blood thereof

sprinkled round about the altar, and afterwards the whole ram
should be burnt for a Ijuriit-offering ; and the blood of another

ram that was slain should be sprinkled on Aaron's ear, and on the

thumb of his hand and of his foot, and after that it had been
waved it should be burnt upon the hurnt-offcring " (Exod. xxix.

1-35 ; Le\'it. viii. 1 to the end ; ix. 2 and the following verses).

It is evident that all these rites were holy, but they were holy

because they represented and signified holy things ; otherwise

to slay a bullock, sprinkle his blood on the horns of the altar,

and the rest at the foundation ; and to slay one ram, and
sprinkle his blood round about the altar, and afterwards burn
it ; and to sprinkle the blood of another ram upon Aaron's ear,

and the thumb of his hand and of his foot, also to wave it,

and burn it upon the burnt-offering :—all these things would
have been of no holiness, consequently of no worship, unless

they had represented holy things ; but what each particular

represented can be known to no one, except from the internal

sense. That the bullock which was offered for a sin-offering

signified the Lord's Divine natural, and the ram the Divine
spiritual, and that a ram also signified the spiritual [members]

of the human race, may appear from the signification of a

bullock and of a ram in the Word. Inaugurations into the

priesthood were nuule through spu'itual things, for through
spiritual things man is introduced into celestial things, or,

what is the same thing, through the truths of faith lie is

introduced into the good of love. In like manner, " when
Aaron entered into the lioly [place], he was to offer a hullocJc
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for a sin-offering, and a ram for a Lurnt-offering " (Levit. xvi.

2, 3). The Nazarite too, when the days of his Nazariteship 3

were fulfilled, was to offer one sound lamh the son of a year for

a burnt-offering, and one sound eive-lamb the daughter of a

year for a sin-offering, and one sound ram for a peace-offering

(Numb. vi. 13, 14, 16, 17); the reason was, that the Nazarite

represented the celestial man, who is the Lord's likeness, see

nos. 51, 52, 1013; the celestial man is such, that he is in

celestial love, that is, in love to the Lord, and thence in

celestial truth, see nos. 202, 337, 2069, 2715, 2718 ; therefore

he [the Nazarite] was bound to sacrifice a lamb and an ewe-

lamb, by which was signified what is celestial, and also a ram,

by which was signified what is spiritual. In the feasts,

bullocks, rams, and lambs were sacrificed, as " on the first day

of the feast of the unleavened things, two bullocks, one ram,

and seven lambs, with their meat-offering, were to be offered

for a burnt-offering" (Numb, xxviii. 18-20). "On the day of

the first-fruits also, two bullocks, one ram, and seven lambs,

with their meat-offering, were to be offered for a burnt-

offering " (Numb, xxviii. 26-28). " In the new moons, two
bullocks, one ram, and seven lambs, with their meat-offering,

were to be offered for a burnt-offering" (Numb, xxviii. 11, 12).

" In the seventh month, on the first of the month, one bullock,

one ram, and seven lambs, were to be offered with their meat-

offering : in the fifteenth day of the seventh month, thirteen

bullocks, two rams, and fourteen lambs, were to be offered ; " and

so in other cases, see Numb. xxix. 1, 2, 12-14, 17, 18, 20-24,

26-36. Bullocks and rams signified spiritual things, but

lambs celestial things, for on the feasts they were to be sancti-

fied, and to be introduced by spiritual things. Inasmuch as 4

rams signified the Divine spiritual of the Lord's Divine

Human, and also spiritual things with man, therefore, when
the New Temple, and the New Jerusalem, that is, the Lord's

spiritual kingdom, are treated of, it is said in Ezekiel

:

" When thou shalt leave off' to expiate the altar, they shall

offer a hullock for a sin-offering, and a rami for a burnt-offering,

and that seven days they should make a goat of a sin-offering

every day, and a hullock and a ram" (xliii. 23-25). And that
" the prince on that day should make a hillock of a sin-

offering for all the people, and on the seven days of the feast

seven bullocks and seven rams, with a meat-offering, for a

burnt-offering " (xlv. 22-24). " And that on the sabbath-day

he should make six lambs and a ram " (xlvi. 4, 6). That by 5

the New Temple and the New Jerusalem, in the universal

sense, is signified the Lord's kingdom, sec nos. 402, 940, and

in particular the New church, no. 2117 ; and that in the Lord's

kingdom there are no burnt-offerings and sacrifices, may be

known to every one ; hence it is evident, that by these tilings
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are signified the celestial things which are of love, and the

spiritual tilings which are of faith, for these things are of the

Lord's kingdom, consequently these are the things here signi-

fied by bullocks, rams, and lambs. That bullocks and rams
signify spiritual things, is evident from all the particulars here

described in their internal sense, and in general from this con-

sideration, that by the New Temple and tlie New Jerusalem is

signified in particular the Lord's spiritual kingdom, but by
' Zion the celestial kingdom. That a ram signifies what is

spiritual, or, what is the same thing, those who are spiritual,

is evident also from Daniel, where it is written :
" That there

appeared to him a rain standing before the stream, which
had two horns ; and afterwards a goat of the she-goats, which
smote the ram, broke his horns, and trampled him under
foot " (viii. 3, 4 and the following verses) ; where by the ram
nothing else is meant than the spiritual church, and by the

goat of the she-goats, those who are in faith separate from
charity, or in truth separate from good, who successively lift up
themselves against good, and at length against the Lord, which
is also described. In Samuel :

" Samuel said unto Saul, Hath
Jehovah pleasure in burnt-offerings and sacrifices, as in hearken-

ing to the voice of Jehovah ? behold, hearkening is better than
sacrifice, and obeying than the fat of rams" (1 Sam. xv. 22);
where, since the subject treated of is obedience, and thus truth

which is spiritual, and these things belong to the king, by
whom also truth is signified (see nos. 1672, 2015, 20G9), there-

fore it is not said, than the fat of oxen or lambs, but than the
' fat of rams. In David :

" When Israel went forth out of

Egypt, the house of Jacob from a barbarous people, Judah
became his sanctuary, Israel his dominions ; the sea saw and
fled, and Jordan turned itself away backward, the onountains

leaped like rains, the hills like sons of a flock ; what aileth thee,

O sea, that thou fleest ? thou Jordan, that thou turnest thyself

away backward ? ye mountains, that ye leap like rams ? ye hills,

like sons of a flock ? from before the Lord thou, earth, laringest

forth, from before the God of Jacob, Who turneth the rock into

a lake of waters, and the flint into its fountain of waters"

(Psalm cxiv. 1 to the end) : the subject here treated of in the

internal sense is spiritual good after regeneration, and its

quality is described, its celestial spiritual [quality] by the

mountains leaping like rams, and its celestial natural by the

hills leaping like sons of a flock ; that mountains denote the

celestial things which are of love, see nos. 795, 1430 ; every

one may know that in this, as in the other Psalms of David,

holy things are contained, but that they are contained in the

internal sense, and that each expression has some peculiar sig-

Tiification, as that the mountains leaped like rams, and the hills

like sons of a flock, and that the earth bringetli forth before
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the Lord, which expressions, without the internal sense, would
be mere empty sounds without meaning. The case is the same 8

with these words in Moses :
" He shall make him ride on the

high places of the earth, and shall cause him to eat the produce
of the earth, and shall cause him to suck honey out of the rock,

and oil out of the flint of the rock, butter of the herd, and milk
of the flock, with the fat of lambs, and of 7-ams the sons of
Bashan, and of goats, with the fat of kidneys of wheat, and
thou shalt drink the blood of grapes, pure wine {inerum)

"

(Deut. xxxii. 13, 14) : rams the sons of Bashan denote celestial

spiritual things ; what celestial spiritual things are, see no.

182-i. In David :
" I will offer to thee burnt-offerings of

marrows with the incense of rams, I will make an ox with

goats " (Psalm Ixvi. 15) : burnt-offerings of maiTows denote the

celestial things which are of love, and incense of rams the

spiritual things which are of faith. In Ezekiel :
" Arabia, and 9

all tlie princes of Kedar, these are the traders of thy hand,

in lambs, in rams, and goats" (xxvii. 21); speaking of Tyre,

whereby are signified those who are in the Knowledges of

good and truth (see no. 1201); Arabia denotes their wisdom,
the princes of Kedar their intelligence, lambs celestial things,

rams spiritual things, goats natural things, which succeed in

order. In Isaiah :
" All the flock of Kedar shall be gathered

together unto thee, the rams of Nehaioth shall minister unto

thee, they shall come up with acceptance to Mine altar, and I

will beautify the house of My beauty (deciis) " (Ix. 7) ; speaking

of the Lord's Divine Human : the flock of Kedar denotes

Divine celestial things, the rams of Nebaioth Divine spiritual

things. From all these passages, then, it may appear that a

ram, in the internal sense, signifies the Lord's Divine spiritual,

and hence what is spiritual with man, or, what is the same
thing, the spiritual [members] of the human race.

2831. Behind, held fast in the thicket: that this signifies

entangled in the natural scientific, appears from the significa-

tion of being held fast, as here denoting being entangled ; and
from the signification of a thicket, or what is entangled, as

denoting the scientific, of which we shall speak presently.

With regard to the spiritual being held fast entangled in the

natural scientific as to the truths of faith, the case is thus :

—

the spiritual have not a perception of good and truth like the

celestial, but instead thereof they have a conscience, which is

Ibrmed of the goods and truths of faith that have been
imbibed from infancy, from parents and masters, and afterwards

from the doctrine of the faith into which they were born.

They who have not a perception of good and truth must needs

be confirmed by scientifics, every one forming some idea to

himself concerning those things which he has learnt, even
concerning the goods and truths of faith, for without an idea
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nothing remains in the memory, otherwise than as an empty
thing ; this idea is filled by the accession of confirmations

derived from other Knowledges, and even from scientifics ; this

confirmation of the idea by many tilings causes it not only to

remain fixed in the memory, and to be capable of being called

forth thence into the thought, but also of having faith insinu-

2 ated into it. As regards pcrccjjtion in general, inasmuch as

few know what it is, it shall be stated. There is a percep-

tion of what is good and true in celestial and spiritual things,

there is a perception of what is just and fair in civil life, and
there is a perception of what is honourable in moral life.

With regard to the perception of what is good and true in

celestial and spiritual things, the interior angels have it from
the Lord, and the men of the Most Ancient church had it, and
the celestial, who are in love to the Lord, have it : they know
instantly, by a certain internal animadvertence, whether a

thing be good, and whether it be true, for the Lord insinuates

this, because they are conjoined with the Lord by love ; whereas
spiritual men have not such a perception of what is good and
true in celestial and spiritual things, but instead thereof they
have a conscience, whicli dictates. Conscience, however, is

formed by the Knowledges of good and truth, which they have
imbibed from parents and masters, as was said, and afterwards

it is formed by their own study in doctrine and in the Word,
for to these things they adjoin faith, although the things may
not be altogether good and true. Hence it is that men of any
doctrine whatsoever may have conscience, and even Gentiles

may have something not unlike conscience from their reli-

3 giosity. That the spiritual have not a perception of the good
and truth of faith, but say and believe that to be true which
they have learnt and adopted, may appear sufficiently plain

from this consideration, that every one maintains his own
dogma to be true, and that heretics do this more than others,

and that they cannot see the real truth, still less acknowledge
it, although it were to be enforced by a thousand arguments

;

let each one examine himself, whether he can perceive from
any other source whether a thing be true, and whether, when
that which is most true is manifested to him, he still does not

acknowledge it ; as for example : he who makes faith, and not

love, the essential of salvation, even although all that the Lord
has said concerning love and charity (see no. 2373) were to be
read before him, and although he kne^v from the Word, that

on love to the Lord and cliarity toward the neighbour hang
all the law and the prophets,—still he will remain in the idea

of faith, and will say that faith alone saves : it is otherwise

4 with those who are in celestial and spiritual perception. But
with regard to the perception of what is just and fair in civil

life, this is possessed by those in the world who are rational,
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and they also have the perception of what is honourable in

moral life ; as to both these kinds of perception one man differs

from another ; but it does not follow that [because men have

these kinds of perception], therefore they have a perception

of the good and truth of faith, inasmuch as this perception is

higher, or more interior, and Hows in from the Lord through
the inmost of the rational. A further reason why the spiritual 5

have not a perception of the good and truth of faith is, that

good and truth are not implanted in their voluntary part, as

with celestial men, but in their intellectual part, see nos. 863,

875, 927, 1023, 1043, 1044, 2256 ; hence it is that the spiritual

cannot come to the first [degree] of the light in which the

celestial live (see no. 2718), but are respectively in obscurity

(nos. 1043, 2078, 2708, 2715). Hence it follows that the

spiritual are entangled in the natural scientific as to the truths

of faith. That a thicket, or what is entangled, in the internal 6

sense signifies the natural scientific, that is, that scientific

which has its abode in the exterior memory, may also appear
from other passages in the Word ; as in Ezekiel :

" Behold
Asshur, a cedar in Lebanon, beautiful of leaf, and a shadowy
grove, and high in height, and his branch was among the tangled

houghs " (xxxi. 3) ; speaking of Egypt, which denotes science

(see nos. 1164, 1165, 1186, 1462): Asshur denotes the rational

(nos. 119, 1186), which is a cedar, and also Lebanon, in the

Word; among the tangled boughs denotes among scientifics,

for the human rational is founded in its scientifics. Again : 7

" Thus saith the Lord Jehovih, Liasmuch as thou art lifted up
in thy height, and he hath given his hrmch to among the tangled

houghs, and his heart became lifted up in his lifting up, strangers

shall cut him off, the violent of the nations, and shall cast him
down" (xxxi. 10, 12); speaking of Egypt: giving his branch to

among tlie tangled boughs denotes sticking in scientifics, and
thence viewing spiritual, celestial, and Divine things. Again :

" To the end that all trees of waters may lift themselves

up in their height, and may not give their branch to among
the tangled houghs, and all that drink waters may not stand

upon them in their height, because they shall all be given to

death, to the lower earth in the midst of the sons of man (homo),

to those who go down into the pit " (xxxi. 14) ; speaking of

those who by reasonings from scientifics are desirous to

enter into the mysteries of faith ; that such are altogether

blinded, see nos. 215, 232, 233, 1072, 1911, 2196, 2203, 2568,

2588 ; reasoning from scientifics is giving the branch to among
the tangled boughs. Again :

" She had plants of strength for

the sceptres of those who have dominion, and her height lifted

itself up above among the tangled boughs" (xix. 11); where the

sense is similar. Again : "The slain of Israel in the midst of tlieir S

idols, round about their altars, and under every green tree, and
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under every tangletl oak" (vi. 13); speaking of the worship
which they frame to themselves who have faith in themselves,

consequently who have faith in those tilings which they hatcli

from their scientifics ; a tangled oak denotes scientifics in such
a state ; that oaks denote ajjperceptions from scientifics, see

nos. 1442, 1443, 2144. Again :
" They saw every high hill, and

everij tangled tree, and they sacrificed there their sacrifices

"

(xx. 28) ; where a tangled tree denotes those things which are not

dictated by the Word, but by the scientific proprium ; that wor-
ship was performed in groves, and was significative according

9 to the qualities of the trees, see no. 2722. In Isaiah :
" Wicked-

ness burnetii as a fire, it shall devour the briers and thorns, and
shall set on fire the tawjled houghs of the forest" (ix. 17 [18])

;

where briers and thorns denote falsity and lust, and the tangled

bouglis of the forest denote scientifics. Again :
" Jehovah of

Zebaoth sliall cut down tlie tangled houghs of the forest with the

iron, and Lebanon shall fall by a magnificent one " (x. 34) ; the

tangled boughs of the forest denote scientifics, Lebanon denotes

rational things. In Jeremiah :
" Lift up a sign towards Zion,

because I bring evil from the north, and a great breaking, the

lion comes up out of his thiekct, and the destroyer of the nations

has journeyed, he has gone out of his place to make thy land into

a waste, thy cities shall be destroyed that there shall be no in-

habitant " (iv. 6, 7) ; where out of the thicket denotes out of the

scientific : that which ascends thence into Divine arcana, makes
10 the land into a waste, that is, devastates the church. The

reason why scientifics in the Word are called thickets is, that

they are relatively such, especially when they are fanned by
the lusts of the love of self and of the world, and the principles

of falsity. It is celestial and spiritual love which arranges into

order the scientifics which are of the exterior memory, but the

love of self and of the world perverts order, and disturbs all

things which are tliere. These things are not noticed by man,
because he makes order to consist in a perversion of order, good

in evil, and truth in falsity, whereby these things are in a

thicket. Moreover, the things which are of the exterior

memory, where scientifics have their abode, are in a thicket,

or as in a dark forest, relatively to those things which are in

the interior memory, where rational things have their abode.

Man cannot know, so long as he lives in tlie body, how shady,

opaque, and dark it is relatively in his exterior memory, for he

supposes at that time that all wisdom and intelligence is thence

derived : but he will know in the other life, when he comes into

those things which are of the interior memory, that in the exterior

memory,which is proper to man whilst he lives in the world, there

is nothing of the light of wisdom and intelligence, but that it is

relatively dark, disordered, and entangled, see nos. 2469-2494.

2832. Bi/ his horns: that this signifies with all power as to
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the truths of faith, appears from the signification of horns.

Horns are frequently mentioned in the Word, and there signify

the power of truth which is from good, and in the opposite

sense the power of falsity which is from evil. In the present

passage, they signify that the spiritual, who are signified by the

ram, are entangled in the natural scientific with all power as

to truth, and hence that tliey are deprived of the power of

perceiving trutlis ; for the more any one consults natural scien-

tifics, and cleaves to them with his lower mind (aniimcs) and
higher mind (tncns) as to those things which are truths of faith,

so much the more he loses the light of truth, and with the light

also the life of truth. Every one may know this by experience,

if he attends and reflects how the case is with those who say

that they cannot believe anything unless they apprehend that

it be so by means either of sensual things or of scientifics : if

you explore such men as to their quality, you will find that

they believe nothing at all, and moreover that nothing seems

wiser to them than to attribute all things in general and parti-

cular to nature. There are also many who say that they believe,

although they do not apprehend, and nevertheless in secret

with themselves reason, like others, from sensual things and
scientifics, concerning the truths of faith, whether they be so

;

these persons either possess a certain persuasion which has been
inspired into them by the love of self and of the world, or

they do not believe at all ; what their quality is, appears from
their life. Both the former and the latter are indeed in the

Lord's spiritual church, but they are not of the church. They
who are of the church are in the life of good, and have faith

iu truths ; but the spiritual have faith in no other truths than

those which they have had impressed upon them from infancy,

and which they have afterwards confirmed to themselves by
doctrine or otherwise. Such is the state of the spiritual, which
state is here described by a ram held fast in the thicket by his

horns, see just above, no. 2831. That a horn signifies the ])oiver

of truth which is from good, appears from the following passages :

in David :
" Thou art the beauty (dccus) of their strength, and

in thy good pleasure thou shalt exalt our horn, because Jehovah
is our buckler, and the Holy One of Israel our King ; My truth and
My mercy shall be with Him, and in My name shall His liorn he,

exalted, and I will place His hand in the sea, and His right hand
in the rivers" (Psalm Ixxxix. 18, 19, 25, 26 [17, 18, 24, 25]);
where our horn and His horn manifestly denote the power of

truth ; the subject treated of in this passage is the Lord's spirit-

ual kingdom ; the Holy One of Israel our King denotes that

Divine truth belongs to the Lord ; that a king denotes truth,

and that the Lord's kingsliip is Divine trutli, see nos. 1G72,

1728, 2015, 2069: placing the hand in the sea and the right

hand in the rivers, denotes that strength is in the sciences and
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Knowledges of trutli ; that tlie hand and the right hand denote
strength, see no. 878 ; and that the sea and the rivers denote
sciences and Knowledges, nos. 28, 2702. Again :

" I will love

thee, Jehovah, my strength, Jehovah is my rock, and my
fortress, and my rescuer, my God, my rock wherein I confide, a

buckler, and a liorn of salvation" (Psalm xviii. 2, 3 [1, 2];
2 Sam. xxii. 2, 3) ; where a horn of salvation denotes truth as

to power ; the expressions strength, a rock, a fortress, God, and
3 a buckler, are all significative of the power of truth. Again :

" In
Zion I ivill cause a horn to bud forth to David, I will dispose a

lamp for Mine anointed ; his enemies will I clothe with shame "

(Psalm cxxxii. 17, 18) ; speaking of the Lord, Who is David,
see no. 1888 : a horn denotes the power of truth, a lamp the

light of truth. In Samuel :
" My heart hath exulted in Jehovah,

my horn hath exalted itself in Jehovah, my mouth is widened
against mine enemies, because I am glad in thy salvation

:

Jehovah shall give strength to His king, and shall exalt the

horn of His anointed " (1 Sam. ii. 1, 10) ; in the prophecy of

4 Hannali ; a horn denotes the power of truth. In Moses

:

" The first-born of his ox is an honour to him, and his horns

the liorns of an unicorn, with them shall he push the people

together to the ends of the earth" (Deut. xxxiii. 17); Israel's

prophecy concerning Joseph, where the horns of an unicorn

denote the great power of truth, as is evident also from what
follows, that with them he shall push the people to the ends of

the earth. In like manner in David :
" Thou shalt excdt my

horn like that of an unicorn" (Psalm xcii. 11 [10]). And
again :

" Save me, Jehovah, from the lion's mouth, and from
the horns of the unicorn answer me" (Psalm xxii. 22 [21]):

Divine truths are called the horns of unicorns by reason of

their height ; hence mention is so often made of the horn being

exalted, for exaltation signifies power from the interior : that

what is internal is expressed by what is high, see nos. 1735,

5 2148. In Jeremiah :
" The Lord hath cut off in wrath every

horn of Israel, He hath brought back His right hand from

before the enemy " (Lam. ii. 3) ; cutting off every horn of

Israel denotes depriving of truth which has power, which is

also signified by bringing back tlie right hand from before the

enemy. In Ezekiel :
" In that day wUl I cause to groto a horn

for tlie house of Israel, and I will give thee an opening of the

mouth in the midst of them" (xxix. 21): causing a horn to

grow for the house of Israel denotes multiplying the truths of

the spiritual church, which is Israel ; the opening of the mouth
6 denotes their confession. In Habakkuk :

" God shall come out

of Theman, and the Holy One from Mount Paran, His honour
covered the heavens, and with His praise the earth is filled,

and His splendour shall be as the light: He had horns out of

His hand, and there was tlie hiding of His strength" (iii. 3, 4);
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speaking of the Lord, where the expressions, He had horns out

of His hand, and there was the hiding of His strength, mani-
festly denote the power of truth ; that Mount Paran denotes

the Divine spiritual or Divine truth of the Lord's Human, see

no. 2714, which also is si)lendour and light. The Divine truth 7

of the Lord's Human is thus described in John :
" I saw, when

lo ! in tlie midst of the throne, and of the four animals, a Lamb
standing as it were slain, liaving seven liorns, which are the

seven spirits of God sent forth into the whole earth (Apoc.

V. 6) : the seven horns denote holy or Divine truths : that

seven denotes what is holy, see nos. 716, 881; the seven spirits

.sent forth into the whole earth are holy preachings of the same
truths. The horns of the altar signified nothing else than 8

truth which has power, concerning which it is thus written in

Moses :
" Thou shalt make horns ivpori the four corners of the

altar, out of it shall he its horns " (Exod. xxvii. 2 ; xxxviii. 2)

;

in like manner, " on the altar of incense, and that out of it

should he horns" (Exod. xxx. 2 ; xxxvii. 25). That the altar

was the principal representative of the Lord, and of the wor-

ship of Him, see no. 921 ; the altar was representative of His
Divine good, the horns were representative of His Divine
truth ; that truth should be from good was represented by this,

that the horns should be out of it, or out of the altar ; that

there is no other truth than that which is from good, see nos.

654, 1608, 1162, 1176, 2063, 2261, 2429; hence it is evident

that horns in a genuine sense signify the power of truth which
is from good. That Aaron and his sons, when they were 9

initiated into the ministry, should " take of the blood of a

bullock, and give it on the horns of tJie altar with the finger"

(Exod. xxix. 12 ; Levit. viii. 15) ; and that " Aaron should

expiate on the horns of the altar once in a year " (Exod.

xxx. 10) ; and that " the priest, when he sinned, should offer

a bullock, and should give of the blood on the horns of the

altar of incense " (Levit. iv. 3, 7) ; also that " the prince,

when he sinned, should offer a burnt-offering, and the blood

should be sprinkled on the horns of the altar of the hurnt-

offering" (Levit. iv. 22, 25), in like manner, "If a soul sinned"
(verses 27, 30, 34, of the same chapter) ; and also when " the

altar was expiated " (Levit. xvi. 18, 19) :—all these signified

truths from goods ; for all sanctitications, inaugurations, and
expiations were effected by truths, because truths introduce to

good (see no. 2830). That the horns of the altar signified

truths which are from good, may appear also i'rom John

:

" The sixth angel sounded, then I heard one voice from the four
horns of the golden altar, which is before God" (Apoc. ix. 13)

:

the horns of the golden altar manifestly denote truths from
good, for thence comes a voice ; that gold denotes good, see

nos. 113, 1551, 1552, more especially a golden altar. In lo
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Amos :
" In the day that I shall visit the transgressions

of Israel upon him, 1 will visit upon the altars of Bethel, and
the horns of the altar sliall be cut oft", and shall fall to the

earth " (iii. 14) : by the horns of the altar being cut off, was
[signified] that truth from good should be no longer repre-

sented there ; Bethel denotes Divine good, it is therefore called

the sanctuary of the king, and the house of the kingdom (Amos
vii. 13). The anointing of kings with oil out of a horn (1 Sam.

xvi. 1, 13 ; 1 Kings i. 39) represented in like manner truth

from good ; the oil denoted good (see no. 886), but the horn

truth ; the kingship itself in the internal sense denotes such
" truth, see nos. 1728, 2015, which has power. That a horn in

the opposite sense signifies the fowcr of falsity which is from evil,

appears from the following passages :—in Amos :
" ye that

are glad at a thing of naught, saying. Have we not taken to

us horns in our own strength" (vi. 13): in this passage horns

denote the power of falsity. In Zechariah :
" I lifted up

nune eyes, and saw, and behold four horns, and I said to the

angel who spoke to me. What be these ? and he said to me,

These are the horns which have dispersed Judah, Israel, and
Jerusalem ; and Jehovah shewed me four smiths, and I said,

AVhat come these to do ? and He said, saying, These are the

horns which have dispersed Judah, so that no man {vir) lifteth

up his head ; and these are come to terrify, and to cast down
the horns of the nations, of those who lift up the horn to the

land of Judah to disperse it" (ii. 1-4 [i. 18-21]): horns denote

the power of falsity, which wastes the church. In Ezekiel

:

" Ye thrust with side and shoulder, and with your horns ye p)ush

all the fcchle ones, tiW ye have dispersed them abroad " (xxxiv.

21) ; speaking of shepherds who lead astray by means of

falsities: horns denote the power of falsity, the shoulder

denotes all power, see no. 1085. In Jeremiah: "Jehovah
hath destroyed, and hath not spared, He hath made the enemy
glad over thee. He hath exalted the horn of thine enemies"

(Lament, ii. 17). Again: "The horn of Moah is cut off, and

his arm is broken " (xlviii. 25) ; where a horn denotes a power-
12 ful falsity. In David :

" I said to those who boast, Boast not,

and to the wicked, Lift not up the horn, lift not up your horn on

high, and speak not with a hard neck, I will cut off all the

horns of the wicked, the horns of the just shall be exalted

"

(Psalm Ixxv. 5, 6, 11 [4, 5, 10]): the horns of the wicked
denote the power of falsity from evil, and the horns of the

13 just denote the power of truth from good. In Daniel: " There

appeared a fourth beast, terrible and dreadful, exceedingly

strong, having teeth of iron, it devoured and brake in pieces,

and trampled upon the remainder with his feet ; it had ten horns :

I was attentive to the horns, and lo ! another little horn came
up among them, and three of the former horns were rooted
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out from before it, and behold, eyes like the eyes of a man
were in this horn, and a mouth speaking great things : I saw
then because of the voice of great words, which the Jiorii spoke.

I desired certainty concerning the fourth beast, and concerning

the ten horns which were in his head, and concerning the othe?^

which went up, before which three fell, and concerning the same
horn, that it had eyes, and a mouth speaking great things : I saw
that the same horn made war with the saints : and he said. To
the fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom on the earth, whicli

shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour all the

earth, and shall trample upon it, and break it in pieces ; and
to the ten horns, Out of the same kingdom ten kings shall

arise, and another shall arise after them, who shall be diverse

from the former, and he shall humble three kings, he shall

speak words against the Most High, and shall bruise the

saints, he shall sit after judgment" (vii. 7, 8, 11, 19-26);
the subject here treated of in the internal sense is the

perverted state of the church : the things which were here

seen by Daniel, as a beast, teeth of iron, a horn in which were

eyes, and horns that spoke, and which made war with the

saints, and that he spoke against the Most High, signify

the state of falsity and of heresies within the church : that

horns signify a powerful and prevalent falsity, may appear

from this single consideration, that eyes are attributed to them,

that is, what is intellectual (see no. 2701), and that they spoke

even against the Most High : by kingdoms and kings are not

signified kingdoms and kings, but doctrinals of falsity, as may
appear from their signification in the Word, as denoting the

doctrinals of truth, and in the opposite sense the doctrinals

of falsity, see nos. 1672, 2015, 2069, 2547. Again, in Daniel :
i4

" I saw, and behold, standing before the stream a ram which had
two horns, but the horns ivere high, yet one was higher than the

other, but the high one came up last ; I saw the ram ^jushinr/

with his horns towards the west, and towards the north, and
towards the south, so that none of the wild beasts might stand

before him, nor was there any one to deliver out of his hand,

whence he did according to his pleasure, and made himself great.

Whilst I was attentive, behold a goat of the she-goats came from
the west over the faces of all the earth ; this goat had a horn
between the two eyes, he came to the ram the lord of horns, and
ran at him with the fury of his strength, smote him, and broke

his two horns, and there was no power in the ram to stand

before him : afterwards the goat of the she-goats made himself

exceedingly great, but when he grew strong, the great horn was
broken, and there came up four horns in its place

;
presently

out of one of them came forth one little horn, and grew exceed-

ingly towards the soutli, and towards the east, and towards the

beauty (decus), and grew to the host of the heavens, and cast
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(Iowa to the earth of the host, and of the stars, and trampled

upon them. Tlie ram witli two horns are the kings of Media
and of l*ersia, the goat the king of Grec'm, four horns in the

-place of one are four kingdoms out of a nation " (viii. 1 to the

end) : the sul)ject here treated of in the internal sense is the

state of the spiritual church, which is a ram (see no. 2830), and
the state of that church is described, how it successively de-

clines and is perverted : the goat of the she-goats denotes those

who are in faith separate from cliarity, or in truth separate

from good, these are they who begin to exalt themselves against

good, and at length against the Lord : the ram's horns denote

the internal and external truths of the spiritual church : the

horns of the goat of the she-goats are truths wliich are degener-

ated successively into falsities : by kingdoms and kings are

not here signified kingdoms and kings, but truths and falsities,

as was just now said, for the Word of the Lord in its essence

does not treat about worldly and terrestrial things, but about

spiritual and celestial things. In John :
" There was seen

another sign in heaven, behold a great red dragon, having

seven heads, and ten horns, and on his heads seven diadems,

and his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and
cast them to the earth" (Apoc. xii. 3, 4). And again :

" I saw
a beast ascending out of the sea, which had seven heads, and
te?i horns, and on his horns ten diadems, and on his heads the

name of blasphemy ; it was given to him to make war with the

saints, and to overcome them. Afterwards I saw another beast

ascending out of the earth, which had two horns like unto a

lamb " (Apoc, xiii. 1, 2, 7, 11). And again :
" I saw a woman

sitting on a scarlet beast full of names of blasphemy, and she

had seven heads and ten horns ; it was Babylon the great ; the

seven heads are seven mountains, where the woman sitteth upon
them, and there are seven kings ; the ten horns are ten kings

"

(xvii. 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13) : that by horns are here signified powers

of falsity, in like manner as in Daniel, may appear evident.

2833. And Abraham went and took the ram : that this signi-

fies their deliverance by the Lord's Divine Human, appears

from the representation (jf Abraham, as denoting the Lord, in

the present case as to the Divine Human, for when Jehovah,

or the angel of Jehovah, speaks with Abraham, then Jehovah,

or the angel of Jehovali, denotes the Divine Itself, and Abra-

ham the Divine Human ; and from the signification of a ram,

as denoting the spiritual, see no. 2830. Hence it is evident,

that by Abraham going and taking the ram that was held fast

in the thicket by his horns, is signified the deliverance of the

spiritual by the Lord's Divine Human. That the spiritual

could not possibly have been saved unless the Lord had come
into the world, see nos. 2661, 2716 ; and that they have salva-

tion and deliverance by the Lord's Divine Human, see no. 2716.
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2834. And offered it for a burnt - offering in the place of
his son : that this signifies their sanctification and adoption,

appears from the signification of offering for a burnt-offering,

as denoting being sanctified, see no. 2776 ; and from the signi-

fication of the expression, "In the place of his son," as denot-

ing being adopted, namely, by the Lord's Divine Human, which
here is Abraham, see no. 2833. The adoption of the spiritual

is thus described in John :
" Jesus said, I am the vine, ye the

l)ranches : he who abideth in Me, and I in him, the same
beareth much fruit, because without Me ye can do nothing

"

(xv. 5) : that a vine denotes the spiritual churcli, see no.

1069.

2835. Verse 14. And Ahraha'm, called the name of that place,

Jehovah will see, which is said at this day, In the mountain
Jehovah ivill see. Abraham called the name of that place, sig-

nifies the quality of their state by virtue of the Lord's Divine
Human : Jehovah vAll see, signifies the Lord's providence

:

which is said at this day, signifies perpetuity : In the mountadn
Jehovah will see, signifies charity, through which it is provided

by the Lord that they may be saved.

2836. Abraham called the name of that 2'>l('-cc : that this sig-

nifies the quality of their state, namely, of the spiritual, by
virtue of the Lord's Divine Human, appears from the significa-

tion of calling a name, as denoting knowing the quality of a

thing, see nos. 144, 145, 1754, 1896, 2009 ; and from the sig-

nification of a place, as denoting a state, see nos. 1273-1277,
1376-1381, 2625 ; and from the representation of Abraham, as

denoting the Lord as to the Divine Human, see no. 2833

;

hence it is evident, that by Abraham calling the name of that

place, is signified the quality of the state of the spiritual by
virtue of the Lord's Divine Human. That the spiritual are

saved by the Lord's coming into the world, was shewn above,

nos. 2661, 2716 ; and that they have illumination from the

Lord's Divine Human, no. 2716; and that it is provided that

they are saved who are in the faith of charity, that is, in

charity, follows in this verse ; this is the state which is signified

l)y those words.

2837. Jehovah shall see : that this signifies the Lord's Pro-
vidence, appears from the signification of seeing, when it is

predicated of Jehovah or the Lord, as denoting foreseeing and
providing, see no. 2807 ; that Jehovah is the Lord, see nos.

1343, 1736, 2156, 2329. In the literal sense it is the denomin-
ation of a place, but in the internal sense it is the quality of

a state which is described ; for times and spaces are merely
of nature, wherefore when the sense of the letter of the Word
passes from nature into heaven, the natural idea thereof alto-

gether perishes, and becomes a spiritual idea corresponding

thereto,

VOL. III. 2 D
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2838. Which is said at this day: that this signifies per-

petuity, appears from the signification of this day in the Word,
of which we shall proceed to speak. In the Word this expres-

sion, Evcji to this day, or to to-day, is read, as above, " This is

the father of Moab, even to this day, and the father of Amnion,
even to this day " (Gen. xix. 37, 38) ; and again :

" The name of

the city is Beersheha, even to this day " (xxvi. 33) ; and again :

" The sons of Israel eat not the sinew of what is put out, which
is upon the hollow of the thigh, eveji to this day " (xxxii. 32)

;

and again :
" This is the statue of Ilachel's sepulchre, even to

this day" (xxxv. 20); and again: "Joseph made it a statute,

even to this day " (xlvii. 26) : these things in the historical

sense have respect to the time when Moses lived, but in the

internal sense, by to this day, and by this day, is signified the

perpetuity and eternity of a state ; that a day denotes a state,

see nos. 23, 487, 488, 493, 893 ; so likewise this day, which
denotes the present time ; that which is of time in the world,

is eternal in heaven, and in order that this might be signified,

the expression this day, or to this day, is added, although it

appears to those who are in the historical sense as if the ex-

pressions involved nothing besides ; in like manner it is said in

other places in the Word, as in Joshua iv. 9 ; vi. 25 ; vii. 26

;

2 Judges i. 21, 26 ; and in other places. That this day signifies

perpetuity and eternity, may appear from these passages in

David :
" I will declare the statute, Jehovah hath said unto Me,

Thou art My son, this day have I hcgotten Thee " (Psalm ii. 7)

;

where this day manifestly denotes eternity. Again :
" To

eternity, Jehovah, Thy Word is settled in the heavens, Thy
truth is to generation and generation ; Thou hast established

the earth, and it standeth, according to Thy judgments they

stand this f/«y" (Psalm cxix. 89-91); where also this day
manifestly denotes eternity. In Jeremiah :

" Before I formed

thee in the belly, I knew thee, and before thou camest forth

out of the womb, I sanctified thee, I have given thee a prophet

to the nations. I have this day (to-day) set thee over the

nations and over the kingdoms ; and I have given thee to-day

for a defenced city, and for a pillar of iron, and for walls of

brass" (i. 5, 10, 18); speaking in the sense of the letter of

Jeremiah, but in the internal sense of the Lord ; I have set

thee this day, or to-day, over the nations and over the king-

doms, and I have given thee to-day for a defenced city, denotes

from eternity, for nothing can be predicated of the Lord but

3 what is eternal. In Moses :
" Ye are standing to-day all of you

before Jehovah your God, to pass over into the covenant of

Jehovah thy God, and into His oath, which Jehovah thy God
cutteth with thee to-day, that He may appoint thee to-day for

a people to Himself, and He Himself will be to thee for a God
;

and indeed not with you only, but with those who stand here
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with you to-day before Jehovah our God, and with those who
are not with us to-day'' {Tfewt. xxix. 9, 11-14 [10, 12-15]);
where in the sense of the letter to-day is the time present when
Moses spoke to the people, but nevertheless that it involves the

following time and perpetuity, may appear from this considera-

tion, that making a covenant with any one, and with those who
are there, and those who are not there, implies perpetuity

:

the perpetuity itself is what is meant in the internal sense.

That daily and to-day signify what is perpetual, appears also 4

from the sacrifice which was made every day, and which, by
reason of the signification of a day, of daily, and of to-day, was
called the continual or perpetual sacrifice (Numb, xxviii. 3, 23

;

Dan. viii. 13 ; xi. 31 ; xii. 11). This appears still more evi-

dently from the manna, which rained out of heaven, concerning

which it is thus written in Moses :
" Because I cause to rain

bread out of heaven, and the people shall go out, and shall

gather the thing day hy day, and there shall not be left of it to

the morning. What they left to the morning produced worms
and stank, except what was gathered on the day before the

sabbath " (Exod. xvi. 4, 19, 20, 23). The reason of this was,

that manna signified the Lord's Divine Human (see John vi.

31, 32, 49, 50, 58) ; and because it signified tlie Lord's Divine
Human, it signified celestial food, which is no other than love

and charity, with the goods and truths of faith. This food in

the heavens is given to the angels every moment by the Lord,

consequently for ever and to eternity (see no. 2493). This also

is what is meant in the Lord's Prayer by this petition, " Give
us to-day our daily bread" (Matt. vi. 11 ; Luke xi. 3), that is,

every instant to eternity.

2839. In the mountain Jchovali will see: that this signifies

charity, through which it is provided by the Lord that they,

namely, the spiritual, may be saved, appears from the significa-

tion of a mountain, as denoting love and charity, see nos. 795,

796, 1430 ; that Jehovah will see, denotes the Lord's providence,

or what is provided by the Lord, was stated just above, no. 2836
;

it is here said charity and not love, on account of the difference

there is between charity and love, see no. 2023. That the

spiritual are saved by charity, not by faith separate from
charity, is plain from many passages in the Word. The case

with charity and faith is thus :—charity without faith is not

genuine charity, and faith without charity is not faith. In

order that charity may exist there nuist be faith, and in order

that faith may exist there must be charity, but charity is the

very essential, for the seed, which is faith, cannot be implanted
in any other ground. The heavenly marriage, that is, the Lord's

kingdom, is derived from the conjunction of charity and faith

mutually and in return. Faith unless iin})lanted in charity is

mere knowledge, for it enters no further than the memory,
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inasmiveli as there is no affection of tlic heart wliich receives

;

l)ut it becomes intelligence and wisdom when it is implanted

in charity, that is, in the life. Charity without faith, such as

there is with infants and the well-disposed (ientiles, is only

the ground in which faith is implanted, if not in the life of the

body, yet in the other life, see nos. 1802, 2280, 2290-2309,
2419, 2589-2G04.

2840. Verses 15, 16. And the angel of Jehovah cried to

Abraham a second time out of hcaxcn. And he said, By Myself
Ji are I sworn, saith Jehovah, because thou hast done this word,

and hast not ivithhdd thy son, thine only one. The angel of
Jehovah cried to Abraham a second time out of heaven, signifies

still gTeater consolation of the Lord from the Divine ; and he

said, By Myself have I sworn, saith Jehovah, signifies irrevoc-

able confirmation from the Divine : because thou hast done this

vmrd, signifies the thing transacted : and hast vat withheld thy

son, thine only one, signifies the unition of the Human with the

Divine by the last of temptation.

2841. The angel of Jehovah cried to Abraham a second time

out of heaven : that this signifies still greater consolation of the

Lord from the Divine, appears from the signification of crying

out of heaven, as denoting consoling ; and from the significa-

tion of the angel of Jehovah, as denoting the Lord's Divine

Itself (see above, no. 2821, where the same words occur). The
reason why it is here said a second time is, that the consolation

was greater. The first consolation is contained in verses 12-14,

where the subject treated of is the Divine providence, that they

of the human race who are called spiritual should be adopted.

The second consolation, which was greater, is contained in verses

17 and 18, which follow, namely, that the spiritual should be

multiplied as the stars of the heavens, and as the sand on the

sea-shore : and that not only they should be saved, but also all

who are in good. These things were of the Lord's love, where-

fore from these he had consolation. There is no consolation to

any one except from tliose things which are of His love.

2842. And he said, By Myself have I sivorn, saith Jehovah:

that this signifies irrevocable confirmation from the Divine,

namely, concerning the things which follow, may appear from

the signification of " saying. By Myself have I sworn, saith

-Jehovah," which words involve confirmation, and indeed from

the Divine, that is, from Himself Tlie Divine can confirm

irom no other source than Himself, and what it confirms is

irrevocable because it is eternal truth. Whatever Jehovah or

the Lord speaks is eternal truth, see Matt. xxiv. 35, for from

Him the esse of truth comes. But the reason why He confirms

as it were with an oath, as in this and other passages of the

Word, is not that it may be more true, but it is because those

to whom it is spoken are such that they do not receive truth
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Divine unless it be thus confirmed ; for they have no other

idea of Jehovah or the Lord than as of a man, who can say

and unsay, as indeed is frequently read in the Word in the

literal sense, when yet it is otherwise in the internal sense.

That Jehovah or the Lord never confirms anything by an oatli,

any one may know, but when the Divine truth itself, and the

confirmation tliereof, descend to such a man, it is changed into

what is like an oath. The case in this respect is like that of

the devouring fire and smoke which appeared on Mount Sinai

before the eyes of the people, when Jehovah or the Lord
descended (Exod. xix. 18 ; Deut. iv. 11, 12 ; v. 19-22 [22-25]) :

His glory in heaven, yea His mercy itself, thus appeared before

the people there, who were in evil and falsity, see no. 1861 ; and
the case is similar in regard to many things which are recorded

in the Word as being spoken and done by Jehovah. Hence
it may appear that this expression, " I have sworn in Myself,

saith Jehovah," is significative of an irrevocable confirmation

from the Divine. That swearing, when it is predicated of 2

Jehovah, signifies confirming with a man who is such, may
appear from several other passages in the Word, as in David :

" Jehovah remembereth to eternity His covenmit, the Word
which He commanded to a thousand generations, which He
made with Abraham, and His oath unto Isaac" (Psalm cv.

8, 9). The case with a covenant is the same as with an oath, in

that Jehovah or the Lord never makes a covenant with man,
but when conjunction by love and charity is the subject

treated of, it is even actually exhibited as a covenant, see no.

]864. Again: " JeJiovah hath sworn, and hath not repented.

Thou art a priest to eternity according to My word,

Melchizedek " (Psalm ex. 4) ; speaking of the Lord : Jehovah
swearing denotes irrevocable confirmation from the Divine,

that is, that it is eternal truth. Again :
" I have made a 3

covenant with Mine elect, / have sworn unto Damd My servant.

Thy seed will I establish to eternity, and build up thy throne

to generation and generation " (Psalm Ixxxix. 4, 5 [3, 4])

;

speaking also of the Lord : making a covenant with the

elect, and swearing unto David, denotes irrevocable confirma-

tion or an eternal truth : David denotes the Lord, see no.

1888 ; making a covenant has respect to Divine good,

swearing has respect to Divine truth. Again : " I will

not profane My covenant, and I will not change the de-

claration of My lips, once have / sworn hy My holiness, if I

lie unto David" (Psalm Ixxxix. 35, 36 [34, 35]); where
also David denotes the Lord : a covenant in this passage

also denotes Divine good, the declaration of the lips denotes

Divine truth, and this by reason of the marriage of good
and truth, which is in every part of the Word, see nos.

683, 793, 801, 2516, 2712. Again: ''Jehovah hath sivorn to ^
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David the truth, from which He will not depart, Of the fruit

of thy belly will I set upon the throne for thee, if thy sons
will keep My covenant, and My testimony, which I teach
them" (Psalm cxxxii. 11, 12): Jehovah swearing the truth to

David manifestly denotes the confirmation of eternal truth,

wherefore it is said, " From which He will not depart
;

" that
by David is meant the Lord, was said above ; nevertheless, the
oath was made to David, because he was such that he believed
it to be confirmed respecting himself and his posterity, for

David was in the love of himself and of his posterity, and
hence believed that the oath was made concerning himself
and his posterity, namely, that his seed should be established

to eternity, and his throne to generation and generation, when
5 yet this was spoken of the Lord. In Isaiah :

" The waters of

Noach are this to Me, that / have sworn that the waters of

Noach shall not pass any more over the earth, so have I sworn
that I will not be wroth with thee " (liv. 9) ; where swearing
denotes making a covenant and confirming by an oath ; that it

was a covenant and not an oath, see Genesis ix. 11. Again:
" Jehovah hath sworn, saying, If not, as I have thought, so shall

it be " (xiv. 24). Again :
" Jehovah hath sworn hy His right

hand, and by the arm of His strength " (Ixii. 8). In Jeremiah

:

" Hear the Word of Jehovah, all Judah who dwell in the land
of Egypt, Behold, / have sivorn hy My great name, said Jeho-
vah, if My name be any longer named in the mouth of any
man {vir) of Judah, saying, The Lord Jehovih liveth in all the
land of Egypt" (xliv. 26). Again: By Myself have I sivorn,

saith Jehovah, that Bozrah shall be for a desolation " (xlix. 13).

Again :
" Jehovah of Zehaoth hath sivorn hy His soul, If I do

not fill thee with man {homo) as with an unwinged locust

"

(li. 14). In Amos :
" The Lord Jehovih hath sivorn hy His holi-

ness, that behold the days are coming" (iv. 2). Again:
" Jehovah hath S2Vorn hy the height of Jacoh, If I forget any of

6 their deeds to eternity " (viii. 7). In these passages, by
Jehovah's swearing by His right hand, by His great name,
by Himself, by His soul, by His holiness, by the height of

Jacob, is signified confirmation which is in Jehovah or the

Lord : confirmation from Jehovah cannot possibly be given
except from Himself : the right hand of Jehovah, the great

name of Jehovah, the soul of Jehovah, the holiness of Jehovah,
the height of Jacob, signify the Lord's Divine Human,

7 whereby confirmation was made. By Jehovah or the Lord
swearing to give the land to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, or

their descendants, in the internal sense is signified confirma-

tion that He would give the heavenly kingdom to those who
are in love and faith towards Himself ; these are they who
are meant in the internal sense of the Word by the sons and
descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, or the Fathers;
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which was also actually represented by this, that the land of

Canaan was given to their descendants, and that the church at

that time with them represented the Lord's celestial kingdom,
as did also that laud itself ; that the land (or earth) and the

land of Canaan, in the internal sense, denotes the Lord's

kingdom, see nos. 1413, 1437, 1607; hence it is that it is said

in Moses :
" That ye may prolong days ujwn the ground ivJiich

Jehovah sivare to your father^, to give them, and to their seed,

a land flowing with milk and honey ; that your days may be

multiplied, and the days of your sons, upon the grov/tul which

Jehovah sivare to your fathers, to give them, according to the

day of the heavens upon the earth" (Deut. xi. 9, 21). From
these passages then it may appear that Jehovah's swearing was
representative of confirmation, and this irrevocable, as is still

more evident from Isaiah :
" By Myself have I sworn, the word

of righteousness hath gone forth out of My mouth, and shall

not return, that unto Me every knee shall bow, every tongue

shall swear " (xlv. 23). Moreover, it was enjoined on those '

who were of the representative Jewish church, when they

confirmed covenants by an oath, in like manner when they

confirmed vows, and also promises, and likewise bonds of

recognizance, that they should swear by the name of Jehovah
;

the reason why this was enjoined on them, although it was only

permitted, was, that thereby also the confirmation of the internal

man might be represented; so that oaths by the name of Jehovah

at that time, like other things, were representative ; that this was
enjoined, that is, permitted, appears from the following pas-

sages :—in Moses :
" Thou shalt fear Jehovah thy God, and shalt

serve Him, and shalt siocar hy His name, ye shall not go after

other gods" (Deut. vi. 13, 14). Again : " Thou shalt fear Jehovah

thy God, thou slialt serve Him, and to Him shalt thou cleave, and

hy His name shalt thou sivear " (Deut. x. 20). In Isaiah :
" He

who blesseth himself in the earth shall bless in the God of

truth, and he ivho sweareth in the earth shall sivear hy the God.

of truth" (Ixv. 16). In Jeremiah: "If thou wilt return, O
Israel, saith Jehovah, thou shalt retiirn to Me, and if thou wilt

remove abominations from My faces, thou shalt not stagger,

and swear thou, Jehovah liveth, in truth, in judgment, and in

justice" (iv. 1, 2). Again, in the same prophet: "If learn-

ing they will learn the ways of My people, to swear hy My
name, and they shall be built in the midst of My people

"

(xii. 16). That they also swore by the name of Jehovah, oi-

swore to Jehovah, appears from the following passages:—in

Isaiah: " Hear ye this, house of Jacob, called by the name of

Israel, and they have come forth out of the waters of Judah,

and swear hy the name of Jehovah, and have made mention of the

God of Israel, not in truth, and not in righteousness " (Isaiah

xlviii. 1). Again :
" In that day shall there be five cities in
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the land of Egypt, speaking with the lips of Canaan, and
sivearing to Jehovah of Zchaoth " (xix. 18). In Joshua :

" The
princes of the congregation sware to the Gibeonites, by Jeliovah

9 the God of Israel" (ix. 18, 19). Hence it appears tliat it was
permitted them to swear by the name of Jehovah, or by Jeho-
vah : but it is evident that this was nothing else than a repre-

sentative of the confirmation of the internal man. It is known,
however, that internal men, that is, those who have conscience,

have no need to confirm anything by an oath, neither do they
confirm anything, oaths being a matter of shame to them. They
can indeed say with some asseveration, that a thing is so, and
they can confirm the truth by reasons, but they cannot swear
that it is so, for they have an internal bond, by which they are

bound, namely, the bond of conscience, and to superadd thereto

an external bond, such as an oath is, appears like questioning

their uprightness of heart. An internal man also is such that

he loves to speak and act from freedom, and not from compul-
sion, for the internal with them compels the external, but not
contrariwise ; wherefore they who have conscience do not
swear, and still less they who have a perception of good and
truth, that is, celestial men ; these latter do not even confirm

anything by reasonings with themselves, and among them-
selves, but only say that it is so, or that it is not so (see nos.

202, 337, 2718), wherefore these are still further removed from
10 an oath. It is for this reason, and because oaths were among

the representatives that were to be abrogated, that the Lord
teaches not to swear at all, in these words in Matthew :

" Ye
have heard that it hath been said, Thoa shaJt not forswear thy-

self, but shalt perform to the Lord thine oaths; but I say unto
you. Thou shalt not sivear at all, neither by heaven, because it

is the throne of God ; neither by the earth, because it is the

footstool of His feet ; neither by Jerusalem, because it is the

city of the great king ; neither shalt thou sivear by thy head,

because thou canst not make one hair white or black ; but let

your discourse be. Yea, yea ; Nay, nay ; for whatsoever is

beyond this is of evil " (v. 33-37) ; by these words is meant,
that men ought not in any wise to swear by Jehovah, nor Ijy

anything which is of Jehovah or the Lord.

2843. Because thou hast done this word: that this signifies

the thing transacted, appears without explanation.

2844. Aiid hast not withheld thy son, thine only one: that

this signifies the unition of the Human with the Divine by
the last of temptation, appears from what was said above, no.

2827, where the same words occur, except that it is not here

said from Me, by which is signified that there will be a still

further unition : that a still further unition of the Lord's

Human Essence with His Divine Essence was effected, even
till it became plenary, see nos. 18G4, 2033.
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2845. Verse 17. TJiat blessing I will hless thee, and multi-

plying I luill multiply thy seed as the stars of the heavens, and
as the sand which is upon the shore of the sea ; and thy seed shall

inherit the gate of thine enemies. That blessing I ivill bless thee,

signifies fructification from the affection of truth : multiply-

itig I will midtiply, signifies the derivations of truth thence :

thy seed, signifies the spiritual, who, being in the good of

faith, are saved by the Lord's Divine Human: as the stars of
the heavens, signifies a multitude of the Knowledges of good
and truth : and as the sand which is upon the shore of the sea,

signifies a multitude of corresponding scientifics : and thy seed

shall inherit the gate of thine enemies, signifies that charity and
faith will succeed [in the place] where evil and falsity had
previously been.

2846. Blessing I will bless thee : that this signifies fructifica-

tion from the affection of truth, appears from the signification

of being blessed, as denoting being enriched with celestial and
spiritual good, see nos. 981, 1096, 1420, 1422, in the present

passage, being fructified from the good of faith, or, what is the

same thing, from the affection of truth, because the spiritual

are treated of. It is here said by Jehovah to Abraham, " Bless-

ing I will bless thee," and by Abraham is represented the Lord
as to His Divine Human, as before in this chapter. The Lord
Himself could not be blessed, because He is blessing itself

;

but He is said to be blessed, when according to His love there

is an abundance of those who are saved, wherefore in the

'internal sense those are here signified, as also appears from
what immediately follows. It is here called fructification,

because fructification is predicated of affection, whereas
multiplication, which follows, is spoken of the truths which
are thence.

2847. And multiplying I will midtiply: that this signifies

the derivations of truths thence, appears from the predication

of multiplying, as being of truth, in the present case therefore

denoting the derivations of truth from affection, as was just now
said. That fructifying is predicated of good, and multiplying

of truth, see nos. 43, 55, 913, 983.

2848. Thy seed : that this signifies the spiritual, who, being

in the good of faith, are saved by the Lord's Divine Human,
appears from the signification of seed, as denoting the faith of

charity, concerning which see nos. 1025, 1447, 1610, 1941,

or, what is the same thing, those of the human race who are in

the faith of charity, that is, the spiritual ; these also are called

by the Lord seed, and the sons of the kingdom, in Matthew

:

" He who soweth the good seed is the Son of man, but the seed

are the sons of the kingdom " (\iii. 37, 38).

2849. As the stars of the heavens: that this signifies a mul-

titude of the Knowledges of good and truth, appears from the
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signification of stars, as denoting the Knowledges of good and
truth, see nos. 1808, 2495. The spiritual are those who in the

Word throughout are compared to stars, and this from the

Knowledges of good and truth which they possess, but not so

the celestial, inasmuch as they have not Knowledges but per-

ceptions ; and also because stars enlighten tlie night, for the

spiritual enjoy a sort of nocturnal light, such as is from the

moon and the stars, relatively to the light of day, in which
the celestial are : that the spiritual are relatively in obscurity,

see nos. 1043, 2708, 2715.

2850. Aiid as the sand which is upon the shore of the sea:

That this signifies a multitude of corresponding scientifics,

appears from the signification of the sea, as denoting scientifics

in general, or their gathering together, see nos. 28, 2120 ; and
from the signification of sand, as denoting scientifics in detail

and in particular ; scientifics are compared to sand, because the

little stones of which sand consists, in the internal sense denote

scientifics, see nos. 643, 1298. Both are here said, namely,

that they shall be multiplied as the stars of the heavens, and
as the sand of the sea-shore, because stars, or Knowledges, have
relation to the rational, but the sand of the sea-shore, or scien-

tifics, to the natural. When the things which are of the

I'ational man, that is, the goods and truths of Knowledges, agree

with the things which are of the natural man, that is, with

scientifics, so as to make a one, or mutually to confirm each

other, then they correspond ; to this correspondence the Lord
reduces the rational and natural things of man, when He re-

generates him, or makes him spiritual. It is for this reason that

mention is here made both of the stars of the heavens, and of

the sand of the sea-shore, otherwise it would have been sufficient

to mention one only.

2851. And thy seed shall inherit the gate of thine enemies

that this signifies that charity and faith \\'ill succeed in the

place where evil and falsity had previously been, appears from

the signification of inheriting, as denoting receiving the Lord's

life, see no. 2658, in the present case denoting succeeding,

because when charity and faith are in the place where evil and
falsity had been before, the Lord's life succeeds ; from the signi-

fication of seed, as denoting charity and faith, see nos. 1025,

1447, 1610, 1941 ; from the signification of a gate, of which
we shall speak presently ; and from the signification of enemies,

as denoting evils and falsities, or, what is the same thing, those

who are in evil and falsity, who are signified by enemies and
2 foes in the internal sense of the Word. As regards the signi-

fication o^ a gate, there are in general two gates with every man,
one leads to hell, and is open to evils and falsities thence

;

in this gate are infernal genii and spirits : the other gate leads

toward heaven, and is open to goods and truths thence, and in
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this gate are angels ; thus there is a gate which leads to hell

and a gate which leads to heaven. The gate of hell is open to

those who are in evil and falsity, and only through chinks

roundabout from above there enters something of light from
heaven, whereby they are able to think and reason ; but the

gate of heaven is open to those who are in good and truth

thence. For there are two ways which lead into man's rational 3

mind, a higher or internal way, through which good and truth

from the Lord enter, and a lower or external way, through
which evil and falsity enter underneath from hell. The rational

mind itself is in the middle to which these two ways tend.

This mind, by reason of the goods and truths which are therein,

in the Word is compared to a city, and is called a city, and,

because it is compared to a city, and called a city, it has gates

allotted it, and is everywhere described as being besieged and
attacked by enemies, that is, by evil genii and spirits, and as

being defended by angels from the Lord, that is, by the Bord.

Infernal genii and spirits, with evils and falsities, can come no
further than to the lower or external gate, and in no wise into

the city, for if they could come into the city, or into the rational

mind, it would be all over with man ; but when they come so

far that they seem to themselves to have mastered the city, then
it is shut, so that good and truth no longer flow in into it out

of heaven, only, as was said, something through chinks round
about. Hence it is that such j)ersons have no longer anything
of charity or anything of faith, but place good in evil, and truth

in falsity ; hence also it is that they are no longer truly rational,

although they seem to themselves to be so (see nos. 1914, 1944)

;

and hence it is that they are called dead men, although they

themselves believe that they live more than others (see nos. 81,

290) ; and this is in consequence of the gate of heaven being

closed to them. That it is closed to them, appears manifestly

and is apperceived in the other life ; and, on the other hand,
it appears manifestly and is apperceived, that the gate of

heaven is open to those who are in good and truth. As 4

regards, in particular, the gate of the enemies spoken of in

this verse, this gate is with man in his natural mind, and
when he is altogether a natural man, or unregenerate,

evils and falsities occupy it, or, what is the same thing,

evil genii and spirits flow in into it with the lusts of evil

and the persuasions of falsity (see nos. 687, 697, 1692);
but when man becomes spiritual or is regenerated, then evils

and falsities, or, what is the same thing, evil genii and spirits,

are driven away from that gate, or from that mind, and when
they are driven away, goods and truths, or charity and faith,

take their place, which is signified l)y the words, " Thy seed

shall inherit the gate of thine enemies." This is effected in

particular with every man when he is being regenerated, and
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likewise in the other life with those who come into the

Lord's kingdom ; it is eftected also in general, or in the church,

5 which consists of many. This was represented by the sons of

Israel driving out the nations from the land of Canaan, wliich

circumstance in the literal sense is meant by the words, " Thy
seed shall inherit the gate of thine enemies," but in the internal

sense there is signified what has been said above. Hence in

ancient times it became customary to use this expression in

blessing those who were about to be married, as is also evi-

dent from the blessing of Laban to his sister Eebecca when
she went betrothed to Isaac :

" our sister, be thou for thou-

sands of a myriad, and may thy seal inherit the gate of thy

6 haters " (Gen. xxiv. GO). That such things are signified in the

Word by the gate of enemies or haters, may appear from the

following passages :—in Isaiah :
" I will kill thy root with

famine, and will slay thy remains ; hoivl, gate, cry, city,

thoi> I'hilisthea, all art melted, because smoke cometh frum
the north" (xiv. 30, 31): killing the root with famine, and
slaying the remains, denotes taking away goods and truths

which were interiorly stored up by the Lord: that remains

denote these things [namely, goods and truths], see nos. 468,

530, 560-562, 661, 798, 1050, 1738, 1906,2284: a gate denotes

the passage to the interiors or to the rational mind : a city

denotes that mind, or, what is the same thing, the goods and
truths therein (see nos. 402, 2268, 2450, 2451, 2712) : Pliilis-

thea denotes the science of the Knowledges of faith, or, what
is the same thing, those who are in the science of those Know-
ledges, but not in the goods of faith (see nos. 1197, 1198)

:

smoke from the north denotes that falsity is from hell ; that

7 smoke denotes falsity from evil, see no. 1861. Again :
" The

city of voidness shall be broken, every house shall be shut up
from entering in ; a cry over the wine in the streets, all glad-

ness shall be desolated, the joy of the earth shall be banished,

that which remains in the city shall be desolation, and the gate

shall he smitten with vastation, for thus shall it be in the midst

of the earth, in the midst of the peoples" (xxiv. 10-13): the

city of voidness which shall be broken denotes the human mind,
that it is deprived of truth : the shutting of every house de-

notes that it is without good ; that a house denotes good, see

nos. 2233, 2234 : a cry over the wine in the streets denotes the

state of falsity, that a cry is predicated of falsity, see no. 2240 :

that wine denotes truth, concerning which there is a cry that

it is not, see nos. 1071, 1798 : that streets are what lead to

truths, see no. 2336 : gladness which is desolated is predicated

of truth, the joy of the earth which is banished is predicated of

good : hence it is evident what is signified by this, that that

which remained in the city should be desolation, and that the

gate should be smitten with vastation ; the gate is said to be
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vastated when nothing hut evils and falsities reign. In Jere- 8

miah :
" The ways of Zion do mourn, so that they come not

to the appointed festival, all her gates are desolate, her priests

groan, her \drgins are anxious, and it is bitter to her ; her
enemies are become the head, her foes are secure, because
Jehovah hath affected with anxiety, on the multitude of her
transgressions, her infants have gone away captive before the
enemy" (Lam. i. 4, 5): the ways of Zion that mourn denote
that there were no longer any truths from good ; that ways
denote truths, see nos. 189, 627, 2333 ; all her gates being
desolate denotes that all the passages were occupied by fals-

ities ; the enemies becoming the head denotes that evils reign.

Again :
" Jehovah hath made the bulwark to mourn, and the 9

wall of the daughter of Zion, they languish together, her gates

are sunk into the earth, He hath destroyed and broken her holts,

her king and her princes are among the nations ; the law is

not, even the prophets have not found vision from Jehovah

;

all thy foes have opened their mouth upon thee, they have
hissed and gnashed with the tooth, they have said. We have
swallowed up, certainly this is the day which we have waited
for; we have found, we have seen" (Lam. ii. 8, 9, IG): the

gates being sunk into the earth denotes that the natural mind
was occupied by evils and falsities ; her kings and princes being
among the nations denote that truths were immersed in evils

:

that a king denotes truth in general, see nos. 1672, 1728, 2015,

2069 ; that princes denote primary truths, see nos. 1482, 2089

;

that nations denote evils, see nos. 1259, 1260, 1849, 1868,
2588. In Moses: "A nation from afar, from the extremity of 'o

the earth, shall distress thee in all thy gates, in thy wliole land,

thus shall thine enemy distress thee " (Deut. xxviii. 49, 52, 53)

:

this is one of the curses which Moses foretold against the

people, if they did not continue steadfast in the command-
ments and statutes: a nation from afar, from the extremity of

the earth, in the internal sense denotes evils and falsities, or

those who are in evil and falsity: distressing in all the gates de-

notes shutting up every passage for good and truth. In Nahum: "
" Behold thy people are women in the midst of thee, the gates of
thy land opening are open to thy foes, the fire devours thy holts ;

draw out for thyself waters of a siege, strengthen thy fortifica-

tions, enter into the mire, and tread the pitch, strengthen the

brick-kiln" (iii. 13, 14): the gates of the land being open to the

foes denotes that evils occupy the place where goods ought to

be. In the book of Judges :
" Ways ceased, and they went in

paths, they went in winding ways, villages ceased in Israel,

he hath chosen new gods, then toere the gates assaulted, was
there a shield seen, or a spear among forty tliousand of Israel"

(v. 6-8): the propliecy of Deborah and 15arak : assaulting the

gates denotes assaulting goods and trutlis. In David :
" The '2
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inhahitcmts of the gate contrive against Me, they who drink

strong drink make mnsic " (Psahn Ixix. 13 [12]): the inhabit-

ants of the gate denote evils and falsities ; they denote also the

infernal. In Ezekiel :
*' In the visions of God I was led to the

inner door of the inner gate looking towards the north : there I

saw the great abominations of tlie house of Israel : I was led

also to the inner door of the gate of the house of Jehovah looking

towards the north : there also were abominations " (viii. 3, 6,

14, 15): the inner door of the inner gate looking towards the

north denotes the place where there were interior falsities
;

the inner door of tlie gate of the house of Jehovah towards the

north denotes the place where there were interior evils : that

there are interior falsities and evils, and that there is an interior

sphere wherein are such spirits and genii, see nos. 2121-2124.
13 In David :

" Lo, sons are the possession of Jehovah, the fruit

of the belly a reward, as weapons in the hand of a strong one,

so are the sons of the first-fruits ; blessed is the man {vir)

wdio hath filled his quiver from them, they shall not be ashamed,
because thcij shall speak ivith the enemies in the gate " (Psalm
cxxvii. 3-5) : speaking with the enemies in the gate denotes

not fearing evils and falsities, consequently not fearing hell.

In Isaiah :
" In that day shall Jehovah of Zebaoth be for a

spirit of judgment to him who sitteth for judgment, and for

strength to those who turn the battle to the gate, and these also

are mad with the wine, and err with the strong drink

"

(xxviii. 5-7). Again :
" They shall be cut off who cause men

to sin by a word, and they ensnare him that reproveth in the

gate, and cause the just one to turn aside to what is void"
(xxix, 20, 21). Again: " Elani lifted up the quiver in the

chariot of a man, and horsemen, Kir made naked the buckler,

and the choice of thy valleys was full of chariots and horsemen,

setting themselves they set themselves at the gate, and he looked in

that day to the arsenal of the house of the forest " (xxii. 6-8).

In Jeremiah :
" Judah hath mourned, and her gates have lan-

guished, they are black to the earth, and the cry of Jerusalem
is gone up, the great ones have sent the lesser ones to the

waters, they have come to the pits, and have not found waters
"

(xiv. 1-3). Again :
" The elders have ceased from the gate, the

14 youths from their music " (Lam. v. 14). From these passages

it may appear what is signified by the gate of the enemies,

namely, hell, or the infernals, who are continually attacking

goods and truths, and whose seat is with man, as was said, in

his natural mind; but when man is such, that he admits

goods and truths, consequently angels, the infernals are driven

aw^ay by the Lord from that seat, and when they are driven

away, the gate of heaven, or heaven itself, is opened. This

gate is also frequently mentioned in the Word, as in the

following passages :—in Isaiah :
" A song in the land of Judah,
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we have a strong city, salvation will set walls and a bulwark
;

open ye the gates, and the righteous nation shall enter, that

keepeth faithfulnesses " (Isaiah xxvi. 1, 2). Again :
" Thus saith

Jehovah to His anointed, to Cyrus, whose hand I have taken

hold of, to make nations go down before him, and I will open
the loins of kings, to open before him, the two valves, and the

gates shall not he shut; I will go before thee, and make the

crooked things straight, I will break in pieces the valves of brass,

and cut in sunder the bars of iron " (xlv. 1, 2). Again :
" The

sons of the stranger shall build thy walls, and their kings shall

minister unto thee, they shall open thy gates continually, they

shall not be shut day and night; violence shall no more be

heard in thy land, wasteness and breaking to pieces in thy

borders, and thou shalt call thy walls salvation, and thy gates

praise" (Ix. 10, 11, 18). Again: " Pass through, pass through

the gates, prepare a way for the people, make level, make level

the highway, say to the daughter of Zion, Behold thy salvation

coraeth " (Ixii. 10-12). In Micah :
" They shall pass through the

gate, and they shall go forth through it, and their king shall

pass through before them, and Jehovah in their beginning"

(ii. 13). In David :
" Lift up your heads, ye gates, and be ye

lifted up, ye eternal doors, and the King of Glory shall enter

in. Who is this King of Glory ? Jehovah strong and a hero,

Jehovah a hero of war ; lift up your heads, ye gates, and lift

up, ye eternal rfoors " (Psalm xxiv. 7-10). Again: "Celebrate

Jehovah, Jerusalem, praise thy God, Zion, becaiisc He
strengthens the bars of thy gates. He blesseth thy sons in the

midst of thee" (Psalm cxlvii. 12, 13). Hence it is evident '5

that the gate of heaven is where the angels are with man, that

is, where the influx of good and truth from the Lord is

;

consequently, that there are two gates, as was said. Concern-

ing these two gates the Lord thus speaks in JMatthew :
" Enter

ye in through the strait gate, because loide is the gate and broad

the way which leadeth to destruction, and many there be who
enter in through it ; because strait [is the gate] and narrow

the way which leadeth to life, and few there be who find it

"

(vii. 12-14 ; Luke xiii. 23, 24). Moreover the gates to the

New Jerusalem, and the gates to the New Temple, are much
treated of in Ezekiel, and also in John in the Apocalypse, by
which gates nothing else is meant than the entrance to heaven.

Concerning these gates, see Ezekiel xl. 6-49 ; xliii. 1, 2, 4

;

xliv. 1-3 ; xlvi. 1-9, 12 ; xlviii. 31-34
; Apoc. xxi. 12, 13, 21,

25; xxii. 14; Isaiah liv. 11, 12. Hence Jerusalem is called
" the gate of the people " in Micah i. 9 ; Obad. 13.

2852. Verse 18. And in thy seed shall all the nations of the

earth be blessed, because thou hast hearkened to My voice. In thy

seed shall all the nations of the earth he blessed, signifies the sal-

vation of all who are in good : because thou hast hearhcncd to My
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voice, signifies through tlio union of His Human Essence with
His Divine Essence.

2853. In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth he hlessed :

that this signifies the salvation of all who are in good, appears

from the signification of being blessed, as denoting being en-

riched with celestial and spiritual good, see nos. 981, 1096,

1420, 1422, and inasmuch as these are they who are saved,

therefore being blessed here signifies being saved : that bless-

ing is of extensive signification, is known ; from the signification

of seed, as denoting the faith of charity, see nos. 1025, 1447,

1610; and from the signification of the nations of the earth,

as denoting those who are in good, see nos. 1159, 1258-1260,
2 1416, 1849. Besides this arcanum, there is further contained in

these words, that through the church, whicli here is the earth

(see nos. 662, 1066, 1067, 1262), they are saved who are outside

the church, for thy seed, as was said, denotes the faith of

charity ; no others are in the faith of charity than they who
are within the church, for tlie faith of charity is truth of doc-

trine adjoined to good of life. For the case is thus :—the

Lord's kingdom in the earths consists of all those who are in

good, who although dispersed throughout the whole orb of

earths, are still a one, and as members constitute one body

;

such is the Lord's kingdom in the heavens : there the universal

heaven resembles one man, which is therefore also called the

Greatest [or Grand] Man (see nos. 684, 1276), and what is

wonderful, and heretofore unknown, all the parts of the human
body correspond to societies in heaven ; wherefore it has been
occasionally said, that some of those societies belong to the

province of the head, some to the province of the eye, others

to the province of the breast, and so forth, concerning wdiich

correspondence, by the Divine mercy of the Lord, more will be

3 said in another place. The case is similar wdth the Lord's

church in the earths : the church in the earths is like the heart

and lungs, and they who are outside the church have reference

to the parts of the body which are supported and kept alive

by tlie heart and the lungs ; hence it is evident, that without a

church somewdiere or other in the earths tlie human race could

not subsist, as the body cannot subsist unless it has a heart

and lungs (see nos, 468, 637, 931, 2054). It is for this reason

that, as often as any church is consummated, that is, becomes

no church, because there is no longer any charity, a new church

is always raised up of the Divine providence ; as when the

Most Ancient church, which was called Man, perished, a new
one was created by the Lord, which was called Noach, and

was the Ancient church which existed after the flood ; and

when this church degenerated and became no church, the

representative Jewish and Israelitish church was instituted

:

and when this became altogether extinct, the Lord came into
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the world, and established a new church ; and this in order

that there might be a conjunction of heaven with the human
race through the church. This also is what is signified by
these words, " In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth

be blessed."

2854. Because thou hast hearkened to My voice : that this sig-

nifies througli the union of the Lord's Human Essence with
His Divine Essence, may appear from all that goes before, of

which this is the close. Hearkening to the voice denotes that

He underwent the last of temptation, and thereby united the

Human Essence to the Divine Essence. That the Lord united

the Human to the Divine, and the Divine to the Human, by
means of continual temptations and victories, see nos. 1737,
] 813 ; and that through this union He saved the human race,

see nos. 1676, 1990, 2U16, 2025, 2034: hence comes all salva-

tion to the human race. The common opinion is, that the

Father sent the Son to suffer the most grievous sufferings,

even to the death of the cross, and that thus by looking on
His passion and merit He became merciful to the human race

;

but every one may know that Jehovah is not rendered merciful

in consequence of any looking on the Son, for He is mercy
itself; but that the arcanum of the Lord's coming into the
world is, that He might unite in Himself the Divine with the
Human, and the Human with the Divine, which could not be
effected hut through the most grievous sufferings of tempta-
tions, and that thus through that union salvation might reach
to the human race, in whom there remained no longer any
celestial and spiritual good, nor even natural good; this union
is what saves those who are in the faith of charity ; it is the
Lord Himself Who is merciful.

2855. Verse 19. And Abraham returned to his hoys; and
they arose and went together to Beersheba ; and Abraham dvjelt

in Beersheba. Abraham returned to his boys, signifies conjunc-
tion again with the former rational : and they arose, signifies a

greater degree of elevation : and went together to Beersheba, sig-

nifies progression in the doctrine of charity and faith, which is

Divine, and to which human rational things were adjoined

:

and Abraham dwelt in Beersheba, signifies that the Lord is

that doctrine itself.

2856. And Abraham returned to his boys : that this sig-

nifies conjunction again with the former rational, appears
from the signification of the boys, as denoting the former
or merely human rational, which was to serve the Divine
rational, concerning which see above, nos. 2782, 2792 ; and
from the signification of returning to them, as denoting being
conjoined, see also above, no. 2795. That the Lord separated
from Himself the merely human rational, when He underwent
the most grievous temptations, appears from the explanation
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of verse 5 in nos. 2791-2793, 2795 ; and that after tempta-
tions He again conjoined Himself with that rational, appears

from what was said above, no. 2795, and from what is said in

this verse.

2857. A7id they arose : that this signifies a greater degree of

elevation, appears from the signification of arising, which, when
it is mentioned in the Word, signifies some elevation, see no.

2401, in the present case the elevation of the rational after

temptation ; for after temptations the [Lord's] rational was
always elevated, as is also the case with man. Every tempta-

tion in which man conquers, elevates his mind and the things

which are of his mind, for it confirms goods and truths, and
superadds new goods and truths, see nos. 1692, 1717, 1740,

2272.

2858. And loent togethe?' to Beersheha : that this signifies pro-

gression in the doctrine of charity and faith, which is Divine,

and to which liuman rational things are adjoined, appears from
the signification of Beersheha, as denoting the doctrine of

charity and faith, which is Divine, and to which human rational

things are adjoined, see nos. 2614, 2723 ; human rational

things are signified by the boys, see nos. 2782, 2792, 2856 ; and
that the doctrine to which those things were adjoined was
Divine, is signified by their going together with Abraham, see

no. 2767.

2859. And Ahraham dwelt in Beersheha: that this signifies

that the Lord is that doctrine itself, appears from the significa-

tion of dwelling, from the representation of Abraham, and from

the signification of Beersheha, which have been treated of

above, and at the same time from what inmiediately precedes.

Dwelling in Beersheha denotes being in doctrine, but when it is

predicated of the Lord, it denotes being doctrine ; as dwelling in

heaven, which is also said of the Lord, signifies not only that

He is in heaven, but also that He Himself is heaven, for He is

the All of heaven, see nos. 551, 552. That the Lord is the

Word, is known, consequently the Lord is doctrine (see no.

2545 [?2531]), for all doctrine is from the Word. The all of

doctrine in the Word is from the Lord, and concerning the

Lord. In the internal sense of the Word nothing else is treated

of than the Lord and His kingdom, as has been shewn many
times. It is the Divine Human of the Lord that the internal

sense of the Word especially treats of, and the all of doctrine

in the Word as to man is to worship Him and to love Him.
2860. Verses 20-23. And it 'ims after those loords, and it

was told Ahraham, saying, Behold, Milkah site also hath horn

sons to Nachor thy hrother : Uz his first-horn, and Buz Ids hrother,

and Kemuel the father of Aram ; and Kescd, and Chazo, and
Pildash, and Jidlaph, and Bethuel. And Bethuel hegat Behekah

:

these eight did Milkah hear to Nachor the hrother of Ahraham.
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It was after tJiosc words, signifies things transacted in relation

to those who are within the church : and it was told Ahra-

liam, saying, signifies the Lord's perception : Behold, Milkah she

also hath home sons to Nachor thy hrothcr, signifies those outside

the church who are in brotherhood by virtue of good : Uz his

first-born, and Buz his hrotJier, and Kcnuiel the father of
Aram, and Kcscd, and Chazo, and Pildash, and JidUi'ph, and
Bethuel, signify various religiosities and worship thence : and
Bethuel hegat Bebehah, signifies [that] the affection of truth [was]

from good : these eight did Milkah hear to Nachor the brother of

Abraham, signifies another class of those who are saved.

2861. It was after those words : that this signifies things

transacted in relation to those who are within the church,

appears from the signification of words, as denoting things

;

in the original language things are called words, consequently

after those words denotes after things transacted. The subject

treated of above, from verse 13 to this verse, is the salvation

of the spiritual by the Lord's Divine Human, and indeed of

those who are in good within the church ; these are they

who may be truly spiritual, because they have the Word, con-

sequently the truths of faith. Man becomes spiritual through

truths of doctrine conjoined to good of life ; everything spirit-

ual is from this origin. But the gentiles outside the church,

inasmuch as they have not the Word, and consequently have

not the truths of faith, so long as they live in the world,

although they live in the good of charity, still are not truly

spiritual, before they are instructed in the truths of faith. And
whereas most of the gentiles cannot be instructed in the world,

they who have lived in mutual charity and in obedience, of

the providence and mercy of the Lord are instructed in the

other life, and then easily receive the truths of faith, and be-

come spiritual. That such is the state and lot of the gentiles in

the other life, see nos. 2589-2604. Inasmuch as in what pre- 2

cedes it treats of those within the church who are saved by
the Lord's Divine Human, therefore in the verses whicli

follow, to the end of the chapter, it treats of those who
are saved outside the church, and who are signified by those

who were born to Nachor Abraham's brother, by Milkah his

wife and Eeumah his concubine ; this also follows in the series.

He who does not know the internal sense of the Word, would
suppose that these things were only the genealogy of the house

of Terach, for the sake of Rebecca who became Isaac's wife, and
also for the sake of Bethuel, whose two grand-daughters Leah
and Rachel became Jacob's wives, but, as has been often said

and shewn above, all names in the Word signify things (see

nos. 1224, 1264, 1876, 1888); and unless they signified things,

the Word would not be Divine but worldly. Hence also it may
appear, that the things which follow relate in a series to the
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Lord's spiritual church, but to that church which is among the
gentiles ; and this by Nachor the brother of Abraham, in order
that they niiglit be signified who are in brotherhood by virtue

of good, as follows in no. 2863.

2862. And it tvas told Abraham, sayiyig : that this signifies

the Lord's perception, may appear from the signification of

telling, as denoting tliinking and reflecting; and from the
signification of saying, as denoting perceiving, as has been
frequently shewn above. The Lord's reflection and perception,

which are treated of in the internal sense of the Word, cannot
otherwise be expressed in historical [relations], than by telling

and saying. In itself also, reflection and perception is an
internal indication [or telling] and dictation [or saying].

2863. Behold Milkah she also hath horn sons to Nachor thy

hrother : that this signifies those outside the church who are in

brotherhood by virtue of good, may appear also from what was
said above concerning Milkah and Nachor, nos. 1363, 1369,

1370 ; for Terach had three sons, Abraham, Nachor, and
Haran, who, that they worshipped other gods, see no. 1356.

Milkah was the daughter of Haran, and became the wife of

Nachor, see no. 1369 ; and Haran died on the faces of Terach
in Ur of the Chaldeans, see nos. 1365-1368. Hence it may
appear what is signified by Milkah and Nachor, namely, by
Milkah the truth of those gentiles, and by Nachor the good.

That there are truths among the gentiles, may appear from
many considerations. For it is known that the gentiles of old

were in wisdom and intelligence, in that they acknowledged
one God, and wrote reverently about Him ; they acknowledged
also the immortality of the soul, and a life after death, and
likewise the happiness of the good, and the unhappiness of the

evil ; besides, they had for a law the commandments of the

Decalogue, namely, that God ought to be worshipped, that

parents ought to be honoured, that murder, theft, and adultery

ought not to be committed, and that what belongs to others

ought not to l)e coveted ; nor were they content to be such in

externals only, but [tried to be such also] in internals. The
case is the same at this day, the more virtuous gentiles, from

all parts of the Earth, speak better about such things than

Christians, nor do they speak only, but live according to them.

These and many other truths are among the gentiles, and con-

join themselves with the good which they have from the Lord,

in consequence of which conjunction they are in a state of

receiving still more truths, because one truth acknowledges

another, and they easily consociate together : there is a con-

nection and there are affinities of truths. Hence it is that

those who have been in good in the world, easily receive the

truths of faith in the other life : falsities with these persons

do not conjoin themselves with good, they only apply them-
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selves, but so that they can be separated thence. The falsities

which are conjoined, remain, but those which are applied are

separated; and they are separated when the truths of faith

are learnt and imbibed, for every truth of faith removes and
separates a falsity, insomuch that at length it holds it in aver-

sion and shuns it. Hence now it is evident who are signified

by the sons whom Milkah bore to Nachor the brother of

Abraham, that is, those outside the church who are in brother-

hood by virtue of good.

2864. Uz his first-lorn and Buz his brother, and Kemuel
the father of Aram, and Kescd, and Chazo, and Pildash, and
Jidlaph, and Bdhuel: that these signify various religiosities

and worship thence, may appear from this consideration, that

names, as was said above, signify things. The things which
these names signify are religiosities and worship thence, as was
also signified by the names which occur in Genesis v. and xi. :

but what is here signified by each name, and by each son,

cannot be so well stated, because they are merely mentioned

;

Uz and Buz are also mentioned in Jeremiah xxv. 20, 23, but

among many other names ; Uz is mentioned likewise in

Lamentations iv. 21 ; Job i. 1, concerning whom see Genesis

X. 23, nos. 1233, 1234
2865. And Bcthuel hegat Rebekah: that this signifies [that]

the affection of their truth [was] from good, may appear from

the representation of Bethuel and Rebekah, concerning which
see chapter xxiv.

2866. These eight did Milkah hear to Nachor the brother of
Abraham: that hereby is signified the second class of those

who are saved, appears from the signification of eight, and
from its being again said that IMilkah bare to Nachor the

brother of Abraham. The eighth day is the first day of a

following week, hence eight signifies something else which
is distinct from what was before (see no. 2044) ; in the present

case, therefore, it signifies the second class, and it was on
account of this signification that that number was added.

That " Milkah bare them to Nachor the brother of Abraham,"
signifies those outside the church who are in brotherhood by
virtue of good, was shewn above, nos. 2863, 2865 ; here,

therefore, because it is the close, it signifies the same, and
it signifies besides, that they are saved.

2867. Verse 24. And his concubine, and her name ivas

Beicmah, and she also bare Tcbach, and Gacham, and Thachash,

and Maakhah. His concubine, and her name was Bcumah,
signifies the Gentiles who are in idolatrous worship and in

good : and she also bare Tcbach, and Gacham, and Thachash,

and Maakhah, signifies their various religiosities: these con-

stitute the third class of the spiritual who are saved.

2868. His concubine, and her name was Reumah: that this
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signifies the Gentiles who are in idolatrous worship and in good,

may appear from what goes before. For in the former place

are the (xentiles, who were signified by those who were born to

Nachor by his wife, in the latter place those who were born of

his concubine. They who were born of the wife, as was shewn,

were those outside the church who are in brotherhood by virtue

of good, see no. 2863 ; tliese latter are those outside the church

who are in idolatrous worship and in good : consequently these

were not from so legitimate a bed as the former, yet still they

were considered as legitimate, for at that time children who
were born of handmaids were adopted as legitimate, as may
appear from the sons of Jacob, who were born of the hand-

maids Bilhah and Zilpah (Genesis xxx. 4-12), of whom tribes

were formed the same as of those who were born of Leah and
Eachel, and indeed without any difference ; but that never-

theless there was a difference, may appear from Genesis xxxiii.

1, 2, 6, 7 ; the handmaids who were at that time given to the

husband by the wife for the sake of begetting children, were
called concubines, as appears from Bilhah the handmaid of

liachel, who is also called Jacob's concubine (Genesis xxxv.

22). It was at that time tolerated, that they should beget

children of handmaids or concubines, in order that thus might

he represented those who are outside the church, and also those

who are in a lower degree within the church. Her name being

called Eeumah involves her quality, see nos. 1896, 2009, in the

present case it involves exaltation, which is signified by
Eeumah. Concerning the state and lot of the nations and
peoples who are outside the church, see nos. 593, 932, 1032,

1059, 1327, 1328, 1366, 2049, 2051, 2284, 2589-2604.

2869. Ayid she also hare Tchach, and Gacham, and TJiachash,

and Maakhah : that these signify their various religiosities

and worship thence ; and that these constitute the third class

of the spiritual who are saved, may appear from what was
said above, nos. 2864, 2866, 2868.

man's freedom.

2870. Few hiow what freedoyn is, and what freedom is not.

Freedom appears to he all that ivhich is of any love and its

delight; and whatever is contrary to any love and its delight

ajypears to he not freedom. That which is of the love of self and
the love of the icorld, atid of the Ivsts of those loves, appears to

man as freedom, hut it is infernal freedom ; hut that which is

of love to the Lord, and love touxtrds the neighhot'.r, consequently
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of the love of good and truth, is freedom itself, and. is heavenly

freedom.

2871. Infernal spirits do not knoto that there is any other

freedom than that which is of the love of self and the love of the

world, that is, of the lusts of hearing rule over, of fersecuting

,

and of hating all who do iwt serve them, of torturing every

oiu, of destroying tli.e universe, if it were possible
, for the sake

of themselves, of taking away and appropriating to themselves

irliatever belongs to another. When they are in these and
similar \lusts\ they are in their freedom, because they are in

their delight. In that freedom their life consists to such

an extent, that if it is taken away from them, they have no

more life remaining than a neiu-born child : this has also been

shewn by living experience. A certain evil spirit loas in the

persitasion that such things might be taken away from him,

and that thus he might come into heaven, consequently that his

life might be miraculously transmuted into heavenly life : where-

fore those loves, with the lusts tliereof, wiere taken away from him,

which is effected in the other life by dissociation, and he then

manifestly appeared like an infant spreading out his hands,

'/rhich he coidd scarcely move, and at the same time he was in a

state less capable of thinking than any infant, neither could he

speak or know anything, but presently he was restored to his

delight, and thereby to freedom. Hence it was evident, that it is

impossible for any one to come into heaven, who has procured to

himself life from the love of self and of the world, and con-

sequently in the freedom of those loves ; for if that life tvas taken

avjay from such a person, he ivoidd have nothing of thought and.

vnll remaining writh him.

2872. Bid heavenly freedom is that which is from the Lord.

In that freedom are all the angels who are in the heavens. It is,

as tvas said, [the freedom] of love to the Lord and of mutual love,

consequently of the affection of good and truth. The qimlity of
this freedom may appear from this consideration, that every one

who is in it communicates his oion blessedness and happi7iess to

others from an inmost affection, and that it is a blessedness and
hapinncss to him to be able to communicate ; and as the universal

heaven is such, hence it is that each individual is a centre of the

blessednesses and happinesses of all, and that all together are the

centre of the blessednesses and hapjnnesses of each individual : this

commu7iication is effected by the Lord, by wonderful influxes in an
incomprehensible form, which is theform of heaven. Hence it may
appear what heavenlyfreedom is, and that it isfrom the Lord alone.

2873. How far heavenly freedom, which is from the affection

of good and truth, is distant from infernal freedom, which

is from the affectio7i of evil and falsity, may appearfrom this

coyisideration, that the angels who are in the heavens, if they

only think of such a freedom as is from the affection of evil and
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falsity, or, what is the same thing, from the lusts of the lore of

self and of the world, arc instantly seized ivith internal jpain

;

and on the other hand, ichcn evil S2oirits only think of a freedom
which is from the affection of good and truth, or, ivhat is the

same thing, from the desires of miitual love, they instantly come
into agonies ; and what is wonderful, so opposite is the one freedom
to the other, that the freedom of the love of self and of the ivorld is

hell to good spirits ; and, on the other hand, the freedom of love to

the Lord and of mtitual love is hell to evil spirits. Hence all are

distinguished in the other life according to freedoms, or, ivhat is

the same thing, according to loves and affections, consequently

according to delights of life, which is the same thing as according

to lives ; for lives are nothing else than delights, and delights are

nothing else than affections, which are of loves.

2874. Hence noio it appeal's vjhat freedom is, namely, that it

vnsists in thinking and tvillingfrom affection ; and that such as

the affection is, such is the freedom; also that.^one freedom is

infernal, and the other freedom is heavenly ; and that infernal

freedom is from hell, hut that heavenly freedom is from the Lord.

It appears also, that they who are in infernal freedom cannot

come into heavenly freedom ; this would he coming from hell into

heaven, unless the all of life ivere to he taken away from them

:

also, that no one can come into heavenly freedom except through

reformation hy the Lord, and that then he is introduced through

the affection of good and truth, that is, through the good of life

loherein is implanted the trtith of doctrine.

2875. The good of life, or the affection of good, is insinuated

hy the Lord through an interned way, whilst mci7i is altogether

ignorant of it ; hit the truth of doctrine, or faith, is insinuated

through an externcd way, and introduced into the memory, ivhenee

it is called forth hy the Lord in its time and in its order, and is

conjoined to the affection of good ; this is done in man's freedom,

for mans freedom, as was said, is from ((ffection. Such is the

insemination and inrooting of faith. Whatsoever is done in

freedom, is conjoined, hut whatsoever is done under compulsion is not

conjoined, which may apj)ea,rfrom this consideration, that nothing

can hy any means he conjoined except what one is affected with

;

affection is the very recipient ; to receive anything contrary to

affection, is [to receive ivhat is'\ contrary to life. Hence it is

evident that the truth of doctrine, or faith, cannot he received

except hy its affection ; hut such as the affection is, such is the

reception; the affection of truth and good is alone that which
receives the truth of faith, for they agree together, and hecause

they agree together, they conjoin themselves.

2876. As no one can he reformed except in freedom, therefore

freedom is never taken away from man, so far as it appears. It

is an eterncd law, that every one he in freedom as to the interiors,

that is, as to the affections aiid thoughts, to the end that
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the affection of good and truth may he insinuated in free-

dom.

2877. As often as the affection of truth and the affection of
good is insinuated hy the Lord, which is done whilst man is alto-

gether ignorant of it, so often he imbibes truth and does good in

freedom, becausefronn affection, fortohatever is from cvffection, this,

as was said, is free, and then the truth ivhicli is offaith conjoins

itself loith the good which is of charity. Unless man had freedom
in all that he thinks and udlls, it ivoidd he im^wssihlc for the

freedom of thinking truth and of ivilling good to he insinuated

into any one hy the Lord ; for man, in order that he may he

reformed, ought to think truth asfrom himself, and to do good as

from himself, and what [is thus done] asfrom himself is [done]

infreedom : unless this tvas the case, no reformation or regeneration

could ever he effected.

2878. There are innumerable reasons from which, and on
account of which, man loves to learn truth, and to luill good

;

very many of these reasons are from the world, very many too are

from the body, and. sometimes in such cases they are not for the

sake of heaven, still less for the sake of the Lord. Man is thus

introduced hythe Lord into tridh and good by means of affections,

and one man altogether differently from another, each one accord-

ing to his nature, connate and acquired ; and inasmuch as he is

iiitroduced into truth and good continucdly hy means of affections,

thus continually through freedoms, and at length into affections of
spiritual truth and spiritiud good, the Lord Alone knoivs those

times and those states, and He Alone disposes and rules them
accorditig to the genius and life of each person. Hence it is

evident tvhy man has freedom.

2879. The Lord flows in with good through the inmost of man,
and there conjoins truth ; their root must he in the inmost ; and
unless man he in freedom interiorly as to all affections and as to

all thoughts, he can never he so disposed that good and truth can
take any root.

2880. Nothing else appears to man as his own, or, what is the

same thing, as his proprium, but that which flowsfrom freedom ;

the reason is, that all affection, which is of love, is his veriest

life, and to act from affection is to act from life, that is, from
himself, consequently from his otvn, or, what is the same thing,

from the proprium. Ln order therefore that man may receive a
heavenly propriicm, such as the angels in heaven have, he is kept

in freedom, and is thus introduced hy freedom, as was said above.

Lt may be known to every one that worshipping the Lord from
freedom apjjcars to be as from one's self, or from the proprium ;

but that worshiptjiing under compulsion is not from one's self,

hut from a force acting outwardly, or from another source, and
comjyclling one to do so ; consequently, that worshij) from freedom
is ivorship itself, but that worship from compulsion is no worship.
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2881. If it were iwssible for man to he reformed under com-

indsion, there woidd not he a single man in the universe who
woidd not he saved, for nothing would he more easy to the Lord
than to compel man to fear Him, to worship Him, yea, as it were

to love Him, the means of doing so hcing innumerahle ; Ind

inasmuch as what is done under compidsion, is not conjoined,

consequently not ctppropriatcd, therefore nothing can he further

from the Lord than to compel any one. So long as mctn is in

comhats, or is one of the church miUtant, it appears as if the

Lord compels man, and thus that he has no freedom, for he fights

at that time continually against the love of self and of the world,

consequently against the freedom into which he was horn and in

which he has grown up : hence it is that it so appears. But that

in the comhats wherein he conquers, freedom is stronger than out

of combats, hid that the freedom is not from himself, hut from the

Lord, and yet appearing as his oivn, see nos. 1937, 1947.

2882. Man helieves that he has no freedom chiefly from this

consideration, that he knoivs that he cannot, from himself, do

'what is good, and think ivhat is true. But let him not helieve

that any one ever has or had any freedom of thinking what is

true and doing whcd is good from himself, not even the man who,

hy reason of the integrity in ivhich he was, was called the image
and likeness of God. But the freedom of thinking the truth

vjhich is offaith, and of doing the good lohich is of charity, all

flows in from the Lord ; the Lord is good itself and tridh itself,

consequently the fountain [of good and tridh\ All the angels are

in such freedom, yea in the very p)erccption thcd it is so ; the

inmost angels perceive how much is from the Lord, and hovj

much from themselves, hid so much as there is from the Lord so

far they are in happiness, whereas so much as tliere is from them-

selves so far they are not in happ)iness.

2883. In order, therefore, that man m.ay receive a heavenly

proprium, he ought to do what is goodfrom himself and to think

what is true from himself, hut still he ought to know, and, when he

is reformed, to tldnk and helieve, that cdl good and all truth is from
the Lord, even as to the smallest portion thereof, and this, heeause

it is so, hut that the reason why it is given to man to sitppose that

good and tridh are from himself is, that thus they may become

as his proprium.

2884. Nothing is less like freedom than the freedom of the love

of self and of the world, and of the lusts of those loves : it is

altogether slavery ; hut still it is called freedom., just as love,

affection, and delight, are called hy those names, whether used in

a good or had sense ; nevertheless nothing is less like love than the

love of self and of the world : it is hatred, consequently so are the

affection and delight thence derived. They are so called according

to what they appear, not according to what they are.

2885. It is impossihle for any one to know what slavery is,
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and what freedom is, imless he knows the origin of the one and.

of the other, which he cannot hnoiv hut from the Word ; and
unless he knows also how it is vnth man as to his affections which

are ofthe will,and as to his thoughts which are ofthe imderstanding.

2886. The case with man as to his affections and as to his

thoughts is thus

:

—no one whatsoever, tvhether man, or spirit,

or angel, can will and think from himself, hut from others, nor

can these others ivill and think from themselves, hut all again

from others, and so forth, thus each one from the First of life,

which is the Lord. That which is unconnected does not exist;

evils and falses have connection vnth the hells, whence comes

the willing and thinking of those who are in them, and also

their love, affection, and delight, consequently their freedom ; hut

goods and truths have connection with heaven, ivhence comes the

loilling and thinking of those ivho are in the'm, and also their

love, affection, and delight, conseqiiently their freedom. Hence it

may appear whence the one freedom comes, and whence the other.

That the case is so, is perfectly well known in the other life, hut at

this day it is altogether imknotvn in the rvorld.

2887. There are contimiaUy vjith man evil spirits, and also

angels ; through the spirits he communicates with the hells, and
through the angels with the heavens. If these spirits and angels

were to he removed from him, he would he in an instant without

[the poiver of] willing and thinking, consequently loithout life.

That this is the case, may 2^ossihly appear a paradox, hut it is

most true. But concerning the spirits and angels with man,
hy the Divine mercy of the Lord, we shall speak elsewhere.

2888. In regard to the life of every one, whether man, or

spirit, or angel, it flows in solely from the Lord, Who is life

itself, and diffuses Himself through the universal heaven, and even

th.rough hell, consequently into every individual therein, and this

in an incomp)re]ie7isihle order and series. But the life which

iiows in is received hy every one according to his nature : good

and truth is received as good and truth hy the good ; whereas

good and truth is received as evil and falsity hy the evil, and is

also chaTiged into evil and falsity in them. This is comparat-

ively as the light of the sun, which diffuses itself into all the

ohjects of the Earth, hut is received according to the qucdity of

each ohjeet, and hecomes of a heaidiful colour in hcaiitiful forms,

and of an ugly colour in ugly forms. This is an arcanum in the

world, hut in the other life nothing is better known. In order

that I might know that such an influx existed, it was given me
to speak with the spirits and angels ivho ivere ivith me, and also

to feel a7id perceive the influx, and this so often, that I am not

able to reckon up all the times. I know however that the fallacy

will still mislead many to believe that they will of themselves, and
think of themselves, and thus have life of themselves, when yet

nothing is less true.
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2889. Ufil sinrits can hy no means a2)prelicnd that they do

Twt live of themselves, and that they are only organs of life, still

less can they conceive that there is no life except tlmt which isfrom
good and trtith, and least of all that they do 'not begin to live

until the life of the lusts of evil and of the persuasions of falsity,

in ivhich they are, is extinguished. They believe, that if they were

deprived of those lusts, there could be nothing of life remaining

:

wJien nevertheless the real fact is, that they first begirt to live, tuhen

they have lost the life of the lusts of evil and of the persuasions

of falsity, arid that before this the Lord is not received with good
ami truth, wherein alone life consists ; but that intelligence and
wisdom, consequently the veriest life, then flows in, and afterwards

is immensely increased, and this with delight, blessedness, and
happiness, arid thus with inmost joy, and with inexpressible

variety to eternity.

2890. The evil spirits who are with man, and through whom
man communicates ivith hell, consider him no otherioise tluin as

a vile slave, for they infuse into him their oivn lusts and persua-

sions, and thus lead him whithersoever they will : but the angels

through whom man communiccdcs with heaven, consider him as a
brother, and insinuate into him the affections of good and truth,

and thus lead him through freedom, not whither they will, but

lohither it pleases the Lord. Hence may appear lohat is the

quality of the one [freedom] and of the other, and tlmt to be led

by the devil is slavery, but to be led by the Lord is freedom.

2891. l^pirits recently arrived puzzle themselves a great deed

as to hoiu they are to apiJrchend \the truth'] that no one can do

good from himself, nor think truth from himself, but from the

Lord, imagining that thus they ivould be like machines unfit

for anything, and if so, that they must let their hands hang doivn

loose, and siffer themselves to be acted upon. But they are told,

tliat they ought by all means to think, will, and do good from
themselves, and that otherwise they cannot receive a heavenly

proprium, and heavenly freedom, but still that they ought to

acknoivledge that good and truth are not from them, but from the

Lord ; and they are instructed that all the angels are in such an
acknowledgment, yea, in the perception that it is so ; and the more
exquisitely they 2)erceive that they are led by the Lord, and that

thereby they are in the Lord, so much the more they are in

freedom.

2892. Whosoever lives in good, and believes that the Lord
governs the universe, and that from Him alone comes all the good

which is of love and charity, and all the tridh which is of faith,

yea, that from Him comes life, consequently that from Him we
live, move, and have our being, is in such a stcde thcd he can be

gifted with heavenly freedom, and therewith cdso with peace,

for in such case he trusts in the Lord only, and counts other

things of no concern, and is certain that then cdl things tend to
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Ms good, blessedness, and hapjnncss to eternity. But whoso

helieves that he governs himself, is continually restless, being borne

along into lusts, into solicitiidcs concerning things to come, and
thereby into manifold anxieties ; and inasmuch as he believes

so, therefore also the lusts of evil and the ijcrsuasions of falsity

adJiere to him.

2893. Good spirits are greatly surprised that the man of the

church at this day does not believe that all evils and falsities with
him flow in from hell, and that all goods and truths flow in from
the Loi'd, wlun yet he knoivs this from the Word, and also from
the doctrine of faith, and every one says, when any one has

done a great evil, that he suffered himself to be led by the devil,

and luhen any one has done good, that he suffered himself to be

led by the Lord.

END OF THE THIRD VOLUME.
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ERRATUM.

Page 6, line 1, for have known read know.
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